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Medical Marijuana Grower/Processor Permit Application 

You may apply for one grower/processor permit in this application for any of the medical marijuana 

regions listed below. A separate application must be submitted for each grower/processor permit 

sought by the applicant. Please see the Medical Marijuana Organization Permit Application Instructions 

for a table of the counties within each medical marijuana region. 

Please check to indicate the medical marijuana region, and specify the county, for which you are 

applying for a grower/processor permit: 

☐ Northwest    ☐ Northcentral   ☒ Northeast 

☐ Southwest   ☐ Southcentral   ☐ Southeast 

 

County: Lehigh 
 

 

Department of Health Use Only 

# Received 
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Medical Marijuana Grower/Processor Permit Application 

Part A - Applicant Identification and Facility Information 

(Scoring Method: Pass/Fail) 

FOR THIS PART, THE APPLICANT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE BUSINESS OR 

INDIVIDUAL APPLYING FOR A PERMIT. 

 

Section 1 – Applicant Name, Address and Contact Information 
Business or Individual Name and Principal Address 

Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other legal business formation documents: 
 
The SENTEL Group 

Other trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 
 
TSG 

Business Address: 143 Waterfront Street #203 

City: Oxon Hill State: MD Zip Code: 20745 

Phone: (571) 366-0815 Fax: (703) 342-4337 Email: 
ganjaplanter420@outlook.com 

 

 

☒Primary Contact or ☐Registered Agent for this Application 

Name: Russell Wright 

Address: 143 Waterfront Street #203 

City: Oxon Hill State: MD Zip Code: 20745 

Phone: (571) 366-0815 Fax: (703) 342-4337 Email: 
ganjaplanter420@outlook.com 

 

 

Section 2 – Facility Information 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that you possess the ability to obtain in an expeditious 
manner the right to use sufficient land, buildings and other premises and equipment to 
properly carry on the activity described in the medical marijuana grower/processor 
permit application, and any proposed location for a grower/processor facility. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY (PLEASE INDICATE THE FACILITY NAME AS YOU WOULD LIKE IT TO APPEAR ON THE 

PERMIT) 

Facility Name: TSG 

Facility Address: 215-301 S. 4th Street 

City: Emmaus State: PA Zip Code: 18049 

County: Lehigh County Municipality: Emmaus Borough 

☐ Owned by the applicant          ☐ Leased by the applicant        ☒ Option for applicant to buy/lease 
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Is the facility located in a financially distressed municipality? 

 
☐ 
Yes 

☒ 
No 

Does the facility have an excess maintenance agreement or road use agreement with 
PennDOT, the local municipality, or the county? 

☐ 
Yes 

☒ 
No 

 

Part B – Diversity Plan 

(Scoring Method: 100 Points) 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 615 OF THE ACT (35 P.S. § 10231.615), AN APPLICANT SHALL INCLUDE WITH ITS 

APPLICATION A DIVERSITY PLAN THAT PROMOTES AND ENSURES THE INVOLVEMENT OF DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE 

GROUPS IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYMENT, AND CONTRACTING OPPORTUNITIES. DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS 

INCLUDE A PERSON, INCLUDING A NATURAL PERSON; INDIVIDUALS FROM DIVERSE RACIAL, ETHNIC AND CULTURAL 

BACKGROUNDS AND COMMUNITIES; WOMEN; VETERANS; INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES; CORPORATION; PARTNERSHIP; 

ASSOCIATION; TRUST OR OTHER ENTITY; OR ANY COMBINATION THEREOF, WHO ARE SEEKING A PERMIT ISSUED BY THE 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO GROW AND PROCESS OR DISPENSE MEDICAL MARIJUANA. DIVERSE GROUPS INCLUDE THE 

FOLLOWING BUSINESSES THAT HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED BY A THIRD-PARTY CERTIFYING ORGANIZATION: A DISADVANTAGED 

BUSINESS, MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESS, AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS AS THOSE TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 74 PA. C.S. § 

303(B); AND A SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS OR VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS AS THOSE 

TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 51 PA. C.S. § 9601. 

 

Section 3 – Diversity Plan 
By checking “Yes,” the applicant affirms that it has a diversity plan that establishes a 
goal of opportunity and access in employment and contracting by the medical 
marijuana organization. The applicant also affirms that it will make a good faith effort to 
meet the diversity goals outlined in the diversity plan. Changes to the diversity plan 
must be approved by the Department of Health in writing.  
 

The applicant further agrees to report participation level and involvement of Diverse 

Participants and Diverse Groups in the form and frequency required by the Department, 

and to provide any other information the Department deems appropriate regarding 

ownership, management, employment, and contracting opportunities by Diverse 

Participants and Diverse Groups. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

 

DIVERSITY PLAN 

 

IN NARRATIVE FORM BELOW, DESCRIBE A PLAN THAT ESTABLISHES A GOAL OF DIVERSITY IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, 

EMPLOYMENT AND CONTRACTING TO ENSURE THAT DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE GROUPS ARE ACCORDED 

EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY. TO THE EXTENT AVAILABLE, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 

 

1. The diversity status of the Principals, Operators, Financial Backers, and Employees of the 

Medical Marijuana Organization. 

2. An official affirmative action plan for the Medical Marijuana Organization. 

http://dced.pa.gov/local-government/act-47-financial-distress
http://www.penndot.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/PostedBondedRoadway/Pages/Posted-and-Bonded-FAQ's.aspx
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3. Internal diversity goals adopted by the Medical Marijuana Organization. 

4. A plan for diversity-oriented outreach or events the Medical Marijuana Organization will 

conduct during the term of the permit. 

5. Contracts with diverse groups and the expected percentage and dollar amount of revenues 

that will be paid to the diverse groups. 

6. Any materials from the Medical Marijuana Organization’s mentoring, training, or professional 

development programs for diverse groups. 

7. Any other information that demonstrates the Medical Marijuana Organization’s commitment 

to diversity practices. 

8. A workforce utilization report including the following information for each job category within 

the Medical Marijuana Organization: 

a. The total number of persons employed in each job category, 

b. The total number of men employed in each job category, 

c. The total number of women employed in each job category, 

d. The total number of veterans in each job category, 

e. The total number of service-disabled veterans in each job category, and 

f. The total number of members of each racial minority employed in each job category. 

9. A narrative description of your ability to record and report on the components of the diversity 
plan. 

 

Introduction 

The Sentel Group’s (“TSG”) financial backer, president and CEO, Mr. Russell T. Wright, fully 

supports and is verifiably committed to promoting diverse participation in corporate 

ownership, management, employment, and contracting opportunities as demonstrated in his 

previous and current business organizations.  All of Mr. Wright’s former and current business 

organizations (including TSG, Dimensions International, R&R Enterprises, Brilliant 

Engineering, and SENTEL Corporation) have always been and continue to remain 100% 

minority owned businesses.  Also, all his former and current business organizations have 

maintained significantly diverse workforces since inception.  For example, one of Mr. 

Wright’s current organizations, SENTEL Corporation (SENTEL), presently maintains a 

workforce of over 700 full time (W2 status) employees, and this workforce’s composition is 

currently comprised of 53% racial minorities (and has averaged 55% racial minority in the past 

5 years), and 35% women employees. SENTEL’s full diversity profile is outlined in the chart 

below. This information is documented via SENTEL’s reporting processes, consistent with 

various requirements including International Standardization Organization (ISO) 9001:2008 

and the Department of Labor Federal Contractor Annual reporting requirements (including the 

Department of Labor Annual Veteran Submission forms). 

SENTEL DIVERSITY STATUS CURRENT ESTIMATED 

WORKFORCE % 
ESTIMATED WORKFORCE  %  SINCE INCEPTION &/OR IN PAST 5 YRS. 

Women Employees 35% 34.6% 

Minority Employees 53% 55% 

Veteran Employees 20% 23% 

Disabled & Disabled Vet. Employees 19.6% 14.8% 
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SENTEL is also a 1996 graduate of the Federal Government’s Small Business 

Administration’s (SBA) 8(a) Business Development Program devised for small businesses 

including diverse, minority, and disadvantaged businesses.  As such, Mr. Wright understands 

the unique challenges that diverse participants, groups, vendors, and subcontractors face. 

In terms of subcontractor and vendor dollars provided to diverse groups, SENTEL has 

provided an average of 23% of its annual revenues, exceeding an average of $20M worth of its 

total work annually in the past 5 years alone, to diverse groups including minority, woman, 

veteran, disabled and disabled veteran owned businesses (this information is verifiable and is 

submitted to the federal government in each of SENTEL’s small business plans as part of all 

of its previous and current federal contracts). 

An array of other companies that TSG’s owner, financial backer, and its senior management 

(including its Board of Advisors), have been responsible for creating, operating, and/or 

managing (including Dimensions International, R&R Enterprises, and Brilliant Engineering), 

have also all implemented and maintained successful diversity plans, whose goals both in 

terms of diverse participants and groups have all demonstratively been met and maintained. 

In terms of TSG specifically, TSG is registered as a certified Minority Business Enterprise 

(“MBE”) by the Capital Region Minority Supplier Development Council (“CRMSDC”) and is 

100% minority owned. In terms of management, TSG’s Cultivation/Processing Board of 

Advisors is currently comprised of 54% individuals that would fit one or more diversity 

criteria including gender and racial status (advisors are listed individually under the Business 

History/Ability section of this application). 

With respect to employees, TSG has proposed 16 full time positions (including both 

prospective employees such as pharmacists with signed Letters of Intent, and current 

employees) and over 81% of these employees currently meet various diversity criteria. A brief 

synopsis of TSG’s diversity criteria, both in terms of management and workforce, is provided 

in the chart below. 

TSG % of Diverse 

Participants/ 
Groups 

Diversity Criteria                Verifiable 

Documentation 
                                   

Ownership/Financial 

Backing, President/CEO 
100% Racial Minority Yes, current Articles of Formation/ 

Incorporation on File, available for  review 

Board of Advisors 56% Veterans, Racial 

Minority, Women 
Yes, list of Advisors provided in Business 

History/Ability Section of application 
Current Vendor 

Agreements/Contracts 
80% Veteran, Disabled 

Veteran, Women, 

Racial Minorties 

Yes, vendor agreements/contracts 

currently on file 

Proposed Employees 67% Veteran, Disabled 

Veteran, Racial 

Minorities, Women 

Yes, Diversity Plan, Equal Employment Plan, 

and Affirmative Action Plan currently on file 

and submitted as part of application 

addemdums reflecting current employee 

status. Additionally, designated QC/Ethics 

Manager and HR Manager currently on 

staff have recorded and generated reports 

on file regading proposed employee status. 
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Overview. 

As part of its diversity plan, TSG has implemented significant, tried and tested processes to 

account for, record, audit, and report the participation level and involvement of various diverse 

participants and groups on an annual basis to ensure compliance with all internal corporate 

policies. These policies are consistent with industry standards (including ISO standards), and 

all applicable state and federal laws.  Additionally, TSG will have all related documentation on 

file and available to the Department at all times, and will provide any other information the 

Department deems appropriate regarding ownership, management, employment, and 

contracting opportunities by diverse participants and groups at any time.  Details of our 

Diversity Plan are provided below. 

 

Diversity Plan Objective. 

It is the policy of TSG not to discriminate against any employee or any applicant for 

employment because of age, race, religion, color, handicap, sex, physical condition, 

developmental disability, sexual orientation and/or national origin.  This policy includes, but is 

not limited to, the following:  recruitment and employment, promotion, demotion, transfer, 

compensation, selection for training including apprenticeship, layoff and termination.  TSG 

further commits to take affirmative action to ensure equal employment opportunities. 

 

Definitions. 

Diverse Groups — A disadvantaged business, minority-owned business, women-owned 

business, service-disabled veteran-owned small business or veteran-owned small business that 

has been certified by a third-party certifying organization.  

Diverse Participants — The term includes the following: 

 Individuals from diverse racial, ethnic and cultural backgrounds and communities. 

 Women. 

 Veterans. 

 Individuals with disabilities. 

 Diversity Plan — A strategy that promotes or ensures participation by diverse groups in the 

management and operation of a medical marijuana organization through contracting and 

employment opportunities.  

 

Vision Statement. 
Leveraging a diverse and inclusive workforce to achieve superior business results. 

 

Goals. 
The goal of TSG’s diversity plan is to establish a culture of opportunity and access in 

employment and contracting in our operations.  TSG ensures it will meet the diversity goals 

outlined within the diversity plan.  All personnel who are responsible for hiring and promoting 
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employees and for the development and implementation of programs or activities are charged 

to support this program and are trained accordingly.  They also provide leadership in 

implementing affirmative action goals and initiatives. 

 

During the term of permit with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, TSG shall comply with 

all state regulations and federal laws relating to equal employment opportunities and 

affirmative action and to continue to meet the goals of the diversity plan.  The company shall 

continue to work cooperatively with government and community organizations to take 

affirmative action to ensure equal employment and advancement opportunities. 

 

TSG’s goal is to attract, develop and retain the best and brightest employees from varied 

backgrounds and ethnicities.  This requires TSG to have a culture of inclusion where all 

individuals feel respected, are treated fairly and are provided an opportunity to excel within 

TSG.  To achieve this, TSG will seek to ensure that all individuals within the company possess 

diversity and inclusion competencies.  

 

1. The diversity status of the Principals, Operators, Financial Backers, and Employees of 

the Medical Marijuana Organization. 
TSG is a extremely diverse organization and nearly 69% of its members meet various diversity 

status criteria. This includes TSG’s owner, principal, and financial backer, and many members 

of TSG’s senior and mid-level managers, operators and employees are either racial minorities, 

females, and/or veterans. Specifically, TSG’s participants currently consist of: 

 

 Mr. Russell T. Wright, 100% Owner and 100% Financial Backer, diversity 

status: racial minority. 

 Dr. Suzanne Sisley, Lead Medical Researcher, diversity status: female. 

 Ms. Tatiana Joblokov, pharmacist, diversity status: female 

 Ms. Cheryl J. Wilson, pharmacist, diversity status: female 

 Mr. Rod Brodbeck, pharmacist, diversity status: N/A 

 Mr. Mike Royer: Chief Financial Officer, diversity status: N/A 

 Ms. Barbara Ochester, nurse, diversity status: female 

 Ms. Colleen Wood, nurse, diversity status, female 

 Mr. Thomas Haffly, master grower/horticulturist, diversity status: N/A 

 Mr. Will Whitaker, facility manager, diversity status: racial minority, disabled 

veteran 

 Ms Katara Hanson, Human Resources (HR) manager, diversity status: racial 

minority, female. 
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 Ms. Amina Garrett, recruiting and staffing leadl diversity status female, racial 

minority, veteran. 

 Ms. Rosario Garcia, QC/ethics and compliance manager; diversity status: female, 

racial minority. 

 Ms. Bridget Spruill, business management director; diversity status: female, 

racial minority. 

 Mr. David McCoy, security director; diversity status: N/A 

Please note that the above reflects TSG’s current staff and Advisory Board members for both 

its grow/cultivation and dispensary operations in hopes of fulfilling TSG’s goals of becoming 

a vertically integrated business. However, the employees listed in the Personnel Qualifications 

portion of this application are those that will specifically work on TSG’s Grow/Processing 

Facility operations. 

 

2. An official affirmative action plan for the Medical Marijuana Organization. 
TSG recognizes the need for Affirmative Action Plan and pledges our commitment to 

undertake positive actions to overcome the present effects of past practices or barriers to equal 

employment opportunity and to achieve the full and fair participation of minorities, women, 

people with disabilities, elderly persons, and all other protected groups found to be 

underutilized in TSG’s work force or affected by policies having an adverse impact.   TSG 

ensures its current Affirmative Action Plan (AAP), submitted in full as an addendum to this 

application, complies with all relevant Pennsylvania and federal anti-discrimination 

provisions, laws and regulations. 

 

TSG’s current AAP s is the policy of TSG to provide equal employment opportunities without 

consideration of race, color, religion, age, sex, marital status, national origin, genetic 

information, past/present history of mental disability, ancestry, learning or physical disabilities 

including but, not limited to blindness, sexual orientation, genetic information or criminal 

record, unless there is a bonfire occupational qualification for excluding persons in one of the 

above protected groups.  This policy applies to all aspects of the employer/employee 

relationship including, but not limited to, recruitment, hiring, referrals, classifying, advertising, 

training, upgrading, promotion, benefits, compensation, discipline, layoff and terminations. 

TSG recognizes the hiring difficulties experienced by minorities, people with disabilities and 

by many elderly persons and, where appropriate, TSG has set goals to overcome the present 

effects of past discrimination, if any, to achieve the full and fair utilization of such persons in 

the work force.  TSG further pledges that the company affirmatively provides services and 

programs in a fair and impartial manner.  Where adverse impact is identified, TSG will: 

 Review its personnel policies and procedures to ensure that barriers, which 

unnecessarily exclude protected classes and practices, which have an illegal 

discriminatory impact, are identified and eliminated; 

 Explore alternative approaches to employ minorities and members of protected classes; 
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 administer all terms, conditions, privileges and benefits of the employment process in 

an equitable manner; and 

 Establish procedures for the extra effort that may be necessary to ensure that the 

recruitment and hiring of protected group members reflect their availability in the job 

market. 

Additionally, TSG  has implemented, monitors and enforces in its AAP Statement in 

conjunction with the applicable laws, regulations and executive orders, including: 13th, 14th 

and 15th Amendments of the United States Constitution, Civil Rights Act of 1866, 1870, 1871, 

Equal Pay Act of 1963, Title VI and VII of the 1964 United States Civil Rights Act, 

presidential Executive Orders 11246, amended by 11375, (Nondiscrimination under federal 

contracts), H.R. 493 (The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008, effective 

November 21, 2009), and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1992. 

 

As such, TSG has developed an Affirmative Action Policy Plan which currently includes the 

following: 

 Acknowledges the purpose and need for affirmative action 

 Lists all federal and state laws, regulations, guidelines and executive orders that 

prohibit or outlaw discrimination 

 Lists all protected groups 

 Pledges to use affirmative action at each step of the employment process  

 Establishes and adopt affirmative action and equal employment opportunity as 

immediate and necessary objectives 

 Pledges the entity to affirmatively provide services and programs in a fair and impartial 

manner 

 Recognizes the hiring difficulties experienced by minorities, the physically disabled 

and by many older persons, and establish hiring and program goals for actions to 

overcome the present effects of past discrimination, if any, and to achieve the full and 

fair utilization of such persons in the workforce 

 Provides for extensive evaluation, audits, and reports so as to ensure compliance with 

the plan’s objectives to maintain a diverse workforce 

 Identifies the agency affirmative action person by name, position, and POC 

information 

 The policy statement is signed by the agency head, dated 

 It will be revised every annually and posted   

 It will be disseminated annually to all employees 
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A full copy of both TSG’s AAP, along with its Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP) 

are provided as an additional attachments to this application and TSG’s policy statement is 

given annually to all TSG’s employees, and will also be posted throughout TSG’s offices.  

 

The company will also expect each supplier, union, consultant and other entity(s) with which 

we do business to comply with all applicable Pennsylvania and Federal Equal Opportunity 

laws and regulations. TSG will not knowingly do business with any entity debarred from 

participation in any federal or state program or found to be in violation of any state or federal 

anti-discrimination law. 

 

3.  Internal diversity goals adopted by the Medical Marijuana Organization. 
The internal diversity goals adopted by TSG include maintaining a proportionate number of 

diverse participants as part of the company’s full time workforce annually. This includes a 

workforce comprised at all times of no less than: 40% racial minorities, 30% women, 20% 

veterans, and 15% disabled veterans.  TSG finds this goal to be highly attainable as these 

numbers were derived at by averaging all of TSG senior management’s former and current 

companies’ annual diversity statistics together (including SENTEL Corporation, Dimensions 

International, Brilliant Innovations, and Flight Explorer), in addition to incorporating TSG’s 

current and prospective employee pool into the equation. 

 

Additional internal diversity goals also include allocating no less than 20% of the business’ 

annual work/revenues to various diverse groups and in proportionate quantities, including to 

racial minority, woman, veteran and disabled veteran owned businesses. TSG finds this 

percentage to be highly attainable as these numbers were also derived at by using statistics 

from other current and former companies owned and operated by TSG’s senior management, 

along with the work TSG has already allocated to various vendors directly related to it 

Pennsylvania medical cannabis efforts. 

 

4. A plan for diversity-oriented outreach or events the Medical Marijuana Organization 

will conduct during the term of permit. 
TSG’s Board of Advisors Chairman, and owner Russell Wright’s father, Dr. Robert Wright, 

along with Ms. Bridget Spruill, TSG’s Business Management Director, are designated to 

provide oversite to TSG’s diversity-oriented outreach and event programs throughout TSG’s 

term of permit. Dr. Wright has over 30 years’ of community outreach experience ranging from 

developing and supporting legislation related to housing, recreation, employment, industrial 

development, and street and highway improvements in hub zones, and various other socially 

and economically repressed regions while serving three consecutive terms as a member of the 

Columbus, Georgia City Council. 

 

He also served on the Board of Governors for the Joint Center for Political and Economic 

Studies, the Executive Leadership Cabinet for the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial 

Project Foundation. He was also the former Chairman of the Presidential Commission for the 

National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington, DC. 
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He is presently a member of several boards, including The Board of Directors of the Horatio 

Alger Association, which provides scholarships for need-based Americans facing 

adversity.  In addition, he has been privileged to receive numerous awards and honors for his 

support of various diversity projects, the most recent being the 2014 Congressional Black 

Caucus Phoenix Award, presented to him in a ceremony where the keynote speaker was then 

President Obama, for his contributions and support towards providing minority leadership 

development and scholarship opportunities in various communities he conducted business in. 

Ms. Spruill is currently working for TSG’s senior management full time and has been doing so 

for several years.  Her community outreach related experience includes assisting The White 

House Office of Public Liaison with the creation and implementation of an African American 

Outreach Initiative plan for President George W. Bush.  In her consultant capacity, she also 

provided administrative, management, and strategic consultation to the African American 

Leadership Committee, Humphrey International, Inc., and The George Washington University, 

Graduate School of Education and Human Development. 

 

Under Dr. Wright’s and Ms. Spruill’s leadership, TSG has already reached out to various state 

and local organizations promoting divisersity, ranging from the National Diversity Council 

(specifically regarding Healthcare Diversity Council and Pennsylvania Diversity Council 

opportunities) to the Multicultural Community Resource Center in Erie, Pennsylvania. TSG 

asserts that it will not only have members of TSG volunteer at these organizations and similar 

organizations’ events and programs on a regular basis (no less than every other month), but 

that it will also maintain a corporate partnership with these and other organization supporting 

various projects via significant funding throughout TSG's entire term of medical marijuana 

licensure with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

DOH
DOH
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5. Contracts with diverse groups and the expected percentage and dollar amount of 

revenues that will be paid to the diverse group. 
TSG’s Advisory Board Chairman, Dr. Wright, has extensive experience with identifying and 

ensuring partnerships with diverse groups, vendors, and subcontractors. Dr. Wright was 

appointed by President Reagan to the position of Associate Administrator for Minority Small 

Business at the U.S. Small Business Administration, where he managed the office of Minority 

Small Business/Capital Ownership Development (MSB/COD) to foster business ownership 

and to promote competitive viability of eligible socially and economically disadvantaged 

businesses.  He managed all activities involving three principal program elements: the 8(a) 

program; the 7(j) program: and the Capital Ownership Development Program.  He made final 

decisions on all firms entering, completing, and graduating from the program and frequently 

interacted with members of Congress and White House personnel in formulating new policies 

and procedures. 

 

Additionally, Ms. Bridget Spruill, also currently serves as the Director of Small and 

Disadvantaged Business Development for several of TSG senior management’s other 

businesses as well. Ms. Spruill has served in this role for nearly a decade, and has not only 

been responsible for establishing and maintaining relationships and partnerships with diverse 

businesses across the nation, but has also served as one of the key contributors in terms of 

ensuring that all of TSG senior management’s organizations meet their corporate and 

government vendor and subcontractor diversity requirements fully. 

 

Under Dr. Wright and Ms. Spruill’s leadership, TSG has already secured vendor contracts and 

agreements with an array of diverse groups, including: 

 TechOpps, Inc.: 100% minority, woman owned company and graduate of the SBA’s 

8(a) program. TechOpps is currently one of TSG’s primary security vendors for its 

Pennsylvania Medical Cannabis facilities. The dollar amount/annual revenues 

TechOpps., Inc. is anticipated to receive in assisting TSG with security support 

services is well over $100,000 the first year alone. 

 : 100% minority owned business.  

 is currently TSG’s prime security vendor for TSG’s Maryland medical 

cannabis dispensary facility.  is currently assisting TSG with an array of 

security support services (ranging from security site plans, SOPs, security systems 

installation and maintenance) needed to stand up its Maryland dispensary facility. 

will also be providing similar services for 

TSG’ Pennsylvania medical cannabis facilities. In doing so, the anticipated dollar 

amount  will receive for doing so is well over $100,000 the first year 

alone. 

 Vantage, Associates LLC (“Vantage”): currently a 100% Economically Disadvantaged 

Woman Owned Small Business (EDWOSB) and meets the Federal Government Small 

Business Administration’s (“SBA’s”) EDWOSB (8m) program requirements. Vantage 

is also 100% veteran owned small business.Vantage is currently under contract with 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH DOH

DOH

DOH

DOH
DOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOHDOH
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TSG as a vendor providing Pennsylvania medical cannabis permit application support 

services, including application writing, review, and staffing support services. 

Additionally, Vantage has been assisting TSG with Maryland medical cannabis 

application and dispensary facilities support services since March 15, 2015. 

Specifically, the dollar amount/revenues that Vantage has already been provided for the past 2 

years of services, including the medical cannabis support services listed above, currently 

already exceeds well over $225,000. 

Further, TSG has retained the services of Vantage to provide Pennsylvania facilities support 

services throughout the duration of the implementation and operation of our facilities in 

Pennsylvania, at approximately $100,000 in services annually. 

 RLO2: Service Disabled, Veteran Owned Small Business (“SDVOSB”). RLO2 has 

been under contract with Mr. Wright’s company for several years and has already been 

provided with well over $300,000 in the past two years alone providing logistics 

services, including facilities support services related work such as facility 

identification, planning, and advisement. 

RL02 will be providing facilities support services, including assisting in the implementation 

and maintenance of TSG’s Pennsylvania medical cannabis facilities, and anticipated revenues 

provided to RLO2 are approximated to continue at well over $150,000 annually. 

TSG is currently in contract with one other vendor, the American Cannabis Company (ACC) 

as a vendor for its Pennsylvania Medical Cannabis efforts. As such, 80% of TSG’s current 

vendors on this effort meet various diversity criteria, as is demonstrated above. Conseuqently, 

TSG anticipates that well over 50% of the  aggregate annual funding that TSG provides to 

vendors on this effort will be given to diverse groups.  

 

6. Any materials on the corporation’s mentoring, training, or professional development 

programs for diverse groups. 
Ms. Katara Hanson, M.A., PHR, SHRM-CP, is TSG’s lead on diversity mentoring, training, 

and professional development programs.  Ms. Hanson possesses a Masters of Art in HR 

Management from Marymount University, and a Graduate Certificate in Human Resources, 

Foundations of Employee Relations from Cornell University.  She also possesses over 14 

years of consecutive HR experience, and has worked as a fulltime HR manager for TSG’s 

senior management for the past four years.  Her areas of specialization include diversity 

training and professional development programs. Her formal diversity training includes 

completing the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) Diversity & Inclusion 

Strategic Leadership Program.  Ms. Hanson is also currently SHRM CP, Professional in 

Human Resources (PHR), SHRM HR Generalist, and SHRM Essentials of HR Management 

Certified. Ms. Hanson has put together a comprehensive diversity mentoring, training, and 

professional development program which includes the following: 

 Employee Corporate Diversity Training and Training Quiz and Certificate, mandated 

corporate wide and annually. 

 The purchase of a Skillsoft license providing employees with over 2000 training 

courses and extensive diversity training courses, to include the following: 
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o “The Importance of Diversity and the Changing Workplace” 

o “Diversity and You” 

o “Understanding Workplace Diversity”(samples of material from TSG’s 

Skillsoft training are provided below). 
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 Employee e-portal with access to additional diversity resources including US Office of 

Personnel Management (OPM) including at the manager’s level such as “Manager's 

Guide to Diversity, Inclusion, and Accommodation” and at the employee level such 

as “Workplace Diversity Awareness” 

 Up to $4,000 annually to each employee for annual diversity training/professional 

development programs 

 7. Any other information that demonstrates the Medical Marijuana Organization’s 

commitment to diverse practices. 
TSG is a 100% minority owned business, with 81% diverse staff, an advisory board chairman 

who is of minority racial origin, an advisory board that is 54% diverse. Additionally, 80% of 

the companies TSG has current contracts with for its Pennsylvania medical cannabis support 

services meet various diversity criteria. Additionally, TSG’s staff, including its owner, its 

advisory chairman, its business management director, its HR manager, Ethics and Compliance 

manager and staffing/recruiting lead not only have extensive experience in maintaining a 

diverse staff, but are also have significant formal diversity training. TSG has also fully 

developed its AAP and EO plans (attached to this application as addendums), as well fully 

developed diversity training programs, based on well established, tried and tested industry and 

corporate standards. All of these factors contribute to fully assuring that TSG continues 

exceeding in the promotion of various diverse groups. 

 

 8. A workforce utilization report including the following information for each job 

category within the Medical Marijuana Organization 

In terms of TSG’s current workforce (this includes both the contracted employees such as the 

pharmacists and nurses and current employees), out of the 19 positions proposed, nearly 69% 

of participants currently meet diversity requirements in various categories, as is depicted in the 

workforce utilization report below. 

WORKFORCE UTILIZATION REPORT 
Job Category (a) Total 

Number of 

Current 

Employees 

Employee 
Name 

(b).Men (c).Women (d).Veterans (e).Service 

Disabled 

Veterans 

(f) Racial 

Minorities 

Owner/CEO 1 Russel 

Wright 
1 - - - 1 

Pharmacists 4 - Tatiana 

Joblokov 
- Cheryl J. 

Wilson 
-Ron 

Brodbeck 

1 2 - - 0 

Chief Financial Officer 1 Michael 

Royer 
1 - - - - 

Medical Researcher 

and Director 
1 Suzanne 

Sisley 
- 1 - - - 

Nurses (RNs) 2 -Barbara 

Ochester 
-Coleen 

Wood 

- 2 - - - 

Master Grower/ 

Horticulturist 
1 -Thomas 

  Haffley 
1 - - - - 

https://golearn.usalearning.net/course/view.php?id=5229
https://golearn.usalearning.net/course/view.php?id=5229
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Security Director 1 David 

McCoy 
1 - - - - 

Business Management 

Director 
1 Bridget 

Spruill 
- 1 - - 1 

Facility Manager 1 Will 
Whitaker 

1 - 1 1 1 

HR Manager 1 Katara 

Hanson 
- 1 - - 1 

QC/ Ethics & 

Compliance Manager 
1 Rosario 

Garcia 
- 1 

-           - 1 

Staffing/Recruiting 

Lead 
1 Amina 

Garrett 
  1 1 - 1 

        

 

9. A narrative description of ability to record and report on components of diversity 

plan. 

In terms of TSG’s ability to record and report the components of the diversity plan, including 

the types of records that will be maintained concerning procedures adopted to comply with the 

requirements and goals in the plan, TSG has leveraged its parent/affiliate companies’ ISO 

9001:2008, 9001:2015, and CMMi Level 2 certifications and Level 3 processes to implement 

streamlined recording and reporting processes.  Additionally, Ms. Rosario Garcia serves as 

TSG’s Quality Control(QC)/Ethics and Compliance Manager and leads TSG’s recording, 

auditing, and reporting efforts.  Ms. Garcia is a quality assurance, compliance, assurance, and 

audit specialist, with credentials including ISO 9001:2008 Lead Auditor (TPECS) 

Certification, ISO 9001:2015 TPECS v2.0 Certification, and CMMI Level 2 and Level 3 

Appraisal Team Member status from the Software Engineering Institute. She also possesses 

over 13 years of consecutive experience in the field, including experience recording, auditing, 

and reporting on various components of corporate Quality Management Systems (QMS), 

including corporate Diversity Plans and AAPs. Ms. Garcia has spent the last eight years 

working as a fulltime QC Director/Diversity Management employee for TSG’s senior 

management, where she successfully completed both registration and surveillance ISO 

9001:2008 internal and external audits with outstanding results including four audits with zero 

nonconformities identified. While working for TSG’s senior management, the programs she 

assisted TSG’s senior management with were also awarded Ethisphere’s “Best Overall Ethics 

Programs” including #2 Best Small Company Ethics Programs and #4 Best Private Company 

Ethics Programs. 

 

As part of TSG’s diversity plan reporting and recording processes, Ms. Garcia has led TSG to 

implement the same ISO compliant processes that Mr. Wright has implemented for his other 

organizations, including SENTEL, which is ISO Certified. This ensures TSG with a 

streamlined recording, audit, and reporting approach which will enable the continual 

improvement processes that the senior management has set up for its other current and 

previous businesses. Some of the steps in the process are depicted below: 

 

1) All components of TSG’s Diversity Plan, including related documents, plans, and policies 

such, as TSG’s AAP and Policy, and its EEOP are reviewed, recorded, and reported in writing 

annually, by Ms. Garcia. This is to ensure they are compliant with applicable laws and 

regulations, and that all stated procedures and guidelines are being implemented throughout 
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the company’s recruiting and personnel processes to ensure all employees and candidates for 

employment are provided equal opportunities without regard to race, color, religion, ethnicity, 

sex (including pregnancy and gender identity), sexual orientation, age, parental status, 

disability, marital status, family medical history or genetic information, political affiliation, 

military service or status, or any other basis prohibited by applicable law. 

 

2)  In evaluating and reporting on TSG’s Diversity Plan, TSG will ensure all documents are in 

conformity the most current version of all applicable regulations, including with Executive 

Order 11246, and provide guidance to management with respect to the company’s 

commitment and full implementation of its EEOP and AAP. 

 

3) Additionally, TSG HR Director and EEO Coordinator, Ms. Katara Hanson, has the overall 

responsibility of annually updating the Diversity Plan, implementing affirmative action 

activities, and recording and producing reports, including reports specifically measuring the 

effectiveness of the TSG’s Diversity Plan, AAP, and EEOP, indicating any need for remedial 

actions, determining the degree to which our objectives have been attained and measure 

overall compliance with each plan’s specific obligations. 

 

4) The Diversity Plan is then annually presented to the TSG President/CEO and to the 

Advisory Board for review and comment and retained in accordance with our standardized 

control of records procedure. The Diversity Plan, absent the data metrics, is available to any 

employee or applicant for employment for inspection upon request. 

 

5) We will conduct annual internal audits to monitor compliance with our Diversity Plan 

policies, record this information and provide internal audit reports to senior management 

including any corrective actions taken or areas of weakness identified. 
 

 

 

Part C - Applicant Background Information 

(Scoring Method: Pass/Fail) 

FOR THIS PART THE APPLICANT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE PRINCIPALS, 

FINANCIAL BACKERS, OPERATORS AND EMPLOYEES. 

 

Section 4 – Principals, Financial Backers, Operators and Employees 
A. Please list Principals, Financial Backers and Operators 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Russell   Middle Name: Talley Last Name: Wright Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Owner Title in the applicant’s business: Owner, 
President/CEO 

Also known as: Russ Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2:  

Address Line 3: Text Here. City:  State:  Zip Code:  

DOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOH DOH

DOH DOH DOH
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Phone:  Fax:  Email:  

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Text Here. Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Text Here. Title in the applicant’s business: Text Here. 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: Text Here. Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City: Text Here. State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: Text Here. Fax: Text Here. Email: Text Here. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Text Here. Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Text Here. Title in the applicant’s business: Text Here. 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: Text Here. Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City: Text Here. State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: Text Here. Fax: Text Here. Email: Text Here. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Text Here. Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Text Here. Title in the applicant’s business: Text Here. 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: Text Here. Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City: Text Here. State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: Text Here. Fax: Text Here. Email: Text Here. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Text Here. Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Text Here. Title in the applicant’s business: Text Here. 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: Text Here. Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City: Text Here. State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: Text Here. Fax: Text Here. Email: Text Here. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Text Here. Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Text Here. Title in the applicant’s business: Text Here. 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: Text Here. Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City: Text Here. State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: N/A Fax: Text Here. Email: Text Here. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Text Here. Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Text Here. Title in the applicant’s business: Text Here. 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: Text Here. Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City: Text Here. State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: Text Here. Fax: Text Here. Email: Text Here. 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER INDIVIDUALS IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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TITLED “PRINCIPALS, FINANCIAL BACKERS AND OPERATORS (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME 

FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 
B. Please list Employees 

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR ANY EMPLOYEES THAT HAVE BEEN HIRED TO DATE TO WORK FOR THE 

APPLICANT LISTED IN THIS APPLICATION. IF NO EMPLOYEES ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, PLEASE LEAVE THIS SECTION BLANK. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Michael Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Royer Suffix: C.P.A. 

Occupation: Chief Financial Officer Title in the applicant’s business: Chief 
Financial Officer 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City:  State:  Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax: Text Here. Email:  

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Bridget Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Spruill Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Business Director and Small 
Disadvantaged Business Outreach Specialist 

Title in the applicant’s business: Business 
Management Director 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City:  State: 
 
 

Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax: Text Here. Email:  

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Suzanne Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Sisley Suffix: M.D. 

Occupation: Physician, Medical Cannabis Subject 
Matter Expert, Internal Medicine, Psychiatrist 

Title in the applicant’s business: Medical 
Advisor 

Also known as: Sue Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City:  State:  Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax: Text Here. Email:  

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Rosario Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Garcia Suffix: TPECS 

Occupation: Quality Management,Ethics & 
Compliance Manager 

Title in the applicant’s business: Manager, 
Quality Control/Ethics and Compliance 
Manager 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:    Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City:  State: 
 
 

Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax: Text Here. Email:  

Name and Residential Address 

DOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH
DOH DOH DOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOH
DOHDOH

DOHDOH DOH
DOH
DOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH
DOHDOH DOH

DOHDOH
DOHDOH DOH

DOH DOH
DOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH
DOH
DOHDOH DOH

DOHDOHDOH
DOH
DOH

DOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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First Name: Katara Middle Name: Text Here. Last Name: Hanson Suffix: MA, 
PHR, SHRM-
CP 

Occupation: Human Resources Manager and 
Diversity Specialist 

Title in the applicant’s business: HR Manager 
and Diversity Specialist 

Also known as: Text Here. Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: Text Here. City:  State:  Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax: Text Here. Email:  

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER INDIVIDUALS IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT 

TITLED “EMPLOYEES (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE 

IT WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 

 

Section 5 – Moral Affirmation  

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that each principal, financial backer, operator and employee 

listed in this permit application is of good moral character. 

☒
Yes 

☐
No 

 

 

Section 6 – Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations 
By checking “Yes,” you affirm that you, as well as the principals, financial backers, 
operators and employees listed in this permit application are able to continuously comply 
with all applicable Commonwealth laws and regulations relating to the operation of a 
medical marijuana grower/processor facility. 

☒

Yes 

☐

No 

 

Section 7 – Civil and Administrative Action 

For the statements below: 

 By checking “Yes,” you affirm the statement 

 If you check “No,” you must state your reasoning in “Schedule A” below 

Civil and Administrative Action Yes No 

The applicant has never responded to an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions 

or civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, permit or any 

other authorization to grow, process or dispense medical marijuana in any state. 

☒ ☐ 

The applicant has never responded to a civil or administrative action relating to a 

registration, license, permit or authorization to grow, process or dispense medical 

marijuana in any state. 

☒ ☐ 

DOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH DOH DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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The applicant has never been accused of obtaining a registration, license, permit or other 

authorization to operate as a grower, processor or dispensary of medical marijuana in any 

jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information. 

☒ ☐ 

No civil or administrative action has been taken against the applicant under the laws of 

the Commonwealth or any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal 

authority relating to a principal, operator, financial backer or employee of the applicant’s 

profession, or occupation or fraudulent practices, including fraudulent billing practices. 

☒ ☐ 

 

 

 

 

Schedule A: Civil or Administrative History Incident 

Defendant 
Name of Case 

& Docket # 

Nature of 
Charge or 
Complaint 

Date of 
Charge or 
Complaint 

Disposition 

Name and Address of 
the Administrative 

Agency Involved, and 
the Tribunal or Court 

N/A N/A  N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. 

Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. 

Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. Text Here. 

 

Part D – Plan of Operation 
(Scoring Method: 550 Points) 

A PLAN OF OPERATION IS REQUIRED FOR ALL GROWER/PROCESSOR PERMIT APPLICATIONS. THE PLAN OF OPERATION MUST 

INCLUDE A TIMETABLE OUTLINING THE STEPS THE APPLICANT WILL TAKE TO BECOME OPERATIONAL WITHIN SIX MONTHS 

FROM THE DATE OF ISSUANCE OF A PERMIT. THE PLAN OF OPERATION MUST ALSO DESCRIBE HOW THE APPLICANT’S 

PROPOSED BUSINESS OPERATIONS WILL COMPLY WITH STATUTORY AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY FOR THE 

CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE FACILITY. 

Plan of Operation 
What must be covered in a Plan of Operation? 

Applicants must identify how they will comply with relevant laws and regulations regarding: 

 Security and surveillance 

 Employee qualifications and training 

 Transportation of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products 

 Storage of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical 

marijuana, and medical marijuana products 

 Labeling of medical marijuana products 
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 Inventory management, including management of returns of medical marijuana product that is 

expired, damaged or recalled 

 Appropriate nutrient practice, using fertilizers or hydroponic solutions, and the recording of 

information on the use of fertilizers and growth additives 

 Quality control and testing of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products for potential 

contamination 

 Growing of medical marijuana, including a detailed summary of policies and procedures for its 

growth and harvest 

 Recordkeeping 

 Preventing unlawful diversion of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products 

 Timetable outlining the steps required for the applicant to become operational within six 

months from the date of issuance of a permit 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that you are able to continuously maintain effective 

security, surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and 

other illegal conduct regarding medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

Section 8 – Operational Timetable 

IF ISSUED A PERMIT, PLEASE DESCRIBE BELOW THE STEPS AND TIMEFRAMES FOR BECOMING OPERATIONAL AS A 

GROWER/PROCESSOR WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF ISSUANCE OF A GROWER/PROCESSOR PERMIT. 

SPECIFICALLY, PROVIDE THE STEPS YOU WILL TAKE TO BEGIN THE PROCESS FOR THE GROWING, HANDLING, PROCESSING, 

TESTING, TRANSPORTING, AND DISPOSING OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS. 

Activity Estimated Date 

Grower/Processor Permit issued by the Department of Health 7/3/2017 

Construction of grower/processor facility begin 7/17/2017 

Construction of grower/processor facility complete 11/18/2017 

Employee education and training begin 11/23/2017 

Employee education and training complete 11/30/2017 

Department of Health Operational Inspection 12/2/2017 

Begin cultivation operations 12/3/2017 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED FOR THE OPERATIONAL TIMETABLE, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN A SEPARATE 

DOCUMENT TITLED “OPERATIONAL TIMETABLE (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT 

REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 
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Section 9 – Employee Qualifications, Description of Duties and Training 

A. PLEASE PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND ROLES OF EACH PRINCIPAL, FINANCIAL 

BACKER, OPERATOR AND EMPLOYEE. 

Note: Although TSG currently has a staff of 13 full time cultivation/processing and dispensary 

employees in hopes of vertical integration, the employees listed below only consist of those 

specifically proposed to work on TSG’s cultivation/processing efforts. 

1. Mr. Russell T. Wright, MBA—Owner, President and CEO:  As the owner, president, 

and CEO of TSG Mr. Russell Wright intends to fully commit himself to managing TSG’s 

PA operations. In doing so, his responsibilities and duties will include providing oversite 

to all staff members and employees of the organization; meeting with board of advisors 

and other executives to determine if TSG is operating in accordance with goals and 

policies; overseeing budgets; promoting economic development within surrounding 

communities; directing the organization's financial goals, objectives, and budgets; 

implementing TSG's guidelines on a day-to-day basis; presiding over quality control; 

encouraging business investment; developing and implementing strategies and setting the 

overall direction TSG, overseeing the investment of funds and managing associated risks, 

supervising cash management activities; executing capital-raising strategies to support 

TSG's expansion, developing and maintain relationships with other associations, industry, 

and government officials that are in the best interest of TSG, and directing staff, including 

organizational structure, professional development, motivation, performance evaluation, 

discipline, compensation, personnel policies, and procedures. 

2. Suzanne Sisley, M.D.—TSG Cultivation/Processing Lead Medical Advisor:  Dr. 

Sisley’s duties and responsibilities as TSG’s Pennsylvania Lead Clinical and Medical 

Cannabis Consultant include, but are not limited to 1) Being responsible for advising TSG 

with respect to various medical strains in treating various ailments, 2) Working directly 

with growers to provide oversite on proper agricultural practices including eliminating 

pesticides (advocating nontoxic pest management techniques), and 3) Overseeing 

processing and ensuring no detectable residual solvents are present in any medical 

marijuana products. 

3. Barbara Ochester, R.N., M.S.N.—Community Outreach Lead:  As TSG Community 

Outreach Lead, Ms. Ochester will work to engage and educate the community about TSG 

and its goals. This role serves as the primary point of contact and as lead TSG volunteer 

organizer.  Additional duties in this role include designing, organizing, and implementing 

various community events. Additionally, the responsibilities of the Community Outreach 

Lead will also act as a liaison with community partners to further TSG’s goals for 

community and volunteer education.  Duties will include, but are not limited to, working 

with TSG leadership to further develop, implement, and maintain a comprehensive and 

innovative community outreach plan targeting individual, private, corporate, school and 

other organizations; researching, identifying, evaluating, and working with new potential 
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foundations, individuals, schools, establishments, and other organization partners that TSG 

can contribute to, volunteer with, and/or participate in fundraising for; developing, 

implementing, and managing various TSG events within the community; researching and 

assisting in developing plans for expanding TSG’s community presence; serving as an 

ambassador of the mission of TSG in the interaction with current and potential partners 

and the media; and creating and submitting applicable reports to TSG senior management 

and advisory board. 

4. Mr. Michael W. Royer, CPA—Chief Financial Officer:  This position’s roles, duties 

and responsibilities include planning, developing, organizing, implementing, directing, 

managing, and maintaining TSG's fiscal function and performance; participating in the 

development of TSG's plans and programs as a strategic partner; evaluating and advising 

on the impact of long range planning, introduction of new programs/strategies and 

regulatory action; enhancing and/or developing, implementing and enforcing TSG policies 

and procedures by way of systems that will improve the overall operation and 

effectiveness of the corporation; establishing credibility throughout TSG’s organization by 

developing and implementing effective financial solutions to business challenges;  

providing technical financial advice and knowledge to others within the financial 

discipline; continual improvement of the budgeting process through education of staff on 

financial issues impacting to company;  providing strategic financial input and leadership 

on decision making issues affecting the organization;  optimizing the handling of bank and 

deposit relationships and initiate appropriate strategies to enhance cash position;  

developing a reliable cash flow projection process and reporting mechanism that includes 

minimum cash threshold to meet operating needs;  serving as financial advisor on any 

contracts into which TSG may enter; evaluating the finance division structure and team 

plan for continual improvement of the efficiency and effectiveness of the group; and 

developing credibility for the finance group by providing timely and accurate analysis of 

budgets, financial reports and financial trends in order to assist the CEO/President. 

5. Rosario Garcia—Quality Assurance / Ethics and Compliance Manager: The QC/ 

Ethics and Compliance Manager role, responsibility and duties will include revising 

procedures, reports etc. periodically to identify hidden risks or non-conformity issues as 

they relate to corporate policies and plans, including TSG’s AAP and EEOC Plans.  

Ensuring high level of internal and external customer service. Investigating and correcting 

customer issues and complaints relating to quality.  Supervising staff to ensure high 

productivity and high technical integrity.  Developing and analyzing statistical data and 

product specifications to determine standards and to establish quality and reliability 

expectancy of finished products.  Formulating, documenting and maintaining quality 

control standards and on-going quality control objectives.  Interpreting quality control 

philosophy to TSG’s staff.  Applying total quality management tools and approaches to 

analytical and reporting processes.  Maintaining active role on internal continuous process 

improvement measures.  Designing, developing and implementing quality control training 

programs.  Ms. Garcia’s compliance duties will include developing and overseeing control 

systems to prevent or deal with violations of legal guidelines and internal policies, 
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drafting, modifying and implementing company policies, collaborating with corporate 

counsels and HR departments to monitor enforcement of standards and regulations, 

assessing the business’s future ventures to identify possible compliance risks, reviewing 

the work of colleagues when necessary to identify compliance issues and provide advice or 

training, keeping abreast of regulatory developments within or outside of the company as 

well as evolving best practices in compliance control, preparing reports for senior 

management and external regulatory bodies as appropriate. 

6. Katara Hanson—HR Manager and Lead on Diversity Mentoring, Training, and 

Professional Development Programs:  The HR Manager will be responsible for 

developing and administering various HR plan and procedures for all company personnel.  

Planning, organizing and providing oversite to all HR activities.  Maintaining affirmative 

action program; evaluating and filing applicable reports annually; maintains other records, 

reports and logs to conform to EEO regulations as necessary.  Implementing and annually 

updating the compensation program; conducting annual salary surveys and developing 

merit pool (salary budget); and analyzing compensation.  Establishing and maintaining 

department records and reports. Participating in administrative staff meetings and 

attending other meetings, such as seminars. Maintaining organizational charts and 

employee directory.  Evaluating reports, decisions and results of HR initiatives in relation 

to established goals. Recommends new approaches, policies and procedures to effect 

continual improvements in efficiency of department and services performed.  Ensuring 

compliance with all federal, state and local employment laws.  Ms. Hanson is formally 

trained in Diversity through the Society for Human Resource Management, and she will 

also serve as TSG’s Diversity Lead, assisting with the development of policies and 

programs to attract, retain and promote a diverse workforce for TSG.  In this role, her 

duties and responsibilities include developing training schedules to educate employees and 

managers on how to recognize, accommodate and appreciate individual differences and 

how these can be bridged back to assist in meeting TSG’s business plans.  Creating 

diversity training materials and coordinating online training.  Reviewing, auditing, and 

updating older diversity training materials to ensure they are up to date with all applicable 

regulations.  Developing metrics for measuring the effectiveness of TSG’s diversity 

initiatives; implementing and preparing quarterly reports to management on the value of 

the initiatives.  Keeps current on diversity programs and developments by maintaining 

contact with others in the field (e.g., professional association and educational groups, and 

professional development efforts). 

7. Bridget Spruill—Business Management Director and Community Outreach Program 

Lead: The Business Management Director and Community Outreach Program Lead’s 

roles and responsibilities will include developing business management goals and 

objectives intended to grow TSG’s business.  Designing and implementing business plans 

and strategies to promote the attainment of goals.  Ensuring that TSG has the adequate and 

suitable resources to complete its activities (e.g. people, material, equipment etc.).  

Organizing and coordinating operations in ways that ensure maximum productivity.  

Maintaining relationships with vendors/suppliers.  Gathering, analyzing and interpreting 
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external and internal data and write reports.  Assessing overall company performance 

against objectives.  Representing the company in events, conferences etc.  Ensuring 

adherence to legal rules and guidelines.  Ms. Spruill has extensive community outreach 

experience as well and in her role as TSG’s Community Outreach Lead, she will be 

responsible for developing community outreach activities and programs that enhance 

business opportunities, including meeting with physicians to educate them on all aspects of 

medical cannabis, working on dispensary relations, assisting in the development, and 

creation of marketing material to distribute to different audiences (including physicians 

and patients).                                                                                                                             

8. Thomas Haffly – Horticulturalist: Mr. Haffly’s role in the TSG with entail all the 

tasks in the grow including: cloning, transplanting, feeding plants, defoliation, super 

cropping, topping, flushing, foliar and preventative sprays, trimming, packaging, waste 

disposal and inventory management. He has comprehensive knowledge of Strains; Sativa, 

Indica and Hybrids and mastery of medicinal implementation and knowledge of effects of 

strains and types of medicinal administration. Furthermore his mastery of soil growing 

methods including micronutrients, beneficial bacteria and nutrient implementation. He also 

has extensive knowledge in container systems with soil and hydro as well as an 

understanding of temperature and humidity manipulation. In this role, Mr. Haffly will 

execute preventative maintenance and elimination of all types of mold, powdery mildew, 

spider mites, root aphids, fungus gnats, etc.  Mr. Haffly’s specific duties include managing 

a large-scale cultivation facility along with performing grow tasks including: cloning, 

transplanting, feeding plants, defoliation, super cropping, topping, flushing, foliar and 

preventative sprays, trimming, packaging, waste disposal and inventory management. In 

doing so, Mr. Haffly will develop and/or maintain grow warehouse protocols and nutrient 

regiments; manage marijuana plants, giving each individual plant the attention it needs one 

at a time; manage plant scheduling and organization to precisely project all garden needs 

on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis to keep garden green and expenses low; Catalog and 

analyze each individual strain from clone to flower to harvesting; cloning and manage 

vegetation; and conduct facility maintenance and troubleshooting as necessary.  

 

B. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS OF EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE. 

1. Mr. Russell T. Wright, MBA—Owner, President and CEO:  Mr. Wright is currently 

the owner and CEO of TSG, Chairman of R&R Enterprises, LLC; and the Chairman and 

CEO of SENTEL Corporation, whose annual revenues averaged $50,000,000.00 from 

2010-2014, and exceeded $100,000,000 in 2016.  He also served as Former Chairman and 

CEO of Dimensions International, Inc., which was acquired by Honeywell Technologies in 

2007 for $230,000,000.00 (please see http://www.blackenterprise.com/mag/dimensions-

international-acquired/ ).                                                                                                      

Mr. Wright is also current CEO of Brilliant Engineering, and former Co-Chairman of WC 

Holdings, Inc.  Mr. Wright is a recognized technology leader and his experience with 

successful businesses also included his inception and execution of innovative business 

http://www.blackenterprise.com/mag/dimensions-international-acquired/
http://www.blackenterprise.com/mag/dimensions-international-acquired/
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plans while serving as former Vice President of Honeywell Technology Solutions, Inc. 

(HTSI), a wholly owned subsidiary within Honeywell Aerospace serving the space, 

military and commercial aviation markets. Mr. Wright led the HTSI business that provided 

space, networks and communications support, logistics and engineering services to the 

Department of Defense and federal civilian customers.  Thereby, Mr. Wright has 

demonstrated ability and experience creating and applying effective and efficient business 

plans which have led to business success time and time again.                                                     

Mr.  Wright’s additional demonstrated ability to execute successful business plans is 

evident in the fact that he has managed more than $1 billion in combined revenues for his 

businesses and has successfully provided direct oversite of and managed over 3,000 

employees over the past 30 years.                                                                                                    

Mr. Wright holds a Bachelor of Arts in Business Management from Morehouse College in 

Atlanta and a Master’s in Business Administration and Project Management from the 

Keller Graduate School. He also holds a Masters Certificate in Government Contracting 

from the George Washington University School of Business and Public Management. In 

addition, Mr. Wright completed the Minority Business Executive Program at the Amos 

Tuck School of Business Administration at Dartmouth College. 

2. Suzanne Sisley, M.D.—Cultivation/Processing Lead Medical Advisor:  Dr. Suzanne 

Sisley is a renowned researcher in the field of medical cannabis.  Her experience includes 

currently serving as a Principal Investigator in the nation’s only FDA-Approved 

Investigation with regards to the safety and efficacy of medical marijuana in veterans with 

chronic, treatment-resistant posttraumatic stress disorder. Dr. Sisley has served in this role 

for the past 7 years. Dr. Sisley also has over 20 years of medical experience, has served as 

the Program Lead for the Arizona Medical Marijuana Physician Education Program 

(University of Arizona Grant Funded by the Arizona Department of Health Services), and 

has over 15 publications related to medical cannabis research.  Dr. Sisley’s current Federal 

Department of Agriculture (FDA) approved clinical trial evaluating the safety and efficacy 

of four different varieties of cannabis in the treatment of military veterans with Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder was evaluated and approved by the University of Pennsylvania 

School of Medicine and the Department of Psychology.  Her clinical trial is ongoing and 

will not be completed for another two and a half years.  Dr. Sisley’s previous engagements 

also included serving as Internal Medicine/Psychiatry Faculty in St. Joseph’s Hospital and 

Medical Center, and as a member of the Internal Medicine and Psychiatry staff at the 

Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center.  Dr. Sisley holds her Doctor of Medicine from the 

University of Arizona and her Bachelor of Science from the Northern Arizona University.  

Dr. Suzanne Sisley has already been retained by TSG as TSG’s Lead Clinical and Medical 

Consultant for its Cultivation/Processing facilities. 

3. Mr. Thomas A. Haffly, Master Grower- Mr. Haffly has extensive horticultural 

experience including extensive medical cannabis production experience. Mr. Haffly’s 

experience in this field includes serving as the Director of Cultivation for Bloomfield 

Industries, in N.Y. where he is responsible for all aspects of medical cannabis production 

from clone to post harvest processing in a 10,000sqft LED grow house. Responsible for all 
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aspects of Medical Cannabis production from clone to post harvest processing in a 

10,000sqft LED grow house. Mr. Haffly’s responsibilities in this role also included the 

design and set up of all grow rooms, lighting, plumbing and irrigation systems/fertilizer 

injectors; CO2 delivery and monitoring systems; HVAC spec outs for rooms; post-harvest 

processing areas; and maintaining genetic stock material of 16 different lines for 

propagation material; strict compliance with NYSDOH and Federal regulations as well as 

all internal policies and procedures; drafting and implementing all SOPs necessary for 

cannabis production and post-harvest handling of cannabis materials. In this role, he is also 

responsible for inventory management with the cultivation department, for ensuring that 

production deadlines and yield targets are met on time, and for training a staff with 

prescribed activities to ensure safe and efficient operation of all tasks.  Mr. Haffly’s 

additional horticultural experience includes serving as a grower for Penn. State University, 

for State End Farm in Kempton PA (where he was responsible for building six 

greenhouses from the ground up), for Golden Oaks Golf Club in Fleetwood, PA and for 

Dupont Pioneer.   His horticultural related accomplishments include receiving the 

Pennsylvania State University Scholarship for Horticulture Excellence, the Dupont Pioneer 

Research CAP Award four years in a row for developing remarkable Plant Training 

Protocols, and he is Dupont Pioneer LEAN Certified. Mr. Haffly received his Production 

Horticulture degree from Penn. State University.  Mr. Haffley’s expertise includes all 

forms of Plant Propagation, Plant Physiology, Plant Pathology, Plant Nutrition, IPM, 

Greenhouse Management, Irrigation Management, Fertilizer Management, Crop 

Scheduling, Super Cropping, Cloning- 95%+ take rate, Pruning/Shaping, Soil EC/pH 

monitoring and corrections, Cross Pollination, Force Flowering, Supervision of staff, 

Training of staff, Protocol Development, Process Improvement, Advanced Plumbing 

Skills, Greenhouse Maintenance, ARGUS/CONVIRON Control, ISAL/Van Zaal Controls, 

Biotracker THC, Cost Modeling, and Labor Management.       Additionally, through his 

educational background and on the job experience, he has accumulated the ability to 

maintain a 95% success rate in plant material meeting or exceeding targets as well as 

maintaining 2% or lower attrition rate. 

4. Barbara Ochester, R.N., M.S.N.—Community Outreach Lead:  Ms. Ochester currently 

serves as the American Cannabis Nurse’s Association (“ACNA”) Director and is a 

Pennsylvania Registered Nurse. In this role, she currently plays a very active part in 

ACNA’s outreach activities, including coordinating initiatives designed to promote the 

organization and its services to the communities both in Pennsylvania and nationwide and 

she also currently serves as the organization's liaison with various constituents. Ms. 

Ochester is also highly active in volunteering independently with various organizations 

including the Metropolitan Area Neighborhood Nutrition Alliance (“MANNA’), providing 

meal and food services for terminally ill individuals in various PA communities. Ms. 

Ochester will serve as TSG’s Community Outreach Lead.  Ms. Ochester’s additional 

qualifications consist of currently serving as the Regional Clinical Care Manager for 

Universal Hospital Services. She also previously served Patient Care Solutions Specialist 

for the Universal Hospital Services, and as a Nurse Educator, for the Vaccine Business 
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Unit of Glaxo, Smith, and Kleine Pharmaceutical Company. She has also served as an 

Assistant Professor at Montgomery Community College teaching Public Health, and 

Medical, Surgical and Intensive Care Nursing Leadership.  Ms. Ochester hold her Masters 

of Science in Nursing/Public Health/Community Nursing from LaSalle University and did 

her Undergraduate work at both Cornell University and LaSalle University. 

5. Mr. Michael W. Royer, CPA—Chief Financial Officer:  Mr. Royer is a Certified Public 

Account and he will be directing and managing TSG’s cultivation and processing 

facilities’ financial analysis, strategy, policy and reporting.  He has over 27 years of 

professional experience as an account and prior to working for Mr. Russell Wright, he 

served in senior positions including as Chief Financial Officer and Vice President for an 

array of large companies including L-3 Communications.  Mr. Royer has extensive 

experience establishing, formulating and evaluating corporate financial plans, goals and 

strategies and in establishing SOPs for economic modeling, financial reporting, and 

planning. He will be using his extensive experience to provide proactive leadership in 

developing and utilizing resources to drive and deliver financial and business growth to 

TSG’s cultivating and processing facilities operations.  Mr. Royer’s expertise includes 

financial planning and strategy, managing profitability, strategic planning, providing 

vision, quality management, promoting process improvement, forecasting, corporate 

finance, and developing budgets. 

6. Rosario Garcia:  Ms. Garcia is a Quality Assurance and is an ethics and compliance 

Subject Matter Expert (including both ISO and CMMI) who has developed and 

implemented compliance training programs for the past 15 years. Ms. Garcia is a Quality 

Control (QC), compliance, assurance, and audit credentials include ISO 9001:2008 Lead 

Auditor (TPECS) Certification, ISO 9001:2015 TPECS v2.0 Certification, and CMMI 

Level 2 and Level 3 Appraisal Team Member status from the Software Engineering 

Institute. She also possesses over 13 years of consecutive experience in the field, including 

experience recording, auditing, and reporting on various components of corporate Quality 

Management Systems (QMS), including corporate diversity and AAPs. Ms. Garcia has 

spent the last eight years working as a full time QC Director/Diversity Management 

employee for TSG’s senior management, where she successfully completed both 

registration and surveillance ISO 9001:2008 internal and external audits with outstanding 

results including four audits with zero nonconformities identified. While working for 

TSG’s senior management, the programs she assisted TSG’s senior management with were 

also awarded Ethisphere’s “Best Overall Ethics Programs” including #2 Best Small 

Company Ethics Programs and #4 Best Private Company Ethics Programs.  Ms. Garcia is a 

graduate of Georgetown University, and is bilingual in English and Spanish. 

7. Katara Hanson:  Ms. Hanson possesses a Masters of Art in HR Management from 

Marymount University, and a Graduate Certificate in Human Resources, Foundations of 

Employee Relations from Cornell University. She also possesses over 14 years’ of 

consecutive HR experience, and is currently working as a full time employee for TSG’s 

senior management. Her areas of specialization include diversity training and professional 
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development programs. Her formal diversity training includes completing the Society for 

Human Resource Management (SHRM) Diversity & Inclusion Strategic Leadership 

Program. Ms. Hanson is also currently SHRM CP, Professional in Human Resources 

(PHR), SHRM HR Generalist, and SHRM Essentials of HR Management Certified. Ms. 

Hanson has put together a comprehensive diversity mentoring, training, and professional 

development program for several of Russell Wright’s businesses. Prior to working for Mr. 

Wright, Ms. Hanson has experience working as an HR Business Partner for large firms 

including Science Applications International Corporation. Ms. Hanson’s specializations 

include: Human Resources Management, Benefits Administration, Supporting Diversity, 

Performance Management, Communication Processes, Compensation and Wage Structure, 

Classifying Employees, Employment Law, and Laws Against Sexual Harassment.  Ms. 

Hanson holds her Masters of Art (MA) in Human Resource Management from Marymount 

University, her Bachelors of Science (BS) in Therapeutic Recreation from Winston-Salem 

State University, and her Graduate Certificate in Human Resources, Foundations of 

Employee Relations, from Cornell University. 

8. Bridget Spruill:  A highly skilled professional with over 15 years of cumulative 

experience in executive and administrative management, politics and event management.  

Ms. Spruill served as the Director of Small Business Development and Coordination for 

Mr. Wright, where she developed, managed and maintained relationships with all of his 

firms’ small business partners. Ms. Spruill assisted division leads with identifying and 

prioritizing opportunities with small businesses, acted as the internal Small Business 

advocate on their behalf, and assisted in developing strategies to secure desired 

relationships with targeted partners.  Prior to working for Mr. Russell Wright, Ms. Spruill 

was the Senior Director of Communications for National Children’s Center (NCC), a non-

profit organization headquartered in Washington, DC that provided services to children 

and adults with developmental disabilities. Ms. Spruill was responsible for all marketing 

and public relations activities that supported the short and long-term objectives of NCC 

and ensured that the organization’s professional image was positively maintained at all 

times.  She organized and assisted with all marketing, outreach and communications 

efforts pertaining to NCC leadership, fundraising efforts, campaign initiatives and Board 

of Directors activities. In addition, she managed all aspects of internal and external 

correspondence (newsletters, blogs, social media outreach, etc.) and assisted in the 

development of written products that supported and advertised the programs and initiatives 

of the organization.  Ms. Spruill was previously the Manager of Quality Assurance for 

Dimensions International, and worked directly with all areas of leadership to drive the 

quality strategy for the organization.  In this capacity, she maintained and enforced all 

necessary policies and procedures as it related to the corporate Quality function across the 

company, and was successful in ensuring continued ISO 9001 certification. 
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C. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE STEPS THE APPLICANT WILL TAKE TO ASSURE THAT EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE WILL MEET 

THE TWO-HOUR TRAINING REQUIREMENT UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS. 

In order to assure that each principal and employee meets the two-hour training requirement 

under the department as required by Section 1141.48 of the Act, TSG has implemented the 

following steps: 

1. TSG and Ms. Katara Hanson, TSG’s Training Lead, have incorporated the following 

policy into TSG’s Training Handbook: “Employees will complete industry related training, 

including training relevant to the responsibilities of principals and employees including 

proper handling of medical marijuana, proper recordkeeping and how to prevent and detect 

the diversion of medical marijuana. Additional training will include best practice security 

and safety procedures, including responding to the following: medical emergencies, fires, 

chemical spills, and/or threatening events including armed robberies, burglaries, or a 

criminal incidents.”   

2. TSG will also require all employees to complete separate, additional training and 

education developed by our retained regulated marijuana industry consultant, ACC. In 

operation since 2013, ACC has assisted clients in over 10 US markets and Canada. The 

founders also owned and operated a vertically integrated medical marijuana center in 

Colorado prior to founding the consulting company. ACC has applied this experience in 

developing its training materials and SOPs. Topics that will be covered in the training 

developed by ACC will include the following: Current Pennsylvania Laws and 

Regulations; training on the BioTrackTHC inventory control system; written SOPs; 

Pennsylvania Regulatory Compliance; Record Keeping and Documentation; General 

Security/Diversion Prevention Training; Perpetual Inventory Control Systems; Transport 

Manifest; OSHA Compliance; Cultivation Methodology; Environmental Control Systems; 

Employee Dress Code And Personal Hygiene; Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing 

and Handling Practices; Limited Access Areas; Visitors; Daily Facility Evaluation; Receipt 

Of Material; Growing Containers; Growing Media and Nutrients, Supplements and 

Growth Additives; Plant Tagging; Other Plants; Propagation And Cloning; Integrated Pest 

Management (IPM); Chemical Treatment; Transplanting; Vegetative Growth Stage; 

Flowering Growth Stage; Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration; Harvesting 

Cannabis; Processing Operations; Inventory Reconciliation Procedure; Trim Machine 

Operation; Laboratory Testing; Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and 

Shipments; Customer Complaints and Returns; Product Recall; Cannabis Waste Disposal; 

Facility Cleaning and Sanitation; Equipment Operation; Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning 

and Sanitation; Facility Exit Protocol; Emergency Protocol; and Loss Of Personnel.                                                                        

3. TSG has also incorporated into its Employee Training Handbook that all employees will 

complete this training prior to taking on any TSG medical cannabis cultivating/processing 

related duties. 
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4. Each employee is provided with a TSG Employee Training Handbook during orientation, 

and must sign a Training Handbook Form indicating that they read, understood, and are 

willing to abide by TSG’s training policies and that not doing so may lead to disciplinary 

measures and/or termination of employment.                                                                                                                                           

 5. Upon completion of training, each employee will be provided a closed book, onsite, 

proctored, and scored Training Completion Quiz. The quiz will include no less than 35 

multiple choice, fill in the blank, true/false, and short answer questions.  

6. Each employee must score at least an 80% on their Training Completion Quiz. If not, the 

employee will need to retake portions of the training and will be administered another quiz. Each 

employee will be given three opportunities to receive an 80% or higher on the Training 

Completion Quiz. Upon doing so, each employee shall receive a signed and dated TSG Training 

Completion Certificate. 

7. TSG will provide mandatory Annual Training Refresher Courses incorporating the newest 

relevant and applicable state and federal guidelines, so as to ensure that all employees remain 

abreast and updated on all applicable regulations.                                                                          

8. TSG will retain all attendance records of all principals and employees and will make them 

available to the Department and its authorized agents upon request.                                             

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE THREE COMPONENTS OF SECTION 9 (A, B AND C), PLEASE SUBMIT 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS, DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES AND 

TRAINING (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH 

THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 

Section 10 – Security and Surveillance 
A GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY MUST HAVE SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, UTILIZING COMMERCIAL-GRADE 

EQUIPMENT, TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY AND TO PREVENT AND DETECT DIVERSION, THEFT, OR LOSS OF ANY SEEDS, 

IMMATURE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS. 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR PROPOSED SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT AND MEASURES THAT WILL 

BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

FOLLOWING: GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE EQUIPMENT, MEASURES AND PROCEDURES TO BE USED, ALARM SYSTEMS, 

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM, STORAGE, RECORDING CAPABILITY, RECORDS RETENTION, PREMISES ACCESSIBILITY, AND 

INSPECTION/SERVICING/ALTERATION PROTOCOLS. 

 

TSG and facility management will be committed to ensuring that (i) the facility is accessible 

by authorized personnel only; (ii) the facility is secured against loss or theft of medical 

marijuana or plant material; and (iii) the facility is secured against diversion of medical 

marijuana or marijuana plant material as required by regulation §1151.26. 
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To fulfill these objectives, the facility will contract with a state-licensed and insured professional 

security company for the implementation of security systems that will include a 24-hour security 

alarm, and video surveillance monitoring and recording.  All security and alarm equipment will 

be of commercial grade and effective to prevent unauthorized entry and to prevent and detect 

diversion, theft or loss of any seed, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plant waste, 

medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.   

 

Security Management System 

A he Security Management 

System (including access control, video surveillance and intrusion detection).  The SMS is 

monitored by on site uniformed, armed security personnel 24 hours per day in a secured onsite 

security command center. 

 

The Security Management System will be a fully integrated single software platform that will 

manage both the access control and the surveillance equipment, thus allowing the system to 

create an integrated digital (and auditable) record of the image, location and time stamps at any 

given time when a person accesses a controlled area.  The system will be capable of onsite 

monitoring as well as remote (both mobile applications and within the Security Command 

Center monitoring and video alarm verification to avoid nuisance alarms and unnecessary law 

enforcement responses. 

 

Controllers:  All access controllers will be installed in a secure location within the building in 

accordance with the Department rules.  

 

Data Access:  Login configurations will be implemented to prevent non-administrator users 

from logging in from devices that have not been pre-approved and to prevent unauthorized 

access to records for cultivation, inventory and sales.  

 

Data Security:  In the event that facility workstations or devices are stolen or lost, 

administrators will de-authorize all devices affected, as well as log out all users. 

 

Power:  All access control panels have battery backup which ensures operation during a power 

failure. The access control panels will have sufficient battery backup to operate for an industry 

standard of approximately one hour, which is dependent upon usage of the system. Longer time 

power backup can be implemented, and would need to be calculated based upon total system 

requirements once installed. In addition to the onboard battery backup, all access panels will be 

powered from a circuit tied to the backup generator. The on-board batteries will provide power 

until the backup generator starts producing power. This prevents any downtime or system 

shutdowns. If extended battery back-up is required to ensure this requirement it will be 

incorporated.  

 

In the event of a total power failure, all electronic locks shall be fail-secure to prevent 

unauthorized entry, yet still provide mechanical free egress in the event of an emergency.  

Access controlled doors will also have key override capabilities in the event of a system or 

complete power failure.  Further, a failure notification alarm will be generated at the monitoring 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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station which will then notify the appropriate parties that a power failure has occurred. In this 

event the facility will go into its emergency exit protocol. 

 

Surveillance System: The facility will utilize an advanced “Internet Protocol” (IP), day/night 

video surveillance and recording system to be installed prior to the first day of operation. The 

IP system will be installed in a secure location within the building to provide 24-hour 

surveillance of the interior and exterior of the establishment.  The cameras will have the 

following specifications:  

 to provide clear and certain identification of the persons in view.  

All recorded images will clearly and accurately display the time and date, and will be recorded 

at least three frames per second during alarm or motion based recording. 

 

The video management software and access control software will be fully integrated into a single 

platform which will manage both the access control and the surveillance equipment.  This will 

allow the system to create not only a digital record of the image as detailed above, but to tie 

those images to any location where a person has accessed a controlled area, and to activate the 

respective camera whenever an intrusion alarm had been triggered transmitting verification 

images to the monitoring center.  

 

All cameras will be monitored locally and remotely, recorded on a 24/7 schedule, and stored at 

the permitted facility site for a period of four (4) years.  Video recordings will be archived in a 

format that ensures authentication of the recording as legitimately-captured video, and 

guaranteed that no alteration of the recorded image has taken place.  Exported video can be 

saved in an industry standard file format that can be played on a standard computer operating 

system.  All recordings shall be erased or destroyed prior to disposal and per state regulations.  

The system will also have a video printer capable of producing a clear still photo from any video 

camera image in an industry standard image format, including .jpg, .bmp and .gif, as well as the 

capability to export any recording and provide the same to any law enforcement agency upon 

request.  Further, the system will be able to produce a digital video disk using an installed media 

recording drive, so the video will be viewable in any standard computer operating system.  

 

There will be at least one onsite, desktop viewing station (minimum of 19 inches) that will have 

a live-feed to monitor all entry points, vulnerable and restricted areas.  This monitoring station 

will only be accessible by authorized personnel and law enforcement.  TSG will ensure that 

there is always a designated employee to continuously monitor the security system and 

surveillance system at the facility.  Playback quality will be suitable for viewing as the 

surveillance equipment is capturing the identity of all individuals and activities in the monitored 

areas.  

 

Activity in Packaging and processing areas within the building are monitored  

.  This activity is coordinated with the 

operations department in support of routine processes and movements (Time & motion 

elements) that can be expected within these areas.  

 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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In addition,  

.  Employees are 

assigned specific work areas and are not permitted to congregate within work spaces.  When 

breaks are taken, employees must move to designated break areas.  Break areas are also equipped 

with overt and covert surveillance cameras and wall mounted duress alarm devices. 

 

All video surveillance systems will be equipped with a failure notification system that provides 

prompt notification to the facility’s security director of any prolonged surveillance interruption 

and/or a complete failure of the surveillance system.  

 

Locations and Coverage  

TSG’s licensed premises will be properly secured meeting or exceeding state regulations.  The 

diagram below is a floor plan for TSG’s cultivation facility displaying all the security features 

to be installed and utilized.   

 

Perimeter Coverage: All entrances and exits, all parking areas, and rear alley areas 

immediately adjacent to the building will be monitored. All exterior cameras will be capable of 

clearly identifying facial features and any activities occurring within twenty (20) feet of the 

exterior of the building and any parking, fenced, or loading areas. Beyond that distance, the 

video will be capable of capturing images with enough quality for recognition and detection of 

non-permitted activities. 

 

Any detection of criminal behavior on the premises will be reported to law enforcement as soon 

as it is safe to do so. Any observance of ongoing criminal activity requiring immediate police 

attention will be reported immediately via 911. 

 

Lighting:  The facility will require the installation and maintenance of motion-activated exterior 

security lights to clearly illuminate all access points to the facility, as well as the entire perimeter.  

Additionally, the lighting system will be equipped with photo-sensors to activate it during low-

light conditions.  This will ensure that exterior security cameras will always have sufficient light 

to capture clear images on motion detection and to deter potential intruders. 

 

Interior Coverage:  All interior cameras will be , depending on 

the physical structure and strategic location that provides the best angles, facial and operational 

identification, and unobstructed coverage.  There will be camera coverage that provides a clear 

view of activity without sight blockage from lighting hoods, fixtures, or other equipment, for all 

areas inside the facility excluding restrooms and management offices where medical marijuana 

products and byproducts are not permitted. 

 

Signage: the facility manager will post a sign in high visibility locations at each entrance of the 

site and facility that states: 

"THESE PREMISES ARE UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE.  NO ONE 

UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN (18) IS PERMITTED TO ENTER. " 

  

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Power:  Cameras are powered and communicate through a “Power over Ethernet” (“PoE”) 

switch. The switches will be plugged into an Uninterruptable Power Supply (“UPS”) with 

battery backup. The UPS will plug into a circuit tied to the backup generator.  The UPS will 

keep power to the cameras in the event of a power failure and until the backup generator starts 

producing power. This prevents any downtime or equipment shutdown during the time there is 

no power and before the generator starts.  The dispensary will not operate if the video 

surveillance equipment is inoperative. A failure notification system that provides an audible and 

visual notification of any failure in the electronic monitoring system will be continuously 

implemented. 

 

Monitoring and Recording:  TSG will ensure that the surveillance system is monitored and 

recorded 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, via an on-site DVR system as well as off-site back-

up, through a secure web-based portal. All recordings will be retained for a minimum of four 

(4) years.   

 

Head-End Equipment: All head-end (digital or network video recorders, digital archiving 

devices, etc.) equipment will be installed in a secure, limited-access location within the licensed 

premises.  This location will consist of a locked cabinet/rack inside a secured and monitored 

room to protect from employee or third party tampering or criminal theft.  Access to this room 

will be limited to persons that are essential to surveillance operations, law enforcement 

authorities acting within their jurisdiction, security service company personnel and the 

Commissioner or other designated state officials. 

 

Access Controls 

The entire facility is considered a secured site and will be adequately locked and protected from 

unauthorized entry at all times.  Access within the site’s functional spaces shall also be 

controlled and monitored continuously, including the transport area, nutrient storage area, 

vegetative areas, flowering areas, propagation area, harvesting area, curing area, processing 

area, kitchen area, concentration production room, product storage area, quarantined product 

area, chemical storage area, and other secured areas. 

 

There will be varying levels of access depending upon the cultivation center agent’s security 

clearance.  All employees are required to have their Agent Identification Cards visible while on 

premises and within the facility. 

 

Scope:  The professionally installed Electronic Access Control System will be used to control 

ingress/egress on all exterior secured doors and gates, as well as doors in the interior of the 

facility excluding restrooms and administrative offices.  The entrance vestibule to the cultivation 

facility will be equipped with a “person-trap” prior to entrance to the lobby area and the limited 

access areas of the facility, ensuring that in the event of duress or robbery, access to the facility 

and areas where inventory is stored will be prevented while emergency procedures are activated. 

Upon entry to the “person trap” individuals will be required to present proper credentials to the 

security officer who will reside in an adjacent office behind a bullet proof bank teller window.  

Further, anti-tailgating infrared technology will be installed on the internal vestibule door to 
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prevent unauthorized entry (tail-gating/piggy-backing) as well as to prevent and identify 

incorrect flow of traffic (i.e. someone badging to get in, but another person comes out instead.) 

In the future, the cultivation security director may consider the installation of an arch metal 

detector in the “person trap” vestibule, should it be deemed necessary at the time, to further 

mitigate risks of unauthorized weapons entering the cultivation site.  

 

System Overview: The system will be fully integrated into a single software platform that will 

manage both the access control and the surveillance equipment, thus allowing the system to 

create an integrated digital (and auditable) record of the image, location and time stamps at any 

given time when a person accesses a controlled area.  The system will be capable of onsite 

monitoring as well as remote (both mobile applications and within the third-party center) 

monitoring and video alarm verification to avoid nuisance alarms and unnecessary law 

enforcement responses. 

• Controllers:  All access controllers will be installed in a secure location within the 

building in accordance with the Department rules.  

• Data Access:  Login configurations will be implemented to prevent non-administrator 

users from logging in from devices that have not been pre-approved and to prevent 

unauthorized access to records for cultivation, inventory and sales.  

• Data Security:  In the event that cultivation center workstations or devices are stolen or 

lost, administrators will de-authorize all devices affected, as well as log out all users. 

• Power:  All access control panels have battery backup which ensures operation during a 

power failure. The access control panels will have sufficient battery backup to operate 

for an industry standard of approximately one hour, which is dependent upon usage of 

the system. Longer time power backup can be implemented, and would need to be 

calculated based upon total system requirements once installed. In addition to the 

onboard battery backup, all access panels will be powered from a circuit tied to the 

backup generator. The on-board batteries will provide power until the backup generator 

starts producing power. This prevents any downtime or system shutdowns. If extended 

battery back-up is required to ensure this requirement it will be incorporated.  

 

In the event of a total power failure, all electronic locks shall be fail-secure to prevent 

unauthorized entry, yet still provide mechanical free egress in the event of an emergency.  

Access controlled doors will also have key override capabilities in the event of a system or 

complete power failure.  Further, a failure notification alarm will be generated at the 

monitoring station which will then notify the appropriate parties that a power failure has 

occurred. In this event the facility will go into its emergency exit protocol.  

 

Product Storage: The facility security director will be responsible for the installation of 

commercial grade vaults for product storage.  Commercial grade vaults will be installed and 

utilized in a limited access area for the storage of medical marijuana products, medical marijuana 

infused edibles and concentrates.  Vaults will consist of reinforced walls (double-reinforcement 

for any exterior wall) and a commercial grade vault security door.  All products containing 

medical marijuana will be inventoried and stored in the vault nightly before closing, per 

operational procedures.  
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The facility will keep a daily log of facility employees with access to the vault and knowledge 

of the access codes or combinations.  Further, the vault door will be equipped with biometric 

readers to increase the level of security and access.  

 

Product is only stored in designated storage areas.  Designated storage areas are equipped with 

Intrusion Detection, Surveillance and access control devices.  Access to storage areas is limited 

to pre-approved designated personnel only.  Storage areas are inventoried and audited on a 

weekly basis.  Management may at its discretion conduct unannounced storage area audits. 

 

Facility Layout/Site Diagram:  A facility layout/site diagram has been developed as part of the 

Site Security Plan, which has been labeled "Security Diagram."  Additionally, the Security 

Diagram will be updated as needed and maintained in multiple locations on site at the 

Cultivation center clearly defining each area of the facility.  The security diagram will be 

updated as soon as any changes are made to ensure a current and accurate facility layout.  Any 

changes made to the "Security Diagram," will be provided to the commissioner and local law 

enforcement with jurisdiction in the area to ensure that current version is always on file. 

 

Security Access Tiers  

All areas in the licensed facility shall be compartmentalized based on function.  Only personnel 

necessary for a production function shall have access to that compartment of the facility.  Access 

shall be restricted between compartments to manage risk of loss prevention and/or diversion, 

prevent contamination, and maintain strict environmental controls. Facility employees shall 

maintain and comply with written policies and procedures for secure and proper production of 

marijuana and marijuana products.  Movement between limited access production compartments 

will be restricted to those with the following security clearance protocols: 

 

Unlimited Access:  Owner- or senior-management level employees with access to all areas of 

the facility including secured vaulting locations. 

 

Restricted Access:  Senior employees with access to all product production areas. 

 

Limited Access:  Support employees with access to product packaging and support areas, 

maintenance employees with access to all areas of the facility except for secured vaulting 

locations, security employees with access to areas of the facility deemed necessary by 

management. 

 Cultivation Areas Clearance:  Cultivation employees and their supervisors shall be 

permitted into areas where plants are cultivated: genetics storage, cloning, vegetative and 

flowering plant areas, dry/cure rooms, trimming/processing rooms and other rooms 

necessary to perform daily tasks.  

 Processing Clearance:  Only lab and kitchen agents and facility supervisors will be 

permitted into the lab kitchen areas of the cultivation facility. 

 Packaging Clearance:  Only packaging staff and facility supervisors shall be permitted 

into packaging areas. 

 Vault Area Clearance:  Only processing supervisors and facility supervisors shall be 

permitted into vault areas.  
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 Security Rooms:  Only security agents and facility supervisors shall have access to 

security rooms.  Only security and facility supervisors shall have access to security rooms 

that contain DVRs and confidential security information. 

 Transport:  Only transportation agents and facility supervisors shall have access to the 

secured transportation loading dock.   

 Open Access Areas:  Areas such as the break room, locker rooms, connecting hallways 

shall be accessible to facility staff and approved visitors only. 

 All Access:  Top-level supervisors and security supervisors shall have clearance to 

oversee processes and security throughout the entire facility. 

 Temporary Access:  For certain reasons in the production process an employee may be 

granted access into other limited-access departments, such cross-over access must be 

delegated and approved by the supervisors of both departments.  Visitors will also only 

have temporary limited access while being escorted by a facility employee. 

o Visitors:  All visitors to the facility will be required to follow the visitor protocol 

set by TSG which has been created in strict compliance with regulations §1151.25 

which will include the requirement to sign a visitor log and provide proof of 

identity with a government issued photo ID.  Visitors will be limited to those 

authorized to enter the facility and their identity must be captured into the 

electronic, secured access system at entry. Visitors will always be escorted at all 

times by a facility employee, as approved by facility supervisors, while within the 

facility. 

 

 
 

Facility Access Control Badging Policy:  

• All accessibility to each site’s keys, vault codes, combination numbers, passwords, 

access or biometric security systems, will be governed by a strict “key-management” 

policy. All devices will only be accessible to specifically authorized personnel. 

• Access control for the employees of the facility will be based on job function and 

authority level.  All employees will be required to visibly display their company-issued 

agent registration badge at all times while on site.  An employee who forgets or loses his 

or her agent registration badge will not be permitted into the facility until the employee 

retrieves or obtains a new company-issued agent registration badge.  The lost/forgotten 

badge will be immediately de-activated from the system.  Any suspicious circumstances 

will be investigated by the security director.  

• Any person other than those authorized to be on the premises, including vendors, 

contractors, and visitors, must provide identification and obtain a visitor identification 

Visitor Signature
Escorting Facility 

Employee
Reason for Visit

Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet

Date Time In Time Out Visitor Name Visitor Company
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badge from the designated agent before entering the premises of the facility.  

• Logs that include the full name, date, arrival and departure times, and purpose will be 

maintained internally by facility management for each visitor.  

• Further, the access control system will have the ability to track employee entry/exit for 

time and attendance purposes, beyond the security functionalities.  

 

Robbery and Burglary Alarm System  
Access Points:  The facility will have a professionally  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Power:  All alarm panels have battery backup which ensures operation during a power failure.  

The alarm panel will have sufficient battery backup to operate for an industry standard of 

approximately one hour.  In addition, all alarm panels will be tied into a backup generator circuit.  

The onboard batteries will provide uninterrupted power until the backup generator starts 

producing power.  The backup generator will have capacity to provide power for at least 48 

hours from the time of a power failure.  This prevents any down time or system shutdown in the 

event of a power failure.  In addition, the system will have a failure notification alarm which 

will provide audible and visual notification of any failures, as well as sending an alarm to the 

monitoring station center. The monitoring center will then notify the appropriate parties that a 

power failure has occurred. 

 

Alarm Monitoring:  The primary alarm system will be installed at the facility by a state-

licensed alarm company.  This system will include an advanced security alarm system on all 

perimeter entry points, perimeter windows, and secured interior rooms.  Motion detection 

equipment and silent alarm systems and equipment will be used to ensure the entire facility is 

continuously safe from intrusion and product diversion.  The state-licensed alarm company will 

also monitor the alarm system 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  All detection points will be 

hardwired to a secured control panel, including vault doors as well as seismic, contacts, glass 

break and motion sensors.  Any point that is breached in an “armed” status will generate an 

event notification that will be sent via phone line, backed up by a cellular network, to the control 

center. In the event of an alarm, the monitoring center will video verify (to avoid nuisance calls 

and expedite police response) and dispatch the proper authorities.  Once dispatch has been 

completed, the monitoring center will notify key staff members of the situation.  The 

alarm/intrusion system will be centrally monitored by a Central Monitoring Center via land 

phone line with redundant wireless alarm communicator, and managed by an alarm Security 

Company properly licensed within the jurisdiction.   

 

Panic Devices:   
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DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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  The system will have an 

automatic voice dialer programmed to send a pre-recorded message requesting dispatch, when 

activated, over an adequate communication system to the appropriate emergency services 

agency.  Alarms will also be monitored by the same Monitoring Center with state of the art 

communications technology.  Employees will have an option to physically wear a panic alarm 

device on their person while in the facility.  These wearable panic devices can look like an 

ordinary watch or a pendant on a necklace.  There will also be hard-wired physical panic alarm 

devices installed and strategically placed throughout the facility that can be activated by 

employees in the event of an emergency.   

 

Fire/Smoke Detectors and Alarms:  The facility will be equipped with smoke/fire detectors 

that will help detect and warn employees and emergency personnel of a potential fire situation. 

   

Failure Notification:  A failure notification alarm will be generated at the monitoring station 

which will then notify the appropriate parties that a power failure has occurred. 

 

Systems Maintenance:  All equipment and components within this Security Plan will be 

covered by a maintenance plan, which will be implemented in order to have appropriate 

preventative maintenance in place and minimize the possibility of equipment failure.  At a 

minimum, the systems will be inspected and all devices tested on an annual basis by the qualified 

electronic security provider.  TSG will conduct routine maintenance inspections monthly to 

ensure that all necessary maintenance, alterations and upgrades are made for the continued 

proper operation of the system.  All records of any inspections, servicing, alterations and 

upgrades performed on the systems will be stored on site at the facility for a minimun of four 

(4) years.  These records will be made available to the Department and its authorized agents 

within two (2) business days upon request.   

 

Supporting Security Management Policies 

This section supports other areas of this Security Plan, which demonstrate the capability for the 

prevention of the theft or diversion of marijuana or marijuana-infused products, and compliance 

with all security requirements of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

Documentation Procedures for Product Loss and Destruction:  The facility will utilize 

BioTrackTHC as its product inventory/point-of-sale tracking system in order to keep and 

maintain product records for a five-year period. These records will be made available for 

inspection if requested by the Department, or the Department’s authorized agents, upon request.  

Such records include: 

• Production records, including: 

o Planting, harvest and curing, weighing, creating batches of marijuana-

infused products, and packaging and labeling; and 

o Disposal or destruction of marijuana, marijuana-infused products and 

waste materials associated with production. 

• Records of any theft, loss or other unaccountability of any marijuana seedlings, 

clones, plants, trim or other plant material, extracts, marijuana-infused products, 

or other items containing marijuana. 

 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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When inputting information regarding product loss or destruction into its product 

inventory/point-of-sale tracking system, the cultivation facility must provide: 

• A description of the product loss or destruction (strain name, product type and 

description); 

• The quantity/volume of the loss/destruction; 

• The area of the cultivation facility where the loss/destruction occurred; 

• The date and approximate time of the loss/destruction; 

• The cause of the loss/destruction; and 

• A strategy to address the cause to prevent future loss/destruction by similar 

means. 

 

The facility will also provide information regarding the product loss/destruction to Department 

within 12 hours of the observed or reported loss or destruction.  As with all other processes 

within the facility, product destruction processes will be captured by the facility electronic 

security system (access controls and surveillance).  

 

Shipping & Receiving:  Security officers receive, log and inspect all in-coming truck and mail 

shipments.  The manifests of all outgoing shipments are verified by Security Officers and the 

trailer/cargo areas closed and sealed with a uniquely numbered shipping seal.  Movement of 

product within the campus is escorted by security personnel. 

 

Review & Evaluation of Security System, Policies and Procedures: Once a year, TSG 

management will coordinate the review of all security-related policies and procedures to ensure 

they remain relevant in terms of risk mitigation, compliance and operational requirements. 

Management may perform this review utilizing internal staff as well as third-party assistance. 

  

Security Risk Assessments and Inspections: During the review and evaluation of the security 

systems, policies and procedures, TSG will coordinate the preparation of updated risk 

assessments which will feed information to the review and evaluation process. 

 

Emergency Response Plan (ERP):  TSG will establish emergency procedures and protocols 

to be implemented organization wide.  Facility employees will be fully trained on emergency 

protocols before beginning employment with the company.  The elements of the ERP will 

include evacuation, robbery or theft, active shooter/workplace violence, severe weather, 

lockdown, medical emergency, fire emergency, and other potential emergencies.  The company 

shall use a variety of teaching methods which consider the skills and experience of the individual 

trainees.  The company will also conduct quarterly emergency fire and disaster drills coordinated 

by the Head of Security and or Compliance. 

Workplace Violence:  It is TSG’s policy to promote a safe environment for its employees.   TSG 

is committed to working with its employees to maintain a work environment free from violence, 

threats of violence, harassment, intimidation, and other disruptive behavior.  Such behavior can 

include oral or written statements, gestures, or expressions that communicate a direct or indirect 

threat of physical harm.  No workplace is immune to such events; however, such behavior will 

not be tolerated in our workplace.  All reports of incidents will be taken seriously and will be 
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dealt with appropriately.  Individuals who commit such acts may be removed from the premises 

and may be subject to disciplinary action, criminal penalties, or both.  TSG will develop policies 

and procedures for the implementation of a violence-free workplace and employee training. 
 

 

Section 11 – Transportation of Medical Marijuana 

A. Transportation Yes No 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that any delivery of medical marijuana to any other medical 

marijuana grower/processor facility, dispensary, or approved laboratory within the 

Commonwealth will adhere to the following: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 

 Medical marijuana will only be delivered between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. ☒ ☐ 

 Medical marijuana will not be transported to any location outside of this 

Commonwealth. 

☒ ☐ 

 A global positioning system will be used to ensure safe, efficient delivery of the 

medical marijuana to a medical marijuana organization or approved laboratory. 

☒ ☐ 

In addition to having a transport vehicle staffed with a delivery team consisting of at least 

two individuals, the applicant affirms the following: 

 

 At least one delivery team member will remain with the vehicle at all times that 

the vehicle contains medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 Each delivery team member shall have access to a secure form of communication 

with the grower/processor, such as a cellular telephone, at all times that the 

vehicle contains medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 Upon demand, each delivery team member shall produce an identification badge 

or card to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement or other 

Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the 

government officials’ functions and duties. 

☒ ☐ 

 Each delivery team member shall have a valid driver’s license. ☒ ☐ 

 While on duty, a delivery team member will not wear any clothing or symbols 

that may indicate ownership or possession of medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 
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 Medical marijuana stored inside the transport vehicle may not be visible from the 

outside of the transport vehicle. 

☒ ☐ 

 A delivery team shall proceed in a transport vehicle from the facility, where the 

medical marijuana is loaded, directly to the medical marijuana organization or 

approved laboratory, where the medical marijuana is unloaded, without 

unnecessary delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may make 

stops at multiple facilities or approved laboratories, as appropriate, to deliver 

medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 Any vehicle accidents, diversions, losses, or other reportable events that occur 

during transport of medical marijuana must be immediately reported to the 

Department either through a designated phone line established by the 

Department or by electronic communication with the Department in a manner 

prescribed by the Department. 

☒ ☐ 

 The Department shall be notified daily of the grower/processor’s delivery 

schedule, including routes and delivery times, either through a designated phone 

line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the 

Department in a manner prescribed by the Department. 

☒ ☐ 

 A transport vehicle is subject to inspection by the Department or its authorized 

agents, law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government officials if 

necessary to perform the government officials’ functions and duties. 

☒ ☐ 

 A transport vehicle may be stopped and inspected along its delivery route or at 

any medical marijuana organization or approved laboratory. 

☒ ☐ 

 If a third-party contractor is used, the contractor must comply with all the 

transportation requirements listed in the Act and regulations. 

☒ ☐ 

B. Transport Manifest Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that the transport manifest (printed or 

electronic) that accompanies every transport vehicle will contain the following 

information and meet the following requirements: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 The name, address and permit number of the medical marijuana organization or 

approved laboratory receiving the delivery, and the name of and contact 

information for a representative of the medical marijuana organization or 

approved laboratory. 

☒ ☐ 
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 The quantity, by weight or unit, of each medical marijuana harvest batch, harvest 

lot or process lot contained in the transport, along with the identification number 

for each batch or lot.  

☒ ☐ 

 The date and approximate time of departure. ☒ ☐ 

 The date and approximate time of arrival. ☒ ☐ 

 The transport vehicle’s make, model, and license plate number. ☒ ☐ 

 The identification number of each member of the delivery team accompanying 

the transport. 

☒ ☐ 

 When a delivery team delivers medical marijuana to multiple medical marijuana 

organizations or approved laboratories, the transport manifest must correctly 

reflect the specific medical marijuana in transit; each recipient will also provide 

the grower/processor with a printed receipt for the medical marijuana received. 

☒ ☐ 

 All medical marijuana being transported must be packaged in shipping containers 

and labeled in accordance with § 1151.34 (relating to packaging and labeling of 

medical marijuana). 

☒ ☐ 

 Separate copies of the transport manifest will be provided to each recipient 

receiving the medical marijuana described in the transport manifest. To maintain 

confidentiality, a grower/processor may prepare separate manifests for each 

recipient. 

☒ ☐ 

 The applicant acknowledges that, upon request, a copy of the printed transport 

manifest, and any printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, will 

be provided to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or 

other Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the 

government officials’ functions and duties. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 

 

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PLAN REGARDING THE TRANSPORTATION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS. FOR EXAMPLE, EXPLAIN WHETHER YOU PLAN TO MAINTAIN YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION AS 
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PART OF THE FACILITY OPERATION, OR WHETHER YOU WILL USE A THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR. IF YOU CHOOSE TO 

USE YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION, PLEASE PROVIDE THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF VEHICLES THAT WILL BE 

USED TO TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, THE TRAINING THAT WILL BE 

PROVIDED TO EMPLOYEES THAT WILL TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, AND 

ANY ADDITIONAL MEASURES YOU WILL TAKE TO PREVENT DIVERSION DURING TRANSPORT. IF YOU WILL BE USING A 

THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR FOR TRANSPORTING MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, PLEASE 

EXPLAIN THE STEPS YOU WILL TAKE TO GUARANTEE THE THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR WILL BE COMPLIANT WITH THE 

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS. 

 

TSG intends to transport and deliver medical marijuana to medical marijuana organizations 

and/or laboratories within the Commonwealth, and in accordance with state regulation 

§1151.35.  TSG will not transport medical marijuana to any location outside of the 

Commonwealth.  All TSG transport vehicle will use a global tracking system to ensure safe, 

efficient delivery of the medical marijuana to the medical marijuana organizations and/or 

laboratories.     

                                                                                                            

Transportation Vehicle Requirements:  TSG intends to utilize their own transport vehicles 

which will be customized and modified to be suitable for transport per state regulations.  

TSG’s transportation vehicles will include at a minimum the following: Be equipped with a 

secure lockbox or locking cargo area; Have no markings that would identify or indicate that 

the vehicle is being used to transport medical marijuana; Be capable of being temperature-

controlled for perishable medical marijuana; Display current State inspection and registration 

stickers; and Be insured in an amount that is commercially reasonable and appropriate.              

Number of Transportation Vehicles:  TSG intends to begin operations with only a single 

transportation vehicle and add more vehicles as needed.                                                                

Type of Transport Vehicles:  TSG intends to utilize a non-descript delivery van for the 

transportation of medical marijuana products.                                                                                

Transportation Protocol:  TSG will transport medical marijuana to a medical marijuana 

organization or laboratory only between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. which will be 

one hour earlier than required by regulations to allow for transaction times.   TSG’s 

transportation protocol calls for a transport vehicle to be staffed with a delivery team 

consisting of at least two individuals.  At least one delivery team member shall remain with 

the vehicle at all times that the vehicle contains medical marijuana and/or cash.  Each delivery 

team member shall have access to a secure form of communication with the TSG, such as a 

cellular telephone, at all times that the vehicle contains medical marijuana and/or cash.  Each 

delivery team member shall carry an identification badge or card at all times and shall, upon 

demand, produce it to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or other 

Federal, State or local government officials if necessary to perform the government officials' 

functions and duties.  Each delivery team member shall have a valid driver's license.  While on 
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duty, a delivery team member may not wear clothing or symbols that may indicate ownership 

or possession of medical marijuana.  Medical marijuana stored inside the transport vehicle will 

not be visible from the outside of the transport vehicle. TSG’s delivery team will proceed in a 

transport vehicle from the facility where the medical marijuana is loaded directly to the 

medical marijuana organization or laboratory without intervening stops or unnecessary delays. 

Once at the intended destination, the medical marijuana is unloaded. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, a transport vehicle may make stops at multiple facilities or laboratories, as 

appropriate, to deliver medical marijuana. TSG will immediately report to the Department any 

vehicle accidents, route deviations, diversions, losses or other reportable events that occur 

during transport of medical marijuana.   TSG will also notify the Department daily of its 

delivery schedule, including routes and delivery times, either through a designated phone line 

established by the Department or by electronic communication with the Department in a 

manner prescribed by the Department. A transport vehicle is an extension of the TSG’s facility 

and as such is subject to inspection by the Department or its authorized agents, law 

enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials, if necessary, to perform the 

government officials' functions and duties.  Any TSG transport vehicle may be stopped and 

inspected along its delivery route or at any medical marijuana organization or laboratory. 

Transportation employees will be trained in these policies.                                                            

Transport Manifest:  TSG will generate a printed and/or electronic transport manifest that 

accompanies every transport vehicle per §1151.36 and contains the following information: The 

name, address and permit number of the grower/processor and the name of, and contact 

information for, a representative of the grower/processor who has knowledge of the transport. 

The name, address and permit number of the medical marijuana organization or laboratory 

receiving the delivery and the name of and contact information for a representative of the 

medical marijuana organization or laboratory. The quantity, by weight or unit, of each medical 

marijuana batch or lot contained in the transport, along with the identification number for each 

batch or lot.  The date and approximate time of departure.  The date and approximate time of 

arrival.  The transport vehicle's make and model and license plate number.  The identification 

number of each member of the delivery team accompanying the transport.        
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Example of TSG’s printed Transport Manifest: 

 

When a delivery team delivers medical marijuana to multiple medical marijuana organizations 

or laboratories, the transport manifest will correctly reflect the specific medical marijuana in 

transit. Each recipient will provide the TSG with a printed receipt for the medical marijuana 

received.  TSG will provide a copy of the transport manifest to the recipient receiving the 

medical marijuana described in the transport manifest.  To maintain confidentiality, TSG may 

prepare separate manifests for each recipient.  TSG will, if requested, provide a copy of the 

Date:

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  The receiving entity may reject the product 

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.  

Fax Form to:                                                                OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute # and 

Batch #

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s):

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

Time: 

Route to be Traveled:

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document 

that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Check Here if multiple pages are used
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printed transport manifest, and any printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, to 

the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal, State or local 

government officials if necessary to perform the government officials' functions and duties. 

Company transportation employees will be trained in these policies.   Per the current state 

regulation §1151.37, a grower/processor may transport seeds, immature medical marijuana 

plants and medical marijuana products within the Commonwealth for the growing and 

processing of medical marijuana.  TSG will not transport seeds, immature medical marijuana 

plants or medical marijuana products to any locations outside of the Commonwealth.          

Post-Delivery Protocol:  After transporting cannabis products or cannabis-infused products, 

pursuant to the regulations, the employee will complete the trip plan by entering the end time 

of the trip and any necessary alterations to the trip plan.                                                                

Documentation of Delivery: Both the transporting facility and the receiving facility shall 

maintain all documents required by regulation and provide copies of such documents to 

Department agents for review upon request.                                                                                   

Theft, Diversion or Discrepancy During Transport:  If any TSG employee, manager or 

member finds evidence of, or reasonably suspects, a theft or diversion of medical marijuana 

during transport, the said employee shall immediately report its findings or suspicions to the 

Department and law enforcement as required by §1151.38.  If an employee discovers a 

discrepancy in the transport manifest, the company shall: Conduct an investigation; Amend the 

company’s standard operating plan, if necessary, to prevent future discrepancies between the 

quantity or description of inventory listed in the transport manifest and the quantity or 

description of inventory delivered; and Submit a report of the investigation to the Department 

that includes: A written preliminary report of the investigation will be submitted to the 

Department within seven (7) days of discovering the discrepancy. A final written report of the 

investigation will be submitted to the Department within thirty (30) days of discovering the 

discrepancy.  A diversion, theft or product loss must be documented on the Product Loss Log 

Sheet.    
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Transportation Employee Training:  TSG employees designated for transportation 

operations will receive extensive training on TSG’s transportation protocol and written 

standard operating procedures prior to beginning any transport activities or operations.  All 

transport employees will receive education and training pertaining to the current regulations 

relating to transporting medical marijuana products to medical marijuana organizations or 

testing laboratories within the Commonwealth.   The BiotrackTHC system (through the 

integrated transportation manifest module), records a wealth of information pertaining to a 

transport event. The following information is recorded (including, but not limited to):  sender 

license holder information: license/permit number, address, phone, date of transport, time of 

transport beginning and end (from location to location), employee(s) transporting and related 

employee info (date of birth, name, age, ID# etc.), transporting employee(s) signature of 

acceptance, transport vehicle (make, model, VIN, color etc.), and turn by turn directions from 

and to location (pinged by google maps and in free-form to allow for edits of travel route per 

the license holder’s preference).  The following will also be included: recipient license holder 

information including license/permit numbers, address, phone; a section to show how many 

items of the total sent were received;  items listed for transport: item identifier, total units 

being transported, and total units received by recipient.  Additionally, each transportation 

manifest is assigned its own unique identifier for easy reference during a traffic stop or for 

regulator/law enforcement reference to the oversight agency. The manifest is created digitally 

Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Note/Comments:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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within the system and is available to the sender and recipient in PDF format for printing of 

hard copies.   

 

 

 

Section 12 – Storage of Medical Marijuana 

A. Storage Requirements Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that the plan of operation will address the 

below statements: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 There will be separate, locked, limited access areas for the storage of seeds, 

immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, and medical 

marijuana that are expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated or 

recalled or whose containers or packaging have been opened or breached, until 

the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and 

medical marijuana are destroyed or otherwise disposed of, as required by § 

1151.40 (relating to the management and disposal of medical marijuana waste). 

☒ ☐ 
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 All storage areas will be maintained in a clean and orderly condition and free from 

infestation by insects, rodents, birds, and pests. 

☒ ☐ 

 A separate and secure area for temporary storage of medical marijuana that is 

awaiting disposal will be established. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 

 

B. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PLANS REGARDING THE STORAGE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA WITHIN YOUR FACILITY: 

 

TSG will have separate locked/limited access areas for the storage of seeds, immature medical 

marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana waste products (expired, 

damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled or contaminated, or whose containers or packaging has been 

opened or breached), until the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana 

products and medical marijuana waste product are disposed of as required per state regulation 

§1151.31 and §1151.40.   

 TSG’s storage areas will be maintained in a clean and orderly condition and free from infestation 

by insects, rodents, birds and pests of any kind.   TSG will have filtration and protection screens 

on all ventilation ducts leading to the outside to reduce the risk of infestation of any kind.   

The facility will be designed and constructed to promote biosecurity through the separation of 

operational activities, including the segmentation of the building into dirty and clean zones. Strict 

cleanliness protocols will be implemented for the passage between the facility dirty and clean 

zones as well as limited access areas and designated areas for the storage of medical marijuana 

plants and medical marijuana products within these zones.    

TSG’s storage of medical marijuana plants and/or medical marijuana products will begin with the 

receipt of materials.  All new and incoming materials to the facility will be held in a secure, 

segregated receiving and storage area within a limited access area of the facility. Employees 

receiving any new materials will need to perform a physical inspection of the incoming items.   

Principles of Receipt of Material:  The process of receipt of material or receiving raw materials 

requires adherence to strict protocols.   

Upon receiving any raw materials, inventory or other items used in operations, said items will be 

placed in a quarantine storage area within the receiving area of the licensed premises.  Employees 
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of the licensed premises will quarantine any materials received to be used to produce cannabis.  

These items will include, but not be limited to: 

 Cannabis seeds 

 Cannabis cutting/clones 

 Cannabis plants 

 Soil 

 Fertilizers 

 Pesticides, insecticides and fungicides 

 Growing containers 

 

Receipt of Materials:  Upon receiving materials into the licensed premises, registered grower 

agents and/or licensed premises employees will need to document the receipt of materials on the 

Receipt of Material log sheet.   

Example of Receipt of Materials Log Sheet can be seen below: 

 

Quarantine Area:  There will be a quarantine area within the facility and clearly identified on the 

facility floor plan diagram.  The quarantine area will be classified as a “dirty” zone within the 

cultivation area of the facility.  Materials will be held within the quarantine area where they will 

be segregated from the rest of the facility and/or “clean” areas of the facility.   

Receipt of Materials

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Describe why Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after 

Corrective Action:

Date of Release of 

Materials:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from 

the quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Quantity 

Released:

Notes/Comments:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Inspection:  After received inventory items/materials are placed in quarantine, the items will be 

inspected to ensure there are no defects or contamination.  All received items/materials will remain 

in the quarantined area until said materials pass inspection and are determined to be acceptable for 

use as intended.  Facility employees will be required to inspect all materials for visible defects and 

contamination.  Inspecting materials for contamination is essential for the facilities clean protocols 

and biosecurity measures.  If a contamination is identified, proper cleaning and/or segregation 

procedures will be implemented.     

Contamination Mitigation:  If a contamination is deemed reasonable to clean and sanitize, 

employees will proceed with contamination mitigation and thoroughly clean and sanitize all 

surface areas.  This will be done using a cleaning/sterilizing agent such as Isopropyl alcohol.  If 

cleaning and sanitizing is not an option, the materials will be segregated within the quarantine area 

until they are properly destroyed and disposed of.  If contaminated with pests, insects or disease, 

employees will immediately segregate the material while identifying the contamination type if 

possible.  Employees will refer to the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) SOP for proper 

identification and treatment of material.  Once the materials are properly cleaned and sanitized and 

believed to be free from contamination, they will be inspected a second time.  Materials will need 

to pass this second inspection prior to being released for their intended use. Materials that do not 

pass this second inspection will be designated for disposal and destruction.   

Release:  Upon the received materials passing initial or secondary inspection and being determined 

to be acceptable for use as intended, the materials will be released from the quarantine 

receiving/storage area.  Only at this time can the materials can be used within the facility for their 

intended use.  Employees will only release materials if they pass initial or secondary inspection. 

Documentation and Record:  Upon the materials being released from quarantine and determined 

to be acceptable for use as intended, employees will be required to log the materials into the 

inventory control system.  The entry will include the following: 

 Document and record new materials released from quarantine in the inventory control 

system (POS system); 

 Ensure record is accurate with physical inventory on hand; and  

 Ensure the Receipt of Material log sheet is filled out properly and completed 

 

Any product in need of quarantine shall be separated from bulk and placed in the area designated 

for disposal and/or destruction. Inventory destruction will be initiated through the inventory system 

requiring documentation of destruction purpose and/or approved method as well as the employee 

performing the action. Although the inventory can be adjusted or voided, at no time is any data 

ever fully deleted as BioTrackTHC maintains a log of every action, including adjustments and 

voids, so that the entire history of the system may be accessed if needed. The availability and report 

ability of the system data enables the said entity to produce any information necessary for the 

Department during an inspection or at the Department’s request. 
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Section 13 – Packaging and Labeling of Medical Marijuana 

A. Packaging Requirements Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that you will implement a quality control 

process to ensure that the packaging meets all of the following: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 Each form of medical marijuana prepared for sale will be packaged and labeled at 

its facility. The original seal of a package may not be broken, except for quality 

control testing at an approved laboratory, for adverse loss investigations 

conducted by the Department, or by a dispensary that purchased the medical 

marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 Medical marijuana will be in a package that minimizes exposure to oxygen. ☒ ☐ 

The packaged medical marijuana will be all of the following:  

 Child-resistant ☒ ☐ 

 Tamper-proof or tamper-evident ☒ ☐ 

 Light-resistant and opaque ☒ ☐ 

 Resealable ☒ ☐ 
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PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 

 

B. Labeling Requirements Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that the applicant will implement a quality 

control process to ensure that the label does not bear any of the following: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 Any resemblance to the trademarked, characteristic or product-specialized 

packaging of any commercially available food or beverage product. 

☒ ☐ 

 Any statement, artwork or design that could reasonably lead an individual to 

believe that the package contains anything other than medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 Any seal, flag, crest, coat of arms, or other insignia that could reasonably mislead 

an individual to believe that the product has been endorsed, manufactured, or 

approved for use by any State, county or municipality or any agency thereof. 

☒ ☐ 

 Any cartoon, color scheme, image, graphic or feature that might make the 

package attractive to children. 

☒ ☐ 

Each process lot of medical marijuana will be identified with a unique identifier. ☒ ☐ 

Prior written approval of the Department will be obtained regarding the content of any 

label to be affixed to a medical marijuana package. 
☒ ☐ 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that each label will:  

 Be easily readable. ☒ ☐ 

 Be made of weather-resistant and tamper-resistant materials. ☒ ☐ 

 Be conspicuously placed on the package. ☒ ☐ 

 Include the name, address and permit number of the grower/processor. ☒ ☐ 
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 List the form, quantity and weight of medical marijuana included in the package. ☒ ☐ 

 List the amount of individual doses contained within the package and the species 

and percentage of THC and CBD. 

☒ ☐ 

 Contain an identifier that is unique to a particular harvest batch of medical 

marijuana, including the number assigned to each harvest lot or process lot in the 

harvest batch. 

☒ ☐ 

 Include the date the medical marijuana was packaged. ☒ ☐ 

 State the employee identification number of the employee preparing the package 

and packaging the medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 State the employee identification number of the employee shipping the package, 

if different than the employee preparing the package and packaging the medical 

marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

 Contain the name and address of the dispensary to which the package is to be 

sold. 

☒ ☐ 

 List the date of expiration of the medical marijuana. ☒ ☐ 

 Include instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana in the package. ☒ ☐ 

 Contain a warning that the medical marijuana must be kept in the original 

container in which it was dispensed. 

☒ ☐ 

 Contain a warning that unauthorized use is unlawful and will subject the 

purchaser to criminal penalties. 

☒ ☐ 

 Contain the following warning stating: 

This product is for medicinal use only. Women should not consume during pregnancy or 

while breastfeeding except on the advice of the practitioner who issued the certification 

and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infant’s pediatrician. This product might impair the 

ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. Keep out of reach of children. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 
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C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROCESS FOR CREATING AND MONITORING THE LABELING USED FOR MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS: 

 

TSG will pre-package all medical marijuana and medical marijuana products at the facility 

prior to being transported to a laboratory for testing or to a purchasing medical marijuana 

organization. All packaging and labeling will comply with current regulation §1151.34.                

Packaging:  TSG will package and label at the facility each form of medical marijuana 

prepared for sale.  The original seal of a package will not be broken, except for contaminant 

and quality control testing at a laboratory, for adverse loss investigations conducted by the 

Department, or by a dispensary that purchased the medical marijuana for their inspection 

purposes.  TSG will package all medical marijuana in a package that minimizes exposure to 

oxygen and that is: Child-resistant;  Tamper-proof and/or tamper-evident; Light-resistant and 

opaque; and Re-sealable.                                                                                                                  

Examples of Packaging to be Used:                                                                  

     

Labeling:  TSG will identify each lot of medical marijuana with a unique identifier and label 

created from the BioTrackTHC inventory control system.   TSG will ensure to obtain the prior 

written approval of the Department of the content of any label to be affixed to a medical 

marijuana package.  Labels will be created using the inventory control system supplied by 

BioTrackTHC; this system will have the ability to create product specific labels which will 

include all testing and other required information for that particular product batch or lot.  Each 

label affixed to any medical marijuana package will at a minimum: be easily readable; be 

made of weather-resistant and tamper-resistant materials; be conspicuously placed on the 

package; include the name, address and permit number of the grower/processor; list the form, 

quantity and weight of medical marijuana included in the package; list the single dose THC 

and CBD content of the medical marijuana in milligrams (mg); contain an identifier that is 

unique to the batch of medical marijuana, including the number assigned to each lot in the 

batch; include the date the medical marijuana was packaged; state the employee identification 

number of the employee preparing the package and packaging the medical marijuana; state the 

employee identification number of the employee shipping the package, if different than the 

employee described previously; contain the name and address of the dispensary to which the 
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package is to be sold; list the date of expiration of the medical marijuana. Include instructions 

for proper storage of the medical marijuana in the package; contain the following statements: 

This product is for medicinal use only. Women should not consume during pregnancy or while 

breastfeeding except on the advice of the practitioner who issued the certification and, in the 

case of breastfeeding, the infant's pediatrician. This product might impair the ability to drive 

or operate heavy machinery. Keep out of reach of children.                                                          

TSG will ensure that labels will not bear any resemblance to the trademarked, characteristic or 

product-specialized packaging of any commercially available candy, snack, baked good or 

beverage.  The labels will not bear any statement, artwork or design that could reasonably 

mislead any person to believe that the package contains anything other than a medical 

marijuana finished product.  TSG labels will also not bear any seal, flag, crest, coat of arms or 

other insignia that could reasonably mislead a person to believe that the product has been 

endorsed, manufactured or used by any state, county or municipality or any agency thereof.  

Labels also will not bear any cartoon, color scheme, image, graphic or feature that might make 

the package attractive to children.  BioTrackTHC’s label creation tool enables licensed 

producers to create custom container-client labels with any fields necessary to comply with 

applicable law. All aforementioned required fields can be added as variables. In addition to 

this, a user can add custom disclaimers and warnings. The system will automatically print the 

container-client specific label upon completion of the sale. Reports are retained within the 

system and can be accessed indefinitely. In addition to storing information, the system also has 

the ability to create custom labels for cultivation, manufacturing and testing results.  The 

facility has the ability to print a label for approved medical marijuana product packages that 

lists a patient specific dispensing label approved by the Department that is easily readable and 

firmly affixed and includes the BioTrackTHC label creation tool generates transaction specific 

information including all aforementioned criteria.  
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Section 14 – Inventory Management 

A. Electronic Tracking System Yes No 

You acknowledge that you must use the electronic tracking system prescribed by the 

Department containing the requirements in section 701 of the Act (35 P.S. § 10231.701). 
☒ ☐ 

You acknowledge that an electronic tracking system that is approved by the Department 

will be deployed to log, verify, and monitor the receipt, use and sale of seeds, immature 

medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants, the funds received by a 

grower/processor for the sale of medical marijuana to another medical marijuana 

organization, the disposal of medical marijuana waste and the recall of defective medical 

marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 
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B. Inventory Management Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that your grower/processor facility will 

maintain an accounting of, and an identifying number for, the following inventory data in 

the electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 
of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 
the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 The number, weight, and type of seeds. ☒ ☐ 

 The number of immature medical marijuana plants. ☒ ☐ 

 The number of medical marijuana plants. ☒ ☐ 

 The number of medical marijuana products ready for sale. ☒ ☐ 

 The number of damaged, defective, expired, or contaminated seeds, immature 

medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana 

products awaiting disposal. 

☒ ☐ 

 Inventory controls and procedures will be established for the conducting of 

monthly inventory reviews and annual comprehensive inventories of medical 

marijuana at the facility. 

☒ ☐ 

 Inventory reviews of medical marijuana plants in the process of growing and 

medical marijuana and medical marijuana products that are being stored for 

future sale shall be conducted monthly. 

☒ ☐ 

 Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical 

marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products shall be 

conducted at least annually. 

☒ ☐ 

 A written or electronic record of the inventory reviews and comprehensive 

inventories must be created and maintained. 

☒ ☐ 

 The written or electronic record will include the date of the inventory, a summary 

of the inventory findings, and the employee identification numbers and titles or 

positions of the individuals who conducted the inventory. 

☒ ☐ 
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PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 

 

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR APPROACH REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PROCESS. 

THIS APPROACH MUST ALSO INCLUDE A PROCESS THAT PROVIDES FOR THE RECALL OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND THE 

MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCT RETURNS FROM A DISPENSARY: 

 

TSG will maintain inventory in an electronic tracking system as required by §1151.30 which will 

be provided by BioTrackTHC which will include an accounting of and an identifying tracking 

number for all marijuana products within the licensed facility including: 

 The number, weight and type of seeds; 

 The number of immature medical marijuana plants; 

 The number of medical marijuana plants;  

 The number of medical marijuana products ready for sale; and 

 The number of damaged, defective, expired or contaminated seeds, immature medical 

marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana products awaiting 

disposal. 

TSG will also establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct inventory reviews and 

comprehensive inventories of all products at the facility.  The following will apply to TSG’s 

inventory controls and procedures: 

 Inventory reviews of medical marijuana plants in the process of growing and medical 

marijuana that is being stored for future sale shall be conducted monthly. 

 Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical 

marijuana plants and medical marijuana shall be conducted at least annually. 

A written or electronic record shall be created and maintained of each inventory conducted under 

TSG’s inventory controls and procedures which includes the date of the inventory, a summary of 

the inventory findings, and the names, signatures and titles or positions of the individuals who 

conducted the inventory.  TSG will utilize the electronic tracking system prescribed by the 

Department once said electronic tracking system has been identified and implemented.  

Inventory Reconciliation:  TSG will perform a monthly inventory reconciliation at the facility.  

During this time, every product within the facility will be physically counted, documented and 

then reconciled (compared) against the inventory recorded in the BioTrackTHC inventory control 

system.   
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The physical inventory on-hand that is counted should be identical to the inventory that is recorded 

within the POS system.  If there are deviations in these numbers, then action must be taken to 

determine the overage/shortage.  Inventory procedure will include the following: 

1) Count ALL on-hand inventory at the facility 

o Medical Marijuana plants 

 Mother plants 

 Clones 

 Vegetative plants 

 Flowering plants 

 Hanging/drying plants and material 

 

o Finished marijuana  

 Flower/bud  

 Trim/sugar leaf  

 

o Finished Medical Marijuana Products 

 Oils 

 Pills/capsules 

 Tinctures 

 Topicals 

 Forms for vaporization 

 

2) Document all counted on-hand inventories on the appropriate Facility POS Inventory 

Reconciliation log sheet. 

 

 
 

3) Reconcile counted on-hand inventories against on-hand inventories in the POS system 

o Document discrepancies on the appropriate Facility POS Inventory Reconciliation 

log sheet between the counted on-hand inventory and POS inventory. 

o Investigate all discrepancies  

Facility POS Inventory Reconciliation

Notes:Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:
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4) Inventory Discrepancies:  Discrepancies between the inventory stock and the inventory 

within the inventory control system (outside of normal weight loss due to moisture loss and 

handling) 

o Investigate all discrepancies within one (1) business day 

 Perform inventory audit and reconciliation  

 Review transactions within the inventory control system 

 Review security surveillance footage 

 

o Report theft or diversion to the Department AND Pennsylvania State Police within 

one business day 

 Contact the Department and Pennsylvania State Police in multiple fashions 

as a redundancy 

o Contact directly through phone conversation 

o Contact electronically through email, fax or other electronic means  

 

o Within 30 days 

 the inventory discrepancy investigation must be conducted and completed 

 the standard operating procedures amended (if needed) 

 send an investigation report and audit to the Department 

 

Product Recall:  TSG has a product recall policy in adherence with §1151.42; as a manufacturer 

and distributor of consumer goods TSG may be liable for the products provided to consumers and 

face the potential of product recalls for potentially dangerous or hazardous products.  For most 

consumer products, the recall process is handled and regulated by the Consumer Product Safety 

Commission (CPSC), and for all intents and purposes the cannabis business recall plan will follow 

the guidelines of the CPSC.   

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has compiled resources to assist companies 

that manufacture, import, distribute, retail, or otherwise sell consumer products.  CPSC has 

developed a Recall Handbook that can be utilized in case a product recall needs to be ordered.  The 

Recall Handbook details how to recognize potentially hazardous consumer products as soon as 

possible.  The book explains how to develop and implement a “corrective action / prevention 

action” (CAPA) to address the hazards; it explains CPSC’s Fast Track Program.  The Recall 

Handbook also discusses how to communicate recall information to consumers and how to monitor 

product recalls.  The Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Recall Handbook will be utilized 

by the company if the need for a product recall occurs.   

The Recall Handbook will be referenced to determine exact protocol for recall and the 

requirements from the Consumer Product Safety Commission.  

Recall of Medical Marijuana Specifications:   If a dispensary notifies TSG of any complaint 

made to the dispensary by a patient or caregiver who reports an adverse event from using medical 
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marijuana purchased by the dispensary and manufactured by the TSG, management will 

investigate the report.   TSG will investigate a complaint to determine if a voluntary or mandatory 

recall of medical marijuana is necessary or if any further action is required.  If TSG determines 

that further action is not required, TSG will notify the Department of its decision and, within 24 

hours, submit a written report to the Department stating its rationale for not taking further action. 

The following apply to voluntary recalls per §1151.42: 

 A grower/processor may voluntarily recall medical marijuana from the market at its 

discretion for reasons that do not pose a risk to public health and safety. 

 If a grower/processor initiates a recall for a reason that does not pose a risk to public health 

and safety, the grower/processor shall notify the Department at the time the 

grower/processor begins the recall. 

The following apply to TSG’s mandatory recall protocol per §1151.42: 

 If TSG discovers that a condition relating to the medical marijuana grown or processed at 

the facility poses a risk to public health and safety, TSG will: 

o Immediately notify the Department by phone. 

o Secure, isolate and prevent the distribution of the medical marijuana that may have 

been affected by the condition and remains in its possession.    TSG will not dispose 

of affected medical marijuana prior to notifying the Department and coordinating 

the disposal with the Department. 

 

 TSG’s recall plan will include the following in accordance with §1151.42: 

 Designation of one or more employees to serve as the recall coordinators.  A recall 

coordinator will be responsible for, among other duties, accepting and transportation of the 

recalled medical marijuana. 

 Procedures for identifying and isolating the affected medical marijuana finished products 

to prevent or minimize its distribution to patients, caregivers and other medical marijuana 

organizations and laboratories. 

 Procedures to retrieve and dispose of the affected medical marijuana finished products. 

 A communications plan to notify those affected by the recall, including: 

o The manner in which the grower/processor will notify medical marijuana 

organizations or laboratories in possession of medical marijuana subject to the 

recall. 

o The use of press releases and other appropriate notifications to ensure that patients 

and caregivers are notified of the recall if the affected medical marijuana was 

dispensed to patients and caregivers. 

 Procedures for notifying the Department. 

 Procedures for entering information relating to the recall into the grower/processor's 

electronic tracking system. 

TSG will follow the procedures outlined in the recall plan, unless the grower/processor obtains the 

prior written approval of the Department. The grower/processor shall conduct recall procedures in 

a manner that maximizes the recall of affected medical marijuana and minimizes risks to public 

health and safety.  TSG will coordinate the disposal of recalled medical marijuana with the 

Department.  The Department or its authorized agents may oversee the disposal to ensure that the 
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recalled medical marijuana is disposed of in a manner that will not pose a risk to public health and 

safety.   

TSG will enter information relevant to the recall into the BioTrackTHC electronic tracking system 

as part of the daily inventory, including: 

 The total amount of recalled medical marijuana, including types, forms, batches and lots, 

if applicable. 

 The amount of recalled medical marijuana received by the grower/processor, including 

types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable, by date and time. 

 The total amount of recalled medical marijuana returned to the grower/processor, including 

types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable. 

 The names of the recall coordinators. 

 From whom the recalled medical marijuana was received. 

 The means of transport of the recalled medical marijuana. 

 The reason for the recall. 

 The number of recalled samples, types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable, sent to 

laboratories, the names and addresses of the laboratories, the dates of testing and the results 

by sample. 

 The manner of disposal of the recalled medical marijuana, including: 

o The name of the individual overseeing the disposal of the recalled medical 

marijuana. 

o The name of the disposal company, if applicable. 

o The method of disposal. 

o The date of disposal. 

o The amount disposed of by types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable. 

 Any other information required by the Department. 

 

TSG Product Recall Plan:   

When to Recall Cannabis Products:  As a manufacturer and distributor of consumer products, 

the facility will comply with its legal obligation to immediately report the following types of 

information to the Department: 

 A defective product that could create a substantial risk of injury to consumers; 

 A product that creates an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death; 

 A product that fails to comply with an applicable consumer product safety rule or with any 

other rule, regulation, standard, or ban under the CPSA or any other statute enforced by the 

CPSC; and  

 Other situations.  

 

Failure to fully and immediately report this information may lead to substantial civil or criminal 

penalties.  Consumer Product Safety Commission’s staff advice is “when in doubt, report.”  The 

cultivation facility or dispensing organization will ensure communication with the required state 

and local authorities within 24 hours of becoming aware of the need for a product recall.  The 

facility will then proceed to the recalling protocol and how to recall the product. 
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How to Recall Cannabis Products:  The facility will develop a recall plan following guidance 

from the Recall Handbook provided by the CPSC.  Once the need for a product recall has been 

determined, the facility will proceed with the product recall Corrective Action / Prevention Action 

(CAPA).  If the need for a product recall arises, cultivation centers and dispensing organizations 

will have inventory management systems in place to determine and pinpoint which products to 

recall, how many of those products are in the supply chain, and will be able to determine exactly 

where those products are within the supply chain.  The inventory management systems and 

procedures required by state regulations will ensure a stream-lined recall process if ever necessary.   

Recall Corrective Action / Prevention Action Plan (“CAPA”):  The goal of the recall CAPA is 

to retrieve as many hazardous products from the distribution chain and from consumers as possible 

in the most efficient, cost-effective manner.  The CAPA will outline the procedures and steps 

needed to be taken by the facility once a product recall is required. 

Step One — Industry Notification:  If a cannabis or cannabis-infused product is believed to need 

a recall, TSG will contact all medical marijuana organizations to notify them of the situation and 

the need for product recall.  The facility will also contact the required state and local authorities 

within 24 hours of obtaining reportable information. As the wholesaler of the product needing to 

be recalled, contact to the end users of the recalled product will be coordinated through the 

dispensing organizations that were in possession of recalled marijuana finished products to the 

degree possible.  

Step Two — Public Notification:  As the medical marijuana organization issuing the recall we 

will post notifications about the product recall on our website, make partnering medical marijuana 

organizations aware of the product recall and take further steps as required such as issuing press 

releases to alert the broader public.  The actual recalling processes will be handled by both the 

medical marijuana organization issuing the recall and the affected medical marijuana organizations 

that received product requiring recall. We will post written notices of the recall at partner location 

for patients and customers to view.  The recall notice will include all pertinent information 

regarding the product being recalled, contact information and other information relating to the 

recall.  Information will include but not be limited to: 

 Product name and unique attribute number 

 Product batch number 

 Dispensing date range of recalled product 

 Dispensing organization locations 

 

Once the recall notification has been issued to all applicable dispensing organizations and 

marijuana patients and consumers, the facility will pick-up recalled products from dispensing 

organizations.  Once recalled products have been received, the facility will properly dispose of all 

recalled products.  The disposal of these products will conform to the state regulations for waste 

disposal. 

Step Three — Procurement:  The Licensed Premise issuing a product recall to other medical 

marijuana organization or to medical marijuana patients and caregivers will need to be ready to 
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obtain and secure recalled products from patients.  Patients will be directed to bring the products 

being recalled to the dispensing organizations location where they purchased them.  It will be at 

the dispensing organizations discretion whether to issue a refund, replace the recalled product at 

no cost, or to take other measures. 

 Upon receiving recalled cannabis, registered grower agents will coordinate and document 

the pick-up, transportation, and return of the recalled cannabis 

 After documentation, grower agent will securely store the recalled cannabis in segregated 

storage until disposal 

o Store recalled cannabis in the quarantined segregated storage area of the Licensed 

Premise 

o Recalled cannabis will be securely stored until authorized by the Department to 

properly dispose of said cannabis. 

 

Step Four — Documentation and Record Retention:  The facility will maintain all 

documentation of all records regarding all product recalls issued.  Employees will fill out the 

required Product Recall Log Sheet.   

 

 

Step Five — Disposal:  The facility will ensure that all recalled cannabis products are disposed 

of per all state and local regulations. The facility will follow cannabis waste disposal and 

destruction procedures outlined within these SOP’s for proper disposal of recalled cannabis.   

 Recalled material must not be destroyed or disposed of until authorized by the Department.   

o Recalled cannabis will be stored and segregated until the disposal of recalled 

material is authorized by the Department. 

Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled Supervisor

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

List Potential Oranizations/Patient/Caregivers to Notify:

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

Date: Quantity Collected:
Collected From 

(Organization/Patient/Caregiver):
Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

DOH FDA CSPA Other
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 Once receipt of notification from the Department that the disposal of recalled cannabis is 

authorized, registered grower agents will dispose of the cannabis in accordance with the 

Marijuana Waste Disposal SOP.   

 

Return of Medical Marijuana:   TSG will have procedures in place for the handling of customer 

complaints and/or product returns.  By having these initiatives in place TSG can best meet the 

needs of patients. Below are best practice steps to take when confronted with a customer complaint 

and/or product return.  When a dispensary organization wishes to make a formal complaint, TSG 

will adhere to the following procedures: 

 Have customer wishing to form a complaint complete the Customer Complaint Form; 

 File the Customer Complaint Form in the customer complaint folder located within a 

limited-access area within the Licensed Premise; 

 Notify management of the formal complaint; and 

 Notify the Department of the formal complaint. 

 

In the event of a formal complaint regarding the quality or safety of medical marijuana being 

received, TSG will require registered grower agents to review and investigate the complaint within 

24-hours to determine: 

Employee Signature: Date:  

Customer Complaint Form

Date:  Location:

Customer Name:

Employee Documenting Complaint: Supervisor on Duty:

Description of Complaint:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Customer Comments:

Customer Signature: Date:  
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 If the complaint is substantive or reports a serious adverse event, TSG will determine the 

batch number and/or lot number of the medical marijuana product — this can be 

accomplished using the records and documentation maintained throughout the cultivation 

and manufacturing process. 

o If the complaint is substantive or reports a case of a serious adverse event, TSG will 

determine the batch number and lot number of the medical marijuana 

o TSG will investigate the record and circumstances of the production of the batch 

and lot to determine: 

 If there was a deviation from the standard operating procedure in the 

production of the medical marijuana by reviewing production logs, records 

and documentation.  

 Test retention samples of the batch and lot to an independent testing 

laboratory. 

o Send retention samples from batch and lot in question to licensed 

testing laboratory for testing: 

 If testing reveals that the batch or lot fails to meet 

specifications, follow steps for recall below in following 

SOP 

 Notify all patients, caregivers and dispensaries who may 

have obtained medical marijuana products from such a 

batch or lot of the recall 

 Use the inventory control system and 

physical records to determine who may have 

received a batch of medical marijuana from 

the recalled batch 

 Upon identifying licensed dispensaries that 

have received medical marijuana from the 

batch in recall, TSG will need to notify the 

licensed dispensary directly with two means: 

o Via phone call, AND Via email 

 Offer to pay reimbursement for any returned 

medical marijuana 

Investigation of Complaint:  TSG will require registered grower agents to investigate all 

complaints regarding the quality or safety of medal marijuana finished products.  Grower agents 

will be required to review records and documentation from the cultivation, processing, packaging 

and testing operations to determine if there was any deviation from Standard Operating Procedures 

(SOPs). TSG will: 

 Review all records and documentation log sheets and 

o Determine if there were any deviations to the SOP’s in the supply chain 

o If yes, identify type and severity 

o Locate the batch number and/or lot number of the contaminated medical marijuana 

 Meet with complainant to understand the adverse event (if applicable) 

o By meeting with the complainant as the grower agents we may be able to identify 

contributing factors associated with the event to prevent future occurrences 
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 Order a recall of the medical marijuana batch if necessary; follow Product Recall SOP 

 

Handling Customer Returns:  If a dispensary organization wishes to return a product, TSG  

employees will perform the following procedure: 

 Pick-up (Following the Transportation SOP) the product needing to be returned and 

complete the Returned Marijuana Products Log Sheet; 

 Record reason for return; 

 Log the product as being returned into the electronic inventory tracking system; 

 Offer and pay reimbursement for the medical marijuana products tracking system; and   

 Ensure that the Returned Marijuana Products Log Sheet is completed and filed.  

 

 Destroy any returned marijuana products per the marijuana waste disposal written standard 

operating procedure and record one the Retuned Marijuana Waste Log sheet.    

 

The BioTrackTHC system automatically assigns a globally unique and non-repeatable 16-digit 

barcode number to every plant. Furthermore, the system auto-generates a globally unique and non-

repeatable 16-digit barcode number at every stage where dried marihuana must be separately 

identifiable from the original plant due to processing and packaging. These serial numbers, once 

generated are assigned, cannot be changed. BioTrackTHC enables businesses to collect, store, and 

retrieve all data and activity related to inventory records, patient records, recall reports, 

Returned Marijuana Products Log Sheet

Date:
Receiving 

Employee:

Patient/Caregiver/Company 

Returning Marijuana Product:

Marijuana Product Returned 

(Name/Attribute#):

Quantity/

Weight:
Reason for Product Return

Date: Employee: Patient/Caregiver: Marijuana Product to Dispose: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Total Weight to Dispose:

Returned Marijuana Waste Log Sheet
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sales/transaction records, product disposal records, and all scanned documents can be accessed at 

any time (real time), either in-system or through the report creation tool. Though system actions 

can be adjusted or voided, at no time is any data ever fully deleted as BioTrackTHC maintains a 

log of every action, including adjustments and voids, so that the entire history of the system may 

be reconstructed. The availability and report ability of the system data enables the said entity to 

produce any information necessary for the Department during an inspection or at the Department’s 

request. Additionally, the system can adjust inventory and always require a reason for removal 

when utilizing the inventory adjustment feature, also it has an auditing feature that can be used to 

track loss of product due to diversion or theft. 

B. Inventory Management BioTrackTHC’s inventory control system ensures that every aspect of 

the plant is tracked from seed-tosale. The system maintains the capability to convert lots into 

packages, accept marijuana from patients and caregivers who hold valid registry identification 

cards, and track the disposal of unusable marijuana. Additionally, the software system develops 

and documents patient records that include all of the necessary information to remain compliant. 

BioTrackTHCs wholesaling and grow house management tools allow for robust information 

collection. Examples of the information collected include, but are not limited to; name of 

originating marijuana establishment, batch number, original plant(s) that batch is derived from, if 

it was a cutting (clone) or seed, dates planted, yield reports, date of harvest, and all pesticides, 

herbicides, and fertilizers used to grow the plants. Instantaneously, upon generation of a wholesale, 

all of the information including name, strain, quantity, registry identification card, name of 

establishment, and even associated tax is available on wholesale reports which can be run for any 

specified time period. BioTrackTHC’s grow house management tools allow for complete tracking 

of any plant or plant material product as well as its disposal, while keeping record of the disposal 

explanations. The system will also keep record of the agent who disposed of it, and the number of 

failed or unusable marijuana plants. 

 

Section 15 – Management and Disposal of Medical Marijuana Waste 

A. Medical Marijuana Waste Yes No 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that medical marijuana waste will be stored, managed, and 

disposed of in accordance with § 1151.40 (relating to management and disposal of medical 

marijuana waste). 

☒ ☐ 

 

B. PLEASE DETAIL YOUR PLAN FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA WASTE, IN ACCORDANCE 

WITH §§ 1151.22 (RELATING TO PLANS OF OPERATION) AND 1151.40 (RELATING TO MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL 

OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA WASTE): 

 

TSG will ensure that all solid and liquid waste generated during the growing, processing and 

testing of medical marijuana shall be stored, managed and disposed of in accordance with 
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applicable state laws and regulations, specifically §1151.40.   TSG will implement written 

standard operating procedures (SOPs) developed from established medical marijuana state 

systems that employees will be required to follow for the proper destruction and disposal of 

medical marijuana and medical marijuana waste products.  All marijuana waste, byproducts, 

undesired materials, green waste and returned/recalled medical marijuana and medical marijuana 

products will be destroyed by rendering the waste unrecognizable and unusable.  TSG will 

require employees to weigh, document, record and destroy all marijuana waste in accordance 

with the Marijuana Waste Disposal SOP.                                                                                      

Secure, Segregated Storage:  All marijuana waste will be stored in secure, segregated storage 

areas within the licensed premises until authorization from the Department to destroy and 

dispose of said waste is received.  This secure, segregated storage will also help to promote good 

growing and handling practices and will be located within the Dirty Zone.                    

Marijuana Waste Disposal:  All marijuana waste, byproducts and undesired products will be 

destroyed and disposed of following all applicable state and local regulations.  Facility 

management will ensure proper training and implementation of destruction and disposal 

procedures and protocols.  Documentation will be recorded and maintained at the facility 

location for a period determined by state regulations.   TSG will record all required information 

on the Marijuana Waste log sheet.    

 

Disposal:  Disposal of any marijuana product waste must be rendered unrecognizable, unusable 

and unrecoverable through grinding and incorporating the cannabis waste with non-consumable, 

solid wastes listed below, such that the resulting mixture is at least fifty (50%) percent non-

cannabis waste: Paper waste; Plastic waste; Cardboard waste; Food waste; Grease or other 

compostable oil waste; Bokashi, or other compost activators; Other wastes approved by the State 

Licensing Authority that serve to render the cannabis waste unusable and unrecognizable as 

cannabis; and Soil.                                                                                                                                   

Date: Employee: Plant ID/Attribute #: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Mix Weight: Total Weight to Dispose:

Marijuana Waste Documentation Log Sheet
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TSG shall not dispose of any marijuana product waste in an unsecured waste receptacle 

that not in possession and control of the TSG and located on the licensed premises.  There 

will be locks on all physical dumpsters as well as all areas where such dumpsters are 

maintained.    

Inventory destruction can be initiated through the system requiring documentation of destruction 

purpose and/or approved method as well as the employee performing the action. Although the 

inventory can be adjusted or voided, at no time is any data ever fully deleted as BioTrackTHC 

maintains a log of every action, including adjustments and voids, so that the entire history of the 

system may be reconstructed. The availability and report ability of the system data enables the 

said entity to produce any information necessary for the Department during an inspection or at 

the Department’s request.           
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Section 16 – Diversion Prevention 

A. Diversion Prevention Yes No 

You acknowledge that you have the opportunity, only within 30 days from the date the 

Department determines you to be operational, to import medical marijuana seeds and 

immature medical marijuana plants. 

☒ ☐ 

 

B. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE PROCEDURES THAT YOU WILL IMPLEMENT AT THE PROPOSED 

GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY AND SITE FOR THE PREVENTION OF THE UNLAWFUL DIVERSION OF SEEDS, 

IMMATURE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, ALONG WITH THE PROCESS THAT WILL BE FOLLOWED WHEN EVIDENCE OF 

THEFT/DIVERSION IS IDENTIFIED: 

 

TSG will create and implement policies and procedures to deter and prevent unauthorized 

entrance into the facility and/or limited access areas within said facility.  Professional, 

commercial grade alarm systems and video surveillance and monitoring will be utilized at the 

facility to reduce the risk of theft and/or diversion.  TSG will also utilize inventory control 

systems provided by industry leader, BioTrackTHC, to aid in the tracking of all medical 
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marijuana products from seed to sale.  These efforts will include inventory management using 

both physical log sheets and the secure inventory management system provided by 

BioTrackTHC.                                                                                                                               

 

To efficiently and effectively control diversion and loss, TSG has committed itself to the 

implementation, maintenance and to continually improve their diversion and loss prevention 

program.  TSG has planned for a dedicated and experienced Director of Security. The Director 

of Security will present quarterly reports to management that will include a section detailing 

the background, experience and training of key employees, and will report which grower 

agents have completed the training requirements. This quarterly report will also document the 

effectiveness of the training program in comparison to current industry standards that exist in 

each quarter, along with a report of the training of Diversion and Prevention controls.  This 

report will include, but not be limited to, inventory control systems, log sheets, security 

systems and employee reporting. With these regular reports from the Director of Security, 

management will have the data and tools to make positive decisions for its diversion and loss 

prevention-training program. The Director of Security will oversee hiring per the Hiring 

Qualified Personnel standard operating procedure (SOP). This SOP outlines how to review 

applications, conduct interviews and perform background checks. The SOP also documents 

the requirements for an applicant for each desired position. The effective execution of the 

TSG’s SOP for hiring qualified personnel will ensure that the management of the TSG’s 

diversion and loss prevention program is sufficiently implemented, documented and 

maintained by the applicant’s Director of Security. The Director of Security is responsible for 

the ongoing maintenance of the TSG’s security management system and oversees the effective 

training of all relevant SOPs, including Hiring Qualified Personnel. The documentation shall 

record that the Director is also trained to hire qualified personnel and that all reviews, 

interviews, and background checks are effectively performed before hiring takes place. Once 

hired, the TSG’s Director of Security will dictate the documentation of regular training for 

current best practices for the prevention of diversion and loss.                                                                                                                                         

As detailed throughout TSG’s written SOPs, detection and prevention of diversion of medical 

marijuana will be a top priority at TSG’s licensed premises. The Director of Security will 

provide extensive training on the detection and prevention of diversion of medical marijuana 

prior to any employee commencing work within the licensed premises. Registered employees 

will be trained to be identify potential diversion and how to report an incident if something 

inappropriate is detected. If any employee, manager or member of TSG finds evidence of, or 

reasonably suspects, a theft or diversion of medical marijuana at any point, said employee, 

manager or member of TSG shall immediately report its findings or suspicions to the 

Department and law enforcement.   TSG will utilize multiple methods and types of equipment 

to reduce the risk of theft or diversion as highlighted in TSG’s written SOPs.  All registered 

employees working at the licensed premises will be educated and trained on the various 
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security alarm and surveillance equipment and be required to sign an acknowledgment and 

authorization of 24-hour video surveillance while on the licensed premises.  In addition to 

internal training provided by the Director of Security, multiple retained consultants and field 

experts will provide training to further ensure TSG’s registered employees receive 

comprehensive knowledge prior to commencing work within the licensed premises. Grower 

agent training will be ongoing as is necessary and appropriate.                      

TSG will utilize an inventory control system for the tracking and inventory control of all 

medical marijuana plants and products at the licensed premises.  Registered employees will 

receive training for the operation and requirements of the inventory control system from the 

Inventory Control vendor BioTrackTHC as well as the TSG’s industry consultant American 

Cannabis Company Inc. (ACC).  This training will include initial on-site training at the 

licensed premises as well as remote training via Internet training courses and webcasts.  

Registered grower agents will be required to attend an initial in-person, hands-on training 

seminar and lecture, together with demonstrations conducted by the BioTrackTHC as well as 

our industry consulting partner, ACC to get a comprehensive understanding of the system.   

TSG will require all registered employees to complete training courses, lectures and materials 

that the TSG deems necessary.      

The Director of Security, along with the selected provider, will install the inventory control 

system through which all medical marijuana products will be logged, documented, recorded 

and continually tracked.  The inventory will be reconciled monthly, by taking a physical count 

and comparing it to the electronic system ensuring prompt recognition of discrepancies.  All 

registered employees will be required to complete training on inventory protocols, as well as, 

become a proficient user of the electronic system. The system is permissions-based, and 

maintains historical records for each user to ensure that registered grower employees access 

only the functions directly associated with their position and the level of training 

accomplished.  For sensitive inventory protocols TSG will require validation from two 

separate registered grower agents on any actions.  All interaction with the inventory control 

will also be dually recorded in both a physical log sheet and electronically within the inventory 

control system.  Daily inventory counts, including any adjustments shall be maintained and 

remain accessible for inspection.  If a discrepancy is discovered, an internal investigation shall 

immediately be executed including the evaluation of all registered grower agents directly 

involved in the chain of custody associated with the affected inventory. SOP’s and agents shall 

be evaluated, Corrective Action / Preventive Action (CAPA) conducted if needed and SOP’s 

modified if necessary in accordance with the document control procedures.                                                                                                       

TSG will also receive experience-based training on operating in the regulated marijuana 

industry from the TSG’s retained industry consultant American Cannabis Company Inc. 

(ACC). Consultant has years of experience and knowledge within a State-regulated medical 

marijuana market as owners and operators that will prove invaluable for the deployment of 
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TSG’s operations in compliance with Pennsylvania regulations.   TSG will utilize industry best 

practices and policies to be implemented to reduce the risk of diversion and theft of medical 

marijuana products.  The use of professional security systems that will be installed at all of 

organization facilities will also help to reduce the risk to diversion, loss, theft or unauthorized 

access.  If any product loss or discrepancy is noticed by an employee, management shall be 

made aware of the loss immediately, who will then immediately notify the Department and 

law enforcement.  The diversion or product loss must be documented on the Product Loss Log 

Sheet.   

 

Access Controls:  As discussed within Section 10 – Security and Surveillance, the facility will 

be designed and constructed to compartmentalize the entire facility based on operational needs 

and requirements.  The facility security design will utilize access controls to limit the access to 

certain rooms and areas within the facility to allow only personnel essential for that job 

function to enter the area.  This access control will help to limit the number of people in an 

area and reduce the risk for product diversion.  The access control also allows for more 

effective traceability if product diversion does occur.  Thus, the access control will allow the 

ability to narrow down potential offenders of product diversion policies due to the ability to 

know who has access to the area where the product diversion occurred.  By requiring the use 

of a PIN code or a biometric finger print scan to perform various actions in the system, there 

will always be a forensic report to ensure accountability from the users.  Without having the 

Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Note/Comments:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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permission setting to perform an action, a manager must be available to overwrite that specific 

instance.  The forensic report will show a log of the time, date, and action of a specific 

individual as it pertains to inventory items. Additionally, when conducting an audit, the system 

will allow a setting for “blind” audit.  The user will have the ability to enable or disable that 

feature. By hiding the original amount, it will ensure that person conducting the audit makes 

sure they do not try to divert product out of the facility. 
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Section 17 – Growing Practice 

A. Growing of Medical Marijuana Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that your facility will maintain the 

following practices for the growing of medical marijuana: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 In accordance with § 1151.27 (requirements for growing and processing medical 

marijuana), only pesticides, fungicides or herbicides that are listed and published 

in the Pennsylvania Bulletin will be used. 

☒ ☐ 

 A log of all actions taken to detect pests or pathogens, and the measures taken 

for control, will be maintained. 

☒ ☐ 

 Visual inspections of growing plants and harvested plant material will be 

performed to ensure there is no visible mold, mildew, pests, rot or grey or black 

plant material that is greater than an acceptable level as determined by the 

Department. 

☒ ☐ 

 A system to monitor, record, and regulate temperature, humidity, ventilation, 

lighting and water supply will be installed. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 

 

B. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF WHICH PESTICIDES, IF ANY, WILL BE USED IN THE GROWING PROCESS: 

 

This Plan provides a summary of the IPM methods and procedures that will be used for the 

control of pests and diseases while cultivating medical marijuana.  IPM is defined as an approach 

to pest management that uses appropriate physical, cultural, biological, and chemical controls 

that are considered safe and environmentally friendly.  A core principle of IPM is to use cultural, 
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physical and biological controls primarily in order to avoid pesticide use as much as possible or 

altogether in some cases. IPM techniques take years to master as the grower must learn pest life 

cycles, timelines for release of biological control, proper population assessments, economic 

thresholds, and finally applying pesticides that will blend in with the cultural, physical and 

biological control program.  

AgroCanna LLC a premier cannabis cultivation firm will be providing TSG Organics oversight 

during the startup phase of their cultivation operations.  AgroCanna’s cultivation team has many 

years of combined experience managing IPM programs, and have successfully maintained 

organic approved pesticide systems as well as no spray greenhouse operations.  They will be 

providing the necessary resources and information required for the success of TSG Organics 

IPM program that will ensure that all medical marijuana plants are kept disease and pest free.  

AgroCanna LLC has a deep history in pest management, that includes formal Entomology 

training at the Pennsylvania State University and has extensively studied pest and disease 

management, and is well versed in science and art of IPM.  The team has over a decade of 

experience growing plants in a regulated setting, and providing pest and disease management in 

accordance with all local, state, and federal guidelines required.   In addition to all mandated 

local and federal governmental regulations, AgroCanna has extensive experience managing IPM 

programs in accordance with United States Department of Agriculture National Institute of Food 

and Agriculture (USDA-NIFA) Integrated Pest Management Standards. AgroCanna has an 

extensive background in IPM, and has successfully set up numerous cultural, physical, biological 

and chemical control programs in many different types of environments.  AgroCanna  has 

managed large scale IPM programs at several cannabis companies in the united states and  is 

responsible for managing all pest management for over 200,000 square feet of growth space 

across the country in heavily regulated pharmaceutical marijuana production standards.  In 

addition, they have had over 20,000 square feet of greenhouse space that had a full pesticide 

restriction, which meant that no chemical pesticides could be applied at any time through the 

120-day plant cycle.   

 It is the full intention of TSG’s cultivation team to implement diverse IPM plans that will 

significantly reduce or eliminate the need for pesticide applications to our medical marijuana 

during production under the direction of AgroCanna .  TSG is committed to hiring the top local 

Pennsylvania Entomologists, Horticulture specialists, and scientists to help develop our already 

expert team.  TSG’s cultivation team is LEAN certified and has decades of experience handling 

regulated plant material under the requirements of ISO 9000/9001, USDA APHIS, and Global 

Food Safety Initiative Standards (GFSI).   Additionally, all cultivation team members are well 

versed and compliant in the requirements of the USDA Good Agricultural Practices and Good 

Handling Practices Audit Verification Program (GAP&GHP).  They are also highly skilled in 

Organic Certified Food Crop Production, as well as being proficient in systems where no 

pesticides can be used.   

 

PRINCIPLES OF INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT  
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TSG is committed to providing the most effective, safe, and environmentally friendly way to 

control target pests in our Facility. Our cultivation team is well versed in all aspects of IPM, and 

has over 15 years of IPM experience in greenhouse and field settings.  AgroCanna will be 

providing the framework for the success of TSG’s IPM plan.  Our IPM program is comprised of 

two essential tasks: (1) the identification of pests and (2) the determination of the appropriate 

control once the pest has been identified.  Pest control options that may be used once a pest has 

been properly identified consist of various cultural, physical, biological, and organic chemical 

means.  All pests will be attempted to be controlled by cultural and physical means before 

imploring biological and chemical controls.  Organic chemical controls will be used as a last case 

scenario after all other controls have been attempted.    

Identification of target pests is an important principle of IPM, as misidentification can lead to 

improper control of the intended pest population.  Our team of highly trained IPM, entomology, 

and horticulture specialists have a keen eye for the identification of target pest species.  There are 

four main groups of target pests that may impact a medical marijuana cultivation setting: Soil 

Dwellers, Sucking Pests, Leaf-Chewing Pests and finally Plant Pathogens.  Each of these groups 

will be further discussed below.  

Soil Dwellers  

Soil dwelling pests cause unseen damage to medical marijuana plants under the soil surface as 

they feed on delicate root tips that plants rely on for the uptake of water and nutrients.  Not only 

do soil dwelling pests feed on plant tissues, they also vector fungal and bacterial pathogens and 

introduce uninfected plants with pathogens while they feed on plant tissues.  A common soil 

dweller encountered in medical marijuana cultivation facilities is the Dark Winged Fungus 

Gnats.  Dark Winged Fungus Gnats (Bradysia spp.) are a common soil dwelling pest that is well 

known to feed on delicate root and stem tissues in the soil matrix. The Dark Winged Fungus 

Gnat adults are small, roughly 3-millimeter length flies that resemble mosquitos.  The Dark 

Winged Fungus Gnat larvae are small transparent larvae with black head structures that cause 

most of the insect’s economic damage as they feed on root tips that serve as transport for water 

and nutrient uptake. It is also common for larvae to spread other pathogens at their feeding sites, 

further adding to the complex of damages from this tiny unseen insect.  Various physical, 

biological, and organic chemical controls will be used to control the Dark Winged Fungus Gnat 

at the TSG cultivation Facility.      
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Sucking Pests 

Sucking pests are a group of pests that feed on plant sap and fluids to obtain the proteins and 

sugars they need for reproduction.  Sucking insects bring with them a variety of issues caused by 

feeding on medical marijuana tissues which include leaving behind contaminated residues laden 

with bacteria, fungi, and bacterial pathogens that can contaminate medical marijuana.  Other 

issues include slowing down photosynthesis of the marijuana plant by blocking out light energy 

with residual waste left behind by sucking.  There are many different types of sucking insects 

that are pests of greenhouse crops including medical marijuana but the most common sucking 
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pests are the Green Peach Aphid, Two Spotted Spider Mites, False or Flat Mites Broad Mites, 

and Cyclamen Mites. 2.1.2.1 Green Peach Aphids  

Green Peach Aphids are a common greenhouse pest and are considered to cause major economic 

damage to medical marijuana plants if left uncontrolled.  Aphids are pear shaped insects that can 

range in size from 1.5-4mm and are found throughout Pennsylvania.    Aphids have long probes 

like mouth parts called stylets, that are used to pierce plant tissues and use as a straw like device 

to extract plant saps.  Aphid populations must be controlled quickly as Aphids reproduce 

asexually, and a female gives birth to 3-10 live offspring per day which allows populations to 

grow at an exponential rate.   Live offspring can feed on plant tissues immediately following 

birth, making early detection of this pest key to its control.    

 

 

Mites are an extremely common greenhouse pest that is also found in medical marijuana 

cultivation spaces.  Mites of all kinds are part of the Arachnida class of spiders and ticks, and are 
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not considered to be insects.  Mites feed by inserting their piercing and sucking mouthparts into 

medical marijuana plants, and feeding on the plants nutrient rich saps.  Mites are very small and 

are hard to see with the naked eye, proper identification of mite species will require use of a 20x 

loupe to see identifying markings on a mite’s abdomen.  There are three groups of mites to 

contend with in medical marijuana production; Spider Mites, False or Flat Mites, and finally 

Broad and Cyclamen Mites.  Successful identification of mite populations is crucial to 

determining the correct path to controlling mite pests, as control for each group of mites is 

different. 

Two Spotted Spider Mites (Tetrancus urticae)  

Two spotted spider mites are the most common group of mites that will affect medical marijuana 

in a greenhouse setting.  Adults are around 0.4mm long, have a yellow coloration, and two 

distinct dark spots on their bodies.  Two spotted spider mites leave characteristic webbing near 

tops of marijuana plant when populations are left unchecked.  Damage includes characteristic 

stippling of leaf tissues, bronzing of leaf tissues, and can lead into total losses if populations are 

not controlled.  Two spotted spider mite lay their egg masses on the underside of leaf tissue that 

they are feeding on.    
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False or Flat Mites  

False or Flat mites measure at around 0.3mm and are just slightly smaller than two spotted spider 

mites.  Flat mites are red in coloration, and in certain conditions have black patterns on their 

backs.  These types of mites are slow moving, and are generally found on the underside of leaf 

tissue, feeding on or near leaf veins.  Damage is like that of two spotted spider mites and will 

manifest as stippling on leaves, generalized chlorosis, however false mites do not lay webbing at 

all.  False mites lay oval shaped red eggs that are laid in clusters on both sides of leaf tissue.    

 

Broad and Cyclamen Mite Identification  

Mites under this category are extremely small and can be difficult to detect with a 20x loupe.  

Broad and Cyclamen mites are also difficult to detect as they are excellent at hiding in plant 
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tissues as well as hiding their egg masses making detection even more difficult.  Furthermore, 

female mites in this family are born opaque to clear in color and do not begin to turn amber until 

later in their life cycle adding even more difficulty to managing this pest.  Damage from both 

pests manifests itself as curled or deformed leaf tissue, deformed buds or flowers, and 

generalized chlorosis in high population areas.    

 

Broad Mites 

 

Fungal Pathogens   

Powdery mildews are a common disease that effects many types of plants including medical 

marijuana plants. There are many different species of powdery mildew fungi, and each species 

only attacks specific plants.  Powdery mildews generally do not require moist conditions to 

establish and grow, and normally do well under warm conditions; thus, they are more prevalent 

than many other leaf-infecting diseases under dry conditions set in medical marijuana growing 

parameters.  
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Alternaria Leaf Spot   

On most hosts, the most characteristic symptom of Alternaria leaf spot is brown or dark spots on 

older leaves. The circular to angular spots enlarge until they are about 1/4 to 1/2 inch in diameter 

and soon develop dark, concentric rings or ridges, giving a target-like appearance. Spotted leaves 

soon turn yellow, wither, and drop. Leaf spots are usually covered with dark, velvet like spores.  

The fungus may also cause depressed but similar lesions on the stem end and shoulder of 

medical marijuana flowers. Flower lesions are often covered with spores.  

 

Botrytis Cinerea  
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Botrytis blight or gray mold is a fungus disease which infects a wide array of herbaceous annual 

and perennial plants. There are several species of the fungus Botrytis which can cause blights; 

the most common is Botrytis cinerea.   

 

 

Use of Cultural Pest Controls  

Cultural IPM controls are preventative controls that consist of modified horticultural practices 

used to prevent plant problems or improve plant health.  These controls include specific sanitary 

practices, plant health management, and scouting that will be used as a first line of defense 

against pest issues that may take hold of the cultivation Facility.   TSG’s team of expert IPM 

specialists have developed a program to control pests in our medical marijuana crop, with 

minimal use of organically labeled pesticides.  We will employ targeted applications of 

biological, cultural, and physical controls to prevent pest populations from rising.   

Sanitary Practices  

In order to avoid the introduction of target pests by cultivation staff, each employee will be 

required to change from their street clothes, shower and then change into company provided, 

sanitized work suits prior to their work shift.  This practice will be put into place to eliminate the 

possibility of outside insects or pathogens from entering our cultivation spaces. Grow room 

sanitation is also an important cultural control that can be employed in an IPM program.  

Keeping the grow space free of debris, decaying plant materials, and any items that are not being 

used will greatly reduce the chances for pest and disease infestations.  TSG truly believes in 

sanitation practices and requires that all grow spaces be cleaned and sanitized weekly through the 

growth cycle.  He also requires that before a new crop is transplanted into a growth room, that 

the room must be power washed and sanitized before being put back into production.  This 

practice helps to prevent and exclude all pests and diseases by elimination of potential pest and 

disease pressure that could be accumulating inside the growth rooms.  Weed species will be 
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managed inside and outside the facility to eliminate habitats for insects, further excluding pest 

and disease from entering the cultivation facility.   

 Plant Health Management  

Cannabis plant health is the product of the set of cultivation techniques used to grow the plant.  

Proper cultivation techniques will result in a higher quality and overall healthier plant. Healthy 

cannabis plants are naturally more resistant to pests and diseases, as target insects and pathogens 

cannot penetrate healthy leaf tissues easily.  Poor plant health however, is highly susceptible to 

disease and insect infestations, as leaf tissues are much weaker and can be penetrated by the 

incoming pathogens. Our cultivation methods provided by AgroCanna have over 50 years of 

Horticulture and Agriculture experience behind them providing the environment for cannabis 

plant health to flourish, further excluding pests from taking hold of our medical cannabis crop.  

AgroCanna’s team of expert cultivators have the advanced skill set to cultivate medical cannabis 

in way that ensures the quality of our plant material exceeds standards at each step of the 

process.  We are committed to providing clean plant material, sanitary growing conditions, and 

proper hygienic best practices to ensure that our products are contaminant free. Scouting is the 

greatest tool that is available to any cultivation operation and is the cornerstone of any successful 

IPM program.  Early detection of pest and disease populations is crucial when growing medical 

cannabis as pests left unchecked will quickly contaminate an entire growing operation.  TSG has 

a unique and data rich approach to scouting and is largely based on experiences from our 

cultivation team as well as the Pennsylvania State University Greenhouse Integrated Pest 

Management Manual.  Our Director of Cultivation has developed a bi-weekly scouting program 

that provides accurate and timely data on exact locations of pest populations in all medical 

marijuana cultivation spaces.   Each grow room is broken down into a grid, and all plants within 

the grid will be scouted carefully for potential pest issues.  Our trained cultivators and IPM 

specialists scour each plant from top to bottom with a 20x hand loupe and will record any pests 

or diseases found into the mobile data capture system for scouting. At the same time, as scouting 

plants, IPM specialists will be analyzing sticky traps set throughout cultivation spaces to 

determine pest pressure on sticky traps. All data will be sent to our Director of Cultivation for 

review, and a decision will be made as to how to handle target pest populations appropriately.  

Scouting is the most important tool in determining what types of pests are present in cultivation 

spaces, as well as allowing TSG’s team of IPM specialist other avenues to control pest problems 

without use of chemical intervention.  

Physical Pest Controls  

The next line of defense against pests and diseases in our cultivation Facility will be physical 

pest controls.  These controls consist of horticultural practices that our expert cultivation team 

have used for many years and include barriers, trap, or tools that prevent pests from reaching 

cannabis plants. AgroCanna’s team of expert horticulture and entomology specialists have a deep 

history implementing physical pest controls and will be implementing numerous physical pest 

controls to avoid, prevent, or reduce potential pest and disease issues in our cultivation space.  

Insect Screening  
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The first physical control that our team will employ is insect screening on all ventilation inlets 

and outlets throughout the facility.  We use specially designed ‘thrips’ insect screen that will 

physically prevent the smallest of insects from entering our cultivation facility.  Thrip screen 

generally eliminate over 75% of insects that could potentially infest our cultivation facility, 

simply by providing a barrier that insects cannot pass through. Insect screens at home are much 

like thrips screens, and are an important physical pest control that will be utilized at the Facility.   

Insect Trapping  

Another physical control method that will be implemented as an IPM best practice at TSG’s state 

of the art Facility is the trapping of target insects before they can reach our cannabis plants in 

production spaces.  TSG will be employing a variety of age-old trapping technique for 

controlling pest populations using different means.  We will be implementing a sticky trap 

program that will serve not only to trap target insects, but will also provide valuable data points 

that will be incorporated into our scouting program.  Bi-weekly, highly trained IPM specialists 

will scout all sticky traps in the cultivation Facility and record insects found on sticky traps for 

inclusion in TSG’s scouting database.  Data recorded during sticky trap inspections will then be 

incorporated into our scouting can then be mined to determine pest pressure levels, and then a 

plan can be put in place to control target pests based on a data rich decision.    

We will use also use precise and targeted pheromone traps on the exterior of the facility to attract 

male target pests and disrupt mating cycles as part of IPM physical controls.  Pheromone traps 

work by attracting male pests to a pheromone which then traps the pest.  All pheromone traps 

will be installed approximately 50 feet from the exterior of the Facility and will be mounted 

approximately five feet off the ground in the direction of the prevailing wind. This practice 

interrupts target pest life cycles thus reducing future generational hatches of target pests.  This 

aspect of physical pest control allows the TSG cultivation team to disrupt insect mating cycles 

without the use of chemical pesticides on any cannabis plant material.  The third inspect trapping 

technique that TSG’s cultivation team will implement is hand removal of any pests or diseases 

found inside cultivation Facility.  Our cultivation personnel are highly trained on the proper 

removal of target pests and contaminated plant materials, and every precaution will be taken to 

ensure that potentially contaminated plant material is handled appropriately.  All plant materials 

that are found to have pests or pathogen pressure will be removed immediately, double bagged, 

and taken for incineration outside the cultivation area.   

 Biological Pest Controls  

 Another principal of IPM that will be used at the TSG Facility is the use of biological pest 

controls.  These controls consist of the use of target pest predators, parasites and parasitoids to 

control the spread of the target pest.  Biological pest control methods are a common pest solution 

in organic growing operations and are a great alternative to the use of organic chemical controls.   

A predatory biological control is the use of a natural predator of any target pest to control an 

infestation.  An example of a commonly used predatory biological control used to control a 

target pest is the Lady Bird Beetle.  The Lady Bird Beetle is a predator of the Green Peach Aphid 

and naturally can control in infestation of the Green Peach Aphis through it’s normal eating 
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habits.  This biological pest control is an excellent organic solution to an infestation that allows 

the TSG cultivation team control an infestation without the use of chemical interference.      

 A parasitic biological control is defined as an organism that feeds on or in a target pest to 

control it.  Soil dwelling pests can be controlled using parasitic nematode species that exude 

bacteria that are toxic to soil dwelling insects, but are completely harmless to humans and plants.  

TSG’s Cultivation team is well versed in using parasitic nematodes to control soil dwelling 

insects such as Dark Winged Fungus Gnats, and has successfully implemented parasitic 

biological control methods for numerous crops including organic food crops and medical 

marijuana in the past.   A parasitoid biological control agent is defined as an organism that 

develops inside the body of the target pest, and as a result directly kills the target pest by feeding 

on it slowly from the inside.  Parasitoids are generally smaller than their prey, and for the most 

part are parasitoid wasps or flies that lay their eggs inside target greenhouse pests.    

Biological Pest Controls for Dark Winged Fungus Gnats  

Fungus gnat larvae will be controlled with the parasitic nematode Steinernema feltiae, and a 

group of predatory mites called Hypoaspis miles.  Parasitic nematodes will be applied through 

the Zwart Irrigation System as plants are watered during one irrigation cycle per week.  

Predatory mites will be applied at the soil level in their shipping carrier, so that mites can work 

their way from the soil surface to the bottom of the pot eliminating soil dwelling pests along the 

way.  The AgroCanna team has developed numerous biological control programs in commercial 

horticulture, that are successful in controlling soil dwelling pests through biological controls 

without use of chemical pesticides.  
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Biological Pest Control of Green Peach Aphids 

Natural predators of the Green Peach Aphid such as the Lady Bird Beetle (Hippodamia 

convergens spp.) will be part of TSG’s biological control plan for control of Aphids in our 

cultivation spaces.  Mainly, Lady Bird Beetle larvae known as ‘alligators’ will be released on a 

bi-weekly basis as a prevention program against Aphid populations.  If populations of Aphids 

begin to rise, TSG’s team of IPM specialists will respond by adding a parasitoid biological 

control agent to address the rising populations of unwanted pests.  Aphelinus abdominalis is a 

highly efficacious parasitoid wasp that is helpful in controlling rising Aphid populations.  Adult 

Aphelinus abdominalis wasps parasitize Aphid adult females by laying eggs inside the adult 

female Aphid.  As Aphelinus abdominalis eggs hatch into larvae inside the female Aphid, they 

begin to feed on their host from the inside until they have completed their larval stage. At this 

point, the larvae will exit the now deceased host insect to begin to parasitize their own host pests.  

Our team will also use Aphidius colemani spp parasitoid wasp to augment Aphelinus 

abdominalis parasitoid populations when Aphid populations are determined to be high based on 

scouting report data.  
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Parasitized Deceased Aphid Adult Mummified Exoskeletons 

 

Biological Control Agents for Mite Control on Medical Marijuana  

There are several commercially available biological control agents for spider mite control of all 

kinds.  In general, if a biological control agent is efficacious against one group of target mites, it 

will most likely work against all groups of mites.  Since cyclamen mites are so small and are 

excellent at hiding in small places where predatory mites cannot fit, it is recommended to control 

cyclamen mites by rouging out infested plant materials and avoiding the spread of populations by 

physical controls.  Spider mites were the first greenhouse pest to be controlled by a biological 

means.  Mites of all kinds have been successfully mitigated by TSG’s expert team of IPM 

specialists using biological control agents in conjunction with a sound IPM program as outlined 

above.  Phytoseiulus persimilis is a staple of biological spider mite control, and has been used 

extensively by TSG’s Director of Cultivation for mite control.  These predatory mites are active 

year-round, and will feed on target pest mite adults, eggs, larvae and nymphs.  Neoseiulus 

californicus is a predatory mite that is well known to control pest mite populations is released as 

part of a bi weekly program.   Neoseiulus californicus is better suited for medical cannabis 

production, as it can withstand the lower humidity ranges required for medical marijuana 

production.    

Phytoseiulus persimilis predator feeding on two spotted spider mites 
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Organic Chemical Controls   

Pest and disease populations that have exceeded set thresholds under our cultural, physical, and 

biological controls will be controlled by organic certified pesticides.  We will only use products 

that are OMRI approved, organically certified, EPA registered, labeled for use on food crops in a 

controlled environment within the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and approved for Medical 

Marijuana production.  TSG’s cultivation team is dedicated to only using ‘soft pesticides’ that 

are labeled for Organic food crop production.  We feel that pesticides of any kind should only be 

used when necessary and in a situation where there is no other option but to treat our plants with 

an organic botanically based pesticide.  We are committed to using only botanical and 

biopesticide type control agents, to ensure that we are staying compatible to our IPM program 

and not eradicating our beneficial organisms inside cultivation spaces as well as protecting our 

patient’s and employee’s well-being.  The following Biorational and Supplemental pesticides 

may be used at the TSG Facility pending approval of the Pennsylvania Department of Health.    
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C. PLEASE ALSO PROVIDE A DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES THAT WILL BE USED FOR THE 

GROWING OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AT THE PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY. FOR EXAMPLE: THE INCLUSION 

OF GROWING MEDIUMS OR HYDROPONICS, THE PHYSICAL CONDITION FOR MAINTAINING THE IMMATURE MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PLANTS AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, NUTRIENT PRACTICE, PARTICULAR LIGHTING STRATEGIES, ETC. 

 

This Plan provides a summary of the methods and procedures that will be used for the growing 

of medical marijuana at the Facility, including an explanation of growing mediums and 

hydroponics, the physical condition for maintaining immature and mature medical marijuana 

plants, nutrient practices, and lighting strategies.    

The TSG Organics cultivation facility will be operated by a team of expert horticulturists, 

chemists, and entomologists containing the highest degree of cannabis cultivation management.  

We are committed to hiring the top local Pennsylvania Entomologists, Horticulture specialists, 

and scientists to help develop our already expert team. Our cultivation team is LEAN certified 

and has decades of experience handling regulated plant material under the requirements of ISO 

9000/9001, USDA APHIS, and Global Food Safety Initiative Standards (GFSI).   Additionally, 

all cultivation team members are well versed and compliant in the requirements of the USDA 

Good Agricultural Practices and Good Handling Practices Audit Verification Program 

(GAP&GHP).  They are also highly skilled in Organic Certified Food Crop Production, as well 

as being proficient in systems where no pesticides can be used.  AgroCanna is TSG’s Cultivation 

Service and is an expert horticulture based team with a multifaceted background including grow 
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room design and facility management. AgroCanna’s management team are Pennsylvania natives, 

and have been local Horticulturists for over 15 years in eastern Pennsylvania.   

  

CULTIVATION OPERATING SYSTEMS  

TSG Organics believes in a data based approach to cultivation that utilizes inputs from many 

sources that allows TSG’s cultivators to make informed decisions regarding production 

processes and procedures.  Using an automated ebb and flood hydroponic growing system, TSG 

Organics aims to reduce facility costs, increase crop yield, maximize resource efficiency, and 

improve the health, safety, and well-being of Facility workers. Our team has decades of 

experience managing large scale commercial greenhouse and growth chamber operations in 

heavily regulated controlled environments.  Our cultivation team members have proven track 

records using complex computerized systems to operate large scale greenhouse operations.  

Damatex Environmental Controller   

Horticulture is a science whereby growers use technology to fine tune crop production practices.  

Through the use of the Damatex Environmental Controller, TSG Organics will use precision 

horticulture to control temperature, humidity, ventilation, lighting, irrigation and nutrition for 

optimal yield.   The Damatex Environmental Control system is an all-in-one hardware and 

software platform for instrumentation monitoring data, acquisition, data logging, alarms and 

automated equipment control.  The Damatex Environmental Controller will give the TSG 

cultivation team the ability to monitor facility operations on-site and remotely through a 

dedicated network of sensors, hardware modules and specialized software applications.  This 

level of continuous monitoring is paramount in assuring optimal conditions are maintained 

throughout the growth cycle and provides early notification in the event of a system failure.  

TSG believes that the use of a cuttingedge technology such as the Damatex Environmental 

Controller is paramount in providing protection of the supply line of the facility and assuring the 

highest quality of the final product. In addition to controlling the environmental settings of the 

facility, the Damatex Environmental Controller will also be utilized to control the Zwart 

Irrigation and nutrient System which will provide delivery of irrigation water and nutrients.    

 Zwart Irrigation and Nutrient System   

Automatic irrigation and fertigation will be provided by the Zwart system.  The Zwart irrigation 

and Nutrient system is comprised of a series of fertilizer injections, water and nutrient solution 

storage tank, pumps, and computer controllers.   Fertilizer injectors rely on the water system’s 

pressure to provide accurate injection of pre-mixed nutrient solutions.  The Zwart irrigation and 

nutrient system will provide irrigation and nutrient solutions to the ebb and flood table system.  

Any   irrigation and nutrient solutions not expended by the marijuana plants will be reclaimed 

using the Zwart system.   System reclamation will consist of drain water collection, filtration, 

and treatment.   TSG Organics considers the capturing and re-using of irrigation and nutrient 

solution not only a cornerstone of our Environmental Stewardship program but also a way to 
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maximize water efficiency.  It is TSG’s intent to ensure we are protecting our environment for 

today but also for future generations.  

 

Kees Greeves (KG) Systems Greenhouse Table Automation  

Kees Greeves (KG) Systems will be providing an automated table system that will be the core 

infrastructure of the cultivation process.  KG table systems are set up to maximize production 

space and will allow up to 90% use of production space for plants.  KG Table Systems will 

house the ebb and flood irrigation system which is built into the KG table design.  Each table has 

all of the components necessary for a fully functioning ebb and flood irrigation system that is 

turnkey upon installation from the manufacturer. The KG table system is computer controlled, 

pneumatic powered precision greenhouse technology that will provide the necessary automation 

for all plant movement in the facility at the table level.   Tables of plants will be moved from 

Propagation to Vegetation, from Vegetation to Flowering rooms, and finally from flowering 

rooms back to the head house for harvesting operations all via the automated table systems. 

AgroCanna has successfully completed numerous project installations with KG Systems, and is 

proficient in the use of this precision greenhouse technology.   
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Lighting Strategies   

TSG’s experienced cultivation team will be relying on sole source LED lighting for its light 

strategy.  Advantages to using LED lighting are higher terpene production, higher cannabinoid 

concentrations, and less potential for disease.  Overall, LED lighting is a far superior lighting 

choice when compared to any artificial light on the market, as it is energy efficient and produces 

a better healthier plant with less inputs.   Sole Sourcem LED lighting will be needed to provide 

medical marijuana plants with light for growth and development.  AgroCanna has a proven track 

record in developing successful lighting programs of all kinds, that are controlled and operated 

by a centralized computer management system.  All artificial production light will be provided 

by Sole Source and Supplemtary LED lights manufactured by Illumitex.  Lights will be arranged 

and installed to provide a minimum of 900PAR consistently at canopy height to ensure that 

lighting requirements are met for medical marijuana production.  Illumatex lights will be 

operated and controlled by the Damatex Environmental Controller, which will handle all light 

scheduling and parameters. Using Supplemental LED lights, The TSG cultivation team will be 

able to control the compactness, rooting, and vegetative properties without the use of growth-

stimulating chemicals.   Furthermore, AgroCanna’s past research programs have shown that 

when LED lights are used correctly that there is a 10-15% increase in cannabinoid concentration 

at harvest.  Increasing cannabinoid content is crucial for a medical cannabis program that is 

extraction based, as cannabinoid production is the overall goal.     
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 CULTIVATION PROCESS   

 Tissue Culture Application Overview   

TSG Organics will be cultivating medical marijuana using the equipment and infrastructure 

presented in the processes described below.  For TSG Organics, the cultivation process will 

begin with in vitro propagation, or tissue culture of immature marijuana plants.  Tissue culture is 

the cultivation of plant cells, tissues or organs on specially formulated nutrient media.  Under the 

right conditions, an entire plant can be regenerated from a single cell.  TSG’s team of skilled 

tissue culture specialists under the direction of AgroCanna, have successfully operated large 

scale tissue culture labs that produced over 500,000 successful immature plants annually.  We 

have developed and proven methods that will allow TSGto easily maintain a high throughput 

system of genetically identical, disease free, and uniform immature marijuana plants on a 

consistent basis.  

Micropropagation of Immature Marijuana Plants  

Micropropagation is a form of tissue culture that increases the amount of planting material to 

facilitate distribution and large scale planting.  Benefits of micropropogation are that thousands 

of copies of a plant can be produced in a short time.  Other benefits include that micropropagated 

plants have been observed to establish more quickly, grow more vigorously, and have a more 

uniform production cycle.  TSG’s team of specialty micropropagators have tried and true 

methods for micropropagation with regulated plant material and have the experience to 

successfully set up any tissue culture lab.  

Micropropagation Stages of Immature Marijuana Plants  

Stage 0  

Stock plant preparation includes the selection of plants with elite genetics and their cultivation in 

a disease-free environment, often various environmental conditions can be provided to increase 

the performance of the future explant in a tissue culture system.   

 Stage 1 

 Culture initiation is the removal of an explant from the mother plant, these are most often apical 

and axillary buds but can also include root, leaf and seed segments. These explants are sterilized 

and then place onto a nutritious media containing growth regulators to begin the dedifferentiation 

process and proliferation of plant cells.  
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Stage 2   

Multiplication is the focus on increasing the biomass of the original explants and thus the total 

number of plantlets that can be produced. This stage includes the division of the growing tissue 

into smaller units which will become whole plants by the end of the process. The end of this 

stage also includes the use of growth regulators to begin the tissues differentiation into the 

tissues and organs of the final plantlet, most often these are shoots or embryos.  

 

Stage 3  

Pre-transplant/Rooting is the process of developing the remaining tissues and organs required for 

survival and growth outside of a tissue culture process.    
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Stage 4  

Transplant /Acclimatization is the transfer of immature marijuana plants out of the tissue culture 

environment.  Because they have never been exposed to a high light and low humidity 

environment, they must be hardened off to prevent shock and possibly death. This stage also 

includes the removal of all nutrient growth media from the plantlets to prevent contamination.   

 

Transfer and Acclimation of Immature Marijuana Plants  

Immature marijuana plants that have made their way through the tissue culture process and have 

been selected for production will have to be transplanted from nutrient rich agar media to the 

media used for production purposes.  All immature marijuana plants will be transplanted into a 

4” pot with soil or a 2” Rockwool cube, whichever is being used for that cycle.   Tissue culture 

lab personnel will take the immature marijuana plants in agar tubs, and move tubs to the soil 

transfer area for transplanting.   Specially trained Cultivation employees will carefully remove 

the rooted immature marijuana plants from the agar solution in tubs and wash off any remaining 
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agar from the root systems in a water bath, and carefully transplant the immature marijuana 

plants into soil or rockwool medium.    

Employees will repeat this process until their flat is full of transplanted immature marijuana 

plants, and then place a humidity dome over top of each flat and move flats to the acclimation 

area.   

TSG’s cultivation team has many years of experience handling regulated immature plantlets 

from tissue culture, and successfully acclimatizing immature plants for production.  Transplanted 

immature marijuana plants from tissue culture will be acclimatized or hardened off into normal 

atmosphere over a 10-14-day period.  During this period, plants will be slowly introduced to 

normal atmosphere by allowing the plants to contact normal levels of humidity and light 

intensity.  Acclimatization is completed when plants can withstand normal atmosphere and 

humidity ranges between 40-60%.   

Mother Plant Production     

Stock plants otherwise known as mother plants are an integral part of any successful agriculture 

operation as they provide the starting material that will feed the pipeline.  Immature marijuana 

plants transplanted from tissue culture will provide the necessary stock plants that will feed TSG 

Organics’s cultivation pipeline. Each immature marijuana plant transplanted to the mother room 

will be scouted carefully by highly trained TSG Organics personnel to ensure that each immature 

marijuana plant is free of pests or pathogens and upholds the strict guidelines regarding 

uniformity.  Uniform immature marijuana transplants will be grouped according to genotypes 

and then evenly spaced on the grow table to promote optimal growth conditions for mother 

plants. Immature marijuana plants that are transferred from tissue culture to the mother room will 

be transplanted upon arrival into a 3-gallon pot filled with Promix HP soil substrate, and grown 

into a mother plant after approximately 30-45 days in production. Mother plants will be specially 

trained and pruned weekly, to promote short internode spacing and growth of supple tissue for 

cuttings production.    At their peak of production each mother plant will provide 25-35 cuttings 

bi-weekly, allowing for a week of recovery between harvesting cuttings from the same mother 

plant.  Mother plants will be replaced with new immature marijuana transplants from tissue 

culture every 90-120 days.  This will ensure that mother plants will always have young supple 

tissue to propagate with, as well as keeping the potential for disease and insect pressure low by 

cycling in new plant material.    

Immature Marijuana Plant Propagation     

Propagation is the breeding of specimens of a plant or animal by natural processes from the 

parent stock.  Marijuana mother plants will be propagated using an herbaceous stem cutting 

technique that has been employed by propagators for centuries.  The technique consists of 

excising a cutting or propagule from the mother plant using a scalpel to remove the propagule 

from the mother plant. TSG’s team of horticulturists have a deep history of successful plant 

propagation.  AgroCanna has spent over a decade mastering the art and science of plant 

propagation of every kind.  They have developed a skill set that has enabled 95% or higher 
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success rate in immature plant propagation of all types of plants.  AgroCanna has performed 

numerous research projects around immature plant propagation further honing the craft of 

propagation on all levels to improve the process each step of the way.    

Representation of Medical Marijuana Clone at excision 

 

Immature marijuana plants will be taken from each mother plant in groups of 25.  Each group of 

25 will be processed into the substrate and entered into the Biotracker traceability system as a 

group inside the flat.  Each flat will be labeled with the following information for tracking and 

inventory purposes:  Genetic Type, Date, Inventory ID number, Mother Plant ID Number, and 

Number of propagules on that flat.  Flats with domes will then be moved on tiered carts from the 

mother room to the propagation room, where propagules will reside until they have rooted and 

are acclimatized for transplanting.  Propagules will take around 10-14 days to develop new root 

systems after excision from mother plants.  After propagules have rooted, they can begin the 

hardening off process much like tissue culture acclimatization. Following acclimation, fully 

hardened off immature marijuana plants will be moved from the Propagation room to the 

transplanting area in the production Head House where immature marijuana plants will be sent to 

the vegetation greenhouse for further growth and development.  

 

 

 

Transplanted Clones into Production 
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TSG’s team of horticulture specialists have the proven background for designing, implementing 

and maintaining immature marijuana plant propagation systems.  Our team has taken time tested 

methods and applied the latest technology along with our AgroCanna research and development 

to create a propagation program that is 95% successful in producing immature marijuana plants 

on a consistent basis.   

 Immature Marijuana Parameters     

In propagation rooms, ambient temperatures will be set to 70F during daytime and 70F during 

dark reactions as well.  Lowering the ambient temperature will promote an environment that is 

optimal for propagation, and will lower the chances for tissues to wilt or desiccate from 

overheating.  Lights will be dimmed down to 200PAR to aide in root development.  Relative 

Humidity should be maintained as close to 100% as possible to encourage root growth and 

reduce attrition related to improper environmental control of relative humidity.  Bottom heat will 

be provided by Phytotronic Redi-Heat Mat and Controller, which will provide even 80F bottom 

heat to the plants root zones which greatly increases root production.  

Mature Marijuana Plant Growth and Development  

Following the immature marijuana plant stage, mature cannabis plants will be moved to the 

production area for vegetative growth and development.   

 

 

Transplanted Vegatative Medical Marijuana Plant 
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 Mature Vegetative Marijuana Production   

The object of the vegetative growth cycle is to train the canopy of cannabis plants into a thick 

mat of vegetation where cannabinoid rich flowers will begin to grow.  The vegetation processes 

take around 2-4 weeks to complete depending on strain and time of year.  The main goal during 

the vegetation phase is to prune and train each plant so that it will provide the most number of 

flowers per plant.  TSG Organics cultivation personnel will use horticulture best management 

practices and good agricultural practices where applicable to ensure the highest level of quality 

through the vegetation phase.  Transplants will be pruned after week one from transplant to stop 

vertical growth and promote auxiliary branching.  This action of topping plants will promote 

dense growth from plants in the following weeks, filling the canopy with each pruning activity.  

Plants will also be pruned at the end of week three from transplant, as well as being pruned one 

last time before moving from the vegetation area to the flowering room.   
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Mature Plant Vegetation Parameters   

Conditions and parameters inside the mother room and production areas will be controlled and 

modulated through the Damatex controller.  Ambient temperatures for production will be set to 

68F for the first two hours of light, and will rise to 80F during the day while lights are on. Plants 

will have a dark reaction temperature of 70F.  Relative Humidity (RH) will be set to 45-55% 

during daytime operations, and 40-50% during dark reactions to limit the growth of potential 

molds and fungi.  Photoperiod will be maintained at 18 hours of light and 6 hours of dark 

reactions.  Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels will be maintained at approximately 1100ppm for the 

duration of the plants vegetative life cycle.  Fertilizer and additives will be used in accordance 

with TSG Nutrient Management Plan.  Nutrient application and reclamation will be handled 

through the Zwart Irrigation system, which will provide the Vegetative Nutrient Solution as 

described in the Nutrient Plan.  Soil matrix Electroconductivity will be maintained between 1.5-

2.0 ms/cm to prevent salt accumulations.  Soil matrix pH will be maintained between 5.5-6.2 for 

optimal nutrient availability.    

Mature Flowering Plant Production    

Cannabis plants that are finished the vegetation processes will be moved into flowering stages of 

its life cycle.  Flowering will be induced by forcing cannabis plants to enter their reproductive 

stages by changing the light cycle from 18 hours of light per day to 12 hours of light per day.  

After 10 days in flowering photoperiod, mature marijuana plants will begin to grow flowers at 

their nodes.  Mature marijuana plant production is heavily based on floriculture, the art and 

science of flower crop production.  Our team has multiple decades of combined experience 

growing flower crops of all kinds including medical marijuana.  TSG’s cultivation team of 

experienced horticulture specialists will begin delicately training flowers to the specially 

designed support system designed by our team.    
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Mature Flowering Plant Production Parameters   

Conditions and parameters inside of the flowering room will be controlled and modulated 

through the Damatex controller in the same manner as in the vegetative room.  Ambient 

temperatures for production will be set to 80F during the day, and 70F for all dark reactions.  

Relative humidity will be set to 45-55% during daytime operations, and 40-50% during dark 

reactions to limit the growth of potential molds and fungi while lights are out. Photoperiod will 

be maintained at 12 hours of light and 12 hours of dark reactions.  Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels 

will be maintained at approximately 900ppm for the duration of the plants flowering cycle.  

Fertilizer and additives will be used in accordance with TSG Nutrient Management Plan.  

Nutrient application and reclamation will be handled through the Zwart Irrigation system, which 

will provide the Flowering Nutrient Solution as described in the Nutrient Plan.  Soil matrix 

electroconductivity will be maintained between 1.5-2.0 ms/cm to prevent salt accumulations in 

soil matrix and plant tissues.  Soil matrix pH will be maintained between 5.5-6.2 for optimal 

nutrient availability to the marijuana plants.   
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 Harvesting Mature Marijuana Plants   

Plants will enter the harvesting process after they have been determined to have peak 

cannabinoid content for the extraction process.  Racks of mature plants will come from the 

greenhouse, through the head house and into the cultivation processing area.  From here, racks 

can be processed by workers with hand tools.  Each rack will be worked on individually to trim 

off large fan leaves, while also removing the pot, soil and root system from the plants.  Harvested 

plants will go in a large batch bin for each rack.  Roots and soil will be placed into a palletized 

container, while pots will be separated and stacked.  Fan leaves will be collected from the rack, 

and place into a container to be weighed and processed as waste.  

 

Harvesting Mature Marijuana Plants   

Cycle time is going to be the first indicator of when to begin plant harvest.  Plants should reach 

full maturity 55-65 days after changing the light cycle to a 12-hour flowering photoperiod.  Now 

that the approximate window of maturity is established, the next indicator is going to be a 

qualitative assessment of the flower portions of the plant.  TSG’s team of trained horticulture 

specialists will use both quantitative and qualitative measurements to ensure that mature 

marijuana plants are ready to be harvested for processing.  The AggroCanna team has harvested 

and processed thousands of tons of combined medical marijuana successfully, and have proven 

methods, techniques and processes that will ensure that our products are harvested in accordance 

with all GFSI and USDA standards for food handling.    
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Microscopic analysis at a power of 50x, can determine if the trichomes are the proper coloration 

for the extraction processes.  Trichomes will change color as they develop in order from; clear to 

white, white to amber.  Plants will be harvested when trichomes turn white, which is the stage of 

peak cannabinoid development.  During this time frame, another qualitative indicator will be the 

pistil coloration on the flower.  Pistils will begin to slowly change color from white to brown.  If 

pistils start to change color, the trichomes should be analyzed to ensure they are not past 

maturity.  
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Quantitation of various cannabinoids will also determine the peak time to harvest.  Ongoing 

development studies of each specific genetic strain will help hone in on peak cannabinoid 

production and development in that cultivars lifecycle.  Samples will be taken from each strain 

grown at the TSG facility and will be analyzed using high pressure liquid 

chromatographyultraviolet (HPLC-UV) instrumentation to determine if the active cannabinoids 

desired are fully developed, and distinguished from parent molecule.   Cannabigerolic acid 

(CBG-a), is the precursor molecule to the cannabinoids of interest, tetrahydrocannabinolic acid 

(TCH-a) and Cannabidiolic Acid (CBD-a).  HPLC analysis will indicate the concentration of 

these three molecules in the tissue sample.  Once all CBG-a has turned into TCH-a or CBD-a, 

development is considered complete, and the plants will be harvested.  

HPLC Chromatogram indicates cannabinoid profile of Medical Marijuana 
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Using indicators such as trichome coloration, pistil coloration, and cannabinoid profile for 

harvest criteria, The TSG cultivation team will be able to optimize and replicate harvesting 

timing to ensure top quality marijuana for processing.  

 Final Weighing and Drying Procedures   

Harvesting procedures can begin once pre-harvest criteria are met and plants have been moved 

from greenhouse to head house using table system automation. Support structures and large fan 

leaves will be trimmed from the main plant leaving just the sugar leaf and flower on the plant. 

The plant will then have its tag scanned, and will be placed into the harvested plants bin.  When 

all the plants on a KG table have been pruned, support structure removed, and scanned into the 

tracking system as harvested, the bulk harvest container can be weighed on the floor scale for 

fresh weight.  Fresh weight will be entered into the traceability system for the entire rack of 

plants.  These plants can now move into the drying room to be hung for drying.  All plant 

material removed during harvesting will be processed in accordance with the requirements of the 

Pennsylvania Medical Marijuana Draft Regulations for Growers and Processors– Requirements 

for Growing and Processing Marijuana.    All pots and KG tables will be sanitized following 

harvesting and put back into the plant production process, using the KG systems tipper system. 

 

 

Section 18 – Nutrient and Additive Practices 

A. Nutrient and Growth Additive Practices Yes No 

By checking “Yes” to any statement, you affirm that your facility will maintain the 

following medical marijuana nutrient and growth processes: 

If you check “No” to any statement, you must state the reasoning for doing so at the end 

of this section. If issued a permit, you must be able to affirm each statement by the time 

the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

 

 Appropriate nutrient practices will be used. ☒ ☐ 

 A fertilizer or hydroponic solution must be of a type, formulation and at a rate to 

support the healthy growth of plants. 

☒ ☐ 

 Records of the type and amounts of fertilizer and any growth additives used will 

be maintained. 

☒ ☐ 

 No additional active ingredients or materials will be added to the medical 

marijuana that alters the color, appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight of the 

medical marijuana, unless the grower/processor has first obtained the prior 

written approval of the Department. 

☒ ☐ 
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 Excipients will be pharmaceutical grade, unless otherwise approved by the 

Department. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

N/A 

 

B. PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS OF ALL NUTRIENT AND GROWTH ADDITIVES THAT WILL BE UTILIZED AT YOUR FACILITY: 

 

This Plan provides the details of all nutrients and growth additives that will be utilized at the 

Facility. Cannabis is a fast-growing plant that requires a precise ratio of nutrients and specific 

growing conditions.  Nutrient disorders commonly observed while cultivating medical 

marijuana are generally caused by too little or too much available nutrients and often manifest 

as yellow leaves, red stems, spots, and stunted growth. Causes of these nutrient deficiencies 

generally involve incorrect application of the 13 elements required for plant growth (nitrogen, 

phosphorous, potassium, secondary nutrients, and micronutrients.    

 

To avoid nutrient deficiencies in a hydroponic growing environment, it is important for the 

medical marijuana growing operation to have a knowledgeable cultivation team capable of 

addressing possible nutrient deficiencies through precise use of nutrient solutions, knowledge 

of growing media, and a thorough parameter monitoring program. AgroCanna, TSG’s 

Cultivation partner, is an expert group of horticulturists that specializes in plant nutrition of all 
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kinds and is well known to develop and implement successful commercial scale nutrition plans 

for greenhouse and growth room operations.  Prior to joining TSG’s team, AgroCanna 

consulted with the Medical Cannabis industry across the United States providing detailed 

information and plans for medical cannabis cultivation facilities.  They have successfully 

developed nutrient programs for over 250,000 square feet of combined cultivation space, 

which has greatly improved overall yields and reduced attrition rates. TSG’s team is well 

versed in plant nutrition monitoring and has designed nutrient plans around sound data sets. 

 

At the TSG Facility, our team of highly qualified horticulturists under the direction of our 

Master Grower, have extensive experience in diagnosing medical marijuana nutrient needs. 

Through our extensive database and our state of the art operating systems, the TSG cultivation 

team can go above and beyond the basic troubleshooting of considering the primary growing 

parameters such as pH and electroconductivity (EC). Our team determines plant needs using 

readily available data collected from the Damatex Environmental Controller in conjunction 

with the Zwart Irrigation and Nutrient system.  Parameters available for evaluation include 

crop nutrient uptake rates, soil EC and pH, percent soil moisture, weather data, water quality 

data, soil testing results, irrigation volumes, fertilizer characteristics, and interactions between 

fertilizers.  The application, evaluation, and interpretation of this invaluable data is what sets 

the TSG team apart from other medical marijuana growers.  Our team uses time tested 

methods proven in commercial horticulture, steeped in quality research, and backed by sound 

data sets from carefully monitoring controlled environments and plants for decades.  TSG has 

already spent the time and capital trying to figure out plant production, and our team has 

proven skill sets in both the class room and in the field.  They are a team of lifetime 

Horticulture specialists, and have devoted their careers to growing plants of all kinds.        
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AgroCanna also specializes in creating Organically approved nutrient programs when Organic 

designations are required for plant nutrition.  They have designed Organic nutrient programs 

using elements from the periodic table of elements, which are considered by OMRI to be 

organic in nature and are approved by USDA for organic food production.  They have decades 

of combined experience managing large scale commercial agriculture operations nutrient plans 

and practices.  They have spent countless hours in the classroom and on the job for many years 

honing the craft of plant nutrition and production horticulture, and have proven methods for 

our success as cultivators.   

 

IRRIGATION AND NUTRIENT SYSTEM SUMMARY  

As described in Section 17, TSG will be using the Zwart Irrigation and Nutrient Delivery 

System which will be controlled by the Damatex Environmental Controller.  The Zwart 

Irrigation and Nutrient Delivery system consists of a series of irrigation water and nutrient 

storage tanks that will be used to store fresh water, filtered water, and mixed nutrient solutions 

specially designed for each grow room depending on plant needs.  The Zwart system will then 

use Dosatron fertilizer injectors to inject an exact metered amount of fertilizer concentrate into 

fresh water making an exact nutrient solution for delivery each time.  Our team will be using 

this kind of technology to eliminate variables in the production process caused by human 

error.  We will employ technology like the Zwart Nutrient System wherever possible to ensure 

we are delivering a consistent and stable nutrient solution, and that solution is accurately 

monitored with a computer controller ensuring the safety of our patients and the environment.     

The Damatex Environmental Controller will serve as the interface for controlling the Zwart 

Irrigation and nutrient system.  The Damatex is capable of monitoring parameters such as 

storage tank volume level, temperature, Electroconductivity (EC), pump run time, alarm 

levels, table irrigation time.  The Damatex Environmental Controller is also capable of 

monitoring sunrise, sunset, length of day, weather, wind speed and direction and energy usage.  
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Zwart Irrigation and Nutrient Pump System 
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Facility Water Storage and Distribution   

Irrigation water is a critical part of the cultivation process, as it is the basis for all cannabis 

plant life in the facility.  AgroCanna has over 15 years’ experience managing water systems 

for crop production, and has developed and implanted numerous irrigation water processing 

systems over the course of their career.  AgroCanna has also developed complex rain water 

collection systems, where rain water is collected from Greenhouses and processed into pure, 

clean irrigation water using a state of the art water filtration system.  They will be providing 

the basis for TSG’s irrigation water system, and will be developing the most state of the art 

water filtration system for Cannabis production.  

Water is provided to the facility by an onsite well and will be filtered through at least a 0.5-

micron pre-filter before being processed through a Reverse Osmosis (RO) system and 

Ultraviolet (UV) filtration system and stored in a 5,000-gallon filtered water tank.  Irrigation 

water will be analyzed weekly both pre-and post-filtration to determine relative pH, total 

dissolved solids, Electroconductivity (EC), alkalinity, bacteria, pathogens, and mineral 

content.  Any pH imbalances will be adjusted using an Organic Materials Review Institute 

(OMRI) approved organic acid or base that is labeled for use in food crop production.  

Potential EC issues associated with saline irrigation water will be corrected using the RO 

system.  The UV filtration system will be utilized to ensure that irrigation waters are free of 

bacteria and pathogens eliminating contamination risks.  Our irrigation water will exceed 
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requirements set forth by USDA for food crop production, as well as following all GAP and 

GLP best practices for handling of irrigation or laboratory water filtration.    

Irrigation water will be delivered from the 5,000-gallon water tank with an EC range of 0.08 

ms/cm through 0.5 ms/cm as well as having a pH of 7 or below for optimal plant growth and 

development.  Total dissolved solids in irrigation waters will be below 50 ppm to prevent 

irrigation system issues such as clogged emitters or injectors.  Our team of horticulture and 

irrigation experts will be carefully monitoring and adjusting irrigation water sources weekly to 

ensure our water is safe for medical cannabis production, while maintaining our commitment 

to reducing water usage wherever possible and staying true to one our core values of 

environmental stewardship.  

Once stabilized in the 5,000-gallon water tank, filtered water will be pumped to several day 

storage recipe tanks for the addition of nutrients.  There will be one day storage recipe tank per 

grow room.  Each tank will contain its own Damatex controlled pump to monitor nutrient 

balancing and will be able to adjust nutrient concentrations accordingly.  A pressurized pump 

on a soft start will deliver the water to each room, watering 7 tables at a time controlled by 

Damatex.  When the water returns from the room, it will go into a drain pit and will be 

pumped over a cloth filter that will stand overtop of the day storage recipe tank, removing any 

particulate material from returning fertilizer solutions.  As the water returns to each system, 

ECA solution (hypochlorous acid) will be injected to disinfect the return water to keep the 

lines free of Algae, biofilm and pathogens.  

Nutrient Distribution System   

All nutrients and additives will be delivered to the day storage recipe tanks using a Zwart 

Fertilizer Injector that is controlled through the Damatex Controller.  The Zwart Fertilizer 

injector is responsible for mixing the appropriate nutrient solution in the day storage tanks.  

Each medical marijuana strain will have its unique nutrient need programmed into the 

Damatex controller, and nutrient inputs will be modulated by EC and pH readings taken post 

injector.  Nutrient solutions will be balanced automatically by the Damatex controller based on 

readings taken post injector, to ensure that nutrient concentration delivered to plants is 

balanced.  Nutrient balancing is necessary to ensure that essential nutrients such as calcium 

and magnesium are available for uptake by the plant.  The Zwart Fertilizer Injection system 

and Damatex controller sensors related to nutrient delivery will be calibrated and verified 

weekly to ensure that nutrients delivered by system are constantly in range.  

During Phase I of this project, nutrients will be injected manually into the day storage tanks 

while the correct nutrient balance is determined.  After the appropriate nutrient balance is 

achieved, a pre-mixed nutrient blend may be provided by the nutrient supplier to make the 

process more efficient.    
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Organic Nutrient Solution Composition   

Cannabis requires two different types of nutrient solutions to complete its life cycle and 

provide necessary flowers for processing.  The organically based vegetative nutrient solution 

is reserved for plants from transplant into production through the fourth week of growth. The 

organically based flowering nutrient solution is reserved for the 5th week of growth through 

the ninth week of growth.  Vegetative growth of Cannabis will require an organic nutrient 

solution that provides essential nutrients for aggressive growth and root development.  

Flowering or reproductive growth will require essential nutrients that will make flowers 

develop larger, as well as improve overall cannabinoid levels and terpene production.    

All our fertilizer solutions will be comprised of organically labeled ingredients, meaning that 

there will be no inorganic or synthetic compounds applied as nutrients to our plants.  TSG’s 

cultivation team has a deep history of using organic elements as a basis for successful plant 

nutrition. TSG’s team of expert plant scientists have successfully implemented numerous 

organically based nutrition programs on a large commercial greenhouse scale, across a variety 

of crops including medical cannabis.    

Organic Vegetative Nutrient Solution   

All organic vegetative nutrient solutions will be delivered to plants with an EC range of 1.8-

2.0 m/s and a pH range of 5.0-6.0 to ensure proper conditions are met for nutrient uptake.  

Nutrient solutions will be comprised of complete fertilizer mixes that use all 13 elements 

required for vegetative plant growth.  Vegetative fertilizer solutions will be mixed as 

concentrates in two parts, part A and part B to ensure that the concentrate solution does not 

separate causing salts to fall out of suspension.  Concentrate tanks will have agitation pumps 
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installed to keep fertilizer concentrate mixed and moving, this will aide in keeping salt 

mixtures in suspension and keeping solutions from becoming stagnant from sitting.    

The following organic vegetation nutrient solution recipe has been developed specifically for 

Cannabis production in a controlled environment setting and will be used at the TSG Organics 

Facility.  This nutrient solution has been tested on hundreds of Cannabis strains across a 

variety of cultivation facilities.  We have honed our nutritional recipes over the course of time, 

constantly adjusting and refining our organic nutrient solutions each cycle we produce.    

 

 

Fertilizers Part A and B will be mixed together in equal parts via the fertilizer injector system 

described above.  Part A will be drawn up by injector 1 at around 0.9-1.1 mms/cm 

concentration, and sent to injector 2 where part B is added to the mixture at around 0.9-1.1 

ms/cm giving a total concentration of 1.8-2.2 ms/cm when part a and b are combined into the 

final solution.  It should be noted that final delivered nutrient solution to plants will have the 

domestic water background subtracted to get final delivered nutrient solution readings upon 

delivery.  It is important to subtract out domestic water EC background, to ensure that readings 

for delivered nutrient solutions are in specifications and not skewed by the water background 

used to mix nutrient solutions.  Vegetative fertilizer will be added to plants when irrigation is 

needed, at the rates described above.  Cannabis plants will receive vegetative fertilizer from 
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transplant as a clone, through the 3rd to 4th week of growth when Cannabis plants are changed 

into reproduction and will require a different nutrient solution type.    

 

Organic Flowering Nutrient Solution   

Once photoperiod has been changed to 12 hours of light to induce flowering for any Cannabis 

plants in production, it will be necessary to change nutrient blends to support flowering and 

reproduction.  During reproduction, the need for available Nitrogen goes down as the plant is 

now focused on flower production instead of root and shoot production.  Another key change 

during reproduction is the increased need for Calcium, Magnesium, Phosphorus, and 

Potassium to promote large dense flowers that will be paramount to the overall success of the 

operation.  All organic flowering nutrient solutions will be delivered to plants with an EC 

range of 1.8-2.0m/s and a pH range of 5.0-6.0 to ensure proper conditions are met for nutrient 

uptake.  Organic nutrient solutions will be comprised of complete fertilizer mixes that use all 

13 elements required for vegetative plant growth.  Organic flowering fertilizer solutions will 

be mixed as concentrates in two parts, part A and part B to ensure that the concentrate solution 

does not separate causing organic elements to fall out of suspension.  Organic fertilizer tanks 

will have agitation pumps installed to keep fertilizer concentrate mixed and moving, this will 

aide in keeping organic nutrients in suspension and keeping solutions from becoming stagnant.   

The following organic flowering nutrient solution recipe has been developed specifically for 

Cannabis production in a controlled environment setting, and has been tested on hundreds of 

Cannabis strains across a variety of cultivation facilities.  TSG proposes to use the exact 

nutrient recipes below from the 5th week of the plants life cycle, to the 9th week of the plants 

cycle. At the 9th week of production all fertilizers will be stopped and a flushing period will 

begin to eliminate any fertilizer residues from the soil matrix and the plant itself.  Flushing is 

also an important factor in terpene production in Cannabis flowers, as proper flushing will 

promote terpene production at the end of the plants life cycle. TSG’s cultivation team has a 

rich working history and educational background flushing soils and plant tissues before 

harvest.  They have been responsible for producing organically grown food crops at the 

Pennsylvania State University, and local Pennsylvania restaurants.  Flushing out unwanted 

nutrients before harvest is a common practice in fruit and vegetable production, and 
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AgroCanna has 15 years’ experience managing nutrient levels in all soil types to avoid over 

accumulation of nutrients in crop soils.  

   

 

Nutrient Monitoring   

In addition to calibration of the Zwart fertilizer injector as discussed above, a bi-weekly 

monitoring program will be put into effect to further ensure proper nutrient ratios.  Monitoring 

will be conducted by analyzing soil and plant tissue samples for nutrient content.  Tissue 

samples will be randomly selected bi-weekly from plants in the greenhouse and will be sent to 

an outside laboratory for Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis 

of the tissue.  Soil samples will also be sent out to an outside laboratory for ICP-MS analysis 
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of the mineral content.  The results from both tissue samples and soil samples will be 

compared against each other to determine nutrient ratios in each area.  If the data shows that 

nutrient content is high in the soil matrix, and high in plant tissues then the fertilizer rate will 

be adjusted down to avoid salt build up in tissue or soil matrix.  If data shows that nutrients are 

low in the soil, and high in the plant then nutrient blend will be adjusted as needed to prevent 

nutrient build up in plant tissue.  Below is a table that summarizes acceptable ranges of 

mineral nutrients in plant tissues for Cannabis production.  

  

NUTRIENT MIXING PROTOCOL  

The following sets forth the specific nutrient mixing protocol that will be used at the Facility.  

Nutrients will be applied at a sufficiently early phase in the growth cycle to allow for an 

appropriate interval between application and harvest.  This practice assures that the fertilizer 

has fully broken down before the Cannabis plants are harvested.  The cultivation team will 

document any sources of information on nutrient half-life determination in the monitoring 

logs.  

Safety Precautions  
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The cultivation team is responsible for overseeing all nutrient mixing.  The Facility will 

provide training for all personnel who may be involved in nutrient mixing on a yearly basis at 

a minimum.  Training will include but is not limited to the following:  

• Proper PPE 

 • Proper Ventilation   

• Proper Respirator Use and Fit  

• Emergency Response Protocols  

• Proper Chemical Storage   

• Spill Notification procedures  

• Location of Safety Data Sheets   

• Location of Spill Containment Materials    

 

Nutrient mixing will be conducted in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations that 

may be applicable and will be used in accordance with all label directions.  A respirator and 

gloves will be worn to avoid contact with fertilizer concentrate.  All fertilizers will be 

dissolved individually before combining and fertilizers containing calcium nitrate will not be 

mixed with fertilizers containing magnesium sulfate or monopotassium phosphate in their 

concentrated form.  This will minimize the occurrence of insoluble precipitates.  All nutrients 

will be stored in accordance with label instructions and in compliance with all applicable State 

and Federal laws and regulations.    

All Mixing areas will be thoroughly cleaned and decontaminated using a triple rinse protocol 

after each mixing operation.    

Supplies and Personal Protective Equipment   

• All elemental nutrients, separated by micro and macro nutrients  

• Tempered Water  

• 55g Mixing/Dispensing Tank   

• Stainless Steel Stirring Paddle  

• Mixing pump  

• Hand operated lift pump  

• EC Meter   

• 14 GPM Dosatron   
• N100 Respirator  

• Tyvek Sleeves and Apron 

• Vinyl Gloves  

• Nitrile Gloves  

• Safety glasses with side shields 

 • One gallon waste jug (2)  

• Hazardous Waste Label  

• Chemical diapers 

• Test Container   

• Distilled Water  

• SS Funnel if desired  

• 5 Gallon Nalgene if desired  
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• GFCI  

• Flow meter  

  

Mixing Procedure   

1. Remove Hand operated lift pump, and place to the side on chemical diaper.  

2. Unscrew 55-gallon tank lid, and place to the side on chemical diaper.  

3. Fill 55-gallon Mixing/Dispensing Tank with tempered water to 20-gallon mark  

4. Add elemental nutrients one at a time stirring with the steel paddle between additions, while 

being careful not to spill solution, or splash concentrate while mixing.   

5. Add all elemental nutrients individually and stir concentrate solution with mixing paddle 

until thoroughly mixed.  

6. Place mixing pump into 55-gallon tank, thread wire through hole in 55-gallon tank lid, and 

screw 55-gallon lid onto the tank.   

7. Plug mixing pump into GFCI, then plug GFCI into receptacle. Let mixing pump run for at 

least 12 hours.  

8. After mixing period is over, disconnect mixing pump from GFCI, and remove mixing pump 

from 55-gallon tank.    

9. Place mixing pump in 3-gallon bucket, rinse mixing pump, and place bucket with pump 

near the 55-gallon tank for future use.  

10. Clean up any mess made before continuing with the process, and discard any contaminated 

materials via hazardous waste disposal.  See below for Hazardous Waste Disposal instructions.  

Dosatron Tank Filling Procedure   

1. Shut off water valves to dosatron to be filled.  

2. Disconnect dosatron from the wall via quick connect fittings.  

3. Clean dosatron tank with scrub brush, and green shield or equivalent cleaning product.  

4. Wheel dosatron tank to fertilizer stock tank.  

5. Adjust dosatron neck to allow Dosatron tank lid to be removed.  

6. Place feed tube from hand operated lift pump into dosatron tank.  
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7. Hold feed tube in place with hand, or use clamp provided to clamp tube to the edge of the 

tank.  

8. Begin to fill dosatron tank by operating the lift pump.   

9. Fill dosatron tank to no more than the 9-gallon mark.  

10. Wheel dosatron tank back to its original location.  

11. Make sure the dosatron is set to the correct setting (1:200)  

12. Reconnect quick connect fittings.  

13. Turn valves back to the correct position (on)  

14. EC verify that the dosatron is functioning correctly after reconnecting to plumbing.  

15. Turn on irrigation and let run for a few minutes before collecting sample.    

16. Test sample with EC meter, EC readings should be 1.2-.1.6 without the domestic water 

background.  

EC Validation Procedure  

1. Dispense 1-2 gallons of concentrate into test container  

2. Clean EC meter with distilled water  

3. Flush water lines and check domestic water’s EC value (should be around 0.3-0.6mmhos 

depending on season.)  

4. Insert Dosatron siphon into test container and adjust to 1:200 ratio  

5. Allow Dosatron to run for a few minutes   

6. Record 5 EC readings from fertilizer solution flushing meter with distilled water between 

readings  

7. Subtract the EC values from the domestic water recorded previously from Fertilizer 

Solution EC values  

8. Compare Final EC value to Fertilizer Chart  

9. If the Final EC values deviate from chart allow Fertilizer Concentrate to sit overnight and/or 

check for precipitant that has not yet entered solution, or check to see that the Dosatron is 

working correctly.  
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10. Additional stirring/mixing pump time may be required  

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP  

Environmental Stewardship is of the utmost importance to TSG and will be one of the 

cultivation departments core values.  It is the responsibility of all TSG employees to be good 

Environmental Stewards and protect the local area from possible contamination with fertilizers 

or other agrochemicals used for production purposes.  A monitoring plan will be put into place 

to monitor conditions in and around the cultivation facility to ensure that TSG is protecting the 

environment at every step in the process.    

Storm water and Runoff Management  

The greenhouses are covered, enclosed buildings which will be closely monitored with drain 

and flood irrigation systems. All process wastewater will be filtered, cleaned, and reclaimed 

for use again by the by the installed irrigation system.  There will be zero process waste water 

from cultivation processes that will enter any sewer or local drain, eliminating the possibility 

of groundwater contamination from cultivation processes. Based on this system design it is 

determined that there is very low risk rating of any nutrient movement from the site.   

General Recommendations:  Although TSG has a very low risk rating of any nutrient 

movement from the site, it is of the utmost importance to TSG to maintain or improve the 

operation’s low level of risk of nutrient moving to the environment.  Management of water as 

a resource is a key element of not only protection the environment, but in providing top plant 

quality, reducing labor costs, and developing nutrient cost savings.  The following are some 

best management practices TSG will be following to maintain its low risk of nutrient 

movement:  

 • Adjust irrigation volume daily per the substrate water content to minimize overwatering and 

salt build up.  

• Check and maintain adequate pressure; check pumps and water distribution patterns for 

efficiency and uniformity  

• Periodically check irrigation nozzle orifices for wear or plugging  

• Periodically check irrigation lines for wear or plugging to ensure uniformity  

• Monitor irrigation water quality yearly by analysis from independent laboratory  

• Group plants per water/fertigation needs; species, pot size, size of development  

• Regular maintenance and inspection program for all pressure gauges, pumps, and injectors 
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• Weekly inspection and calibration of all injectors and fertilizer meters.  

The Best Management Practices section of the Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Manual, 

specifically section on storm water and runoff management, will also be reviewed as well as 

other appendix materials that reference irrigation efficiency. 

 

 

Section 19 – Processing and Extraction 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE TECHNOLOGIES, METHODS, AND TYPES OF EQUIPMENT YOU WILL EMPLOY TO EXTRACT THE 

CRITICAL COMPOUNDS FROM MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS TO PRODUCE THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, AND THE TYPES OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS THAT WILL BE PRODUCED: 

 

In accordance with the requirements of the Pennsylvania Medical Marijuana Draft Regulations 

for Growers and Processor §1151.28 – Requirements for Growing and Processing Marijuana, 

this Plan provides the framework for the practices and procedures that will take place after the 

whole cannabis plant is harvested and before a formulated, pharmaceutical product is 

produced to state standards.  

 

TSG extraction team will provide exact details of the technologies, methods, and equipment 

used to extract critical compounds from medical marijuana plants, that will be used to produce 

medical marijuana products.  We will also describe in detail our product line, and the 

associated processes with manufacturing medical marijuana products. TSG will use a CO2 

extraction process in processing medical marijuana.  The Supercritical fluid carbon dioxide 

(scCO2) extraction process allows more ease in the separation of the bio-active cannabinoids 

and terpenoids from the cellulose, waxes, and colorants than is obtained when extracted with 

aggressive hydrocarbon-based solvents.  

One of the principal advantages of a CO2 extraction is the ability to fine-tune the solvating 

power to target specific compounds by varying the pressure, temperature, solvent-to-feed ratio, 

and flow rate. TSG is committed to delivering the finest quality medicinal grade cannabis oil 

extracts available in the global marketplace. That commitment is anchored in our belief that 

the best way to accomplish that is by utilizing only natural processes in all aspects of our 

production chain. When it comes to oil processing there are many choices and options 

available for consideration. However, only one fits with our “all natural” commitment – 

supercritical carbon dioxide (CO2) fluid extraction. This method is the most expensive of all 

the available extraction methods in the market today, but TSG is committed to producing the 

finest and purest cannabis medical extracts the market must offer. At standard temperature and 

pressure levels carbon dioxide exists as a gas, making it ineffective as a solvent. However, by 

increasing the temperature and pressure levels above 304.25 K (31.1 °C) and 72.9 atom (7.39 
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MPa), the gas behaves more like a supercritical fluid by expanding to fill its host vessel, but 

with a density like a liquid. Supercritical CO2 fluid extraction is extremely popular in 

commercial food and drug applications due to its “cleanliness.” As a solvent, CO2 has an 

extremely low to non-existent level of toxicity and virtually no negative impact on the 

environment. Additionally, because of the relatively low temperature level involved in 

supercritical CO2 processing, most compounds are easily extracted without causing any 

chemical disruption or damage. This is crucially important to maintaining the purity and 

natural consistency of the cannabis flower’s original constituent elements. The cannabis plant 

has many active elements and the capturing of those elements requires utilizing different levels 

of pressure. By elevating the pressure levels during the extraction process, compounds with 

different levels of solubility can be isolated and captured, thus preserving the overall 

consistency of the preprocessed plant material.   

Applied Separations Inc.(ASI), a Pennsylvania based company, will be providing TSG with its 

extraction and processing equipment to extract and process critical compounds from medical 

marijuana plants.  ASI is a proven leader in supercritical fluid extractions, and has held 

operations in Allentown, PA for over 15 years designing and building extraction machines of 

all kinds.  They have a proven track record in manufacturing extraction equipment to 

pharmaceutical standards, as well as a proven track record in the actual process of extraction 

and refinement of target extracted compounds.    

 

ASI will also be supplying the Liquid Chromotography machines necessary for separating 

cannabinoid critical compounds from each other, enabling TSG to make superior 

pharmaceutical grade products that are of the purest form possible.  Liquid chromatography 

will be used to separate THC and CBD from the winterized oil while it is still in an ethanol 

solution.  Rotary evaporation will be used to recover and separate ethanol from the purified 
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cannabinoid oil after chromatography.  Freezers will harbor all samples waiting to be 

separated and released to manufacturing.  For large scale evaporation, a walk in fume hood 

will house the Heidolf rota-evaporator, the distimatic, and the collections containers.  

 

LABORATORY PROCESSES 

Laboratory processes, in sequential order from harvest, include:  

• Drying  

• Processing of dried medical marijuana plants   

• Curing and storage of medical marijuana plants  

• Extraction of critical compounds from medical marijuana  

• Formulation and separation of critical compounds  

• Manufacturing of cannabinoid based products  

• Quality assurance  

A summary of each process is provided below, and will provide all technologies, methods, and 

equipment used to extract critical compounds from medical marijuana plants and the resulting 

products that will be produces from extracted critical compounds from medical marijuana.    

Drying of Medical Marijuana Plants  

Optimal drying conditions uniformly remove 80% of water and gases from the plant after 

harvest.  This process should take place over a 10-14-day period.  Parameters must be 
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maintained to ensure all chemical processes take place in the desired window of time, without 

allowing pathogen growth or heat degradation.  Aside from moisture and gas loss, nitrate and 

salts are expelled from the plant, starches and carbohydrates are reduced to sugars, and 

chlorophyll and pigments are degraded.    

Air movement will be important, as air should always be in circulation, but never directly 

fixed on the hanging plants.  Oscillating, wall mounted fans will be used for air circulation.  

Lighting for this space should have minimal ultra violet spectrum, which also means no 

windows to avoid allowing sunlight into the room.  Use of fluorescent lighting for inside the 

room will fulfill the requirements of low levels of ultra violet light emission, and low thermal 

load output from fixtures. 

Procedure for Drying Medical Marijuana Plants  

Plants will be placed from incoming bulk bin onto the scale, weighed and recorded into the 

database.  In most cases, each batch will correspond to an entire rack from the growhouse.  

The rack will already have a number of plants associated with it, but will be confirmed in the 

hanging process when the plants are hung on the line.    

Once a batch plants has been weighed, each plant will be placed upside down, hanging from 

the base of the stem on a hook on the line.  Each plant will be hung the same distance apart, 

approximately 12 inches apart on each line, with lines being spaced 12 inches apart to make an 

even grid of spacing.  

With each rack, the process will repeat until the entire harvest is hung.  In this process, each 

tier will be filled, starting from the top and ending with the bottom tier, nearest the floor, being 

filled last.  Actual dryness will be physically determined by how dry the stems are of the plants 

after the drying period.  The main stem of the plant should not be malleable, and should snap 

with an audible crack when the plant is considered dry enough for processing.   

Initial Processing of Dried Medical Marijuana  

Whole plant medicine involves using all parts of the flower and surrounding trim leaf.  

Processing will take all of this material from the plant, and leave only the stems out of the 

medicine making process.  For rosin pressing, a select portion of flowering tops will be 

partitioned in this process to ensure maximum yield during the rosin making process.  

Processing Procedure  

Plants will be brought in from drying room and placed on the stainless-steel tables for stem 

disassembly.  Plants can then be cut so they are in single stem branches.  This is achieved by 

removing the main stem.  Flower and trim leaf material will be stripped into a plastic bin from 
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single branches using hand and pruning shears where applicable.  Stems will be placed in a 

waste container under the work station.  

Once all plants are stripped of flower and trim, these product bins will be weighed.  The stem 

bin will also be weighed for each batch of product weighed.  These data points will be entered 

into the tracking system.  If there is a need for parent material for rosin pressing, these flowers 

can be processed into a separate bin.  The rosin bin will consist of large flowering tops, while 

everything else will be used in supercritical fluid extraction.  

Curing and Storage of Dried Medical Marijuana  

After the usable material, has been separated from the plant, and weighed, it enters the curing 

phase.  Curing is the process of taking dried cannabis, dissipating moisture and gas from the 

flower, and allowing it to be preserved for a shelf life.  Although curing is not essential for 

whole plant medicine, this process ensures excess moisture does not get trapped in storage 

containers.  

Curing and Grinding of Medical Marijuana for Extraction  

Every day for the first week, newly processed 20 gallon bins will have the lids cracked for an 

hour, twice daily as part of the curing process.  Starting at week two, the bins will have the lids 

cracked for an hour, once a day.  After two weeks of curing, the bins can be stored 

permanently closed effectively until they are moved into the super critical fluid extraction 

process.  When a bin is ready for extraction, the contents will be loaded into the Stokes 

Granulator, with 6 mm mesh, and ground.  This ground material will be placed back in the 

original bin from which it came before going to the extraction process.  

Extraction of Critical Compounds from Medical Marijuana  

Applied Separations Inc (ASI) a proven Pennsylvania based extraction company, will be 

supplying TSG with a 15L Super Critical Co2 extractor.  ASI’s extractor will be the primary 

means of separating raw critical compounds from medical marijuana plants and into a useable 

form for production.  ASI has over 20 years of industry experience manufacturing production 

scale extraction and lab processing equipment.  ASI has been a manufacturer of SCF systems 

for over 20 years when it first jointly patented a laboratory system with the USDA. This 

instrument, The Spe-ed SFE-2, has become the worldwide standard instrument for SCF 

investigation and research.   

A compressor, along with a chiller, are used to modulate temperature and pressure of CO2.  

When a supercritical state is reached, and the resulting fluid is passed through the column 

packed with ground medical marijuana.  Acting as a solvent, supercritical fluid passes through 

the medical marijuana dissolving critical compounds, fats, and waxes into a solution of 
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supercritical Co2. The resulting solution is depressurized in another column which separates 

out the cannabis oil from CO2.  SCF using Co2 does not use a hydrocarbon, so it is considered 

a safe practice for extracting critical compounds from medical marijuana.  It also functions as 

a strong antimicrobial agent, and is very effective in sterilizing the subsequent oils from 

pathogens and pests that may have been present before extraction.  

Super Critical Fluid Extraction Procedures of Critical Compounds  

CO2 Extraction Procedures  

Separating the cannabinoids and essential oils from the dried plant material is the process of 

extraction.  Once extracted, the critical compounds from medical marijuana can be formulated 

into a product, or can be stored long term in a freezer.  

The electric lab oven will be used to decarboxylate plant material for the CO2 extraction.  Lab 

benches and tables will be used as staging areas for weighing, loading, and handling plant 

material, as well as extracted fractions.  Applied Separations extractor and the Resonator press 

will be the primary means of extracting cannabinoids from plant material.  Freezers will be 

used for the winterization process.  The Sorval floor centrifuge will be used to dewax 

winterized solution, while a fume hood outfitted with vacuum ports and Buchner funnels will 

be used to strain the dewaxed solution.  Ground material will be placed on baking trays 

approximately ½ inch thick and placed in a Cascade Tec TFO 28 oven at 220 Fahrenheit for 

40 minutes to decarboxylate.  Plant material will be loaded into an extraction bag and into a 

15-liter extraction column.  Extraction vessel will be brought up to operating temperatures and 

pressures for each specific run program.  At the end of the extraction process fractions of 

terpene, cannabinoid oil, and wax will be collected in separate vessels.  After the cycle is 

complete, the yield from the fractions will be weighed and logged.    

Winterization process can be started from here and cannabinoid oil will be dissolved in 200 

proof ethanol at a ratio of 1:10 of oil: ethanol.  This mixture will be homogenized and then 

dispersed into 2 liter Nalgene containers by weight of solution, approximately 1,750 grams per 

2-liter container.  These containers of equal mass will be put into a freezer.  After 48 hours, 

containers will be put into Sorval RC 12 BP floor centrifuge and spun at 4,700 rpm for five 

minutes.  After precipitation of wax to the bottom of the Nalgene has occurred, the resulting 

supernate can be filtered in the fume hood.  A vacuum assisted Buchner separation funnel, 

with 25-micron filter paper will be used to filter the supernate after centrifuging, leaving 

behind the waxes in the Nalgene, and on the filter paper.  The resulting solution of 

cannabinoids in ethanol is now ready to go to the formulations laboratory for separation and 

solvent evaporation.  
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Formulation and Separation of Critical Compounds  

Flash Chromatography of Winterized Oil  

Once cannabis oil has been separated from the plants, it enters the formulations lab where it 

will be isolated into THC and CBD. Standardization of cannabis oil potency to >90% THC or 

CBD with little inert material in the base oil will make medicine manufacturing consistent.  

The formulations lab will send sub samples to the analytical lab and quality control for 

potency analysis and for state analysis of each batch.  Once results are obtained from both 

internally and externally, they will be compared, and that specific batch will be released for 

manufacture of medicine.  

Not all cannabinoids can be separated by solubility differences in SCF CO2 alone. Other 

methods need to be employed to separate THC from CBD.  Applied Separations’ eCo2 Liquid 

chromatography will be used to separate THC and CBD from the winterized oil while it is still 

in an ethanol solution.  Flash chromatography utilizes this ethanol solution as an easy way to 

introduce cannabinoid oil into the chromatography column packed with small silica particles.  

CO2 is used to push this mobile phase of ethanol and cannabinoid oil through the column, 

where it reacts with the silica.  With a change in solvent gradient, specific compounds begin to 

separate from the silica in the column which is known as elution.  Three total elution fractions 

will be collected for each specific gradient used.  Fractions will be comprised of the critical 

compounds that are targeted for extraction, THC and CBD, the isolates of interest.  The third 

elution fraction is inert compounds, which are non-active in terms of medicinal properties, 

hence their removal.  The final result of flash chromatography is cannabis oil, separated by 
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molecular weight, in fractions dissolved in ethanol.  These purified isolates are now ready to 

have the solvent finally removed so they can be pure.   

Applied Separations, Inc. as developed a new, patent-pending chromatographic method and 

equipment for efficient pharmaceutical separations of this type. The company has used Merck, 

Inc in Lansdale, PA as a beta test site for this development and will bring this technology to 

market later in 2017. Although not specifically tested with cannabinoids, it has been tested 

with real-world samples from the Merck research laboratories. This further differentiates 

Applied Separations, Inc. in its capabilities to efficiently extract and separate cannabinoids in 

pharmaceutical operation.  

 

 

Rotary Evaporation of Cannabinoid: Ethanol Solutions 

Fractions of THC and CBD from the flash chromatography section are ready to have the 

solvent removed.  A Heidorf 20L rotary evaporating system allows for further optimization of 

this process, and can be set up for automatic production which allows for continuous run of the 

rotary evaporator throughout the day.  A maximum of 12 evaporations of 10 liters can be made 

per day, totaling a 120-liter evaporation capacity per day.  This type of rotary evaporator, 

Coupled with Applied Separations extraction and chromatography systems, will ensure that 

solvent evaporation is not a bottle neck in the cannabinoid oil purification process.  The 

Heidolf unit will utilize two systems for continuous evaporation of solvent and collection of 
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product.  A water bath will heat the ethanol solution in the flask to temperature of 90 degrees 

Fahrenheit, below the actual boiling point of ethanol, which is 173.1 Fahrenheit at normal 

atmospheric pressure safely removing the ethanol from our THC and CBD solutions.    

Heidorf uses a series of pumps and tubes to pump the recovered solvent into a larger collection 

vessel, pumping finished product out of the 20-liter flask into a collection vessel, while also 

introducing more ethanol and cannabinoid solution into the 20 L flask after each run for 

continuous, automated run.  This allows for the lab technician to multi task and have the 

evaporating system do most of the work, safely and effectively.  The distimatic and the rotary 

evaporator have many safety features built in, including shielding from all glass parts in the 

event of glass breaking, limit switches on fluids going into collection vessels, automatic 

reservoir refill on the water bath, and end run shut off.  Impart to the high volume of solvent 

being recovered, this process will take place in a grounded, walk in fume hood to ensure 

maximum safety.  

 

  

Manufacturing of Cannabinoid Based Products    

Product Formulation Once pure THC or CBD has been isolated and recovered from the 

ethanol solution, it needs to be tested for final concentration of cannabinoid in each batch. The 

formulations lab will prepare the requested amount of oil, for the desired manufacturing 

process, by weight with calculated overages for batch retains, analytical samples, and product 

lost to manufacturing process.  After state approval confirmation of the finished oil batch has 
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been received, it can now be released from the formulations lab in the appropriate quantity for 

a manufacturing process.    

 Types of Medical Marijuana Products    

Oil Cartridge Production: Oil cartridges will be prepared with decarboxylated oil and inert 

an inert liquid.  Cartridges can also have terpene fractions incorporated into the formulation 

from supercritical C02 extractions.  A jacketed 50 Liter mix tank will be used to prepare the 

formulation.  Hot water will pass through the outer jacket to ensure even heat and dissolution 

of cannabinoid oil into the inert carrier.  From here, the batch will be mixed by a 1/3 horse 

power motor, outfitted with a propeller.  A sample will be taken from the tank and sent to the 

analytical lab to confirm target concentration in mg/ml of cannabinoid oil in solution before 

the contents are released for filling. Once the mixture is homogenized, a peristaltic pump will 

send the mixture to the reservoir on the 710-cartridge filler.  The reservoir is heated to allow 

for even flow of thick oil formulations.  From here, a sequencer with filling tips will take up a 

specified amount of oil, up to 1.5 ml of oil solution per 100 cartridges, out of the reservoir.  

The automated sequencer, once loaded, will move from the reservoir to the cartridge rack, 

where it will lower the nozzle tips into 100 cartridges and inject the designated volume of oil 

into the cartridges.  Once filled, the operator will remove the transfer rack of filled cartridges 

and replace it with a rack of empty cartridges.  Each transfer takes approximately 30 seconds.    

Visual inspection of each rack will take place ensuring the following; complete fill of all 

cartridges, no leaks, and no damaged cartridges.  The operator of the process will be 

responsible for these observations and will record this with their initials on a quality control 

checklist.  Once a filled transfer rack has come out of the filling station, an associated 

packaging jig of 100 labeled boxes will be set underneath the transfer rack.  From here, the 

bottom plate on the transfer rack will be removed, and the oil cartridges will fall into labeled 

boxes for the specific formulation produced.  During this process, samples from each batch 

will be retained for quality control purposes.   

Soft Gel Production: Soft gel oil capsules will be made with decarboxylated cannabinoid oil 

from the Applied Separations supercritical CO2 extractor.  However, the gel material will need 

to be made first.  The same 50-liter stainless steel, jacketed mixing tank from the oil cartridge 

manufacturing process will be used to mix and heat the soft gel capsule formulation.  This 

formulation will consist of glycerin, deionized water and cellulose.  This mixture will be 

heated to 175 degrees Fahrenheit and mixed until a uniform viscosity is reached.  Hoses from 

this tank should be wrapped in heat tape, so the solution does not cool when it is transferred 

for gel manufacture process.   

The filling process will start with making a homogenized solution of a vegetable oil and 

cannabinoid oil that is mixed in a jacketed 150-gallon tank.  This tank will have been mixed 
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with a 1/3 horsepower mixer, and then have a subsample taken for lab analysis to ensure that 

the concentration is on target for the specific batch.  Once confirmed to be on target, the 

resulting solution will be pumped with a peristaltic pump into the formulation hopper on the 

Reliance R-SG soft gel manufacture machine. Two dyes will rotate in unison; each dye will 

have a cavity with a specific volume milled out for different pill sizes.  The soft gel film that 

was formulated will be made into two sheets that pass over each rotating dye.  An injector 

pump will fill cavities as the two dyes meet, which connects the two gel sheets together, 

encapsulating the cannabinoid formulation between them and making individual soft gel pills 

from the combination of the two sheets.   From the dye, the gel capsules will enter a tumble 

dryer, where excess moisture is removed for 3 hours.  Upon exiting the tumbler dryer, they 

will now be hard enough to dry for 36 hours in a forced air dryer, without losing their shape.  

From here, the soft gels can be packaged and labeled with the correct dosage on each bottle.  

Packing will be automated with pill counters and a bottling line.  The labeling line will match 

up to the packing line for proper labeling.  

Tincture Production: Tincture production will start with CO2 extracted cannabinoid oil that 

is released for medicine making.  This oil will be dissolved in a carrier oil.  Mixing will take 

place in the heated 150 gallons mixing tank.  Once the product is mixed to appropriate 

proportions, a sample will be taken to verify the contents and ensure the dose is on target in 

mg/ml of active ingredient Now tincture solution can be pumped to the reservoir on the 

Reliance R-VF1 tincture filling machine.  Here, automated production will fill the bottles with 

the desired volume of tincture solution.  As the line moves, a dropper will be inserted into the 

bottle and a capper will screw the tops on to each bottle with a specific pressure each time.  

This machine takes away variability in volume filled and lid sealing pressure, which is ideal 

for a consistent product.  At the end of this process, the labeling line can be matched up to the 

tincture line and label the product.  The labeling machine will label various sized bottles for 

most of the production needs.  

Rosin Press Packaging: Lastly, rosin was originally pressed in the extraction lab.  By the 

time it enters production, it has been assessed by the state and internally by the analytical lab 

to verify the contents of the pressing.  The approved product will enter the manufacturing lab 

in the refrigerators.  Labels will be made for each batch.  Packing will take place by hand for 

this product, to assure proper dosage by weight.  

 

Quality Assurance of Medical Marijuana Products  

There are several important numbers that need to be used to correctly formulate a final product 

containing cannabinoids.  The potency, in mg/ml of active ingredient is going to verified for 

all products made.  Cannabinoid profile in terms of THC, CBD, CBN, THC-a or CBD-a are 
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important for verifying processes were executed correctly including; decarboxylation, 

extraction, fractionation, and formulation.  These are qualitative and quantitative 

measurements that can be carried out using High Performance Liquid Chromatography- 

Ultraviolet Detection instrumentation.  Mass Spectrometry instrumentation will be used to 

quantify low detection limits of pesticide residue, mycotoxin, and heavy metals.  

 

Gas Chromatogram/Mass Spectrometer 

  
 

Analytical testing will be done in all processing, including plant growth and production.  

Genetic selection will be aided by analytical testing to see what cannabinoid profile exist and 

what the potency is.  Sampling will be set up for various stages in the growth including leading 

up to harvest to determine peak harvest times and genetics with the highest yields of 

cannabinoid.  These types of analysis can be done using HPLC-UV, and will be quantitative 
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and qualitative.  Ratios of cannabinoids and total percentage of each cannabinoid in the sample 

by weight, will be determined. Extraction will be using the analytical lab to determine the 

yield from the extraction systems, if any contaminants are present before releasing a batch to 

formulations, and how the extraction process can be optimized.  Mass Spectrometry will be 

used to determine if the separated oil has any contaminants present after extraction.  These will 

be low detection limits for molds, pathogens, heavy metals, and pesticides.  Lastly, the ratio of 

decarboxylated oil will be tested to ensure full decarboxylation has occurred before extraction.  

If there is still acid forms of THC or CBD, the decarboxylation process will be optimized 

using analytical results from an HPLC-UV instrument. 

 

 

Section 20 – Sanitation and Safety 
PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE INTENDED SANITATION AND SAFETY MEASURES TO BE IMPLEMENTED AT YOUR 

PROPOSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: A WRITTEN 

PROCESS FOR CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, PEST PROTECTION PROCEDURES, MEDICAL MARIJUANA HANDLER 

RESTRICTIONS, HAND-WASHING FACILITIES, AND INSPECTION SCHEDULES TO ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF OPERATIONAL 

EQUIPMENT. 

 

TSG will continually maintain the facility in a sanitary condition to limit the potential for 

contamination or adulteration of the medical marijuana grown and processed within the 

facility in accordance with §1151.33. All equipment and surfaces, including floors, counters, 

walls and ceilings, will be cleaned and sanitized as frequently as necessary to protect against 

contamination, using a sanitizing agent registered by the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (“EPA”), in accordance with the instructions printed on the label.  

Equipment and utensils will be designed and of such material and workmanship as to be 

capable of being adequately cleaned.         

                                                                                                          

Facility Requirements                                                                                                                

Plants in close proximity spread diseases, molds, mildews, and insects with ease in comparison 

to the natural growing conditions.  Due to this, very strict clean entry protocols, as well as 

quarantine, and biosecurity procedures are necessary.  TSG will require all employees to 

follow strict entry protocols and biosecurity measures to prevent contamination within the 

facility.             

Entry protocols take place immediately when an employee enters the facility.  The facility will 

be divided into a “clean zone” and a “dirty zone”.  The clean zone represents any area where 

medical marijuana products will be whether in plant form, flower form, concentrate, or infused 

product.  The dirty zone represents any area where no medical marijuana product will ever be, 

including soil receiving, and administration offices.  All “clean zones” in the facility will 
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require an employee to follow the clean entry protocol to enter.  Employees will begin by 

entering the locker room, where lockers, sinks, showers, and laundry services are 

provided.   All employees will remove “street” clothes, store in a locker, and take a shower in 

the provided space.  Employees will wear approved medical scrubs, which will be washed 

after each use.  All employees will be given sterile garden shoes, hairnets, and beard covers if 

necessary.  Once properly gowned, employees will enter a clean room air shower to remove all 

dust, and small particles.  The air shower will run a 1 minute cycle, spraying occupants with 

compressed air, and filtering this air through a HEPA filter.  Once the air shower cycle is 

complete, occupants will exit into the “clean” area of the facility.                                                                                                                                          

Each cultivation area in the facility will have separate entry protocols, to keep from cross 

contaminating any possible pests from room to room.   Upon entry into a cultivation room, 

each employee will put on a pair of nitrile gloves, as well as step in a disinfecting 

footbath.  The disinfecting footbath is filled with a plant and animal safe disinfecting solution, 

typically used in the animal care, and commercial greenhouse industry.  This will control any 

contaminants on the bottom of employee’s feet, where the biggest risk of disease lies.  Now in 

a cultivation chamber, it is the employee’s responsibility to be observant for any signs of 

issues.  Upon exiting a cultivation room, the employee is required to remove gloves, and step 

in the disinfecting footbath upon exit.                                                                                                                                                  

In the event that a disease, mold, mildew, or pest is found, the facility will enter quarantine 

protocols.  These protocols are exceedingly to follow, as a small outbreak can quickly turn into 

an infestation if not handled properly.  The first step to quarantining a cultivation room is to 

stop any risk of immediate spread.  The room the pest is found must be immediately closed, 

and no employees may enter or exit.  The employees in the affected room upon discovery must 

first line up by the entrance remove gloves, replace gloves, and put on a full body chemical 

suit with foot covers.  The employees are then allowed to exit the room while stepping in the 

footbath, and head to the air shower.  After the air shower has cycled, if time allows, 

employees will take a second shower, and change into clean scrubs.  These employees may 

now finish the entry protocol, and re enter the “clean” area of the facility.                                                                                                                                           

The contaminated room is now under quarantine protocol, which creates a barrier where the 

risk of spread can be reduced.  During this time, the minimum number of employees necessary 

to complete tasks will enter the room.  These employees will undergo separate entry protocols 

designated to the contaminated room.  A station of necessary equipment will be placed next to 

the contaminated room for easy access to body suits, gloves, hairnets, and sterilizing 

equipment such as hydrogen peroxide.  Prior to entry to the contaminated room, employees 

will put on a full body suit, hair net, clean gloves, and shoe covers.  During the time in the 

room, this covering clothing is designed to keep and pests on the suit, and away from the 

employee’s hair, and scrubs.  When exiting the room, employees will line up by the door to 

complete the exit protocol.  Employees will remove all garments except scrubs, and 
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shoes.  The employee will place the contaminated clothing into a trash bag for immediate 

disposal.  Upon exiting the room, employees will exit through the air shower, and repeat the 

entry protocol, to complete work on the rest of the facility.  This room will remain on 

quarantine protocol for 1-week post finding zero sign of pests on daily inspections.  It is 

imperative to inspect each room closely in order assure the quarantine protocol can be halted.                                                                                                                                            

During the application of foliar sprays, operators will be required to wear certain protective 

clothing depending of type of material being applied.  Foliar sprays applied to plants are non 

harmful in nature, and do not require protection clothing to be worn.  Despite these materials 

being non hazardous to plants and animals, the procedure will be to wear protective eyewear, 

an organic oil capable respirator, and nitrile gloves.  This will protect the applicator from 

breathing any small particles emitted by atomizing sprayers.  Sterilizing sprays applied to 

rooms when plants are not present will require an increased amount of protective 

clothing.  During empty room cleaning and spraying, the applicator will wear a full body 

chemical suit, protective eyewear, organic chemical respirator, and nitrile gloves.  This will 

protect the applicator from any potential hazardous materials entering eyes, touching skin, or 

being inhaled.                                                                                                                                          

One of the most important areas of cultivation to assure strict cleanliness protocols are 

followed is the propagation area.  In this area, very specific steps must be taken to not cross 

contaminate diseases.  The propagation room will have a higher temperature and humidity, 

therefore encouraging insects, molds, and mildews to grow at an increased rate.  The first 

procedure to assuring a clean propagation room is daily inspection of mother plants.  These 

plants will typically be much older and larger than an average cultivation plant, and tend to 

have more space, and foliage to inspect.  Assuring stock plants are not affected will allow you 

to be sure you are not starting any new clones with a pest.  When propagating plants, the first 

step is to sterilize the work area.  Wiping down all work surfaces with a 3% hydrogen peroxide 

solution will clean any lingering pests.  All cloning equipment including clone domes, trays, 

scissors, and razor blades must be sterilized with hydrogen peroxide solution also.  During the 

cloning process, scissors and razor blades will be sterilized between each strain 

propagated.   Once cloning is completed, the work area is to be sterilized, and remain clean for 

the next time propagation is done.  Protocols for inspecting, and maintaining clone domes are 

very important.  Naturally all clones taken will not survive, and this unhealthy clone presents a 

food source for molds and mildews.  During the time clones are given to grow roots, daily 

inspections of each dome will be required.  Any mold will be removed, as well as dead leaves 

and clones.  If a dome is found to have mold, it will be misted with 3% hydrogen peroxide 

solution before being closed.  During these inspections it is important to clean tools between 

each dome to reduce the risk of spreading disease.                                                                                                                                         

During daily cultivation tasks, strict procedures are set to minimize risk of pest introduction, or 

spread.  It is the responsibility of each employee to read and know these procedures and how 
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they relate to their position.  It will be the cultivation manager’s responsibility to monitor these 

procedures to assure they are being completed in entirety.                                                                                                                                          

The processing area of the facility will have procedures set in place to reduce the risk of pest 

and disease issues post-harvest.  Post-harvest, it is very important to have strict procedures, 

and the plants natural resistance to pests is diminished.  This wet plant material is very 

susceptible to mold contamination, and must be handle properly.  All processing employees 

will undergo the same entry protocol as cultivation employees including mandatory shower, 

and wearing medical scrubs, hairnet, beard cover if necessary, garden shoes, and clean nitrile 

gloves.  When entering the processing room agents will first step in a sterilizing footbath to 

mitigate tracking pests between areas.  Prior to harvest the processing team will clean and 

sterilize all surfaces in the processing room with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution.  Once all 

surfaces are sterilized, harvested plants may enter the room.  During all stages of processing 

agents are required to wear nitrile gloves, hairnets, and beard covers.  If harvesting more than 

one cultivation room, the processing room will be sterilized again prior to the next room’s 

plants entering.                                                                                                                                        

When the processing stage is complete, the employee responsible for monitoring the drying 

process will be required to follow cleanliness procedures.  Prior to entering the drying room, 

agent will step in sterilizing footbath to stop the spread of pests on feet.  When inspecting 

drying product, agent will wear clean nitrile gloves, hairnet, beard cover if necessary, medical 

scrubs and garden shoes.  Product will be inspected for issues procedurally, required inventory 

management forms will be kept with product to monitor progress.                                                                                                                                        

All litter and waste will be properly disposed of and the systems for waste disposal will be 

maintained in good working condition to prevent the litter and waste from becoming a source 

of contamination in areas in which immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana 

plants or medical marijuana are exposed.  All floors, walls and ceilings will be kept in good 

repair and equipment, counters and surfaces for processing will be food grade quality and will 

not react adversely with any solvent planned to be used.                                                         

TSG will provide all employees and visitors with adequate and convenient hand-washing 

facilities furnished with running water at a suitable temperature.  The hand-washing facilities 

will be in processing areas and where good sanitary practices require employees to wash and 

sanitize their hands.  Effective hand-cleaning and sanitizing preparations and sanitary towel 

service or suitable drying devices will be installed and utilized as well.                                 

TSG will provide its employees and visitors with adequate, readily accessible bathrooms that 

are maintained in a sanitary condition and in good repair.  TSG will also ensure that the 

facility is provided with a water supply sufficient for its operations, which shall be derived 
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from a source that is a public water system, or a nonpublic system that can provide a safe, 

potable and adequate supply of water to meet the operational needs of the facility.             

Adequate protection against pests will be provided using Integrated Pest Management (“IPM”) 

practices and techniques that identify and manage plant pathogens and pest problems, and the 

regular disposal of litter and waste to prevent infestation.  Potentially harmful cleaning 

compounds, sanitizing agents, solvents used in the growing and processing of medical 

marijuana, and pesticide chemicals will be labeled and stored in a manner that prevents 

contamination of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and 

medical marijuana, and in a manner that otherwise complies with other applicable laws and 

regulations.                                                                                                                                    

As part of the facility biosecurity system we will employ the Innovative Solutions Sanitization 

Technology which uses a patented air purification process that helps protect Cannabis 

Facilities from pathogens of all types. This technology helps cultivators produce quality, clean 

cannabis products by reducing Colony Forming Units (“CFUs”) of pathogens in the facility, 

and products produced to help them pass regulations.                                                        

Sanitation Technology: TSG will utilize state-of-the-art sanitation equipment provided by 

Innovative Solutions.  The Innovative Solutions Sanitization technology uses a Photo-

Catalytic Oxidation (“PCO”) technology that generates Advanced Oxidation Products 

(“AOPs”) that primarily consist of hydro-peroxides, or vaporized hydrogen peroxide. This 

replicates nature’s purifying process of using ultraviolet energy to activate a multi-metal 

catalyst and convert water vapor into peroxide and hydroxyls. These powerful oxidizers 

inactivate the microbe, rendering the contaminate harmless. The result is the destruction of 

odors, Volatile Organic Compounds (“VOCs”), mold, bacteria, and viruses.                          

The technology is “organic” and does not use or create any harmful chemicals and is 

completely SAFE for Humans and Plants. It is an “active” technology that sends the sanitizing 

purification from the Purifying Unit into the room to attack the pathogens where they exist on 

pots, shelves, plants, walls, lights, etc. It is recommended that the units operate 24 X 7 as a 

proactive preventative sanitization process.  Uses within the facility include installation in: 

HVAC Ducts, Grow Rooms, Dry Rooms, Processing Rooms such as trim, packaging, storage, 

etc., locker rooms, and offices.                                                                                   

Environmental Controls                                                                                                          

When practicing indoor horticulture, environmental control is paramount.  An inadequate 

environment will increase risk of insect, bacterial, and fungal contamination, as well as inhibit 

optimal growth of the plant.  Controlling all aspects of the indoor environment is done using 

an environmental control system, as well as a building management system.  The 

environmental control system works in tandem with the building management system to 
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maintain exact parameters, as well as maintain a clean workplace.  All intake and exhaust 

points on the exterior of the facility will be screened with 350-micron insect cloth.  This cloth 

will be supported by aluminum frames, and sealed to prevent any risk of infestation.  This 

screen is adequate size to control all insects including thrips, aphids, and mites, which are the 

most common pests associated with cannabis.  Employees will be required to document and 

record on the Facility Ventilation log when changing or cleaning any facility ventilation 

protective cover.  An example of the Facility Ventilation Protection log can be seen below.  

              

   

Humidity control is the most important aspect of Integrated Pest Management in the indoor 

horticulture environment.  High levels of humidity encourage molds and mildews, as well as 

create an environment perfect for the growth of insects.  Multiple sensors placed in each 

cultivation room will monitor humidity.  These sensors send data to the environmental control 

systems computer to be logged, trigger dehumidifiers, or set off an alarm.  Humidity is 

controlled by either dehumidification, or ventilation.  During operation ,humidity will be 

removed from the room using horticultural grade dehumidifiers.  In the event of a high 

humidity alarm, a ventilation system will exhaust the room to rapidly lower humidity.  Plant 

transpiration varies greatly between the light and dark periods in a grow room; anticipating 

this fluctuation critical.  Maintaining a humidity level between 20%-45% is the best defense 

against mold and mildew issues.                                                                                                                                             

Environmental control systems allow the user to easily control many set points, and 

parameters from a single location.  This system also allows logging and graphing of 

environmental parameters for later review.  CO2 control is an important aspect of the system, 

and several pieces of equipment must be linked to safely use supplemental CO2.  This 

equipment includes a CO2 regulator attached to a main feed line, CO2 PPM Sniffer, emergency 

shutoff, and emergency lighting.                                                                                                                                           

In the sterile cultivation environment, ventilation is used mainly as an emergency means to 

clear the air from a room.  In place of typical ventilation, supplemental CO2 will be introduced 

to the room at strictly regulated levels. The environmental system will be tied to several 

sensors that can trigger the ventilation system in the event of a high reading.  When the 

Facility Ventilation Protection (filters/screens)

Date: Employee:
Facility Ventilation Equipment/Area 

Serviced:

Date of Last 

Service:

Filter/Screen 

Replaced?
Notes/Comments

Filter/Screen 

Cleaned?

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NOYES NO YES NO
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computer system senses levels of CO2, temperature, or humidity above certain set points, it 

will initiate the ventilation system, and clear the air out of the room.  This air will be replaced 

by HEPA filtered air from outside of the grow room.  This ventilation system will initiate at 

the following set points Temperature On: 92⁰  Off:84⁰ , Humidity On: 70% Off: 45%, CO2 

On: 2000ppm Off: 800ppm.                                                                                                            

When considering lighting control, temperature and humidity must also be kept in 

mind.  Lighting can be thought of simply in terms of vegetative and flowering growth cycles, 

but lighting must also be considered when thinking about temperature and 

humidity.  Typically, lighting will be active either 12-hours, 18-hours, or 24-hours per 

day.  This also means that the cooling and dehumidification system will work differently at 

these times also.  A well dialed in environmental control system will handle these changes, 

and account for the increases and decreases in plant transpiration during light and dark 

periods.  In the indoor horticulture environment lighting control allows us to manipulate the 

season the plant perceives it is in.  Providing 18 or more hours of light will cause vegetative 

growth indefinitely, this is simulating spring and summer.  When the plants are provided 12 

hours of light, the flowering cycle begins; this is simulating the transition from summer to 

autumn.  An environmental control system will control the lighting system from a central 

computer.  This system will not only control the lights according to the desired growth period, 

but will also reduce the amount of operating lights in the event of a high temperature alarm.                                                                                                                                            

Monitoring and controlling temperature and humidity in a cultivation facility is paramount to 

plant health, integrated pest management, and product quality.  High temperatures and 

humidity create an optimum environment for insects and other pest.  Creating an environment 

which deters the growth of these pests as well as creates an optimum environment for plant 

growth.  Achieving this control will prove to be the most important aspect of the cultivation 

facility.  Temperature will be monitored by a computer based environmental control 

system.  Multiple temperature sensors will be strategically situated around each cultivation 

room, these sensors will send data to a central computer.  The environmental control system 

will then log this data for future reference, as well as allow the user to make adjustments, set 

alarms, and monitor the system from any location.  Temperature will be controlled using a 

HVAC system sized correctly for each growing area.  The environmental control system’s 

main computer will regulate the HVAC system.  Maintaining temperatures between 72⁰  and 

78⁰  is paramount plant health and Integrated Pest Management.  High temperatures 

encourage the rapid growth of pests as well as increase stress to the plant.  All rooms will have 

back up HVC systems for redundancy.                                                                                                                                   

Contamination Prevention                                                                                                         

To prevent contamination within the facility and to prevent the accumulation of marijuana oils, 

resins, plant material, and any pests, strict cleaning procedures will be followed.  Cleaning and 
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sterilizing surfaces will aid in pest management, as well as lowering overall microbial levels in 

processing areas, and on product.  Cultivation areas will undergo thorough cleaning in 

between the harvest stages, and plants reentering the room.  Once all plants are harvested, all 

non-permanent growing equipment will be removed, including pots, plant carts, scissors, 

etc.  An employee will thoroughly vacuum all surfaces to remove dust, loose debris, and any 

plant material.  The entire room will then be systematically misted with a chlorine dioxide 

solution.  This chlorine dioxide solution will begin to break down and sterilize any organic 

material so it may be easily wiped off in the next step.  This spray will also enter small spaces 

not easily reached by manual cleaning.  Fans will remain running during this spraying 

operation to ensure mist is moved around the room thoroughly.  Employees will then wipe all 

surfaces down with the same chlorine dioxide solution.  These two steps combined will assure 

all surfaces are clean and sterile.                                                                                                                                            

During daily operation, tools which come in contact with medical marijuana will be soaked in 

isopropyl alcohol.  Transport carts, worktables, and other cultivation furniture will undergo 

weekly cleaning and sterilizing.  After growing medium is disposed, plant containers will be 

washed and sterilized using a powered washing machine.  Pots will be sterilized using a 

hydrogen peroxide solution, and dried before use.                                                                                                                                                 

Due to the nature of medical marijuana products, cleaning surfaces in processing areas is 

crucial.  Build up caused by medical marijuana can be very difficult to remove when left for 

long periods of time.  For general removal of resins, a disposable cloth is coated with 91% 

isopropyl alcohol, and used to wipe all surfaces free of material.  For heavily soiled areas use a 

metal scraper to remove resins.  Medical marijuana trimming machines require daily cleaning 

to maintain performance, and sterility.  Machines will be disassembled, and separated 

depending on cleaning method.  Metal parts are cleaned using isopropyl alcohol; all other parts 

will be cleaned and sterilized using a steam cleaner.                                                             

Drying trays will be sterilized in between each use; wiping trays with isopropyl alcohol will do 

this.  Drying trays will be thoroughly cleaned monthly by first soaking them is hot water to 

loosen and material, then wiping trays down with isopropyl alcohol.  Curing containers will be 

cleaned and sterilized between uses by wiping down all surfaces with isopropyl 

alcohol.   Drying racks will also be wiped with isopropyl alcohol in between uses.                                                                                                                                                 

All areas of the facility, which will contain any medical marijuana product, medical marijuana 

products, or equipment, will have Puradigm air & surface sterilizing technology 

installed.  This system uses advanced oxidation, and multi-cluster ionization technology to 

instantly kill bacteria, mold, mildew, and other microbes.  General maintenance is required on 

these systems including changing bulbs, changing filters, and general cleaning.   This 

maintenance is done according to the manufacturers recommendations.                                                                                                                         
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After each drying period is complete, drying rooms will be vacuumed to remove dust and plant 

debris.  All surfaces in the room will be wiped with hydrogen peroxide or bleach 

solutions.  The processing, drying, curing, and packaging rooms will be cleaned thoroughly 

after each harvest.  All floors are first vacuumed to be free of dust and plant debris.  All 

surfaces are wiped clean and sterilized using either hydrogen peroxide or bleach 

solution.  This step will assure no microbial cross contamination between harvests.                                                                                                                                         

Employees will be required to record all cleaning and sanitation of any cultivation room or 

area on the Cleaning and Sanitation log sheet and the cleaning and maintenance of any 

equipment or tools on the Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation log sheet.  An 

example of the Cleaning and Sanitation and the Equipment Maintenance log sheet can be seen 

below.          

  

 
Apart from clean entry protocols practiced by agents, incoming soil and equipment must also 

be sterilized.  Incoming pallets of soil will be kept in a quarantine room containing Puradigm 

sterilizing technology.  Once the allotted time of air sterilization occurs, the pallets will be 

moved into a clean room air shower.  In the air shower, ions will be dispersed to remove static 

electricity from plastic bags.  Compressed air is blasted at the contents of the air shower, and 

the air is removed, and filtered.   The pallet is now ready to be used for transplanting.                                                                                                                                 

Product Safety                                                                                                                          

TSG’s top priority is to provide registered patients within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

with safe access and safe products that will alleviate their pain and suffering.  TSG has the 

highest regard for product safety and intends to cultivate, process and manufacture high 

quality marijuana and manufactured marijuana products for the patients we serve.  TSG will 

Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation

Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Notes/CommentsDate: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation
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ensure product safety by utilizing organizational plans and policies, training programs, and 

written standard operating procedures developed by TSG.                                                

Employee Requirements:  Excluding the designated “dirty zones” the facility is considered a 

“clean” room setting and as such employees of the facility will be required to change out of 

street clothes and into provided work wear to be worn during all scheduled work shifts.  The 

work wear will consist of a type of work-wear uniform or scrubs and garden shoes.  

Employees are expected to arrive at facility and enter the locker rooms immediately to change 

into provided work wear.  This will reduce the facility clean areas from exposure to outside 

contaminants such as pests and diseases. Employees will also need to be in compliance with 

the TSG Personal Hygiene policy.                                                                                              

TSG will require all employees involved with the processing and manufacturing operations to 

successfully complete a ServSafe® safe food handlers course including passing an exam with 

a minimum of a 75% score prior to be allowed to work within the licensed facility.  An 

employee shall otherwise conform to sanitary practices while working within the licensed 

facility, including:  maintaining adequate personal cleanliness, wearing proper clothing, 

including gloves, and washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area before 

starting work and at any other time when hands may have become soiled or contaminated.     

In addition, TSG will test all marijuana and manufactured marijuana products to determine and 

show the chemical profile of the test sample and to ensure the products are consistent and free 

from contamination as is required from state regulations. Finally, TSG will adopt a Quality 

Management System (“QMS”) to ensure product safety and quality remains at the core of 

daily operations.                                                                                                               

Laboratory Testing:   TSG will ensure compliance with all pertinent state laws and 

regulations pertaining to requirements for the use of a certified laboratory to perform content, 

contamination, and consistency testing on all marijuana or finished manufactured marijuana 

products.  TSG will ensure that no marijuana or finished manufactured marijuana products will 

be dispensed or made available for dispensing until a laboratory certified by the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Health (“Department”) has tested and certified 

that the marijuana and manufactured marijuana products and the products meet all 

specifications required by state regulations. As detailed in our written standard operating 

procedures, TSG will select and utilize a Department-certified independent testing laboratory 

that has adopted a complaint protocol to test marijuana and manufactured marijuana products. 

When selecting a laboratory, TSG will review the laboratory’s procedures for effective, 

validated, accurate and precise measurement of ∆9-Tetrahydrocannabinol (“THC”), 

Tetrahydrocannabinolic Acid (“THCA”), Cannabidiol (“CBD”), Cannabidiolic Acid 

(“CBDA”), Cannabinol (“CBN”), Cannabigerol (“CBG”), and terpenes, to ensure that our 

marijuana and manufactured marijuana products are free from contaminates and any other 

criteria the Department or TSG deems necessary.  It will be TSG policy to routinely test 
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marijuana plant material, cannabinoid concentrates, and in-process materials and finished 

packaged product to assure they meet all specifications as established by the state to identify 

the chemical profile of the batch and to ensure the products are not contaminated with any of 

the following:  residual solvents, processing chemicals or pesticides as defined by the state; 

foreign material such as hair, insects, or any similar or related adulterant; heavy metals as 

defined by the state; and any microbiological impurity as defined by the commonwealth.      

Each product manufactured within the production center will be tested for shelf stability. An 

ISO accredited testing laboratory will test marijuana product and manufactured marijuana 

products to determine the shelf life and stability of all final products. The tests will include but 

not be limited to pH, Water Activity (aw), and accelerated stability tests at high heat and 

humidity. The packaging for final marijuana and manufactured marijuana products will be 

designed to support and ensure the designated shelf life of the marijuana product. A batch will 

only be assigned an expiration date after the testing laboratory issues an authoritative 

Certificate of Analysis that meets all marijuana product specifications.  Data derived from the 

lab tests will determine the shelf life and the expiration date will be determined using the shelf 

life in conjunction with the date of production.    
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Certificate of Analysis:  As detailed in TSG ’s written standard operating procedures, TSG ’s 

registered employees will coordinate with the independent testing laboratory(s) to issue a 

certificate of analysis for each batch or lot of medical marijuana or manufactured medical 

marijuana products tested.  Each certificate of analysis will include sample test results that 

show the sample meets all specifications set forth in the current regulations.  The testing 

laboratory will also supply supporting data such as graphs and charts that display test results 

signifying batch purity, strength, consistency, and contaminates or lack thereof.  TSG will 

retain all certificates of analysis within a secure, lockable file cabinet located in an office in a 

limited access area of the licensed premise and make all certificates of analysis readily 

available to the Department upon request.                                                                               

TSG will require all batches of marijuana and finished manufactured marijuana products to be 

segmented in secure storage until the batch sample passes all required testing and the sample is 

determined to meet all specifications set forth in the regulations. At that point, the independent 

testing laboratory will produce a certificate of analysis and supporting data for the sample 

tests. Once TSG is in possession of the certificate of analysis for a particular batch, then that 

particular batch may be released for packaging, distribution and shipment to the medical 

marijuana organization. The process for releasing a batch for packaging and distribution is 

detailed in the TSG standard operating procedures. As part of this procedure TSG will require 

registered employees to revise and update the status of the batch within the BioTrackTHC™ 

inventory control system with its appropriate stage in the chain of custody e.g., “in cure, in 

batch hold for testing, awaiting delivery.”                                                                                   

Record on Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:
Grower 

Agent #2:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Notes/Details:

Notes/Comments:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO
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The BioTrackTHC software will allow the user populate any labs they will be working with 

into the system. Once added into the program, the user will be able to apply various test results 

to specific batches. Furthermore, all test results will be able to be printed on the labels of the 

products created.                                                               
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Section 21 – Quality Control and Testing for Potential Contamination 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that quality control measures and testing efforts must be 

in place to track active ingredients (THC and CBD) and potential contamination of 

medical marijuana products. 

  ☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
  No 

 

Section 22 – Recordkeeping 

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE RECORDKEEPING PLAN THAT WILL BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND 

SITE. THE PLAN SHOULD COVER, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: A SYSTEM FOR MONITORING, RECORDING, AND 

REGULATING TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY, VENTILATION, WATER SUPPLY, AND LIGHTING THAT AFFECTS THE GROWTH OF 

MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, AN EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE LOG, AND RECORDS OF INVENTORY AND ALL 

TRANSACTIONS. 

 

For the tracking of environmental readings, the Damatex Environmental Controller system has 

been selected. Damatex systems have been a trusted name in the agricultural industry for the 

past 15 years. Their systems work seamlessly with each other allowing for a centralized 

solution that can track, monitor and automate all environmental controls to ensure the quality 

and consistency of our products.   

 

Damatex Environmental Controller  

Damatex provides automated control systems for horticulture, aquaculture, and related 

biotechnology industries. The Damatex System is an all-in-one hardware and software 

platform for instrumentation monitoring, data acquisition, data logging, alarms, and automated 

equipment control. Their capabilities include facilities automation and specialty monitoring 

and control applications. Damatex is an automated control systems pioneer with over 15 years 

of leadership and innovation in control technology. They were among the first to use 

computers for integrating the control of controlled environments and irrigation systems.  

The Damatex Controller System will be utilized to track each stage of cultivation. We monitor, 

record and regulate all environmental conditions pursuant to § 1151.27. Requirements for 

growing and processing medical marijuana. Section (j) Subsections (1-5):  

• Temperature;  

• Humidity;  

• Ventilation;  

• Lighting; and   

• Water supply.  
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Damatex provides a complete hardware and software solution for monitoring and equipment 

automation needs. Every Damatex system provides three essential functions, the first function 

of the Damatex system is fully integrated equipment control.  Secondly, Damatex provides an 

advanced system for monitoring environmental conditions and will send audible alarms and 

alerts to the cultivation staff when environmental parameters are out of specifications.  Last, 

the Damatex system provides a data management package that monitors, records, and allows 

the end user to mine all data points so that clear data based decisions can be made on growing 

conditions.  The system gathers information from sensor devices such as temperature, wind 

speed, tank levels, pH, vent position, humidity, light, CO2 etc. It uses this information in 

conjunction with sophisticated internal algorithms to automatically control the equipment used 

to adjust air temperatures, humidity levels, ventilation, light, soil moisture, nutrients, and other 

target processes. At the same time, it constantly monitors critical conditions and control 

variables acting as an early warning system for power failures and equipment failures. 

Comprehensive data logging features enable us to record all sensor data and control 

parameters providing a continuous record of all control operations and conditions.  

For larger installations Damatex controllers are easily interlinked to create a single, facility-

wide system. They will be distributed throughout our operation to best suit our layout and 

control applications. Controllers can be ganged together in central locations or they can span 

long distances using Damatex system network communications technology.  Wireless control 

options are also available in situations where dedicated communications wiring is impractical. 

For maximum safety and reliability each controller operates autonomously and all controllers 

are continuously monitored.  

 Sensors   
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The Damatex Control system makes extensive use of sensor information for automated control 

applications, monitoring and alarms, and general data acquisition purposes. All systems 

feature high-resolution analog and digital frequency inputs specifically including:   

• Temperature;  

• Humidity;  

• Ventilation; 

• Lighting; and   

• Water supply.  

With more than a million parts of resolution over a 0-5-volt span, the Damatex system even 

supports direct connection of many sensors that produce signals of only a few millivolts. In 

addition to reducing the need for expensive signal amplification and conditioning equipment, 

this greatly reduces wiring complexity and simplifies the signal path for future troubleshooting 

and maintenance.  

The Damatex System provides on-board gain, offset, temperature compensation, linearization, 

display scaling, and other sensor specific calibrations to simplify sensor connections. This 

extensive on-board configurability often enables the use of lower cost sensors. All channels 

are continuously monitored for sensor failures and wiring faults, with configurable high and 

low reading alarm thresholds for each sensor.  

As part of Damatex’s system configuration service, they will configure all the sensors required 

for monitoring and automated control applications. This includes a careful analysis of each 

application, and the information that is required for safe, efficient operation and management. 

Since the Damatex system is completely integrated, we can often use the information from a 

single sensor for multiple purposes including control coordination and safety monitoring.  

Likewise, for added safety, redundant levels of monitoring can often be provided when 

multiple sensors are associated with a given application.   

 Control Capabilities  

• System hardware is highly modular and distributable;  

• All control hardware is Class 2 low voltage;  

• Controllers and I/O modules use simple two-wire power-over-network communications 

cabling;  
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• Each high-capacity controller operates a wired network of I/O modules. The number of I/O 

modules is expandable to suit the applications and processes being monitored and controlled;  

• A single controller can typically manage several climates and associated equipment systems;  

• High-resolution inputs;  

• Large installations (>100 controllers) can be configured;  

• Wired and wireless controller networks are supported;  

• Systems can range in size from a few control points to many thousands, and   

• Systems feature multi-point lightning protection and superior electrical noise rejection.  

Nutrient Injector and Irrigation Controller  

All aspects on plant fertigation is perfected by the Damatex nutrient injection system. All 

aspects of irrigation down to the droplet are tracked and monitored using this system. A 

consistent feeding schedule is programmed utilizing the most accurate system in irrigation 

technology.   

 

Damatex Systems have fully integrated irrigation and nutrient management capabilities for 

horticultural applications. The irrigation control features are the most complete and 

sophisticated in the industry. With an Damatex system, we can control any type of pump, 

valve, boom or another water management device. The advanced data recording and graphical 

display options we can easily track the performance of our controlled environments and all the 

equipment systems under our control. Instant access to historical data enables us to repeat past 

successes and closely monitor the performance of our climates over time. When changing over 

crops we can save all the control settings for later reuse, ensuring an exact reproduction of 

your control setup whenever you need it.   
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Fertigation Controller Package  

Fertigation is the process of delivering plants nutrients and water to produce a quality crop 

with higher yields. Employing an automated fertigation system helps us make informed 

decisions that can significantly impact water and nutrient usage as well as contribute to 

reducing disease. The methodology behind the technology is straightforward. Sensors measure 

the moisture in the media, if it gets too dry, the crop is automatically irrigated. Timely 

irrigation decisions translate into better nutrient management results. Most notable, the 

reduction of fertilizer leaching can lead to direct fertilizer savings as well as minimize the 

environmental footprint of runoff from approved herbicide, fungicide, and systematic pesticide 

applications. Also, for growers using controlled release fertilizers, there is great potential to 

monitor Electric Conductivity (EC) and determine how temperature and other environmental 

factors impact release rate (Burnett et al., 2014). As environmental regulations continue to get 

stricter, and consumer concern over the use of agrochemicals increase, adopting this type of 

technology allows us to evolve our standard practices and benefit from the improved crop 

outcomes.   

 

 

In-line Fertilizer Injection  

Pressurized in-line systems preserve the pressure and flow characteristics of the water supply 

system, eliminating the need for a re-pressurizing pump. With in-line systems, concentrated 

stock solutions are continuously injected into the water stream as irrigation events are 

underway. Mixing usually occurs in the downstream section of the irrigation pipe or in a small 

mixing section of the injector. Injection volumes are based on system flow rates, EC sensor 

feedback or a combination of the two.   

When automated injection controls are used, it is possible to rapidly change the dilute solution 

concentration by adding stock materials relative to the water flow. This is useful if the feed 

strength needs to be adjusted throughout the day to match growing conditions or if the feed 
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recipes or nutrient concentration need to be changed for various crops. In some instances, the 

actual fertilizer formulation can be changed by either switching to different sets of stock tanks 

or employing a ‘single-element’ dosing design where the individual fertilizer constituents are 

separated into several stock tanks. This enables our in-line injection system to operate in a 

multiplexing capacity, where we can simply ‘dial-in’ different feed recipes on the same 

irrigation system (although only one at a time). Our multi-feed injection system from Damatex 

tracks EC and pH targets for each recipe to ensure accuracy and as a basis for automatic feed 

strength correction, alarm monitoring, and quality assurance. Rather than rely exclusively on 

typical deviation based closed loop control, Damatex ‘Feed Forward’ software intelligence 

achieves precision dosing at all design flow rates without any striping inaccuracies, settling 

times or feedback loop oscillations.  

 

  

Light Monitoring and Controls  

Damatex has developed a novel control application specifically for managing and 

standardizing the total daily light delivered to crops.  Despite many advances in designs and 

equipment, light is at best a partially controlled variable for most horticulture applications. 

Even with the addition of supplementary lighting and shading systems, it is difficult to provide 

plants an exact amount of daily light given the unpredictability of weather and the seasonal 

fluxes in solar radiation reaching the crop. Traditional supplementary lighting strategies have 

focused on photoperiod extension and maintaining minimum light intensities. While these 

types of lighting strategies are useful, they are not an effective way to provide a uniform 

amount of daily light.   

The Damatex DLI Control Program begins with a target DLI and a predicted maximum DLI 

from sunlight based on the time of year, the location, and the light transmission efficiency of 
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the facility. Rather than rely on weather forecasts or external connections to forecast data, the 

program is fully self-contained. It calculates the potential available DLI from a Seasonal Light  

Intensity Model running natively on the Damatex system. This model calculates the dawn to 

dusk solar intensities for each day based on the predicted weekly maximum PAR intensity 

values at midday based on location and time of year. The DLI program updates its predictive 

calculations throughout the day by comparing the actual light received by the crop to the 

potential light (the amount of sunlight potentially available on a clear sunny day). 

Supplementary lights are only operated when the program determines there is a high 

probability that the DLI Target cannot be achieved using the remaining sunlight potential. In 

this way, it is possible to deliver an accurate, repeatable DLI while minimizing purchased 

energy and lamp operating hours.   

 

 To further increase overall accuracy and reduce energy use, the program can optionally 

compensate for any daily deviations between the actual DLI delivered and the DLI Target by 

carrying forward a rolling average for up to seven days. For example, if the DLI Target is 

exceeded by 2 moles/ m2 (per day) on a bright day (when there was no need for any 

supplemental lighting), this ‘surplus light’ can be carried forward into the next day’s 

calculations, reducing the next day’s DLI Target by 2 moles. This can produce a consistent 

multi-day average DLI even when there are some variations between days.  

The Illumitex Eclipse Fixture will be paired with the Illumitex Master Controller to monitor 

and control all lighting within the facility. This system in conjunction with the Damatex DLI 

Control Program will be utilized to control all lighting within the facility. Illumitex lighting 

has been selected due to their history with specialized horticultural lighting, as they provide 

knowledge and quality research to medical marijuana facilities across the country.  

Two very important features of the Illumitex Controllers are the auto-dim function and 

emergency shut-down. When the temperature in the grow room rises beyond the control level 

of our climate control our crop can be affected. The temperature probe senses this and will 
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automatically dim the lights to not overshoot our safe temperature, and maintain it. The 

display and warning LED indicate when this happens, and indicate if this has happened while 

we were away so we can correct the problem. If for any reason our climate control completely 

fails and the temperature rises to unacceptable levels the system will perform an emergency 

shutdown of all connected equipment. The alarm contact of the controller will be connected to 

our alarm system for instant notification to the Head of Cultivation.   

Temperature and Ventilation Controls This section demonstrates some of the principles, 

equipment, and cooling strategies required for the active management of air temperature and 

humidity at times when the incoming solar radiation levels exceed the heating needs of our 

crop.  

  

  

 

Leaf Temperature and Air Temperature 

The actual temperature of any given leaf in the facility depends upon the surrounding air 

temperature, the relative moisture content of the air, and whether it is in the direct rays of the 

sun. The cooling effect of evapotranspiration (the water transpired by plants and evaporated 

from wet substrates) is central to the ability of plants to regulate their tissue temperatures. 

When plants evaporate water into the surrounding air, they modify the properties of the air. 

The surrounding air temperature and the vapor pressure are decreased, while the relative 

humidity is increased. Whenever facility air is exchanged with outside air, this also has an 

effect, due to the change in temperature and the relative moisture content of the exchanged air.  
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Humidity and Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD)  

Vapor pressure deficit or VPD is a term used to describe how readily water will evaporate into 

a surrounding air mass. The VPD of a leaf is described as the difference between the humidity 

at the leaf surface, usually assumed to be saturated or 100% Relative Humidity (Rh), and the 

humidity of the surrounding air. The higher the VPD, the more readily water will evaporate. 

High VPD (low air moisture relative to the leaf surface) can lead to plant wilting, desiccation, 

and injury if plants are unable to evaporate enough water to keep up with the evaporation 

demand. When the VPD is too low, the surrounding air is so saturated with moisture that little 

or no water can be evaporated from leaf surfaces. This can result in inadequate water and 

nutrient transport within the plant, as well as diminished cooling and the potential for injury 

under  

extreme high temperatures (i.e. plants can ‘cook’ under a propagation tent even though the 

relative moisture content of the air is high).   

 Ventilation Strategy  

Our cooling strategy starts with the plants. They are excellent air conditioners. On warm days, 

forests tend to be cooler than deserts because the trees are actively cooling their leaves and the 

surrounding air through transpiration. Plants are highly adapted for variable temperatures and 

humidity conditions, and they attempt to actively regulate their tissue temperatures by 

evaporating water. They are so good at this, that we can consider our crop to be the primary 

cooling component in our facility, particularly if it is closely spaced with a lot of leaf surface. 

To maximize the ability of our plants to cool themselves, we need to supply plenty of water for 

transpiration on hot days. This involves extra irrigation and keeping the salinity of the rooting 

solutions relatively low to make sure that high salts don’t interfere with water uptake. Since 

plants can only evaporate water into air that is not already saturated, we need to provide 

ventilation to take away moist air and introduce drier (and hopefully cooler) air. Good air 

circulation will also improve the evaporation efficiency within the crop canopy by moving 

saturated air away from leaf surfaces and replacing it with dryer air.  

Ventilation is required for cooling to remove heated air and to introduce drier air for 

evaporative cooling. Our ventilation system is designed to be capable of exhausting at least 8-

10 cubic feet of air per minute for every square foot of cultivation area. Solar heat gain is 

dependent upon cultivation area, not volume, since no matter how tall our facility is, it 

receives approximately the same amount of solar energy per square foot. The ventilation 

system is designed to remove heat evenly from all parts of our facility, with no ‘hot spots’. 

Open doors do not create ‘short circuits’ in the flow of our ventilation system. In areas with 

extremely high temperatures and very dry air, it may be possible to maintain cooler air 

temperatures than outdoors by taking advantage of the combined effects of evaporative 
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cooling equipment and crop transpiration. To achieve this, controlled ventilation is required to 

introduce just the right amount of dry air to sustain the evaporative cooling rate, without 

causing an unwanted rise in VPD and air temperature.  

Although plants can control their leaf temperatures by evaporating water, this process can at 

times consume energy that should otherwise be used for active growth. Therefore, crops can 

often benefit from any help that reduces water stress, poor growth, and injury to tissues. 

Mechanical cooling (i.e. refrigeration-type air conditioning) is possible, but seldom affordable 

or practical for commercial facilities. Evaporative cooling techniques using pads & fans, fogs, 

mists, sprinklers etc. are utilized. However, their relative efficiency depends upon the amount 

of moisture already present in the air. Consequently, supplementary evaporative cooling 

systems are far more effective in desert climates than humid locations. Pad & fan systems 

draw outside air through a wet porous pad causing water to evaporate. This results in lowering 

the VPD, raising the relative humidity, and decreasing the air temperature. Mist and fog 

systems operate in much the same way except that they add moisture directly to the 

greenhouse environment where it then evaporates. In both cases, ventilation is required to 

exhaust the humidified air and exchange it with drier air so that evaporative cooling can 

continue.   

Mechanical pad & fan systems depend directly upon a continuous laminar airflow across the 

facility. They are very effective but there will always be a temperature gradient when they are 

in use, with the coolest air near the pads and the warmest air near the exhaust fans. Pad & fan 

systems are not easy to regulate since they are either all ‘on’ or all ‘off’. Also, since the water 

in the pads takes a while to completely evaporate it can be difficult to achieve an in-between 

effect by switching the water supply on and off in a pulsed manner. For these reasons, pad 

systems are being implemented to cool and humidify incoming air. Mists, fogs, and sprinkler 

systems are used with or without mechanical ventilation, but they still require controlled air 

exchange to maintain the correct humidity/air temperature balance. They can usually be pulsed 

on and off to achieve a fine degree of evaporative cooling control.   

So far, we have described some separate strategies for keeping plants cool that include 

enabling the plants to do some of the cooling, screening out as much excess light as possible, 

and using ventilation and evaporative cooling to actively cool the environment. The cooling 

requirement in our facility is continually changing, requiring constant adjustment of equipment 

to obtain a stable growing environment. We have elected to implement automated controls, 

particularly integrated control systems, to make the job of managing cooling much easier.   

Our integrated control systems by Damatex responds to the changing climate cooling needs of 

our crop by managing irrigation and EC levels, operating retractable shading systems, 

controlling the ventilation rate, and running evaporative cooling equipment. We have 

implemented a variety of equipment systems to be deployed simultaneously in a responsive, 
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intelligent manner to help keep the relative humidity, VPD, and the maximum temperature 

within your target settings. One of the benefits of an automated control system is that it allows 

us to use sophisticated strategies to operate our cooling equipment. For example, climate 

humidity sensors are not a particularly effective way to directly operate fog systems due to 

lags in sensor feedback. This can result in large cyclical swings in humidity & temperature. By 

using more sophisticated strategies to operate our cooling equipment, based on direct sensor 

information that is then modified by feed forward program equations, we can achieve 

smoother and more uniform results with less equipment cycling.  

 

Maintenance Plan and Schedule  

For each key machine or system, production prepares a maintenance plan and schedule.  The 

plan defines the scope and frequency of routine maintenance activities and inspections. Those 

activities include, as appropriate: adjustments, cleaning, inspection and testing of parts; fluid 

analysis; infrared monitoring of circuits; vibration analysis; replacement of fluids, lubricants, 

filters, seals, gaskets, drive belts and so forth.  

  

Maintenance plans are established based on equipment manufacturer’s recommendations and 

experience with equipment performance and reliability. When equipment manuals include 

such maintenance plans, the manuals may be used directly.  

Where production equipment required periodic adjustments by process operators, special 

written instructions, including any inherent limitations or allowable tolerances, are visibly 

posted near the equipment, or are otherwise available to the operators. Any adjustments of the 

process equipment are recorded on the control charts.  To identify equipment problems at an 

early stage and prevent breakdowns, process equipment operators are instructed to monitor 

tool wear, process performance, vibration, etc., and report any abnormal functioning to their 

supervisor.  

  

Records of Inventory and All Transactions   

Our record keeping procedures are compliant with and able to integrate to the state system 

identified in § 1151.39. Electronic tracking system. Once the Department has published the 

approved system in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the final decision on a record keeping software 

shall commence. In the interim, BioTrack THC has been selected as the preferred record 

keeping software to track inventory. The decision to start with BioTrack was made due to the 

fact they had won six government contracts to date and able to work online and offline in the 

event we lose internet connection. The software uses Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) 
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and bar code tagging to allow ease of use. The system has been available to clients 99% of the 

time since 2010.   

 TSG acknowledges that we must use the electronic tracking system prescribed by the 

Department containing the requirements in section 701 of the Act (35 P.S. § 10231.701). TSG 

acknowledges that an electronic tracking system that is approved by the Department will be 

deployed to log, verify, and monitor the receipt, use and sale of seeds, immature medical 

marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants, the funds received by a grower/processor for the 

sale of medical marijuana to another medical marijuana organization, the disposal of medical 

marijuana waste and the recall of defective medical marijuana. We have taken all steps 

required to build a compliant inventory management plan that will ensure timely reporting to 

the state.   

Operational Records to be Maintained by TSG:  

• Propagation Log  

• Transplant Log  

• Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives  

• Daily Environment Documentation  

• Plant Monitoring—inventory   

• POS Inventory  

• Inventory Reconciliation   

• Daily Medical Marijuana Products Transfer/Wholesale Log  

• Pest and Disease Identification 

• Pesticide/Fungicide Application  

• Harvested Cannabis Log  

• Marijuana Waste Log  

• Finished Marijuana Log  

• Cleaning and Sanitation Log  

• Product Recall Log  
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• Returned Marijuana Products Log 

• Employee List  

• Visitor Documentation Log  

 

Secondary Records:     

TSG will maintain, independent of the inventory control, a searchable, secure, tamper-evident 

record of each distribution.   TSG will require employees to maintain secondary records of the 

licensed premises.  The physical records and documentation log sheets will serve as 

secondary, back-up records and documentation that will be maintained independent of the 

inventory control system.  Per industry best practices, records required to be maintained 

separate of the inventory control system will include records of each distribution.  Records of 

distribution must include the name and address of the recipient, the quantity delivered, and the 

name, strength, batch number, and lot number of the product.  

 

Requirements of secondary records include the need for physical records to be maintained 

independent of the inventory control system. Physical records will be maintained within a file 

cabinet, separate from the inventory control system.  Physical records will be searchable and 

organized and filed alphabetically per recipient name.  Physical records will be kept secure 

and be maintained within the licensed premises, located within a limited-access area inside a 

manager office equipped with an independent security alarm system.  The records will be held 

within a lockable filing cabinet inside the secure office.  Records will be tamper-evident and 

the file cabinet where secondary records are to be maintained will have a secure, tamper-

evident locking mechanism on it.   

Inventory and Sales Recordkeeping:    

Medical Marijuana Products Daily Transfer/Wholesale

Date:
Employee 

1:
Product/Plant ID/Strain:

Quantity 

Wholesaled:
Transferred/Wholesaled To:

$ Amount 

Received:

Employee 

2:
Notes/Comments:
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As detailed within TSG’s written standard operating procedure for record keeping and 

documentation, registered employees will be required to make two separate sets of records 

within the facility operations; one set of records is to be maintained within the inventory 

control system and a second set of records is required to be maintained independent of the 

inventory control system.  The records to be documented, stored and maintained are 

highlighted within and throughout TSG’s written standard operating procedures.    

As a requirement of TSG’s written standard operating procedure for record keeping, is the 

recordation of shipments, which will be maintained independent of the inventory control 

system.   The record for shipments will document and create a record for each distribution 

from TSG’s licensed premises.   

TSG will maintain all records for shipment within the inventory control system as well as 

physical hard copies.  The physical hard copies will be maintained on-site within the licensed 

premises in a limited access area, as well as off-site at a secure records storage location.  The 

physical records of shipments maintained at the licensed premises will be held within a 

limited-access area or office that is secured by a security alarm system independent from the 

licensed premises’ main security alarm system.  The physical records will be further held 

within a searchable and secure, lockable, tamper-evident filing cabinet.  Records for shipment 

showing chain of custody and all distribution from the licensed premises will be organized and 

filed alphabetically per recipient name, making the files easily searchable.    

Also, detailed within TSG’s written standard operating procedure for the wholesale, 

transportation and shipping of medical marijuana, registered employees will be required to 

create a record for shipment prior to shipping any medical marijuana products from the 

licensed premises.  The record for shipment will include the name and address of the recipient 

of the distribution.  The record for shipment will include the quantity and weights of the 

medical marijuana products being shipped for distribution.  The record for shipment will also 

include the name, strength (laboratory test results), batch number, and lot number of the 

product.    

TSG has documented standards for the retention and storage of all records as well as 

highavailability of systems.  The operations ensure all documents are scanned into TSG’s 

systems, properly filed, and stored on encrypted arrays.  TSG will follow guidance defined 

under the HIPAA standards to ensure authentication, access control, logging, virus/malware 

control and security for data in transit and at the licensed premises.  On a periodic basis 

throughout the day, all encrypted onsite record repositories and servers are replicated over a 

256-bit encrypted tunnel to a secure offsite data center where encrypted storage arrays and hot-

standby servers to immediately restore services in the event of disaster are set up.  The data 
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center leverages 24 x 7 security staffing, key card and biometric access, CCTV cameras, and 

lockable cabinets to optimal guards are in place.  

Unless otherwise specified, TSG will retain records for a 5-year period.  Our electronic records 

process allows us to optimally replicate, secure, and maintain the quality of all records.  Our 

encrypted, tiered, scale-out arrays ensure we can grow to meet storage demands and ensure 

older records are moved to less frequently accessible archival repositories.  Identical archival 

practices are leveraged both onsite and in our private cloud to meet retention requirements.  

Cultivation Recordkeeping:   Medical marijuana organizations operate in a highly-regulated 

industry, as such proper record keeping and documentation are essential within the licensed 

facility.  TSG will utilize equipment and a system for monitoring, recording, and regulating 

the temperature, humidity, ventilation, water supply, and lighting that affects the growth of 

medical marijuana plants.  As explained in Section 17—Growing Practices; the environmental 

control system to be utilized will aid in maintaining these required cultivation records.    

Cultivation Facility Evaluation:  Cultivation operations employees will evaluate the entire 

cultivation operational area daily to ensure the cultivation areas are clean and free of debris, 

that equipment is operating properly and not in need of any maintenance, and to ensure the 

medical marijuana plants growing conditions are adequate and that the plants are healthy and 

disease and pest free.    
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Cultivation Facility Evaluation

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Overall Plant Health:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Propagation/Clone Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Notes/Details:

Date: Time: Employee:

Mother Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Equipment Maintenance Log:   TSG will keep an Equipment Maintenance Log for all 

routine maintenance, equipment cleaning and equipment inspections or other maintenance 

work performed.  In addition, additional parts for critical systems will be maintained onsite to 

expedite any repairs if required.  

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Notes/Details:

Flowering Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

CO2 Level: Plant Flowering Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Additional Notes/Details:

Plant Vegetative Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Vegetative Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?): YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Facility Ventilation Log:    TSG will also keep a separate Facility Ventilation Protection Log 

for all routine maintenance, cleaning and replacement of all facility ventilation screens/filters.    

 

 

BioTrack THC Reporting Modules: BioTrackTHC’s reporting module can generate daily 

reports for an establishment’s inventory, acquisitions, harvests, sales, disbursements, and 

disposals. These records are kept indefinitely. Whether the establishment is harvesting or 

receiving product from another establishment, the system can keep full record of who is 

providing the marijuana and/or marijuana infused products. The system will keep record of the 

following, and much more; dates of transfers and transactions, batch numbers, quantity, 

product weight, usable amount in each infused product, and the agent’s registration card 

number. These records can be pulled up for any time in the reporting module.  

Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation

Facility Ventilation Protection (filters/screens)

Date: Employee:
Facility Ventilation Equipment/Area 

Serviced:

Date of Last 

Service:

Filter/Screen 

Replaced?
Notes/Comments

Filter/Screen 

Cleaned?

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO
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 The system comes preloaded with over 140 industry-specific reports developed over years of 

feedback and experience from cannabis business operators in both the medicinal and adult-use 

(recreational) cannabis markets. License holders can create their own customized reports 

specific to their workflow or standard operating procedures. If the license holder prefers, the 

BioTrackTHC™ team can build the custom reports for them at an additional charge. The 

reporting functionality from the system allows the license holder to pull reports regarding 
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supply chain, employee actions, quality control, destruction, transportation, and various other 

events that take place within the processes of the cannabis industry. 

 

Part E – Applicant Organization, Ownership, Capital and Tax Status 
(Scoring Method: 150 Points) 

 

SECTION 23 – ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
Applicant’s Form of Organization 

Check One 

☐ C-Corporation                                            ☐ S-Corporation                    ☐ Limited Liability Company 

☐ Sole Proprietorship                                   ☐ Partnership                         ☐ Limited Liability Partnership 

☒ Limited Liability Limited Partnership    ☐ Non-Profit Organization  ☐ Other (explain): TEXT HERE 

 

Applicant’s Organization Documents 

State of Incorporation or Registration: Delaware Date of Formation: 07/09/2015 

Business Name on Formation Documents: The SENTEL Group 

 

Applicant’s Identification Numbers 

Federal Employer ID number: 
 
81-303-5859 

PA Unemployment Compensation Account Number: 
 
N/A 

PA Department of Revenue Tax number (if 
applicant is currently doing business in 
Pennsylvania):  
 
N/A 

PA Workers’ Compensation Policy Number (if 
applicant is currently doing business in 
Pennsylvania): 
 
N/A 

 

The applicant affirms that workers’ compensation insurance will be obtained by the 
time the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

SECTION 24 – BUSINESS HISTORY AND CAPACITY TO OPERATE 
DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS HISTORY AND YOUR ABILITY AND PLAN TO MAINTAIN A SUCCESSFUL AND FINANCIALLY 

SUSTAINABLE OPERATION: 
 

Introduction 

 

The Sentel Group (“TSG”) intends to be a committed partner to the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania in helping increase the wellness of those eligible for medical marijuana use.  

TSG’s mission is to employ best practices in medical marijuana horticultural and agricultural 
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cultivation in developing high quality varieties of medical marijuana products, featuring unique 

cannabinoid profiles to provide relief for qualifying conditions as recommended by certifying 

physicians.  

 

TSG ensures business success in the implementation and operation of its Pennsylvania medical 

marijuana grower/processor facility due to an array of factors, including the significant 

investment TSG has already made into its medical marijuana organizational efforts within the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  TSG’s senior management’s fully verifiable business history, 

capitalization, and ability to implement and maintain extremely successful businesses are some 

of the reasons TSG would be able to operate and maintain a successful and financially viable 

medical marijuana organization within the Commonwealth.  TSG has assembled industry 

standard compliant business plans, processes, and practices.  TSG is an extensively experienced 

group of highly qualified, experienced, and skilled advisors and employees and TSG has already 

assembled Pennsylvania regulatory compliant cultivation and processing SOPs.    
 

Business History and Ability 

 

First, in terms of business history, TSG’s senior leadership brings to bear nearly three decades 

of verifiable domestic and international business leadership experience, including delivering a 

broad range of innovative technologies in science, research, and development.  Established in 

2015, TSG was initiated out of a single devotion to the advancement of health care through 

progressive technologies. TSG has been issued a Medical Cannabis Dispensary License Pre-

Approval by the state of Maryland and is currently in the process of constructing a Maryland 

dispensary facility.  

 

TSG’s principal objective in Pennsylvania is to provide an all-natural, medical grade product, 

grown specifically to alleviate symptoms of debilitating medical conditions.  TSG will 

accomplish this mission in Pennsylvania by leveraging its management and advisory staff’s 

combined experience and expertise in the development and implementation of state-of-the-art 

scientific and technological advancements to do so safely and effectively.  

 

TSG is a self-funded company and is 100% owned and operated by Mr. Russell Wright, who 

serves as the Company’s President and CEO.  Mr. Wright comes from a long line of healthcare 

caregivers, including his father, Dr. Robert Wright, who is a physician and is currently on the 

Board of Trustees for Morehouse School of Medicine and Columbus State University, and on 

The Ohio State University Alumni Advisory Council.  Russell’s mother and grandmother were 

nurses as well making the Wright family intimately familiar with the mission of offering 

effective and quality healthcare related services and products that set community standards and 

exceed expectations.  TSG intends on doing so within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania by 

cultivating and processing medical grade marijuana, to be dispensed by board 

certified pharmacist, to qualified patients and caregivers of the Commonwealth in accordance 

with industry best practices resulting in the highest standards for quality and purity.  

 

TSG’s success has, in part, been based on the blended business principles and business plans of 

five predecessor organizations where Russell served as Chairman and/or CEO.  These 
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companies are comprised of Dimensions International, Inc. (“Dimensions”), R&R Enterprises, 

Flight Explorer, SENTEL Corporation (“SENTEL”) and Brilliant Engineering.  These are all 

proven companies that were all exceptionally successful.  For instance, Dimensions initially 

started out with only Russell and two other employees and it rapidly grew to provide a wide 

range of services including research and development, science and engineering, security and IT 

in over 100 locations across the United States and internationally over the span of 14 years.  In 

July of 2007, Dimensions International was acquired by Honeywell, International for over 

$230,000,000.00. (please see http://www.blackenterprise.com/small-business/5-tips-hiring-

talent-management-russell-wright-sentel-corp/)  

 

Additionally, SENTEL (with core competencies including research and development, integrated 

logistics, engineering, security and IT) averaged annual revenues of $50,000,000 from 2010-

2014; and the firm’s 2016 annual revenues amounted to over $100,000,000.  Additionally, the 

work Mr. Wright is currently managing for his firm includes a Pennsylvania Army National 

Guard (“PAARNG”) prime contract awarded to the firm in November of 2011 in the amount of 

$4.44M. On this contract, Mr. Wright initially had a staff of nearly 20 fulltime personnel 

providing logistics support 

services to the state of 

Pennsylvania.  The company is 

currently providing property 

accountability, assistance 

management, and asset visibility 

support functions and services to 

assist the United States Property 

and Fiscal Officer for 

Pennsylvania and PAARNG 

Units with the execution of 

property accountability 

management and visibility 

support functions, including 

providing technical support and 

guidance for Property Book and related projects.  

The TSG leadership team has extensive experience executing effective and efficient business 

plans and operations time and time again for separate businesses to become successful one after 

the other.  The ability to plan and maintain a successful and financially sustainable operation is 

also re-enforced by the fact that TSG’s business plan is comprised of both industry standard and 

corporate specific, tried and tested methodologies and because TSG is comprised of the same 

leadership implementing a similar business plan aids in ensuring TSG’s continued operational 

and financial success.  TSG’s sole owner Mr. Russell Wright has capitalization currently valued 

at approximately $35,000,000.00 as outlined in more specific detail in the capitalization portion 

of this application, which further ensures Mr. Wright’s ability to continue investing in TSG to 

ensure its continued success. 

 

By leveraging the mainstay of some of the other successful businesses that Mr. Wright currently 

owns, SENTEL and Brilliant Engineering, the resources and infrastructure needed to fulfill the 

http://www.blackenterprise.com/small-business/5-tips-hiring-talent-management-russell-wright-sentel-corp/
http://www.blackenterprise.com/small-business/5-tips-hiring-talent-management-russell-wright-sentel-corp/
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Commonwealth’s requirements as a cultivator and processor of medical marijuana in the State 

of Pennsylvania, have already been assembled. For instance, TSG already has existing industry 

standard processes in place, to include International Organization for Standardization (ISO 

9001) and Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI Level II and III) compliant 

infrastructure in place to include accounting and finance, human resources, IT, security, ethics, 

purchasing, administration and management (precautionary business measures have been put in 

place however to ensure that TSG remains a wholly separate and distinct organization from the 

other companies Russell Wright currently owns).  

 

Thus, the fact that TSG’s senior management has and is currently successfully doing business 

in Pennsylvania and for the Pennsylvania state government, along with the fact that the tried and 

tested business processes described above have already been implemented in creating and 

maintaining TSG’s business practices, further leads to ensuring TSG’s continued success post 

PA medical cannabis license award.  

 

Moreover, TSG’s business plan also entails provisions that upon license award, Russell Wright 

is to immediately and fully commit himself to TSG operations in PA so as to ensure that in 

addition to the already assembled management and advisory teams put in place to provide 

oversite, he personally provides direct oversite on all business, management, and operational 

aspects of the business at all times. Thereby ensuring his full commitment to the business so as 

to further ensure the business’ success.  

 

In addition to TSG’s leadership and their experience putting together successful teams, a 

comprehensive advisory board and management team has already begun to be formed.  This 

group is comprised of distinguished industry researchers, technologists, engineers, scientists, 

developers, analysts and planners who are extensively experienced and distinguished in the field 

of medical cannabis (including in-patient care and access, safety and security, training and 

education, and community enhancement), and who are fully committed to the successful 

execution of the Pennsylvania Department of Health’s mission (some of the specific subject 

matter experts retained for this effort, along with their credentials, are outlined in the second 

section of this question).  

 

Additionally, TSG has selected ACC, a known regulated cannabis industry leader in the field of 

medical cannabis cultivation, employee education and training, regulatory compliance and 

deployment of operations to provide direction and oversite on all of TSG’s cultivation and 

processing efforts.  ACC’s current officers and senior employees are comprised of former 

owners and operators of a regulated cannabis businesses.  In operation since 2013, ACC has 

assisted clients in more than 9 US markets and Canada.  This extensive experience has been 

used for the development of employee training materials and SOPs.  All TSG employees will 

receive extensive hands-on education and training from ACC prior to beginning any operations 

within the facility.   

 

The knowledge, experience and expertise provided by ACC will be vital to our operational 

strategies and efforts.   ACC has created a specialty blended super soil specifically formulated 

for optimal cannabis plant production and cultivation and has established the Geoponics 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB0QFjAAahUKEwif58yJ2urIAhVDHR4KHcg9Drw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.iso.org%2F&usg=AFQjCNGpo76kUCYLHRrJE75GAgqvqEcs1A&bvm=bv.106379543,d.dmo
http://americancannabisconsulting.com/services/solutions/#geoponics
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Methodology of cultivation which promotes genetic optimization of the cannabis plant.  ACC’s 

assistance to TSG includes providing strategic planning, the initial cultivation facility design 

and industry best practice standard operating procedures.  Further, should a grower/processor 

license be awarded to TSG, ACC will provide direct oversite, guidance, and assistance to TSG 

on all cultivation facility buildouts, staffing requirements, operational management, regulatory 

compliance related matters, employee education and training and other operational support as 

needed.    

 

ACC has successful aided clients in the deployed operations in newly developed markets within 

the US and will do the same for TSG within the Commonwealth if issued a grower/processor 

permit.  These deployment operations included the review, screening and interviewing of 

potential employee candidates and recommending which candidates should continue the 

interviewing process.  Once candidates have been identified for an employment position, ACC 

will aid TSG in the onboarding of said employee.  Once employees have been onboarded, ACC 

will come in market to the TSG location to provide education and training programs for all 

retained employees.  ACC will ensure TSG: (1) provides the highest quality, fresh, organically 

grown cannabis (2) an effective and efficient cultivation environment with a proved workflow; 

(3) the commitment to ensuring a safe and secure cultivation facility; and (4) employee 

dedication.  

 

TSG’s cultivation and processing facility, under the direction of ACC, will be run by 

experienced staff including cultivating and processing agents who will ensure that cultivating 

and processing of medical cannabis is in line with industry best practices. TSG will also work 

with its cultivation experts to improve and develop varieties of medical cannabis for targeted 

cannabinoid therapies. 

 

In examining the market, medical cannabis is a relatively new industry in the U.S., and because 

of this it will be important for TSG to keep abreast of industry trends, competitive business 

models, technology, and data collection. As such, TSG will keep informed of new technologies 

and products in the industry, aiming to create some of it ourselves. As the business expands, 

TSG will involve others in the industry in collaborative partnerships to increase medical 

knowledge of cannabis in treating eligible conditions as recommended by certifying physicians. 

Thus, TSG is dedicated to research in cultivation and processing, providing its facilities with 

continuous ways to improve.  

 

Specifically, TSG’s research will be led by TSG’s Medical Director and renowned medical 

cannabis researcher, Dr. Sisley, whose experience includes currently serving as a Principal 

Investigator in the nation’s only FDA-Approved Investigation with regards to the safety and 

efficacy of medical marijuana in veterans with chronic, treatment-resistant PTSD. Dr. Sisley has 

served in this role for the past 7 years and has over 20 years of medical experience, including 

serving as the Program lead for the Arizona Medical Marijuana Physician Education Program 

(University of Arizona Grant Funded by the Arizona Department of Health Services), and has 

over 15 publications related to medical cannabis research.  

 

http://americancannabisconsulting.com/services/solutions/#geoponics
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TSG has retained Dr. Suzanne Sisley as its Pennsylvania medical marijuana subject matter 

expert throughout the application process as she has been providing TSG advisement by means 

of extensive application input and review.  Dr. Sisley will also provide Pennsylvania medical 

marijuana cultivation and processing advisement.  In this role, Dr. Sisley’s responsibilities will 

include: 

1. Advising TSG with respect to various medical marijuana cultivars and strains that have 

been shown to aid in the treating of various ailments; 

2. Working directly with growers to provide oversite on proper agricultural practices 

including eliminating pesticides through advocating nontoxic pest management 

techniques, and; 

3. Providing Oversite to processing and ensuring no detectable residual solvents are present 

in any medical marijuana products.  

 

As such, TSG believes Dr. Sisley will further assure TSG’s success in terms of providing TSG 

with continued guidance to keep TSG abreast of leading research in the field. 
 

Staff Training 

TSG has created SOPs to promote safe and effective growing and handling practices for all staff 

engaged in all cultivation and manufacturing processes at the facility.  TSG did so with the 

assistance of ACC, and has also adopted medical cannabis cultivation standards from the 

American Herbal Pharmacopeia, American Herbal Products Association (“AHPA”), USDA 

Organic Standards, and FDA standards, to include: cultivation; manufacturing; product 

handling; packaging and labeling; quality control and testing; local, state, and federal cannabis 

laws; good agriculture and sanitation practices; medical cannabis product safety, and facility 

safety and security protocols, and; Pennsylvania record keeping and regulatory responsibilities. 

 

Following TSG’s SOPs, the appropriate staff’s cultivation training will include all aspects of 

medical marijuana horticulture and cultivation specific to our operations. Cultivation employee 

training includes but is not limited to: plant variety selection and genetic diversity; supply chain 

production process; environmental control system operations; pest and plant disease 

management systems; water quality and testing; sanitation and hygiene; equipment 

maintenance, and; fertilizer and plant nutrient formulas. 

 

Cultivation employees will also be trained in how to manage crops after they are moved to the 

post-harvest room, and to keep post-harvest containers maintained at levels so that no 

compacting of harvested medical marijuana occurs.  Employees will be trained in the extensive 

recordkeeping which will, at a minimum, include: the quantity of the harvest; planting and 

harvest dates; description of the cultivation site; the life cycle state of the harvested crop; 

cultivation records; beginning and ending batch weights, and all relevant information regarding 

equipment used as described in the operating procedures portion of this application.  Included 

will be a list of each employee working in each processing operation; and, the steps that are 

taken to ensure worker safety and hygiene.  TSG will be training all employees on how medical 

marijuana products are moved to the processing area within the facility for extraction and 

manufacturing purposes.  
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TSG employee training will also include an overview of packaging and labeling regulations to 

ensure proper packaging and labeling of medical marijuana products.  Employees will be 

responsible for testing, weighing, counting, ensuring accurate labeling, and packaging of all 

medical marijuana forms and will be trained in procedures for packaging medical marijuana and 

medical marijuana products.  Management will train employees on the shipment and packaging 

protocols including following regulations that: packaging shall be child-resistant, tamper-proof, 

opaque and properly labeled containing the proper warnings in accordance with current 

regulations. 

 

TSG will maintain records documenting all completed trainings and will ensure the staffing plan 

and training requirements meet the needs of the TSG and of the Commonwealth.  All employees 

will receive ongoing training at least on an annual basis.  

 

Hiring and training well-qualified and diverse employees is TSG’s hiring goals with plans to 

hire from the local community and provide living-wage jobs with proper training, educational 

opportunity and benefits, including retirement plans.  TSG’s guiding principles of putting people 

before profits in the cultivation and processing of medical marijuana and medical marijuana 

product varieties for targeted cannabinoid therapies for qualifying conditions.   

 

Additionally, insuring TSG’s business success is TSG’s well established company structure, 

including its management and advisory team.  TSG operates as an LLC and is comprised of a 

management and advisory board who have been formed to bring the vision and mission of the 

organization to life.  The management team will be responsible with the overall day-to-day 

operations of the business and the Advisory Board, comprised of specialists to include 

physicians, researchers, security specialists, educators, and quality assurance specialists, will 

serve to provide TSG with additional guidance. 

 

When initially putting together TSG’s management and advisory team, Russell Wright screened 

and vetted each member of the team to ensure that each member clearly possessed the ability, 

expertise, and experience to assist TSG in developing an effective and efficient business plan so 

as to render the business successful, in addition to ensuring that each expert shared his vision of 

contributing to Pennsylvania’s communities.  

In addition to the TSG Employees referenced in Section 9 of this application, TSG’s cultivation 

and processing advisors are listed below, all of whom TSG has been in constant and continuous 

communications with TSG regarding this effort.  

 

Cultivation Advisors 

 

James A. Saunders, PhD, will serve as the TSG’s Lead Grower Advisor. Dr. Saunders, a 

Fullbright Senior Scholar, received his Bachelor of Arts in Zoology with an emphasis in 

Chemistry from the University of South Florida, his Ph.D., in Botany and Natural Products 

Biochemistry from Miami University., OH, and completed his Postdoctoral studies in 

Biochemistry & Biophysics at the University of California at Davis (1977).  Dr. Saunders has 

approximately 30 years of experience in agricultural and horticultural production, including 28 

consecutive years of cannabis growth and processing experience. Dr. Saunders worked as a plant 
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biochemist (GS- 11-15) for the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and in the Tobacco 

and Drug Crops Laboratory for over 28 years. During this time, Dr. Saunders’ official USDA 

duties consisted primarily of plant growth, including cannabis, as well as directing licensed drug 

fields and greenhouses containing cannabis on federal property given the focus of his USDA 

Tobacco and Drug Corps Laboratory work consisted of conducting research on the chemistry 

and medicinal effects of secondary natural plant products, especially those found in Cannabis. 

As such, he was responsible for managing and maintaining approximately 8000 sq. ft. of 

greenhouse space and also maintained a Pennsylvania certified pesticide applicators license 

during this time. This research has also required him to maintain Schedule I and II-IV, 

Pennsylvania State and Federal Controlled substances licenses from 1978-2011.    

 

Additionally, Dr. Saunders owned and operated a successful horticultural business, Native 

Seeds, Inc. (production and sales of various retail seeds) from 1981-1997. He also served as an 

adjunct professor teaching horticultural courses for the Department of Entomology, Department 

of Natural Resource Sciences and Landscape Architecture at the University of Maryland (1983 

to 2005), as Greenhouse Manager for Miami University, and worked as a fruit and citrus crop 

farmer from 1964-1969.   

 

Dr. Saunders served as the Director of Molecular Biology, Biochemistry and Bioinformatics for 

Townson University and on the Advisory and Editorial Board of the International Journal of 

Medical, Pharmaceutical, & Biological Sciences and on an array of additional plant genomics, 

natural product plant biochemistry, gene transfer, extraction technologies, and hybridization 

advisory boards. He has published 95 career publications, edited 9 books, made over 300 

scientific presentations, conducted extensive research on cannabis biochemistry, growth and 

processing of cannabis, and has thus far received over $3M in agricultural and horticultural 

related career grants and awards. 

 

TSG has been in continued communications with Dr. Saunders, who, upon the TSG receiving a 

Pennsylvania Grower’s License, is fully committed to serving as TSG’s Lead Grower Advisor. 

In this position, Dr. Saunders will apply his extensive horticultural, agricultural, and cannabis 

specific growth, processing, and research experience not only to lead the TSG’s experienced 

Grower Agent team in all steps of the cannabis growth process in growing an wide range of 

existing cannabis varieties, but will also assist in developing new medical cannabis varieties for 

targeted cannabinoid therapies. He will also ensure the application of best medical cannabis 

industry practices in doing so to assist TSG in providing the highest quality varieties of medical 

cannabis to the emerging Pennsylvania market, featuring unique cannabinoid profiles to provide 

relief for qualifying conditions as recommended by certifying physicians.  

 

Processing &Manufacturing Advisors 

 

Dr. Justin Frederico, Ph.D. medical cannabis experience includes serving as the Director of 

Research for Justben Agriculture, LLC, in Yardley Pennsylvania leading agricultural research 

under the Pennsylvanian Department of Agriculture permit for industrial hemp pending 

approval. Dr. Frederico also currently serves as the Technical Director of the Pennsylvania Big 

Leaf Laboratories LLC where is responsible for overall quality control, selection of essential 
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oils, distillation, and extractive separation of components. He is also currently the technical 

director of Creative Accord LLC, in Pennsylvania, where he directs the company’s activities in 

research and development, applications and regulatory activities.  

 

He previously served as staff scientist for Keller and Heckman, where he was served as a 

regulatory and scientific subject matter expert for clients in complying with regulatory issues 

under the Environmental Protection Agency and Food Drug Administration (FDA) regarding 

the Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA), risk management program, pesticide registrations, 

and dietary supplements.    

 

Dr. Frederico’s chemistry skills include hands-on gas chromatography coupled with mass 

spectroscopy, flame ionization, nitrogen and phosphorous detection, deconvolution report 

generation; hands-on processing of botanicals on Apex super critical carbon dioxide extraction 

unit; product extraction; purification and separation utilizing analytical & semi-preparative high 

pressure liquid chromatography, and column chromatography. 

 

He is a Certified OSHA HAZWOPER at technician level and is also certified in basic radiation 

health and safety.   Dr. Frederico’s Postdoctoral Research in Chemistry was conducted at 

Columbia University, he holds his Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry and his B.A. in chemistry and 

biology from Temple University. 

 

Mr. Gregg Hanson is a chemist with over 23 years of knowledge in formulating and 

manufacturing over the counter (OTC) pharmaceutical products in his FDA Registered and 

cGMP OTC laboratory facilities. He is also extensively engaged in research and development 

and clinical testing of new treatments and as a scientist, takes pride in his medical research 

leading to the ability to change lives. Mr. Hanson’s research specialties include understanding 

the different impacts on various elements of the activity of human stem cells. Mr. Hanson’s 

education is in marketing and chemistry, having spent nearly 10 years in a prominent 

marketing agency prior to exercising his compounding/chemistry background. Mr. Hanson 

was born and raised in South Eastern Pennsylvania. 

 

Chairman of Advisory Board, Business Advisor       

                                                                                                                                                                                         

Dr. Robert Wright, M.D. is a physician with 45 years of experience in government, business, 

finance, and project management with significant expertise leading and growing successful 

businesses. Dr. Wright was appointed by President Reagan to the position of Associate 

Administrator for Minority Small Business at the U.S. Small Business Administration, and was 

also a Member of the Columbus City Council for three terms. Presently, he serves as Chairman 

Emeritus of SENTEL Corporation.   

 

He is a respected member of several boards, including Aflac, where he serves as Director 

Emeritus, The Horatio Alger Association Board of Directors, and the Board of Trustees for 

Columbus State University.  He is a former member and Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees 

for Morehouse School of Medicine, and former member of The Ohio State University Alumni 

Advisory Council.  He has also served on the Board of Governors for the Joint Center for 
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Political and Economic Studies, the Executive Leadership Cabinet for the Martin Luther King, 

Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation, and former Chairman of the Presidential Commission 

for the National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington, DC.  

 

In addition, he has been privileged to receive numerous awards and honors, the most recent 

being the 2014 Congressional Black Caucus Annual Phoenix Award, presented to him in a 

ceremony that was attended by the President & First Lady of the United States of America. Dr. 

Wright was also the recipient of the 2001 Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year award, Man 

of the Year award from Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, and a recipient of the NAACP Achievement 

Award and PUSH Excellence Award.  
 

Pennsylvania Legal Advisory Team: 

Cozen O’Connor Law firm- With Mr. Thomas A. Decker (former chairman of the 

Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board) as the firm’s current CEO and  former Pennsylvania 

Attorney General and Current Chairman of the new Pennsylvania Banking and Securities 

Commission, Jerry Pappert, as a member of its commercial litigation group as a shareholder, 

Cozen O’ Connor leads an exceptionally well-established law firm. One of Cozen O’Connor’s 

top specializations is cannabis law, offering the depth and breadth of relevant experience needed 

to operate effectively in the cannabis industry.  

Babst Calland Attorneys at Law- TSG has also retained Babst Calland, Attorneys at Law, 

and specifically one of the firm’s shareholders, Mr. Blaine Lucas, as its counsel due to his 

specific experience with various relevant PA regulations.  

Babst Calland law firm specializes in an array of fields ranging from environmental, corporate, 

commercial, contract, and employment law. They have been ranked in the 2017 U.S. News & 

World Report and Best Lawyers® “Best Law Firms” list nationally in seven practice areas and 

regionally in 28 practice areas.  Mr. Lucas has been recognized as one of Pennsylvania’s top 

lawyers since 2006, according to an annual survey published in Philadelphia magazine. 
 

Compliance and Training Advisor 

 

Ms. Nichole West is a cannabis compliance specialist who has been operating legal industry 

based businesses for over 6 years, and has helped companies throughout Colorado, Washington 

and Nevada obtain 10 licenses.  Additionally, she possesses extensive cultivation knowledge. 

Ms. West is certified through the Colorado Department of Higher Education to teach the 

"Responsible Vendor Program" as well as cannabis business courses and has taught over 600 

students how to operate their job or company to the letter of the law.  Further, she has consulted 

several city and county municipalities throughout California on Cannabis Law Development as 

the industry has expanded.  Ms. West will provide TSG with both training and compliance 

advisement. 
 

Clinical and Medical Research Advisors 
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Dr. Malik Burnett, M.D., is a physician and surgeon renowned in the field of medical cannabis 

and will assist TSG with conducting research in the field of medical marijuana, and advise TSG 

with respect to various medical marijuana cultivars and strains in treating various ailments.  Dr. 

Burnett is currently a resident physician with the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 

Health, developing the empirical data focused on shifting drug policy from a criminal justice 

framework to a public health framework.  He formerly served as a Policy Manager for the Office 

of National Affairs where he assisted in developing legislation creating a regulatory structure 

for legal marijuana grounded in racial and social justice and was involved in lobbying federal 

officials to advance marijuana policy reform in various regions.  Dr. Burnett has numerous 

medical marijuana related publications, including articles on drug policy issues in major media 

outlets including CNN, New York Times, Washington Post, and the Huffington Post.  
 

Security Director 

 

David McCoy, CPP, MBA – Security Director will serve as TSG’s lead security director. 

He is a security subject matter expert with nearly 30 years of consecutive security related 

experience. He is a Certified Protection Professional and his specialties include security 

management, physical security, industrial, access control, CCTV, surveillance and surveillance 

equipment, corporate security, vulnerability assessments, risk assessment and management. 

Mr. McCoy’s security experience ranges from providing security services on various federal 

contracts for large government contracting companies (including serving as a security 

supervisor for Lockheed Martin’s Missiles and Fire Control Division and as Senior Security 

Manager for Battelle for 16 years), to serving a security manager for banks (including 

Comerica bank).  He has also served as a physical security subject matter expert for various 

government state and local organizations including the City of Austin, Texas and Wake 

County, North Carolina. As such, Mr. McCoy has a significant and extensive physical security 

experience. Mr. McCoy holds his MBA from Northcentral University and his BA in 

Criminology and Criminal Justice from the Ohio State University. 
 

Kevin Johnson, MBA, possesses over 20 years of experience in the field of security, including 

extensive military, federal government contractor, and commercial security experience.  He is 

well versed in the areas of physical security, information vulnerability, risk, gap, and mitigation.  

Specifically, Mr. Johnson’s specialties include physical security and his experience ranges from 

managing physical security systems, operations, and personnel on large federal government 

contracts, ranging from providing security systems assessments and upgrades, at the Federal 

Protective Services on a current contract with employees in Pennsylvania, to security system 

upgrades and maintenance on a highly-classified US Navy contract.  

Prior to his career in security, Mr. Johnson was appointed by Joseph F. Markosek to serve as a 

legislative page in the Pennsylvania state house.  Mr. Johnson is serving as TSG’s Pennsylvania 

security law subject matter expert, ensuring that all state specific security regulations are 

complied with while TSG initially stands up and maintains its security operations for its 

Pennsylvania medical marijuana facilities.  
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Erwin House will serve as a security advisor for TSG as well.  Mr. House currently serves as 

the CEO of E. House Executive Security Professionals, Inc., which provides armed and unarmed 

full-range security services within the private, commercial, retail and government sectors.  Mr. 

House was a former Sergeant at the Maryland State Police Academy, a Corporal on Road Patrol, 

and a State Trooper.  He also spent fourteen years as the Lead Trainer Instructor at the Maryland 

State Police Academy.  He has significant experience in all aspects of commercial building 

security, enhanced security required for operations such as a medical cannabis facilities, as well 

as education in the prevention of drug smuggling and diversion training.   

 

Pete Maxwell is a Senior Program Manager and Systems Engineer with significant security 

systems experience including experience implementing integrated security sensor systems.   For 

the past 16 years, Mr. Maxwell has designed and fielded surveillance and security systems to 

protect some of the most sensitive and critical infrastructure for the US Army and Marines and 

for the Department of Homeland Security.  These systems have focused on intrusion detection 

and surveillance with a focus on data integrity.    

David E. Young, MBA, received a Master’s of Business Administration from Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute, is a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer, and has over 17 years of 

technical experience in systems engineering.  He has garnered accreditations to operate on 

secured Army and Marine Corps networks and has served as a Systems Integrator and Subject 

Matter Expert for network and security integration solutions for numerous U.S. Department of 

Defense contracts.  Mr. Young has significant experience in cyber security to include hardening 

networked software solutions against cyber-attacks.  

Please note: The above listed individuals are listed as advisors and not as employees given they 

are not paid a rate, salary, and/or fee to advise with TSG. 

Conclusion 

The culmination of the above factors, including TSG’s senior management’s business history, 

ability to operate and current capitalization, TSG is well positioned to enter Pennsylvania’s 

rapidly growing market as a successful business in the Pennsylvania medical marijuana industry 

with a professional and business-oriented manner and in accordance with the intent of the current 

regulations and laws of the Commonwealth. TSG has assembled tried and tested industry 

standard compliant business plans and practices and an extensively experienced group of highly 

skilled advisors and employees.  TSG has assembled specific cultivation and processing SOPs 

and various business processes and policies already in place including employee work 

conditions, benefits, and training plans which all lead to ensuring TSG’s business success.  

 

SECTION 25 – CURRENT OFFICERS 
PROVIDE THE POSITION, TITLE IN THE APPLICANT’S BUSINESS, AND ADDRESS INFORMATION FOR ALL CURRENT OFFICERS, 

DIRECTORS, PARTNERS OR TRUSTEES. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Russell Middle Name: Talley Last Name: Wright Suffix: 55555 
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Occupation: Owner Title in the applicant’s business: Owner, 
President, CEO 

Also known as: Russ Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City:  State:  Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax:  Email:  

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

DOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOH

DOH DOH DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER OFFICERS IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT 

TITLED “CURRENT OFFICERS (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND 

INCLUDE IT WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 

SECTION 26 – OWNERSHIP  
IN THIS SECTION, LIST ALL PERSONS WITH A CONTROLLING INTEREST IN THE BUSINESS, DEFINED AS FOLLOWS: 
 

(1)  FOR A PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY, VOTING RIGHTS THAT ENTITLE A PERSON TO ELECT OR APPOINT ONE OR MORE 

OF THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OR OTHER GOVERNING BOARD, OR THE OWNERSHIP OR BENEFICIAL 

HOLDING OF 5% OR MORE OF THE SECURITIES OF THE PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY. 
(2)  FOR A PRIVATELY HELD ENTITY, THE OWNERSHIP OF ANY SECURITY IN THE ENTITY. 
 

COMPLETE THE APPROPRIATE SECTION(S) BELOW: 
 

A. FOR C-CORPORATIONS, S-CORPORATIONS, LLCS AND LLLCS 
Name and Residential Address 

First Name: Russell  Middle Name: Talley Last Name: Wright Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: Owner Title in the applicant’s business: Owner, 
President/CEO 

Also known as: Russ Date of birth:  

Address Line 1:  Address Line 2:  

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City:  State:  Zip Code: 
 

Phone:  Fax:  Email:  

Stock type 
or class: 
 
N/A 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

DOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOH

DOH
DOH

DOH

DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 
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Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 
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Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 
55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Stock type 
or class: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Number of 
shares held: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Date 
Acquired:  
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Percentage of 
outstanding voting stock: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Terms, conditions, rights 
and privileges: 
 
TEXT HERE 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER OWNERS OF THE CORPORATION IN A 

SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “OWNERS OF THE CORPORATIONS (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE 

NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 
 

B. FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND LLPS 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 
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Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 
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Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: TEXT 
HERE 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 
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☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 
Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Partner Type: 

☐ General/Full Partner 

☐ Limited Partner 

☐ Dormant/Silent 
Partner 

☐ Other: TEXT HERE 

Percentage 
of 
ownership: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Partnership 
participation from: 
 
MM/DD/YYYY 

Description of participation in 
operation of the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER PARTNERS IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT 

TITLED “INTEREST OF OTHER PARTNERS (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT 

REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 
 

C. OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED SITE OR FACILITY 
LIST ANY OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED SITE OR FACILITY, THAT ARE OTHERWISE NOT 

DISCLOSED IN SECTIONS A OR B. 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Nature, type, terms and conditions of the interest in the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE  

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Nature, type, terms and conditions of the interest in the applicant: 
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TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Nature, type, terms and conditions of the interest in the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

Name and Residential Address 

First Name: N/A Middle Name: TEXT HERE Last Name: TEXT HERE Suffix: 55555 

Occupation: TEXT HERE Title in the applicant’s business: TEXT HERE 

Also known as: TEXT HERE Date of birth: MM/DD/YYYY 

Address Line 1: TEXT HERE Address Line 2: Text Here. 

Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Nature, type, terms and conditions of the interest in the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE 

PROPOSED SITE OR FACILITY IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED 

SITE OR FACILITY (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT 

WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 

SECTION 27 – CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR AVAILABLE CAPITAL AND AN ESTIMATED SPENDING PLAN TO BE USED FOR YOU TO BECOME 

OPERATIONAL WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT: 
 

With respect to implementing, developing and sustaining a medical cannabis cultivation and processing 

facility in the State of Pennsylvania, based on industry standards and the proposed expectation of providing 

the highest quality of service and product to the citizens of Pennsylvania, TSG’s owner has set aside 

approximately $35,000,000.00 in funds so as to ensure the successful establishment and growth of TSG 

in Pennsylvania.  

 

Additionally, $6,000,00.00 of these funds have been set aside as funds to be applied immediately upon PA 

medical cannabis dispensary permit award, to be used as the initial necessary working capital needed to 

implement TSG’s PA medical cannabis activities and operations. 

 

The capital mentioned above is in the form of immediate liquidity and will come directly from the sole 

owner of TSG, Mr. Russell T. Wright. Mr. Wright is a member of a family owned business structure that 

was established over 30 years ago by the Wright family. The Wright family established Dimensions 
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International, Inc. (DI) in 1985 as a provider of technology and research solutions to the government and 

to the private sector both nationally and internationally.  

 

Starting with only three employees, the Wright family built the business into a world-class organization 

00 employees, and did so in less than 15 years.  

In 2003, Russell Wright, who was at that time 

serving as the CEO of DI, engineered DI’s 

successful acquisition of SENTEL Corporation, 

an internationally recognized defense industry 

government contracting firm, and also 

subsequently secured several lucrative and high-

profile government contracts as a combined 

powerhouse organization. Shortly thereafter, 

Mr. Wright led the sale of the majority of DI to 

publicly traded Honeywell International Inc. for 

$230,000,000.00 As part of the transaction, Mr. 

Wright formed R&R Enterprises (formerly WC 

Holdings) and acquired SENTEL’s assets. Mr. 

Russell Wright also retained an executive 

position and ran day-to-day operations once the 

acquisition was in its final phase. 

In addition to capitalizing on the sale of DI in 

2006, the Wrights also sold a second subsidiary 

company, Flight Explorer (FE), to Sabre 

Technologies in 2008 for $15,000,000.00 FE 

was a successful global information technology 

and communications solutions provider to business, aviation and government customers, including the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Additionally, the Flight Explorer flight tracker technology the 

company developed while the Wright family owned the company is now currently being used as the United 

States’ leading airline tracker technology world-wide, with clients including 85% of the FAA’s 

Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) participants; and over 50% of North American major and regional 

airlines including United, Virgin America, Jet Blue, Air Canada, and Delta.  

Currently, Russell Wright is the Chairman of R&R Enterprises, the parent company of The Sentel Group 

(TSG), SENTEL Corporation, and Brilliant Innovations, a research and technologies solutions firm with 

a research laboratory. He has maintained the role of Chairman and CEO of SENTEL Corporation, and 

under his leadership, has established it as one of the fastest growing defense contracting firms in the 

country, currently responsible for managing over $5 billion of global military equipment. Since taking 

ownership, the firm has experienced significant growth, as Mr. Wright has grown SENTEL from 

$30,000,000 in annual revenues to over $100,000,000 in annual revenues. Additionally, the firm currently 

has well over 700 employees in 30 locations worldwide, and with four new 5 year contracts awarded in 

2016 alone (see http://www.sentel.com/category/news/ and 

http://www.sentel.com/category/news/page/2/), the company will continue to experience significant 

growth. 

DOH
DOH

http://www.sentel.com/category/news/
http://www.sentel.com/category/news/page/2/
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Historically, the Wright family has established business ventures with limited capital in hand, and has 

successfully grown these businesses that have individually operated in excess of $210,000,00.00 and 

$110,000,00.00 in annual revenues (i.e. DI and SENTEL Corporation, respectively).  As a result of these 

successes, Mr. Wright personally remains well capitalized and is capable of supporting this venture with 

funds procured from the ongoing success of his past and current business operations.   

 

In an effort to dedicate ample time to the success of this venture, Mr. Wright is dedicating his role 

exclusively to the management of TSG. Additionally, as a result of being fully self-funded in this venture, 

Mr. Wright has not, nor does he intend to, solicit outside investors to support any aspect of this enterprise, 

thereby minimizing risk (also, please note that all of the financial information provided as part of this 

application, including all bank account information and funds, are funds designated exclusively to TSG’s 

PA medical cannabis operations, and do not reflect Mr. Wright’s additional funds from other businesses, 

ventures, net worth etc…).  In addition, due to Mr. Wright and his businesses’ excellent credit history and 

successful banking relationships, TSG also has access to an existing credit line of $15,000,000.00 with 

both Bank of America and UBS Bank. TSG has also outlined its financial pro-forma for its PA medical 

cannabis cultivation facility below as well. 

Pro-Forma Financial Methodology 

TSG created a 5-year financial model in order to understand how this new business will be operating and 

obtain a solid understanding of the entity and the financial, operational, and capital need of the business.  

TSG worked with industry expert consultants to identify key assumptions, scenarios, and industry 

standards and analyzed various scenarios by adjusting these assumptions.   

 

Patient Adoption 

TSG calculated the number of patients by applying a patient adoption rate to our applicable population 

base to derive an estimated number of patients; the estimated number of patients was then multiplied by a 

consumption rate to determine the quantity of medicine needed to treat patient demand.  The total quantity 

of medicine estimated to treat patient demand was then multiplied by a price per gram to derive the market 

size in terms of revenue.  The adoption rate is the percentage of the total state population which is being 

estimated that will adopt medical marijuana based on data from other states where medical marijuana is 

legal under state law and from patient data based on conditions treatable with medical marijuana.  The 

consumption rate consists of the dose of cannabis oil in grams used to treat patients.  The price per gram 

is the price charged per gram of oil purchased by a patient. 

 

In order to gain an understanding of the number of patients to expect, we examined the percent of total 

state population in states with state-regulated medical marijuana programs, specifically Colorado, Arizona, 

Washington and Oregon, due to their state-regulated medical marijuana programs and maintaining 

information about their respective programs.  
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Mature Patient Adopt Rate as 

% of State Population 

Colorado 2.16% 

Oregon 1.93% 

Arizona  1.3% 

Washington 1.93% 

Weighted 

Average 

2.0% 

 

Ramp-Up 

The general assumption is that the first year there is a ramp up, as experiences in other markets have shown 

that typical ramp up begins slowly as patients and doctors gain a better understanding of how the program 

functions and the benefits medical marijuana may present. As awareness and understanding increases so 

does the adoption rate. In addition, historical data also suggest the addition of new qualifying conditions 

as patients groups seek to gain access to medical marijuana as a treatment option. We estimate .001% 

adoption rate at December 2017, .3% at December 2018, and .4% for each of the following three years for 

an overall 2% rate of adoption over a 5-year period. 

 

Population 

Using the adoption rates explained above, we estimate the population base that will be seeking medical 

marijuana will be approximately a population of 5000 patients on Day 1 to 218,000 patients by December 

2021 (see Table 1).   

 

Table 1. Adoption Population 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

 12,500 63,630 115,209 166,870 218,000 

 

Patients and Market Share 
The State of Pennsylvania will be issuing 12 cultivation/processing licenses and 27 dispensary licenses.  

Based on this information the Pennsylvania market will be divided up evenly, providing for TSG’s market 

share to be approximately 8% and 4% respectively, of Pennsylvania’s patient population of 218,000. We 

plan to start cultivating our regulated medical marijuana products in March 2018, to be available to our 

dispensary location in October 2018.  

 

Based on the adoption rate and licensing, we have projected the following number of patients as shown in 

Table 2 for the first twelve months through December 2021 from date of opening. Based on the facility 

size as described below, we will have more than sufficient inventory to meet patient demand. 

 

We will first provide medicine to our projected 1880 patients and expect to be serving approximately 8,097 

patients by the end of 2021. As TSG’s cultivation market share is greater than our dispensary market share, 

TSG will be providing product to other licensed Pennsylvania dispensaries. See table below. 
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Table 2. Projected patient adoption 
# of 
patients 

Sept 

2018 

Oct Nov Dec Jan 

2019 

Feb Mar Apr May June Jul Aug Dec 

2019 

Dec 

2020 

Dec  

2021 

8% 

market 

share 

4,060 4,403 4,747 5,090 5,434 5,778 6,121 6,465 6,809 7,153 7,497 7,841 9,217 13,350 17,489 

4% 

TSG 

Disp 

1,880 2,039 2,198 2,357 2,516 2,675 2,834 2,993 3,152 3,311 3,471 3,630 4,267 6,180 8,097 

 

Facility 

With the projected license awarding in September of 2017 and desire to bring medicine to patients quickly, 

TSG will build-out and equip the entire facility up front. With a 6 month expected build-out timeframe, 

then an additional 6 months to cultivate and process the allowable marijuana products, the first sale will 

be in September 2018. 

 

TSG’s cultivation facility is 24,000 square foot. As per the analysis performed for the pro-forma, 52,000 

square feet is needed to cultivate to the patient demand at December 2021. The facility and equipment will 

be built to accommodate tiered racking, which will more than accommodate such demand. 

 

Start-up Costs 

The following outlines the expected start-up costs to accommodate demand at December 2021. As 

described in the financial overview of Mr. Wright’s resources, TSG has ample financial support to ensure 

patient demand is met via this facility. 

Table 4. Use of Proceeds (in millions) 

Start-up Operating Capital $35 

  

CapEx Build-Out  

Cultivation Facility $3.9 

Equipment 2.6 

Cultivation Licensing 0.3 

Consulting Fees 0.4 

Total CapEx $7.2 

 

Consumption Rate 

We assumed that on a monthly basis each patient would consume an average consumption rate of 4.0 

grams of medicinal marijuana oil purchased at a price of $70.00 per gram.  Current consumption rates in 

states reviewed is approximately 28 grams of flower per month.  

 

Price of Medicinal Marijuana 

We assumed a price of $70.00 per gram of medical marijuana oil, which we believe is an affordable price 

point for patients of all income levels. Per data collected from industry sources, we noted prices on average 

were between $50 per gram to $100.00 per gram with variability primarily being due to the quality of 

medicine, number of participants in selected markets, and whether or not a business is operating in 
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compliance with all law and regulations.  There are some instances where marijuana oil was being sold 

for over $100 gram.  

 

In our process of identifying the price point assumption used for the purposes of our financial models we 

took the following factors into consideration: 

 Pricing of comparable products of similar quantities of medicinal grade marijuana oil in other 

states with state regulated medical programs. 

 Attractive price point which will encourage patients currently purchasing from the black market 

to obtain their medicine from a safe state-licensed and regulated facility at an affordable price 

point. 

 Cost to produce medicine, cost to maintain business, funds necessary to fund expansion of 

business, and reinvestment into R&D and research furthering the medicinal uses of medical 

marijuana. 

 The quality of medicine we will be providing with comparison to other anticipated competitors 

based on experiences in other markets.  We will be producing high quality pharmaceutical grade 

cannabis based on scientific research by our top-notch scientists and researchers. 

 Ability to offer discount or free medicine to underprivileged and less fortunate patients. 

 Maintain top of the line facilities, doctors, researchers, partnership with key educational 

institutions and staff to offer our patients the best medicine on the market and maintain our 

position as a leader amongst pharmaceutical grade medicinal marijuana producers in legalized 

industry. 

 

Production Assumptions 

Contingent upon awarding of a license from the state of Pennsylvania, TSG will immediately begin rent 

and begin the build-out of a 24,000 building, which will be home to our cultivation and processing facility.  

We project to have enough facility space and capacity to be able to produce and have saleable medicinal 

marijuana oil available to meet the projected patient demand on September 1, 2018 and through the end 

of 2021 based on our anticipated scenario.  TSG will continually adjust production schedules to meet 

forecasted demands on a perpetual basis in order to meet inventory demand. From the experience of our 

experts we will employ best practices that allow us to tightly manage the business and its performance, 

allowing us to make adjustments as needed with Company funds generated from the business and build-

out to meet demand as needed. 

 

Detailed Start-Up and Equipment by Room 

Capital expenditure for the equipment necessary to cultivate the medical marijuana is listed in the 

following tables, broken out by different steps in the cultivation process. 

 

Table 5. Flowering Room Equipment 

1000w Lights $601,189 

6.6 Gallon Autopots 327,047 

100 Gallon Water Reservoir 9,504 

18" Circulation Fans 92,182 

Racks 9,167 

Carriage 67,833 
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Total Flower Room 

Equipment 

$1,106,922 

 

Table 6. Mother Room Equipment 

432W (T-5) Lights $1,650 

6.6 Gallon Autopots $748 

18" Circulation Fans $1,265 

Total Mother Equipment $3,663 

 

 

Table 7. 4x8 Veg Clone Equipment 

432W (T-5) Lights $7,515 

100 Gallon Water Reservoir 1,782 

Clone Dome 1,202 

18" Circulation Fans 5,761 

Wire Shelving - Racks 2,505 

Single Basis Sink 990 

Total Veg Clone Equipment $19,756 

 

Table 8. 4x4 Veg Stage 1 

Equipment 

432W (T-5) Lights $10,455 

Veg Pots 10,925 

Racks 19,949 

Trays 17,426 

Watering Capillary Mat (25) 1,743 

18" Circulation Fans 8,016 

Total Veg Stage 1 Equipment $68,514 

 

Table 9. 4x4 Veg Stage 2 Equipment 

1000w Lights $200,396 

6.6 Gallon Autopots 163,523 

18" Circulation Fans 15,364 

Racks 14,520 

Total Veg Stage 2 Equipment $393,804 

 

 

Table 10. Packaging Room 

Stainless Steel Table (2'x6') $1,821 

NTEP Scale 2,321 

Packaging Labels 1,375 

Packaging Sealer 440 

Total Packaging Room 

Equipment 

$5,958 

 

Table 11.  Drying Room 

Drying Racks $58,212 
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Drying Fan 14" 660 

Total Drying Equipment $58,872 

 

 

Table 12. Curing Room 

Curing Shelves $6,600 

Curing Container 5,610 

Curing Fan 14" 165 

Total Curing Room 

Equipment 

$12,375 

 

Table 13. General Equipment 

Waste Cart 1.1 Cubic Yard $446 

Air Lock 99,000 

Batch Transport Cart 990 

Boulfant Cover (600ct) 275 

Clogs for Cultivation Employees 1,650 

CO2 Enrichment System 22,000 

Cultivation Vault Shelves 4,125 

Delivery Van 55,000 

Digital Hanging Scales (1000g x 1g) 55 

Disinfecting Foot Bath Mats 1,650 

Disinfecting Solution (1 Gallon) 308 

Environmental Control System 19,800 

Eye Washing Station & Transport Cart 2,200 

Locker Room Benches (10"x6') 880 

Lockers (6 Unit System) 3,300 

Pallet Jack (5500 lbs) 880 

Plant Waste Can (10 Gallon) 154 

Plant Waste Can on Wheels (32 Gal) 176 

Plant Transport Racks 1,630 

POS Tracking System 11,000 

POS Washing Machine 5,500 

R/O Systems (5,000 water reservoirs) 143,000 

Scrubs 957 

Security 82,500 

SR-5 Digital Hanging Scale(5x0.005kg) 44 

Stackable Washer/Dryer 1,650 

Total General Equipment $459,171 

 

 

Table 14. Processing Equipment 

Stainless Steel Tables (2'x6') $2,428 

26 Quarter Grinder 825 

Pruning Scissors $370 

Disposable Gloves 165 

CO2 Extractor 275,000 
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Butane Machine 71,500 

Vacuum Oven 7,480 

Stainless Steel Tables (2'x6') 5,474 

CO2 Room Accessories(storage, tools) 3,300 

NTEP Scales 1,160 

Walk-In Refrigerator 17,600 

Computer Hardware & Software 9,900 

Refining Utensils 5,500 

Furniture 5,500 

Transport Cart 275 

Vault Door 3,300 

Shelving 1,650 

Total Processing Equipment $411,428 

 

Table 15. Front House 

Security Office  

Office Desk $6,600 

Office Chairs 660 

Computers 18,480 

Conference Table 1,650 

Conference Chairs 1,320 

Break Room  

Table 880 

Chairs 1,320 

Refrigerator 1,650 

Sink 440 

Cabinets 2,200 

Microwave 275 

Total Front House $35,475 

 

 
 

 

Part F – Community Impact 
(Scoring Method: 100 Points) 

 

SECTION 28 – COMMUNITY IMPACT 
PLEASE BE ADVISED, LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION OR SUPPORT WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED WHEN EVALUATING THIS 

SECTION. 
 
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF HOW THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY WHERE ITS 

OPERATIONS ARE PROPOSED TO BE LOCATED: 
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TSG’s community outreach and impact program is extensive and includes discount and charities 

measures; a community benefits program; community outreach and support measures; public 

relations and marketing strategies, a comprehensive Good Neighbor Policy (including security, 

social responsibility, and community crime deterrence measures); and an environmental impact plan 

so as to ensure a positive impact on the communities where TSG’s Pennsylvania operations are 

proposed to be located. Additionally, TSG’s senior leadership has verifiable experience successfully 

implementing these tried and tested community outreach measures within various business 

organizations time and time again, and in numerous communities, further ensuring TSG’s ability to 

make a positive impact in various Pennsylvania communities.  

 

TSG Senior Leadership Community Outreach History and Ability 

First, in terms of TSG’s proven community outreach abilities, TSG’s senior leadership is deeply 

committed to efforts to promote social, political, economic, and environmental community 

contributions and improvements, and has a verifiable record of effectively and efficiently doing so 

at the federal, state, and at the local levels. Additionally, TSG’s senior management team has done 

so in various forms ranging from volunteering/service to providing significant financial 

assistance/funding. Specifically, Dr. Robert Wright, TSG’s owner Russel Wright’s father, and 

TSG’s lead business advisor will lead TSG’s Community Outreach Plan and ensure its successful 

execution in the PA communities where TSG is granted a medical cannabis facility license. 

 

Dr. Robert Wright is a well-respected philanthropist, activist, and community leader. Dr. Wright’s 

activities in in this field trace back to his involvement in the Civil Rights Movement in 1965 

(including his participation in the Selma Montgomery March in 1968). Dr. Wright spent the next 

45 years leading various community programs. For instance, while serving three consecutive terms 

as a member of the Columbus, Georgia City Council. Dr. Wright led various efforts ranging from 

developing and supporting legislation related to housing, recreation, employment, industrial 

development, and street and highway improvements in various communities including hub zones, 

and various other socially and economically repressed regions. He also served on the Board of 

Governors for the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, which focuses on supporting 

research and policy solutions for various disadvantaged communities.  

 

Dr. Wright has also been on the board of various educational organizations, including the 

Morehouse School of Medicine, The Ohio State University Alumni Advisory Council, Bowie State 

University, Marymount University, and the Horatio Alger Association, where he has made 

significant impacts in improving various communities with respect to setting up numerous 

educational opportunities, including scholarship programs, and also contributed significant funding 

to these programs to enhance these opportunities.  

 

For instance, one of Dr. Wright’s community efforts includes contributing significantly to the 

building of a 78,000 square foot, $26,000.000.000 facility, the Robert L. Wright Health Sciences 

Center (4600 River Rd, Columbus, GA 31904), for Columbus Technical College in 2010 (please 

see pictures below and http://stanleybeamansears.com/project/columbus-technical-college-robert-l-

wright-jr-health-sciences-building/.).  
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Robert L. Wright, Jr. Health Sciences Center 

http://stanleybeamansears.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/CTC.jpg
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The objectives of the Robert L. Wright Health Sciences Center included providing occupational 

education and training programs to satisfy the increasing demand for health care workers in the 

community.  

 

Dr. Wright has received numerous awards and honors for his support of various community 

projects, the most recent being the 2014 Congressional Black Caucus Phoenix Award, presented to 

him in a ceremony with then President Barack Obama as keynote speaker, for his contributions and 

support towards providing leadership development and scholarship opportunities in various 

communities.  
 
Dr. Wright and son Russell Wright have implemented the spirit of their philanthropy and 

community service and outreach throughout each community they have held a business in the past 

and continue to do so today, at the state, and at the local level. For instance, one of Russel Wright’s 

companies, SENTEL, has significantly contributed to various charities each year. Additionally, 

SENTEL’s senior management and its staff have conducted community service consistently (some 

of the specific charities Russell Wright and SENTEL have contributed to and various community 

service efforts are listed in detail in the “charities and discounts” section below).  

 

 Thus TSG’s Senior Management, Including Owner Russell Wright and Lead 

Business Advisor Robert Wright, Have Clearly Demonstrated Their Commitment 

To Community Outreach Via An Array Of Significant and Sizeable Contributions 

To Better Various Communities They Have Done Business In.  
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 Further, TSG’s Senior Management Has Verifiable Experience Doing So for the 

Past 35 Years Consecutively.  

 TSG’s Senior Management Assert Their Full Intention to Continue Doing So in the 

Pennsylvania Communities That They Set Up Their Medical Cannabis Facilities In. 

 

Additionally, the below outlines some of TSG’s specific goals to contribute to and have a positive 

impact on the communities where TSG’s Pennsylvania operations are proposed to be located. 

 

Charities and Discounts 

TSG’s senior management has extensive and verifiable experience in fundraising and community 

service. Specifically, TSG’s owner, Russell Wright, currently owns several companies, including 

SENTEL, a company that fosters a culture of social responsibility and effectively promotes this 

value through both leadership and example. The company’s senior leaders and employees routinely 

participate in local efforts. For example, some of the company’s corporate headquarters staff have 

volunteered at the Carpenter’s Shelter on behalf of SENTEL the last Friday of each month for the 

past fifteen years consecutively.  The shelter works to eliminate homelessness through respect, 

responsibility, and results. Other charities and humanitarian organizations Russel Wright and his 

companies have supported over the years include Wounded Warrior (Appalachian Trail Hike 

fundraising event, 2012), Many Hopes (to build homes/schools in Kenya, 2012), St. Jude’s 

fundraising event (Warrior Dash, 2015), Toys for Tots (fundraising triathlon, 2014), and the 

Smithsonian in bringing the National Museum of African American History and Culture to the 

Nation’s Capital in 2016.  

 

Thus TSG’s senior leadership has a successful fundraising track record, and will fundraise and also 

participate in community events and encourage all employees to volunteer within PA communities, 

including at various PA Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) organization programs and 

events, as part of TSG’s commitment to helping PA Communities.  

 

In understanding that economic hardships can prevent patients from receiving proper medical 

treatment. TSG has also developed a Compassionate Needs Plan to aid patients who face financial 

adversity, and/or who suffer from chronic illnesses that have a negative impact on their daily lives. 

As TSG’s staff gets to know patients better, TSG will be able to make adjustments to its Needs Plan, 

catering it to the local Pennsylvania patient community.  

 

TSG plans to assist the following groups: Active and former military personnel, individuals affected 

by cancer or HIV/AIDS, terminally ill patients, and senior citizens (over the age of 65).  TSG will 

also place 1% - 5% of its gross annual revenue to such worthy causes as cancer, Alzheimer’s, and 

AIDS research, and will fundraise to provide a greater impact to the number of individuals it can 

help.  Additionally, if there are monies left over at the end of the fiscal year, TSG will also offer 

gift cards in a lottery system for its registered patients. 

 

Additional Statewide Community Benefits Program  

Veteran Community Outreach Program- TSG, in conjunction with lead medical advisor, Dr. 

Suzanne Sisley, has already devised a veteran community outreach program that takes advantage of 

TSG’s team of leading expert advisors’ unique understanding of metabolic processes to provide 
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innovative treatment options for un-met Veterans' medical needs as part of TSG’s Maryland 

Dispensary Community Outreach Plan. 

 

If awarded a PA medical cannabis cultivation license, TSG will implement a similar program 

through local Pennsylvania American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars posts. Currently, this 

program  consists of Dr. Sisley leading TSG’s other medical cannabis advisors, including Dr. Malik 

Burnett, M.D. and medical cannabis specialist, in the clinical research to develop, produce, and 

commercialize novel therapeutic approaches for the treatment of multiple critical ailments from 

cancer and infections to pain/Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and cancer to age-related 

illnesses and neurobehavioral disorders. 

 

TSG feels that the correct way to look at the medical cannabis industry is from a bio-pharmaceutical 

standpoint, in a manner that allows whole plant and cannabinoid-based products to modulate the 

endocannabinoid system to treat multiple conditions.  

 

While concentrating on our core activities of discovering and developing treatments that will make 

a meaningful difference in patients’ lives, TSG remains mindful that we have other responsibilities 

to the clinicians who utilize our drugs, health authorities around the world, our employees, and the 

communities which we currently serve. As such, we continually strive to improve our corporate 

responsibility standards and activities, implementing comprehensive ethical standards and under-

taking patient needs. If awarded a PA cannabis medical license, will do the same for our PA 

community progressive unmet Veterans’ medical needs initiatives. 

 

In addition to this program, which is currently underway in Maryland, and that TSG intends on 

implementing in Pennsylvania statewide, TSG has also already been in constant and continuous 

communications with its PA contacts within national organizations and programs that provide 

community outreach opportunities at the state level to PA, including: 

 

ACNA Outreach and Education Programs – TSG is currently a member of  The American Cannabis 

Nurse’s Association’s (ACNA) and is working with the organization’s outreach and education 

programs division through Ms. Barbara Ochester, RN. Ms. Ochester is a PA registered nurse who 

also currently serves as one of ACNA’s five Directors. Ms. Ochester’s masters degree is in Public 

Health and she specializes in how patients receive medical cannabis information, how to make 

patients aware, and options on how to receive health care. Ms. Ochester has agreed to serve in an 

advisory capacity for TSG’s PA grow/processing facilities, and as an employee for TSG’s current 

Maryland and later Pennsylvania medical cannabis facilities, should TSG be granted a medical 

cannabis license. Ms. Ochester is currently deeply involved in community outreach for the ACNA, 

including educating and informing various communities on medical cannabis. Further, she has fully 

committed to leading TSG’s ACNA PA community activities due to her deep connections with 

various organizations throughout the state.  

 

University of Pennsylvania / Penn Medicine - TSG plans on contributing to the University of PA’s 

School of Medicine and the Department of Psychology, as Dr. Sisley’s (TSG’s lead medical 

advisor) current Federal Department of Agriculture (FDA) approved clinical trial evaluating the 

safety and efficacy of four different varieties of cannabis in the treatment of military veterans with 
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PTSD was evaluated and approved by the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and the 

Department of psychology. Dr. Sisley’s clinical trial is ongoing and will not be completed for 

another two and a half years. 

 

TSG has also been in communication with Penn Medicine's Office of Public Affairs and Community 

Outreach Office concerning volunteering at various community clinics throughout the state. 

 

Rothman Institute Foundation- TSG has been in contact with the Rothman Institute Foundation as 

it supports scientific clinical research of diseases associated with the skeletal system and related 

activities. The foundation also directly engages in and supports other organizations which engage 

in research and education related to the causes, diagnosis, treatment, prevention, and control of 

diseases of human skeletal system. The primary objectives of TSG’s contribution to the Rothman 

Institute Foundation and its related organizations will be towards research programs developing 

new information on this subject and dissemination of this information through the publication of 

articles and journals, and the presentation of papers to medical and lay audiences. TSG’s discussions 

with the Rothman Institute Foundation also consist of making contributions towards direct research 

expenditures and reimbursement of costs to Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, affiliated 

hospitals, and patient centers for approved expenditures in general research associated with 

orthopedic research studies. 

 

Pennsylvania State University – TSG’s interest in supporting Pennsylvania State University 

includes the fact that it is a research based University and has locations throughout the state of PA. 

TSG’s involvement supporting Pennsylvania State University will include supporting the 

organization’s Cancer Institute, the Penn State College of Medicine, and the Milton S. Hershey 

Medical Center. TSG has already been in communication with the Hershey Medical Center’s 

Associate Director of Cause Marketing & Community Fundraising concerning the organization’s 

Champions of Health Program, Corporate Match program, and pledges, legacy gifts, and gifts in 

security. 

 

TSG’s community outreach plan also includes community outreach and the local/regional level. In 

doing so, below are the organizations TSG has already been in communication with and below are 

some of their specific programs that TSG will support. 

 St. Luke’s Hospital, Allentown Campus- TSG will support a variety of the hospital’s 

programs, including its Garden of Hope and Healing program, it’s Center for Nursing 

Excellence, its Circle of Hope cancer program, and its hospice endowment program.   TSG’s 

staff will also volunteer in the hospital’s various volunteer programs ranging from 

administrative support services, greeting, and front desk greeting support services to its 

patient care support program. TSG will also contribute to its health screening programs, its 

lectures, and its community outreach programs designed to raise funds and increase health 

awareness in the community. 

 American Cancer Society Lehigh Valley- TSG will assist this organization with Lehigh 

related activities such as volunteering for its Lehigh Daffodil Days fundraising event and 

contributing to its various programs including its Road to Recovery Program and its Cancer 

Prevention Studies. 
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 Volunteer Center of the Lehigh Valley- TSG will assist this organization with various 

efforts, including those geared at providing behavioral health services related to allowing 

individuals in leading drug and alcohol-free lifestyles and/or in reducing potential harm 

associated with substance abuse. TSG will also assist this organization with programs geared 

towards assisting individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities; older adult 

program; residential services; and child adolescent, and adult training programs. 

 Norwescap Food Bank and the Second Harvest Food Bank- TSG staff will assist both of 

these organizations’ efforts, including volunteering for kitchen help at least once a month 

(TSG staff members have participated in a similar program in several other communities 

once a month for over a year and a half). 

 Care Net of the Lehigh Valley- TSG will provide charitable gifts to this organization to 

assist this organization in providing pregnancy support services, resources, and life skills 

education to men, women, and youths. TSG will also donate essentials (including children’s 

clothes, cribs, toddler car seats etc..) to this organization.  

 Lehigh Township Vol. Fire Company- TSG will support this organization in numerous 

capacities, including donating funds to the organization, participating in its annual fund 

drive, and volunteering for various services including driver, marketing, IT, fundraising, 

training, administrative, and public event support services. 

 Victory House of Lehigh Valley- TSG will support this organization’s mission in providing 

housing, food and access to medical support services in a structured environment for 

homeless individuals, including veterans. TSG will do so both financial contributions and 

by volunteering for the organization, including volunteering in this organization’s 

Community Youth Center support programs.  

 Greater Valley YMCA and Allentown YMCA- Specifically, TSG would assist with this 

organization’s two locations with its programs aimed at providing family outreach and 

education programs with aims towards family fostering bonds and communication skills. 

 Weston Senior Living Center, Emmaus - TSG will assist this organization with its 

programs geared towards helping elders in remaining active both in terms of providing 

donations and conducting volunteer work for the organization.  

 United Way of the Greater Lehigh Valley- TSG’s staff will assist this organization by 

volunteering for them in an array of capacities, ranging from serving as front desk volunteers 

to campaign volunteers to special event volunteers. TSG also intends on assisting United 

Way’s numerous affiliated partners in the community. 

Upon receiving a medical cannabis cultivation permit in Lehigh County’s Emmaus Borough, TSG 

affirms it will also reach out to various other local Lehigh County, Pennsylvania organizations that it 

has not yet reached out to, regarding supporting various additional programs. Such organizations will 

include: 

Organizations and programs that support education, specifically programs that: 

 Work to eliminate pre-K – 12th grade achievement gap in public education through 

curriculum-based or school-sponsored programs, including  

 Support post-secondary education 

 Support booster programs for drug abuse prevention, awareness, and treatment 

 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj7u4egqdzSAhXHLSYKHdjjASUQFggiMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lehightownshipfire.com%2Fpresident%2F&usg=AFQjCNGtUAJPthwoat3fkqNEW643nT8XEA&sig2=NjO8kMc0Bk_2ydLr2r3OTQ&bvm=bv.149760088,d.eWE
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Organizations and programs that support health, specifically programs that: 

 Support research into cures and treatments for qualifying conditions 

 Support further research into effective marijuana treatments of qualifying conditions 

 Support programs that will improve the health of the community 

 

Organizations that support the improvement of low and moderate income communities through 

programs that: 

 Create and sustain affordable housing 

 Facilitate literacy 

 Provide job training and workforce development 

 Revitalize and stabilize community 

 Education 

 

TSG will also consider requests from organizations that work to enhance community diversity 

through arts and culture and provide: 

 Access to and participation in cultural experiences for low and moderate income individuals 

 Availability of a broad array of artistic opportunities and venues that reflect the community’s 

diversity 

 

TSG will consider requests from organizations that work to enhance a community’s quality of life 

through projects involving civic engagement through: 

 Public policy 

 Community beautification 

 Civic leadership 

 Citizen education 

 Cultural diversity 

 

TSG is committed to building strong environmental practices through programs that: 

 Conserve natural resources 

 Protect endangered species 

 Preserve the environment 

 

TSG will consider requests from social and human service organizations that: 

 Enable and sustain independence for individuals and families 

 Ensure access to health education programs and quality health care 

 

If organizations meet TSG’s eligibility requirements and fit in with our philanthropic goals and 

objectives, we will accept requests and review them throughout the year.  Local decisions are made 

with priority. 

 

Community Outreach and Support  
TSG is committed to Pennsylvania residents and to improving the economy of the state. TSG is also 

committed to building community engagement with local PA leaders and residents in the 

surrounding cultivations facility neighborhoods to effectively address any community concerns. 
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TSG will also establish a phone hotline for community members to contact its PA medical cannabis 

facility if they have any complaints, concerns or would like to report an incident, and the appropriate 

facility agents will respond within 12 hours of the call. The hotline number will be advertised in 

letters to the community, ads in local papers, and announcements at neighborhood association 

meetings. TSG will make every effort to address concerns with thoughtful, targeted solutions and 

will also work with the local zoning board, in conjunction with community groups, to address any 

negative impacts that may arise as the business grows.  

By establishing a safe, clean, and well-managed PA medical cannabis facility, TSG will 

demonstrate to neighboring businesses and residents that the medical cannabis industry can make 

positive contributions to the local community. TSG’s outreach and support efforts will help 

minimize negative impacts on the surrounding community, and neighbors will know that their 

voices are being heard regarding concerns and complaints, thus limiting undesired activity. The 

feedback gathered will be disseminated to TSG’s advisory board for their review, input and possible 

recommendations for additional opportunities. 

 

Public Relations and Marketing  

Business Plan Encompassing a Community Oriented Marketing Model 

TSG’s business plan not only entails providing one-on-one education to employees, but also to the 

community as TSG’s medical cannabis cultivation facility becomes established in Pennsylvania. 

TSG will do so with a marketing plan, led by ACNA Director and PA RN Barbara Ochester, that 

includes making brochures, pamphlets, and other informational materials available and our staff 

will work with community members to develop a public outreach campaign including providing 

presentations at local business organizations, nonprofits and community-based organizations, and 

service club meetings to provide education and address questions. An easily, accessible and 

frequently updated website will also be developed to include separate user-friendly portals tailored 

to the needs of patients, physicians, employees, and to the community. 

In order to give back to the community, TSG will offer sponsorships of selected community events 

and organizations doing compassionate work (i.e., holiday food drives, Veteran’s Day and 

Memorial Day events, etc.) and will look to expand these activities as the business grows.  

The staff will reach out to develop relationships with local PA nonprofits and non-governmental 

agencies providing complementary services to the patient population in order for qualified staff 

members to make referrals for other services to patients and vice-versa.   

 

Good Neighbor Policy  

TSG has a proven history of building and maintaining good relationships with all neighbors – 

including local business improvement districts, building owners, small businesses, and residents 

alike.  TSG will make every effort to respect the perspectives of our neighbors and to address their 

concerns.  As a responsible corporate citizen committed to developing and maintaining strong 

community relationships, TSG has developed a Good Neighbor Policy that will discourage and 

minimize any behavior that may adversely impact the communities and/or businesses in the 

surrounding area for its Maryland dispensary facility.  

If awarded a Pennsylvania medical cannabis cultivation facility permit, TSG affirms it will adapt 

and implement its good Neighbor Policy for its PA facilities as well.  TSG’s Good Neighbor Policy 

outlines the steps TSG will take to ensure the safety and security of employees, patients, caregivers 

and members of the surrounding community. Facility security agents and employees will also be 
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trained to enforce the policy, which will emphasize two primary goals: (1) social responsibility and 

(2) community safety.  

 

TSG’s current Good Neighbor Policy also currently includes the following steps to ensure any 

concerns within the community are addressed: 

 Introduction meetings with all surrounding businesses, building owners, and residents. 

 Educational information sessions to discuss the benefits of cannabis and the company’s 

overall mission and goals. 

 Open feedback channels so any new concerns can be immediately addressed through 

our website, telephone, or mail. 

 Strict compliance with all state and local ordinances. 

 Non-obtrusive business practices shall ensure our business is discreet and operates like 

any other business. 

 No blatant signage with offensive symbols or verbiage. 

 Unmarked discreet transportation vehicles. 

 

In addition, TSG will ensure that its facility are always maintained in a professional manner and 

consistent in appearance to the flow and nature of other businesses in the area. TSG’s chosen facility 

has generous designated parking available. Facility protocols will also be implemented to reduce 

the odor of medical cannabis, and maintain facility cleanliness.  

 

Social Responsibility and Medical Cannabis Facility Security 

TSG’s Good Neighbor Policy also stipulates that all TSG PA medical cannabis cultivation facility 

employees, registered patients and caregivers treat neighboring businesses and individuals in the 

surrounding facility area with respect and courtesy at all times. If a security agent observes a fellow 

colleague being rude, disrespectful, or threatening toward another person on TSG’s facility, the 

situation will be immediately addressed/diffused, and if necessary, the security agent will escort the 

offending individual from the cultivation facility grounds. TSG has created a standard that maintains 

a “No Tolerance” policy for inappropriate behavior of any kind. This will also assist in minimizing 

the presence of individuals whose actions may adversely impact the facility’s surrounding 

communities or businesses. Security protocols will also require that appropriate security agents 

monitor and survey the areas surrounding the cultivation facilities, so as to prevent loitering of any 

kind.       

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Before being allowed to enter the cultivation facility, a facility agent will verify that all individuals 

have appropriate badges accessible, demonstrating that they are permitted on the premises. If an 

individual does not have proper documentation demonstrating that they are permitted on the 

premises, they will be asked to exit the premises and a Security Agent will respectfully escort them, 

if necessary.     

 

As part of the standup of TSG’s medical cannabis cultivation facility, all TSG employees will be 

asked to sign an agreement detailing the Good Neighbor Policy and the importance of observing 

and adhering to the Pennsylvania cultivation facility’s rules and regulations at all times, including 

attesting to the fact deviating from any medical cannabis recommendations and/or guidelines may 

result in disciplinary actions and/or in possible termination of employment. Further, as part of the 
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terms of employment, all cultivation facility employees and agents will be required to sign 

contractual documents during their initial orientation training, which delineate TSG’s Good 

Neighbor Policy and attests to their individual commitment to abide by the policies stipulated. These 

protocols will assist in minimizing the presence of individuals intending to disobey proper 

recommendations and/or guidelines, and/or individuals whose actions may adversely impact the 

dispensary’s surrounding communities or businesses. 

 

Community Crime Deterrence  

TSG has several highly skilled security system engineer advisors who will provide oversite on 

TSG’s PA medical cannabis facility security processes and procedures. These individuals have 

extensive security system development experience and have successfully designed, configured and 

maintained security systems for federal defense contracts.  For example, they led the integration of 

state-of-the art detection systems currently employed along the US Southern border and their work 

on the DoD perimeter surveillance program resulted in deployment of more than 400 systems to 4 

installations in Afghanistan to protect against intruders and vehicle-born improvised explosive 

devices (VB-IED). They will use their combined knowledge and skills, in addition to working with 

two third-party security firms and their skilled personnel, including TechOpps and  

 to provide professional services in effectively implementing 

security protocols and standards that exceed Pennsylvania state requirements.  

 

Crime deterrence protocols will include installing high-intensity-discharge (HID) floodlights 

around the premises to ensure that all building and parking areas of the facility are properly 

illuminated. High-resolution surveillance cameras, which will be strategically and/or discreetly 

placed throughout the exterior and parking areas of the cultivation facility, in accordance with all 

federal, state, and TSG Corporate guidelines. These cameras will include time and date stamps, and 

will capture video in full color.  

 

As a part of TSG’s Good Neighbor Policy, neighboring businesses and the community will benefit 

from TSG’s cultivation facility security plans, which will include strategic placement of 

surveillance cameras, 24-hour monitoring protocols and the implementation of state-of-the-art 

technology. TSG’s comprehensive security plan will provide an additional layer of safety to TSG’s 

PA medical cannabis facility’s surrounding community. 

 

Environmental Impact Plan  

Conservation and the reduction of our carbon footprint within the communities we operate is also 

priority for TSG’s senior management.  ‘Reduce, Reuse and Recycle’ is currently implemented as 

part of TSG owner Russell Wright’s environmental impact plan throughout his various existing 

organizations. Mr. Wright believes environmental sustainability is of the highest priority to promote 

a sustainable community and ensures a positive and influential business impact in achieving future 

environmental goals. To reach this goal, Mr. Wright contracted designers, engineers and consultants 

who created and implemented an environmental impact plan that allowed for intelligent design, 

energy efficiency, and significantly reduced waste throughout Mr. Wright’s other organizations thus 

far.  TSG will implement the same environmental impact plan to its’ PA medical cannabis 

cultivation facilities. Various factors will be taken into consideration in doing so, including: air 

quality, climate, ecological health, energy efficiency, water quality, transportation, and waste. 

DOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Employee Conservation:  Management will also implement an employee conservation plan, which 

TSG’s senior management is already implementing in its other existing businesses. Specifically, 

TSG’s current employee conservation plan details actions employees can take for conservation 

efforts to try and reduce their carbon footprint and also includes a reward program to reward facility 

employees for conservation efforts. This includes encouraging team members to recycle all paper 

and plastic waste products.  Energy efficient lights and equipment will also be utilized within the 

facility.  We will also encourage and reward employees for their personal conservation efforts; such 

as carpooling and riding a bike to work.  Waste products from the facility will be composted on site 

or mixed with biodegradable products for disposal.   

 

Thus TSG’s Community Impact Plan is extensive and includes discount and charities measures; a 

community benefits program; community outreach and support measures; public relations and 

marketing strategies, a comprehensive Good Neighbor Policy including security protocols, social 

responsibility measures, and community crime deterrence measures; and an environmental impact 

plan, so as to ensure a positive impact on the communities where TSG’s Pennsylvania medical 

cannabis cultivation facility is proposed to be located. Additionally, TSG’s senior leadership’s 

verifiable experience successfully implementing these tried and tested community outreach 

measures within various business organizations time and time again, and in numerous communities 

further ensures TSG’s ability to make a positive impact in PA communities.  
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------------------------------CONFIDENTIALITY DISCLOSURE-------------------------------- 

“Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties” means and includes any tangible or intangible 

information or material that is confidential or proprietary to Consultant that Client may obtain knowledge of 

through, or as a result of, its relationship with Consultant. Such information shall be deemed Consultant’s 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties whether or not owned or developed by Consultant. 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties shall also include, but is not limited to, any inventions, 

processes, designs, formulae, trade secrets, Standard Operating Procedures, know-how, confidential 

information, trademarks, copyrights, service marks, domain names, computer software, data and documentation, 

and all similar intellectual property. 
Ownership.  All Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties owned, developed or acquired by 

Consultant or Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties developed or acquired (hereafter, "Existing 

Consultant IP") shall be owned by the Consultant. 
Client understands that all such Existing Consultant IP, including all Standard Operating Procedures shall 

remain the sole property of Consultant, and Client agrees that neither it, nor any of its officers, directors, 

employees, consultants, affiliates or anyone acting in concert with Client will: (i) acquire any ownership interest 

in any Existing Consultant IP; and (ii) will not, convey, sell, publicize, use, trade, distribute any Existing 

Consultant IP to any other person or business, or take or modify Existing Consultant IP in order to convey, sell 

or distribute to any other individual or business not a party to this Agreement, that results in competition with 

the consulting services offered by Consultant, or interferes with any existing or prospective business advantage 

Consultant may have.  No other license to any Existing Consultant IP is granted or implied by this Agreement.  
 

------------------STATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE DISCLOSURE------------------- 

Medical cannabis facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such adherence to all applicable state 

and local laws pertaining to the cultivation, production, manufacturing, possessing and dispensing of 

cannabis and/or cannabis-infused products within the facility is of utmost importance.  State and local laws 

and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and have good understanding of the state 

and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good understanding of the state and local 

laws is the first step in being educated on how to operate within regulations, the records and documents 

needed to be maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a 

regulated market.   
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Standard Operating Procedures 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Standard Operating Procedures 

Purpose:  To explain the standard operating procedures needed to be adhered to within the Licensed Premise 

Scope:  To cover the education and training required pertaining to the standard operating procedures utilized within 

the Licensed Premise.      

 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

 

 

Definitions 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)—a set of step-by-step instructions to achieve a predictable, standardized, 

desired result often within the context of a longer overall process.  A repeated application of unchanged processes and 

procedures and its documentation.   

Material Change—a material change is defined as a major deviation from the standard procedure, or changing the 

procedure or methodology drastically enough to notice a change.  The material change is important enough to notice 

or to have an effect on the standard operating procedure.   

Principles of Standard Operating Procedures 

The cultivation of medical cannabis can be difficult for the rudimentary gardener. American Cannabis Company’s 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) insure consistent production of high quality medical cannabis.  TSG will 

utilize said SOP’s for all medical cannabis cultivation methodologies and operations.  Understanding and abiding by 

the following SOP’s is mandatory for all employees working within TSG’s Licensed Premise.  

The standard operating procedures must be practiced and utilized to cultivate each plant and produce each batch of 

medical cannabis.  The cultivation process is broken down into each week of the plant’s lifecycle.  Apply the following 

SOP instructions to the lifecycle of each plant in the facility.  Do not deviate from exact instruction within these 

standard operating procedures.   

• Failure to practice and utilize TSG’s written standard operating procedures is grounds for disciplinary action 

and possible job termination.   

Written standard operating procedures will be utilized for all cultivation activities and operations, for the cultivation 

of all medical cannabis plants to ensure consistency of the batch with the variety and for accuracy of the day-to-day 

production.  The written standard operating procedures will ensure consistency of batch and accuracy of day-to-day 

production if utilized properly and not deviated from.   

• Employees will be required to record and maintain documentation log sheets and forms to record the 

cultivation process 

o Required documentation and record keeping is highlighted throughout the SOP’s and indicates 

which documentation log sheets and records are to be taken and maintained.   

▪ Employees will need to pay careful attention to each standard operating procedure to ensure 

proper documentation and record keeping 

• The documentation should demonstrate consistency of batch with the medical 

cannabis variety being cultivated 

• The documentation should also demonstrate the accuracy of the day-to-day 

production within the Licensed Premise.   

• Any major deviation from the standard operating procedure defined  as a material change that could impact 

the quality of batch must be documented, recorded and maintained on the Licensed Premise  

o Registered employees are required to document any major deviation in production of a batch from 

the standard operating procedure  
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Deviation/Material Change to Standard Operating Procedures 

Upon recognizing the need for or making a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered employees 

will be required to document the material change within the Material Change to SOP’s log sheet and update the 

current SOP to reflect the material change.   

 

Deviations in Production—Independent Laboratory Testing  

Per the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania regulations, TSG will not release any batch of medical cannabis if there was 

any deviation in production from the batch from the standard operating procedure.  All medical cannabis will need to 

be securely held and stored until: 

• The a sample from the batch of medical cannabis with any deviation in production is sent to an independent 

testing laboratory for testing 

o The medical cannabis will not be released for distribution until after an independent testing 

laboratory and TSG determines, as a result of testing, that the batch meets the specifications for the 

variety and 

o The determination is recorded.   

• Follow Samples for Laboratory Testing and the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and 

Shipping Medical Cannabis standard operating procedures for procedures and requirements pertaining to 

laboratory testing and transport.   

o Ensure to follow Sampled for Laboratory Testing 

▪ Fill out and record all required documentation log sheets 

• Fill out Material Change Samples for Laboratory Testing log sheet (can be seen 

below) 

 

After documentation of a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered grower agents will be 

required to maintain the record of material change within a limit-access and secured area of the Licensed Premise.  

Manager/Supervisor Awareness 

and Approval:

Manager/Supervisor Signature:

Reason for the deviation (identify and describe in detail the deviation from the SOP) :

Material Change made to the SOP (please describe in detail) :

Sample of producton batch with deviation determined to 

meet specifications for the variety by CannaMD and the 

independent testing laboratory?

Medical Cannabis Batch Released for Distribution? Additional Notes/Comments:

SOP requiring material change:

Sample of producton batch with deviation sent to 

independent testing laboratory?

SOP Updated? Date Updated: Update By:

Deviation/Material Change to SOP's

Date: Grower Agent:
Deviation in Production:

YES

NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NOYES

YES NO

Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :
Receiving Laboratory:

Material Change Samples for Laboratory Testing
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State Regulatory Compliance  

Standard Operating Procedure:  State Regulatory Compliance Training 

Purpose:  To explain the regulatory compliance needed to be adhered to in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

  

Scope:  To cover the regulations enacted within Pennsylvania pertaining to legally operating a cannabis business.    

 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

 

 

Required Documents 

1) State Regulations 

2) Local/City Regulations (if applicable) 

The Principles of State Regulatory Compliance Training 

It is recommended as a State licensed cannabis operator to require all employees to read and become familiar with the 

State and Local/City regulation that have been enacted pertaining to operating a legal, licensed cannabis business.   

You cannot operate a legal cannabis business in compliance if the employees are not familiar with the laws and 

regulation they must adhere to.   

You should keep a physical, up-to-date copy of any and all laws and regulation in which you must operate under at 

every licensed facility.  Every employee should also receive a hard copy of the laws and regulation which they can 

read and become familiar with.   

Key State Regulations Employees Should be Familiar With: 

• Who can have access to the facility 

o Visitor process 

• Packaging and labeling compliances and requirements 

• Wholesale procedures 

• Hours of allowed operation 

• Inventory tracking and required record keeping 

• Security procedures and protocols 

• Laboratory testing requirements 

• Transportation of medical cannabis products 

• Etc. 

 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Regulations 

• http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16  

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW 

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf
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Record Keeping and Documentation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Record Keeping and Documentation 

Purpose: To ensure that all required cannabis cultivation records and data are properly recorded and documented.  

Including zone/room environments, transplant logs, IPM applications, inventory, etc. 

 

Scope:  Procedures covering record keeping and documentation for activities within the cultivation Licensed Premise. 

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

What is the Purpose of Record Keeping and Documentation? 

The medical cannabis cultivation facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such proper record keeping and 

documentation are essential within the cultivation facility.  Having records of crop inputs such as growing media 

records and pesticide applications will aid during the cultivation process to ensure proper feedings occur and that 

plants are not treated with chemicals more than absolutely necessary.   

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Pen or pencil 

2) Clipboard 

3) Log Sheets 

Principles of Record Keeping and Documentation 

Adherence to all applicable state and local laws pertaining to the cultivation of cannabis within the cultivation facility 

is of utmost importance.  State and local laws and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and 

have good understanding of the state and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good 

understanding of the state and local laws is the first step in being educated on the records and documents needed to be 

maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a regulated market. 

Required records and documentation are noted throughout the written Standard Operating Procedures; TSG’s 

registered employees will be required to make such records and documentation as part of their job responsibilities.  

Employees will be required to make two sets of all records and documentation; one set of records and documentation 

will be made within the inventory control system, and a second set of records and documentation will be made using 

physical log sheets and templates.  The physical records and documentation will be maintained on at the Licensed 

Premise within a limited access area.  Failure to create and maintain records and documentation will be grounds for 

disciplinary action and//or job termination.   

Record Keeping and documentation are noted within other SOP’s where documentation is required.  The SOPs will 

also reference which documentation records and log sheets are required to be filled out and maintained.   

Cultivation Licensed Premise Records: 

• Propagation Log 

• Transplant Log 

• Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

• Daily Environment Documentation 

• Plant Monitoring—inventory  

• POS Inventory 

• Inventory Reconciliation  

• Daily Cannabis Products Transfer/Wholesale Log 

• Pest and Disease Identification 

• Pesticide/Fungicide Application 

• Harvested Cannabis Log 

• Cannabis Waste Log 
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• Finished Cannabis Log 

• Cleaning and Sanitation Log 

• Product Recall Log 

• Returned Cannabis Log 

• Employee List 

• Visitor Documentation Log 

• Etc. 

Secondary Records  

TSG will maintain, independent of the inventory control, a searchable, secure, tamper-evident record of each 

distribution.  TSG will require employees to maintain secondary records on the Licensed Premise.  The physical 

records and documentation log sheets will serve as secondary, back-up records and documentation that will be 

maintained independent of the inventory control system.   

Per Pennsylvania regulations, records required to be maintained separate of the inventory control system: 

• Records of Each Distribution 

o Records of distribution must include: 

▪ The name and address of the recipient 

▪ The quantity delivered 

▪ The name, strength, batch number, and lot number of the product 

Requirements of Secondary Records: 

• Records must be maintained independent of the inventory control system 

o Physical records will be maintained within a file cabinet, separate from the inventory control system 

• Records must be searchable 

o Records will be organized and filed alphabetically according to recipient name 

• Records must be secure 

o Records will be maintained within the Licensed Premise, located within a limited-access area inside 

a manager office equipped with an independent security alarm system.  The records will be held 

within a lockable filing cabinet inside the secure office.   

• Records must be tamper-evident 

o The file cabinet where secondary records are to be maintained will have a secure, tamper-evident 

locking mechanism on it.  

 

Record of Distributed Medical Cannabis Products can be seen below: 
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Records and Documents Storage Retention 

Unless otherwise specified, TSG will retain and maintain all records and duplicate sets of records for a minimum of 

five (5) years.   

 

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Name of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis product(s))

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Receiving Party: 2)

License # of Receiving Party (if applicable) : 3)

Address of Receiving Party: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Party Information
Medical Cannabis/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute 

#/Product ID #

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Name of Originating Entity:  CannaMD

*This form must be completed prior to the shipping of any medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  This Record for Shipment must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.  

Signature of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Record for Shipment Form

Shipment Identification #: Test results included for 

ALL products being 

shipped?

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NO
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General Security/Diversion Prevention Training 

Standard Operating Procedure:  General Security/Diversion Prevention Training 

Purpose:  To explain the general security and diversion prevention training needed to be adhered to. 

  

Scope:  To understand security and diversion prevention training requirements.    

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

 

Diversion and Trafficking Prevention Training 

TSG will utilize an inventory control system and industry best practices and policies to be implemented to reduce the 

risk of diversion and theft of medical cannabis products.  All medical cannabis plants will be tagged, recorded and 

tracked through the inventory control system from seed-to-sale.   

The use of professional security systems that will be installed at all of organization facilities will also help to reduce 

the risk to diversion, loss, theft or unauthorized access.   

If any medical cannabis or medical cannabis product loss or discrepancy is noticed by a employee, then management 

shall be made aware of the loss immediately.  Inventory discrepancies should be easily noticeable with the use of the 

inventory control system.  The diversion or product loss must be documented on the Product Loss log sheet.   

 

Alarm Surveillance — A primary and secondary alarm system will be installed at all facilities by licensed alarm 

companies.  An advanced security alarm system on all perimeter entry points, perimeter windows, and secured interior 

Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Note/Comments:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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rooms.  

  

 

Video Surveillance — An advanced video surveillance and recording system at all facilities. All cameras will record 

in digital format and be maintained to meet the requirements outlined by State and local regulations.   

m and be used to identify any activity occurring within the room and be capable of 

recording and viewing in low light conditions.  An onsite DVR and an additional offsite DVR will be utilized to store 

all footage for a minimum of 90 calendar days.  

 
Security Lighting — Security lighting around the entire perimeter of each facility to allow surveillance in low light 

conditions and deter potential intrusion.   

 
  Alarms — The professional security and alarm systems will utilize  that will detect 

intrusion and will automatically notify the proper authorities.   

DOH
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Duress Alarms — The security and alarm systems will utilize a  

 

. 

 

Panic-Button Alarm — Employees will be required to  

   

 
Hold-Up Alarm — The security and alarm system will have a  

 

   

On-Site Electronic Monitoring — Facility security rooms will have a large screen call-up monitor (at least 19”) and 

a video printer capable of immediately producing a clear still photo from all video cameras.  

  

Commercial Grade Door Locks — Commercial-grade, non- residential door locks at all points of ingress and egress 

to the facilities exterior and all limited access areas.  Key-card access door locks may also be utilized to further limit 

access at facilities.   

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Safes and Product Storage — Commercial grade safes will be installed and utilized in a limited access area for the 

storage of medical cannabis products and cash.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DOH
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Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of the perpetual inventory control system 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees and licensed premise employees on the perpetual inventory control 

system   

 
 

Principles of the Perpetual Inventory Control System 

TSG will utilize a perpetual inventory system from a regulated cannabis industry-specific inventory system provider.  

This cannabis industry-specific inventory control system has been developed specifically for the regulated cannabis 

industry and has been customized to include all cannabis business operational needs.  The systems have been designed 

to be user friendly, the ability to be mobile, and with inventory control capabilities to track every medical cannabis 

plant and product from seed to sale.   

The inventory control system will be designed to have the ability to promptly identify a discrepancy in stocks of 

medical cannabis plants and products.  TSG administrators of the system will be notified of a substantial reduction in 

an inventory stock level and be prompted to investigate the inventory levels to insure no theft, diversion or 

discrepancies occurred.  Administrators and users can run inventory reports from the inventory control system to check 

inventory stock levels that have been recorded in the inventory control system against a physical inventory audit to 

further determine inventory discrepancies.   

Inventory Control /POS System—the tracking of all medical cannabis products from seed to sale will be done 

through inventory management through the use of template log sheets, computer systems, Secure Information Systems 

(SIS) and selected Point-of-Sale systems (POS).   All medical cannabis plants and products are to be tagged, recorded 

and tracked through the inventory control system.  Failure to do so can result in disciplinary action and/or job 

termination.   

 

*Inventory control system and/or Point-of-Sale (POS) system training will be provided by an expert or 

consultant from the inventory control system supplier.  This 3rd party training will be required for all TSG 

registered employees prior to working within the Licensed Premise.   

Registered employees will be required to utilize the inventory control system to identify, record, monitor and track all 

medical cannabis plants and products from the time the medical cannabis is propagated from seed or cutting to the 

time it is delivered to a licensed dispensary, licensed processor or a qualifying patient or caregiver.   The standard 

operating procedures detail multiple situations when plant tagging, monitoring and recording activities are required 

by employees within the Licensed Premise.  Medical cannabis plant will be given a unique attribute number, assigned 

to a product batch which and recorded in the inventory control system.  The plant will then be given a new and unique 
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plant tag with the plants identification and specifications and be recorded in the inventory control system, the tag will 

remain with the plant throughout the plants lifecycle enabling the plant to be identified and tracked.   

The inventory control system intended to be utilized within TSG’s Licensed Premise will in the event of a serious 

adverse event have the ability to track any medical cannabis plant or product back to the originating source, including 

the ability of tracking medical cannabis from a qualifying patient back to the source of the medical cannabis.  The 

medical cannabis believed to have caused a serious adverse event should have a product label with product information 

and specifications such as the product name, unique attribute number, batch number and originating entity.  With this 

information, the medical cannabis will be able to be traced back to the originating source of the medical cannabis.   
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Electronic Manifest 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Electronic Manifest 

Purpose:  To explain the requirements for the electronic manifest 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees on the creation and use of the electronic manifest 

 
 

Principles of the Electronic Manifest  

The electronic manifest will be required for each and every shipment of medical cannabis from TSG’s Licensed 

Premise.  Registered employees will be required to complete the electronic manifest as well as a physical medical 

cannabis transport manifest form.   

TSG will utilize various computer programs to create and utilize an electronic manifest.  Such programs will include 

but not be limited to Microsoft Office, secure email server, inventory control system and point of sale system.   

Prior to transporting or shipping and package containing medical cannabis, TSG will require employees to complete 

the electronic manifest process.  Employees will need to complete the manifest form and scan/email a copy of the 

manifest to the recipient.  Employees and/or transportation agents will also maintain two (2) physical copies of the 

manifest form to keep and have present during any transporting of medical cannabis.  Upon delivery of the medical 

cannabis, the shipping employee and/or transportation agent will provide a physical copy of the manifest for the 

recipient to maintain.   

State of Pennsylvania Regulatory Requirements 

All Licensee are required to use an electronic manifest for chain of custody procedures and to ensure safe transport of 

medical cannabis and that no theft or diversion is occurring during transport.   

TSG will utilize an electronic manifest system to record the chain of custody for the shipment of products containing 

medical cannabis.  The electronic manifest system will include a chain of custody that records: 

• The name and address of the shipping licensee; 

• The shipping licensee’s shipment identification number; 

• The weight and description of each individual package that is part of the shipment, and the total number of 

individual packages; 

• The name of the registered employee or registered dispensary agent that prepared the shipment; 

• The name and address of the receiving licensee or other receiving party if applicable; and 

• Any handling or storage instructions. 

An electronic manifest will be created by the TSG registered employees for each shipment of products containing 

cannabis.   

Chain of Custody—shipments with packages containing medical cannabis will need to be tracked and recorded 

throughout the shipping process.  The chain of custody for all shipments containing medical cannabis must be 

accurately documented within the electronic manifest.   

The electronic manifest will contain, at a minimum, the following entries as a chain of custody, in the order listed: 

• An entry by the registered employee or registered dispensary agent who has prepared the shipment, including 

the date and time of preparation; 

• An entry by a shipping licensee’s transportation agent, of the date and time of the placement of the shipment 

into the medical cannabis transport vehicle; 
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• An entry by licensee’s agent receiving the shipment including the date and time of the acceptance; and 

• If any other person had custody or control of the shipment, that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, 

and disposition. 

An electronic manifest MUST be created for EACH shipment of products containing medical cannabis. 

TSG will require employees to complete a Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form prior to transporting or 

shipping any medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products.  Refer to the Wholesale Procedure, 

Transferring/Transportation and Shipping SOP for transportation requirements.   

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form can be seen below: 
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Date:

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

Time: 

Route to be Traveled:

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document 

that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s):

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute # and 

Batch #

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  The receiving entity may reject the product 

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.  

Fax Form to:                                                                OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

Check Here if multiple pages are used
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OSHA Compliance 

Standard Operating Procedure:  OSHA Compliance and Training 

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of OSHA regulations. 

  

Scope:  To understand OSHA requirements to create a safe work environment.   

 
 

OSHA Training 

Employees have the right to a safe workplace, and TSG intends to provide a safe work environment for all employees 

at all TSG facilities.  The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) was passed into law as a preventative 

measure for workers from being killed or seriously harmed while at work.  The law requires employers to provide 

employees with working conditions that are free from known dangers.   

The OSH Act created the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).  This regulatory agency sets and 

enforces protective workplace safety and health standards.  OSHA is also charged with providing information, training 

and assistance to workers and employers to educate and train individuals on workplace safety.  Employees may file a 

complaint if they feel necessary which will result in OSHA to inspect the workplace if they feel OSHA standards are 

not being met or that there may be serious hazards or danger.  More information on the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration can be found online at the website: https://www.osha.gov/.  

OSHA’s Mission — With the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, Congress created the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) to assure safe and healthful working conditions for working men and women by 

setting and enforcing standards and by providing training, outreach, education and assistance.   

 

OSHA Training — The OSHA Outreach Training Program for General Industry provides training for workers and 

employers on the recognition, avoidance, abatement, and prevention of safety and health hazards and dangers in 

workplaces in general industry.  This program also provides information regarding workers' rights, employer 

responsibilities, and how to file a complaint.  Employees can attend a 10-hour or 30-hour class delivered by OSHA-

authorized trainers.  The 10-hour class is intended for entry level workers, while the 30-hour class is more appropriate 

for supervisors or workers with some safety responsibility.  OSHA training helps to ensure that workers are more 

knowledgeable about workplace hazards, dangers and their rights. 

Under the OSH Law, employers have a responsibility to provide a safe workplace free from known hazards or dangers.  

The OSHA website provides a short summary of employer responsibilities with which TSG will ensure compliance. 

• Provide a workplace free from serious recognized hazards and comply with standards, rules and regulations 

issued under the OSH Act. 

• Examine workplace conditions to make sure they conform to applicable OSHA standards. 

• Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain this equipment. 

• Use color codes, posters, labels or signs to warn employees of potential hazards. 

• Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees follow safety and health 

requirements. 

• Employers must provide safety training in a language and vocabulary workers can understand. 

https://www.osha.gov/
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• Employers with hazardous chemicals in the workplace must develop and implement a written hazard 

communication program and train employees on the hazards they are exposed to and proper precautions (and 

a copy of safety data sheets must be readily available). See the OSHA page on Hazard Communication. 

• Provide medical examinations and training when required by OSHA standards. 

• Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (or the state-plan equivalent) informing 

employees of their rights and responsibilities. 

• Report to the nearest OSHA office all work-related fatalities within 8 hours, and all work-related inpatient 

hospitalizations, all amputations and all losses of an eye within 24 hours. Call our toll-free number: 1-800-

321-OSHA (6742); TTY 1-877-889-5627. [Employers under federal OSHA's jurisdiction were required to 

begin reporting by Jan. 1, 2015. Establishments in a state with a state-run OSHA program should contact 

their state plan for the implementation date]. 

• Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses. (Note: Employers with 10 or fewer employees and 

employers in certain low-hazard industries are exempt from this requirement. 

• Provide employees, former employees and their representative’s access to the Log of Work-Related Injuries 

and Illnesses (OSHA Form 300). On February 1, and for three months, covered employers must post the 

summary of the OSHA log of injuries and illnesses (OSHA Form 300A). 

• Provide access to employee medical records and exposure records to employees or their authorized 

representatives. 

• Provide to the OSHA compliance officer the names of authorized employee representatives who may be 

asked to accompany the compliance officer during an inspection. 

• Not discriminate against employees who exercise their rights under the Act. See our "Whistleblower 

Protection" webpage. 

• Post OSHA citations at or near the work area involved. Each citation must remain posted until the violation 

has been corrected, or for three working days, whichever is longer. Post abatement verification documents 

or tags. 

• Correct cited violations by the deadline set in the OSHA citation and submit required abatement verification 

documentation. 

• OSHA encourages all employers to adopt an Injury and Illness Prevention Program. Injury and Illness 

Prevention Programs, known by a variety of names, are universal interventions that can substantially reduce 

the number and severity of workplace injuries and alleviate the associated financial burdens on U.S. 

workplaces. Many states have requirements or voluntary guidelines for workplace Injury and Illness 

Prevention Programs. Also, numerous employers in the United States already manage safety using Injury and 

Illness Prevention Programs, and we believe that all employers can and should do the same. Most successful 

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs are based on a common set of key elements. These include: 

management leadership, worker participation, hazard identification, hazard prevention and control, education 

and training, and program evaluation and improvement. OSHA’s Injury and Illness Prevention 

Programs topics page contains more information including examples of programs and systems that have 

reduced workplace injuries and illnesses. 

Plan for OSHA Compliance 

Below details the plan for compliance with OSHA will begin by ensuring that all organizational facilities are free from 

known hazards and/or dangers.   

All employees will be provided basic training covering workplace safety pertaining to identifying and preventing 

potential hazards and or dangers such as trip hazards.  This basic training will begin with training all new employees 

on policies and procedures.  Proper and adequate training can help to reduce workplace accidents through educating 

and training employees on operations, policies and procedures.  Employees will be given a tour of the facility property 

and areas in which the employee will have access to (limited or restricted).  Other training to be included in TSG’s 

plan for OSHA compliance will include: 

• Training on SOP’s 

• Regulatory compliance training (laws and regulations pertaining to medical cannabis cultivation, processing 

or dispensing) 

• Basic training on workplace safety 

• Recognition of potential workplace hazards or dangers 
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Cultivation Methodology 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cultivation Methodology 

Purpose:  To determine and understand the cultivation techniques and methodologies to be implemented in the 

cultivation facility.   

  

Scope:  To determine the growing methodology (soil, hydro, coco, etc.) and types of equipment and systems to be 

implemented and utilized (plants directly on the ground, plants on roll-top benches, plants on motorized pallet 

racking; HDCS).   

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

 

The Principles of Cultivation Methodology 

There are multiple cultivation techniques and methodologies pertaining to cannabis cultivation; ACC utilizes organic 

cultivation techniques and methodologies encompassing a bio-dynamic super soil, SoHum Living Soil, automated, 

gravity-fed watering systems from AutoPot, and roll-top benches or moveable palletized racking for increased 

production capacity and increased efficiency.   

Water Quality 

Water Quality Test(s) — TSG will perform water quality tests on facility water every six (6) months at a minimum.  

A water sample from the cultivation facility will be sent to a water testing laboratory where an analysis of the water 

will be performed wo determine what, if any, substances are in the water.  A record of all water quality tests will be 

maintained on-site at the licensed premise within a file labeled “Water Quality Tests”.  Water quality tests and records 

will be made available for inspection to the Commission upon request. 

Reverses Osmosis of Water (RO System) — All water utilized for cultivation operations will be ran through a state-

of-the-art Reverse Osmosis (RO) water filtration system to ensure all contaminants have been removed from the water.  

The RO system will be designed according to the water quality test that will be performed at the facility as well as the 

RO system being designed to be able to adequately purify and supply the proper amounts of water for daily operations.   

 

 

 

R.O. 
Filtration

Water 
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Water to 
Cultivation 

Needs

Female 
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Transpiration

HVAC System 
Dehumidification
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Growing Medium — Biodynamic soil 

SoHum Living Soil is a fully-amended bio-dynamic soil which simplifies the growing process while maximizing 

yields and producing consistent quality.  SoHum is a growing medium that is biodynamic, a soil developed to optimize 

the cannabis plants’ maximum genetic potential.  In cannabis cultivation, the term “biodynamic” applies to the 

understanding that soil directly impacts plant development and emphasizes an organic approach to growing that 

focuses on the micro life in the soil. 

 

• More information on SoHum Living Soils can be viewed within the Growing Media SOP 

Growing Containers/Watering System 

ACC utilizes an automated watering system and plant containers from AutoPot Automated Irrigation System. The 

AutoPot systems use a gravity-based irrigation network that stems from a refillable water reservoir to the individual 

pots.  The system prevents over-watering and operator error, and requires no power supplies, water pumps or timers. 

AutoPots were designed to maximize the crop and save water. 

The system is expandable to grow with operational needs; pot modules and additional tanks can be easily added to the 

watering network.  When used in conjunction with complementary products like SoHum Living Soil, AutoPot 

Automated Irrigation System can be one of the building blocks of a completely organic grow system. 

Benefits of AutoPot Automated Irrigation System: 

• An energy-efficient component of a lean manufacturing system, the AutoPot system offers a number of 

advantages over other irrigation products: 

• Delivers exactly the amount of water your plants need 

• Eliminates the need for daily moisture monitoring 

• Eliminates the need to manually water multiple times per week 

• Requires no electricity 

• Produces no leaking, runoff or other water waste 

• Is readily scalable to your grow operation 

• Increases plant growth by 40% 

*Please see the AutoPot SOP for more information on set-up and maintenance on AutoPots.   

Roll-Top Benches 

Roll-top benches are utilized as a way to maximize facility cubic footage working space and allows the plants to be 

elevated off the ground increasing workflow efficiency and effectiveness.   
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High Density Cultivation System (HDCS)—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aENC4aeNZis    

ACC has developed a cultivation system utilizing stackable pallet racking.  The pallet racking can be affixed to a 

automated, mobile carriage unit to maximize facility’s cubic footage.  ACC has named this new cultivation system 

the HDCS for High Density Cultivation System.  This system will allow users to maximize their facilities cubic footage 

resulting in increased production capacity.   

Advantages to utilizing the HDCS include: 

• Maximizes plant canopy cubic footage 

• Lights within rack footprint so no susceptibility to damage 

• Easy to reach plants for maintenance purposes 

• Very limited light wasted due to direct concentration above plants 

• Less water consumption due to use of Auto Pots (no waste water runoff) 

• Lower labor costs due to easier cleaning of lights and system 

• Able to use co2 

• Able to convert to LED lighting in the future 

The HDCS system will utilize standard pallet racking such as the pallet racking pictured below. 

 

HDCS Diagram Drawings: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aENC4aeNZis
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Environmental Control System 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Environmental Control System 

Purpose:  To explain the environmental control system 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees and licensed premise personnel on the environmental control system 

and cultivation environmental parameters.   

 
 

Environmental Control System 

Temperature will be monitored by a computer based environmental control system.  Multiple temperature sensors will 

be strategically situated around each cultivation room, these sensors will send data to a central computer.  The 

environmental control system will then log this data for future reference, as well as allow the user to make adjustments, 

set alarms, and monitor the system from any location.  Temperature will be controlled using a HVAC system sized 

correctly for each growing area.  The environmental control system’s main computer will regulate the HVAC 

system.  Maintaining temperatures between 72 and 78 degrees is paramount plant health and Integrated Pest 

Management.  High temperatures encourage the rapid growth of pests as well as increase stress to the plant.  All rooms 

will have back up HVC systems for redundancy.  

Humidity control is the most important aspect of Integrated Pest Management in the indoor horticulture 

environment.  High levels of humidity encourage molds and mildews, as well as create an environment perfect for the 

growth of insects.  Multiple sensors placed in each cultivation room will monitor humidity.  These sensors send data 

to the environmental control systems computer to be logged, trigger dehumidifiers, or set off an alarm.  Humidity is 

controlled by either dehumidification, or ventilation.  During standard operation humidity will be removed from the 

room using horticultural grade dehumidifiers.  In the event of a high humidity alarm, a ventilation system will exhaust 

the room to rapidly lower humidity.  Plant transpiration varies greatly between the light and dark periods in a grow 

room; anticipating this fluctuation critical.  Maintaining a humidity level between 20%-45% is the best defense against 

mold and mildew issues. 

In the sterile cultivation environment, ventilation is used mainly as an emergency means to clear the air from a 

room.  In place of typical ventilation, supplemental CO2 will be introduced to the room at strictly regulated levels. The 

environmental system will be tied to several sensors that can trigger the ventilation system in the event of a high 

reading.  When the computer system senses levels of CO2, temperature, or humidity above certain set points, it will 

initiate the ventilation system, and clear the air out of the room.  This air will be replaced by HEPA filtered air from 

outside of the grow room.  This ventilation system will initiate at the following set points Temperature On:92* 

Off:84*, Humidity On:70% Off:45%, CO2 On:2000ppm Off:800ppm. 

In the indoor horticulture environment lighting control allows us to manipulate the season the plant perceives it is 

in.  Providing 18 or more hours of light will cause vegetative growth indefinitely, this is simulating spring and 

summer.  When the plants are provided 12 hours of light, the flowering cycle begins; this is simulating the transition 

from summer to autumn.  An environmental control system will control the lighting system from a central 

computer.  This system will not only control the lights according to the desired growth period, but will also reduce the 

amount of operating lights in the event of a high temperature alarm.  

Facility Ventilation Protection 

All intake and exhaust points on the exterior of the facility are to be screened with 350 micron insect cloth.  This cloth 

will be supported by aluminum frames, and sealed to prevent any risk of infestation.  This screen is adequate in size 

to control insects from entering the facility including thrips, aphids, and mites, which are the most common pests 

associated with cannabis.  

Employees will be required to inspect all facility ventilation protection barriers on a six (6) month basis.  Employees 

may need to remove the filter in order to properly clean the filter to ensure the filter is functioning properly.  Filters 

may need to be replaced all together.  All Licensed Premise facility ventilation protection (filters/screens) inspection, 

cleaning, maintenance and repairs or replacements will need to be documented on the Facility Ventilation Protection 

(filters/screens) log sheet as seen below. 
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Facility Ventilation Protection (filters/screens)

Date: Employee:
Facility Ventilation Equipment/Area 

Serviced:

Date of Last 

Service:

Filter/Screen 

Replaced?
Notes/Comments

Filter/Screen 

Cleaned?

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO
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Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Purpose:  To explain the employee dress code required. 

  

Scope:  Covers the dress code requirements for employees.    

 
 

Principles of Employee Dress Code 

The cultivation facility is considered a “clean” room type setting and as such employees of the cultivation facility will 

be required to change out of street clothes and into provided work wear to be worn during all scheduled work shifts.  

The work wear will consist of medical-type scrubs and garden shoes.   

Employees are expected to arrive at facilities and enter the locker rooms immediately after entering the facility to 

shower and change into provided work wear.  This will reduce the cultivation P areas from exposure to outside 

contaminants such as pests and diseases.      

Employees — TSG employees working will be required to wear approved attire while working within the Licensed 

Premise.   

• Employees will be provided work attire to be worn while working within the Licensed Premise. 

o Work uniform such as scrubs 

o Closed-toe garden shoes such as Crocks 

o Hat (optional) 

Transportation Agents — TSG employees working will be required to wear approved attire while on duty.  

Transportation agent work attire will differ from that of employees due to State regulations mandating transportation 

agents must not have any identifying logos or markings that could indicate ownership or possession of cannabis.   

• Transportation agents will be required to wear un-identifying work attire 

o Plain jeans or khakis pants 

o Plain polo or button-up shirt 

o Closed-toe shoe 
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Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices 

Purpose:  To explain how employees should enter the cultivation/MIP facility, preventative IPM measures, and 

procedures to follow to gain access to Limited Access Area(s).   

  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly entering the Licensed Premise as well as good growing and handling 

practices 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Principles of Facility Entry Protocol 

The primary objective of having a specific facility entry protocol is to try to reduce the exposure and risk to outside 

contaminants from entering the facility.  Containments can be anything from pests such as insects and diseases such 

as powdery mildew.  It will be of utmost importance for employees to be mindful of where they have been immediately 

before arriving at the cultivation facility as this can determine the likelihood and types of contaminants possible.   

Upon arriving at the cultivation facility, employees will enter the facility using their issued key/keycard or the like, 

enter the facility’s ‘entry vestibule”.  This area is designed as a security measure against unwanted intruders.  There 

will be a magnetic door that can only be opened by personnel with the proper security clearance.  This door will be 

opened through the use of an access control unit.   

Example of a “Entry Vestibule”: 

 
Upon exiting the “Entry Vestibule” employees will head directly for the locker rooms where they will change out of 

all street clothes, take showers and change into provided work attire/uniform prior to entering the “clean” area of the 

cultivation facility.   

Locker Room Steps for Employees to Follow: 

1. Enter locker room 

2. Remove ALL street clothes and place them in your locker 

a. ALL clothes 

i. Hats 

DOH
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ii. Socks  

iii. Shoes  

3. Take a shower 

a. This is done as another preventative measure to ensure the cultivation facility is not exposed to any 

outside contaminants 

4. Change into provide work attire/uniform 

a. Scrubs 

b. Hair nets 

c. Hat (optional) 

d. Garden shoes 

Upon successfully showering and changing into the provided work wear, employees will be ready to begin their work 

shift within the “clean” area of the cultivation facility.  

Upon exiting the locker room, employees will go through an “air-lock” chamber to remove any remaining potential 

contaminants prior to entering the clean cultivation area.  Upon exiting the Air-Lock chamber, the employee will be 

in the “clean” area of the cultivation facility.   

Example of an Air-Lock Chamber: 

 
 

Good Growing and Handling Practices 

The indoor cultivation environment offers little help to employees in terms of biosecurity, so preventative maintenance 

and clean protocols are essential in operations.  Plants are typically cultivated and arranged in close proximity and as 

such plants in close proximity to each other spread diseases, molds, mildews, and insects with ease in comparison to 

the natural growing conditions found outside.  Due to this, very strict clean entry protocols, as well as quarantine, and 

biosecurity procedures are necessary. 

The facility will be divided into a “clean zone” and a “dirty zone”.   

• The clean zone represents any area where cannabis products will be whether in plant form, flower form, 

concentrate, or infused product.   

o All “clean zones” in the facility will require employees to follow the clean entry protocol to enter.   

• The dirty zone represents any area where no cannabis product will ever be (excluding cannabis waiting 

destruction and disposal), including soil receiving, and administration offices.   

Cultivation Areas — Each cultivation chamber in the facility will have separate entry protocols, to keep from cross 

contaminating any possible pests from room to room.   Upon entry into a cultivation room, each employee will put on 

a pair of nitrile gloves, as well as step in a disinfecting footbath.  The disinfecting footbath is filled with a plant and 

animal safe disinfecting solution, typically used in the animal care, and commercial greenhouse industry.  This will 

DOH
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control any contaminants on the bottom of employee’s feet, where the biggest risk of disease lies.  Now in a cultivation 

chamber, it is the employee’s responsibility to be observant for any signs of issues.  Upon exiting a cultivation room, 

the employee is required to remove gloves, and step in the disinfecting footbath upon exit.  

Example of Disinfecting Foot Mat/Bath: 

 
 

In the event that a disease, mold, mildew, or pest is found, the facility will enter quarantine protocols; refer to the 

Integrated Pest management SOP. 

Foliar Spray Applications —  During the application of foliar sprays, employees will be required to wear certain 

protective clothing depending of type of material being applied.  Foliar sprays applied to plants are non-harmful in 

nature, and do not require protection clothing to be worn.  Despite these materials being nonhazardous to plants and 

animals, the procedure will be to wear protective eyewear, an organic oil capable respirator, and nitrile gloves.  This 

will protect the applicator from breathing any small particles emitted by atomizing sprayers.  Sterilizing sprays applied 

to rooms when plants are not present will require an increased amount of protective clothing.  During empty room 

cleaning and spraying, the applicator will wear a full body chemical suit, protective eyewear, organic chemical 

respirator, and nitrile gloves.  This will protect the applicator from any potential hazardous materials entering eyes, 

touching skin, or being inhaled.  

Propagation Room(s) — One of the most important areas of cultivation to assure strict cleanliness protocols are 

followed is the propagation area.  In this area, very specific steps must be taken to not cross contaminate diseases.  The 

propagation room will have a higher temperature and humidity, therefore encouraging insects, molds, and mildews to 

grow at an increased rate.  The first procedure to assuring a clean propagation room is daily inspection of mother 

plants.  These plants will typically be much older and larger than an average cultivation plant, and tend to have more 

space, and foliage to inspect.  Assuring stock plants are not affected will allow you to be sure you are not starting any 

new clones with a pest.  When propagating plants, the first step is to sterilize the work area.  Wiping down all work 

surfaces with a 3% hydrogen peroxide solution will clean any lingering pests.  All cloning equipment including clone 

domes, trays, scissors, and razor blades must be sterilized with hydrogen peroxide solution also.  During the cloning 

process, scissors and razor blades will be sterilized between each strain propagated.   Once cloning is completed, the 

work area is to be sterilized, and remain clean for the next time propagation is done.  Protocols for inspecting, and 

maintaining clone domes are very important.  Naturally all clones taken will not survive, and this unhealthy clone 

presents a food source for molds and mildews.  During the time clones are given to grow roots, daily inspections of 

each dome will be required.  Any mold will be removed, as well as dead leaves and clones.  If a dome is found to have 

mold, it will be misted with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution before being closed.  During these inspections it is 

important to clean tools between each dome to reduce the risk of spreading disease.   

*During daily cultivation tasks, strict procedures are set to minimize risk of pest introduction, or spread.  It 

is the responsibility of each employee to read and know these procedures and how they relate to their 

position.  It will be the employee’s responsibility to monitor these procedures to assure they are being 

completed in entirety.  

Processing/trimming — The processing/trimming area of the facility will have procedures set in place to reduce the 

risk of pest and disease issues post-harvest.  Post-harvest, it is very important to have strict procedures, and the plants 

natural resistance to pests is diminished.  This wet plant material is very susceptible to mold contamination, and must 

be handle properly.  All processing employees will undergo the same entry protocol including mandatory shower, and 

wearing medical scrubs, hairnet, beard cover if necessary, garden shoes, and clean nitrile gloves.  When entering the 

processing room agents will first step in a sterilizing footbath to mitigate tracking pests between areas.  Prior to harvest 
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the processing team will clean and sterilize all surfaces in the processing room with 3% hydrogen peroxide 

solution.  Once all surfaces are sterilized, harvested plants may enter the room.  During all stages of processing 

employees are required to wear nitrile gloves, hairnets, and beard covers.  If harvesting more than one cultivation 

room, the processing room will be sterilized again prior to the next room’s plants entering.  

When the processing stage is complete, the employees responsible for monitoring the drying process will be required 

to follow cleanliness procedures.  Prior to entering the drying room, agent will step in sterilizing footbath to stop the 

spread of pests on feet.  When inspecting drying product, agent will wear clean nitrile gloves, hairnet, beard cover if 

necessary, medical scrubs and garden shoes.  Product will be inspected for issues procedurally, required inventory 

management forms will be kept with product to monitor progress. 
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Limited Access Areas 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Limited Access Areas 

Purpose:  To explain Limited Access Areas, who is allowed in these areas, and procedures to follow within the Limited 

Access Area.   

  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved in escorting visitors in limited access areas. 

 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

The Principles of Limited Access Areas 

A Limited Access Area is a building, room, or other contiguous area upon the Licensed Premises where medical 

cannabis is grown, cultivated, stored, weighed, packaged, sold, or processed for sale, under control of the Licensee. 

Limited Access Areas are areas within the licenses facility where only certain people will have the required permission 

to access.   

Limited Access Areas may have people in them without the proper permission as long as the State required protocols 

are followed.  Typically this involves following the Visitor SOP; being escorted by a licensed employee at all times 

while in the facility and Limited Access Areas.   

Limited access areas should be limited to State licensed, facility employees only.  If a visitor needs to access the 

limited access areas ensure you follow your State mandated regulations.   
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Visitors 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Visitors 

Purpose: 

To explain the processes involved to accept/allow visitors into the retail dispensary. 

 

Scope:  Covers the required steps to follow to allow visitors into the facility. 

 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Visitor Log Sheet 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Visitor pass 

 

The Principles of Visitor Protocol 

• State-Issued ID — All visitors must have a current and valid government-issued ID (passport, Driver’s 

License, military ID) 

o Ensure that the government-issued ID is current (check expiration date on ID) 

 

• Verification — Verify the validity of the government-issued ID  

 

• Photocopy — Make photocopy of visitor’s government-issued ID 

o Make a photocopy of visitor’s ID  

▪ Photocopy is to remain with Visitor Log Sheet 

 

• Access — Allow or deny access to the facility 

o Allow entry to dispensary if the visitor has a valid government-issued ID. 

o Deny entry to the facility if the visitor does not have a valid government-issued ID. 

 

• Record/Documentation — Have visitor fill out the Visitor Log Sheet 

o Visitor Log Sheet will document visitors name, company, date, time-in, time-out, signature, reason 

for the visit 

o Maintain photocopy of visitor ID with the Visitor Log Sheet 

o This record of visit must be retained and maintain on the licensed premise for a minimum of two 

(2) years. 

 

Visitor Procedure — Facility staff will all be trained on the visitor procedure; visitor protocol will follow industry 

best practices.  Facility employees will be properly educated on State laws and regulations pertaining to visitors at the 

licensed facility.  There will be situations that arise that will require someone to enter the licensed premise who is not 

a State-licensed industry worker or not a State-registered patient or caregiver but they will need access to the facility.  

Common visitors typically will be support-type businesses such as HVAC, electric and plumbing, general contractors, 

etc.    

Visitors will be required to fill out a Visitor Log Sheet.  Visitors must also wear a ‘Visitor Pass’ at all times while in 

the facility. A facility employee must accompany visitors at all times while in the licensed premises.   

Visitor Access Process: 

1) Check visitors ID and credentials at the check-in station 

a. Make photocopy of Visitor’s ID 
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2) Verify with management that visitors are expected 

3) Fill out Visitor Log Sheet 

4) Have said visitor sign-in and date the Visitor Log Sheet 

5) Give visitor a ‘Visitor Pass’ 

6) When visitor is finished at the licensed premises: 

a. Have visitor sign-out on Visitor Log Sheet 

b. Collect the ‘Visitor Pass’ from said visitor 

 

 

Example of a Visitor Pass can be seen below: 
 

  

Example of Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visitor Signature
Escorting Facility 

Employee
Reason for Visit

Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet

Date Time In Time Out Visitor Name Visitor Company
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Daily Facility Evaluation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Daily Facility Evaluation 

Purpose:  To train employees on the cultivation and/or MIP facility daily evaluation prior to conducting any 

cultivation and/or processing daily operations.   

  

Scope:  Explain what items, equipment and processes need to be evaluated on a daily basis prior to commencing any 

daily operations.   

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

Principles of Daily Facility Evaluation 

Adhering to a daily facility evaluation is paramount within a cultivation facility.  Registered employees will be 

required to inspect the cultivation facility/operations on a daily bases to ensure the facility is operating optimally.   The 

facility evaluation is done to ensure that the various cultivation room environments are optimal, to ensure no lighting 

or equipment is malfunctioning, and to assess the overall health of the cannabis plants.   

 

If performed routinely on a daily bases, employees will become in-tune with the cultivation facility and realize 

potential problems and be able to address those potential problems before they become issues.  The facility evaluation 

will be the first task completed by employees after completing the facility entry and clean protocols.   

 

Items to Evaluate: 

1. Room environment 

a. Temperature 

b. Humidity 

c. CO2 level (if applicable) 

2. Plant medium moisture 

3. Lights functioning properly 

4. Growing equipment functioning properly 

a. Autopots 

b. CO2 system(s) 

c. Fans 

d. HVAC system(s) 

5. Signs of disease/pests 

a. Type of disease/pest 

6. Additional notes/details 

Cultivation Facility Evaluation form can been seen below: 
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Notes/Details:

Cultivation Facility Evaluation

Date: Time: Employee:

Mother Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Overall Plant Health:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Propagation/Clone Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Vegetative Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Additional Notes/Details:

Plant Vegetative Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Notes/Details:

Flowering Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

CO2 Level: Plant Flowering Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Receipt of Material  

Standard Operating Procedure: Receipt of Materials  

Purpose:  Explain procedure and requirements for receiving raw materials 

 

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on the procedures and requirements involved with receipt 

of materials.   

 

Initial Training:  1-2 hours  

 

 

Principles of Receipt of Material 

The process of receipt of material or receiving raw materials is not as simple as just taking the raw materials into the 

licensed premise.  There are regulations, guidelines and procedures to follow when receiving raw materials or other 

inventory into the cultivation facility licensed premise.   

Upon receiving any raw materials, inventory or other items used in operations said items will be placed in a quarantine 

storage area within the receiving area of the licensed premise.  Employees of the licensed premise will need to 

quarantine any materials received to be used to produce medical cannabis.  These items will include but not be limited 

to: 

• Medical cannabis seeds 

• Medical cannabis cutting/clones 

• Medical cannabis plants 

• Soil 

• Fertilizers 

• Pesticides, insecticides and fungicides 

• Growing containers 

Receipt of Materials — Upon receiving materials into the licensed premise, registered employees and/or licensed 

premise employees will need to document the receipt of materials on the Receipt of Materials log sheet.   

Example of Receipt of Materials Log Sheet can be seen below: 
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Quarantine Area — The quarantine area will be within the licensed premise and clearly identified on the facility 

floor plan diagram.  The quarantine area will be classified as a “dirty” zone within the cultivation facility.  Materials 

will be held within the quarantine area where they will be segregated from the rest of the cultivation licensed premise 

and/or “clean” areas of the facility.   

Inspection — After received inventory items/materials are placed in quarantine, the items will need to be inspected 

to ensure there are no defects or contamination.  All received items/materials will remain in the quarantined area until 

said material pass inspection and is determined to be acceptable for use as intended.   

• Registered employee(s) and or licensed premise employees will be required to inspect all materials for visible 

defects and contamination 

• Inspecting materials for contamination is essential for the facilities clean protocols and IPM measures 

o If a contamination is identified proper cleaning and/or segregation procedures will be implemented.   

▪ Cleaning and sanitizing the contamination:  if the contamination is deemed reasonable to 

clean and sanitize you will need to clean and sanitize all surface areas of the material if 

possible.  This should be done using a cleaning/sterilizing agent such as bleach.   

▪ If cleaning and sanitizing is not an option, the materials will be segregated within the 

quarantine area until they are properly destroyed and disposed of.   

▪ If contaminated with pests, insects or disease; immediately segregate the material while 

trying to identify the contamination.   

• Refer to the IPM SOP for proper identification and treatment of material (plants) 

o Once the materials are properly cleaned and sanitized and believed to be free from contamination 

they will need to be inspected a second time. 

▪ Materials will need to pass this second inspection prior to being released for their intended 

use.   

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after 

Corrective Action:

Date of Release of 

Materials:

Notes/Comments:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

Receipt of Materials

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from 

the quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Quantity 

Released:

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Release — Upon the received materials passing inspection and being determined to be acceptable for use as intended, 

the materials will be released from the quarantine receiving/storage area.  At this time the materials can be used within 

the licensed premise for their intended use.   

• Release materials if they pass initial inspection 

• Release materials once they are cleaned and sanitized and pass secondary inspection 

Documentation and Record — Upon the materials being released from quarantine and determined to be acceptable 

for use as intended COMPANY registered employees and/or licensed premise employees will be required to log the 

materials into the inventory control system.   

• Document and record new materials released from quarantine in the inventory control system (POS system) 

• Ensure record is accurate with physical inventory on hand 

• Ensure the Receipt of Material log sheet is filled out properly and completed 
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Growing Containers  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Growing Containers — AutoPots Automated Watering System(s) 

Purpose:  To understand the set-up and operation of AutoPots automated watering system 

 

  

Scope:  To understand how to properly assemble and trouble shoot AutoPot systems.  AutoPot Set-Up Instructions 

can be found at:  http://www.autopot.co.uk/autopot-1pot-xl-system?download=92 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

The Principles of AutoPot Automated Watering System(s) 

ACC utilizes AutoPot automated watering systems as the container and watering system for cannabis plants.  The 

AutoPot watering system is a gravity-fed system utilizing a large main reservoir supplying water and/or nutrients to 

the cannabis plants in their own, individual AutoPot container.  The individual AutoPot containers will vary depending 

on the plants growth stage.  During the vegetative growth stage cannabis plants will be housed in 1 gallon pot/container 

and/or a 2.2 gallon AutoPot; and during the flowering growth stage cannabis plants will be transplanted into a 6.6 

gallon AutoPot. 

  

http://www.autopot.co.uk/autopot-1pot-xl-system?download=92
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AutoPot Set-Up: 

1. The AutoPot system should be used with Reverse Osmosis water or de-chlorinated water and this water can 

be stored in any size reservoir.  

 

2. The reservoir should have a pressurized line (coming from the RO system if applicable), attached to a float 

valve that regulates the water level based on the usage of water by the plants.  This design and install should 

be set up by a licensed plumber or an Autopot representative 

 

3. Located near the bottom of the reservoir, there is a connector that is installed, again by a licensed plumber 

or Autopot representative that will attached to the main line that feeds the AutoPots. 

 

4. Follow set-up instructions found in the AutoPot manual with the addition of adding two inches (2”) of perlite 

at step 1.5 

 

 

AutoPot set up instructions that can be found at http://www.autopot.co.uk/autopot-1pot-xl-system?download=92 

can be seen below: 

AutoPot Systems are scalable to meet cultivation 

demand requirments 

http://www.autopot.co.uk/autopot-1pot-xl-system?download=92
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Growing Media and Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

Standard Operating Procedure: Growing Media and Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

Purpose:  To describe the growing media and nutrients, supplements and growth additives used 

 

Scope:  To train licensed premise employees on the type of growing media and nutrients, supplements and growth 

additivesto be utilized within the cultivation operations 

 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

Principles of Growing Media 

SoHum Living Soil is fully amended biodynamic soil which simplifies the growing process while maximizing yields 

and producing consistent quality.  SoHum is a growing medium that is biodynamic, a soil developed to optimize the 

cannabis plants’ maximum genetic potential.  In cannabis cultivation, the term “biodynamic” applies to the 

understanding that soil directly impacts plant development and emphasizes an organic approach to growing that 

focuses on the micro life in the soil. 

 

The SoHum medium is a fully amended organic soil that contains none of the artificial components found in other 

soils and requires no chemical additives to spur growth.  The soil is perfectly balanced with the proper mixture of 

nutrients, and it promotes strong terpenoid and flavonoid development to enhance the medicinal benefits of your 

product. 

SoHum is a fully amended biodynamic soil for the cultivation of all medical cannabis plants.  This fully amended soil 

will have nutritional amendments of a type and formulation required for optimal cannabis plant growth.   

The Benefits of SoHum Living Soil: 

• Compared with traditional soil and fertilizer growing programs, SoHum organic soil offers a number of 

advantages: 

o Consistent high grade quality  

o Improved plant immunity to disease 

o Reduced operator error 

o No need for expensive nutrient or additives 

SoHum has been specifically formulated for optimal cannabis plant health and growth and can be used as a stand-

alone nutrient regime for cannabis plants, eliminating the need for additional nutrients, additives, supplements, growth 

regulators or boosters.   

Soil Storage — SoHum Living Soil has living microbes within the soil which require certain storage requirements.   

• Soil should be stored on the pallets that they arrive on in the soil storage area.  

• The soil storage area should be climate controlled between 68F-78F optimally but can withstand temperatures 

between 58F-88F.   

• Soil pallets should be used and rotated according to date of arrival; using a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 

inventory rotation system. 

• For optimal bio-security, soil bags should be sanitized by wiping them down with a cleaning solution prior 

to transporting them to the transplant area. 
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Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

There should be no need for additional nutrients, supplements or growth additives required when utilizing SoHum 

Living Soils.  The soil contains all nutritional requirements for the entire lifecycle of the plant.   

If a situation arises where nutritional deficiencies are identified, the use of organic, protein-chelated liquid nutrients 

and fertilizers is recommended.  If using additional nutrients, supplements and/or growth additives follow 

manufacturer recommendations for mixing ratios and directions for use.   

Upon using additional nutrients, supplements and/or growth additives outside of SoHum living soil, COMPANY 

employees will be required to document said application on the Nutrients, Supplement and/or Growth Additive log 

sheet.  This log will need to be maintained with the Licensed Premise cultivation records.  Place each monthly log in 

the appropriate folder within the cultivation operations file cabinet.   

The documentation will detail which nutrients, supplements and/or growth additives were applied as well as the dosage 

rates and amounts applied to medical cannabis plants being cultivated.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week:

Nutrients, Supplements and/or Growth Additives

Date: Employee: Grow Room: Plant Attribute # and Batch # Lifecycle Stage:

Nutritional Deficiency 

Identified?

What is the nutritional 

deficiency (reason for 

application) ?

Nutrient, Supplement and/or 

Growth Additive Applied:

Applied 

By:

Amount Applied:

Note/Comments:

Vegetative Flowering

YES NO
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Plant Tagging 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Plant Tagging 

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of plant tagging 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees and licensed premise employees on plant tagging for inventory 

control   

 
 

State of Pennsylvania Regulations 

The State of Pennsylvania requires that as soon as practical, each plant to be tagged with materials that are indelible 

and tamper-evident.  Indelible is defined as something that is not able to be removed, and tamper-evident means that 

if the tag is removed or tampered with it will be visibly noticeable.   

 

Medical Cannabis Plant Tag Requirements: 

• Indelible 

• Tamper-evident 

• Temperature resistant 

• Moisture resistant 

 

Medical cannabis plant tags to be utilized by TSG will be indelible and tamper-evident.  The tags will also be water 

and temperature resistant to ensure tags will not be destroyed during cultivation operations.  Tags will be secured to 

medical cannabis plants using tamper-evident zip-ties.  Plants tags should be made of plastic of a variation that will 

meet all regulatory requirements.  *Medical cannabis plants are to be tagged once they are planted in a growing 

contained of 1-gallon or larger.  This will ensure the cannabis plant will be large enough to support the plant tag. 

 

Tagging — After each cannabis clone/cutting is received into the licensed premise, created through 

propagation/cloning or sprouted from seed, the employee will record required plant information within the perpetual 

inventory control system, create, assign and securely attach a new plant tag to the plant’s container or to the plant 

itself.   

• All transplants and harvests are to be recorded into inventory control system the day of transplant and/or 

harvest; One employee will enter the record into the inventory control system with another employee 

witnessing the record; double check data inputs to insure there are no mistakes. 

• Keep a hard copy on the licensed premise of every change that occurs pertaining to medical cannabis plant 

cultivation in the facility. 

 

For every medical cannabis plant in the licensed premise TSG will: 

• create a unique identifier for each plant (attribute #) 

• assign each plant to a batch (production batch #) 

• enter information regarding the plant (attribute # and batch #) into the inventory control system (POS system) 

• create a tag with the unique identifier and batch number 

o enter information regarding the plant tag (plant tag #) into the inventory control system (POS 

system) 

• securely attach the tag to a plant container or plant. 

Example of Cannabis Plant Tag: 
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Mother Plants 

Standard Operating Procedure: Mother Plants  

Purpose: 

Demonstrate the correct technique used to maintain a mother plant as a cannabis genetic/strain bank.  

 

Scope:  

Explains the principles of mother plants and how to maintain said plants. 

 

Plant Environment:   

75-85⁰ Fahrenheit; ~30-50% humidity  

Plant Light/Photo Cycle: 

Minimum for 18 hours of continuous light and up to 24 hours of continuous light. 

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

Principles of Mother Plants 

A “mother” plant is a female cannabis plant that is held in reserve in the vegetative state in which cutting or clones 

are taken from the mother plant to create, identical female cannabis plant.  The idea behind keeping “mother” plants 

is to ensure cannabis genetics and strains are maintained for future crop production.   

Any female cannabis plant can be turned into a mother plant to preserve cannabis genetics and strains.  Mothers can 

be grown from seed or clone.  Mother plants should be selected only if they are disease and pest free.   

In order to maintain a mother plant you will need to maintain the proper vegetative growth light cycle of a minimum 

of 18 hours of lights on with 6 hours of lights off or 24 hours of continuous lights on.   

Mother plants should be given minimal nutrients as you are not trying to grow the plant for vigorous growth but rather 

as a “genetics bank”; in this scenario the mother plant should be given enough nutrients to maintain healthy growth 

but you are not preparing the plant for the flowering growth stage.   

ACC Recommendations for Mother Plants: 

1. Mothers should be held as mother plants for a maximum of six (6) months  

 

2. Maintain mothers under 24-hours of continuous lights on 

 

3. Keep mother plants “clean” through pruning 

a. Maintain mother plant branch growth; plants will become bushy and thick with vegetation 

b. Proper pruning and “thinning” out of the plant will ensure proper airflow and reduce the risk of pests 

and/or disease 

 

4. Adhere to IPM protocols (IPM SOP is discussed later) 

 

5. When a mother plant has reached the end of its lifecycle (6 months) the plant will be cloned from to take the 

final round of cuttings/clones 

a. Upon taking the final cuttings from the mother plant, the plant will be killed off and discarded 

i. Follow the cannabis waste disposal SOP (SOP discussed later) 
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Propagation and Cloning 

Standard Operating Procedure: Propagation and Cloning  

Purpose:  Demonstrate the correct technique used to propagate (clone) a new plant and to facilitate new root 

development in cuttings. 

 

Scope: Covers the propagation and cloning process within the cultivation facility. Approximately a 5-14 day 

process. 

 

Plant Environment:  75-85⁰ Fahrenheit; ~50-80% humidity  

Plant Light/Photo Cycle: Minimum for 18 hours of continuous light and up to 24 hours of continuous light. 

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Propagation Log 

Equipment/Tools Required 

• Scissors, scalpel, razor blade 

• Rooting hormone/stimulant 

• Humidity dome 

• Root cubes 

• Plant tags 

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 1>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The cultivation process will begin in week one with the propagation/cloning of medical cannabis plants.  

Propagation/cloning is the process of producing a genetically identical plant.  Every strand of DNA in a clone is 

exactly like the plant from which it was propagated; propagation/cloning allows for identical genetic reproduction 

ensuring cannabis genetics and strains can be cultivated infinitely.   

     

 

The Principles of Cloning a Plant 

Cannabis Cutting 
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1) It is imperative to clone from a healthy mother plant; this is key to achieving quick root development during 

the cloning process. The stem of the area you select to cut should appear green with no signs of deficiency.  

A healthy clone will produce roots within 7-14 days.  

 

2) Cuttings should be taken from a healthy mother plant and from an area of said mother plant that appears to 

have new growth and have at least 3 node sites (see picture of cannabis cutting shown above).  

Example of a healthy mother plant(s): 

     

3) The vegetation of the mother plant should show little to no sign of deficiency. Signs of nitrogen deficiency 

(yellowing) within the mother plant indicate a clone becoming phosphorous, calcium, and magnesium 

deficiency during the cloning process. 

 

4) Mother plants must be examined for any contaminates to assure a clean clone, as clone environments are 

ideal for pest and fungus proliferate. 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Propagation Log Sheet 

2) Daily Environment Documentation 

Supplies/Tools Required 

1) 5-gallon Bucket  

2) Rooting Stimulant  

3) Small cup 

4) Scissors (clean/sharp) 

5) Razor blade (new) 

6) Large Cup  

7) Root Cubes  

8) Clone Dome 

9) Clone tray  

Preparation  

1) Fill 5-gallon bucket with 3 gallons of filtered water. 

2) Adjust the water to 5.8 pH. 

3) Pour some of the adjusted water over the pre–soaked Root Cube trays 

4) Soak Root Cube (medium) in solution for 5 minutes *See below (if applicable; if root cubes are not pre-

soaked with nutrients). 
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Selecting Samples (Mother Plants) 

1) Select the branches that allow for ideal clone, leaf and stem structure. 

1. Mother Plant  2. Clone (cutting) to Take 3. Mother Plant after Cutting 

 

2) The samples should be 6-12 inches long. 

 

3) 1” inch above the last node make a perpendicular (flat) laceration with a pair of scissors. Making the cut 1” 

above the node induces minimal stress and lowers risk of the Mother plant acquiring disease.   

 

4) Trim all nodes except the 3-5 closest to the tip of the clone.  

 

5) Form a loose fist with your hands to cup the leaves of the clone upward. Cut the tip of each major leaf off in 

a single motion.   

 

6) Put the branch into a cup of water. 

 

7) Repeat until you have finished taking samples of selected strain. 

 

8) Only cut clones from one mother plant at a time.  

 

9) Clean scissors with 91% rubbing alcohol between taking samples from each mother plant.  

 

Cutting Clones 

1. 2. 3. 
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1) Using a clean razor or scissors for each mother, make a laceration or cut segmenting the stem at a 45º-60º 

angle. 

   
 

2) Cut each branch to be 5-8 inches long. 

 

3) Make three (3) delicate length-wise lacerations to the exterior plant tissue immediately above the base of the 

cutting to increase the exposed surface area of the cutting.  

 

4) Dip the finalized portion of the clone into the rooting stimulant/hormone. Submerge the base of the cuttings 

stem 0.5” to 1” inches into the rooting solution/hormone.  

        
 

 

5) Firmly bracing the stem insert the sample into the rooter cube or into the clone hydroponic machine.  Avoid 

bending or breaking the stalk while forcing the clone into a secure position.   

Cutting/Clon

e 

Rooting Stimulant Cutting Dipped 

in Stimulant 

Mother Plant 

(donor) 

Cutting Clone 

from Mother Plant 
Cutting/Clone Clone/Cutting 

Ready to Plant 
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                        OR    

 

6) Place 30-50 clones into each humidity dome or into the hydroponic cloning machine.   

Examples of Humidity Domes: 

  

Examples of Hydroponic Clone Machines: 

 

7) Keep the domes covered while taking each clone to maintain required humidity levels; this is not required 

for the hydroponic clone machines. 

 

8) Place the clones into their position in each humidity dome or clone machine and put the humidity 

dome/clone machine under the T-5 light on the clone rack or in the clone room/area.   

         

9) Record and document all clones taken and all relative information required and document on the propagation 

log sheet. 

  

Dip cutting in 

rooting stimulant 

Place Cutting in 

Medium 
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10) Store equipment and clean work area   

Clone Moisture Regulation  

1) During this process the employee must analyze the moisture levels of all clones in each humidity dome and/or 

hydroponic/areoponic cloning machines.   

a. As the employee encounters clones that appear to be dry, they will watered with a cloning nutrient 

solution or 5.8 pH water solution.  

 

2) If a humidity dome/plant is determined to need to be watered said plant or humidity dome will be watered 

with a cloning nutrient solution or 5.8 pH water 

a. Let water sit in the humidity dome for approximately 3-5 minutes to allow the root cubes to absorb 

the water and/or cloning nutrient solution 

b. After 3-5 minutes pour remaining/excess water out of humidity dome.   

 

3) Repeat individually for each humidity dome that needs water. 

 

4) Do not spray plants with water directly or leave standing/stagnant water in the humidity domes/clone trays 

a. This will help prevent disease such as powdery mildew 

 

5) Store equipment and clean work area. 

 

Clones with Health Root Development (ready for transplant and vegetative growth stage) 

1) Allow the clone root system 5-14 days to develop before transplanting into a larger, vegetative Autopot 

and/or pot/container. 

           

 

• Tagging 
o After each cannabis clone/cutting is transplanted the employee will record:  

o The number of plants. 

o The number of each tag used for every plant. 

o The new location each plant. 

o The date of transplant. 

• Once the data is captured an employee will place the tags selected for that plant into each pot.  

• All transplants are to be recorded into POS software day of transplant.  

o Double check data inputs to insure there are no mistakes. 

• Keep a hard copy of every change that occurs in the facility. 

o Plant moves, transplants, harvests, and waste will be the most frequent and important data inputs.  

o Place plant on rack to be transported to new location. 

▪ Recordkeeping/Documentation required: 

   

Roots Starting 

to Develop 

Healthy Roots 

Ready to be 

Planted 

Planted Clone(s) w/ 

Healthy Roots 
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• Record: 

o New location 

o Date of transplant  

• All changes are to be recorded in POS tracking software day of activity(s).  

 

Example of Cannabis Plant Tag: 

   

 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 2>------------------------------------------------------------------- 

After two (2) weeks in the propagation/cloning growth stages the medical cannabis plants will transition into the 

vegetative growth stage.  The vegetative growth stage is the next SOP discussed.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POS Record Made/Notes:
Employee 

#1:

Propagation Log

Date:
Employee 

#2:

Plant ID#/Strain that Clone was 

Taken From:

Quantity of 

Cuting Taken:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

Purpose: 

To ensure that cultivation facility employees are properly trained in the identification of pest and diseases, preventative 

maintenance measures, eradication techniques, and documentation of all relevant information for IPM. 

  

Scope:  Procedures covering preventative maintenance and IPM activities within the cultivation facility. 

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

 

The Principles of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

IPM takes advantage of all appropriate pest management options including, but not limited to, the use of pesticides. 

In contrast, organic food crop cultivation applies many of the same concepts as IPM but limits the use of pesticides to 

those that are produced from natural sources, as opposed to synthetic chemicals. 

IPM is not a single pest control method but, rather, a series of pest management evaluations, decisions, and controls. 

When practicing IPM, growers who are aware of the potential for pest infestation utilize a four-tiered approach: 

1) Set Action Thresholds—before taking any pest control action, IPM first sets an action threshold, which is 

where you determine the level of pest and/or disease infestation that are acceptable and levels of infestation 

requiring control measures.   

 

2) Monitor and Identify Pests—this is the stage in where pests and/or disease should be identified. IPM 

programs work to monitor for pests and identify them accurately, so that appropriate control decisions can 

be made in conjunction with action thresholds.  Proper identification of pests and disease is of utmost 

importance in order to select the proper action and control measures to implement.   

 

 

 

3) Prevention—as a first line of pest control, IPM programs work to manage the crop or cultivation area to 

prevent pests from becoming a threat.  Preventative measures are practiced prior to entering a cultivation 

facility and through proper ‘clean’ protocols, preventative plant measures such as disease-fighting and 

disease-preventing nutrients and organic compost teas, and proper/optimal growing environments 

(temperature, humidity, CO2 level, etc.).   

 

4) Control—once monitoring, identification, and action thresholds indicate that pest control is required, and 

preventive methods are no longer effective, the IPM program then evaluates the proper control method both 

for effectiveness and risk.  Control measures will include the use of organic compost teas to help fight pest 

and/or disease.  Predatory insects can also be used as a control measure to fight invasive insects.  As a last 

Pest and Disease Identifiication Documentation

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation:
Type of Issue:  

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) : Zone/Room of Infestation:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Notes:

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other
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resort, control measures will include the use of approved insecticides, fungicides and other chemicals.  Any 

control measure utilized will be approved for use of crops intended for human consumption.  Upon the need 

for control employees will begin a process of disease/pest eradication by using select insecticides, fungicides 

or other measures.  Employees will utilize three (3) different pesticides and three (3) different fungicides to 

properly combat the disease(s)/pest(s).  These measures will be applied to the cannabis plants on a 3-day 

rotation to effectively combat the intrusion.    

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

2) Pest and Disease Identification Documentation 

3) Pesticide/Fungicide Application Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

• Personal Protective Equipment 

a. Eye Protection 

b. Tyvek Suit 

c. Respirator 

d. Rubber gloves 

e. Atomizer/Sprayer 

f. Scissors 

g. Sticky Traps 

Pesticides, Fungicides and Herbicides 

ACC limits the use of pesticides, fungicides and herbicides to a minimum.  Producing medicinal grade medicine that 

is free of unwanted contaminants is at the core of ACC’s mission. Especially when the products are being concentrated 

into oil forms further increasing the potential harmful effects of contaminates. The cultivation methodology to be 

implemented by ACC will utilize organic cultivation techniques in a biodynamic super soil medium.  A biodynamic 

soil will have an active ecosystem of beneficial bacteria, these beneficial bacteria not only improve the expression of 

the plants genetic potential but also improve the plants natural immunity reducing the need for reliance on pesticides.   

ACC will only utilize organic pesticide, fungicides and herbicides that are approved for use on crops for human 

consumption and are not harmful to humans, animals or the environment.   

 

Potential Pesticides, Fungicides, Herbicides or Other Chemicals: 

1. Actinovate  

2. Azamax 

3. Organocide 

4. BotaniguardES 

5. Pyganic 

6. GreenCure 

7. Green Clean 

8. Neem Oil 

9. Compost Teas 

10. ProKure 

11. Clorox Bleach 

12. Hydrogen Peroxide 

13. Isopropyl Alcohol 

 

Fungicides:   

1) Actinovate—beneficial bacterium Streptomyces lydicus, the product is OMRI listed and is sprayed as a 

preventative measure, or as a combative measure.  It is applied on both root pests, as well as molds and 

mildews on the foliage. 
2) GreenCure— Green cure is a fungicide comprised of potassium bicarbonate and is OMRI listed.  Green 

cure raises the pH of the leaf surface to a level where mildew cannot survive 
3) Organocide—organocide if a fungicide.   
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Pesticides:   

1) Azamax — the active ingredient in Azamax is Azadirachtin.   The product is OMRI listed, and is used as a 

broad spectrum pesticide, it is applied as a foliar as well as a root drench.  
2) BotaniguardES— Organic product; the active ingredient in BotaniguardES is Beauveria bassiana.  This 

beneficial bacteria acts as a growth inhibitor to soft bodied insects.   
3) Pyganic— the active ingredient in Pyganic is Pyrethrin.  This is an organic pesticide derived from the 

chrysanthemum flower.  The product is OMRI listed. 
 

Preventative Maintenance:   

1) Neem Oil— Neem oil is used as a broad range preventative measure.  The oil mechanically prevents mildew 

by protecting foliar surfaces, and also disrupts insect respiration by clogging an insects spiracles, which intake 

and exhale air.   The product is OMRI Listed.   
2) Green Clean— Organic- Green clean is a broad range preventative, a combination of plant based oils, as 

well an organic emulsifier.  Used to disrupt the respiration in molds and mildews 
3) Compost Teas— Organic - fungal dominant compost tea is used to non-chemically prevent powdery mildew,   

Compost teas also prevent root borne diseases by combating them with an array of microbes.  Compost teas 

also strengthen a plants natural resistance to disease.   
 

Cleaning and Sanitation:   

1. ProKure— Oxidizing agent, general cleaning, room sterilizing 
2. Hydrogen Peroxide— Oxidizing agent, general cleaning and sterilizing 
3. Isopropyl Alcohol— general cleaning and sterilization 
4. Clorox Bleach— general cleaning and sterilization 

 
All four of these are used to sterilize equipment between uses, or between cultivation cycles when cleaning empty 

cultivation rooms.   

---------------------------------------------------------<Preventative Measures>--------------------------------------------------- 

Preventing the introduction of insects, molds, mildews, bacteria, and diseases in general is a top priority of the 

cultivation facility.  Preventative measures and procedures will be implemented and utilized within the cultivation 

facility.  All employees working within the facility must adhere to all IPM procedures and preventative measure and 

procedures.   

Facility Entrance—need to refer to and follow the Facility Entry Protocol SOP which explains the preventative 

procedures in place for entering the cultivation facility. 

• Cultivation Room(s)/Area(s)—explains the preventative measures and procedures to follow prior to 

entering/while working within cultivation areas 

o Before entering the cultivation area all entry protocols for decontamination must be completed.  

o Once decontaminated the employee is to enter the facility through the air shower. 

▪ Air Shower: Enclosure that removes contaminates via air movement, pressure, and 

filtration.  

o Cultivation Rooms 

▪ At the entrance to each room a footbath will be required to decontaminate shoes. This will 

prevent employees from becoming a vector for spreading contaminates between rooms. 

▪ Gloves are required to be worn upon entry of each cultivation room. 

▪ Gloves are to be removed before exiting each cultivation area. 

▪ DO NOT use the same pair of gloves to manicure plants in two different rooms.   

▪ Gardeners will be trained in IPM to insure contaminates are located early in development.  

 

o Cultivation Room Outbreak Protocol—explains the procedures to follow once a problem or 

pest/disease arises. 

▪ After a room is labeled contaminated it must be kept isolated. 

• Footbaths will be placed on both sides of the door.  
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• Lab coats will be worn in these isolated zones and are always removed before 

exiting the contamination zone. 

• It is critical that the necessary precaution is taken to eliminate the spread of an 

outbreak.  

o Strict managerial protocol will be necessary during these times.  

o No employee shall enter this room without a Head Grower.  

 

o Cultivation Room Waste Disposal—explains the procedures to follow within the cultivation 

rooms for waste disposal (random trach and unwanted plant material) 

▪ Each room will be equipped with two garbage cans.  

• One can for trash and another can specifically for plant material only. 

o Never mix plant waste with trash. 

• Plant Waste 

o Under state law plant waste must be weighed and recorded before going 

to the proper disposal unit.  

o A log will be kept at each door to record kilograms of manicure waste.  

 

------------------------------------------------<Identifying Pests and Disease(s)>------------------------------------------------ 

Cannabis plants can be susceptible to a multitude of different pests and insects.  Highlighted within this IPM SOP will 

be the most common pests and insects found within a commercial cultivation facility. 

 

Spider Mites—generally live on the undersides of leaves of plants, where they may spin protective silk webs, and 

they can cause damage by puncturing the plant cells to feed. Spider mites are known to feed on several 

hundred species of plants, including the cannabis plant.  Hot, dry conditions are often associated with population build-

up of spider mites. Under optimal conditions (approximately 80 °F or 27 °C), the two-spotted spider mite can hatch 

in as little as 3 days, and become sexually mature in as little as 5 days.  One female can lay up to 20 eggs per day and 

can live for 2 to 4 weeks, laying hundreds of eggs. This accelerated reproductive rate allows spider mite populations 

to adapt quickly to resist pesticides, so chemical control methods can become somewhat ineffectual when the same 

pesticide is used over a prolonged period.    

Action Threshold:  When multiple stages of the insect’s life cycle is identified. 
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Monitoring and Identifying:  Keeping an eye out for each stage of the life cycle is key to monitoring plants for mites. 

There are 4 stages in a mites’ life: egg, larvae, nymph, and adult. Eggs are laid on the underside of the leaf and take 3 

days to hatch. Larvae and nymphs live in localized areas on the undersides of the leaves and avoid being exposed. 

Adult mites are mobile and move to areas of the plant where they can reproduce most efficiently. Looking at the 

bottom side of leaves will expose the egg, larvae, and nymph.   
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Prevention:  The consequence of using broad-spectrum chemical pesticide is that the chemicals can be toxic to non-

target beneficial or endangered species. The modern concept of biological pest control has been developed primarily 

by entomologists and in practice is taken to mean the use of living natural enemies to control pest species.  

Control:  In the occurrence of an outbreak chemical pesticides will be used to prevent spreading contaminants between 

rooms.  

Azamax (follow manufacture recommendations for mix ratios): 

• Fill 5-gallon bucket with 2 gallons of water.  

• Add an emulsifier or wetting agent 

• Mix 30 mL of Azamax per gallon of water. 

• Apply as a foliar spray with pump sprayer and/or atomizer. 

 

Pyganic (follow manufacture recommendations for mix ratios): 

• Fill 5-gallon bucket with 2 gallons of water 

• Add an emulsifier or wetting agent 

• Mix 30mL of Pyganic per gallon of water 

• Apply as a foliar spray with fogger 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------<Aphids>------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Aphids—are small sap-sucking insects, and members of the superfamily Aphidoidea.  Aphids are among the most 

destructive insect pests on cultivated plants in temperate regions.   
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Action Threshold:  When multiple stage of the insect’s life cycle are identified. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Aphids are visible to the human eye. These insects live together in localized colonies. 

An Aphids infestation will be obvious to the rudimentary gardener after the insect matures to its adult state. Early 

signs of an aphid infestation are visible when the tips of the oldest leaves begin to curl under. This is caused when the 

larvae begin to feed on the tips of roots.     

 

 

Control:  Controlling an aphid infestation can be difficult, but a persistent gardener will always successfully rid these 

pests.  

• Aphid 

o Spray Azamax at a rate of 30ml/g or use as soil drench 

o Place yellow sticky traps at the base of each plant. 

▪ Tie the sticky trap to the stalk where the aphids cannot crawl past the trap.  

▪ Replace sticky trap on each plant weekly for 4 weeks in all infested cultivation areas.  

 

------------------------------------------------------------<Thrips>-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Thrips—are tiny, slender insects with fringed wings.  Thrips species feed on a large variety of plants and animals by 

puncturing them and sucking up the contents. A large number of thrips species are considered pests, because they feed 

on plants with commercial value such as the cannabis plant.  

Action Threshold:  When multiple stage of the insect’s life cycle are diagnosed. 
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Monitoring and Identifying:  Daily inspection of the canopy allow the gardener to identify Thrips at the first visible 

plant indication of an infestation. Thrip larvae feed on the vegetative growth of the plant. Thrips damage the leaf 

structure leaving behind white scars called “color break,” which is pale or dark discoloring of leaf tissue that was 

killed.  

 

 

Control: Thrips are typically an easier pest to mitigate, and 1-2 applications is all that is necessary.  Apply Azamax 

and/or Monterey Garden Spray 

o Mix 30mL/gallon Azamax 

o Apply as foliar spray to the canopy of all plants. 

o Place yellow sticky traps at the base of each plant. 

▪ Tie the sticky trap to the stalk where the aphids cannot crawl past the trap.  

▪ Replace sticky trap on each plant weekly for 4 weeks in all infested cultivation areas. 

 

------------------------------------------------------<Fungus Gnats>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fungus Gnats— are small, dark, short-lived flies.  The larvae feed on plant roots and fungi, helping in 

the decomposition of organic matter. The adults are 2–5 mm long can carry diseases such as pythium on their feet.  

Action Threshold:  When multiple stage of the insect’s life cycle are identified. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Fungus gnat infestations are obvious when the insect has matured to the adult stage. 

These pest are air born. They will be seen flying around the canopy, lights, and soil.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decomposition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_matter
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Prevention:  Healthy organic soil will produce an array of micro life. Nematodes are predatory roundworms which 

feed on the larval stage of the fungus gnat. Applying organic cultivation methods will result in a diverse spectrum of 

natural predators which limit fungus gnat reproduction.  

Control:  Controlling a fungus gnat infestation can be difficult, but a persistent gardener will always successfully rid 

these pests.  

• Fungus Gnat Larvae 

o Mix 3mL/gallon H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide) in your reservoir. 

o Saturate the soil mass completely.  

• Adult Fungus Gnat 

o Place yellow sticky traps at the base of each plant. 

▪ Tie the sticky trap to the stalk where the aphids cannot crawl past the trap.  

▪ Replace sticky trap on each plant weekly for 4 weeks in all infested cultivation areas.  

 

---------------------------------------<Disease(s); Mold, Mildew and Bacteria>------------------------------------------------ 
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Cannabis plants can be susceptible to a multitude of different diseases.  Disease can range from a wide variety of 

different molds, mildews and bacteria.  Highlighted within this IPM SOP will be the most common diseases found 

within a commercial cultivation facility. 

-------------------------------------------------------<Powdery Mildew>------------------------------------------------------------ 

Powdery Mildew—is a fungal disease that affects a wide range of plants. Powdery mildew is caused by many 

different species of fungi.  It is one of the easier diseases to spot, as its symptoms are quite distinctive. Infected plants 

display white powdery spots on the leaves and stems. The lower leaves are the most affected, but the mildew can 

appear on any above ground part of the plant. As the disease progresses, the spots get larger and denser as large 

numbers of asexual spores are formed, and the mildew may spread up and down the length of the plant. Powdery 

mildew grows well in environments with high humidity and moderate temperatures. 

Action Threshold:  First sign of infection. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Daily inspections of the canopy allow a gardener to identify mildew at its earliest 

stages. Powdery Mildew begins to grow in the crevices of the leaf and stem. Identifying PM in these areas will keep 

a gardener ahead of the growth curve.  

 

 

Prevention:  Ultra-violet scrubbers will kill spores circulating through the air and will prevent spreading contaminants 

between rooms and plants.  

Control:  Chemical controls can be applied to prevent mildew from spreading across the vegetation.  
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• Powdery Mildew in Veg  

o Mix 30ml/gallon Green Cure. 

o Apply as foliar spray to the canopy of all plants. 

▪ The active ingredient changes the PH of the surface of the leaves not allowing mold 

spores to grow.  

▪ Continue spraying every 30 days or once visible again. 

• Powdery Mildew in Flower 

o Mix 10mL/gallon Actinovate fungicide. 

o Apply as foliar spray to the canopy of all plants once first sign of PM. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------<Pythium>-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Pythium— Commonly referred to as root rot is a fungal disease.  To avoid root rot, it is best to only water plants 

when the soil becomes dry, and to put the plant in a well-drained pot.  A plant with root rot will not normally survive, 

but can often be propagated so it will not be lost completely.  Plants with root rot should be removed and destroyed. 

 

 

Action Threshold:  At first sign of the parasitic relationship.  

Monitoring and Identifying:  Pythium is a common development of plants that are over-watered. Monitoring the 

moisture of the soil will help identify an infection.  A plant’s leaves will droop when it is over saturated with moisture. 

Stagnant water left in a hydroponic system heightens risk of Pythium colonization.  

Prevention:  Do not allow stagnant water to evaporate anywhere in the cultivation environment. 

Control:  Kill and remove the plant 

-------------------------------------------------------------<Botrytis>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Botrytis (Grey Mold/Bud Rot) — is commonly known as grey mold or bud rot.  Bud rot is the result of consistently 

wet or humid conditions, and typically results in the loss of the affected flowers.  
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Action Threshold:  After first sign of the mold developing.   

Monitoring and Identifying:  When the humidity in a cultivation facility exceeds 50% the plants are at risk of 

developing Botrytis. Botrytis grows on the inside of the flower where the dense cluster of calyxes supplies adequate 

moisture and nutrient to the mold. Physically separating the calyxs of each large cola by hand will expose Botrytis for 

diagnosis.   

Prevention:  Maintain homeostasis of the atmosphere in the cultivation environment. Make sure there is adequate air 

circulation over the plant canopy.  

Control:  Maintain humdiity @ or below 45%. 

Quarantine of Medical Cannabis Plants 

The first step to quarantining a cultivation room is to stop any risk of immediate spread.  The room the pest is found 

in must be immediately closed, and no employees may enter or exit.  The employees in the affected room upon 

discovery must first line up by the entrance remove gloves, replace gloves, and put on a full body chemical suit with 

foot covers.  The employees are then allowed to exit the room while stepping in the footbath, and head to the air 

shower.  After the air shower has cycled, if time allows, employees will take a second shower, and change into clean 

scrubs.  These employees may now finish the entry protocol, and reenter the “clean” area of the facility.  

The contaminated room is now under quarantine protocol, which creates a barrier where the risk of spread can be 

reduced.  During this time, the minimum number of employees necessary to complete tasks will enter the room.  These 
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employees will undergo separate entry protocols designated to the contaminated room.  A station of necessary 

equipment will be placed next to the contaminated room for easy access to body suits, gloves, hairnets, and sterilizing 

equipment such as hydrogen peroxide.  Prior to entry to the contaminated room, employees will put on a full body 

suit, hair net, clean gloves, and shoe covers.  During the time in the room, this covering clothing is designed to keep 

and pests on the suit, and away from the employee’s hair, and scrubs.  When exiting the room, employees will line up 

by the door to complete the exit protocol.  Employees will remove all garments except scrubs, and shoes.  The 

employee will place the contaminated clothing into a trash bag for immediate disposal.  Upon exiting the room, 

employees will exit through the air shower, and repeat the entry protocol, to complete work on the rest of the 

facility.  This room will remain on quarantine protocol for 1-week post finding zero sign of pests on daily 

inspections.  It is imperative to inspect each room closely in order assure the quarantine protocol can be halted.  

 

Example of Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date/Time Applied Employee/Signature/License # EPA Registration # Name of Pesticide RFID Tag # or Room Applied To Amount 

Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation
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Chemical Treatment 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Chemical Treatment of Plants 

Purpose:  To explain how to properly treat a plant with chemicals (pesticide, insecticide, fungicide, etc.) and the 

different methods of treatment. 

 

Scope:  To train employees on proper treatment of plants and different methods of treatment.  *Refer to IPM SOP for 

chemical usage rates, frequency and amounts.   

 

Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

The Principles of Chemical Treatment of Plants 

If a pest and/or disease issue is identified within the cannabis crop being cultivated, IPM protocol dictates for a physical 

chemical application of required pesticides, insecticide, fungicides or other chemicals to eradicate the identified issue.   

Facility employees will need to refer to the IPM SOP to determine which pesticide, fungicide, insecticide or other 

chemical is required to spray on the cannabis crop to rid the infestation/issue.  Refer to the instructions on the identified 

chemical for proper mix/dosage rates.   

All pesticide treatment applicators and applications will follow State and federal pesticide requirements for any 

pesticide applied. 

Pesticide applicators/registered employees will undergo required courses and testing to obtain a Private Applicators 

Certificate, as well as recertification every 3 years, becoming Registered Employees by the State of 

_____________.  Applicant’s Consultant will complete requirements for Reciprocity.  All pesticides applied will be 

approved by the FDA’s National Organic Program, and will be approved on the National List of allowed and 

prohibited pesticides and OMRI approved. 

Chemical Treatment of Plants through Dipping/Dunking  

The principle behind dipping/dunking cannabis plants as a chemical application is through dipping/dunking you ensure 

that the entire surface area of the plant has been treated with the desired chemical.  (When spraying plants with desired 

chemicals, it is not always ensured that every surface area of the plant has been treated) 

How to Dip/Dunk a Plant: 

1. Get a decent sized container to fill with the desired chemical and water (follow manufacturer recommended 

mix rate/dosage instruction) 

a. The size of container needed will be determined by the size of plants intended to be dipped/dunked 

b. Typically a 5-gallon bucket should suffice as you should only dip/dunk smaller plants.  However if 

the need does arise to dip/dunk a larger plant, a plastic trash bin can be utilized to dip/dunk larger 

plants.   
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2. Once the container is properly mixed with the desired chemical at the proper rate the plants can be 

dipped/dunked in the solution 

a. Ensure that prior to dipping/dunking a plant that you have a hold of the plant medium as you do not 

want the medium (dirt, coco, etc.) to fall into the chemical solution 

3. Once the plant has be dipped/dunked, do NOT place it directly under HID lighting as this could result in the 

plant burning and other negative effects 

a. Wait until the plant appears to be 75% to 90% dry before placing it back under HID or grow 

lighting 

Chemical Treatment of Plants with a Sprayer (pump sprayer, automated sprayer or atomizer) 

• Fill the pump sprayer or atomizer sprayer with the proper dilution of the required chemical according to 

manufacture recommendations.   

 

• Spray applications on cannabis plants should be done while the HID/LED lights are OFF.   

o If the lights are left on, and the plants sprayed/treated it may cause plant burning and damage.   

 

• Spray plants with a gentle action trying not to cause damage to plant stalks, branches and/or leaves. 

 

• Ensure to adequately spray all undersides of plant leaves as this is where a majority of pests live. 

 

• Allow plants to dry completely prior to placing the plants back underneath HID/LED lighting and prior to 

turning the lights back on.   

Example of Pump Sprayer(s): 

 
Examples of Atomizer Sprayer(s): 

 
 

Chemical Treatment of Plants through Root Drench  

Sometimes there is a need to perform a soil/root drench on the plants to eliminate a disease and/or pest.  This is done 

through mixing the desired chemical with the proper mix rates/dosage rates that the manufacturer suggests, once the 

desired chemical is properly mix at the correct rates the mixture is then evenly poured into the plants container 

containing the medium (soil, coco, etc.).   
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Pour the mixed chemical all over the plants base and medium as if you were hand watering the plant.   

Documentation—after an employee of the licensed premise applies any pesticide, insecticide, fungicide or other 

chemical application to cannabis plants they will be required to document the application on the Pesticide/Fungicide 

Application Documentation log sheet.   

Example of Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date/Time Applied Employee/Signature/License # EPA Registration # Name of Pesticide RFID Tag # or Room Applied To Amount 

Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation
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Transplanting 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Transplanting of Plants 

Purpose:  To explain how to properly transplant cannabis plants into a larger container. 

 

Scope:  To train employees how to properly transplant, tag and record/document transplanting activities.  

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

The Principles of Transplanting Plants 

Transplanting is the process of staging plant into a larger sized container.  Typically transplanting will be done 2-3 

times during the plants lifecycle 1) from a clone into a 1 gallon container, 2) from a 1 gallon container into a 2-7 gallon 

container and 3) from a 2-7 gallon container into the final container of 7-15 gallons.     

• Pre-Transplant 

o Rooms receiving transplants should be cleaned and ready for cultivation. 

o Water valves on mainlines of plumbing that feed vegetative plants are turned off to allow plants 

(12-24 hours) to adjust to proper moisture content for transplant.  

 

• Transplant 

o Remove plants of strains being transplanted from container/AutoPot system onto transport racks. 

▪ Transport each strain as a group in order to keep our tagging organized. 

o Move plants to transplanting area. 

o Prepare new container/AutoPot for transplant. 

o Copper Screen (only if using AutoPots): 

• First, a mesh copper screen will be placed into the bottom of each pot with the 

copper facing away from the root zone (copper down) 

▪ Double check your work to be sure the correct equipment is installed 

o Perlite: 

▪ Second, 2” of Perlite will be placed on the bottom of each pot to insure the root 

zone is adequately aerated. 

o Fill container/AutoPot with adequate soil/medium to support a 1 gallon sized root zone. 

o Remove the plant from the pot following these steps: 

• Carefully press the sides of the 1 gallon pot inward to loosen the root mass. 

• Place hand on top of soil with stalk between fingers 

• Spread fingers apart to support the inverted root mass 

• Carefully flip plant over with plant between fingers 

• Pull pot upward away from roots 

• Balancing the root mass 

• Aerate dense clusters of roots by gently loosening the growing 

medium/plant root structure 

o Slowly rotate plant upright and place gently into new container/AutoPot. 

o Fill in empty space with soil/medium. 
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▪ Tamp pot on table/ floor to evenly compact soil/medium 

o Water until soil is thoroughly saturated  

o Place tag into soil/medium; or around plant base or on a branch 

 

• Tagging 
o After each plant is transplanted the employee will record:  

o The number of plants. 

o The number of each tag used for every plant. 

o The new location each plant. 

o The date of transplant. 

• Once the data is captured an employee will need to ensure that the plant tag/unique ID tag remains with 

the plant throughout the plants entire lifecycle.  

• All transplants are to be recorded into POS software day of transplant.  

o Double check data inputs to insure there are no mistakes. 

• Keep a hard copy of every change that occurs in the facility. 

o Plant moves, transplants, harvests, and waste will be the most frequent and important data inputs.  

o Place plant on rack to be transported to new location. 

▪ Recordkeeping/Documentation required: 

• Record: 

o New location 

o Date of transplant  

• All changes are to be recorded in POS tracking software day of activity(s).  

Example of Cannabis Plant Tag: 

   

Example of Transplant Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

Date:
Employee 

#2:
Plant ID# and Batch #:

New Container 

Size:

Transplant Log

POS Record 

Made:

Employee 

#1:

Original 

Container Size:

Plant Lifecycle 

Stage:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Vegetative Growth Stage 

Standard Operating Procedure: Vegetative Growth Stages 

Purpose:  Demonstrate to proper methods and techniques for healthy cannabis cultivation.  Including light cycles, 

feeding schedules, plant care and maintenance, Integrated Pest Management (IPM), etc. 

 

Scope:  These procedures cover cannabis cultivation procedures, methods and techniques in the vegetative and 

flowering growth stages within the cultivation facility.  

 

Plant Environment:  75-85⁰ Fahrenheit; Humidity ~30-50% 

Plant Light/Photoperiod:  Vegetative Cycle: Minimum of 18 hours of light (18 hours lights on; 6 hours light off) 

and up to 24 hours of continuous light.   

 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Daily Environment Documentation  

2) Daily Plant Monitoring Log Sheet 

3) Weekly Plant Monitoring Log Sheet 

4) Daily Products Transfer/Wholesale Log Sheet 

5) Cannabis Waste Log Sheet 

Supplies/Tools Required 

1) Scissors 

2) Measuring cups 

3) Sunglasses 

4) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

a. Protective eye gear 

b. Respirators 

c. Tyvek suits 

d. Etc. 

5) Watering hoses 

6) Meters 

a. TDS pen 

b. pH Meter 

c. Light Meter 

7) Plant Ties 

8) Trash can(s) 

-----------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 3>------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Week 3 is the first week of the vegetative growth stage.  The purpose of the vegetative growth stage is to prepare the 

plant for the flowering growth stage.  The vegetative stage is very important stage in the cannabis life cycle, a healthy 

vegetative plant will become a healthy flowering plant producing optimal medicine.   

Examples of Cannabis Plants in the Vegetative Growth Stage (can be seen below): 

 
Transplanting—process of staging plant into larger sized containers during vegetative growth stage.   

• Prepare the 1-2 gallon pot to be filled with soil/medium. 

• Fill pot to proper height with SoHum soil/medium. 

• Lightly press clone into soil/medium. 

• Pack the soil around the clone with fingertips. 

• Thoroughly water in clone with ½ gallon of filter water.  

• Plant 1 strain at a time. 

o This prevents mislabeling of genetics. 

• Place each clone/container on rack system to be moved into its vegetative room. 

 

Foliar Feeding—the foliar application of plant nutrients is the fastest, most effective method for treating deficiencies.  

Directly applying the appropriate solution provides nearly immediate results, and can have easily noticeable effects 

on yield and overall plant health.  Foliar sprays can be used to supplement deficient nutrients, introduce beneficial 

organisms, and also add certain supplements, which, add to flavor and potency.   Compost tea foliar applications 

should be not be applied after the 5th week of the flowering cycle. 

 

Step 1: Foliar Tea  

• Fill tea brewer with de-chlorinated, or RO water, and begin aerating. 

• In a large tea bag, combine the ingredients below. 
 

Step 2: Preparing Solution 

• For foliar application tea will be diluted with water at a ratio of 1:5  

• Pour tea through a 70 micron filter or filter floss to remove sediment 

• Dilute tea and fill sprayer as close to spraying time as possible 

 

 
 

Step 3: Application 

• Approximately 1-2 hours before lights turn on, or immediately after lights turn off, prepare to spray solution  
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• During application, wear a respirator  

• Using pump sprayer or atomizer to apply tea solution to foliage, making sure to coat the underside and top 

of all leaf surfaces and stems 

 

Step 4: Clean Brewer and sprayer 

• Immediately after application wash sprayer and rinse with hydrogen peroxide solution 

• Clean brewer immediately after brewing is complete. An unsterile brewer can cause breakouts of non-

beneficial microbes 

 

*Note: If compost tea is already being brewed in the facility it can be used for foliar application as long as is does not 

contain large amounts of guanos.   

 

--------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 4>--------------------------------------------------------------- 

During the 4th week, plants will transition into rapid growth. The root structures will take hold of the soil mass 

maximizing the plants water absorption. Expect increase water consumption and prepare plants for transplant into 

large pots by pruning undergrowth. Train plants at the end of this week.  

** NEVER prune a plant prior to taking cuttings/clones from the plant.  The material to be pruned from the plant 

can be used as cuttings to create clones for the future cultivation. ** 

Pruning Cannabis Plants—Pruning cannabis plants is imperative to ensure high yields, as well as a fundamental part 

of integrated pest management.  Without proper pruning, plants will allocate energy to lower-level, light deprived 

flowers.  This will deprive your high yielding canopy, causing light airy flowers.  Keeping the plant undergrowth 

clean of unhealthy and overcrowded branches allows greater airflow and decreases available habitats for pests, molds, 

and mildews.   

Cannabis strains vary greatly in their growth habits creating very different Anatomical Plant Analysis (APA).  A 

strain’s APA is defined by its growth characteristics such as, transition period growth, node spacing, flowering period, 

and flower morphology.  These characteristics differ between every strain, and must be documented to create a 

standardized pruning technique for each one.  Transition period growth is particularly important when developing a 

strain specific pruning procedure.  This transition growth is defined by the increased vertical growth during the first 

stage of the flowering period, followed by increased lateral flower production.    

Sativa dominant strains will typically have a longer period of transition growth, and some will still grow vertically 

into the 4th week of the flowering period.  These strains with longer transition growth periods will require increased 

pruning, some sativa strains may need the bottom half of branches to be removed.  This increased pruning will also 

decrease the node spacing during the growth period and form tighter, denser flowers.  Indica strains will have a much 

shorter transition growth period, and will require less pruning.  This shorter transition growth period must be taken 

into consideration in order to ensure maximum yields.  In general indica dominant strains should be pruned only 1/3 

from the base of the plant, and only very light deprived bud sites should be removed.  These strains should also be 

switched to the flowering period later than sativa strains to ensure maximum yields.   

Step 1:  Preparation 

1) Clean scissors with isopropyl alcohol 

2) Asses plants APA’s to identify plants requiring pruning 

 

Step 2:  Pruning Cannabis Plants 

1) Starting at the lowest point of the plant; begin removing branches on the bottom third of the plant (keep in 

mind strains APA and pruning procedure) 

2) After bottom third of the plant is clear, remove any undergrown branches and bud sites in the center/core of 

the plant 

3) Removing weak bud sites, but not removing the entire branch will cause the plant to concentrate energy into 

the terminal bud on the branch and increase yields 
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4) Be sure to note what strain you are pruning, and if it is properly pruned according to its APA and designated 

pruning procedure 

 

Step 3:  Post-Pruning 

1) Move plants to designated location 

2) Clean work area ensuring no plant material remains, and area is free of debris 

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 5>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The goal of week 5 is to transplant, relocate, and monitor the growth of plants approaching the flowering cycle. 

Maintaining the health of plants at this stage will allow for maximum node development during the first 3 weeks of 

flower.   

Transplant: Vegetative to Flower (1-7 gallon) 

• Pre-Transplant 

o Rooms receiving transplants should be cleaned and ready for cultivation. 

o Water valves on mainlines of plumbing that feed vegetative plants are turned off to allow plants 

(12-24 hours) to adjust to proper moisture content for transplant.  

 

• Transplant 

o Remove plants of strains being transplanted from container/AutoPot system onto transport racks. 

▪ Transport each strain as a group in order to keep our tagging organized. 

o Move plants to transplanting area. 

o Prepare new container/AutoPot for transplant. 

o Copper Screen (only if using AutoPots): 

• First, a mesh copper screen will be placed into the bottom of each pot with the 

copper facing away from the root zone (copper down) 

▪ Double check your work to be sure the correct equipment is installed 

o Perlite: 

▪ Second, 2” of Perlite will be placed on the bottom of each pot to insure the root 

zone is adequately aerated. 

o Fill container/AutoPot with adequate soil/medium to support a 1 gallon sized root zone. 

o Remove the plant from the pot following these steps: 

• Carefully press the sides of the 1 gallon pot inward to loosen the root mass. 

• Place hand on top of soil with stalk between fingers 

• Spread fingers apart to support the inverted root mass 

• Carefully flip plant over with plant between fingers 

• Pull pot upward away from roots 

• Balancing the root mass 

• Aerate dense clusters of roots by gentle massaging 

o Slowly rotate plant upright and place gently into new container/AutoPot. 

o Fill in empty space with soil/medium. 

▪ Tamp pot on table/ floor to evenly compact soil/medium 

o Water until soil is thoroughly saturated  

o Place tag into soil/medium; or around plant base or on a branch 

o Place plant on rack to be transported to new location. 

▪ Recordkeeping/Documentation required: 

• Record: 

o New location 

o Date of transplant  

• All changes are to be recorded in POS tracking software day of activity(s).  

 

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 6>----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Monitoring the plants closely for pests will prevent outbreaks later in the flower cycle. Treat for any visible signs of 

target species.   

• Adhere to IPM protocol; final vegetative spray treatment prior to transitioning into flowering growth stage 

 

After week six, the medical cannabis plants will be transitioned into the flowering growth stage where the plants’ 

photo cycle will be altered causing them to begin producing flowers.  The flowering growth stage is the next SOP 

discussed.   

Flowering Growth Stage 

Standard Operating Procedure: Flowering Growth Stage 

Purpose:  Demonstrate proper methods and techniques for healthy cannabis cultivation, including light cycles, feeding 

schedules, plant care and maintenance, Integrated Pest Management (IPM), etc. 

 
Scope:  These procedures cover cannabis cultivation procedures, methods and techniques in the flowering growth 

stages within the cultivation facility.  

 

Plant Environment:  ~72-78⁰ Fahrenheit; Humidity ~30-50%  

Plant Light/Photoperiod:  Flowering Cycle:  12 hours of lights on and 12 hours lights off.  (must be 12 hours of un-

interrupted darkness) 

 

Training:  8 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Daily Environment Documentation 

2) Daily Plant Monitoring Log Sheet 

3) Weekly Plant Monitoring Log Sheet 

4) Daily Products Transfer/Wholesale Log Sheet 

5) Cannabis Waste Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Scissors 

2) Measuring cups 

3) Sunglasses 

4) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

a. Protective eye gear 

b. Respirators 

c. Tyvek suits 

d. Etc. 

5) Watering Pumps, Hoses, Watering Can, etc.  

6) Meters 

a. TDS pen 

b. pH Meter 

c. Light Meter 

7) Trellis Netting/plant stakes 

8) Plant Ties 

9) Trash can(s) 

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 7>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The 7th week is the first week of the flowering growth stage.  The flowering growth stage is where your cannabis 

plants will start to form flowers.  This is the stage of the plants life when the majority of weight is gained and oil 
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production occurs.  The cannabis plants should be prepared for the flowering growth stage by supporting the plants 

stock and/or branches through trellising, staking, pruning, and defoliating any excessive canopy.   

 

Examples of Cannabis Plants in Flowering Growth Stage (can be seen below): 

 

 

Pruning/Defoliating—Remove unwanted plant growth.  A majority of the required pruning/defoliating will have 

already occurred during the vegetative stage; so during this time of pruning/defoliating you should only remove new 

plant growth and foliage that has regrown in previously pruned areas.  Pruning/defoliating will allow light to penetrate 

the plant canopy and result in optimal plant growth and production.   

Trellis Netting—the use of trellis netting for cannabis cultivation plays several roles in plant health.   The main goal 

in trellising is to provide support for the plant when flower/bud weight increases later in the flowering stage.   

Providing this support also allows the plant to dedicate energy to flower production, rather expending energy 

supporting heavy flowers.  Besides physical support, trellising also improves airflow under the canopy, which is an 

integral aspect of integrated pest management. 
 

Trellis netting should occur within the first 5-7 days of the flowering cycle.   

Step 1:  Plant Preparation 

• Plants should be previously pruned according to pruning procedures 

• Plants should be in final position for completion of round. 

 

Step 2:  Hanging Trellis 

• In open area spread trellis to full extension 

• Starting furthest from entry point, attach one short side of trellis to wall, or trellis support 

• Stretch the remaining trellis over the canopy, laying overtop of the plants 

• Pull the trellis tight, and attach to wall or trellis support  

• The trellis should be uniformly tight, 2”-4” below the top of canopy 

 

Step 3:  Adjusting Plant Canopy 

• Situate branches evenly in the canopy, concentrating on preventing crowding in any one area 

• The tallest branches protruding more than 6” above the canopy should be woven underneath the 

trellis, or tied to trellis with a plant tie.   

• After the Branches are evenly distributed, check underneath the trellis for hanging branches to either 

be pushed upward into trellis or be removed if they will not reach the canopy.   

• All strains have different growth habits, and require different trellising techniques.  Sativa strains 

will require more attention to create adequate support.  Indica dominant strains will require little to 

no time organizing the canopy.  Pay close attention to each of your strains habits and adjust the 

canopy accordingly.  

Early Flowering Stage Mid Flowering Stage Late Flowering Stage 
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Step 4:  Clean Up 

• Clean any remaining plant matter, and trash from the area 

• Discard all plant matter into the designated waste bin and discard all trash in the designated trash 

bin 

 

Staking/supporting—The plants will begin producing flowers and gain mass as they approach harvest.  Some of the 

plants stalks and/or branches may need additional support from plant stakes (bamboo stakes can be seen below).   

• Add support stakes to branches needing support to prevent branches from lying on one another or 

breaking/snapping.  

OR  

 

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 8-18>------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Over the course of the next several weeks the plant will complete its genetic drive to produce the flowers.   The plants 

will begin to show characteristics of their APA.  Pruning, trellising and staking/supporting plants according to this 

analysis will increase yields and mitigate pest outbreaks.  Over the course of weeks 8 through 18 the main objective 

will be to monitor the cannabis plants, cultivation facility and equipment.   

It will be imperative to be aware of all environments and equipment within the facility to be able to locate and identify 

any potential problems or unforeseen circumstances.  Being proactive during the flowering cycle will reduce the risk 

of equipment malfunction or failure which could have detrimental effects on the plants being cultivated.  

Monitor the canopy of each room daily for: 

• Pest(s) 

• Fungus/disease 

• Plant sex; signs of plant hermaphroditism 
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Performing the proper checks and balances over the next few weeks will determine the quality of the manufactured 

product.  Maintaining ideal growing environments to achieve the plants maximum genetic potential is our goal. 

Employees must maintain a log of temperature, humidity, and CO2 concentration in the environment of each 

cultivation area. Record should be maintained daily upon entry of each room.   m 

At this stage in the growth cycle, if there are no visible indications of stress induced on the plants and pests have yet 

to be identified, the room will require less attention and only inspections are necessary.  Check all reservoirs daily to 

insure plants are receiving adequate hydration.   

Determining if Plant are ready for Harvest 

Harvest will occur between the 16th and 18th week depending on the cannabis strain.  Sativa and hybrid genetic lineages 

should be allowed the full 70 day flowering cycle to reach maturity (approximately 10 to 14 weeks of flowering growth 

stage).  Indica strain’s flowering growth stage time lengths vary depending on lineage, but most will be harvested 

around day 60 (approximately 8 to 10 weeks of flowering growth stage).  *Refer to Harvesting Cannabis SOP. 

• Monitor the calyxes and the maturity of the trichomes to understand when a strain has reached maturity and 

is ready to be harvested.  

o Use a microscope to observe the cannabis plants trichomes to determine if the plant is ready to be 

harvested 

▪ If a plant is ready to be harvested, the trichomes should appear milky white in color 

• If trichomes are clear, or see-through in color the plant is not ready to be harvested 

and should be allowed to continue growing in order to reach maturity. 

• If the trichomes appear to be a dark amber or reddish color, the plant may have 

been allowed to grow too long and over-mature.  This will degrade the medicinal 

properties and benefits of the cannabis.   
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Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration 

Purpose:  To explain how to use certified scales for weights and measurements 

  

Scope:  To train employees on proper use of NTEP certified scales to be used for weights and measures as well as 

scale calibration/certification 

 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

State of Pennsylvania Requirements 

The State of Pennsylvania requires the use of any scale or balance to be routinely calibrated by a calibration laboratory 

accredited to International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard ISO/IEC 17025 by an accreditation body 

that is that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition 

Agreement.  

ISO/IEC 17025—ISO/IEC 17025:2005 specifies the general requirements for the competence to carry out tests and/or 

calibrations, including sampling. It covers testing and calibration performed using standard methods, non-standard 

methods, and laboratory-developed methods. 

It is applicable to all organizations performing tests and/or calibrations. These include, for example, first-, second- 

and third-party laboratories, and laboratories where testing and/or calibration forms part of inspection and product 

certification. 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is applicable to all laboratories regardless of the number of personnel or the extent of the scope 

of testing and/or calibration activities. When a laboratory does not undertake one or more of the activities covered by 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005, such as sampling and the design/development of new methods, the requirements of those 

clauses do not apply. 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is for use by laboratories in developing their management system for quality, administrative and 

technical operations. Laboratory customers, regulatory authorities and accreditation bodies may also use it in 

confirming or recognizing the competence of laboratories. ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is not intended to be used as the basis 

for certification of laboratories.  Compliance with regulatory and safety requirements on the operation of laboratories 

is not covered by ISO/IEC 17025:2005 * http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39883  

Types of Scales to be used 

TSG will utilize NTEP-certified scales for the weighing of all medical cannabis, medical cannabis products, medical 

cannabis waste and all green waste.   

NTEP Certification— The National Conference on Weights and Measures issues an NTEP Certificate of 

Conformance following successful completion of an evaluation of a device. It indicates that the device(s) described 

in the Certificate is/are capable of meeting applicable requirements of the NIST Handbook 44.* 

http://www.ncwm.net/ntep/faqs#WhatIsNTEPcertificate  

Scale Use 

All medical cannabis harvested at TSG’s licensed premise will be weighed and packaged using NTEP-certified scales 

certified for legal trade and that have been calibrated and certified ISO/IEC 17025 accredited by a Pennsylvania 

calibration service supplier. 

Scale Calibration and Frequency 

TSG will ensure that all scales and balances are calibrated by a calibration service suppliers that is ISO/IEC 17025 

accredited.  

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39883
http://www.ncwm.net/ntep/faqs#WhatIsNTEPcertificate
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The frequency of having TSG scales calibrated will be on a six (6) month basis.  This routine calibration will be 

documented on the Scale Calibration Log sheet and maintain on the licensed premise.   

Example of the Scale Calibration Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scale Calibration

Scale 

Calibrated
Notes/Comment:Date: Employee: Scale Serial #/ID#: Calibration Service Supplier:

YES NO

YES NOYES

YES NOYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES
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Harvesting Cannabis 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Harvesting Cannabis 

Purpose:  To explain the steps and procedures involved with harvesting cannabis, including: cutting, weighing, 

processing, trimming, drying, and curing. 

 

Scope:  Covers the post-cultivation harvest process within the cultivation facility. 

 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet 

2) Cannabis Waste Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Heavy-Duty Sheers 

2) Certified Scales (hanging scale for wet weight and table scale for trimmed flower/bud and sugar leaf) 

3) Scissors 

4) Plant labels/tags 

5) Drying Racks 

6) Containers/Jars 

7) Soil Disposal Carts 

Principles of Harvesting Cannabis 

The harvesting of cannabis is the final process with the plant lifecycle.  The harvesting process is when all cultivation 

activities have come to an end and the cannabis plants flowers are fully ripened and ready to be harvested.  The harvest 

and post-harvest process involves four (4) major steps; 1) harvesting the cannabis plants, 2) trimming the cannabis 

plants, 3) drying the cannabis and 4) curing the cannabis. 

• Harvesting 

o Cutting the cannabis plants stock at the point where the stock meets the soil or growing medium.  

Record the Plants Attribute # or Unique ID # and strain information on the Harvested Cannabis 

Log Sheet. 
o Once cannabis plant is cut, the plant must be weighed as a whole.  This is typically called the 

cannabis plant ‘Wet Weight’.  Record this weight on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet. 

o All soil root balls from harvested plants will be placed into the soil disposal cart 

   

 

Cut the Plant at Base 
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Once the cannabis plant(s) have been chopped and weighed on an NTEP-certified hanging scale, record the wet 

weight of the plant(s) on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: Plant Attribute # and Batch#: Plant Strain: Wet Weight: Waste Weight: Trim Weight: Bud Weight:

Harvested Medical Cannabis

Documentation 
Weigh Entire Wet Plant 
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Processing Operations 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Processing Operations 

Purpose:  To explain post-harvest activities, procedures and protocols.  Including: trimming, processing, weighing, 

packaging and labeling. 

 

Scope:   Covers the processing activities within the cultivation facility.   

 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

 

 

What is Included in the Post-Extraction Operations 

1) Trimming cannabis plants 

2) Weighing, packaging and labeling finished cannabis medicine 

3) Cannabis waste disposal  

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Finished Cannabis Medicine Log Sheet 

2) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Nitrile gloves 

2) Certified Table Scale 

3) Packaging Materials 

4) Labeling Materials 

Principles of Processing Operations 

Processing operations will consist of the processing/trimming, drying and curing of medical cannabis.  Also included 

in the processing operations if the packaging and labeling of medical cannabis.   

1) Processing/trimming – The cannabis plant will be broken down by removing the larger fan leaves, and hung 

on drying racks preparing for packaging.  Registered employees will be required to wear nitrile gloves during 

all processing and/or trimming procedures.   

o This is where the cannabis plant will be broken down from the whole plant form into individual 

branches and grades.  This will typically create 3 different ‘grades’ of cannabis from the same plant: 

• Flower(s)/bud(s)—this is the portion of the cannabis plants and typically referred to as the 

‘kola buds’.  This medicine has received all of the optimal growing conditions throughout 

the plants entire lifecycle (proper light conditions and distribution, optimal CO2 levels, 

etc.).   

• Sugar Leaf/trim—this is typically the lower levels of the plant where the HID lighting 

cannot fully penetrate resulting in ‘larfy/leafy’ cannabis buds and the sugar leaves that have 

been trimmed off the plants and flowers.  This material is typically used in infused products 

manufacturing and extraction operations.   

• Waste—this is comprised of all the material that will not be used from the plant.  This 

material must be weighed and recorded on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.  Cannabis 

waste is typically comprised of: 

▪ Stalks and stems 

▪ Fan leaves 

▪ Roots 

▪ Other unusable material 

o Make sure that all required information is recorded and transferred with any and all cannabis plant 

materials.  Required information to be transferred with cannabis material: 

• Plant strain/name 
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• Harvest/process date 

• Plant Attribute # and Batch # 

Trimming—this is when the processed cannabis will be trimmed.  This process involves trimming all of the 

leafy material away from the flowers/buds.  The trimmed leaf material (sugar leaf) is still usable and typically 

used in Infused Products Manufacturing or for cannabis extraction.  All registered employees are required to 

“glove-up” prior to commencing any trimming operations.   Employees will be required to wear and change 

gloves often throughout the day.   

o Trim the leafy material of cannabis flowers; properly weigh the trimmed flowers (buds) as well as 

weigh all the trim (sugar leaf) and record the weights on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.  

Weights to be recorded (ensure recording to proper Plant Attribute # or Unique ID #): 

• Flower/bud weight 

• Trim/sugar leaf weight 

      

 

o Once the cannabis material is trimmed it is ready for drying.   

o Trimming can be done by using traditional hand-trimming methods or the use of new automated 

trimming machines such as the TRIMINATOR.  

• If using a trim machine (ACC recommends the TRIMINATOR) please refer to the Trim 

Machine Operation SOP.   

Example of Traditional Hand Trimming: 

 

Eaxample of a Trim Machine: 

 

Documentation 

Trimmed Flower/Trim Weigh Trimmed Flower/Trim 

Record Trimmed 

Flower/Trim Weight 
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2) Drying—this is when the cannabis plants will be dried.  The drying process is a somewhat delicate process 

as you do not want to over dry the flowers, but leaving too much moisture in the flowers could result in mold 

and bud rot.   

o Plants will be hung upside down using metal S hooks on a mobile wire shelf 

o Make sure to properly label each plant on the drying racks (ensure all required information is 

recorded and follows material through drying process to ensure records are not lost.)   

▪ Required information: 

• Plant Attribute # and Batch # 

• Plant Strain 

• Date flowers (buds) were placed on rack 

 

Examples of Drying Racks: 

  

3) Curing—the curing process begins once the plants have been properly dried.   

o Plants can be cured in multiple ways 

o Plants can be cured in place (within the drying room) by adjusting the room’s humidity to an equal 

level as the interior of the flowers.  This allows the cannabinoids to fully gain their respective 

medicinal properties.   This process can take 1-2 weeks, depending on desired cannabinoid and 

terpene values.    

o Plant material (typically only the plant flowers/buds) can be placed in a container (typically a glass 

jar) for an extended period of time.  During this curing method, the containers will need to be opened 

periodically to allow air circulation (this processes is commonly referred to as “burping” the 

container). 

o Upon completion of curing, the product will be weighed, tracked, and sent to the vault for storage 

until extraction.   

o Make sure to properly labels all curing containers with all required information: 

▪ Plant Attribute # and Batch # 

▪ Plant Strain 

▪ Date flowers (buds) were placed in curing container 
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Example of Curing in Glass Jars: 

 
4) Weighing and Packaging Medical Cannabis — Is the process of accurately weighing the medical cannabis 

to be put into packages for distribution.  Packaging regulations and requirements may vary, so it is essential 

to reference the state and local laws and regulations pertaining to packaging requirements for medical 

cannabis business.  Use of state-approved NTEP certified scales for the weighing of all medical cannabis 

products is mandatory.   

o Medical cannabis will be carefully weighed and packaged at the Licensed Premise.  All packaged 

medical cannabis will be placed in a legally compliant, child safe resistant opaque and tamper-

evident packaging.  All products will be packaged, recorded into the inventory system, and labeled 

per Pennsylvania regulations.   

 

o Upon medical cannabis being weighed and packaged registered employees are required to document 

the medical cannabis weight associated to the product with a unique attribute number and batch 

number.  This documentation must be done with two registered employees, one employee to make 

the record in the inventory control system and a second to witness the record.   

o Ensure inventory control system is updated to show the packaged medical cannabis weights and 

specifications.   

 

5) Labeling — All packages of medical cannabis will require a label to be conspicuously placed on the package.   

o Labels must be made of weather resistant and tamper-evident material 

o As a redundancy, employees will be required to recheck each package for a label prior to shipping 

and package containing medical cannabis from the Licensed Premise.   

 

6) Secure, Segregated Storage — Upon medical cannabis being packaged, TSG registered employees will be 

required to hold the medical cannabis in secure, segregated storage until released for distribution 

o The secure, segregated storage will be within the Licensed Premise vault.   

Examples of Child-Resistant Packaging: 
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Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Purpose:  To explain the purpose and processes involved with inventory reconciliation.   

 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved with inventory reconciliation. 

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Products Inventory  

 

The Principles of Inventory Reconciliation 

It is recommended to perform physical inventory on weekly or monthly basis.  At minimum, a monthly inventory 

reconciliation is to be performed at each facility.  This is where every product within the facility will be physically 

counted, documented and then reconciled (compared) against the inventory recorded in the POS system or computer 

inventory system.   

The physical inventory on-hand that is counted should be identical to the inventory that is recorded within the POS 

system.  If there are deviations in these numbers then action must be taken to determine the shortage(s).   

1) Count ALL on-hand inventory at the facility 

o Cannabis plants 

▪ Mother plants 

▪ Clones 

▪ Vegetative plants 

▪ Flowering plants 

▪ Hanging/drying plants and material 

o Finished cannabis  

▪ Flower/bud (packaged and ready for transport) 

▪ Trim/sugar leaf (packaged and ready for transport) 

2) Document all counted on-hand inventories on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly, 

or monthly) log sheet. 

3) Reconcile counted on-hand inventories against on-hand inventories in the POS system 

o Document discrepancies on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly, or 

monthly) log sheet between the counted on-hand inventory and POS inventory. 

o Investigate all discrepancies  

4) Inventory Discrepancies — Discrepancies between the inventory stock and the inventory within the inventory 

control system (outside of normal weight loss due to moisture loss and handling) 

o Investigate all discrepancies within one (1) business day 

▪ Perform inventory audit and reconciliation  

▪ Review transactions within the inventory control system 

▪ Review security surveillance footage 

o Report theft or diversion to the Department AND Pennsylvania State Police within one business day 

▪ Contact the Department and Pennsylvania State Police in multiple fashions as a redundancy 

1. Contact directly through phone conversation 

2. Contact electronically through email, fax or other electronic means  

o Within 30 days 

▪ the inventory discrepancy investigation must be conducted and completed 
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▪ the standard operating procedures amended (if needed) 

▪ send an investigation report and audit to the Commission 

Example of Cultivation Inventory—Cannabis Plants log sheet: 

 
 

Example of Cultivation POS Inventory log sheet: 

 

Example of Product Loss log sheet: 

 

 

Date: Emplooyee: Grow Room: Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Lifecycle Stage:

Cultivation Inventory--Cannabis Plants

Notes:

Cultivation POS Inventory Reconciliation

Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:

Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Note/Comments:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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Trim Machine Operation  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Trim Machine Operation  

Purpose:  To understand how to properly operate the TRIMINATOR trim machine.   

 

Scope:  To train employees on the proper handling, use and maintenance of the TRIMINATOR.  TRIMINATOR user 

manual can be found online at:  http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/  

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

The Principles of the Trim Machine Operation and Maintenance 

Any automated trimming machine being utilized should be used with caution as the machine can cause harm and 

bodily damage if not used properly.  It is recommended to read the user manual and manufacturer instruction prior to 

use of any automated trim machine.   

ACC recommends the use of the TRIMINATOR automated trimming machine for cannabis operations.  More 

information on the TRIMINATOR can be found at the website: http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-

machine/  

 

TRIMINATOR user manual can be found at:  

https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3

AyR283cGdfUW5J/view 

 

TRIMINATOR Spec Sheet can be seen below: 

http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
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Laboratory Testing 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Purpose:  To explain the procedures involved for preparing cultivation product samples for laboratory testing. 

(Product potency, contaminants, etc.) 

 
Scope:  Covers the steps to prepare samples for lab testing. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cultivation Products Samples for Laboratory Testing 

2) Manifest/Trip Plan 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale 

2) Child-Resistant Packaging 

3) State-Compliant Labels 

 

Principles of Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Samples of medical cannabis that have been cultivated/produced will need to be sent off for 3rd party laboratory testing 

pursuant to Commonwealth of Pennsylvania regulations.  State-licensed 3rd party laboratories will perform lab tests 

on provided samples to determine the content of the medical cannabis, the potency, the presence of any contaminants 

or health hazards, cannabinoid profile, terpene profile, etc.   

Preparation of Medical Cannabis Samples to be Tested 

TSG will send a sample of every production batch and lot to a State-licensed independent testing laboratory to perform 

State-required tests.   

o Prepare individual samples for testing from medical cannabis 

▪ Collect samples for testing from each production batch 

• Flower/bud—ensure adequate quantity from batch for sampling (~7-14 grams) 

• You will need to prepare four (4) test samples per production batch 

o Two (2) samples to send to the laboratory for testing 

▪ One of this samples will be retained in the need of a re-test 

o Two (2) samples will be maintained at the licensed premise for potential 

future testing. 

  

o Create a new ‘package’ for the test sample.  

▪ Create a ‘sample package’ from the original product package 

▪ Test sample will now have its own unique Attribute ID # that was created from the original 

product package with its own unique Attribute ID # 

▪ Original Package: Attribute ID# MIP001Create new ‘Sample Package’: MIPT101 

 

o Fill out all required documentation/log sheets 

▪ Samples for Laboratory Testing  

▪ Manifest/Trip Plan 
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o Send test samples to the 3rd party laboratory/testing facility 

▪ Follow Wholesale/Transferring/Transporting SOP 

 

Laboratory Test Results — Upon testing medical cannabis samples from the testing laboratory will provide the test 

results back to TSG.  Test results will show medical cannabis potency, cannabinoid profiles, terpene profiles, 

contaminants (if any present). The testing laboratory will provide TSG test results from each batch and lot tested and 

provide graphs, charts and/or spectra from laboratory instrumentation.   

Certificate of Analysis — The independent testing laboratory will issue a certificate of analysis with supporting data 

if the sample passes all required testing.  This will include but not be limited to the sample test results showing the 

tests meets all specifications for the variety.  Every certificate of analysis will need to be retained on site.   

• Expiration Date — Expiration dates are used to express the shelf life of a particular product, for TSG 

expiration date will need to be assigned to all medical cannabis.  Upon review of the certificate of analysis 

and a determination that a batch meets the specification for the variety, registered employees will be required 

to assign an expiration date to the batch.   

• Determining Expiration Dates — There are typically no expiration dates required by US Federal regulation, 

except for infant formula.  There is currently also no uniform or universally accepted system for cannabis 

expiration dating in the US or Pennsylvania.  

o TSG will determine medical cannabis product expiration dates by first assigning an expiration date 

of a 1-year expiration date from the date of product packaging.    

Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :

Record on Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Notes/Comments:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Notes/Details:

Receiving Laboratory:
Grower 

Agent #2:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO
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o The expiration date will include the day, month and year of expiration. 

o Expiration date will also be followed or proceeded by a statement or phrase explaining the expiration 

date such as “sell-by” or “use before”.   

• Evaluating Expiration Dates — Expiration dating will be evaluated during required 6-month interval 

testing’s performed by an independent testing laboratory.   

o The testing laboratory will test retention samples from the production batch for purity and potency 

to compare against the original production batch test sample.   

o Production retention sample’s purity and potency will need to fall within a range of the original 

production batch test sample in order for the expiration date to be confirmed. 

▪ Purity and potency range for retention test sample must fall within ± 90-100% of the purity 

and potency of the original production batch test sample. 

▪ If the purity and potency level of the production retention sample does not fall within the 

required range of potency and purity of the original production test sample then the 

assigned expiration date will be reevaluated and re-determined.   

Frequency of Testing — TSG will provide a sample from each released batch to an independent testing laboratory 

sufficient to perform stability testing at 6-month intervals.  This is done for two reasons: 

1. To ensure product potency and purity 

2. Provide support for expiration dating 

It will be paramount to keep and properly store an adequate amount (~7-14 grams) of each released batch of medical 

cannabis in order to achieve this frequency of testing.  See preparation of samples instructions noted in previous 

content.    

Sample Storage—as a requirement of Pennsylvania regulations, TSG will retain a sample from each batch released.  

The sample will be sufficient enough to provide for follow-up testing if necessary and the sample will need to be 

properly stored for a minimum of one (1) year past the date of expiration of the batch.   

• Samples from each batch released to be retained for a long period of time will be vacuum-sealed to limit 

oxygen exposure to the medical cannabis as oxygen will degrade the sample quicker.   

Retention of Laboratory Test Results — TSG will retain all laboratory test results for each batch and lot of medical 

cannabis tested for a minimum of five (5) years on-site within the Licensed Premise.  Laboratory test results will be 

maintained within a lockable filing cabinet located in a limited-access area on the Licensed Premise.   

• COMPANY will retain every certificate of analysis within secure storage in a limited access area of the 

Licensed Premise. 

Laboratory Test Results for Inspection/Review — TSG will make all medical cannabis laboratory test result 

available for inspection and/or review to the Commission upon request.  TSG will produce said test results for 

Commission inspection/review within 48 hours of request.   

Release for Distribution 

All batches of medical cannabis are to remain in secure storage until the batch successfully passes all required testing, 

the batch is determined to meet all the specifications of the variety and TSG’s employee has receipt of certificate of 

analysis and supporting data.   

Upon samples passing all independent laboratory testing and the samples determined to have met the specifications 

of the variety, the medical cannabis batch being held will be cleared for release and distribution.   

Inventory Control Revision — Upon releasing the batch for distribution, employees are required to revise the status 

of the batch in the inventory control. 

• This process will be completed by two (2) register employees for redundancy. 

o One employee will revise the status of the batch within the inventory control system 

o The other employee will witness the revision to the inventory control to ensure the record is accurate.   
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• Once the medical cannabis batch has been released and the status revised in the inventory control, registered 

employees will be authorized to distribute the medical cannabis batch.   

Failure to pass Laboratory Testing 

Medical cannabis will not be released for distribution if the sample does not pass laboratory testing.  Upon receipt of 

test results that do not meet specifications, TSG may choose to rework, reprocess or destroy and dispose of the batch 

according to standard operating procedures.  Upon reworking or reprocessing the batch will be resampled and retested 

by an independent testing laboratory to ensure that all required specifications are met.   

If a sample from a batch does not met specifications and does not pass testing, it will be a policy of TSG to wholesale 

the medical cannabis batch to the vertically-integrated processing operations or to State-licensed processors for the 

medical cannabis batch to be processed into cannabis concentrate and further into infused products if desired.   

• Reprocess medical cannabis failing to meet specification 

o Supply all medical cannabis in a batch not meeting specifications to a State-licensed processor 
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Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments 

Purpose:  To explain the steps required to be followed to wholesale medical cannabis products to other 3rd party retail 

dispensaries, MIPs or cultivation facilities. 

 

Scope:  Covers the training required and procedure for registered employees covering the wholesale procedure, 

transferring/transporting an dshipments. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) 

2) Manifest/Trip Plan 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale 

The Principles of the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting 

The facility will wholesale cannabis products to other 3rd party retail dispensaries, MIP’s and cultivation facilities.     

 

The Wholesale Process: 

1) New Wholesale Order  

2) Fulfillment 

3) Create Manifest/Trip Plan 

4) Transportation 

5) Delivery 

6) Post-Delivery 

 

1) New Wholesale Order or Transfer Request (if vertically integrated) 

1) Receive incoming wholesale order 

2) Fill out Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet 

3) Create a new invoice for wholesale order 

a. Date that order is placed 

b. Products and quantities ordered 

c. Prices of products 

d. Estimated delivery date 

2) Fulfillment  

1) Collect products needed for wholesale order 

2) Take ordered/collected products out of the inventory control system 

3) Package the order of products into a container that is constructed on tamper-evident, opaque material 

a. The use of tamper-evident cardboard boxes, hard plastic opaque cases that can be locked with 

tamper-evident seals or locks, or a similar shipping package that will meet requirements 

b. Seal said tamper-evident package with tamper-evident tape.  

c. If shipping multiple packages to the same recipient, the packages will need to be shipped within one 

large opaque tamper-evident container. 

4) Repackaging — If necessary, registered employees may have to repackage the shipment into a container 

that is constructed of tamper-evident opaque materials and sealed with tamper-evident tape 

a. This will typically only happen if the original packaging is defective or gets destroyed. 

b. Medical cannabis will need to be repackaged if not originally packaged in an opaque container.  
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c. Repackaging may be required if multiple packages are identified as being shipped to the same 

recipient 

i. If this is the case, then the packages will need to be repackaged into one large opaque 

tamper-evident container and sealed with tamper-evident tape   

1. Ensure package is sealed with tamper-evident tape; seal all entry/access points 

5)  Complete the fulfillment section on the Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet 

a. Example of Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet can be seen below: 

 

6) Create new Record for Shipment Form for the products being shipped—registered employees will need to 

create one of these forms and labels the package and/or shipment prior to shipping any medical cannabis 

products.   

a. Information required on record: 

i. Date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment 

ii. Name a signature of the registered employee who prepared and sealed the package 

iii. Name and address of TSG 

iv. Shipment identification number 

v. A description of the package being shipped including the weight of each item 

vi. The name and address of the party receiving the shipment 

b. From the Record for Shipment Form a package/shipping label must be created.   

i. This label must be made from weather resistant and tamper-evident materials 

ii. Labels must be conspicuously placed on each package leaving TSG’s Licensed Premise—

labels are to be placed directly on the top of each package 

1. As a redundancy, employees will be required to recheck each package for a label 

prior to shipping and package containing medical cannabis from the Licensed 

Premise.   

7) Create new Medical Cannabis Transport/Trip Manifest Form (see next steps) 

Example of a Record for Shipment Form can be seen below: 

 

Date: Employee: Product/Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Transferred/Wholesaled To: $ Amount Received:

Cannabis Products Daily Transfer/Wholesale
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3) Manifest/Trip Plan Creation 

Prior to the transportation of any cannabis products or cannabis-infused products a facility agent will generate a 

manifest/trip plan including at a minimum:  

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Name of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis product(s))

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Receiving Party: 2)

License # of Receiving Party (if applicable) : 3)

Address of Receiving Party: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Party Information
Medical Cannabis/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute 

#/Product ID #

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Name of Originating Entity:  CannaMD

*This form must be completed prior to the shipping of any medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  This Record for Shipment must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.  

Signature of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Record for Shipment Form

Shipment Identification #: Test results included for 

ALL products being 

shipped?

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NO
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1) The name of the agent(s) who will be transporting; 

2) The automobile license plate, make and model;  

3) The date, start time of the trip and estimated delivery time;  

4) A description including the exact amount, type and batch of any cannabis products and cannabis-infused 

products being transported; and 

5) The intended route of transportation. 

 

Facility management shall maintain a copy of the manifest/trip plan document at the location of departure, record the 

manifest/trip plan with any needed authorities, and the transporting employees will maintain a copy of the manifest/trip 

plan during the transportation. 

Example of a Medical Cannabis Transport/Trip Manifest Form: 
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4) Transportation/Shipping 

This section covers how to transport the wholesale order to the purchasing organization/facility.  All applicable state 

and local laws/regulations pertaining to transportation of medical cannabis products will need to be strictly adhered to 

by all organization team members.  All transportation/shipping to be done in-house by TSG registered employees 

and/or transportation agents.  TSG does not intend to use a secure transportation company unless deemed absolutely 

necessary.   

Transportation Vehicle Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting medical cannabis must: 

1) Use of an unmarked, unidentifiable vehicle 

a. Vehicle should not have any TSG markings, logos or identifiers on the vehicle 

Date:

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

Time: 

Route to be Traveled:

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document 

that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s):

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute # and 

Batch #

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  The receiving entity may reject the product 

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.  

Fax Form to:                                                                OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

Check Here if multiple pages are used
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b. Vehicle should not raise awareness that it may be transporting medical cannabis and/or medical 

cannabis products of any kind 

2) Ensure the vehicle has current, valid registration from the State  

a. Registration paperwork should be located in vehicle glovebox 

b. Vehicle license plate should have current, valid registration sticker 

3) Ensure the vehicle has current valid proof of insurance 

a. Proof of insurance paperwork should be located in the glovebox 

Transportation Agent Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting medical cannabis must:  

1) There will be at minimum two registered employees and/or transportation agents for every product shipment.  

Each transportation agent will play a separate and vital role.   

o One transportation agent will be required to drive the transportation vehicle and to remain with the 

transportation vehicle at all times.   

o The second transportation agent is to remain with the medical cannabis product be shipped at all 

times and to ensure that the product is secure at all times during transport.   

2) Wearing appropriate work attire 

o Work attire for TSG transportation agents will be plain with no company logos, brands or 

identification. 

o TSG transportation agents should not appear to indicate ownership or possession of cannabis. 

▪ Plain polo shirt 

▪ Plain khakis/jean pants 

▪ Plain dress/tennis shoes 

• Failure to arrive to a scheduled shift with proper attire will result in not being able 

to make transports, incident noted in personal file and possible disciplinary action.   

3) Possess a current and valid State-issued cannabis industry worker license; 

4) Possess a current and valid State-issued driver’s license;  

5) Report all vehicle accidents that occur during the transportation directly to management and the required 

authorities within two hours of the incident. 

Transportation Protocol — During the transportation of cannabis products or cannabis-infused products pursuant to 

regulation, all transporting agents shall:   

1) Carry a copy of the manifest/trip plan with him or her for the duration of the trip;  

2) Wear their agent card and/or have Commission approved identification readily available;  

3) Use a vehicle without any medical cannabis identification or relation to the industry 

a. The vehicle must be equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area that will be used to 

maintain sanitary and secure transportation of the cannabis products or cannabis-infused products;  

4) Have a cellular phone as a means of communicating with the establishment for which the agent is providing 

the transportation as well as a back-up emergency cell phone; and  

5) Ensure that the medical cannabis is not at all visible to the public. 

5) Delivery 

1) Receiving facility/organization inspects the delivered products 

a. Ensure delivered products are indeed the order that was placed 

b. Weigh incoming delivery packages to verify stated weights and to ensure no diversion occurred 

c. Ensure quantities delivered are identical to products/items on the shipping manifest/trip plan 

2) Receiving facility either ACCEPTS or REJECTS the delivery 

a. ACCEPT — if delivered package is what was ordered and quantities match quantities stated on 

manifest/trip plan 

b. REJECT — if delivered packages NOT what was ordered and/or the quantities delivery do NOT 

match quantities stated on the manifest/trip plan 

6) Post-Delivery 
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Post-Delivery Protocol — After transporting cannabis products or cannabis-infused products, pursuant to the 

regulations the employee will complete the trip plan by entering the end time of the trip and any necessary alterations 

to the trip plan.  

Documentation of Delivery — Both the transporting dispensing facility and the receiving dispensary shall maintain 

all documents required by regulation and provide copies of such documents to Division agents for review upon request.   

Deviations from Transportation Plan — The transporting agent shall immediately report all diversion due to loss 

or theft of cannabis or cannabis-infused products that occur while transporting to management and to all required 

authorities.  The dispensary facility management shall ensure all such occurrences are reported to the appropriate law 

enforcement agency and to the state licensing authorities as required per state regulations. Dispensary facility 

management shall maintain a log of all reports received pursuant to the regulations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Customer Complaints and Returns 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Customer Complaints and Returns 

Purpose:  To explain the steps involved for handling customer complaints and product returns. 

  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved to handle customer complaints and product returns appropriately.    
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Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Customer Complaint Form 

2) Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet 

3) Returned Cannabis Products Waste  

 

The Principles of Handling Customer Complaints and Product Returns 

It is important to have proper procedures in place for the handling of customer complaints and/or product returns. By 

having these initiatives in place you can ensure the most satisfied customer base possible. Below are best practice 

steps to take when confronted with a customer complaint and/or product return. 

State of Pennsylvania Requirements 

• In the event a complaint is associated with a serious adverse event, TSG will require registered employees 

to: 

o Promptly report the complaint to the Commission 

o Report the complaint to any licensed processor or licensed dispensaries that may have received a 

shipment containing medical cannabis from the batch determined to cause the complaint 

• As required by State of Pennsylvania regulations, in the event a complaint associated with a serious adverse 

event, TSG will be required to promptly report the complaint to, (1) the Commission, (2) either the licensed 

grower from which the medical cannabis originated, or the licensed processor from which the medical 

cannabis concentrate originated, (3) the certifying physician caring for the qualifying patient.   

o As a licensed grower operation, TSG’s registered employees will be limited to report to the 

Commission in the event a complaint is associated with a serious adverse event.   

▪ Within 24-hours registered employees must report the complaint to the Commission  

Recalling of Medical Cannabis — If a batch or lot of medical cannabis is determined through testing to fail to meet 

specification, TSG will do the following: 

• Order a recall of all products derived from or included in the batch 

• Notify all dispensaries and/or processors who may have obtained medical cannabis products from such a 

batch or lot of the recall   

o Using the inventory control system and/or physical documentation log sheets/records to identify all 

licensed processors and/or licensed dispensaries that may have received a distribution containing 

medical cannabis from the production batch or lot 

o After identifying the licensed processors and/or dispensaries, employees will be required to directly 

notify said companies.   

• Offer and pay reimbursement for any returned medical cannabis   

o Offer to replace the medical cannabis product free of charge or offer full monetary reimbursement 

to the licensed processors and/or licensed dispensaries.   

Handling Customer Complaints — When a customer wishes to make a formal complaint, follow the following 

procedures: 

• Have customer wishing to form a complaint to complete the Customer Complaint Form 

• File complaint within the customer complaint folder located within a limited-access area within the Licensed 

Premise 

• Notify management of the formal complaint 

• Notify the Commission of the formal complaint 
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In the event of a formal complaint regarding the quality or safety of medical cannabis is received, COMPANY will 

require registered employees to review and investigate the complaint within 24-hours to determine: 

• If the complaint is substantive or reports a serious adverse event 

• Determine the batch number and/or lot number of the medical cannabis—this can be accomplished using the 

records and documentation maintained throughout the cultivation process to determine if there were any 

deviations in production   

o If the complaint is substantive or reports a case of a serious adverse event, employees will determine 

the batch number and lot number of the medical cannabis 

o Employees will be required to investigate the record and circumstances of the production of the 

batch and lot to determine: 

• If there was a deviation from the standard operating procedure in the production of the 

medical cannabis by reviewing production logs, records and documentation 

o Test retention samples of the batch and lot to an independent testing laboratory. 

▪ Send retention samples from batch and lot in question to licensed 

testing laboratory for testing 

• If testing reveals that the batch or lot fails to meet 

specifications, follow steps for recall below in 

following SOP 

• Notify any and all patients, caregivers and 

dispensaries who may have obtained medical cannabis 

products from such a batch or lot of the recall 

o Use the inventory control system and 

physical records to determine who may have 

received a batch of medical cannabis from the 

recalled batch 

Employee Signature: Date:  

Customer Complaint Form

Date:  Location:

Customer Name:

Employee Documenting Complaint: Supervisor on Duty:

Description of Complaint:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Customer Comments:

Customer Signature: Date:  
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o Upon identifying licensed dispensaries that 

have received medical cannabis from the 

batch in recall, employees will need to notify 

the licensed dispensary directly with two 

means: 

▪ Via phone call, AND Via email 

• Offer and pay reimbursement for any returned medical 

cannabis 

Investigation of Complaint — TSG will require registered employees to investigate all complaints regarding the 

quality or safety of medal cannabis.  Employees will be required to review records and documentation from the 

cultivation operations to determine if there was any deviation from production. 

• Review all cultivation records and documentation log sheets 

o Try to determine if there were any deviation in production 

o If the is a deviation in production, see Standard Operating Procedures SOP 

o Determine the batch number and/or lot number of the medical cannabis 

▪ Reviewing records and documentation for substantive changes in production 

• Meet with complainant to understand the serious adverse event (if applicable) 

o Meeting with the complainant employees may be able to identify the medical cannabis batch 

associated with the complaint  

• Order a recall of the medical cannabis batch if necessary; follow Product Recall SOP 

Handling Customer Returns – When a customer wishes to return a product, perform the following procedure: 

• Acquire the product needing to be returned and begin the process of completing the Returned Cannabis 

Products Log Sheet 

• Ask for the reason as to why the product is being returned and record this information. 

• Log the product as being returned into the electronic inventory tracking system 

• Offer and pay reimbursement for the medical cannabis products tracking system.  

• Ensure that the Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet is completed and filed.  

 

Example of a Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet: 

 
Example of a Returned Cannabis Waste Log Sheet: 

 

Product Recall 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Recall 

Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet

Date:
Receiving 

Employee:

Patient/Caregiver/Company 

Returning Cannabis Product:

Cannabis Product Returned 

(Name/Attribute#):

Quantity/

Weight:
Reason for Product Return

Date: Employee: Patient/Caregiver: Cannabis Product to Dispose: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Total Weight to Dispose:

Returned Cannabis Waste Log Sheet
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Purpose: To ensure that all required steps and procedures are take when there is a need to recall a cannabis product. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering voluntary and involuntary product recalls.   

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required Within the Cultivation Facility  

1) Product Recall Log 

Principles of Product Recall 

Manufacturers, importers, distributors and retailers of consumer goods are liable for the products they provide to 

consumers and face the potential of product recalls for potentially dangerous or hazardous products.  The same is true 

for the cannabis businesses as manufacturers and retailers of consumer medical cannabis products, for the facility may 

need to conduct a product recall in the future.  For most consumer products the recall process is handled and regulated 

by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), and for all intents and purposes the cannabis business recall 

plan will follow the guidelines of the CPSC.   

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has compiled resources to assist companies that manufacture, 

import, distribute, retail, or otherwise sell consumer products.  CPSC has developed a Recall Handbook that can be 

utilized in case a product recall needs to be ordered.  The Recall Handbook details how to recognize potentially 

hazardous consumer products as soon as possible.  The book explains how to develop and implement a “corrective 

action plan” (called a CAP) to address the hazards; it explains CPSC’s Fast Track Program.  The Recall Handbook 

also discusses how to communicate recall information to consumers and how to monitor product recalls.  The 

Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Recall Handbook will be a valuable tool utilized by the company if the need 

for a product recall ever arises.   

The Recall Handbook should be referenced to determine exact protocol for recall and the requirements from the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission. The Recall Handbook can be obtained online from 

http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/106141/8002.pdf. 

When to Recall Medical Cannabis Products 

As a manufacturer, distributor, and/or retailer of consumer products, the cultivation facility has a legal obligation to 

immediately report the following types of information to the Consumer Product Safety Commission: 

 

1) A defective product that could create a substantial risk of injury to consumers; 

2) A product that creates an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death; 

3) A product that fails to comply with an applicable consumer product safety rule or with any other rule, 

regulation, standard, or ban under the CPSA or any other statute enforced by the CPSC; 

4) An incident in which a child (regardless of age) chokes on a marble, small ball, latex balloon, or other small 

part contained in a toy or game and that, as a result of the incident, the child dies, suffers serious injury, 

ceases breathing for any length of time, or is treated by a medical professional; and 

5) Certain types of lawsuits. (This applies to manufacturers and importers only and is subject to the time periods 

detailed in Sec. 37 of the CPSA.) 

 

Failure to fully and immediately report this information may lead to substantial civil or criminal penalties.  Consumer 

Product Safety Commission’s staff advice is “when in doubt, report.”  The cultivation facility or dispensing 

organization will ensure communication with the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of becoming 

aware of the need for a product recall.  The facility will then proceed to the recalling protocol and how to recall the 

product. 

How to Recall Medical Cannabis Products 

http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/106141/8002.pdf
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The facility will develop a recall plan following guidance from the Recall Handbook provided by the CPSC.  Once 

the need for a product recall has been determined, the facility will proceed with the product recall Corrective Action 

Plan (CAP).  If the need for a product recall arises, cultivation centers and dispensing organizations will have inventory 

management systems in place to determine and pinpoint which products to recall, how many of those products are in 

the supply chain, and will be able to determine exactly where those products are within the supply chain.  The inventory 

management systems and procedures required by state regulations will ensure a stream-lined recall process if ever 

necessary.   

Corrective Action Plan (CAP) 

A corrective action plan is a schedule of improvements to an organization’s processes taken to eliminate causes of 

non-conformities or other undesirable situations.  The goal of a corrective action plan should be to retrieve as many 

hazardous products from the distribution chain and from consumers as possible in the most efficient, cost-effective 

manner.  The CAP will outline the procedures and steps needed to be taken by the facility once a product recall is 

required. 

Step One:  Industry Notification 

If a medical cannabis or medical cannabis-infused product is believed to need a recall, the FACILITY will contact all 

wholesale partners and dispensing organizations to notify them of the situation and the need for product recall.  The 

facility will also contact the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of obtaining reportable information. 

As the wholesaler of the product needing to be recalled, contact the end users of the recalled product; contacting 

medical cannabis patients will prove to be difficult, if not impossible.  At this stage of the recall, dispensing 

organizations will need to ensure that they have a proper recall process in place to contact the end users of the product 

being recalled.   

Step Two:  Public Notification 

The cultivation facility or dispensing establishment will post notifications about the product recall on its website as 

well as make partnering cultivation centers and dispensing organizations aware of the product recall.  The actual 

recalling processes will be handled by both the cultivation center and the dispensing organizations.   

As the dispensing organization issuing a recall notice, it will be important to reach the end users or the recalled product.  

The facility will post notification about the recall on Facility websites and social media as well as post written notices 

of the recall on location for patients and customers to view.  The recall notice will include all pertinent information 

regarding the product being recalled, contact information and other information relating to the recall.  Information will 

include but not be limited to: 

1) Product name and unique attribute number 

2) Product batch number 

3) Dispensing date range of recalled product 

4) Dispensing organization locations 

 

Once the recall notification has been issued to all applicable dispensing organizations and medical cannabis patients, 

the facility will wait to receive recalled products from dispensing organizations and/or licensed medical cannabis 

patients and caregivers.  Once recalled products have been received, the facility will properly dispose of all recalled 

products.  The disposal of these products should conform to the state regulations for waste disposal. 

Step Three: Procurement  

TSG’s Licensed Premise issuing a product recall to other medical cannabis businesses or to medical cannabis patients 

and caregivers will need to be ready to obtain and secure recalled products from patients.  Patients should be able to 

bring in the products being recalled to the dispensing organizations location.  It will be at the dispensing organizations 

discretion whether to issue a refund, replace the recalled product at no cost, or to take other measures. 

• Upon receiving recalled medical cannabis, registered employees will document the return of the recalled 

medical cannabis 

• After documentation, employee will securely store the recalled medical cannabis in segregated storage until 

disposal 
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o Store recalled medical cannabis in the quarantined segregated storage area of the Licensed Premise 

o Recalled medical cannabis must be securely stored until authorized by the Commission to properly 

dispose of said medical cannabis. 

Step Four: Documentation and Record Retention 

The facility will maintain all documentation all records regarding any and all product recalls issued. Fill out the 

required Product Recall Log Sheet.   

Step Five: Disposal 

The facility will ensure that any and all recalled cannabis products are disposed of according to all state and local 

regulations. The facility will follow cannabis waste disposal and destruction procedures outlined within these SOP’s 

for proper disposal of recalled medical cannabis.   

• Recalled material must not be destroyed or disposed of until authorized by the Commission.   

o Recalled medical cannabis will need to be stored and segregated until the disposal of recalled 

material is authorized by the Commission. 

▪ Stored recalled material in the quarantined secure storage area of the Licensed Premise.   

• Once receipt of notification from the Commission that the disposal of recalled medical cannabis is authorized, 

registered employees will dispose of the medical cannabis according to the Medical Cannabis Waste 

Disposal SOP.   

o Registered employees must dispose of medical cannabis within 24-hours of Commission 

authorization.   

 

Example of Product Recall Log Sheet: 

 

 

Cannabis Waste Disposal 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cannabis Waste Disposal 

Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled Supervisor

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

List Potential Oranizations/Patient/Caregivers to Notify:

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

Date: Quantity Collected:
Collected From 

(Organization/Patient/Caregiver):
Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

MMCC FDA CSPA Other
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Purpose:  To explain required and proper disposal processes for cannabis waste. 

 

Scope:  Covers cannabis waste grinding, mixing and disposal measures within the retail dispensing facility. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Wood chipper/plant grinder 

2) Mixing material (material to mix cannabis waste with at 50/50 ratio) 

3) Trash bags 

4) Dumpster/trash compactor 

 

Principles of Cannabis Waste Disposal 

All medical cannabis waste, byproducts, undesired materials, green waste and returned/recalled cannabis by rendering 

the waste unrecognizable and unusable.   

State of Pennsylvania Regulatory Requirements 

COMPANY will require employees to weigh, document, record and destroy all green waste according to the standard 

operating procedures.   

Secure, Segregated Storage — All medical cannabis waste will be stored in secure, segregated storage on the 

Licensed Premise until receipt of authorization from the Commission of destroy and dispose of the medical cannabis 

waste.   

• The secure, segregated storage will promote good growing and handling practices.   

Cannabis Waste Disposal — All medical cannabis waste, byproducts and undesired products will be destroyed and 

disposed of according to all applicable state and local regulations.  Facility management will ensure proper training 

and implementation of destruction and disposal procedures and protocols.  Documentation will be recorded and 

maintained at the facility location for a period determined by state regulations.  Record all required information on the 

Cannabis Waste Log Sheet.   

Disposal — Disposal of any cannabis product waste must be rendered unrecognizable, unusable and unrecoverable 

through grinding and incorporating the cannabis waste with non-consumable, solid wastes listed below, such that the 

resulting mixture is at least fifty (50%) percent non-cannabis waste: 

1) Paper waste; 

2) Plastic waste; 

3) Cardboard waste; 

4) Food waste; 

5) Grease or other compostable oil waste; 

6) Bokashi, or other compost activators; 

7)  Other wastes approved by the State Licensing Authority that will render the medical cannabis waste 

unusable and unrecognizable as cannabis; and 

8) Soil. 
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Grinding Cannabis Waste (Stalks, Stems, Leaves and Other Material) 

 

                                 
 

     
  

**COMPANY shall not dispose of medical cannabis product waste in an unsecured waste receptacle not in 

possession and control of the licensed premise.  It is recommended to have a lock on the physical dumpster as 

well as the area where the dumpster is maintained.   

 
 

 

Example of physical cannabis waste documentation log sheet (see below): 

 

Date: Employee: Plant ID/Attribute #: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Mix Weight: Total Weight to Dispose:

Cannabis Waste Documentation Log Sheet

Mix Ground 

Cannabis 

Waste with 

Additive  

(50/50 MIX 

RATIO) 

Cannabis Waste Wood Chipper Chip/Grind Cannabis Waste 

50/50 Mix Ratio Bagged Waste Ready for Disposal Waste Receptacle 

Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Holding Area 

Cannabis Stalks (waste) 
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Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Purpose:  To explain required and proper cleaning and sanitation practices. 

 

Scope:  Covers cleaning and sanitation measures within the cultivation facility. 

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

What is the Purpose of Cleaning and Sanitation? 

Proper cleaning and sanitation practices are essential within the cultivation facility.  A clean and sanitary cultivation 

facility will reduce the risk of pests, insects and diseases.  The cannabis plants can only be as clean as the room in 

which they are cultivated.  The goal is to produce the safest medicinal cannabis within a clean and sanitary facility.  

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

2) Broom and Dust Pan 

3) Mop and Mop Bucket 

4) Bleach 

5) Cleaning Towels 

6) Paper Towels 

 

Principles of Cleaning and Sanitation 

To prevent the accumulation of cannabis oils, resins, plant material, and any remaining pests, strict cleaning 

procedures must be followed.  Cleaning and sterilizing surfaces will aid in pest management, as well as lowering 

overall microbial levels in processing areas, and on product.  Cultivation areas will undergo thorough cleaning in 

between the harvest stages, and plants reentering the room.  Once all plants are harvested, all non-permanent growing 

equipment will be removed, including pots, plant carts, scissors, etc.  An operator will thoroughly vacuum all surfaces 

to remove dust, loose debris, and any plant material.  The entire room will then be systematically misted with a chlorine 

dioxide solution.  This chlorine dioxide solution will begin to break down and sterilize any organic material so it may 

be easily wiped off in the next step.  This spray will also enter small spaces not easily reached by manual 

cleaning.  Fans will remain running during this spraying operation to ensure mist is moved around the room 

thoroughly.  Operators will then wipe all surfaces down with the same chlorine dioxide solution.  These two steps 

combined will assure all surfaces are clean and sterile.     

During daily operation tools, which come in contact with cannabis, will be soaked in isopropyl alcohol.  Transport 

carts, worktables, and other cultivation furniture will undergo weekly cleaning and sterilizing.  After growing medium 

is disposed, plant containers will be washed and sterilized using a powered washing machine.  Pots will be sterilized 

using a hydrogen peroxide solution, and dried before use.   

Due to the nature of cannabis products, cleaning surfaces in processing areas is crucial.  Build up caused by cannabis 

can be very difficult to remove when left for long periods of time.  For general removal of resins, a disposable cloth 

is coated with 91% isopropyl alcohol, and used to wipe all surfaces free of material.  For heavily soiled areas use a 

metal scraper to remove resins.  Cannabis trimming machines require daily cleaning to maintain performance, and 

sterility.  Machines will be disassembled, and separated depending on cleaning method.  Metal parts are cleaned using 

isopropyl alcohol; all other parts will be cleaned and sterilized using a steam cleaner. 
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Drying trays will be sterilized in between each use; wiping trays with isopropyl alcohol will do this.  Drying trays will 

be thoroughly cleaned monthly by first soaking them is hot water to loosen and material, then wiping trays down with 

isopropyl alcohol.  Curing containers will be cleaned and sterilized between uses by wiping down all surfaces with 

isopropyl alcohol.   Drying racks will also be wiped with isopropyl alcohol in between uses.  

All areas of the facility, which will contain any cannabis product, or equipment, will have Puradigm air & surface 

sterilizing technology installed.  This system uses advanced oxidation, and multi-cluster ionization technology to 

instantly kill bacteria, mold, mildew, and other microbes.  General maintenance is required on these systems including 

changing bulbs, changing filters, and general cleaning.   This maintenance is done according to the manufacturers 

recommendations.  

After each drying period is complete, drying rooms will be vacuumed to remove dust and plant debris.  All surfaces 

in the room will be wiped with hydrogen peroxide or bleach solutions.  The processing, drying, curing, and packaging 

rooms will be cleaned thoroughly after each harvest.  All floors are first vacuumed to be free of dust and plant 

debris.  All surfaces are wiped clean and sterilized using either hydrogen peroxide or bleach solution.  This step will 

assure no microbial cross contamination between harvests.  

Apart from clean entry protocols practiced by agents, incoming soil and equipment must also be sterilized.  Incoming 

pallets of soil will be kept in a quarantine room containing Puradigm sterilizing technology.  Once the allotted time of 

air sterilization occurs, the pallets will be moved into a clean room air shower.  In the air shower, ions will be dispersed 

to remove static electricity from plastic bags.  Compressed air is blasted at the contents of the air shower, and the air 

is removed, and filtered.   The pallet is now ready to be used for transplanting. 

Major cleaning and sanitation should be done within the cultivation facility when specified by the Cleaning and 

Sanitation Schedule.  Vegetative/flowering rooms should be thoroughly cleaned after the zone/room is completely 

emptied of all plants.  This will be done when moving vegetative plants from the vegetative zone/room into the 

flowering zone/room or once a flowering room’s plants are completely harvested and the room is emptied.   

General Daily Cleaning at the Facility: 

• Cultivation Room(s) 

o All cultivation rooms should we swept daily 

▪ Mother room 

▪ Propagation/clone room 

▪ Vegetative room(s) 

▪ Flowering room(s) 

o All trash and plant waste material should be collected and removed from cultivation rooms 

o Foot bath should be checked/changed daily (if applicable) 

 

• General Area(s) 

o All hallways and accesses will be swept and mopped daily 

o All trash and debris should be collected and removed from the facility general areas on a daily basis 

o The bathrooms should be kept clean and maintained by each employee on a daily basis 

o Parking lot area should be maintained on a regular basis; free of trash and debris 

 

• Entry (man trap) 

o The “man trap” area should be thoroughly cleaned and sanitized on a daily basis 

▪ Sweep floor 

▪ Sanitize floor, walls, door handles 

o Sanitizing footbath solution will be changed every other day  

Specific Cleaning at the Facility: 

• Harvested Cultivation Room(s): 

o Beginning at the top of the room, dust, and wipe down all surfaces with a 5% bleach solution 

▪ Be sure to wipe all surfaces thoroughly 

o Sweep and vacuum (wet/dry shop vac) all floors 

o Mop all floors with a 5% bleach solution and allow to dry 
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o Check to assure all surfaces have been sterilized 

o Once a zone/room has been properly cleaned and sanitized, employees are required to properly 

document the activities on the Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation Log.  

 

Example of Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation log sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation

Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :
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Equipment Operation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Equipment Operation 

Purpose:  To identify the various equipment to be utilized within the facility 

 

Scope:  To identify the equipment to be utilized, and where employees can obtain copies of the manufacturer  

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

The Principles of Equipment Operation 

For all 3rd party equipment being utilized within the facility it is recommended to refer to the manufacturer instructions 

and user manuals for proper operation, set-up, maintenance, cleaning or any other equipment information.  

Manufacturer instructions and user manuals should have been provided as a hard copy with all original equipment.  If 

the original user manual has be lost or misplaced, refer to the manufacturer company website or contact them directly 

for a replacement manual.   

Some manufacturing companies offer user manuals and instructions as an electronic version which can be obtained 

online from the company website.   

Below are some of the specific equipment utilized by ACC along with the company website where user manuals 

and/or manufacturer instructions and suggests can be obtained.   

1) HDCS mobile racking 

a. Website:  http://konstant.com/  

 

2) J1 Joey (stock picker) 

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.bigjoeforklifts.com/pdf_spec_sheet/J1%20Cut%20Sheet.pdf  

 

3) Pallet Jack 

a. Website:  http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/material-handling/pallet-trucks-jacks/best-value/best-

value-pallet-truck-pallet-jack-5500-lb-capacity-27-x-48  

 

4) AutoPots 

a. Website:  http://autopot-usa.com/products/1pot-xl/product/56-1pot-xl-module-only  

b. User Guide:  

file:///C:/Users/Sam/Downloads/003_2015_1POT_MODULE_XL_SETUP_A5_BTT%20v2%20(

1).pdf  

 

5) Heliospectra LED Lighting 

a. Spec Sheet:  https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0621/8261/files/Product_Leaflet_-_LX601.pdf?8354 

b. User Guide:  http://www.heliospectra.com/sites/default/files/lx60_user_guide.pdf 

 

6) Lightstick T5 Fluorescent Lighting 

a. Website:  http://www.brewtek.ca/en/fluorescent-lighting/t5-fixtures/lightstick-t5-4-4-tube-9440  

b. User Guide:  http://sunlightsupply.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/product/960300_Instructions.pdf  

 

7) TRIMINATOR 

a. Website:  http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/  

b. User Guide:  

https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1V

na05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view  

 

8) Roto-Scrub Pot washer 

a. User Guide:  http://www.dillonfloral.com/pdfs/Roto_Scrub_documentation_032108.pdf  

 

9) Patriot Electric Wood Chipper 

http://konstant.com/
http://www.bigjoeforklifts.com/pdf_spec_sheet/J1%20Cut%20Sheet.pdf
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/material-handling/pallet-trucks-jacks/best-value/best-value-pallet-truck-pallet-jack-5500-lb-capacity-27-x-48
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/material-handling/pallet-trucks-jacks/best-value/best-value-pallet-truck-pallet-jack-5500-lb-capacity-27-x-48
http://autopot-usa.com/products/1pot-xl/product/56-1pot-xl-module-only
file:///C:/Users/Sam/Downloads/003_2015_1POT_MODULE_XL_SETUP_A5_BTT%20v2%20(1).pdf
file:///C:/Users/Sam/Downloads/003_2015_1POT_MODULE_XL_SETUP_A5_BTT%20v2%20(1).pdf
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0621/8261/files/Product_Leaflet_-_LX601.pdf?8354
http://www.heliospectra.com/sites/default/files/lx60_user_guide.pdf
http://www.brewtek.ca/en/fluorescent-lighting/t5-fixtures/lightstick-t5-4-4-tube-9440
http://sunlightsupply.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/product/960300_Instructions.pdf
http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
http://www.dillonfloral.com/pdfs/Roto_Scrub_documentation_032108.pdf
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a. Website:  http://www.patriot-products-

inc.com/P/31/WoodChipperLeafShredder15hpElectricInternational  

b. User Guide:  http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/Content/files/eleccsvmanual.pdf  

 

10) RO system 

a. Website:  http://purewatersolutions.com/  

 

11) Environmental Controller 

a. Website:  http://www.agrowtek.com/  

b. User Guide:  http://agrowtek.com/doc/GrowControl_GC-Pro.pdf  

 

12) Emergency eye wash 

a. Website:   http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/safety/first-aid/eyewash-stations/portable-eye-wash-

station-16-gallon-capacity  

 

13) Stackable washer/dryer 

a. Website:  http://www.homedepot.com/p/Frigidaire-High-Efficiency-3-8-cu-ft-Top-Load-Washer-

and-5-5-cu-ft-Electric-Dryer-in-White-FFLE3911QW/205841330  

 

14) Air Locks/Shower 

a. Website:  http://www.terrauniversal.com/cleanroom-passthroughs/clean-room-air-showers.php  

b. User Guide:   

http://www.terrauniversal.com/uploads/tech_resources/air_shower_installation_manual_20141217

_with_appended_docs_121714115355.pdf  

 

15) J&D 20” Fan 

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/3D1069B3-10B3-D271-8EFB-

155F8C5DBE5B.pdf  

b. User Guide:  http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-

E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf  

 

16) J&D 18” Fan 

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-

C6ABD7C077B5.pdf  

b. User Guide:  http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-

E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf  

 

17) J&D 14” fan 

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-

C6ABD7C077B5.pdf  

b. User Guide:  http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-

E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf  

 

18) 26 Quart High Performance Blender 

a. Website:  http://www.webstaurantstore.com/26-quart-high-performance-vertical-tilting-blender-

110v-220v/915LAR25.html  

b. User Guide:  

http://www.webstaurantstore.com/documents/pdf/omcan_blendr_operating_manual.pdf  

 

19) Digital Scale 

a. Website:  

http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/A_D_FX_2000iN_NTEP_Tploading_Balance_2200_g_x_0_

1g/EW-11115-82  

 

20) Hanging Digital Scale 

a. Website:  http://www.americanweigh.com/product_info.php?cPath=46&products_id=1230  

http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/P/31/WoodChipperLeafShredder15hpElectricInternational
http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/P/31/WoodChipperLeafShredder15hpElectricInternational
http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/Content/files/eleccsvmanual.pdf
http://purewatersolutions.com/
http://www.agrowtek.com/
http://agrowtek.com/doc/GrowControl_GC-Pro.pdf
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/safety/first-aid/eyewash-stations/portable-eye-wash-station-16-gallon-capacity
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/safety/first-aid/eyewash-stations/portable-eye-wash-station-16-gallon-capacity
http://www.homedepot.com/p/Frigidaire-High-Efficiency-3-8-cu-ft-Top-Load-Washer-and-5-5-cu-ft-Electric-Dryer-in-White-FFLE3911QW/205841330
http://www.homedepot.com/p/Frigidaire-High-Efficiency-3-8-cu-ft-Top-Load-Washer-and-5-5-cu-ft-Electric-Dryer-in-White-FFLE3911QW/205841330
http://www.terrauniversal.com/cleanroom-passthroughs/clean-room-air-showers.php
http://www.terrauniversal.com/uploads/tech_resources/air_shower_installation_manual_20141217_with_appended_docs_121714115355.pdf
http://www.terrauniversal.com/uploads/tech_resources/air_shower_installation_manual_20141217_with_appended_docs_121714115355.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/3D1069B3-10B3-D271-8EFB-155F8C5DBE5B.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/3D1069B3-10B3-D271-8EFB-155F8C5DBE5B.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://www.webstaurantstore.com/26-quart-high-performance-vertical-tilting-blender-110v-220v/915LAR25.html
http://www.webstaurantstore.com/26-quart-high-performance-vertical-tilting-blender-110v-220v/915LAR25.html
http://www.webstaurantstore.com/documents/pdf/omcan_blendr_operating_manual.pdf
http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/A_D_FX_2000iN_NTEP_Tploading_Balance_2200_g_x_0_1g/EW-11115-82
http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/A_D_FX_2000iN_NTEP_Tploading_Balance_2200_g_x_0_1g/EW-11115-82
http://www.americanweigh.com/product_info.php?cPath=46&products_id=1230
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Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Purpose:  To explain facility equipment maintenance, cleaning and sanitation 

  

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on requirements and procedures pertaining to facility 

equipment maintenance and the proper cleaning and sanitation of facility equipment.   

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Principles of Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Equipment utilized within the cultivation operations at the licensed premise will need to be routinely maintenance, 

cleaned and sanitized.  There are multiple reason for this routine maintenance, cleaning and sanitation including 

operator safety.  Regular maintenance should be done in order to keep the equipment operating and functioning 

properly, this reduce the risk of an operator getting injured while operating the equipment.  The maintenance procedure 

for each piece of equipment will vary and manufacture recommendations should be followed.   

Equipment will need to be cleaned and sanitized after equipment comes into contact with medical cannabis it will 

need to be properly cleaned and sanitized.  The cleaning and sanitation procedure for each piece of equipment will 

vary and manufacture recommendations should be followed.   

Licensed premise employees performing the maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation will be required to document 

the maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation within the Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log 

Sheet.   

Example of COMPANY’s Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Date: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation
Notes/Comments
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Facility Exit Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Exit Protocol 

Purpose:  To explain how employees should exit the cultivation/MIP facility. 

  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly exiting the cultivation and/or MIP facility. 

 

Initial Training:  1-2 hours 

 

 

When an employee has finished their work shift, they will exit the “clean” area of the cultivation facility in the same 

way they enter, however the process for exiting will be done in reverse. 

How to Exit the Cultivation Facility: 

1. Exit the clean area through the Air-Lock Chamber 

2. Enter the locker room 

3. Change out of provided work wear attire/uniform 

a. Scrubs  

b. Hair nets 

c. Hats 

d. Garden shoes  

4. Place used work wear in the proper laundry bin 

5. Change back into street clothes 

6. Exit the locker room 

7. Exit the facility through the man trap.   

a. Arm the security alarm system to AWAY (if applicable) 
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Emergency Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Emergency Protocol 

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed by employees should an emergency occur within the 

facility. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering emergency situations occurring within the facility. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Emergency Situation Documentation Sheet 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Panic Alarm/Button 

2) Fire Extinguisher 

3) Chemical Spill Kit 

4) Emergency eye wash station(s) 

5) First Aid Kit 

6) Emergency defibrillator 

 

The Principles of Emergency Protocols 

A facility emergency management plan is designed to educate and train facility employees on the actions and 

procedures to follow in the event of an emergency.  In the case of an emergency, facility employees will need to 

respond quickly and think strategically in order to successfully manage the emergency situation.  Having a good 

understanding of the facility emergency management plan will enable employees to better adapt to and handle 

emergencies.   

The most important thing to remember during an emergency situation is to try to stay calm, if the emergency situation 

is out of your control and you need assistance, contact emergency services immediately if possible.   

 

Burglary:  Burglary is legally defined as the criminal offense of breaking and entering a building illegally for the 

purpose of committing a crime.  Burglaries generally will occur at the Licensed Premise after operating hours and 

while there are no registered employees present.  Typically burglaries occur during the night and are not discovered 

until the next day during normal operating hours.    

 

▪ If upon entering the Licensed Premise and a registered employees notice something is afoul and upon 

investigation a burglary was determined to have occurred in the previous night, then employees will be 

required to document the incident and notify all required authorities.   

o Registered employees will be required to report the incident of burglary to: 
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▪ The Commission 

▪ Local medical cannabis authority (if applicable) 

▪ Local police 

 

Robbery or Theft:  Robbery is legally defined as the taking of money or goods in the possession of another, from his 

or her person or immediate presences, y force or intimidation.  The number one rule registered employees will need 

to follow when/if dealing with a robbery is to comply with all robber demands 

 

• If you are being robbed at gunpoint or if you feel as if your life is in danger, comply with all requests from 

perpetrator/suspect.  Give them whatever they ask for. 

• Try to signal for help using the personal security panic buttons provided, by activating one of multiple, 

strategically placed panic alarm buttons, or through the panic button/police services button located on the 

alarm panel. 

• Contact law enforcement as soon as possible 

• Notify any required State or local authorities immediately (within 24 hours) 

▪ Local police services 

▪ The Commission 

• Comply with all applicable laws and regulations 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet  

   
 

 

Fire Emergency: 

• If a small isolated fire is present, try to exhaust the fire with one of the fire extinguishers on site 

• In case of a fire emergency, first leave the facility; once clear of the facility dial 911 and/or local fire 

authority for Fire Emergency Services or push the symbol on the alarm panel for fire emergency upon 

exiting the facility 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 

Fire Emergency Cont. 

 

 
 

Chemical Emergency: 

• Dangerous Substance/Chemical Exposure: 

▪ If an employee accidentally has their eyes exposed to toxic, poisonous or dangerous 

substances or chemicals; said employee will need to locate the installed emergency eye 

Alarm Panel 

Panic Alarms/Buttons 
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wash station(s) to properly flush and clean their eyes.  Notify emergency medical services 

for further assistance  

 

• Chemical Spill: 

▪ Try to use a chemical spill kit for smaller incidents of chemical spill 

▪ If a chemical spill is large or you do not know how to handle the situation; get the facility 

manager to handle the situation and/or contact proper emergency services 

• Posted near or included with the chemical spill kit should be an emergency contact 

information sheet displaying which emergency services should be contacted.   

o For the TSG and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania this will include 

but not be limited to: 

▪ The Department 

▪ Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

• For emergencies and other sudden threats to public 

health, such as: 

o oil and/or chemical spills, 

o radiation emergencies, and 

o biological discharges, 

▪ call the National Response Center at 

1-800-424-8802. 

o For pesticide poisoning, call 911 if the 

person is unconscious, has trouble breathing, 

or has convulsions. Otherwise, call Poison 

Control at 1-800-222-1222. 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 

 

 
Medical Emergency: 

• If it is a minor medical situation such as a small cut, scrape or minor burn; retrieve the first aid kit on site an 

treat wound with items found in the first aid kit 

• If the situation appears to be a sever medical situation such as someone suffering from a heart attack, retrieve 

the emergency defibrillator and follow the instructions provided; notify 911 or local medical emergency 

services for further assistance   

• If the medical situation is an emergency; contact medical emergency services immediately.  This can be done 

through activating the medical response button found on the alarm panel, or by calling 911 for medical 

emergency services 

• If a serious injury occurs while an employee is working, such as a slip and fall resulting in possible broken 

bones or a cut requiring stitches, facility management will need to complete a worker compensation insurance 

claim form prior to the employee seeking medical assistance.  This procedure does not take long, but the 

form will need to be completed in order for the injured employee to have a workers compensation medical 

claim.   

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 
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Other Emergencies: 

• Contact 911 if it is a current emergency.  Contact your local police and/or State regulatory authorities for 

break-ins or burglaries that may have occurred when the facility operations were closed 

• Contact any required State or local authority in cases of theft, break-ins or burglaries 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 

 
 

Example of Emergency Situation Documentation Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emergency Situation Documentation

Description of the Incident:

Date:

Authorities Notified:

Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency:

Which Authorities:

Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO
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Loss of Personnel 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Loss of Personnel 

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed prior to or after the loss of personnel. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering loss of personnel situations occurring within the facility. 

 
 

The following will cover procedures to follow when terminating a key employee as well as when a key employee 

decides to leave the organization on their own accord.   

Job Termination — If the need arises to terminate the position of a key personnel there will be some basic steps and 

procedures to follow within operations.   

1. Notify key personnel of job termination 

2. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property 

3. Disable/change all terminated key personnel facility security access codes or passwords 

4. Notify required authorities of the job termination of the key personnel 

5. Notify all remaining staff of the job termination of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of 

termination (i.e. employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said 

employee returns, etc.)  

6. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job termination of key personnel. 

a. Remove terminated key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.   

 

Job Separation — At times key personnel may decide to part ways on their own accord.  In such circumstances there 

will be some basic steps and procedures to follow in for job separations.  

1. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property 

2. Disable/change all key personnel facility security access codes or passwords 

3. Notify required authorities of the job separation of the key personnel 

4. Notify all remaining staff of the job separation of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of 

separation (i.e. mutual separation and key personnel is always welcome back at TSG facilities under visitor 

status,  employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said employee 

returns, etc.)  

5. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job separation of key personnel. 

a. Remove key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.   

 

Replacement of Key Personnel Position — Find and interview a suitable replacement for the position that was 

previously filled by key personnel.  Key personnel positions will need to be filled as soon as possible by ownership 

and/or management without sacrificing quality of applicant pool.  Some basic steps should be followed to find and 

place a suitable replacement for the vacant position. 

1. Review resumes and applications from qualified applicants 

2. Call sail qualified applicants to conduct an informal, initial phone interview 

a. If you get a good response from applicant, schedule an in-person interview 

3. Conduct in-person interviews with qualified applicants  

4. Review interviewed applicants 

a. Select applicant who is most qualified for the vacant position 

5. Contact said applicant and offer the vacant position 

6. If applicant accepts the job offer, proceed with normal hiring procedure and required paperwork 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Manufacturing Infused Products Operations  
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------------------------------CONFIDENTIALITY DISCLOSURE-------------------------------- 

“Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties” means and includes any tangible or intangible 

information or material that is confidential or proprietary to Consultant that Client may obtain knowledge of 

through, or as a result of, its relationship with Consultant. Such information shall be deemed Consultant’s 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties whether or not owned or developed by Consultant. 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties shall also include, but is not limited to, any inventions, 

processes, designs, formulae, trade secrets, Standard Operating Procedures, know-how, confidential 

information, trademarks, copyrights, service marks, domain names, computer software, data and documentation, 

and all similar intellectual property. 
Ownership.  All Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties owned, developed or acquired by 

Consultant or Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties developed or acquired (hereafter, "Existing 

Consultant IP") shall be owned by the Consultant. 
Client understands that all such Existing Consultant IP, including all Standard Operating Procedures shall 

remain the sole property of Consultant, and Client agrees that neither it, nor any of its officers, directors, 

employees, consultants, affiliates or anyone acting in concert with Client will: (i) acquire any ownership interest 

in any Existing Consultant IP; and (ii) will not, convey, sell, publicize, use, trade, distribute any Existing 

Consultant IP to any other person or business, or take or modify Existing Consultant IP in order to convey, sell 

or distribute to any other individual or business not a party to this Agreement, that results in competition with 

the consulting services offered by Consultant, or interferes with any existing or prospective business advantage 

Consultant may have.  No other license to any Existing Consultant IP is granted or implied by this Agreement.  
 

------------------STATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE DISCLOSURE------------------- 

Medical cannabis facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such adherence to all applicable state 

and local laws pertaining to the cultivation, production, manufacturing, possessing and dispensing of 

cannabis and/or cannabis-infused products within the facility is of utmost importance.  State and local laws 

and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and have good understanding of the state 

and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good understanding of the state and local 

laws is the first step in being educated on how to operate within regulations, the records and documents 

needed to be maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a 

regulated market.   
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Standard Operating Procedures 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Standard Operating Procedures 

Purpose:  To explain the standard operating procedures needed to be adhered to within the Licensed Premise 

Scope:  To cover the education and training required pertaining to the standard operating procedures utilized within 

the Licensed Premise.      

 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

 

 

Definitions 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) — A set of step-by-step instructions to achieve a predictable, standardized, 

desired result often within the context of a longer overall process.  A repeated application of unchanged processes and 

procedures and its documentation.   

Material Change — A material change is defined as a major deviation from the standard procedure, or changing the 

procedure or methodology drastically enough to notice a change.  The material change is important enough to notice 

or to have an effect on the standard operating procedure.   

Principles of Standard Operating Procedures 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) insure consistent production of high quality cannabis.  TSG will utilize said 

SOPs for all cannabis cultivation methodologies and operations.  Understanding and abiding by the following SOPs 

is mandatory for all employees working within TSG’s Licensed Premise.  

The standard operating procedures must be practiced and utilized to cultivate each plant and produce each batch of 

cannabis.  The cultivation process is broken down into each week of the plant’s lifecycle.  Apply the following SOP 

instructions to the lifecycle of each plant in the facility.  Do not deviate from exact instruction within these standard 

operating procedures.   

• Failure to practice and utilize TSG’s written standard operating procedures is grounds for disciplinary action 

and possible job termination.   

Written standard operating procedures will be utilized for all cultivation activities and operations, for the cultivation 

of all cannabis plants to ensure consistency of the batch with the variety and for accuracy of the day-to-day production.  

The written standard operating procedures will ensure consistency of batch and accuracy of day-to-day production if 

utilized properly and not deviated from.   

• Processor agents will be required to record and maintain documentation log sheets and forms to record the 

cultivation process 

o Required documentation and record keeping is highlighted throughout the SOPs and indicates which 

documentation log sheets and records are to be taken and maintained.   

▪ Processor agents will need to pay careful attention to each standard operating procedure to 

ensure proper documentation and record keeping 

• The documentation should demonstrate consistency of batch with the cannabis 

variety being cultivated 

• The documentation should also demonstrate the accuracy of the day-to-day 

production within the Licensed Premise.   

• Any major deviation from the standard operating procedure defined as a material change that could impact 

the quality of batch must be documented, recorded and maintained on the Licensed Premise  

o Registered processor agents are required to document any major deviation in production of a batch 

from the standard operating procedure.  
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Deviation/Material Change to Standard Operating Procedures 

Upon recognizing the need for or making a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered processor 

agents will be required to document the material change within the Material Change to SOPs log sheet and update 

the current SOP to reflect the material change.   

 

After documentation of a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered employees will be required 

to maintain the record of material change within a limit-access and secured area of the Licensed Premise.  

Material Change made to the SOP (please describe in detail) :

SOP Updated? Date Updated: Update By:

Manager/Supervisor Awareness 

and Approval:

Manager/Supervisor Signature:

Sample of producton batch with deviation sent to 

independent testing laboratory?

Sample of producton batch with deviation determined to 

meet specifications for the variety by The Grove and 

the independent testing laboratory?

Medical Cannabis Batch Released for Distribution?

Additional Notes/Comments:

SOP requiring material change:

Deviation/Material Change to SOPs

Date: Registered Employee:
Deviation in Production:

Reason for the deviation (identify and describe in detail the deviation from the SOP) :

YES

NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NOYES

YES NO

NO
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State Regulatory Compliance  

Standard Operating Procedure:  State Regulatory Compliance Training 

Purpose:  To explain the regulatory compliance needed to be adhered to in the State of Colorado. 

  

Scope:  To cover the regulations enacted within Colorado pertaining to legally operating a cannabis business.    

 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

 

 

Required Documents 

1) State Regulations 

2) Local/City Regulations (if applicable) 

The Principles of State Regulatory Compliance Training 

It is recommended as a State licensed cannabis operator to require all employees to read and become familiar with the 

State and Local/City regulation that have been enacted pertaining to operating a legal, licensed cannabis business.   

You cannot operate a legal cannabis business in compliance if the employees are not familiar with the laws and 

regulation they must adhere to.   

You should keep a physical, up-to-date copy of any and all laws and regulation in which you must operate under at 

every licensed facility.  Every employee should also receive a hard copy of the laws and regulation which they can 

read and become familiar with.   

Key State Regulations Employees Should Be Familiar with: 

• Who can have access to the facility 

o Visitor process 

• Packaging and labeling compliances and requirements 

• Hours of allowed operation 

• Inventory tracking and required record keeping 

• Security procedures and protocols 

• Laboratory testing requirements 

• Transportation of cannabis products 

• Etc. 

 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Regulations 

• http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16  

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW 

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf
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Record Keeping and Documentation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Record Keeping and Documentation 

Purpose: To ensure that all required cannabis operational records and data are properly recorded and documented.   

 

Scope:  Procedures covering record keeping and documentation for activities within the Licensed Premise. 

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

What is the Purpose of Record Keeping and Documentation? 

Regulated cannabis facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such proper record keeping and documentation 

are essential within the facility.  Having records of production inputs such as raw materials records will aid during the 

MIP process to ensure proper operations occur. 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Pen or pencil 

2) Clipboard 

3) Log Sheets 

Principles of Record Keeping and Documentation 

Adherence to all applicable state and local laws pertaining to the cultivation of cannabis within the cultivation facility 

is of utmost importance.  State and local laws and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and 

have good understanding of the state and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good 

understanding of the state and local laws is the first step in being educated on the records and documents needed to be 

maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a regulated market. 

Required records and documentation are noted throughout the written Standard Operating Procedures; TSG’s 

registered processor agents will be required to make such records and documentation as part of their job 

responsibilities.  Processor agents will be required to make two sets of all records and documentation; one set of 

records and documentation will be made within the inventory control system, and a second set of records and 

documentation will be made using physical log sheets and templates.  The physical records and documentation will 

be maintained on at the Licensed Premise within a limited access area.  Failure to create and maintain records and 

documentation will be grounds for disciplinary action and//or job termination.   

Record Keeping and documentation are noted within other SOPs where documentation is required.  The SOPs will 

also reference which documentation records and log sheets are required to be filled out and maintained.   

Licensed Premise Records: 

1) Receiving Wholesale Products 

2) Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) 

3) Closing Log Sheet 

4) Cannabis Waste Log 

5) Cleaning and Sanitation Log 

6) Product Recall Log 

7) Employee List 

8) Emergency Situation Documentation 

9) Visitor Sign-In 

10) Etc. 

 

Secondary Records  
TSG will maintain, independent of the inventory control, a searchable, secure, tamper-evident record of each 

distribution.  TSG will require processor agents to maintain secondary records on the Licensed Premise.  The physical 
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records and documentation log sheets will serve as secondary, back-up records and documentation that will be 

maintained independent of the inventory control system.   

Requirements of Secondary Records: 

• Records must be maintained independent of the inventory control system 

o Physical records will be maintained within a file cabinet, separate from the inventory control system 

• Records must be searchable 

o Records will be organized and filed alphabetically according to recipient name 

• Records must be secure 

o Records will be maintained within the Licensed Premise, located within a limited-access area inside 

a manager office equipped with an independent security alarm system.  The records will be held 

within a lockable filing cabinet inside the secure office.   

• Records must be tamper-evident 

o The file cabinet where secondary records are to be maintained will have a secure, tamper-evident 

locking mechanism on it.  

Records and Documents Storage Retention 

Unless otherwise specified, TSG will retain and maintain all records and duplicate sets of records for a minimum of 

five (5) years.   
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General Security/Diversion Prevention Training 

Standard Operating Procedure:  General Security/Diversion Prevention Training 

Purpose:  To explain the general security and diversion prevention training needed to be adhered to. 

  

Scope:  To understand security and diversion prevention training requirements.    

 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

 

 

Diversion and Trafficking Prevention Training 

TSG will utilize an inventory control system and industry best practices and policies to be implemented to reduce the 

risk of diversion and theft of cannabis products.  All cannabis plants will be tagged, recorded and tracked through the 

inventory control system from seed-to-sale.   

The use of professional security systems that will be installed at all of organization facilities will also help to reduce 

the risk to diversion, loss, theft or unauthorized access.  If any cannabis or cannabis product loss or discrepancy is 

noticed by a processor agent, then management shall be made aware of the loss immediately.  Inventory discrepancies 

should be easily noticeable with the use of the inventory control system.  The diversion or product loss must be 

documented on the Product Loss log sheet.   

 

$

Internal 

Investigation:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Note/Comments:

Product Loss Log Sheet

Reporting 

Employee:
Manager/Supervisor: Product Loss Due To:

Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #
Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss 

Valuation:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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Alarm Surveillance — A primary and secondary alarm system 

will be installed at all facilities by licensed alarm companies.  An 

advanced security alarm system on all perimeter entry points, 

perimeter windows, and secured interior rooms. Motion detection 

equipment and camera equipment will be used to ensure the 

entire facility(s) is continuously safe from intrusion and product 

diversion.  

 

Video Surveillance — An advanced video surveillance and 

recording system at all facilities. All cameras will record in 

digital format and be maintained to meet the requirements outlined by State and local 

regulations.  Video cameras will be maintained in each room and be used to identify 

any activity occurring within the room and be capable of recording and viewing in 

low light conditions.  An onsite DVR and an additional offsite DVR will be utilized 

to store all footage for a minimum of 90 calendar days.  

 

Security Lighting — Security lighting around the entire perimeter of each facility to 

allow surveillance in low light conditions and deter potential intrusion.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Alarms — The professional security and alarm systems will 

utilize  

.   

 

 

Duress Alarms — The security and alarm systems will utilize a  
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Panic-Button Alarm — Employees will be required to wear a  

.   

 

Hold-Up Alarm — The security and alarm system will have a hold-up alarm that 

will be a silent alarm signal that is generated by manual activation of a device which 

will signal a robbery in progress and automatically notify the local police 

authorities.   

 

On-Site Electronic Monitoring — Facility security rooms will have a large screen call-up monitor (at least 19”) and 

a video printer capable of immediately producing a clear still photo from all video cameras.  

  

Commercial Grade Door Locks — Commercial-grade, non- residential door locks at all points of ingress and egress 

to the facilities exterior and all limited access areas.  Key-card access door locks may also be utilized to further limit 

access at facilities.   

Safes and Product Storage — Commercial grade safes will be installed and utilized in a limited access area for the 

storage of cannabis products and cash.   

DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH DOH

DOH

DOH
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Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of the perpetual inventory control system 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered processor agents and licensed premise employees on the perpetual inventory 

control system   

 
 

Principles of the Perpetual Inventory Control System 

 TSG will utilize a perpetual inventory system from a regulated cannabis 

industry-specific inventory system provider.  This cannabis industry-specific 

inventory control system has been developed specifically for the regulated 

cannabis industry and has been customized to include all cannabis business 

operational needs.  The systems have been designed to be user friendly, the 

ability to be mobile, and with inventory control capabilities to track every 

cannabis plant and product from seed to sale.   

The inventory control system will be designed to have the ability to promptly 

identify a discrepancy in stocks of cannabis plants and products.  TSG 

administrators of the system will be notified of a substantial reduction in an inventory stock level and be prompted to 

investigate the inventory levels to insure no theft, diversion or discrepancies occurred.  Administrators and users can 

run inventory reports from the inventory control system to check inventory stock levels that have been recorded in the 

inventory control system against a physical inventory audit to further determine inventory discrepancies.   

Inventory Control /POS System — The tracking of all cannabis 

products from seed to sale will be done through inventory 

management through the use of template log sheets, computer 

systems, Secure Information Systems (SIS) and selected Point-of-

Sale systems (POS).   All cannabis plants and products are to be 

tagged, recorded and tracked through the inventory control system.  

Failure to do so can result in disciplinary action and/or job 

termination.   

*Inventory control system and/or Point-of-Sale (POS) system 

training will be provided by an expert or consultant from the 

inventory control system supplier.  This 3rd party training will be 

required for all TSG registered processor agents prior to working 

within the Licensed Premise.   

Registered processor agents will be required to utilize the inventory control system to identify, record, monitor and 

track all cannabis plants and products from the time the cannabis is propagated from seed or cutting to the time it is 
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delivered to a licensed dispensary, licensed processor or a qualifying patient or caregiver.   The standard operating 

procedures detail multiple situations when plant tagging, monitoring and recording activities are required by processor 

agents within the Licensed Premise.   cannabis plant will be given a unique attribute number, assigned to a product 

batch which and recorded in the inventory control system.  The plant will then be given a new and unique plant tag 

with the plants identification and specifications and be recorded in the inventory control system, the tag will remain 

with the plant throughout the plants lifecycle enabling the plant to be identified and tracked.   

The inventory control system intended to be utilized within TSG’s Licensed Premise will in the event of a serious 

adverse event have the ability to track any cannabis plant or product back to the originating source, including the 

ability of tracking cannabis from a qualifying patient back to the source of the cannabis.  The cannabis believed to 

have caused a serious adverse event should have a product label with product information and specifications such as 

the product name, unique attribute number, batch number and originating entity.   

Travel Manifest 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Travel Manifest 

Purpose:  To explain the requirements for the travel manifest 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered processor agents on the creation and use of the travel manifest 

 
 

Principles of the Electronic Manifest  

A travel manifest will be required for each and every shipment of cannabis from TSG’s Licensed Premise.  Registered 

processor agents will be required to complete an electronic manifest as well as a physical cannabis transport manifest 

form.   

TSG will utilize various computer programs to create and utilize an electronic manifest.  Such programs will include 

but not be limited to Microsoft Office, secure email server, inventory control system and point of sale system.  Prior 

to transporting or shipping and package containing cannabis, TSG will require processor agents to complete the 

electronic manifest process.  Processor agents will need to complete the manifest form and scan/email a copy of the 

manifest to the recipient.  Processor agents and/or transportation agents will also maintain two (2) physical copies of 

the manifest form to keep and have present during any transporting of cannabis.  Upon delivery of the cannabis, the 

shipping processor agent and/or transportation agent will provide a physical copy of the manifest for the recipient to 

maintain.   

All Licensee are required to use an electronic manifest for chain of custody procedures and to ensure safe transport of 

cannabis and that no theft or diversion is occurring during transport.  TSG will utilize an electronic manifest system 

to record the chain of custody for the shipment of products containing cannabis.  The electronic manifest system will 

include a chain of custody that records: 

• The name and address of the shipping licensee; 

• The shipping licensee’s shipment identification number; 

• The weight and description of each individual package that is part of the shipment, and the total number of 

individual packages; 

• The name of the registered processor agent or registered processor agent that prepared the shipment; 

• The name and address of the receiving licensee or other receiving party if applicable; and 

• Any handling or storage instructions. 

An electronic manifest will be created by the TSG registered processor agents for each shipment of products 

containing cannabis.   
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Chain of Custody — Shipments with packages containing cannabis will need to be tracked and recorded throughout 

the shipping process.  The chain of custody for all shipments containing cannabis must be accurately documented 

within the electronic manifest.   

The electronic manifest will contain, at a minimum, the following entries as a chain of custody, in the order listed: 

• An entry by the registered processor agent or registered processor agent who has prepared the shipment, 

including the date and time of preparation; 

• An entry by a shipping licensee’s transportation agent, of the date and time of the placement of the shipment 

into the cannabis transport vehicle; 

• An entry by licensee’s agent receiving the shipment including the date and time of the acceptance; and 

• If any other person had custody or control of the shipment, that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, 

and disposition. 

A manifest MUST be created for EACH shipment of products containing cannabis. 

TSG will require processor agents to complete a Cannabis Transport Manifest Form prior to transporting or shipping 

any cannabis and/or cannabis products.  Refer to the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transportation and 

Shipping SOP for transportation requirements.   

 Cannabis Transport Manifest Form can be seen below: 
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OSHA Compliance 

Standard Operating Procedure:  OSHA Compliance and Training 

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of OSHA regulations. 

  

Scope:  To understand OSHA requirements to create a safe work environment.   

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Registration ID: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this 

Shipment:

Registration ID:

Name of Individual Transporting Product(s): Signature of Individual Transporting Product(s): Registration ID:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about the marijuana products and/or 

manufactured marijuana product(s))
Total Price = $ 

Payment Method:

PRODUCT RECEIVING/REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Printed Name of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

Route(s) to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Address of Receiving Retail Dispensary Location: 4)

5)

Phone # of Receiving Dispensary: 6)

Name of Receiving Licensee: 2)

License # of Receiving Licensee: 3)

Number of Stops on Route: 1)

Name of Originating Entity:  

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Retail Dispensary Location Information
Marijuana/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Accept 

Receipt

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute #/Product 

ID #

Signature of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package:

Transfer 

Identification #:

Test results included for ALL 

products being shipped?

Cultivation 

Summary Included?

*This form must be completed prior to the transport of any cannabis or manufactured cannabis products.  This Transport Manifest must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of cannabis and/or manfactured cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.  

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package: Registration ID:

Cannabis Product Transport Manifest

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NOYESNO

Cash Credit

Check Other

N/AEmail

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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OSHA Training 

Employees have the right to a safe workplace, and TSG intends to provide a safe work environment for all agents at 

all TSG facilities.  The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) was passed into law as a preventative 

measure for workers from being killed or seriously harmed while at work.  The law requires employers to provide 

employees with working conditions that are free from known dangers.   

The OSH Act created the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).  This regulatory agency sets and 

enforces protective workplace safety and health standards.  OSHA is also charged with providing information, training 

and assistance to workers and employers to educate and train individuals on workplace safety.  Employees may file a 

complaint if they feel necessary which will result in OSHA to inspect the workplace if they feel OSHA standards are 

not being met or that there may be serious hazards or danger.  More information on the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration can be found online at the website: https://www.osha.gov/.  

OSHA’s Mission — With the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, Congress created the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) to assure safe and healthful working conditions for working men and women by 

setting and enforcing standards and by providing training, outreach, education and assistance.   

 

OSHA Training — The OSHA Outreach Training Program for General Industry provides training for workers and 

employers on the recognition, avoidance, abatement, and prevention of safety and health hazards and dangers in 

workplaces in general industry.  This program also provides information regarding workers' rights, employer 

responsibilities, and how to file a complaint.  Employees can attend a 10-hour or 30-hour class delivered by OSHA-

authorized trainers.  The 10-hour class is intended for entry level workers, while the 30-hour class is more appropriate 

for supervisors or workers with some safety responsibility.  OSHA training helps to ensure that workers are more 

knowledgeable about workplace hazards, dangers and their rights. 

Under the OSH Law, employers have a responsibility to provide a safe workplace free from known hazards or dangers.  

The OSHA website provides a short summary of employer responsibilities with which TSG will ensure compliance. 

• Provide a workplace free from serious recognized hazards and comply with standards, rules and regulations 

issued under the OSH Act. 

• Examine workplace conditions to make sure they conform to applicable OSHA standards. 

• Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain this equipment. 

• Use color codes, posters, labels or signs to warn employees of potential hazards. 

• Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees follow safety and health 

requirements. 

• Employers must provide safety training in a language and vocabulary workers can understand. 

• Employers with hazardous chemicals in the workplace must develop and implement a written hazard 

communication program and train employees on the hazards they are exposed to and proper precautions (and 

a copy of safety data sheets must be readily available). See the OSHA page on Hazard Communication. 

• Provide medical examinations and training when required by OSHA standards. 

• Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (or the state-plan equivalent) informing 

employees of their rights and responsibilities. 

• Report to the nearest OSHA office all work-related fatalities within 8 hours, and all work-related inpatient 

hospitalizations, all amputations and all losses of an eye within 24 hours. Call our toll-free number: 1-800-

https://www.osha.gov/
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321-OSHA (6742); TTY 1-877-889-5627. [Employers under federal OSHA's jurisdiction were required to 

begin reporting by Jan. 1, 2015. Establishments in a state with a state-run OSHA program should contact 

their state plan for the implementation date]. 

• Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses. (Note: Employers with 10 or fewer employees and 

employers in certain low-hazard industries are exempt from this requirement. 

• Provide employees, former employees and their representative’s access to the Log of Work-Related Injuries 

and Illnesses (OSHA Form 300). On February 1, and for three months, covered employers must post the 

summary of the OSHA log of injuries and illnesses (OSHA Form 300A). 

• Provide access to employee medical records and exposure records to employees or their authorized 

representatives. 

• Provide to the OSHA compliance officer the names of authorized employee representatives who may be 

asked to accompany the compliance officer during an inspection. 

• Not discriminate against employees who exercise their rights under the Act. See our "Whistleblower 

Protection" webpage. 

• Post OSHA citations at or near the work area involved. Each citation must remain posted until the violation 

has been corrected, or for three working days, whichever is longer. Post abatement verification documents 

or tags. 

• Correct cited violations by the deadline set in the OSHA citation and submit required abatement verification 

documentation. 

• OSHA encourages all employers to adopt an Injury and Illness Prevention Program. Injury and Illness 

Prevention Programs, known by a variety of names, are universal interventions that can substantially reduce 

the number and severity of workplace injuries and alleviate the associated financial burdens on U.S. 

workplaces. Many states have requirements or voluntary guidelines for workplace Injury and Illness 

Prevention Programs. Also, numerous employers in the United States already manage safety using Injury and 

Illness Prevention Programs, and we believe that all employers can and should do the same. Most successful 

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs are based on a common set of key elements. These include: 

management leadership, worker participation, hazard identification, hazard prevention and control, education 

and training, and program evaluation and improvement. OSHA’s Injury and Illness Prevention 

Programs topics page contains more information including examples of programs and systems that have 

reduced workplace injuries and illnesses. 

Plan for OSHA Compliance 

Below details the plan for compliance with OSHA will begin by ensuring that all organizational facilities are free from 

known hazards and/or dangers.   

All employees will be provided basic training covering workplace safety pertaining to identifying and preventing 

potential hazards and or dangers such as trip hazards.  This basic training will begin with training all new employees 

on policies and procedures.  Proper and adequate training can help to reduce workplace accidents through educating 

and training employees on operations, policies and procedures.  Employees will be given a tour of the facility property 

and areas in which the employee will have access to (limited or restricted).  Other training to be included in TSG’s 

plan for OSHA compliance will include: 

• Training on SOPs 

• Regulatory compliance training (laws and regulations pertaining to cannabis cultivation, processing or 

dispensing) 

• Basic training on workplace safety 

• Recognition of potential workplace hazards or dangers 

Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Purpose:  To explain the employee dress code required. 

  

Scope:  Covers the dress code requirements for employees.    
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Principles of Employee Dress Code 

The cultivation facility is considered a “clean” room type setting and as such employees of the cultivation facility will 

be required to change out of street clothes and into provided work wear to be worn during all scheduled work shifts.  

The work wear will consist of -type scrubs and garden shoes.   

Employees are expected to arrive at facilities and enter the locker rooms immediately after entering the facility to 

shower and change into provided work wear.  This will reduce the cultivation P areas from exposure to outside 

contaminants such as pests and diseases.      

Processor agents — TSG processor agents working will be required to wear approved attire while working within 

the Licensed Premise.   

• Processor agents will be provided work attire to be worn while working within the Licensed Premise. 

o Logoed-work uniforms such as polo shirts 

o Jeans or Khakis 

o Nice shoes 

Transportation Agents — TSG processor agents working will be required to wear approved attire while on duty.  

Transportation agent work attire will differ from that of processor agents due to State regulations mandating 

transportation agents must not have any identifying logos or markings that could indicate ownership or possession of 

cannabis.   

• Transportation agents will be required to wear un-identifying work attire 

o Plain jeans or khakis pants 

o Plain polo or button-up shirt 

o Closed-toe shoe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices 

Purpose:  To explain how employees should enter the MIP facility and procedures to follow to gain access to Limited 

Access Area(s).   

  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly entering the Licensed Premise as well as good handling practices 
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Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Principles of Facility Entry Protocol 

The primary objective of having a specific facility entry protocol is to try to reduce the exposure and risk to outside 

contaminants from entering the facility.  Containments can be anything from pests such as insects and diseases such 

as powdery mildew.  It will be of utmost importance for employees to be mindful of where they have been immediately 

before arriving at the cultivation facility as this can determine the likelihood and types of contaminants possible.   

Upon arriving at the facility, processor agents will enter the facility using their issued key/keycard or the like, enter 

the facility’s ‘entry vestibule”.  This area is designed as a security measure against unwanted intruders.  There will be 

a magnetic door that can only be opened by personnel with the proper security clearance.  This door will be opened 

through the use of an access control unit.   

Example of a “Entry Vestibule”: 

 
Upon exiting the “Entry Vestibule” employees will head directly for the locker rooms where they will change out of 

all street clothes, take showers and change into provided work attire/uniform prior to entering the “clean” area of the 

cultivation facility.   

Locker Room Steps for Employees to Follow: 

1. Enter locker room 

2. Remove ALL street clothes and place them in your locker 

a. ALL clothes 

i. Hats 

ii. Socks  

iii. Shoes  

3. Take a shower 

a. This is done as another preventative measure to ensure the cultivation facility is not exposed to any 

outside contaminants 

4. Change into provide work attire/uniform 

a. Scrubs 

DOH
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b. Hair nets 

c. Hat (optional) 

d. Garden shoes 

Upon successfully showering and changing into the provided work wear, employees will be ready to begin their work 

shift within the “clean” area of the cultivation facility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Limited Access Areas 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Limited Access Areas 

Purpose:  To explain Limited Access Areas, who is allowed in these areas, and procedures to follow within the Limited 

Access Area.   
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Scope:  Covers the steps involved in escorting visitors in limited access areas. 

 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

The Principles of Limited Access Areas 

A Limited Access Area is a building, room, or other contiguous area upon the Licensed Premises where cannabis is 

grown, cultivated, stored, weighed, packaged, sold, or processed for sale, under control of the Licensee. Limited 

Access Areas are areas within the licenses facility where only certain people will have the required permission to 

access.   

Limited Access Areas may have people in them without the proper permission as long as the State required protocols 

are followed.  Typically, this involves following the Visitor SOP; being escorted by a licensed employee at all times 

while in the facility and Limited Access Areas.   

Limited access areas should be limited to State licensed, facility employees only.  If a visitor needs to access the 

limited access areas ensure you follow your State mandated regulations.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Purpose: 

To explain the employee dress code required. 
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Scope: 

Covers the dress code requirements for employees.    

 

 

Principles of Employee Dress Code 

The dress code to be implemented will include a company logoed polo shirt, and nice jeans or khakis pants with no 

holes or tears.  Employees are expected to arrive at facilities in clean working attire ready to begin the scheduled work 

shift.    

Personal Hygiene Policy 

This policy has been set forth in order to ensure that all employees are practicing good personal hygiene to ensure that 

are products are produced in safest and most sanitary means possible.  The personal hygiene policy includes but is not 

limited to the following: 

A. Maintaining adequate personal hygiene 

a. Arrive to work clean in appearance/clean clothes. 

b. Showering every day is essential 

c. Deodorant and a clean personal smell is required 

 

B. Men must be neatly groomed/shaven  

a. Mustaches or beards allowed if maintained 

b. We reserve the right to ask you to wear a beard cover if we deem it necessary 

 

C. Long hair must be constrained in a neat manner to avoid hair coming into contact with food items 

a. A hat or hairnet is preferred 

b. Jewelry of any kind is not permitted 

i. This includes earrings, rings, bracelets, watches, etc. 

 

D. Washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area(s) before starting work, prior to engaging in 

the production of a Cannabis Concentrate or manufacture of a Cannabis-Infused Product and at any other 

time when the hands may have become soiled or contaminated; and 

 

E. Refraining from having direct contact with preparation of Cannabis or Cannabis-Infused Product if the person 

has or may have an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, or any other abnormal 

source of microbial contamination, until such condition is corrected. 

 

General Sanitary Requirements 

TSG will take all reasonable measures and precautions to ensure that any person who, by  examination or supervisory 

observation, is shown to have, or appears to have, an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, 

or any other abnormal source of microbial contamination for whom there is a reasonable possibility of contact with 

preparation surfaces for  cannabis products shall be excluded from any operations which may be expected to result in 

such contamination until the condition is corrected. 

TSG will have hand-washing facilities that are convenient and furnished with running water at a suitable temperature. 

Hand-washing facilities shall be located in the Licensed Premises and/or in product preparation areas and where good 

sanitary practices require employees to wash and/or sanitize their hands, and provide effective hand-cleaning and 

sanitizing preparations and sanitary towel service or suitable drying devices;  

That all registered processor agents working in direct contact with processing, preparation, weighing or repackaging 

of cannabis products shall conform to hygienic practices while on duty, including but not limited to:  

• Maintaining adequate personal cleanliness;  
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• Washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area(s) before starting work, prior to engaging in 

the processing, preparation, weighing or repackaging of cannabis products and at any other time when the 

hands may have become soiled or contaminated; and  

• Refraining from having direct contact with preparation of cannabis products if the person has or may have 

an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, or any other abnormal source of microbial 

contamination, until such condition is corrected.  

That there is sufficient space for placement of equipment and storage of materials as is necessary for the maintenance 

of sanitary operations for production of cannabis products.    

Registered processor agents are required to ensure that litter and waste are properly removed and the operating systems 

for waste disposal are maintained in an adequate manner so that they do not constitute a source of contamination in 

areas where cannabis products are exposed.  Registered processor agents are required to ensure that floors, walls, and 

ceilings are adequately cleaned and kept clean and kept in good repair. 

That the Licensed Premises provides adequate screening or other protection against the entry of pests. Rubbish shall 

be disposed of so as to minimize the development of odor and minimize the potential for the waste becoming an 

attractant, harborage, or breeding place for pests;  

Registered processor agents must ensure that all contact surfaces, including utensils and equipment used for the 

preparation of cannabis products shall be cleaned and sanitized as frequently as necessary to protect against 

contamination.  Equipment and utensils shall be so designed and of such material and workmanship as to be adequately 

cleanable, and shall be properly maintained.  Only sanitizers and disinfectants registered with the Environmental 

Protection Agency shall be used with cannabis and used in accordance with labeled instructions;  

TSG requires all toxic cleaning compounds, sanitizing agents, solvents used in the production of cannabis and other 

chemicals shall be identified, held, stored and disposed of in a manner that protects against contamination of cannabis 

products, and in a manner that is in accordance with any applicable local, state, or federal law, rule, regulation or 

ordinance.  That cannabis products that can support the rapid growth of undesirable microorganisms will be held in a 

manner that prevents the growth of these microorganisms; and the storage and transport of finished cannabis products 

shall be under conditions that will protect products against physical, chemical, and microbial contamination as well 

as against deterioration of any container.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HIPAA Compliance Training 

Standard Operating Procedure:  HIPAA Compliance Training 

Purpose: 

To explain the steps involved with becoming HIPAA-compliant trained. 

  

Scope: 
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Covers the steps involved to obtain certified HIPAA training. 

 

 

The primary goal of the federal HIPAA law is to make it easier for people to keep health insurance, protect the 

confidentiality and security of healthcare information and help the healthcare industry control administrative costs.  

HIPAA provides for the protection of individually identifiable health information that is transmitted or maintained in 

any form or medium.  The privacy rules affect the day-to-day business operations of all organizations that provide 

care and maintain personal health information, this includes cannabis businesses and establishments.   

Patient confidentiality will be of utmost importance during operations and maintaining patient records as confidential 

and properly stored and secured on the premise will be done according to requires laws and regulations.   

 

All patient records or files that are maintained as a “hard” or physical document will be properly stored in a locking 

file cabinet within a limited or restricted access area of the premise.  If patient records or files are maintained 

electronically, said records or files will be maintained on a secure, HIPAA-compliant computer which will also be 

stored securely within a limited or restricted access area of the premise.  The computer will be secure from physical 

theft but also electronic theft of records through the use of virus protection and secured servers on other security 

measures.  Access to confidential patient records and files will be limited to SFN employees with proper clearance 

levels.   

General HIPAA Policies: 

• All employees that will have direct contact with confidential patient information will complete basic HIPAA 

training.  This training will help employees understand HIPAA privacy rules and procedures.  Visit the 

website:  http://www.hipaatraining.com/  

 

• Upon acceptance of new patient records, provide a verbal disclosure statement to the patient.  This verbal 

statement should make the patient aware that their records are being kept per State law and that they will be 

maintained in such a way that their information will remain confidential and kept from public view or 

oversight. 

 

• Access to confidential patient records will be limited to employees with the proper clearance level.  These 

records will be accessible only by ownership, management and patient advocates.  Limiting employee access 

to confidential patient records will help reduce the risk to exposure.  Additional employees may be granted 

the proper clearance level to access confidential patient records as needed in the future.   

 

• Keep all patient records in a secure locking file cabinet or lockable filing system within a limited or restricted 

access area of the premise.  Having all confidential patient files centrally located in can help ensure that no 

confidential patient records are being kept in exposed areas where it is possible for an information breach. 

http://www.hipaatraining.com/
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• When patient records are initially gathered, be sure to create a new patient folder and place the patient records 

within said folder.  All folders should be marked confidential and place in a secured and lockable file cabinet 

within a limited or restricted access area of the facility (e.g. general manager’s office). 

 
• ALL employees will receive training to never disclose the specific names of patients with non-employees or 

parties outside the organization.  It is important that the names of patients not be shared with the public in 

any way, as this would result in a HIPAA violation. 

 

• NEVER leave patient records unattended or unsecure within the file cabinet.   

 

• Organization will host a monthly or bi-monthly meeting with all employees to go over privacy and 

confidentiality policies, procedures and measures.  This will provide further accountability on all staff levels 

to make sure privacy/legal compliance is met. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visitors 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Visitors 

Purpose: 

To explain the processes involved to accept/allow visitors into the retail dispensary. 

 

Scope:  Covers the required steps to follow to allow visitors into the facility. 
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Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Visitor Log Sheet 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Visitor pass 

 

The Principles of Visitor Protocol 

• State-Issued ID — all visitors must have a current and valid government-issued ID (passport, Driver’s 

License, military ID) 

o Ensure that the government-issued ID is current (check expiration date on ID) 

 

• Verification — Verify the validity of the government-issued ID  

 

• Photocopy — Make photocopy of visitor’s government-issued ID 

o Make a photocopy of visitor’s ID  

▪ Photocopy is to remain with Visitor Log Sheet 

 

• Access — Allow or deny access to the facility 

o Allow entry to dispensary if the visitor has a valid government-issued ID. 

o Deny entry to the facility if the visitor does not have a valid government-issued ID. 

 

• Record/Documentation — Have visitor fill out the Visitor Log Sheet 

o Visitor Log Sheet will document visitors name, company, date, time-in, time-out, signature, reason 

for the visit 

o Maintain photocopy of visitor ID with the Visitor Log Sheet 

o This record of visit must be retained and maintain on the licensed premise for a minimum of two 

(2) years. 

 

Visitor Procedure — Facility staff will all be trained on the visitor procedure; visitor protocol will follow industry 

best practices.  Facility employees will be properly educated on State laws and regulations pertaining to visitors at the 

licensed facility.  There will be situations that arise that will require someone to enter the licensed premise who is not 

a State-licensed industry worker or not a State-registered patient or caregiver but they will need access to the facility.  

Common visitors typically will be support-type businesses such as HVAC, electric and plumbing, general contractors, 

etc.    

Visitors will be required to fill out a Visitor Log Sheet.  Visitors must also wear a ‘Visitor Pass’ at all times while in 

the facility. A facility employee must accompany visitors at all times while in the licensed premises.   

Visitor Access Process: 

1) Check visitor’s ID and credentials at the check-in station 

a. Make photocopy of Visitor’s ID 

2) Verify with management that visitors are expected 

3) Fill out Visitor Log Sheet 

4) Have said visitor sign-in and date the Visitor Log Sheet 

5) Give visitor a ‘Visitor Pass’ 

6) When visitor is finished at the licensed premises: 

a. Have visitor sign-out on Visitor Log Sheet 

b. Collect the ‘Visitor Pass’ from said visitor 
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Example of a Visitor Pass can be seen below: 
 

  

Example of Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Receipt of Material  

Standard Operating Procedure: Receipt of Materials  

Purpose:  Explain procedure and requirements for receiving raw materials 

 

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on the procedures and requirements involved with receipt 

of materials.   

 

Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet

Date Time In Time Out Visitor Name Visitor's Company Visitor Signature Reason for Visit

Registered 

Employee 

Escort
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Initial Training:  1-2 hours  

 

 

Principles of Receipt of Material 

The process of receipt of material or receiving raw materials is not as simple as just taking the raw materials into the 

licensed premise.  There are regulations, guidelines and procedures to follow when receiving raw materials or other 

inventory into the cultivation facility licensed premise.   

Upon receiving any raw materials, inventory or other items used in operations said items will be placed in a quarantine 

storage area within the receiving area of the licensed premise.  Employees of the licensed premise will need to 

quarantine any materials received to be used to produce cannabis.  These items will include but not be limited to: 

• Raw medical marijuana material/product 

• Packaging supplies 

• Labeling supplies 

• Etc. 

Receipt of Materials — Upon receiving materials into the licensed premise, registered processor agents and/or 

licensed premise employees will need to document the receipt of materials on the Receipt of Materials log sheet.   

Example of Receipt of Materials Log Sheet can be seen below: 

 

Quarantine Area — The quarantine area will be within the licensed premise and clearly identified on the facility 

floor plan diagram.  The quarantine area will be classified as a “dirty” zone within the cultivation facility.  Materials 

will be held within the quarantine area where they will be segregated from the rest of the cultivation licensed premise 

and/or “clean” areas of the facility.   

Inspection — After received inventory items/materials are placed in quarantine, the items will need to be inspected 

to ensure there are no defects or contamination.  All received items/materials will remain in the quarantined area until 

said material pass inspection and is determined to be acceptable for use as intended.   

• Registered processor agent(s) and or licensed premise employees will be required to inspect all materials for 

visible defects and contamination 

Receipt of Materials

Notes/Comments:

Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

Date of Release of 

Materials:
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):

Quantity 

Released:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after 

Corrective Action:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from 

the quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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• Inspecting materials for contamination is essential for the facilities clean protocols and IPM measures 

o If a contamination is identified proper cleaning and/or segregation procedures will be implemented.   

▪ Cleaning and sanitizing the contamination:  if the contamination is deemed reasonable to 

clean and sanitize you will need to clean and sanitize all surface areas of the material if 

possible.  This should be done using a cleaning/sterilizing agent such as bleach.   

▪ If cleaning and sanitizing is not an option, the materials will be segregated within the 

quarantine area until they are properly destroyed and disposed of.   

▪ If contaminated with pests, insects or disease; immediately segregate the material while 

trying to identify the contamination.   

• Refer to the IPM SOP for proper identification and treatment of material (plants) 

o Once the materials are properly cleaned and sanitized and believed to be free from contamination 

they will need to be inspected a second time. 

▪ Materials will need to pass this second inspection prior to being released for their intended 

use.   

Release — Upon the received materials passing inspection and being determined to be acceptable for use as intended, 

the materials will be released from the quarantine receiving/storage area.  At this time the materials can be used within 

the licensed premise for their intended use.   

• Release materials if they pass initial inspection 

• Release materials once they are cleaned and sanitized and pass secondary inspection 

Documentation and Record — Upon the materials being released from quarantine and determined to be acceptable 

for use as intended TSG registered processor agents and/or licensed premise employees will be required to log the 

materials into the inventory control system.   

• Document and record new materials released from quarantine in the inventory control system (POS system) 

• Ensure record is accurate with physical inventory on hand 

• Ensure the Receipt of Material log sheet is filled out properly and completed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cannabis Concentrate Production and Extraction Processes 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cannabis Concentrate Production and Extraction Processes 

Purpose: 

To explain the steps and procedures for producing and manufacturing cannabis concentrates through various extraction 

methods. 

  

Scope: 

Covers extraction methods and techniques.   
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Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) MIP Product — Daily Production 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Extraction equipment and/or machine 

2) Solvents 

3) Etc. 

Concentrate (Hash) Production — Cannabis concentrates and hash are becoming more popular within the regulated 

cannabis industry and will generate nice revenues for the organization.  This section will outline the processes involved 

with the production of concentrates/hash.  This section will also outline quality control measures and safety/emergency 

protocol. 

Types/Methods of Cannabis Concentrate Production 

1) Water extraction (bubble hash) 

2) Solvent extraction (acetone, alcohol based, butane extraction (BHO), and CO2) 

3) Solvent-less extraction (Rosin technique) 

 

Preparation: 

1) Prepare Cannabis Raw Material (flower/bud, trim/sugar leaf, etc.) for processing; 

2) Fill out proper production log sheets (what is about to be produced) 

3) Quantities and types of cannabis raw material being used to produce concentrate 

4) Estimated quantity of concentrate to be produced 

a. The estimated concentrate production will be compared with actual production to determine 

efficiency and production rates 

5) Begin preparation for production 

a. Ingredients needed (raw materials to be used) 

b. Get extraction machine/equipment ready for processing 

c. Safety gear/equipment 

d. Wash hands and begin extraction processes 

 

Cold Water Extraction (Bubble Hash) 

1) Get raw cannabis material together in which you will be creating the concentrate from.  Get all necessary 

equipment together needed for entire extraction process: 

a. Raw material 

b. Bubble bags 

c. Container or wash machine 

d. Mixer 

e. Ice and water 

2) Start extraction process by setting up the bubble bags in the proper micron order 

3) Mix raw cannabis material in the bubble bags with ice and water 

4) Stir the mixture in bubble bags thoroughly with mixer or in wash machine (ex: Bubble Now machine) 

5) Lift bubble bags and let water and ice drain from bags 

6) Repeat this process multiple times 

7) When you feel you have extracted all the desired cannabinoids from raw material, take bubble bags out of 

water mixture or wash machine 

8) Pull all concentrate from bubble bags and use pressing screen to extract all remaining water from concentrate 

9) Let concentrate dry and cure 
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10) Weigh, package, label and record inventory according to state regulation 

11) Document all quantities and types of concentrates produced 

a. MIP Products — Daily Production log sheet 

 

Solvent Extraction — Extraction methods will vary depending on the type of solvent being utilized at the facility.  It 

is recommended that you get properly trained by the manufacturer of the extraction equipment. It is important to 

understand the processes utilized as it pertains to the extraction equipment.  The manufacturer should also provide 

SOP’s for the machines and/or equipment.  

Butane Extraction (BHO) — Extraction methods will vary depending on the type of butane extraction machine being 

utilized at the facility.  It is recommended that you get properly trained by the manufacturer of the extraction equipment 

being utilized.  The manufacturer should also provide SOP’s for the machines and/or equipment.  

**INSERT CHOSEN EXTRACTION MACHINE SOPS HERE 

Purging — The process of removing butane from the extracted cannabis product.  The purging process will determine 

what type of end product is produced (IE: wax, shatter, budder, etc.)   

1) Wax 

2) Shatter 

3) Budder 

4) Etc.  

 

CO2 Extraction — Extraction methods will vary depending on the type of CO2 super critical extraction machine 

being utilized at the facility.  It is recommended that you get properly trained by the manufacturer of the extraction 

equipment being utilized.  The manufacturer should also provide SOPs for the machines and/or equipment.  

**INSERT CHOSEN EXTRACTION MACHINE SOP’S HERE 

--------------------------------------------------------Post-Production--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Product Testing: 

1) Send a sample of the production batch to a licensed testing facility for required testing 

a. Follow MIP Samples of for Laboratory Testing SOPs to send samples for laboratory testing 

i. Potency testing 

ii. Contaminate testing 

b. Follow Wholesale, Transferring/Transporting SOP to transport test samples to testing laboratory 

 

Packaging/Labeling: 

1) Use packaging and labeling that is required by state regulations.   

2) Products intended for retail dispensing should be packaged in an opaque, child-resistance, and re-sealable 

container 

3) Package labels need to comply with state regulations and contain all required information and statements.  

This at a minimum should include: 

a. Potency and strain 

b. Recommended dosage 

c. Contaminants 

d. Production Inputs (nutrients/fertilizers, pesticides/fungicides, etc.) 

e. Statements required by law 

f. Etc.  

Storage: 

1) After packaging the products, you will need to ensure that the product is stored properly: 
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a. Items in refrigerator or freezer 

b. Dry storage items 

2) Ask manager for proper storage instructions if unsure 

 

Record Keeping: 

1) Ensure that all required records were properly recorded during and after production 

a. MIP Products — Daily Production log sheet 

b. MIP Products Inventory log sheets 

c. MIP Products — Wholesale log sheet 

d. Cannabis Waste log sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments 

Purpose:  To explain the steps required to be followed to wholesale cannabis products to other 3rd party retail 

dispensaries, MIPs or cultivation facilities. 

 

Scope:  Covers the training required and procedure for registered processor agents covering the wholesale procedure, 

transferring/transporting and shipments. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 
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Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) 

2) Manifest/Trip Plan 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale 

The Principles of the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting 

The facility will wholesale cannabis products to other 3rd party retail dispensaries and state-licensed testing laboratory 

facilities.     

 

The Wholesale Process: 

1) New Wholesale Order  

2) Fulfillment 

3) Create Manifest/Trip Plan 

4) Transportation 

5) Delivery 

6) Post-Delivery 

 

1) New Wholesale Order or Transfer Request (if vertically integrated) 

1) Receive incoming wholesale order 

2) Fill out Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet 

3) Create a new invoice for wholesale order 

a. Date that order is placed 

b. Products and quantities ordered 

c. Prices of products 

d. Estimated delivery date 

2) Fulfillment  

1) Collect products needed for wholesale order 

2) Take ordered/collected products out of the inventory control system 

3) Package the order of products into a container that is constructed on tamper-evident, opaque material 

a. The use of tamper-evident cardboard boxes, hard plastic opaque cases that can be locked with 

tamper-evident seals or locks, or a similar shipping package that will meet Colorado requirements 

b. Seal said tamper-evident package with tamper-evident tape.  

c. If shipping multiple packages to the same recipient, the packages will need to be shipped within one 

large opaque tamper-evident container. 

4) Repackaging — If necessary, registered processor agents may have to repackage the shipment into a 

container that is constructed of tamper-evident opaque materials and sealed with tamper-evident tape 

a. This will typically only happen if the original packaging is defective or gets destroyed. 

b.  cannabis will need to be repackaged if not originally packaged in an opaque container.  

c. Repackaging may be required if multiple packages are identified as being shipped to the same 

recipient 

i. If this is the case, then the packages will need to be repackaged into one large opaque 

tamper-evident container and sealed with tamper-evident tape   

1. Ensure package is sealed with tamper-evident tape; seal all entry/access points 

5)  Complete the fulfillment section on the Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet 

a. Example of Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet can be seen below: 
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6) Create new Record for Shipment Form for the products being shipped—registered processor agents will 

need to create one of these forms and labels the package and/or shipment prior to shipping any cannabis 

products.   

a. Information required on record: 

i. Date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment 

ii. Name a signature of the registered processor agent who prepared and sealed the package 

iii. Name and address of TSG 

iv. Shipment identification number 

v. A description of the package being shipped including the weight of each item 

vi. The name and address of the party receiving the shipment 

b. From the Record for Shipment Form a package/shipping label must be created.   

i. This label must be made from weather resistant and tamper-evident materials 

ii. Labels must be conspicuously placed on each package leaving TSG’s Licensed Premise — 

Labels are to be placed directly on the top of each package 

1. As a redundancy, processor agents will be required to recheck each package for a 

label prior to shipping and package containing cannabis from the Licensed 

Premise.   

7) Create new Cannabis Transport/Trip Manifest Form (see next steps) 

Example of a Manifest Form can be seen below: 

 

Date: Employee: Product/Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Transferred/Wholesaled To: $ Amount Received:

Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing)
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3) Manifest/Trip Plan Creation 

Prior to the transportation of any cannabis products or cannabis-infused products a facility agent will generate a 

manifest/trip plan including at a minimum:  

1) The name of the agent(s) who will be transporting; 

2) The automobile license plate, make and model;  

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Registration ID: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this 

Shipment:

Registration ID:

Name of Individual Transporting Product(s): Signature of Individual Transporting Product(s): Registration ID:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about the marijuana products and/or 

manufactured marijuana product(s))
Total Price = $ 

Payment Method:

PRODUCT RECEIVING/REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Printed Name of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

Route(s) to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Address of Receiving Retail Dispensary Location: 4)

5)

Phone # of Receiving Dispensary: 6)

Name of Receiving Licensee: 2)

License # of Receiving Licensee: 3)

Number of Stops on Route: 1)

Name of Originating Entity:  

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Retail Dispensary Location Information
Marijuana/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Accept 

Receipt

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute #/Product 

ID #

Signature of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package:

Transfer 

Identification #:

Test results included for ALL 

products being shipped?

Cultivation 

Summary Included?

*This form must be completed prior to the transport of any cannabis or manufactured cannabis products.  This Transport Manifest must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of cannabis and/or manfactured cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.  

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package: Registration ID:

Cannabis Product Transport Manifest

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NOYESNO

Cash Credit

Check Other

N/AEmail

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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3) The date, start time of the trip and estimated delivery time;  

4) A description including the exact amount, type and batch of any cannabis products and cannabis-infused 

products being transported; and 

5) The intended route of transportation. 

 

Facility management shall maintain a copy of the manifest/trip plan document at the location of departure, record the 

manifest/trip plan with any needed authorities, and the transporting employees will maintain a copy of the manifest/trip 

plan during the transportation. 

4) Transportation/Shipping 

This section covers how to transport the wholesale order to the purchasing organization/facility.  All applicable state 

and local laws/regulations pertaining to transportation of cannabis products will need to be strictly adhered to by all 

organization team members.  All transportation/shipping to be done in-house by TSG registered processor agents 

and/or transportation agents.  TSG does not intend to use a secure transportation company unless deemed absolutely 

necessary.   

Transportation Vehicle Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting cannabis must: 

1) Use of an unmarked, unidentifiable vehicle 

a. Vehicle should not have any TSG markings, logos or identifiers on the vehicle 

b. Vehicle should not raise awareness that it may be transporting cannabis and/or cannabis products of 

any kind 

2) Ensure the vehicle has current, valid registration from the State  

a. Registration paperwork should be located in vehicle glovebox 

b. Vehicle license plate should have current, valid registration sticker 

3) Ensure the vehicle has current valid proof of insurance 

a. Proof of insurance paperwork should be located in the glovebox 

Transportation Agent Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting cannabis must:  

1) There will be at minimum two registered processor agents and/or transportation agents for every product 

shipment.  Each transportation agent will play a separate and vital role.   

o One transportation agent will be required to drive the transportation vehicle and to remain with the 

transportation vehicle at all times.   

o The second transportation agent is to remain with the cannabis product be shipped at all times and 

to ensure that the product is secure at all times during transport.   

2) Wearing appropriate work attire 

o Work attire for TSG transportation agents will be plain with no company logos, brands or 

identification. 

o TSG transportation agents should not appear to indicate ownership or possession of cannabis. 

▪ Plain polo shirt 

▪ Plain khakis/jean pants 

▪ Plain dress/tennis shoes 

• Failure to arrive to a scheduled shift with proper attire will result in not being able 

to make transports, incident noted in personal file and possible disciplinary action.   

3) Possess a current and valid State-issued cannabis industry worker license; 

4) Possess a current and valid State-issued driver’s license;  

5) Report all vehicle accidents that occur during the transportation directly to management and the required 

authorities within two hours of the incident. 

Transportation Protocol — During the transportation of cannabis products or cannabis-infused products pursuant to 

regulation, all transporting agents shall:   

1) Carry a copy of the manifest/trip plan with him or her for the duration of the trip;  

2) Wear their agent card and/or have Commission approved identification readily available;  

3) Use a vehicle without any cannabis identification or relation to the industry 

a. The vehicle must be equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area that will be used to 

maintain sanitary and secure transportation of the cannabis products or cannabis-infused products;  
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4) Have a cellular phone as a means of communicating with the establishment for which the agent is providing 

the transportation as well as a back-up emergency cell phone; and  

5) Ensure that the cannabis is not at all visible to the public. 

5) Delivery 

1) Receiving facility/organization inspects the delivered products 

a. Ensure delivered products are indeed the order that was placed 

b. Weigh incoming delivery packages to verify stated weights and to ensure no diversion occurred 

c. Ensure quantities delivered are identical to products/items on the shipping manifest/trip plan 

2) Receiving facility either ACCEPTS or REJECTS the delivery 

a. ACCEPT — If delivered package is what was ordered and quantities match quantities stated on 

manifest/trip plan 

b. REJECT — If delivered packages NOT what was ordered and/or the quantities delivery do NOT 

match quantities stated on the manifest/trip plan 

6) Post-Delivery 

Post-Delivery Protocol — After transporting cannabis products or cannabis-infused products, pursuant to the 

regulations the employee will complete the trip plan by entering the end time of the trip and any necessary alterations 

to the trip plan.  

Documentation of Delivery — Both the transporting dispensing facility and the receiving dispensary shall maintain 

all documents required by regulation and provide copies of such documents to Division agents for review upon request.   

Deviations from Transportation Plan — The transporting agent shall immediately report all diversion due to loss 

or theft of cannabis or cannabis-infused products that occur while transporting to management and to all required 

authorities.  The dispensary facility management shall ensure all such occurrences are reported to the appropriate law 

enforcement agency and to the state licensing authorities as required per state regulations. Dispensary facility 

management shall maintain a log of all reports received pursuant to the regulations.  
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Laboratory Testing 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Purpose:  To explain the procedures involved for preparing cultivation product samples for laboratory testing. 

(Product potency, contaminants, etc.) 

 
Scope:  Covers the steps to prepare samples for lab testing. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cultivation Products Samples for Laboratory Testing 

2) Manifest/Trip Plan 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale 

2) Child-Resistant Packaging 

3) State-Compliant Labels 

 

Principles of Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Samples of cannabis that have been manufactured will need to be sent off for 3rd party laboratory testing pursuant to 

State regulations.  State-licensed 3rd party laboratories will perform lab tests on provided samples to determine the 

content of the medical cannabis, the potency, the presence of any contaminants or health hazards, cannabinoid profile, 

terpene profile, etc.   

Preparation of Cannabis Samples to be Tested 

TSG will send a sample of every production batch and lot to a State-licensed independent testing laboratory to perform 

State-required tests.   

o Prepare individual samples for testing from medical cannabis 

▪ Collect samples for testing from each production batch 

• Extracted products — Ensure adequate quantity from batch for sampling (~2-6 

grams) 

• Cannabis-infused products — Ensure adequate quantity from batch for sampling 

(~2-6 products) 

• You will need to prepare four (4) test samples per production batch 

o Two (2) samples to send to the laboratory for testing 

▪ One of this samples will be retained in the need of a re-test 

o Two (2) samples will be maintained at the licensed premise for potential 

future testing. 

  

o Create a new ‘package’ for the test sample.  

▪ Create a ‘sample package’ from the original product package 

▪ Test sample will now have its own unique Attribute ID # that was created from the original 

product package with its own unique Attribute ID # 

▪ Original Package: Attribute ID# MIP001Create new ‘Sample Package’: MIPT101 

 

o Fill out all required documentation/log sheets 

▪ Samples for Laboratory Testing  

▪ Records on Cannabis Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing 
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o Send test samples to the 3rd party laboratory/testing facility 

▪ Follow Wholesale/Transferring/Transporting SOP 

 

Laboratory Test Results — Upon testing medical cannabis samples from the testing laboratory will provide the test 

results back to TSG.  Test results will show cannabis product potency, cannabinoid profiles, terpene profiles, 

contaminants (if any present). The testing laboratory will provide COMPANY test results from each batch and lot 

tested and provide graphs, charts and/or spectra from laboratory instrumentation.   

Certificate of Analysis — The independent testing laboratory will issue a certificate of analysis with supporting data 

if the sample passes all required testing.  This will include but not be limited to the sample test results showing the 

tests meets all specifications for the variety.  Every certificate of analysis will need to be retained on site.   

• Expiration Date — Expiration dates are used to express the shelf life of a particular product, for TSG 

expiration date will need to be assigned to all medical cannabis.  Upon review of the certificate of analysis 

and a determination that a batch meets the specification for the variety, registered employees will be required 

to assign an expiration date to the batch.   

• Determining Expiration Dates — There are typically no expiration dates required by US Federal regulation, 

except for infant formula.  There is currently also no uniform or universally accepted system for cannabis 

expiration dating in the US or Pennsylvania.  

Cannabis Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:Date:

Employee 

preparing 

Sample:

Attribute ID #/Product Batch 

#/Strain:

Sample 

Weight/ 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :

Notes/Comments:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?
Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support: Notes/Details:

Cannabis Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Grower 

Agent #2:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO
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o TSG will determine medical cannabis product expiration dates by first assigning an expiration date 

of a 1-year expiration date from the date of product packaging.    

o The expiration date will include the day, month and year of expiration. 

o Expiration date will also be followed or proceeded by a statement or phrase explaining the expiration 

date such as “sell-by” or “use before”.   

• Evaluating Expiration Dates — Expiration dating will be evaluated during required 6-month interval 

testing’s performed by an independent testing laboratory.   

o The testing laboratory will test retention samples from the production batch for purity and potency 

to compare against the original production batch test sample.   

o Production retention sample’s purity and potency will need to fall within a range of the original 

production batch test sample in order for the expiration date to be confirmed. 

▪ Purity and potency range for retention test sample must fall within ± 90-100% of the purity 

and potency of the original production batch test sample. 

▪ If the purity and potency level of the production retention sample does not fall within the 

required range of potency and purity of the original production test sample, then the 

assigned expiration date will be reevaluated and re-determined.   

Frequency of Testing — TSG will provide a sample from each released batch to an independent testing laboratory 

sufficient to perform stability testing at 6-month intervals.  This is done for two reasons: 

1. To ensure product potency and purity 

2. Provide support for expiration dating 

It will be paramount to keep and properly store an adequate amount (~7-14 grams) of each released batch of medical 

cannabis in order to achieve this frequency of testing.  See preparation of samples instructions noted in previous 

content.    

Sample Storage — TSG will retain a sample from each batch released.  The sample will be sufficient enough to 

provide for follow-up testing if necessary and the sample will need to be properly stored for a minimum of one (1) 

year past the date of expiration of the batch.   

• Samples from each batch released to be retained for a long period of time will be vacuum-sealed to limit 

oxygen exposure to the medical cannabis as oxygen will degrade the sample quicker.   

Retention of Laboratory Test Results — TSG will retain all laboratory test results for each batch and lot of medical 

cannabis tested for a minimum of five (5) years on-site within the Licensed Premise.  Laboratory test results will be 

maintained within a lockable filing cabinet located in a limited-access area on the Licensed Premise.   

• TSG will retain every certificate of analysis within secure storage in a limited access area of the Licensed 

Premise. 

Laboratory Test Results for Inspection/Review — TSG will make all medical cannabis laboratory test result 

available for inspection and/or review to the Commission upon request.  TSG will produce said test results for 

Commission inspection/review within 48 hours of request.   

Release for Distribution 

All batches of medical cannabis are to remain in secure storage until the batch successfully passes all required testing, 

the batch is determined to meet all the specifications of the variety and TSG’s employee has receipt of certificate of 

analysis and supporting data.   

Upon samples passing all independent laboratory testing and the samples determined to have met the specifications 

of the variety, the medical cannabis batch being held will be cleared for release and distribution.   

Inventory Control Revision — Upon releasing the batch for distribution, employees are required to revise the status 

of the batch in the inventory control. 

• This process will be completed by two (2) register employees for redundancy. 

o One employee will revise the status of the batch within the inventory control system 

o The other employee will witness the revision to the inventory control to ensure the record is accurate.   
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• Once the medical cannabis batch has been released and the status revised in the inventory control, registered 

employees will be authorized to distribute the medical cannabis batch.   

Failure to pass Laboratory Testing 

Medical cannabis will not be released for distribution if the sample does not pass laboratory testing.  Upon receipt of 

test results that do not meet specifications, TSG may choose to rework, reprocess or destroy and dispose of the batch 

according to standard operating procedures.  Upon reworking or reprocessing the batch will be resampled and retested 

by an independent testing laboratory to ensure that all required specifications are met.   

If a sample from a batch does not met specifications and does not pass testing, it will be a policy of TSG to wholesale 

the medical cannabis batch to the vertically-integrated processing operations or to State-licensed processors for the 

medical cannabis batch to be processed into cannabis concentrate and further into infused products if desired.   

• Reprocess medical cannabis failing to meet specification 

o Supply all medical cannabis in a batch not meeting specifications to a State-licensed processor 
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Processing and Repackaging Operations 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Processing and Repackaging Operations 

Purpose:  To explain post-harvest activities, procedures and protocols.  Including: processing, weighing, repackaging 

and labeling. 

 

Scope:   Covers the processing activities within the dispensary Licensed Premise.   

 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Finished Cannabis Log Sheet 

2) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Nitrile gloves 

2) Certified Table Scale 

3) Packaging Materials 

4) Labeling Materials 

Principles of Processing Operations 

Processing operations will consist of the processing, weighing, repackaging and labeling of cannabis.  Processing and 

repackaging operations and activities are to occur only within the operational zone of the Licensed Premise.   

1) Weighing and Repackaging Cannabis — The process of accurately weighing the cannabis to be put into 

packages for distribution.  Packaging regulations and requirements may vary, so it is essential to reference 

the state and local laws and regulations pertaining to packaging requirements for cannabis business.  Use of 

state-approved NTEP certified scales for the weighing of all cannabis products is mandatory.   

o  cannabis will be carefully weighed and packaged at the Licensed Premise.  All packaged cannabis 

will be placed in a legally compliant, child safe resistant opaque and tamper-evident packaging.  All 

products will be packaged, recorded into the inventory system, and labeled per Colorado regulations.   

▪  cannabis will be repackaged into reweighed packages to include but not be limited to: 

1. 1 gram 

2. 1/16th ounce 

3. 1/8th ounce 

 

o Upon cannabis being weighed and packaged registered processor agents are required to document 

the cannabis weight associated to the product with a unique attribute number and batch number.  

This documentation must be done with two registered processor agents, one employee to make the 

record in the inventory control system and a second to witness the record.   

o Ensure inventory control system is updated to show the packaged cannabis weights and 

specifications.   
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2) Labeling — All packages of cannabis will require a label to be conspicuously placed on the package.   

o Labels must be made of weather resistant and tamper-evident material 

o As a redundancy, processor agents will be required to recheck each package for a label prior to 

shipping and package containing cannabis from the Licensed Premise.   

 

3) Secure, Segregated Storage — Upon cannabis being packaged, TSG registered processor agents will be 

required to hold the cannabis in secure, segregated storage until released for distribution 

o The secure, segregated storage will be within the Licensed Premise vault.   

Examples of Child-Resistant Packaging: 
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Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Purpose:  To explain the purpose and processes involved with inventory reconciliation.   

 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved with inventory reconciliation. 

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Products Inventory  

 

The Principles of Inventory Reconciliation 

It is recommended to perform physical inventory on weekly or monthly basis.  At minimum, a monthly inventory 

reconciliation is to be performed at each facility.  This is where every product within the facility will be physically 

counted, documented and then reconciled (compared) against the inventory recorded in the POS system or computer 

inventory system.   

The physical inventory on-hand that is counted should be identical to the inventory that is recorded within the POS 

system.  If there are deviations in these numbers, then action must be taken to determine the shortage(s).   

1) Count ALL on-hand inventory at the facility 

o Cannabis raw materials 

▪ Cannabis flower/buds 

▪ Cannabis leaf/trim 

▪ Cannabis extracts 

1. Cannabis oil  

▪ Manufactured products 

1. Cannabis infused products 

2. Cannabis edibles 

3. Cannabis topicals 

4. Cannabis tinctures 

5. Etc.  

2) Document all counted on-hand inventories on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly, 

or monthly) log sheet. 

3) Reconcile counted on-hand inventories against on-hand inventories in the POS system 

o Document discrepancies on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly, or 

monthly) log sheet between the counted on-hand inventory and POS inventory. 

o Investigate all discrepancies  

4) Inventory Discrepancies — discrepancies between the inventory stock and the inventory within the inventory 

control system  

o Investigate all discrepancies within one (1) business day 

▪ Perform inventory audit and reconciliation  

▪ Review transactions within the inventory control system 

▪ Review security surveillance footage 

o Report theft or diversion to the Commission AND Colorado State Police within one business day 

▪ Contact the Commission and Colorado State Police in multiple fashions as a redundancy 

1. Contact directly through phone conversation 

2. Contact electronically through email, fax or other electronic means  

o Within 30 days 
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▪ the inventory discrepancy investigation must be conducted and completed 

▪ the standard operating procedures amended (if needed) 

▪ send an investigation report and audit to the Commission 

 

Example of Cultivation POS Inventory log sheet: 

 

Example of Cannabis Products Inventory log sheet: 

 
 

Example of Product Loss log sheet: 

 

Manufactured Products POS Inventory Reconciliation

Notes:Date: Product Name:
Product Batch #/Unique 

ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:

Notes:

Cannabis Product Inventory Log Sheet

Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:

$

Product Loss Log Sheet

Reporting 

Employee:
Manager/Supervisor: Product Loss Due To:

Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #
Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss 

Valuation:

Internal 

Investigation:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Note/Comments:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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Cleaning of Equipment/Display 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cleaning of Equipment 

Purpose:  To explain the purpose and processes involved with cleaning the Licensed Premise.   

 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved with required daily cleaning. 

  

 

Principles of Cleaning 

TSG prides itself on the cleanliness and presentation of the entire Licensed Premise as a whole.  Registered processor 

agents will be required to maintain the cleanliness and appearance of the entire Licensed Premise with a specific 

attention to detail regarding the operational areas.  The maintenance of the cleanliness of any and all building or 

equipment used to store or display cannabis will be required as an essential job function of registered processor agents.  

Processor agents will be required to clean certain areas, equipment and other property on a routine basis.   

Required Cleaning 
TSG will require registered processor agents to routinely clean the operational area of the Licensed Premise 

periodically throughout each day of operations.  The cleanliness of the Licensed Premise should mirror the cleanliness 

one would find in a commercial manufacturing setting.  This will include the cleanliness of the areas of the building 

where cannabis products are processed, equipment used to store, display or process or manufacture cannabis products 

and the registered processor agent processing/manufacturing the cannabis.  (refer to employee dress code SOP and 

personal hygiene policy) 

Registered processor agents will be required to maintain the cleanliness of the following: 

• Extraction room/area 

o Sweep floors 

o Clean all equipment 

• Kitchen area 

o Sweep and mop floors 

o Wipe down and sanitize all surface areas 

o Clean all kitchen equipment, tools and utensils 

• Remove all trash every day 

• Operational area counters 

• Clean/maintain bathrooms 

 

TSG will require that cannabis products are always handled by processor agents with stainless steel forceps, which 

shall be decontaminated in 70 percent isopropyl alcohol soak overnight, or while donning non-latex, non-powdered 

gloves.   

Routine hand washing is required for processor agents and agents shall be required to wear company issued work 

attire while working in the Licensed Premise.  (refer to employee dress code SOP) 

Cannabis products shall be handled for processing and repackaging only in the operations area, and the area shall be 

cleaned between handling different batches.  Registered processor agents will document, record and maintain cleaning 

logs.  No individual other than a registered processor agents are permitted to handle cannabis or cannabis-infused 

products at any time. 
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Product Recall 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Recall 

Purpose: To ensure that all required steps and procedures are take when there is a need to recall a cannabis product. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering voluntary and involuntary product recalls.   

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required Within the Cultivation Facility  

1) Product Recall Log 

Principles of Product Recall 

Manufacturers, importers, distributors and retailers of consumer goods are liable for the products they provide to 

consumers and face the potential of product recalls for potentially dangerous or hazardous products.  The same is true 

for the cannabis businesses as manufacturers and retailers of consumer cannabis products, for the facility may need to 

conduct a product recall in the future.  For most consumer products the recall process is handled and regulated by the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), and for all intents and purposes the cannabis business recall plan will 

follow the guidelines of the CPSC.   

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has compiled resources to assist companies that manufacture, 

import, distribute, retail, or otherwise sell consumer products.  CPSC has developed a Recall Handbook that can be 

utilized in case a product recall needs to be ordered.  The Recall Handbook details how to recognize potentially 

hazardous consumer products as soon as possible.  The book explains how to develop and implement a “corrective 

action plan” (called a CAP) to address the hazards; it explains CPSC’s Fast Track Program.  The Recall Handbook 

also discusses how to communicate recall information to consumers and how to monitor product recalls.  The 

Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Recall Handbook will be a valuable tool utilized by the company if the need 

for a product recall ever arises.   

The Recall Handbook should be referenced to determine exact protocol for recall and the requirements from the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission. The Recall Handbook can be obtained online from 

http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/106141/8002.pdf. 

When to Recall Cannabis Products 

As a manufacturer, distributor, and/or retailer of consumer products, the cultivation facility has a legal obligation to 

immediately report the following types of information to the Consumer Product Safety Commission: 

 

1) A defective product that could create a substantial risk of injury to consumers; 

2) A product that creates an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death; 

3) A product that fails to comply with an applicable consumer product safety rule or with any other rule, 

regulation, standard, or ban under the CPSA or any other statute enforced by the CPSC; 

4) An incident in which a child (regardless of age) chokes on a marble, small ball, latex balloon, or other small 

part contained in a toy or game and that, as a result of the incident, the child dies, suffers serious injury, 

ceases breathing for any length of time, or is treated by a medical professional; and 

5) Certain types of lawsuits. (This applies to manufacturers and importers only and is subject to the time periods 

detailed in Sec. 37 of the CPSA.) 

 

Failure to fully and immediately report this information may lead to substantial civil or criminal penalties.  Consumer 

Product Safety Commission’s staff advice is “when in doubt, report.”  The cultivation facility or dispensing 

organization will ensure communication with the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of becoming 

aware of the need for a product recall.  The facility will then proceed to the recalling protocol and how to recall the 

product. 

 

http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/106141/8002.pdf
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How to Recall Cannabis Products 

The facility will develop a recall plan following guidance from the Recall Handbook provided by the CPSC.  Once 

the need for a product recall has been determined, the facility will proceed with the product recall Corrective Action 

Plan (CAP).  If the need for a product recall arises, cultivation centers and dispensing organizations will have inventory 

management systems in place to determine and pinpoint which products to recall, how many of those products are in 

the supply chain, and will be able to determine exactly where those products are within the supply chain.  The inventory 

management systems and procedures required by state regulations will ensure a stream-lined recall process if ever 

necessary.   

Corrective Action Plan (CAP) 

A corrective action plan is a schedule of improvements to an organization’s processes taken to eliminate causes of 

non-conformities or other undesirable situations.  The goal of a corrective action plan should be to retrieve as many 

hazardous products from the distribution chain and from consumers as possible in the most efficient, cost-effective 

manner.  The CAP will outline the procedures and steps needed to be taken by the facility once a product recall is 

required. 

Step One:  Industry Notification 

If a cannabis or cannabis-infused product is believed to need a recall, TSG will contact all wholesale partners and 

dispensing organizations to notify them of the situation and the need for product recall.  The facility will also contact 

the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of obtaining reportable information. As the wholesaler of the 

product needing to be recalled, contact the end users of the recalled product; contacting cannabis patients/consumers 

will prove to be difficult, if not impossible.  At this stage of the recall, dispensing organizations will need to ensure 

that they have a proper recall process in place to contact the end users of the product being recalled.   

Step Two:  Public Notification 

The cultivation facility or dispensing establishment will post notifications about the product recall on its website as 

well as make partnering cultivation centers and dispensing organizations aware of the product recall.  The actual 

recalling processes will be handled by both the cultivation center and the dispensing organizations.   

As the dispensing organization issuing a recall notice, it will be important to reach the end users or the recalled product.  

The facility will post notification about the recall on Facility websites and social media as well as post written notices 

of the recall on location for patients and customers to view.  The recall notice will include all pertinent information 

regarding the product being recalled, contact information and other information relating to the recall.  Information will 

include but not be limited to: 

1) Product name and unique attribute number 

2) Product batch number 

3) Dispensing date range of recalled product 

4) Dispensing organization locations 

 

Once the recall notification has been issued to all applicable dispensing organizations and cannabis patients, the facility 

will wait to receive recalled products from dispensing organizations and/or licensed cannabis patients and caregivers.  

Once recalled products have been received, the facility will properly dispose of all recalled products.  The disposal of 

these products should conform to the state regulations for waste disposal. 

Step Three: Procurement  

TSG’s Licensed Premise issuing a product recall to other cannabis businesses or to cannabis patients and caregivers 

will need to be ready to obtain and secure recalled products from patients.  Patients should be able to bring in the 

products being recalled to the dispensing organizations location.  It will be at the dispensing organizations discretion 

whether to issue a refund, replace the recalled product at no cost, or to take other measures. 

• Upon receiving recalled cannabis, registered processor agents will document the return of the recalled 

cannabis 

• After documentation, processor agent will securely store the recalled cannabis in segregated storage until 

disposal 

o Store recalled cannabis in the quarantined segregated storage area of the Licensed Premise 
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o Recalled cannabis must be securely stored until authorized by the Commission to properly dispose 

of said cannabis. 

Step Four: Documentation and Record Retention 

The facility will maintain all documentation all records regarding any and all product recalls issued. Fill out the 

required Product Recall Log Sheet.   

Step Five: Disposal 

The facility will ensure that any and all recalled cannabis products are disposed of according to all state and local 

regulations. The facility will follow cannabis waste disposal and destruction procedures outlined within these SOP’s 

for proper disposal of recalled cannabis.   

• Recalled material must not be destroyed or disposed of until authorized by the Commission.   

o Recalled cannabis will need to be stored and segregated until the disposal of recalled material is 

authorized by the Commission. 

▪ Stored recalled material in the quarantined secure storage area of the Licensed Premise.   

• Once receipt of notification from the Commission that the disposal of recalled cannabis is authorized, 

registered processor agents will dispose of the cannabis according to the Cannabis Waste Disposal SOP.   

o Registered processor agents must dispose of cannabis within 24-hours of Commission authorization.   

Example of Product Recall Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

Supervisor

List Potential Dispensaries, Patient/Caregivers/Customers to Notify:

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

Date: Quantity Collected: Collected From (Patient/Caregiver): Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

MMCC FDA CSPA Other
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Cannabis Waste Disposal 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cannabis Waste Disposal 

Purpose:  To explain required and proper disposal processes for cannabis waste. 

 

Scope:  Covers cannabis waste grinding, mixing and disposal measures within the retail dispensing facility. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Wood chipper/plant grinder 

2) Mixing material (material to mix cannabis waste with at 50/50 ratio) 

3) Trash bags 

4) Dumpster/trash compactor 

 

Principles of Cannabis Waste Disposal 

All cannabis waste, byproducts, undesired materials, green waste and returned/recalled cannabis by rendering the 

waste unrecognizable and unusable.   

Industry Best Practices Requirements 

TSG will require processor agents to weigh, document, record and destroy all green waste according to the standard 

operating procedures.   

Secure, Segregated Storage — All cannabis waste will be stored in secure, segregated storage on the Licensed 

Premise until receipt of authorization from the Commission of destroy and dispose of the cannabis waste.   

• The secure, segregated storage will promote good growing and handling practices.   

Cannabis Waste Disposal — All cannabis waste, byproducts and undesired products will be destroyed and disposed 

of according to all applicable state and local regulations.  Facility management will ensure proper training and 

implementation of destruction and disposal procedures and protocols.  Documentation will be recorded and maintained 

at the facility location for a period determined by state regulations.  Record all required information on the Cannabis 

Waste Log Sheet.   

Disposal — Disposal of any cannabis product waste must be rendered unrecognizable, unusable and unrecoverable 

through grinding and incorporating the cannabis waste with non-consumable, solid wastes listed below, such that the 

resulting mixture is at least fifty (50%) percent non-cannabis waste: 

1) Paper waste; 

2) Plastic waste; 

3) Cardboard waste; 

4) Food waste; 

5) Grease or other compostable oil waste; 

6) Bokashi, or other compost activators; 

7)  Other wastes approved by the State Licensing Authority that will render the cannabis waste unusable 

and unrecognizable as cannabis; and 

8) Soil. 
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Grinding Cannabis Waste (Stalks, Stems, Leaves and Other Material) 

 

                                 
 

     
  

** COMPANY shall not dispose of cannabis product waste in an unsecured waste receptacle not in possession 

and control of the licensed premise.  It is recommended to have a lock on the physical dumpster as well as the 

area where the dumpster is maintained.   

 
 

 

Example of physical cannabis waste documentation log sheet (see below): 

Mix Ground 

Cannabis 

Waste with 

Additive  

(50/50 MIX 

RATIO) 

Cannabis Waste Wood Chipper Chip/Grind Cannabis Waste 

50/50 Mix Ratio Bagged Waste Ready for Disposal Waste Receptacle 

Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Holding Area 

Cannabis Stalks (waste) 
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Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Purpose:  To explain required and proper cleaning and sanitation practices. 

 

Scope:  Covers cleaning and sanitation measures within the facility. 

 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

 

 

What is the Purpose of Cleaning and Sanitation? 

Proper cleaning and sanitation practices are essential within the cultivation facility.  A clean and sanitary facility will 

reduce the risk of molds, mildews, contaminates, pests, insects and diseases.  The cannabis products can only be as 

clean as the room in which they are cultivated.  The goal is to produce the safest cannabis products within a clean and 

sanitary facility.  

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

2) Broom and Dust Pan 

3) Mop and Mop Bucket 

4) Bleach 

5) Cleaning Towels 

6) Paper Towels 

 

Principles of Cleaning and Sanitation 

To prevent the accumulation of cannabis oils, resins, plant material, and any remaining pests, strict cleaning 

procedures must be followed.  Major cleaning and sanitation should be done within the facility when specified by the 

Cleaning and Sanitation Schedule.  All production, extraction and processing rooms should be thoroughly cleaned 

after the zone/room is finished with daily operations.   

General Daily Cleaning at the Facility: 

• General Area(s) 

o All hallways and accesses will be swept and mopped daily 

o All trash and debris should be collected and removed from the facility general areas on a daily basis 

o The bathrooms should be kept clean and maintained by each employee on a daily basis 

o Parking lot area should be maintained on a regular basis; free of trash and debris 

 

• Entry (man trap) 

o The “man trap” area should be thoroughly cleaned and sanitized on a daily basis 

▪ Sweep floor 

Cannabis Waste Documentation Log Sheet

Mixed With: Mix Qnty:
Total Qnty to 

Dispose:

Date of 

Disposal:

Date of 

Destruction:

Employee 

1:

Employee 

2:
Plant/Product ID #/Attribute #: Waste Qnty:
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▪ Sanitize floor, walls, door handles 

o Sanitizing footbath solution will be changed every other day  

Specific Cleaning at the Facility: 

• Extraction/Processing Room(s): 

o Beginning at the top of the room, dust, and wipe down all surfaces with a 5% bleach solution 

▪ Be sure to wipe all surfaces thoroughly 

o Sweep and vacuum (wet/dry shop vac) all floors 

o Mop all floors with a 5% bleach solution and allow to dry 

o Check to assure all surfaces have been sterilized 

o Once a zone/room has been properly cleaned and sanitized, employees are required to properly 

document the activities on the Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation Log.  

 

Example of Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation log sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation
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Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Purpose:  To explain facility equipment maintenance, cleaning and sanitation 

  

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on requirements and procedures pertaining to facility 

equipment maintenance and the proper cleaning and sanitation of facility equipment.   

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Principles of Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Equipment utilized within the MIP operations at the licensed premise will need to be routinely maintenance, cleaned 

and sanitized.  There are multiple reason for this routine maintenance, cleaning and sanitation including operator 

safety.  Regular maintenance should be done in order to keep the equipment operating and functioning properly, this 

reduce the risk of an operator getting injured while operating the equipment.  The maintenance procedure for each 

piece of equipment will vary and manufacture recommendations should be followed.   

Equipment will need to be cleaned and sanitized after equipment comes into contact with cannabis; the equipment 

will need to be properly cleaned and sanitized per the manufacturer instructions and recommendations.  Licensed 

premise employees performing the maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation will be required to document the 

maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation within the Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet.   

Example of COMPANY’s Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

Date: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation
Notes/Comments

Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation
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Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration 

Purpose:  To explain how to use certified scales for weights and measurements 

  

Scope:  To train employees on proper use of NTEP certified scales to be used for weights and measures as well as 

scale calibration/certification 

 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

 

 

Scale Calibration Requirements 

Industry best practices requires the use of any scale or balance to be routinely calibrated by a calibration laboratory 

accredited to International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard ISO/IEC 17025 by an accreditation body 

that is that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition 

Agreement.  

ISO/IEC 17025 — ISO/IEC 17025:2005 specifies the general requirements for the competence to carry out tests 

and/or calibrations, including sampling. It covers testing and calibration performed using standard methods, non-

standard methods, and laboratory-developed methods.  It is applicable to all organizations performing tests and/or 

calibrations. These include, for example, first-, second- and third-party laboratories, and laboratories where testing 

and/or calibration forms part of inspection and product certification.   

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is applicable to all laboratories regardless of the number of personnel or the extent of the scope 

of testing and/or calibration activities. When a laboratory does not undertake one or more of the activities covered by 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005, such as sampling and the design/development of new methods, the requirements of those 

clauses do not apply.  ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is for use by laboratories in developing their management system for 

quality, administrative and technical operations. Laboratory customers, regulatory authorities and accreditation bodies 

may also use it in confirming or recognizing the competence of laboratories. ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is not intended to 

be used as the basis for certification of laboratories.  Compliance with regulatory and safety requirements on the 

operation of laboratories is not covered by ISO/IEC 17025:2005. 

* http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39883  

Types of Scales to be used 

TSG will utilize NTEP-certified scales for the weighing of all cannabis, cannabis products, cannabis waste and all 

green waste.  NTEP Certification — The National Conference on Weights and Measures issues an NTEP Certificate 

of Conformance following successful completion of an evaluation of a device. It indicates that the device(s) described 

in the Certificate is/are capable of meeting applicable requirements of the NIST Handbook 44.  

* http://www.ncwm.net/ntep/faqs#WhatIsNTEPcertificate  

Scale Use 

All  cannabis harvested at TSG’s licensed premise will be weighed and packaged using NTEP-certified scales certified 

for legal trade and that have been calibrated and certified ISO/IEC 17025 accredited by a calibration service supplier. 

Scale Calibration and Frequency 

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39883
http://www.ncwm.net/ntep/faqs#WhatIsNTEPcertificate
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TSG will ensure that all scales and balances are calibrated by a calibration service suppliers that is ISO/IEC 17025 

accredited.  The frequency of having TSG scales calibrated will be on a six (6) month basis.  This routine calibration 

will be documented on the Scale Calibration Log sheet and maintain on the licensed premise.   

 

 

 

Example of the Scale Calibration Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scale Calibration

Notes/Comment:Date: Employee: Scale Serial #/ID #: Calibration Service Supplier:
Scale 

Calibrated

YES NO

YES NOYES

YES NOYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES
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Facility Exit Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Exit Protocol 

Purpose:  To explain how employees should exit the MIP facility. 

  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly exiting the MIP facility. 

 

Initial Training:  1-2 hours 

 

 

When an employee has finished their work shift, they will exit the “clean” area of the facility in the same way they 

enter, however the process for exiting will be done in reverse. 

How to Exit the Cultivation Facility: 

1. Exit the clean area through the Air-Lock Chamber 

2. Enter the locker room 

3. Change out of provided work wear attire/uniform 

a. Scrubs  

b. Hair nets 

c. Hats 

d. Garden shoes  

4. Place used work wear in the proper laundry bin 

5. Change back into street clothes 

6. Exit the locker room 

7. Exit the facility through the man trap.   

a. Arm the security alarm system to AWAY (if applicable) 
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Emergency Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Emergency Protocol 

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed by employees should an emergency occur within the 

facility. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering emergency situations occurring within the facility. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Emergency Situation Documentation Sheet 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Panic Alarm/Button 

2) Fire Extinguisher 

3) Chemical Spill Kit 

4) Emergency eye wash station(s) 

5) First Aid Kit 

6) Emergency defibrillator 

 

The Principles of Emergency Protocols 

A facility emergency management plan is designed to educate and train facility employees on the actions and 

procedures to follow in the event of an emergency.  In the case of an emergency, facility employees will need to 

respond quickly and think strategically in order to successfully manage the emergency situation.  Having a good 

understanding of the facility emergency management plan will enable employees to better adapt to and handle 

emergencies.   

The most important thing to remember during an emergency situation is to try to stay calm, if the emergency situation 

is out of your control and you need assistance, contact emergency services immediately if possible.   
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Burglary:  Burglary is legally defined as the criminal offense of breaking and entering a building illegally for the 

purpose of committing a crime.  Burglaries generally will occur at the Licensed Premise after operating hours and 

while there are no registered processor agents present.  Typically, burglaries occur during the night and are not 

discovered until the next day during normal operating hours.    

 

▪ If upon entering the Licensed Premise and a registered processor agents notice something is afoul and upon 

investigation a burglary was determined to have occurred in the previous night, then processor agents will be 

required to document the incident and notify all required authorities.   

o Registered processor agents will be required to report the incident of burglary to: 

▪ The Commission 

▪ Local cannabis authority (if applicable) 

▪ Local police 

 

Robbery or Theft:  Robbery is legally defined as the taking of money or goods in the possession of another, from his 

or her person or immediate presences, y force or intimidation.  The number one rule registered processor agents will 

need to follow when/if dealing with a robbery is to comply with all robber demands 

 

• If you are being robbed at gunpoint or if you feel as if your life is in danger, comply with all requests from 

perpetrator/suspect.  Give them whatever they ask for. 

• Try to signal for help using the personal security panic buttons provided, by activating one of multiple, 

strategically placed panic alarm buttons, or through the panic button/police services button located on the 

alarm panel. 

• Contact law enforcement as soon as possible 

• Notify any required State or local authorities immediately (within 24 hours) 

▪ Local police services 

▪ The Commission 

• Comply with all applicable laws and regulations 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet  

   
 

 

Fire Emergency: 

• If a small isolated fire is present, try to exhaust the fire with one of the fire extinguishers on site 

Alarm Panel 

Panic Alarms/Buttons 
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• In case of a fire emergency, first leave the facility; once clear of the facility dial 911 and/or local fire 

authority for Fire Emergency Services or push the symbol on the alarm panel for fire emergency upon 

exiting the facility 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 

Fire Emergency Cont. 

 

 
 

Chemical Emergency: 

• Dangerous Substance/Chemical Exposure: 

▪ If an employee accidentally has their eyes exposed to toxic, poisonous or dangerous 

substances or chemicals; said employee will need to locate the installed emergency eye 

wash station(s) to properly flush and clean their eyes.  Notify emergency medical services 

for further assistance  

 

• Chemical Spill: 

▪ Try to use a chemical spill kit for smaller incidents of chemical spill 

▪ If a chemical spill is large or you do not know how to handle the situation; get the facility 

manager to handle the situation and/or contact proper emergency services 

• Posted near or included with the chemical spill kit should be an emergency contact 

information sheet displaying which emergency services should be contacted.   

o For the COMPANY and the State of Colorado this will include but not 

be limited to: 

▪ The Commission/Department 

▪ Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

• For emergencies and other sudden threats to public 

health, such as: 

o oil and/or chemical spills, 

o radiation emergencies, and 

o biological discharges, 

▪ Call the National Response Center 

at 1-800-424-8802. 

o For pesticide poisoning, call 911 if the 

person is unconscious, has trouble breathing, 

or has convulsions. Otherwise, call Poison 

Control at 1-800-222-1222. 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 
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 Emergency: 

• If it is a minor medical situation such as a small cut, scrape or minor burn; retrieve the first aid kit on site an 

treat wound with items found in the first aid kit 

• If the situation appears to be a sever medical situation such as someone suffering from a heart attack, retrieve 

the emergency defibrillator and follow the instructions provided; notify 911 or local medical emergency 

services for further assistance   

• If the medical situation is an emergency; contact medical emergency services immediately.  This can be done 

through activating the medical response button found on the alarm panel, or by calling 911 for medical 

emergency services 

• If a serious injury occurs while an employee is working, such as a slip and fall resulting in possible broken 

bones or a cut requiring stitches, facility management will need to complete a worker compensation insurance 

claim form prior to the employee seeking medical assistance.  This procedure does not take long, but the 

form will need to be completed in order for the injured employee to have a workers’ compensation medical 

claim.   

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 

 

Other Emergencies: 

• Contact 911 if it is a current emergency.  Contact your local police and/or State regulatory authorities for 

break-ins or burglaries that may have occurred when the facility operations were closed 

• Contact any required State or local authority in cases of theft, break-ins or burglaries 

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet 
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Example of Emergency Situation Documentation Log Sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Loss of Personnel 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Loss of Personnel 

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed prior to or after the loss of personnel. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering loss of personnel situations occurring within the facility. 

 
 

The following will cover procedures to follow when terminating a key employee as well as when a key employee 

decides to leave the organization on their own accord.   

Job Termination — If the need arises to terminate the position of a key personnel there will be some basic steps and 

procedures to follow within operations.   

1. Notify key personnel of job termination 

2. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property 

3. Disable/change all terminated key personnel facility security access codes or passwords 

4. Notify required authorities of the job termination of the key personnel 

5. Notify all remaining staff of the job termination of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of 

termination (i.e. employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said 

employee returns, etc.)  

6. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job termination of key personnel. 

a. Remove terminated key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.   

 

Job Separation — At times key personnel may decide to part ways on their own accord.  In such circumstances there 

will be some basic steps and procedures to follow in for job separations.  

1. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property 

2. Disable/change all key personnel facility security access codes or passwords 

Description of the Incident:

Emergency Situation Documentation

Authorities Notified: Which Authorities:

Date: Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency: Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO
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3. Notify required authorities of the job separation of the key personnel 

4. Notify all remaining staff of the job separation of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of 

separation (i.e. mutual separation and key personnel is always welcome back at SFN facilities under visitor 

status, employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said employee 

returns, etc.)  

5. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job separation of key personnel. 

a. Remove key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.   

 

Replacement of Key Personnel Position — Find and interview a suitable replacement for the position that was 

previously filled by key personnel.  Key personnel positions will need to be filled as soon as possible by ownership 

and/or management without sacrificing quality of applicant pool.  Some basic steps should be followed to find and 

place a suitable replacement for the vacant position. 

1. Review resumes and applications from qualified applicants 

2. Call sail qualified applicants to conduct an informal, initial phone interview 

a. If you get a good response from applicant, schedule an in-person interview 

3. Conduct in-person interviews with qualified applicants  

4. Review interviewed applicants 

a. Select applicant who is most qualified for the vacant position 

5. Contact said applicant and offer the vacant position 

6. If applicant accepts the job offer, proceed with normal hiring procedure and required paperwork 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Cultivation Operations
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------------------------------CONFIDENTIALITY DISCLOSURE--------------------------------

“Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties” means and includes any tangible or intangible 

information or material that is confidential or proprietary to Consultant that Client may obtain knowledge of 

through, or as a result of, its relationship with Consultant. Such information shall be deemed Consultant’s 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties whether or not owned or developed by Consultant. 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties shall also include, but is not limited to, any inventions, 

processes, designs, formulae, trade secrets, Standard Operating Procedures, know-how, confidential 

information, trademarks, copyrights, service marks, domain names, computer software, data and documentation, 

and all similar intellectual property.

Ownership.  All Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties owned, developed or acquired by 

Consultant or Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties developed or acquired (hereafter, "Existing 

Consultant IP") shall be owned by the Consultant.

Client understands that all such Existing Consultant IP, including all Standard Operating Procedures shall 

remain the sole property of Consultant, and Client agrees that neither it, nor any of its officers, directors, 

employees, consultants, affiliates or anyone acting in concert with Client will: (i) acquire any ownership interest 

in any Existing Consultant IP; and (ii) will not, convey, sell, publicize, use, trade, distribute any Existing 

Consultant IP to any other person or business, or take or modify Existing Consultant IP in order to convey, sell 

or distribute to any other individual or business not a party to this Agreement, that results in competition with 

the consulting services offered by Consultant, or interferes with any existing or prospective business advantage 

Consultant may have.  No other license to any Existing Consultant IP is granted or implied by this Agreement. 

------------------STATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE DISCLOSURE-------------------

Medical cannabis facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such adherence to all applicable state 

and local laws pertaining to the cultivation, production, manufacturing, possessing and dispensing of 

cannabis and/or cannabis-infused products within the facility is of utmost importance.  State and local laws 

and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and have good understanding of the state 

and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good understanding of the state and local 

laws is the first step in being educated on how to operate within regulations, the records and documents 

needed to be maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a 

regulated market.   

Applicant 
redaction
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Standard Operating Procedures 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Standard Operating Procedures

Purpose:  To explain the standard operating procedures needed to be adhered to within the Licensed Premise 

Scope:  To cover the education and training required pertaining to the standard operating procedures utilized within 

the Licensed Premise. 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

Definitions 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)—a set of step-by-step instructions to achieve a predictable, standardized, 

desired result often within the context of a longer overall process.  A repeated application of unchanged processes and 

procedures and its documentation. 

Material Change—a material change is defined as a major deviation from the standard procedure, or changing the 

procedure or methodology drastically enough to notice a change.  The material change is important enough to notice 

or to have an effect on the standard operating procedure. 

Principles of Standard Operating Procedures 

The cultivation of medical cannabis can be difficult for the rudimentary gardener. American Cannabis Company’s 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) insure consistent production of high quality medical cannabis.  TSG will 

utilize said SOP’s for all medical cannabis cultivation methodologies and operations.  Understanding and abiding by 

the following SOP’s is mandatory for all employees working within TSG’s Licensed Premise. 

The standard operating procedures must be practiced and utilized to cultivate each plant and produce each batch of 

medical cannabis.  The cultivation process is broken down into each week of the plant’s lifecycle.  Apply the following 

SOP instructions to the lifecycle of each plant in the facility.  Do not deviate from exact instruction within these 

standard operating procedures. 

• Failure to practice and utilize TSG’s written standard operating procedures is grounds for disciplinary action

and possible job termination.

Written standard operating procedures will be utilized for all cultivation activities and operations, for the cultivation 

of all medical cannabis plants to ensure consistency of the batch with the variety and for accuracy of the day-to-day 

production.  The written standard operating procedures will ensure consistency of batch and accuracy of day-to-day 

production if utilized properly and not deviated from. 

• Employees will be required to record and maintain documentation log sheets and forms to record the

cultivation process

o Required documentation and record keeping is highlighted throughout the SOP’s and indicates

which documentation log sheets and records are to be taken and maintained.

▪ Employees will need to pay careful attention to each standard operating procedure to ensure

proper documentation and record keeping

• The documentation should demonstrate consistency of batch with the medical

cannabis variety being cultivated

• The documentation should also demonstrate the accuracy of the day-to-day

production within the Licensed Premise.

• Any major deviation from the standard operating procedure defined as a material change that could impact

the quality of batch must be documented, recorded and maintained on the Licensed Premise

o Registered employees are required to document any major deviation in production of a batch from

the standard operating procedure

Applicant redaction
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Deviation/Material Change to Standard Operating Procedures 

Upon recognizing the need for or making a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered employees 

will be required to document the material change within the Material Change to SOP’s log sheet and update the 

current SOP to reflect the material change. 

Deviations in Production—Independent Laboratory Testing 

Per the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania regulations, TSG will not release any batch of medical cannabis if there was 

any deviation in production from the batch from the standard operating procedure.  All medical cannabis will need to 

be securely held and stored until: 

• The a sample from the batch of medical cannabis with any deviation in production is sent to an independent

testing laboratory for testing

o The medical cannabis will not be released for distribution until after an independent testing

laboratory and TSG determines, as a result of testing, that the batch meets the specifications for the

variety and

o The determination is recorded.

• Follow Samples for Laboratory Testing and the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and

Shipping Medical Cannabis standard operating procedures for procedures and requirements pertaining to

laboratory testing and transport.

o Ensure to follow Sampled for Laboratory Testing

▪ Fill out and record all required documentation log sheets

• Fill out Material Change Samples for Laboratory Testing log sheet (can be seen

below)

After documentation of a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered grower agents will be 

required to maintain the record of material change within a limit-access and secured area of the Licensed Premise.  

Manager/Supervisor Awareness 

and Approval:

Manager/Supervisor Signature:

Reason for the deviation (identify and describe in detail the deviation from the SOP) :

Material Change made to the SOP (please describe in detail) :

Sample of producton batch with deviation determined to 

meet specifications for the variety by CannaMD and the 

independent testing laboratory?

Medical Cannabis Batch Released for Distribution? Additional Notes/Comments:

SOP requiring material change:

Sample of producton batch with deviation sent to 

independent testing laboratory?

SOP Updated? Date Updated: Update By:

Deviation/Material Change to SOP's

Date: Grower Agent:
Deviation in Production:

YES

NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NOYES

YES NO

Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :
Receiving Laboratory:

Material Change Samples for Laboratory Testing

Applicant redaction
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State Regulatory Compliance  

Standard Operating Procedure:  State Regulatory Compliance Training

Purpose:  To explain the regulatory compliance needed to be adhered to in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

Scope:  To cover the regulations enacted within Pennsylvania pertaining to legally operating a cannabis business. 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

Required Documents 

1) State Regulations

2) Local/City Regulations (if applicable)

The Principles of State Regulatory Compliance Training 

It is recommended as a State licensed cannabis operator to require all employees to read and become familiar with the 

State and Local/City regulation that have been enacted pertaining to operating a legal, licensed cannabis business. 

You cannot operate a legal cannabis business in compliance if the employees are not familiar with the laws and 

regulation they must adhere to. 

You should keep a physical, up-to-date copy of any and all laws and regulation in which you must operate under at 

every licensed facility.  Every employee should also receive a hard copy of the laws and regulation which they can 

read and become familiar with. 

Key State Regulations Employees Should be Familiar With: 

• Who can have access to the facility

o Visitor process

• Packaging and labeling compliances and requirements

• Wholesale procedures

• Hours of allowed operation

• Inventory tracking and required record keeping

• Security procedures and protocols

• Laboratory testing requirements

• Transportation of medical cannabis products

• Etc.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Regulations 

• http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW 

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf 
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Record Keeping and Documentation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Record Keeping and Documentation 

Purpose: To ensure that all required cannabis cultivation records and data are properly recorded and documented. 

Including zone/room environments, transplant logs, IPM applications, inventory, etc. 

Scope:  Procedures covering record keeping and documentation for activities within the cultivation Licensed Premise. 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

What is the Purpose of Record Keeping and Documentation? 

The medical cannabis cultivation facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such proper record keeping and 

documentation are essential within the cultivation facility.  Having records of crop inputs such as growing media 

records and pesticide applications will aid during the cultivation process to ensure proper feedings occur and that 

plants are not treated with chemicals more than absolutely necessary. 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Pen or pencil

2) Clipboard

3) Log Sheets

Principles of Record Keeping and Documentation 

Adherence to all applicable state and local laws pertaining to the cultivation of cannabis within the cultivation facility 

is of utmost importance.  State and local laws and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and 

have good understanding of the state and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good 

understanding of the state and local laws is the first step in being educated on the records and documents needed to be 

maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a regulated market. 

Required records and documentation are noted throughout the written Standard Operating Procedures; TSG’s 

registered employees will be required to make such records and documentation as part of their job responsibilities. 

Employees will be required to make two sets of all records and documentation; one set of records and documentation 

will be made within the inventory control system, and a second set of records and documentation will be made using 

physical log sheets and templates.  The physical records and documentation will be maintained on at the Licensed 

Premise within a limited access area.  Failure to create and maintain records and documentation will be grounds for 

disciplinary action and//or job termination. 

Record Keeping and documentation are noted within other SOP’s where documentation is required.  The SOPs will 

also reference which documentation records and log sheets are required to be filled out and maintained. 

Cultivation Licensed Premise Records: 

• Propagation Log

• Transplant Log

• Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives

• Daily Environment Documentation

• Plant Monitoring—inventory

• POS Inventory

• Inventory Reconciliation

• Daily Cannabis Products Transfer/Wholesale Log

• Pest and Disease Identification

• Pesticide/Fungicide Application

• Harvested Cannabis Log

• Cannabis Waste Log
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• Finished Cannabis Log

• Cleaning and Sanitation Log

• Product Recall Log

• Returned Cannabis Log

• Employee List

• Visitor Documentation Log

• Etc.

Secondary Records 

TSG will maintain, independent of the inventory control, a searchable, secure, tamper-evident record of each 

distribution.  TSG will require employees to maintain secondary records on the Licensed Premise.  The physical 

records and documentation log sheets will serve as secondary, back-up records and documentation that will be 

maintained independent of the inventory control system. 

Per Pennsylvania regulations, records required to be maintained separate of the inventory control system: 

• Records of Each Distribution

o Records of distribution must include:

▪ The name and address of the recipient

▪ The quantity delivered

▪ The name, strength, batch number, and lot number of the product

Requirements of Secondary Records: 

• Records must be maintained independent of the inventory control system

o Physical records will be maintained within a file cabinet, separate from the inventory control system

• Records must be searchable

o Records will be organized and filed alphabetically according to recipient name

• Records must be secure

o Records will be maintained within the Licensed Premise, located within a limited-access area inside

a manager office equipped with an independent security alarm system.  The records will be held

within a lockable filing cabinet inside the secure office.

• Records must be tamper-evident

o The file cabinet where secondary records are to be maintained will have a secure, tamper-evident

locking mechanism on it.

Record of Distributed Medical Cannabis Products can be seen below: 
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Records and Documents Storage Retention 

Unless otherwise specified, TSG will retain and maintain all records and duplicate sets of records for a minimum of 

five (5) years. 

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Name of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis product(s))

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Receiving Party: 2)

License # of Receiving Party (if applicable) : 3)

Address of Receiving Party: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Party Information
Medical Cannabis/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute 

#/Product ID #

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Name of Originating Entity:  CannaMD

*This form must be completed prior to the shipping of any medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  This Record for Shipment must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.

Signature of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Record for Shipment Form

Shipment Identification #: Test results included for 

ALL products being 

shipped?

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NO
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General Security/Diversion Prevention Training 

Standard Operating Procedure:  General Security/Diversion Prevention Training

Purpose:  To explain the general security and diversion prevention training needed to be adhered to. 

Scope:  To understand security and diversion prevention training requirements. 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

Diversion and Trafficking Prevention Training 

TSG will utilize an inventory control system and industry best practices and policies to be implemented to reduce the 

risk of diversion and theft of medical cannabis products.  All medical cannabis plants will be tagged, recorded and 

tracked through the inventory control system from seed-to-sale. 

The use of professional security systems that will be installed at all of organization facilities will also help to reduce 

the risk to diversion, loss, theft or unauthorized access. 

If any medical cannabis or medical cannabis product loss or discrepancy is noticed by a employee, then management 

shall be made aware of the loss immediately.  Inventory discrepancies should be easily noticeable with the use of the 

inventory control system.  The diversion or product loss must be documented on the Product Loss log sheet. 

Alarm Surveillance — A primary and secondary alarm system will be installed at all facilities by licensed alarm 

companies.  An advanced security alarm system on all perimeter entry points, perimeter windows, and secured interior 

Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Note/Comments:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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rooms. Motion detection equipment and camera equipment will be used to ensure the entire facility(s) is continuously 

safe from intrusion and product diversion. 

Video Surveillance — An advanced video surveillance and recording system at all facilities. All cameras will record 

in digital format and be maintained to meet the requirements outlined by State and local regulations.  Video cameras 

will be maintained in each room and be used to identify any activity occurring within the room and be capable of 

recording and viewing in low light conditions.  An onsite DVR and an additional offsite DVR will be utilized to store 

all footage for a minimum of 90 calendar days. 

Security Lighting — Security lighting around the entire perimeter of each facility to allow surveillance in low light 

conditions and deter potential intrusion. 

Motion Detector Alarms — The professional security and alarm systems will utilize motion detectors that will detect 

intrusion and will automatically notify the proper authorities. 

Applicant redaction
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Duress Alarms — The security and alarm systems will utilize a duress alarm button on the alarm panels that can be 

pushed by employees in the case of an emergency.  Different duress alarm buttons can be pushed to automatically 

notify the proper authority; police, fire or emergency services. 

Panic-Button Alarm — Employees will be required to wear a panic-button alarm that is discrete and can notify 

authorities in the case of an emergency.  

Hold-Up Alarm — The security and alarm system will have a hold-up alarm that will be a silent alarm signal that is 

generated by manual activation of a device which will signal a robbery in progress and automatically notify the local 

police authorities. 

On-Site Electronic Monitoring — Facility security rooms will have a large screen call-up monitor (at least 19”) and 

a video printer capable of immediately producing a clear still photo from all video cameras. 

Commercial Grade Door Locks — Commercial-grade, non- residential door locks at all points of ingress and egress 

to the facilities exterior and all limited access areas.  Key-card access door locks may also be utilized to further limit 

access at facilities. 
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Safes and Product Storage — Commercial grade safes will be installed and utilized in a limited access area for the 

storage of medical cannabis products and cash. 
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Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Perpetual Inventory Control System

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of the perpetual inventory control system 

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees and licensed premise employees on the perpetual inventory control 

system  

Principles of the Perpetual Inventory Control System 

TSG will utilize a perpetual inventory system from a regulated cannabis industry-specific inventory system provider. 

This cannabis industry-specific inventory control system has been developed specifically for the regulated cannabis 

industry and has been customized to include all cannabis business operational needs.  The systems have been designed 

to be user friendly, the ability to be mobile, and with inventory control capabilities to track every medical cannabis 

plant and product from seed to sale. 

The inventory control system will be designed to have the ability to promptly identify a discrepancy in stocks of 

medical cannabis plants and products.  TSG administrators of the system will be notified of a substantial reduction in 

an inventory stock level and be prompted to investigate the inventory levels to insure no theft, diversion or 

discrepancies occurred.  Administrators and users can run inventory reports from the inventory control system to check 

inventory stock levels that have been recorded in the inventory control system against a physical inventory audit to 

further determine inventory discrepancies. 

Inventory Control /POS System—the tracking of all medical cannabis products from seed to sale will be done 

through inventory management through the use of template log sheets, computer systems, Secure Information Systems 

(SIS) and selected Point-of-Sale systems (POS).   All medical cannabis plants and products are to be tagged, recorded 

and tracked through the inventory control system.  Failure to do so can result in disciplinary action and/or job 

termination. 

*Inventory control system and/or Point-of-Sale (POS) system training will be provided by an expert or

consultant from the inventory control system supplier.  This 3rd party training will be required for all TSG

registered employees prior to working within the Licensed Premise.

Registered employees will be required to utilize the inventory control system to identify, record, monitor and track all 

medical cannabis plants and products from the time the medical cannabis is propagated from seed or cutting to the 

time it is delivered to a licensed dispensary, licensed processor or a qualifying patient or caregiver.   The standard 

operating procedures detail multiple situations when plant tagging, monitoring and recording activities are required 

by employees within the Licensed Premise.  Medical cannabis plant will be given a unique attribute number, assigned 

to a product batch which and recorded in the inventory control system.  The plant will then be given a new and unique 
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plant tag with the plants identification and specifications and be recorded in the inventory control system, the tag will 

remain with the plant throughout the plants lifecycle enabling the plant to be identified and tracked. 

The inventory control system intended to be utilized within TSG’s Licensed Premise will in the event of a serious 

adverse event have the ability to track any medical cannabis plant or product back to the originating source, including 

the ability of tracking medical cannabis from a qualifying patient back to the source of the medical cannabis.  The 

medical cannabis believed to have caused a serious adverse event should have a product label with product information 

and specifications such as the product name, unique attribute number, batch number and originating entity.  With this 

information, the medical cannabis will be able to be traced back to the originating source of the medical cannabis. 
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Electronic Manifest 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Electronic Manifest

Purpose:  To explain the requirements for the electronic manifest 

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees on the creation and use of the electronic manifest 

Principles of the Electronic Manifest 

The electronic manifest will be required for each and every shipment of medical cannabis from TSG’s Licensed 

Premise.  Registered employees will be required to complete the electronic manifest as well as a physical medical 

cannabis transport manifest form. 

TSG will utilize various computer programs to create and utilize an electronic manifest.  Such programs will include 

but not be limited to Microsoft Office, secure email server, inventory control system and point of sale system. 

Prior to transporting or shipping and package containing medical cannabis, TSG will require employees to complete 

the electronic manifest process.  Employees will need to complete the manifest form and scan/email a copy of the 

manifest to the recipient.  Employees and/or transportation agents will also maintain two (2) physical copies of the 

manifest form to keep and have present during any transporting of medical cannabis.  Upon delivery of the medical 

cannabis, the shipping employee and/or transportation agent will provide a physical copy of the manifest for the 

recipient to maintain. 

State of Pennsylvania Regulatory Requirements 

All Licensee are required to use an electronic manifest for chain of custody procedures and to ensure safe transport of 

medical cannabis and that no theft or diversion is occurring during transport. 

TSG will utilize an electronic manifest system to record the chain of custody for the shipment of products containing 

medical cannabis.  The electronic manifest system will include a chain of custody that records: 

• The name and address of the shipping licensee;

• The shipping licensee’s shipment identification number;

• The weight and description of each individual package that is part of the shipment, and the total number of

individual packages;

• The name of the registered employee or registered dispensary agent that prepared the shipment;

• The name and address of the receiving licensee or other receiving party if applicable; and

• Any handling or storage instructions.

An electronic manifest will be created by the TSG registered employees for each shipment of products containing 

cannabis.  

Chain of Custody—shipments with packages containing medical cannabis will need to be tracked and recorded 

throughout the shipping process.  The chain of custody for all shipments containing medical cannabis must be 

accurately documented within the electronic manifest. 

The electronic manifest will contain, at a minimum, the following entries as a chain of custody, in the order listed: 

• An entry by the registered employee or registered dispensary agent who has prepared the shipment, including

the date and time of preparation;

• An entry by a shipping licensee’s transportation agent, of the date and time of the placement of the shipment

into the medical cannabis transport vehicle;
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• An entry by licensee’s agent receiving the shipment including the date and time of the acceptance; and

• If any other person had custody or control of the shipment, that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration,

and disposition.

An electronic manifest MUST be created for EACH shipment of products containing medical cannabis. 

TSG will require employees to complete a Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form prior to transporting or 

shipping any medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products. Refer to the Wholesale Procedure, 

Transferring/Transportation and Shipping SOP for transportation requirements. 

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form can be seen below: 
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Date:

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

Time: 

Route to be Traveled:

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document 

that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s):

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute # and 

Batch #

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  The receiving entity may reject the product

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.

Fax Form to: OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

Check Here if multiple pages are used
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OSHA Compliance 

Standard Operating Procedure:  OSHA Compliance and Training

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of OSHA regulations. 

Scope:  To understand OSHA requirements to create a safe work environment. 

OSHA Training 

Employees have the right to a safe workplace, and TSG intends to provide a safe work environment for all employees 

at all TSG facilities.  The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) was passed into law as a preventative 

measure for workers from being killed or seriously harmed while at work.  The law requires employers to provide 

employees with working conditions that are free from known dangers. 

The OSH Act created the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).  This regulatory agency sets and 

enforces protective workplace safety and health standards.  OSHA is also charged with providing information, training 

and assistance to workers and employers to educate and train individuals on workplace safety.  Employees may file a 

complaint if they feel necessary which will result in OSHA to inspect the workplace if they feel OSHA standards are 

not being met or that there may be serious hazards or danger.  More information on the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration can be found online at the website: https://www.osha.gov/. 

OSHA’s Mission — With the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, Congress created the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) to assure safe and healthful working conditions for working men and women by 

setting and enforcing standards and by providing training, outreach, education and assistance. 

OSHA Training — The OSHA Outreach Training Program for General Industry provides training for workers and 

employers on the recognition, avoidance, abatement, and prevention of safety and health hazards and dangers in 

workplaces in general industry.  This program also provides information regarding workers' rights, employer 

responsibilities, and how to file a complaint.  Employees can attend a 10-hour or 30-hour class delivered by OSHA-

authorized trainers.  The 10-hour class is intended for entry level workers, while the 30-hour class is more appropriate 

for supervisors or workers with some safety responsibility.  OSHA training helps to ensure that workers are more 

knowledgeable about workplace hazards, dangers and their rights. 

Under the OSH Law, employers have a responsibility to provide a safe workplace free from known hazards or dangers. 

The OSHA website provides a short summary of employer responsibilities with which TSG will ensure compliance. 

• Provide a workplace free from serious recognized hazards and comply with standards, rules and regulations

issued under the OSH Act.

• Examine workplace conditions to make sure they conform to applicable OSHA standards.

• Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain this equipment.

• Use color codes, posters, labels or signs to warn employees of potential hazards.

• Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees follow safety and health

requirements.

• Employers must provide safety training in a language and vocabulary workers can understand.
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• Employers with hazardous chemicals in the workplace must develop and implement a written hazard

communication program and train employees on the hazards they are exposed to and proper precautions (and

a copy of safety data sheets must be readily available). See the OSHA page on Hazard Communication.

• Provide medical examinations and training when required by OSHA standards.

• Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (or the state-plan equivalent) informing

employees of their rights and responsibilities.

• Report to the nearest OSHA office all work-related fatalities within 8 hours, and all work-related inpatient

hospitalizations, all amputations and all losses of an eye within 24 hours. Call our toll-free number: 1-800-

321-OSHA (6742); TTY 1-877-889-5627. [Employers under federal OSHA's jurisdiction were required to

begin reporting by Jan. 1, 2015. Establishments in a state with a state-run OSHA program should contact

their state plan for the implementation date].

• Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses. (Note: Employers with 10 or fewer employees and

employers in certain low-hazard industries are exempt from this requirement.

• Provide employees, former employees and their representative’s access to the Log of Work-Related Injuries

and Illnesses (OSHA Form 300). On February 1, and for three months, covered employers must post the

summary of the OSHA log of injuries and illnesses (OSHA Form 300A).

• Provide access to employee medical records and exposure records to employees or their authorized

representatives.

• Provide to the OSHA compliance officer the names of authorized employee representatives who may be

asked to accompany the compliance officer during an inspection.

• Not discriminate against employees who exercise their rights under the Act. See our "Whistleblower

Protection" webpage.

• Post OSHA citations at or near the work area involved. Each citation must remain posted until the violation

has been corrected, or for three working days, whichever is longer. Post abatement verification documents

or tags.

• Correct cited violations by the deadline set in the OSHA citation and submit required abatement verification

documentation.

• OSHA encourages all employers to adopt an Injury and Illness Prevention Program. Injury and Illness

Prevention Programs, known by a variety of names, are universal interventions that can substantially reduce

the number and severity of workplace injuries and alleviate the associated financial burdens on U.S.

workplaces. Many states have requirements or voluntary guidelines for workplace Injury and Illness

Prevention Programs. Also, numerous employers in the United States already manage safety using Injury and

Illness Prevention Programs, and we believe that all employers can and should do the same. Most successful

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs are based on a common set of key elements. These include:

management leadership, worker participation, hazard identification, hazard prevention and control, education

and training, and program evaluation and improvement. OSHA’s Injury and Illness Prevention

Programs topics page contains more information including examples of programs and systems that have

reduced workplace injuries and illnesses.

Plan for OSHA Compliance 

Below details the plan for compliance with OSHA will begin by ensuring that all organizational facilities are free from 

known hazards and/or dangers. 

All employees will be provided basic training covering workplace safety pertaining to identifying and preventing 

potential hazards and or dangers such as trip hazards.  This basic training will begin with training all new employees 

on policies and procedures.  Proper and adequate training can help to reduce workplace accidents through educating 

and training employees on operations, policies and procedures.  Employees will be given a tour of the facility property 

and areas in which the employee will have access to (limited or restricted).  Other training to be included in TSG’s 

plan for OSHA compliance will include: 

• Training on SOP’s

• Regulatory compliance training (laws and regulations pertaining to medical cannabis cultivation, processing

or dispensing)

• Basic training on workplace safety

• Recognition of potential workplace hazards or dangers
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Cultivation Methodology 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cultivation Methodology

Purpose:  To determine and understand the cultivation techniques and methodologies to be implemented in the 

cultivation facility.  

Scope:  To determine the growing methodology (soil, hydro, coco, etc.) and types of equipment and systems to be 

implemented and utilized (plants directly on the ground, plants on roll-top benches, plants on motorized pallet 

racking; HDCS).  

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

The Principles of Cultivation Methodology 

There are multiple cultivation techniques and methodologies pertaining to cannabis cultivation; ACC utilizes organic 

cultivation techniques and methodologies encompassing a bio-dynamic super soil, SoHum Living Soil, automated, 

gravity-fed watering systems from AutoPot, and roll-top benches or moveable palletized racking for increased 

production capacity and increased efficiency. 

Water Quality 

Water Quality Test(s) — TSG will perform water quality tests on facility water every six (6) months at a minimum. 

A water sample from the cultivation facility will be sent to a water testing laboratory where an analysis of the water 

will be performed wo determine what, if any, substances are in the water.  A record of all water quality tests will be 

maintained on-site at the licensed premise within a file labeled “Water Quality Tests”.  Water quality tests and records 

will be made available for inspection to the Commission upon request. 

Reverses Osmosis of Water (RO System) — All water utilized for cultivation operations will be ran through a state-

of-the-art Reverse Osmosis (RO) water filtration system to ensure all contaminants have been removed from the water. 

The RO system will be designed according to the water quality test that will be performed at the facility as well as the 

RO system being designed to be able to adequately purify and supply the proper amounts of water for daily operations. 

R.O. 
Filtration

Water 
Holding Tank

Water to 
Cultivation 

Needs

Female 
Cannabis 

Plants

Plant 
Transpiration

HVAC System 
Dehumidification

Water Supply

Facility On-Hand Water Coming 

into System (20-30%) 

Water to Ancillary 

Needs (bathroom, hand 

sinks, etc.) 

HVAC Condensate 

Water Gong Back 

into System (70-

80%) 
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Growing Medium — Biodynamic soil 

SoHum Living Soil is a fully-amended bio-dynamic soil which simplifies the growing process while maximizing 

yields and producing consistent quality.  SoHum is a growing medium that is biodynamic, a soil developed to optimize 

the cannabis plants’ maximum genetic potential.  In cannabis cultivation, the term “biodynamic” applies to the 

understanding that soil directly impacts plant development and emphasizes an organic approach to growing that 

focuses on the micro life in the soil. 

• More information on SoHum Living Soils can be viewed within the Growing Media SOP

Growing Containers/Watering System 

ACC utilizes an automated watering system and plant containers from AutoPot Automated Irrigation System. The 

AutoPot systems use a gravity-based irrigation network that stems from a refillable water reservoir to the individual 

pots.  The system prevents over-watering and operator error, and requires no power supplies, water pumps or timers. 

AutoPots were designed to maximize the crop and save water. 

The system is expandable to grow with operational needs; pot modules and additional tanks can be easily added to the 

watering network.  When used in conjunction with complementary products like SoHum Living Soil, AutoPot 

Automated Irrigation System can be one of the building blocks of a completely organic grow system. 

Benefits of AutoPot Automated Irrigation System: 

• An energy-efficient component of a lean manufacturing system, the AutoPot system offers a number of

advantages over other irrigation products:

• Delivers exactly the amount of water your plants need

• Eliminates the need for daily moisture monitoring

• Eliminates the need to manually water multiple times per week

• Requires no electricity

• Produces no leaking, runoff or other water waste

• Is readily scalable to your grow operation

• Increases plant growth by 40%

*Please see the AutoPot SOP for more information on set-up and maintenance on AutoPots.

Roll-Top Benches 

Roll-top benches are utilized as a way to maximize facility cubic footage working space and allows the plants to be 

elevated off the ground increasing workflow efficiency and effectiveness. 
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High Density Cultivation System (HDCS)—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aENC4aeNZis   

ACC has developed a cultivation system utilizing stackable pallet racking.  The pallet racking can be affixed to a 

automated, mobile carriage unit to maximize facility’s cubic footage.  ACC has named this new cultivation system 

the HDCS for High Density Cultivation System.  This system will allow users to maximize their facilities cubic footage 

resulting in increased production capacity. 

Advantages to utilizing the HDCS include: 

• Maximizes plant canopy cubic footage

• Lights within rack footprint so no susceptibility to damage

• Easy to reach plants for maintenance purposes

• Very limited light wasted due to direct concentration above plants

• Less water consumption due to use of Auto Pots (no waste water runoff)

• Lower labor costs due to easier cleaning of lights and system

• Able to use co2

• Able to convert to LED lighting in the future

The HDCS system will utilize standard pallet racking such as the pallet racking pictured below. 

HDCS Diagram Drawings: 
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Environmental Control System 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Environmental Control System

Purpose:  To explain the environmental control system 

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees and licensed premise personnel on the environmental control system 

and cultivation environmental parameters. 

Environmental Control System 

Temperature will be monitored by a computer based environmental control system.  Multiple temperature sensors will 

be strategically situated around each cultivation room, these sensors will send data to a central computer.  The 

environmental control system will then log this data for future reference, as well as allow the user to make adjustments, 

set alarms, and monitor the system from any location.  Temperature will be controlled using a HVAC system sized 

correctly for each growing area.  The environmental control system’s main computer will regulate the HVAC 

system.  Maintaining temperatures between 72 and 78 degrees is paramount plant health and Integrated Pest 

Management.  High temperatures encourage the rapid growth of pests as well as increase stress to the plant.  All rooms 

will have back up HVC systems for redundancy. 

Humidity control is the most important aspect of Integrated Pest Management in the indoor horticulture 

environment.  High levels of humidity encourage molds and mildews, as well as create an environment perfect for the 

growth of insects.  Multiple sensors placed in each cultivation room will monitor humidity.  These sensors send data 

to the environmental control systems computer to be logged, trigger dehumidifiers, or set off an alarm.  Humidity is 

controlled by either dehumidification, or ventilation.  During standard operation humidity will be removed from the 

room using horticultural grade dehumidifiers.  In the event of a high humidity alarm, a ventilation system will exhaust 

the room to rapidly lower humidity.  Plant transpiration varies greatly between the light and dark periods in a grow 

room; anticipating this fluctuation critical.  Maintaining a humidity level between 20%-45% is the best defense against 

mold and mildew issues. 

In the sterile cultivation environment, ventilation is used mainly as an emergency means to clear the air from a 

room.  In place of typical ventilation, supplemental CO2 will be introduced to the room at strictly regulated levels. The 

environmental system will be tied to several sensors that can trigger the ventilation system in the event of a high 

reading.  When the computer system senses levels of CO2, temperature, or humidity above certain set points, it will 

initiate the ventilation system, and clear the air out of the room.  This air will be replaced by HEPA filtered air from 

outside of the grow room.  This ventilation system will initiate at the following set points Temperature On:92* 

Off:84*, Humidity On:70% Off:45%, CO2 On:2000ppm Off:800ppm. 

In the indoor horticulture environment lighting control allows us to manipulate the season the plant perceives it is 

in.  Providing 18 or more hours of light will cause vegetative growth indefinitely, this is simulating spring and 

summer.  When the plants are provided 12 hours of light, the flowering cycle begins; this is simulating the transition 

from summer to autumn.  An environmental control system will control the lighting system from a central 

computer.  This system will not only control the lights according to the desired growth period, but will also reduce the 

amount of operating lights in the event of a high temperature alarm. 

Facility Ventilation Protection 

All intake and exhaust points on the exterior of the facility are to be screened with 350 micron insect cloth.  This cloth 

will be supported by aluminum frames, and sealed to prevent any risk of infestation.  This screen is adequate in size 

to control insects from entering the facility including thrips, aphids, and mites, which are the most common pests 

associated with cannabis. 

Employees will be required to inspect all facility ventilation protection barriers on a six (6) month basis.  Employees 

may need to remove the filter in order to properly clean the filter to ensure the filter is functioning properly.  Filters 

may need to be replaced all together.  All Licensed Premise facility ventilation protection (filters/screens) inspection, 

cleaning, maintenance and repairs or replacements will need to be documented on the Facility Ventilation Protection 

(filters/screens) log sheet as seen below. 
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Facility Ventilation Protection (filters/screens)

Date: Employee:
Facility Ventilation Equipment/Area 

Serviced:

Date of Last 

Service:

Filter/Screen 

Replaced?
Notes/Comments

Filter/Screen 

Cleaned?

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO
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Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene

Purpose:  To explain the employee dress code required. 

Scope:  Covers the dress code requirements for employees. 

Principles of Employee Dress Code 

The cultivation facility is considered a “clean” room type setting and as such employees of the cultivation facility will 

be required to change out of street clothes and into provided work wear to be worn during all scheduled work shifts. 

The work wear will consist of medical-type scrubs and garden shoes. 

Employees are expected to arrive at facilities and enter the locker rooms immediately after entering the facility to 

shower and change into provided work wear.  This will reduce the cultivation P areas from exposure to outside 

contaminants such as pests and diseases.  

Employees — TSG employees working will be required to wear approved attire while working within the Licensed 

Premise. 

• Employees will be provided work attire to be worn while working within the Licensed Premise.

o Work uniform such as scrubs

o Closed-toe garden shoes such as Crocks

o Hat (optional)

Transportation Agents — TSG employees working will be required to wear approved attire while on duty. 

Transportation agent work attire will differ from that of employees due to State regulations mandating transportation 

agents must not have any identifying logos or markings that could indicate ownership or possession of cannabis. 

• Transportation agents will be required to wear un-identifying work attire

o Plain jeans or khakis pants

o Plain polo or button-up shirt

o Closed-toe shoe
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Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices

Purpose:  To explain how employees should enter the cultivation/MIP facility, preventative IPM measures, and 

procedures to follow to gain access to Limited Access Area(s).  

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly entering the Licensed Premise as well as good growing and handling 

practices 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Principles of Facility Entry Protocol 

The primary objective of having a specific facility entry protocol is to try to reduce the exposure and risk to outside 

contaminants from entering the facility.  Containments can be anything from pests such as insects and diseases such 

as powdery mildew.  It will be of utmost importance for employees to be mindful of where they have been immediately 

before arriving at the cultivation facility as this can determine the likelihood and types of contaminants possible. 

Upon arriving at the cultivation facility, employees will enter the facility using their issued key/keycard or the like, 

enter the facility’s ‘entry vestibule”.  This area is designed as a security measure against unwanted intruders.  There 

will be a magnetic door that can only be opened by personnel with the proper security clearance.  This door will be 

opened through the use of an access control unit. 

Example of a “Entry Vestibule”: 

Upon exiting the “Entry Vestibule” employees will head directly for the locker rooms where they will change out of 

all street clothes, take showers and change into provided work attire/uniform prior to entering the “clean” area of the 

cultivation facility. 

Locker Room Steps for Employees to Follow: 

1. Enter locker room

2. Remove ALL street clothes and place them in your locker

a. ALL clothes

i. Hats
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ii. Socks

iii. Shoes

3. Take a shower

a. This is done as another preventative measure to ensure the cultivation facility is not exposed to any

outside contaminants

4. Change into provide work attire/uniform

a. Scrubs

b. Hair nets

c. Hat (optional)

d. Garden shoes

Upon successfully showering and changing into the provided work wear, employees will be ready to begin their work 

shift within the “clean” area of the cultivation facility. 

Upon exiting the locker room, employees will go through an “air-lock” chamber to remove any remaining potential 

contaminants prior to entering the clean cultivation area.  Upon exiting the Air-Lock chamber, the employee will be 

in the “clean” area of the cultivation facility. 

Example of an Air-Lock Chamber: 

Good Growing and Handling Practices 

The indoor cultivation environment offers little help to employees in terms of biosecurity, so preventative maintenance 

and clean protocols are essential in operations.  Plants are typically cultivated and arranged in close proximity and as 

such plants in close proximity to each other spread diseases, molds, mildews, and insects with ease in comparison to 

the natural growing conditions found outside.  Due to this, very strict clean entry protocols, as well as quarantine, and 

biosecurity procedures are necessary. 

The facility will be divided into a “clean zone” and a “dirty zone”. 

• The clean zone represents any area where cannabis products will be whether in plant form, flower form,

concentrate, or infused product.

o All “clean zones” in the facility will require employees to follow the clean entry protocol to enter.

• The dirty zone represents any area where no cannabis product will ever be (excluding cannabis waiting

destruction and disposal), including soil receiving, and administration offices.

Cultivation Areas — Each cultivation chamber in the facility will have separate entry protocols, to keep from cross 

contaminating any possible pests from room to room.   Upon entry into a cultivation room, each employee will put on 

a pair of nitrile gloves, as well as step in a disinfecting footbath.  The disinfecting footbath is filled with a plant and 

animal safe disinfecting solution, typically used in the animal care, and commercial greenhouse industry.  This will 
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control any contaminants on the bottom of employee’s feet, where the biggest risk of disease lies.  Now in a cultivation 

chamber, it is the employee’s responsibility to be observant for any signs of issues.  Upon exiting a cultivation room, 

the employee is required to remove gloves, and step in the disinfecting footbath upon exit. 

Example of Disinfecting Foot Mat/Bath: 

In the event that a disease, mold, mildew, or pest is found, the facility will enter quarantine protocols; refer to the 

Integrated Pest management SOP. 

Foliar Spray Applications —  During the application of foliar sprays, employees will be required to wear certain 

protective clothing depending of type of material being applied.  Foliar sprays applied to plants are non-harmful in 

nature, and do not require protection clothing to be worn.  Despite these materials being nonhazardous to plants and 

animals, the procedure will be to wear protective eyewear, an organic oil capable respirator, and nitrile gloves.  This 

will protect the applicator from breathing any small particles emitted by atomizing sprayers.  Sterilizing sprays applied 

to rooms when plants are not present will require an increased amount of protective clothing.  During empty room 

cleaning and spraying, the applicator will wear a full body chemical suit, protective eyewear, organic chemical 

respirator, and nitrile gloves.  This will protect the applicator from any potential hazardous materials entering eyes, 

touching skin, or being inhaled. 

Propagation Room(s) — One of the most important areas of cultivation to assure strict cleanliness protocols are 

followed is the propagation area.  In this area, very specific steps must be taken to not cross contaminate diseases.  The 

propagation room will have a higher temperature and humidity, therefore encouraging insects, molds, and mildews to 

grow at an increased rate.  The first procedure to assuring a clean propagation room is daily inspection of mother 

plants.  These plants will typically be much older and larger than an average cultivation plant, and tend to have more 

space, and foliage to inspect.  Assuring stock plants are not affected will allow you to be sure you are not starting any 

new clones with a pest.  When propagating plants, the first step is to sterilize the work area.  Wiping down all work 

surfaces with a 3% hydrogen peroxide solution will clean any lingering pests.  All cloning equipment including clone 

domes, trays, scissors, and razor blades must be sterilized with hydrogen peroxide solution also.  During the cloning 

process, scissors and razor blades will be sterilized between each strain propagated.   Once cloning is completed, the 

work area is to be sterilized, and remain clean for the next time propagation is done.  Protocols for inspecting, and 

maintaining clone domes are very important.  Naturally all clones taken will not survive, and this unhealthy clone 

presents a food source for molds and mildews.  During the time clones are given to grow roots, daily inspections of 

each dome will be required.  Any mold will be removed, as well as dead leaves and clones.  If a dome is found to have 

mold, it will be misted with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution before being closed.  During these inspections it is 

important to clean tools between each dome to reduce the risk of spreading disease. 

*During daily cultivation tasks, strict procedures are set to minimize risk of pest introduction, or spread.  It

is the responsibility of each employee to read and know these procedures and how they relate to their

position.  It will be the employee’s responsibility to monitor these procedures to assure they are being

completed in entirety.

Processing/trimming — The processing/trimming area of the facility will have procedures set in place to reduce the 

risk of pest and disease issues post-harvest.  Post-harvest, it is very important to have strict procedures, and the plants 

natural resistance to pests is diminished.  This wet plant material is very susceptible to mold contamination, and must 

be handle properly.  All processing employees will undergo the same entry protocol including mandatory shower, and 

wearing medical scrubs, hairnet, beard cover if necessary, garden shoes, and clean nitrile gloves.  When entering the 

processing room agents will first step in a sterilizing footbath to mitigate tracking pests between areas.  Prior to harvest 
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the processing team will clean and sterilize all surfaces in the processing room with 3% hydrogen peroxide 

solution.  Once all surfaces are sterilized, harvested plants may enter the room.  During all stages of processing 

employees are required to wear nitrile gloves, hairnets, and beard covers.  If harvesting more than one cultivation 

room, the processing room will be sterilized again prior to the next room’s plants entering. 

When the processing stage is complete, the employees responsible for monitoring the drying process will be required 

to follow cleanliness procedures.  Prior to entering the drying room, agent will step in sterilizing footbath to stop the 

spread of pests on feet.  When inspecting drying product, agent will wear clean nitrile gloves, hairnet, beard cover if 

necessary, medical scrubs and garden shoes.  Product will be inspected for issues procedurally, required inventory 

management forms will be kept with product to monitor progress. 
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Limited Access Areas 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Limited Access Areas

Purpose:  To explain Limited Access Areas, who is allowed in these areas, and procedures to follow within the Limited 

Access Area. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved in escorting visitors in limited access areas. 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

The Principles of Limited Access Areas 

A Limited Access Area is a building, room, or other contiguous area upon the Licensed Premises where medical 

cannabis is grown, cultivated, stored, weighed, packaged, sold, or processed for sale, under control of the Licensee. 

Limited Access Areas are areas within the licenses facility where only certain people will have the required permission 

to access. 

Limited Access Areas may have people in them without the proper permission as long as the State required protocols 

are followed.  Typically this involves following the Visitor SOP; being escorted by a licensed employee at all times 

while in the facility and Limited Access Areas. 

Limited access areas should be limited to State licensed, facility employees only.  If a visitor needs to access the 

limited access areas ensure you follow your State mandated regulations. 
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Visitors 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Visitors

Purpose: 

To explain the processes involved to accept/allow visitors into the retail dispensary. 

Scope:  Covers the required steps to follow to allow visitors into the facility. 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Visitor Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Visitor pass

The Principles of Visitor Protocol 

• State-Issued ID — All visitors must have a current and valid government-issued ID (passport, Driver’s

License, military ID)

o Ensure that the government-issued ID is current (check expiration date on ID)

• Verification — Verify the validity of the government-issued ID

• Photocopy — Make photocopy of visitor’s government-issued ID

o Make a photocopy of visitor’s ID

▪ Photocopy is to remain with Visitor Log Sheet

• Access — Allow or deny access to the facility

o Allow entry to dispensary if the visitor has a valid government-issued ID.

o Deny entry to the facility if the visitor does not have a valid government-issued ID.

• Record/Documentation — Have visitor fill out the Visitor Log Sheet

o Visitor Log Sheet will document visitors name, company, date, time-in, time-out, signature, reason

for the visit

o Maintain photocopy of visitor ID with the Visitor Log Sheet

o This record of visit must be retained and maintain on the licensed premise for a minimum of two

(2) years.

Visitor Procedure — Facility staff will all be trained on the visitor procedure; visitor protocol will follow industry 

best practices.  Facility employees will be properly educated on State laws and regulations pertaining to visitors at the 

licensed facility.  There will be situations that arise that will require someone to enter the licensed premise who is not 

a State-licensed industry worker or not a State-registered patient or caregiver but they will need access to the facility. 

Common visitors typically will be support-type businesses such as HVAC, electric and plumbing, general contractors, 

etc. 

Visitors will be required to fill out a Visitor Log Sheet.  Visitors must also wear a ‘Visitor Pass’ at all times while in 

the facility. A facility employee must accompany visitors at all times while in the licensed premises. 

Visitor Access Process: 

1) Check visitors ID and credentials at the check-in station

a. Make photocopy of Visitor’s ID
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2) Verify with management that visitors are expected

3) Fill out Visitor Log Sheet

4) Have said visitor sign-in and date the Visitor Log Sheet

5) Give visitor a ‘Visitor Pass’

6) When visitor is finished at the licensed premises:

a. Have visitor sign-out on Visitor Log Sheet

b. Collect the ‘Visitor Pass’ from said visitor

Example of a Visitor Pass can be seen below: 

Example of Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet: 

Visitor Signature
Escorting Facility 

Employee
Reason for Visit

Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet

Date Time In Time Out Visitor Name Visitor Company
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Daily Facility Evaluation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Daily Facility Evaluation

Purpose:  To train employees on the cultivation and/or MIP facility daily evaluation prior to conducting any 

cultivation and/or processing daily operations. 

Scope:  Explain what items, equipment and processes need to be evaluated on a daily basis prior to commencing any 

daily operations.  

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

Principles of Daily Facility Evaluation 

Adhering to a daily facility evaluation is paramount within a cultivation facility.  Registered employees will be 

required to inspect the cultivation facility/operations on a daily bases to ensure the facility is operating optimally.   The 

facility evaluation is done to ensure that the various cultivation room environments are optimal, to ensure no lighting 

or equipment is malfunctioning, and to assess the overall health of the cannabis plants. 

If performed routinely on a daily bases, employees will become in-tune with the cultivation facility and realize 

potential problems and be able to address those potential problems before they become issues.  The facility evaluation 

will be the first task completed by employees after completing the facility entry and clean protocols. 

Items to Evaluate: 

1. Room environment

a. Temperature

b. Humidity

c. CO2 level (if applicable)

2. Plant medium moisture

3. Lights functioning properly

4. Growing equipment functioning properly

a. Autopots

b. CO2 system(s)

c. Fans

d. HVAC system(s)

5. Signs of disease/pests

a. Type of disease/pest

6. Additional notes/details

Cultivation Facility Evaluation form can been seen below: 
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Notes/Details:

Cultivation Facility Evaluation

Date: Time: Employee:

Mother Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Overall Plant Health:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Propagation/Clone Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Vegetative Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Additional Notes/Details:

Plant Vegetative Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Notes/Details:

Flowering Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

CO2 Level: Plant Flowering Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO
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Receipt of Material  

Standard Operating Procedure: Receipt of Materials 

Purpose:  Explain procedure and requirements for receiving raw materials 

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on the procedures and requirements involved with receipt 

of materials. 

Initial Training:  1-2 hours 

Principles of Receipt of Material 

The process of receipt of material or receiving raw materials is not as simple as just taking the raw materials into the 

licensed premise.  There are regulations, guidelines and procedures to follow when receiving raw materials or other 

inventory into the cultivation facility licensed premise.  

Upon receiving any raw materials, inventory or other items used in operations said items will be placed in a quarantine 

storage area within the receiving area of the licensed premise.  Employees of the licensed premise will need to 

quarantine any materials received to be used to produce medical cannabis.  These items will include but not be limited 

to: 

• Medical cannabis seeds

• Medical cannabis cutting/clones

• Medical cannabis plants

• Soil

• Fertilizers

• Pesticides, insecticides and fungicides

• Growing containers

Receipt of Materials — Upon receiving materials into the licensed premise, registered employees and/or licensed 

premise employees will need to document the receipt of materials on the Receipt of Materials log sheet. 

Example of Receipt of Materials Log Sheet can be seen below: 
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Quarantine Area — The quarantine area will be within the licensed premise and clearly identified on the facility 

floor plan diagram.  The quarantine area will be classified as a “dirty” zone within the cultivation facility.  Materials 

will be held within the quarantine area where they will be segregated from the rest of the cultivation licensed premise 

and/or “clean” areas of the facility. 

Inspection — After received inventory items/materials are placed in quarantine, the items will need to be inspected 

to ensure there are no defects or contamination.  All received items/materials will remain in the quarantined area until 

said material pass inspection and is determined to be acceptable for use as intended. 

• Registered employee(s) and or licensed premise employees will be required to inspect all materials for visible

defects and contamination

• Inspecting materials for contamination is essential for the facilities clean protocols and IPM measures

o If a contamination is identified proper cleaning and/or segregation procedures will be implemented.

▪ Cleaning and sanitizing the contamination:  if the contamination is deemed reasonable to

clean and sanitize you will need to clean and sanitize all surface areas of the material if

possible.  This should be done using a cleaning/sterilizing agent such as bleach.

▪ If cleaning and sanitizing is not an option, the materials will be segregated within the

quarantine area until they are properly destroyed and disposed of.

▪ If contaminated with pests, insects or disease; immediately segregate the material while

trying to identify the contamination.

• Refer to the IPM SOP for proper identification and treatment of material (plants)

o Once the materials are properly cleaned and sanitized and believed to be free from contamination

they will need to be inspected a second time.

▪ Materials will need to pass this second inspection prior to being released for their intended

use.

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after 

Corrective Action:

Date of Release of 

Materials:

Notes/Comments:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

Receipt of Materials

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from 

the quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Quantity 

Released:

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Release — Upon the received materials passing inspection and being determined to be acceptable for use as intended, 

the materials will be released from the quarantine receiving/storage area.  At this time the materials can be used within 

the licensed premise for their intended use. 

• Release materials if they pass initial inspection

• Release materials once they are cleaned and sanitized and pass secondary inspection

Documentation and Record — Upon the materials being released from quarantine and determined to be acceptable 

for use as intended COMPANY registered employees and/or licensed premise employees will be required to log the 

materials into the inventory control system. 

• Document and record new materials released from quarantine in the inventory control system (POS system)

• Ensure record is accurate with physical inventory on hand

• Ensure the Receipt of Material log sheet is filled out properly and completed
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Growing Containers  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Growing Containers — AutoPots Automated Watering System(s)

Purpose:  To understand the set-up and operation of AutoPots automated watering system 

Scope:  To understand how to properly assemble and trouble shoot AutoPot systems.  AutoPot Set-Up Instructions 

can be found at:  http://www.autopot.co.uk/autopot-1pot-xl-system?download=92 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

The Principles of AutoPot Automated Watering System(s) 

ACC utilizes AutoPot automated watering systems as the container and watering system for cannabis plants.  The 

AutoPot watering system is a gravity-fed system utilizing a large main reservoir supplying water and/or nutrients to 

the cannabis plants in their own, individual AutoPot container.  The individual AutoPot containers will vary depending 

on the plants growth stage.  During the vegetative growth stage cannabis plants will be housed in 1 gallon pot/container 

and/or a 2.2 gallon AutoPot; and during the flowering growth stage cannabis plants will be transplanted into a 6.6 

gallon AutoPot. 
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AutoPot Set-Up: 

1. The AutoPot system should be used with Reverse Osmosis water or de-chlorinated water and this water can

be stored in any size reservoir.

2. The reservoir should have a pressurized line (coming from the RO system if applicable), attached to a float

valve that regulates the water level based on the usage of water by the plants.  This design and install should

be set up by a licensed plumber or an Autopot representative

3. Located near the bottom of the reservoir, there is a connector that is installed, again by a licensed plumber

or Autopot representative that will attached to the main line that feeds the AutoPots.

4. Follow set-up instructions found in the AutoPot manual with the addition of adding two inches (2”) of perlite

at step 1.5

AutoPot set up instructions that can be found at http://www.autopot.co.uk/autopot-1pot-xl-system?download=92 

can be seen below: 

AutoPot Systems are scalable to meet cultivation 

demand requirments 
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Growing Media and Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

Standard Operating Procedure: Growing Media and Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

Purpose:  To describe the growing media and nutrients, supplements and growth additives used 

Scope:  To train licensed premise employees on the type of growing media and nutrients, supplements and growth 

additivesto be utilized within the cultivation operations 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

Principles of Growing Media 

SoHum Living Soil is fully amended biodynamic soil which simplifies the growing process while maximizing yields 

and producing consistent quality.  SoHum is a growing medium that is biodynamic, a soil developed to optimize the 

cannabis plants’ maximum genetic potential.  In cannabis cultivation, the term “biodynamic” applies to the 

understanding that soil directly impacts plant development and emphasizes an organic approach to growing that 

focuses on the micro life in the soil. 

The SoHum medium is a fully amended organic soil that contains none of the artificial components found in other 

soils and requires no chemical additives to spur growth.  The soil is perfectly balanced with the proper mixture of 

nutrients, and it promotes strong terpenoid and flavonoid development to enhance the medicinal benefits of your 

product. 

SoHum is a fully amended biodynamic soil for the cultivation of all medical cannabis plants.  This fully amended soil 

will have nutritional amendments of a type and formulation required for optimal cannabis plant growth. 

The Benefits of SoHum Living Soil: 

• Compared with traditional soil and fertilizer growing programs, SoHum organic soil offers a number of

advantages:

o Consistent high grade quality

o Improved plant immunity to disease

o Reduced operator error

o No need for expensive nutrient or additives

SoHum has been specifically formulated for optimal cannabis plant health and growth and can be used as a stand-

alone nutrient regime for cannabis plants, eliminating the need for additional nutrients, additives, supplements, growth 

regulators or boosters. 

Soil Storage — SoHum Living Soil has living microbes within the soil which require certain storage requirements. 

• Soil should be stored on the pallets that they arrive on in the soil storage area.

• The soil storage area should be climate controlled between 68F-78F optimally but can withstand temperatures

between 58F-88F.

• Soil pallets should be used and rotated according to date of arrival; using a First-In-First-Out (FIFO)

inventory rotation system.

• For optimal bio-security, soil bags should be sanitized by wiping them down with a cleaning solution prior

to transporting them to the transplant area.
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Nutrients, Supplements and Growth Additives 

There should be no need for additional nutrients, supplements or growth additives required when utilizing SoHum 

Living Soils.  The soil contains all nutritional requirements for the entire lifecycle of the plant. 

If a situation arises where nutritional deficiencies are identified, the use of organic, protein-chelated liquid nutrients 

and fertilizers is recommended.  If using additional nutrients, supplements and/or growth additives follow 

manufacturer recommendations for mixing ratios and directions for use. 

Upon using additional nutrients, supplements and/or growth additives outside of SoHum living soil, COMPANY 

employees will be required to document said application on the Nutrients, Supplement and/or Growth Additive log 

sheet.  This log will need to be maintained with the Licensed Premise cultivation records.  Place each monthly log in 

the appropriate folder within the cultivation operations file cabinet. 

The documentation will detail which nutrients, supplements and/or growth additives were applied as well as the dosage 

rates and amounts applied to medical cannabis plants being cultivated. 

Week:

Nutrients, Supplements and/or Growth Additives

Date: Employee: Grow Room: Plant Attribute # and Batch # Lifecycle Stage:

Nutritional Deficiency 

Identified?

What is the nutritional 

deficiency (reason for 

application) ?

Nutrient, Supplement and/or 

Growth Additive Applied:

Applied 

By:

Amount Applied:

Note/Comments:

Vegetative Flowering

YES NO
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Plant Tagging 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Plant Tagging

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of plant tagging 

Scope:  To educate and train registered employees and licensed premise employees on plant tagging for inventory 

control  

State of Pennsylvania Regulations 

The State of Pennsylvania requires that as soon as practical, each plant to be tagged with materials that are indelible 

and tamper-evident.  Indelible is defined as something that is not able to be removed, and tamper-evident means that 

if the tag is removed or tampered with it will be visibly noticeable. 

Medical Cannabis Plant Tag Requirements: 

• Indelible

• Tamper-evident

• Temperature resistant

• Moisture resistant

Medical cannabis plant tags to be utilized by TSG will be indelible and tamper-evident.  The tags will also be water 

and temperature resistant to ensure tags will not be destroyed during cultivation operations.  Tags will be secured to 

medical cannabis plants using tamper-evident zip-ties.  Plants tags should be made of plastic of a variation that will 

meet all regulatory requirements.  *Medical cannabis plants are to be tagged once they are planted in a growing 

contained of 1-gallon or larger.  This will ensure the cannabis plant will be large enough to support the plant tag. 

Tagging — After each cannabis clone/cutting is received into the licensed premise, created through 

propagation/cloning or sprouted from seed, the employee will record required plant information within the perpetual 

inventory control system, create, assign and securely attach a new plant tag to the plant’s container or to the plant 

itself. 

• All transplants and harvests are to be recorded into inventory control system the day of transplant and/or

harvest; One employee will enter the record into the inventory control system with another employee

witnessing the record; double check data inputs to insure there are no mistakes.

• Keep a hard copy on the licensed premise of every change that occurs pertaining to medical cannabis plant

cultivation in the facility.

For every medical cannabis plant in the licensed premise TSG will: 

• create a unique identifier for each plant (attribute #)

• assign each plant to a batch (production batch #)

• enter information regarding the plant (attribute # and batch #) into the inventory control system (POS system)

• create a tag with the unique identifier and batch number

o enter information regarding the plant tag (plant tag #) into the inventory control system (POS

system)

• securely attach the tag to a plant container or plant.

Example of Cannabis Plant Tag: 
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Mother Plants 

Standard Operating Procedure: Mother Plants 

Purpose: 

Demonstrate the correct technique used to maintain a mother plant as a cannabis genetic/strain bank. 

Scope: 

Explains the principles of mother plants and how to maintain said plants. 

Plant Environment: 

75-85⁰ Fahrenheit; ~30-50% humidity

Plant Light/Photo Cycle: 

Minimum for 18 hours of continuous light and up to 24 hours of continuous light. 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

Principles of Mother Plants 

A “mother” plant is a female cannabis plant that is held in reserve in the vegetative state in which cutting or clones 

are taken from the mother plant to create, identical female cannabis plant.  The idea behind keeping “mother” plants 

is to ensure cannabis genetics and strains are maintained for future crop production. 

Any female cannabis plant can be turned into a mother plant to preserve cannabis genetics and strains.  Mothers can 

be grown from seed or clone.  Mother plants should be selected only if they are disease and pest free. 

In order to maintain a mother plant you will need to maintain the proper vegetative growth light cycle of a minimum 

of 18 hours of lights on with 6 hours of lights off or 24 hours of continuous lights on. 

Mother plants should be given minimal nutrients as you are not trying to grow the plant for vigorous growth but rather 

as a “genetics bank”; in this scenario the mother plant should be given enough nutrients to maintain healthy growth 

but you are not preparing the plant for the flowering growth stage. 

ACC Recommendations for Mother Plants: 

1. Mothers should be held as mother plants for a maximum of six (6) months

2. Maintain mothers under 24-hours of continuous lights on

3. Keep mother plants “clean” through pruning

a. Maintain mother plant branch growth; plants will become bushy and thick with vegetation

b. Proper pruning and “thinning” out of the plant will ensure proper airflow and reduce the risk of pests

and/or disease

4. Adhere to IPM protocols (IPM SOP is discussed later)

5. When a mother plant has reached the end of its lifecycle (6 months) the plant will be cloned from to take the

final round of cuttings/clones

a. Upon taking the final cuttings from the mother plant, the plant will be killed off and discarded

i. Follow the cannabis waste disposal SOP (SOP discussed later)
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Propagation and Cloning 

Standard Operating Procedure: Propagation and Cloning 

Purpose:  Demonstrate the correct technique used to propagate (clone) a new plant and to facilitate new root 

development in cuttings. 

Scope: Covers the propagation and cloning process within the cultivation facility. Approximately a 5-14 day 

process. 

Plant Environment:  75-85⁰ Fahrenheit; ~50-80% humidity 

Plant Light/Photo Cycle: Minimum for 18 hours of continuous light and up to 24 hours of continuous light. 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Propagation Log

Equipment/Tools Required 

• Scissors, scalpel, razor blade

• Rooting hormone/stimulant

• Humidity dome

• Root cubes

• Plant tags

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 1>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The cultivation process will begin in week one with the propagation/cloning of medical cannabis plants. 

Propagation/cloning is the process of producing a genetically identical plant.  Every strand of DNA in a clone is 

exactly like the plant from which it was propagated; propagation/cloning allows for identical genetic reproduction 

ensuring cannabis genetics and strains can be cultivated infinitely. 

The Principles of Cloning a Plant 

Cannabis Cutting 
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1) It is imperative to clone from a healthy mother plant; this is key to achieving quick root development during

the cloning process. The stem of the area you select to cut should appear green with no signs of deficiency.

A healthy clone will produce roots within 7-14 days.

2) Cuttings should be taken from a healthy mother plant and from an area of said mother plant that appears to

have new growth and have at least 3 node sites (see picture of cannabis cutting shown above).

Example of a healthy mother plant(s): 

3) The vegetation of the mother plant should show little to no sign of deficiency. Signs of nitrogen deficiency

(yellowing) within the mother plant indicate a clone becoming phosphorous, calcium, and magnesium

deficiency during the cloning process.

4) Mother plants must be examined for any contaminates to assure a clean clone, as clone environments are

ideal for pest and fungus proliferate.

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Propagation Log Sheet

2) Daily Environment Documentation

Supplies/Tools Required 

1) 5-gallon Bucket

2) Rooting Stimulant

3) Small cup

4) Scissors (clean/sharp)

5) Razor blade (new)

6) Large Cup

7) Root Cubes

8) Clone Dome

9) Clone tray

Preparation 

1) Fill 5-gallon bucket with 3 gallons of filtered water.

2) Adjust the water to 5.8 pH.

3) Pour some of the adjusted water over the pre–soaked Root Cube trays

4) Soak Root Cube (medium) in solution for 5 minutes *See below (if applicable; if root cubes are not pre-

soaked with nutrients).
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Selecting Samples (Mother Plants) 

1) Select the branches that allow for ideal clone, leaf and stem structure.

1. Mother Plant 2. Clone (cutting) to Take 3. Mother Plant after Cutting

2) The samples should be 6-12 inches long.

3) 1” inch above the last node make a perpendicular (flat) laceration with a pair of scissors. Making the cut 1”

above the node induces minimal stress and lowers risk of the Mother plant acquiring disease.

4) Trim all nodes except the 3-5 closest to the tip of the clone.

5) Form a loose fist with your hands to cup the leaves of the clone upward. Cut the tip of each major leaf off in

a single motion.

6) Put the branch into a cup of water.

7) Repeat until you have finished taking samples of selected strain.

8) Only cut clones from one mother plant at a time.

9) Clean scissors with 91% rubbing alcohol between taking samples from each mother plant.

Cutting Clones 

1. 2. 3. 
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1) Using a clean razor or scissors for each mother, make a laceration or cut segmenting the stem at a 45º-60º

angle.

2) Cut each branch to be 5-8 inches long.

3) Make three (3) delicate length-wise lacerations to the exterior plant tissue immediately above the base of the

cutting to increase the exposed surface area of the cutting.

4) Dip the finalized portion of the clone into the rooting stimulant/hormone. Submerge the base of the cuttings

stem 0.5” to 1” inches into the rooting solution/hormone.

5) Firmly bracing the stem insert the sample into the rooter cube or into the clone hydroponic machine.  Avoid

bending or breaking the stalk while forcing the clone into a secure position.

Cutting/Clon

e

Rooting Stimulant Cutting Dipped 

in Stimulant 

Mother Plant 

(donor) 

Cutting Clone 

from Mother Plant 
Cutting/Clone Clone/Cutting 

Ready to Plant 
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 OR   

6) Place 30-50 clones into each humidity dome or into the hydroponic cloning machine.

Examples of Humidity Domes: 

Examples of Hydroponic Clone Machines: 

7) Keep the domes covered while taking each clone to maintain required humidity levels; this is not required

for the hydroponic clone machines.

8) Place the clones into their position in each humidity dome or clone machine and put the humidity

dome/clone machine under the T-5 light on the clone rack or in the clone room/area.

9) Record and document all clones taken and all relative information required and document on the propagation

log sheet.

Dip cutting in 

rooting stimulant 

Place Cutting in 

Medium 
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10) Store equipment and clean work area

Clone Moisture Regulation 

1) During this process the employee must analyze the moisture levels of all clones in each humidity dome and/or

hydroponic/areoponic cloning machines.

a. As the employee encounters clones that appear to be dry, they will watered with a cloning nutrient

solution or 5.8 pH water solution.

2) If a humidity dome/plant is determined to need to be watered said plant or humidity dome will be watered

with a cloning nutrient solution or 5.8 pH water

a. Let water sit in the humidity dome for approximately 3-5 minutes to allow the root cubes to absorb

the water and/or cloning nutrient solution

b. After 3-5 minutes pour remaining/excess water out of humidity dome.

3) Repeat individually for each humidity dome that needs water.

4) Do not spray plants with water directly or leave standing/stagnant water in the humidity domes/clone trays

a. This will help prevent disease such as powdery mildew

5) Store equipment and clean work area.

Clones with Health Root Development (ready for transplant and vegetative growth stage) 

1) Allow the clone root system 5-14 days to develop before transplanting into a larger, vegetative Autopot

and/or pot/container.

• Tagging

o After each cannabis clone/cutting is transplanted the employee will record:

o The number of plants.

o The number of each tag used for every plant.

o The new location each plant.

o The date of transplant.

• Once the data is captured an employee will place the tags selected for that plant into each pot.

• All transplants are to be recorded into POS software day of transplant.

o Double check data inputs to insure there are no mistakes.

• Keep a hard copy of every change that occurs in the facility.

o Plant moves, transplants, harvests, and waste will be the most frequent and important data inputs.

o Place plant on rack to be transported to new location.

▪ Recordkeeping/Documentation required:

Roots Starting 

to Develop 

Healthy Roots 

Ready to be 

Planted 

Planted Clone(s) w/ 

Healthy Roots 
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• Record:

o New location

o Date of transplant

• All changes are to be recorded in POS tracking software day of activity(s).

Example of Cannabis Plant Tag: 

----------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 2>------------------------------------------------------------------- 

After two (2) weeks in the propagation/cloning growth stages the medical cannabis plants will transition into the 

vegetative growth stage.  The vegetative growth stage is the next SOP discussed. 

POS Record Made/Notes:
Employee 

#1:

Propagation Log

Date:
Employee 

#2:

Plant ID#/Strain that Clone was 

Taken From:

Quantity of 

Cuting Taken:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

Purpose: 

To ensure that cultivation facility employees are properly trained in the identification of pest and diseases, preventative 

maintenance measures, eradication techniques, and documentation of all relevant information for IPM. 

Scope:  Procedures covering preventative maintenance and IPM activities within the cultivation facility. 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

The Principles of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

IPM takes advantage of all appropriate pest management options including, but not limited to, the use of pesticides. 

In contrast, organic food crop cultivation applies many of the same concepts as IPM but limits the use of pesticides to 

those that are produced from natural sources, as opposed to synthetic chemicals. 

IPM is not a single pest control method but, rather, a series of pest management evaluations, decisions, and controls. 

When practicing IPM, growers who are aware of the potential for pest infestation utilize a four-tiered approach: 

1) Set Action Thresholds—before taking any pest control action, IPM first sets an action threshold, which is

where you determine the level of pest and/or disease infestation that are acceptable and levels of infestation

requiring control measures.

2) Monitor and Identify Pests—this is the stage in where pests and/or disease should be identified. IPM

programs work to monitor for pests and identify them accurately, so that appropriate control decisions can

be made in conjunction with action thresholds.  Proper identification of pests and disease is of utmost

importance in order to select the proper action and control measures to implement.

3) Prevention—as a first line of pest control, IPM programs work to manage the crop or cultivation area to

prevent pests from becoming a threat.  Preventative measures are practiced prior to entering a cultivation

facility and through proper ‘clean’ protocols, preventative plant measures such as disease-fighting and

disease-preventing nutrients and organic compost teas, and proper/optimal growing environments

(temperature, humidity, CO2 level, etc.).

4) Control—once monitoring, identification, and action thresholds indicate that pest control is required, and

preventive methods are no longer effective, the IPM program then evaluates the proper control method both

for effectiveness and risk.  Control measures will include the use of organic compost teas to help fight pest

and/or disease.  Predatory insects can also be used as a control measure to fight invasive insects.  As a last

Pest and Disease Identifiication Documentation

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation:
Type of Issue:  

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) : Zone/Room of Infestation:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Notes:

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other
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resort, control measures will include the use of approved insecticides, fungicides and other chemicals.  Any 

control measure utilized will be approved for use of crops intended for human consumption.  Upon the need 

for control employees will begin a process of disease/pest eradication by using select insecticides, fungicides 

or other measures.  Employees will utilize three (3) different pesticides and three (3) different fungicides to 

properly combat the disease(s)/pest(s).  These measures will be applied to the cannabis plants on a 3-day 

rotation to effectively combat the intrusion. 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Pest and Disease Identification Documentation

2) Pesticide/Fungicide Application Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

• Personal Protective Equipment

a. Eye Protection

b. Tyvek Suit

c. Respirator

d. Rubber gloves

e. Atomizer/Sprayer

f. Scissors

g. Sticky Traps

Pesticides, Fungicides and Herbicides 

ACC limits the use of pesticides, fungicides and herbicides to a minimum.  Producing medicinal grade medicine that 

is free of unwanted contaminants is at the core of ACC’s mission. Especially when the products are being concentrated 

into oil forms further increasing the potential harmful effects of contaminates. The cultivation methodology to be 

implemented by ACC will utilize organic cultivation techniques in a biodynamic super soil medium.  A biodynamic 

soil will have an active ecosystem of beneficial bacteria, these beneficial bacteria not only improve the expression of 

the plants genetic potential but also improve the plants natural immunity reducing the need for reliance on pesticides. 

ACC will only utilize organic pesticide, fungicides and herbicides that are approved for use on crops for human 

consumption and are not harmful to humans, animals or the environment. 

Potential Pesticides, Fungicides, Herbicides or Other Chemicals: 

1. Actinovate

2. Azamax

3. Organocide

4. BotaniguardES

5. Pyganic

6. GreenCure

7. Green Clean

8. Neem Oil

9. Compost Teas

10. ProKure

11. Clorox Bleach

12. Hydrogen Peroxide

13. Isopropyl Alcohol

Fungicides:  

1) Actinovate—beneficial bacterium Streptomyces lydicus, the product is OMRI listed and is sprayed as a

preventative measure, or as a combative measure.  It is applied on both root pests, as well as molds and

mildews on the foliage.

2) GreenCure— Green cure is a fungicide comprised of potassium bicarbonate and is OMRI listed.  Green

cure raises the pH of the leaf surface to a level where mildew cannot survive

3) Organocide—organocide if a fungicide.
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Pesticides: 

1) Azamax — the active ingredient in Azamax is Azadirachtin.   The product is OMRI listed, and is used as a

broad spectrum pesticide, it is applied as a foliar as well as a root drench.

2) BotaniguardES— Organic product; the active ingredient in BotaniguardES is Beauveria bassiana.  This

beneficial bacteria acts as a growth inhibitor to soft bodied insects.

3) Pyganic— the active ingredient in Pyganic is Pyrethrin.  This is an organic pesticide derived from the

chrysanthemum flower.  The product is OMRI listed.

Preventative Maintenance: 

1) Neem Oil— Neem oil is used as a broad range preventative measure.  The oil mechanically prevents mildew

by protecting foliar surfaces, and also disrupts insect respiration by clogging an insects spiracles, which intake

and exhale air.   The product is OMRI Listed.

2) Green Clean— Organic- Green clean is a broad range preventative, a combination of plant based oils, as

well an organic emulsifier.  Used to disrupt the respiration in molds and mildews

3) Compost Teas— Organic - fungal dominant compost tea is used to non-chemically prevent powdery mildew,

Compost teas also prevent root borne diseases by combating them with an array of microbes.  Compost teas

also strengthen a plants natural resistance to disease.

Cleaning and Sanitation: 

1. ProKure— Oxidizing agent, general cleaning, room sterilizing

2. Hydrogen Peroxide— Oxidizing agent, general cleaning and sterilizing

3. Isopropyl Alcohol— general cleaning and sterilization

4. Clorox Bleach— general cleaning and sterilization

All four of these are used to sterilize equipment between uses, or between cultivation cycles when cleaning empty 

cultivation rooms. 

---------------------------------------------------------<Preventative Measures>--------------------------------------------------- 

Preventing the introduction of insects, molds, mildews, bacteria, and diseases in general is a top priority of the 

cultivation facility.  Preventative measures and procedures will be implemented and utilized within the cultivation 

facility.  All employees working within the facility must adhere to all IPM procedures and preventative measure and 

procedures. 

Facility Entrance—need to refer to and follow the Facility Entry Protocol SOP which explains the preventative 

procedures in place for entering the cultivation facility. 

• Cultivation Room(s)/Area(s)—explains the preventative measures and procedures to follow prior to

entering/while working within cultivation areas

o Before entering the cultivation area all entry protocols for decontamination must be completed.

o Once decontaminated the employee is to enter the facility through the air shower.

▪ Air Shower: Enclosure that removes contaminates via air movement, pressure, and

filtration.

o Cultivation Rooms

▪ At the entrance to each room a footbath will be required to decontaminate shoes. This will

prevent employees from becoming a vector for spreading contaminates between rooms.

▪ Gloves are required to be worn upon entry of each cultivation room.

▪ Gloves are to be removed before exiting each cultivation area.

▪ DO NOT use the same pair of gloves to manicure plants in two different rooms.

▪ Gardeners will be trained in IPM to insure contaminates are located early in development.

o Cultivation Room Outbreak Protocol—explains the procedures to follow once a problem or

pest/disease arises.

▪ After a room is labeled contaminated it must be kept isolated.

• Footbaths will be placed on both sides of the door.
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• Lab coats will be worn in these isolated zones and are always removed before

exiting the contamination zone.

• It is critical that the necessary precaution is taken to eliminate the spread of an

outbreak.

o Strict managerial protocol will be necessary during these times.

o No employee shall enter this room without a Head Grower.

o Cultivation Room Waste Disposal—explains the procedures to follow within the cultivation

rooms for waste disposal (random trach and unwanted plant material)

▪ Each room will be equipped with two garbage cans.

• One can for trash and another can specifically for plant material only.

o Never mix plant waste with trash.

• Plant Waste

o Under state law plant waste must be weighed and recorded before going

to the proper disposal unit.

o A log will be kept at each door to record kilograms of manicure waste.

------------------------------------------------<Identifying Pests and Disease(s)>------------------------------------------------ 

Cannabis plants can be susceptible to a multitude of different pests and insects.  Highlighted within this IPM SOP will 

be the most common pests and insects found within a commercial cultivation facility. 

Spider Mites—generally live on the undersides of leaves of plants, where they may spin protective silk webs, and 

they can cause damage by puncturing the plant cells to feed. Spider mites are known to feed on several 

hundred species of plants, including the cannabis plant.  Hot, dry conditions are often associated with population build-

up of spider mites. Under optimal conditions (approximately 80 °F or 27 °C), the two-spotted spider mite can hatch 

in as little as 3 days, and become sexually mature in as little as 5 days.  One female can lay up to 20 eggs per day and 

can live for 2 to 4 weeks, laying hundreds of eggs. This accelerated reproductive rate allows spider mite populations 

to adapt quickly to resist pesticides, so chemical control methods can become somewhat ineffectual when the same 

pesticide is used over a prolonged period.

Action Threshold:  When multiple stages of the insect’s life cycle is identified. 
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Monitoring and Identifying:  Keeping an eye out for each stage of the life cycle is key to monitoring plants for mites. 

There are 4 stages in a mites’ life: egg, larvae, nymph, and adult. Eggs are laid on the underside of the leaf and take 3 

days to hatch. Larvae and nymphs live in localized areas on the undersides of the leaves and avoid being exposed. 

Adult mites are mobile and move to areas of the plant where they can reproduce most efficiently. Looking at the 

bottom side of leaves will expose the egg, larvae, and nymph. 
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Prevention:  The consequence of using broad-spectrum chemical pesticide is that the chemicals can be toxic to non-

target beneficial or endangered species. The modern concept of biological pest control has been developed primarily 

by entomologists and in practice is taken to mean the use of living natural enemies to control pest species. 

Control:  In the occurrence of an outbreak chemical pesticides will be used to prevent spreading contaminants between 

rooms. 

Azamax (follow manufacture recommendations for mix ratios): 

• Fill 5-gallon bucket with 2 gallons of water.

• Add an emulsifier or wetting agent

• Mix 30 mL of Azamax per gallon of water.

• Apply as a foliar spray with pump sprayer and/or atomizer.

Pyganic (follow manufacture recommendations for mix ratios): 

• Fill 5-gallon bucket with 2 gallons of water

• Add an emulsifier or wetting agent

• Mix 30mL of Pyganic per gallon of water

• Apply as a foliar spray with fogger

-------------------------------------------------------------<Aphids>------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Aphids—are small sap-sucking insects, and members of the superfamily Aphidoidea.  Aphids are among the most 

destructive insect pests on cultivated plants in temperate regions. 
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Action Threshold:  When multiple stage of the insect’s life cycle are identified. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Aphids are visible to the human eye. These insects live together in localized colonies. 

An Aphids infestation will be obvious to the rudimentary gardener after the insect matures to its adult state. Early 

signs of an aphid infestation are visible when the tips of the oldest leaves begin to curl under. This is caused when the 

larvae begin to feed on the tips of roots. 

Control:  Controlling an aphid infestation can be difficult, but a persistent gardener will always successfully rid these 

pests. 

• Aphid

o Spray Azamax at a rate of 30ml/g or use as soil drench

o Place yellow sticky traps at the base of each plant.

▪ Tie the sticky trap to the stalk where the aphids cannot crawl past the trap.

▪ Replace sticky trap on each plant weekly for 4 weeks in all infested cultivation areas.

------------------------------------------------------------<Thrips>-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Thrips—are tiny, slender insects with fringed wings.  Thrips species feed on a large variety of plants and animals by 

puncturing them and sucking up the contents. A large number of thrips species are considered pests, because they feed 

on plants with commercial value such as the cannabis plant. 

Action Threshold:  When multiple stage of the insect’s life cycle are diagnosed. 
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Monitoring and Identifying:  Daily inspection of the canopy allow the gardener to identify Thrips at the first visible 

plant indication of an infestation. Thrip larvae feed on the vegetative growth of the plant. Thrips damage the leaf 

structure leaving behind white scars called “color break,” which is pale or dark discoloring of leaf tissue that was 

killed. 

Control: Thrips are typically an easier pest to mitigate, and 1-2 applications is all that is necessary.  Apply Azamax 

and/or Monterey Garden Spray 

o Mix 30mL/gallon Azamax

o Apply as foliar spray to the canopy of all plants.

o Place yellow sticky traps at the base of each plant.

▪ Tie the sticky trap to the stalk where the aphids cannot crawl past the trap.

▪ Replace sticky trap on each plant weekly for 4 weeks in all infested cultivation areas.

------------------------------------------------------<Fungus Gnats>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fungus Gnats— are small, dark, short-lived flies. The larvae feed on plant roots and fungi, helping in 

the decomposition of organic matter. The adults are 2–5 mm long can carry diseases such as pythium on their feet. 

Action Threshold:  When multiple stage of the insect’s life cycle are identified. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Fungus gnat infestations are obvious when the insect has matured to the adult stage. 

These pest are air born. They will be seen flying around the canopy, lights, and soil. 
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Prevention:  Healthy organic soil will produce an array of micro life. Nematodes are predatory roundworms which 

feed on the larval stage of the fungus gnat. Applying organic cultivation methods will result in a diverse spectrum of 

natural predators which limit fungus gnat reproduction. 

Control:  Controlling a fungus gnat infestation can be difficult, but a persistent gardener will always successfully rid 

these pests. 

• Fungus Gnat Larvae

o Mix 3mL/gallon H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide) in your reservoir.

o Saturate the soil mass completely.

• Adult Fungus Gnat

o Place yellow sticky traps at the base of each plant.

▪ Tie the sticky trap to the stalk where the aphids cannot crawl past the trap.

▪ Replace sticky trap on each plant weekly for 4 weeks in all infested cultivation areas.

---------------------------------------<Disease(s); Mold, Mildew and Bacteria>------------------------------------------------ 
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Cannabis plants can be susceptible to a multitude of different diseases.  Disease can range from a wide variety of 

different molds, mildews and bacteria.  Highlighted within this IPM SOP will be the most common diseases found 

within a commercial cultivation facility. 

-------------------------------------------------------<Powdery Mildew>------------------------------------------------------------ 

Powdery Mildew—is a fungal disease that affects a wide range of plants. Powdery mildew is caused by many 

different species of fungi.  It is one of the easier diseases to spot, as its symptoms are quite distinctive. Infected plants 

display white powdery spots on the leaves and stems. The lower leaves are the most affected, but the mildew can 

appear on any above ground part of the plant. As the disease progresses, the spots get larger and denser as large 

numbers of asexual spores are formed, and the mildew may spread up and down the length of the plant. Powdery 

mildew grows well in environments with high humidity and moderate temperatures. 

Action Threshold:  First sign of infection. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Daily inspections of the canopy allow a gardener to identify mildew at its earliest 

stages. Powdery Mildew begins to grow in the crevices of the leaf and stem. Identifying PM in these areas will keep 

a gardener ahead of the growth curve. 

Prevention:  Ultra-violet scrubbers will kill spores circulating through the air and will prevent spreading contaminants 

between rooms and plants. 

Control:  Chemical controls can be applied to prevent mildew from spreading across the vegetation. 
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• Powdery Mildew in Veg

o Mix 30ml/gallon Green Cure.

o Apply as foliar spray to the canopy of all plants.

▪ The active ingredient changes the PH of the surface of the leaves not allowing mold

spores to grow.

▪ Continue spraying every 30 days or once visible again.

• Powdery Mildew in Flower

o Mix 10mL/gallon Actinovate fungicide.

o Apply as foliar spray to the canopy of all plants once first sign of PM.

----------------------------------------------------------<Pythium>-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Pythium— Commonly referred to as root rot is a fungal disease.  To avoid root rot, it is best to only water plants 

when the soil becomes dry, and to put the plant in a well-drained pot.  A plant with root rot will not normally survive, 

but can often be propagated so it will not be lost completely.  Plants with root rot should be removed and destroyed. 

Action Threshold:  At first sign of the parasitic relationship. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  Pythium is a common development of plants that are over-watered. Monitoring the 

moisture of the soil will help identify an infection.  A plant’s leaves will droop when it is over saturated with moisture. 

Stagnant water left in a hydroponic system heightens risk of Pythium colonization. 

Prevention:  Do not allow stagnant water to evaporate anywhere in the cultivation environment. 

Control:  Kill and remove the plant 

-------------------------------------------------------------<Botrytis>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Botrytis (Grey Mold/Bud Rot) — is commonly known as grey mold or bud rot.  Bud rot is the result of consistently 

wet or humid conditions, and typically results in the loss of the affected flowers. 
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Action Threshold:  After first sign of the mold developing. 

Monitoring and Identifying:  When the humidity in a cultivation facility exceeds 50% the plants are at risk of 

developing Botrytis. Botrytis grows on the inside of the flower where the dense cluster of calyxes supplies adequate 

moisture and nutrient to the mold. Physically separating the calyxs of each large cola by hand will expose Botrytis for 

diagnosis. 

Prevention:  Maintain homeostasis of the atmosphere in the cultivation environment. Make sure there is adequate air 

circulation over the plant canopy. 

Control:  Maintain humdiity @ or below 45%. 

Quarantine of Medical Cannabis Plants 

The first step to quarantining a cultivation room is to stop any risk of immediate spread.  The room the pest is found 

in must be immediately closed, and no employees may enter or exit.  The employees in the affected room upon 

discovery must first line up by the entrance remove gloves, replace gloves, and put on a full body chemical suit with 

foot covers.  The employees are then allowed to exit the room while stepping in the footbath, and head to the air 

shower.  After the air shower has cycled, if time allows, employees will take a second shower, and change into clean 

scrubs.  These employees may now finish the entry protocol, and reenter the “clean” area of the facility. 

The contaminated room is now under quarantine protocol, which creates a barrier where the risk of spread can be 

reduced.  During this time, the minimum number of employees necessary to complete tasks will enter the room.  These 
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employees will undergo separate entry protocols designated to the contaminated room.  A station of necessary 

equipment will be placed next to the contaminated room for easy access to body suits, gloves, hairnets, and sterilizing 

equipment such as hydrogen peroxide.  Prior to entry to the contaminated room, employees will put on a full body 

suit, hair net, clean gloves, and shoe covers.  During the time in the room, this covering clothing is designed to keep 

and pests on the suit, and away from the employee’s hair, and scrubs.  When exiting the room, employees will line up 

by the door to complete the exit protocol.  Employees will remove all garments except scrubs, and shoes.  The 

employee will place the contaminated clothing into a trash bag for immediate disposal.  Upon exiting the room, 

employees will exit through the air shower, and repeat the entry protocol, to complete work on the rest of the 

facility.  This room will remain on quarantine protocol for 1-week post finding zero sign of pests on daily 

inspections.  It is imperative to inspect each room closely in order assure the quarantine protocol can be halted. 

Example of Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation: 

Date/Time Applied Employee/Signature/License # EPA Registration # Name of Pesticide RFID Tag # or Room Applied To Amount 

Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation
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Chemical Treatment 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Chemical Treatment of Plants

Purpose:  To explain how to properly treat a plant with chemicals (pesticide, insecticide, fungicide, etc.) and the 

different methods of treatment. 

Scope:  To train employees on proper treatment of plants and different methods of treatment.  *Refer to IPM SOP for 

chemical usage rates, frequency and amounts.  

Training:  4-6 hours 

The Principles of Chemical Treatment of Plants 

If a pest and/or disease issue is identified within the cannabis crop being cultivated, IPM protocol dictates for a physical 

chemical application of required pesticides, insecticide, fungicides or other chemicals to eradicate the identified issue. 

Facility employees will need to refer to the IPM SOP to determine which pesticide, fungicide, insecticide or other 

chemical is required to spray on the cannabis crop to rid the infestation/issue.  Refer to the instructions on the identified 

chemical for proper mix/dosage rates. 

All pesticide treatment applicators and applications will follow State and federal pesticide requirements for any 

pesticide applied. 

Pesticide applicators/registered employees will undergo required courses and testing to obtain a Private Applicators 

Certificate, as well as recertification every 3 years, becoming Registered Employees by the State of 

Pennsylvania.  Applicant’s Consultant will complete requirements for Reciprocity.  All pesticides applied will be 

approved by the FDA’s National Organic Program, and will be approved on the National List of allowed and 

prohibited pesticides and OMRI approved. 

Chemical Treatment of Plants through Dipping/Dunking 

The principle behind dipping/dunking cannabis plants as a chemical application is through dipping/dunking you ensure 

that the entire surface area of the plant has been treated with the desired chemical.  (When spraying plants with desired 

chemicals, it is not always ensured that every surface area of the plant has been treated) 

How to Dip/Dunk a Plant: 

1. Get a decent sized container to fill with the desired chemical and water (follow manufacturer recommended

mix rate/dosage instruction)

a. The size of container needed will be determined by the size of plants intended to be dipped/dunked

b. Typically a 5-gallon bucket should suffice as you should only dip/dunk smaller plants.  However if

the need does arise to dip/dunk a larger plant, a plastic trash bin can be utilized to dip/dunk larger

plants.

2. Once the container is properly mixed with the desired chemical at the proper rate the plants can be

dipped/dunked in the solution

a. Ensure that prior to dipping/dunking a plant that you have a hold of the plant medium as you do not

want the medium (dirt, coco, etc.) to fall into the chemical solution

3. Once the plant has be dipped/dunked, do NOT place it directly under HID lighting as this could result in the

plant burning and other negative effects

a. Wait until the plant appears to be 75% to 90% dry before placing it back under HID or grow

lighting

Chemical Treatment of Plants with a Sprayer (pump sprayer, automated sprayer or atomizer) 

• Fill the pump sprayer or atomizer sprayer with the proper dilution of the required chemical according to

manufacture recommendations.
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• Spray applications on cannabis plants should be done while the HID/LED lights are OFF.

o If the lights are left on, and the plants sprayed/treated it may cause plant burning and damage.

• Spray plants with a gentle action trying not to cause damage to plant stalks, branches and/or leaves.

• Ensure to adequately spray all undersides of plant leaves as this is where a majority of pests live.

• Allow plants to dry completely prior to placing the plants back underneath HID/LED lighting and prior to

turning the lights back on.

Example of Pump Sprayer(s): 

Examples of Atomizer Sprayer(s): 

Chemical Treatment of Plants through Root Drench 

Sometimes there is a need to perform a soil/root drench on the plants to eliminate a disease and/or pest.  This is done 

through mixing the desired chemical with the proper mix rates/dosage rates that the manufacturer suggests, once the 

desired chemical is properly mix at the correct rates the mixture is then evenly poured into the plants container 

containing the medium (soil, coco, etc.).  

Pour the mixed chemical all over the plants base and medium as if you were hand watering the plant. 

Documentation—after an employee of the licensed premise applies any pesticide, insecticide, fungicide or other 

chemical application to cannabis plants they will be required to document the application on the Pesticide/Fungicide 

Application Documentation log sheet. 

Example of Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation: 
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Date/Time Applied Employee/Signature/License # EPA Registration # Name of Pesticide RFID Tag # or Room Applied To Amount 

Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation
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Transplanting 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Transplanting of Plants

Purpose:  To explain how to properly transplant cannabis plants into a larger container. 

Scope:  To train employees how to properly transplant, tag and record/document transplanting activities. 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

The Principles of Transplanting Plants 

Transplanting is the process of staging plant into a larger sized container.  Typically transplanting will be done 2-3 

times during the plants lifecycle 1) from a clone into a 1 gallon container, 2) from a 1 gallon container into a 2-7 gallon 

container and 3) from a 2-7 gallon container into the final container of 7-15 gallons. 

• Pre-Transplant

o Rooms receiving transplants should be cleaned and ready for cultivation.

o Water valves on mainlines of plumbing that feed vegetative plants are turned off to allow plants (12-

24 hours) to adjust to proper moisture content for transplant.

• Transplant

o Remove plants of strains being transplanted from container/AutoPot system onto transport racks.

▪ Transport each strain as a group in order to keep our tagging organized.

o Move plants to transplanting area.

o Prepare new container/AutoPot for transplant.

o Copper Screen (only if using AutoPots):

• First, a mesh copper screen will be placed into the bottom of each pot with the

copper facing away from the root zone (copper down)

▪ Double check your work to be sure the correct equipment is installed

o Perlite:

▪ Second, 2” of Perlite will be placed on the bottom of each pot to insure the root

zone is adequately aerated.

o Fill container/AutoPot with adequate soil/medium to support a 1 gallon sized root zone.

o Remove the plant from the pot following these steps:

• Carefully press the sides of the 1 gallon pot inward to loosen the root mass.

• Place hand on top of soil with stalk between fingers

• Spread fingers apart to support the inverted root mass

• Carefully flip plant over with plant between fingers

• Pull pot upward away from roots

• Balancing the root mass

• Aerate dense clusters of roots by gently loosening the growing

medium/plant root structure

o Slowly rotate plant upright and place gently into new container/AutoPot.

o Fill in empty space with soil/medium.

▪ Tamp pot on table/ floor to evenly compact soil/medium

o Water until soil is thoroughly saturated

o Place tag into soil/medium; or around plant base or on a branch

• Tagging

o After each plant is transplanted the employee will record:

o The number of plants.

o The number of each tag used for every plant.

o The new location each plant.
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o The date of transplant.

• Once the data is captured an employee will need to ensure that the plant tag/unique ID tag remains with

the plant throughout the plants entire lifecycle.

• All transplants are to be recorded into POS software day of transplant.

o Double check data inputs to insure there are no mistakes.

• Keep a hard copy of every change that occurs in the facility.

o Plant moves, transplants, harvests, and waste will be the most frequent and important data inputs.

o Place plant on rack to be transported to new location.

▪ Recordkeeping/Documentation required:

• Record:

o New location

o Date of transplant

• All changes are to be recorded in POS tracking software day of activity(s).

Example of Cannabis Plant Tag: 

Example of Transplant Log Sheet: 

Date:
Employee 

#2:
Plant ID# and Batch #:

New Container 

Size:

Transplant Log

POS Record 

Made:

Employee 

#1:

Original 

Container Size:

Plant Lifecycle 

Stage:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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Vegetative Growth Stage 

Standard Operating Procedure: Vegetative Growth Stages 

Purpose:  Demonstrate to proper methods and techniques for healthy cannabis cultivation.  Including light cycles, 

feeding schedules, plant care and maintenance, Integrated Pest Management (IPM), etc. 

Scope:  These procedures cover cannabis cultivation procedures, methods and techniques in the vegetative and 

flowering growth stages within the cultivation facility. 

Plant Environment:  75-85⁰ Fahrenheit; Humidity ~30-50% 

Plant Light/Photoperiod:  Vegetative Cycle: Minimum of 18 hours of light (18 hours lights on; 6 hours light off) 

and up to 24 hours of continuous light. 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Daily Environment Documentation

2) Daily Plant Monitoring Log Sheet

3) Weekly Plant Monitoring Log Sheet

4) Daily Products Transfer/Wholesale Log Sheet

5) Cannabis Waste Log Sheet

Supplies/Tools Required 

1) Scissors

2) Measuring cups

3) Sunglasses

4) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

a. Protective eye gear

b. Respirators

c. Tyvek suits

d. Etc.

5) Watering hoses

6) Meters

a. TDS pen

b. pH Meter

c. Light Meter

7) Plant Ties

8) Trash can(s)

-----------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 3>------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Week 3 is the first week of the vegetative growth stage.  The purpose of the vegetative growth stage is to prepare the 

plant for the flowering growth stage.  The vegetative stage is very important stage in the cannabis life cycle, a healthy 

vegetative plant will become a healthy flowering plant producing optimal medicine.  

Examples of Cannabis Plants in the Vegetative Growth Stage (can be seen below): 
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Transplanting—process of staging plant into larger sized containers during vegetative growth stage.  

• Prepare the 1-2 gallon pot to be filled with soil/medium.

• Fill pot to proper height with SoHum soil/medium.

• Lightly press clone into soil/medium.

• Pack the soil around the clone with fingertips.

• Thoroughly water in clone with ½ gallon of filter water.

• Plant 1 strain at a time.

o This prevents mislabeling of genetics.

• Place each clone/container on rack system to be moved into its vegetative room.

Foliar Feeding—the foliar application of plant nutrients is the fastest, most effective method for treating deficiencies. 

Directly applying the appropriate solution provides nearly immediate results, and can have easily noticeable effects 

on yield and overall plant health.  Foliar sprays can be used to supplement deficient nutrients, introduce beneficial 

organisms, and also add certain supplements, which, add to flavor and potency.   Compost tea foliar applications 

should be not be applied after the 5th week of the flowering cycle. 

Step 1: Foliar Tea 

• Fill tea brewer with de-chlorinated, or RO water, and begin aerating.

• In a large tea bag, combine the ingredients below.

Step 2: Preparing Solution 

• For foliar application tea will be diluted with water at a ratio of 1:5

• Pour tea through a 70 micron filter or filter floss to remove sediment

• Dilute tea and fill sprayer as close to spraying time as possible

Step 3: Application 

• Approximately 1-2 hours before lights turn on, or immediately after lights turn off, prepare to spray solution

• During application, wear a respirator

• Using pump sprayer or atomizer to apply tea solution to foliage, making sure to coat the underside and top

of all leaf surfaces and stems
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Step 4: Clean Brewer and sprayer 

• Immediately after application wash sprayer and rinse with hydrogen peroxide solution

• Clean brewer immediately after brewing is complete. An unsterile brewer can cause breakouts of non-

beneficial microbes

*Note: If compost tea is already being brewed in the facility it can be used for foliar application as long as is does not

contain large amounts of guanos.

--------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 4>--------------------------------------------------------------- 

During the 4th week, plants will transition into rapid growth. The root structures will take hold of the soil mass 

maximizing the plants water absorption. Expect increase water consumption and prepare plants for transplant into 

large pots by pruning undergrowth. Train plants at the end of this week.  

** NEVER prune a plant prior to taking cuttings/clones from the plant.  The material to be pruned from the plant 

can be used as cuttings to create clones for the future cultivation. ** 

Pruning Cannabis Plants—Pruning cannabis plants is imperative to ensure high yields, as well as a fundamental part 

of integrated pest management.  Without proper pruning, plants will allocate energy to lower-level, light deprived 

flowers.  This will deprive your high yielding canopy, causing light airy flowers.  Keeping the plant undergrowth 

clean of unhealthy and overcrowded branches allows greater airflow and decreases available habitats for pests, molds, 

and mildews.   

Cannabis strains vary greatly in their growth habits creating very different Anatomical Plant Analysis (APA).  A 

strain’s APA is defined by its growth characteristics such as, transition period growth, node spacing, flowering period, 

and flower morphology.  These characteristics differ between every strain, and must be documented to create a 

standardized pruning technique for each one.  Transition period growth is particularly important when developing a 

strain specific pruning procedure.  This transition growth is defined by the increased vertical growth during the first 

stage of the flowering period, followed by increased lateral flower production.    

Sativa dominant strains will typically have a longer period of transition growth, and some will still grow vertically 

into the 4th week of the flowering period.  These strains with longer transition growth periods will require increased 

pruning, some sativa strains may need the bottom half of branches to be removed.  This increased pruning will also 

decrease the node spacing during the growth period and form tighter, denser flowers.  Indica strains will have a much 

shorter transition growth period, and will require less pruning.  This shorter transition growth period must be taken 

into consideration in order to ensure maximum yields.  In general indica dominant strains should be pruned only 1/3 

from the base of the plant, and only very light deprived bud sites should be removed.  These strains should also be 

switched to the flowering period later than sativa strains to ensure maximum yields.   

Step 1:  Preparation 

1) Clean scissors with isopropyl alcohol

2) Asses plants APA’s to identify plants requiring pruning

Step 2:  Pruning Cannabis Plants 

1) Starting at the lowest point of the plant; begin removing branches on the bottom third of the plant (keep in

mind strains APA and pruning procedure)

2) After bottom third of the plant is clear, remove any undergrown branches and bud sites in the center/core of

the plant

3) Removing weak bud sites, but not removing the entire branch will cause the plant to concentrate energy into

the terminal bud on the branch and increase yields

4) Be sure to note what strain you are pruning, and if it is properly pruned according to its APA and designated

pruning procedure

Step 3:  Post-Pruning 

1) Move plants to designated location
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2) Clean work area ensuring no plant material remains, and area is free of debris

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 5>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The goal of week 5 is to transplant, relocate, and monitor the growth of plants approaching the flowering cycle. 

Maintaining the health of plants at this stage will allow for maximum node development during the first 3 weeks of 

flower.  

Transplant: Vegetative to Flower (1-7 gallon) 

• Pre-Transplant

o Rooms receiving transplants should be cleaned and ready for cultivation.

o Water valves on mainlines of plumbing that feed vegetative plants are turned off to allow plants (12-

24 hours) to adjust to proper moisture content for transplant.

• Transplant

o Remove plants of strains being transplanted from container/AutoPot system onto transport racks.

▪ Transport each strain as a group in order to keep our tagging organized.

o Move plants to transplanting area.

o Prepare new container/AutoPot for transplant.

o Copper Screen (only if using AutoPots):

• First, a mesh copper screen will be placed into the bottom of each pot with the

copper facing away from the root zone (copper down)

▪ Double check your work to be sure the correct equipment is installed

o Perlite:

▪ Second, 2” of Perlite will be placed on the bottom of each pot to insure the root

zone is adequately aerated.

o Fill container/AutoPot with adequate soil/medium to support a 1 gallon sized root zone.

o Remove the plant from the pot following these steps:

• Carefully press the sides of the 1 gallon pot inward to loosen the root mass.

• Place hand on top of soil with stalk between fingers

• Spread fingers apart to support the inverted root mass

• Carefully flip plant over with plant between fingers

• Pull pot upward away from roots

• Balancing the root mass

• Aerate dense clusters of roots by gentle massaging

o Slowly rotate plant upright and place gently into new container/AutoPot.

o Fill in empty space with soil/medium.

▪ Tamp pot on table/ floor to evenly compact soil/medium

o Water until soil is thoroughly saturated

o Place tag into soil/medium; or around plant base or on a branch

o Place plant on rack to be transported to new location.

▪ Recordkeeping/Documentation required:

• Record:

o New location

o Date of transplant

• All changes are to be recorded in POS tracking software day of activity(s).

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 6>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Monitoring the plants closely for pests will prevent outbreaks later in the flower cycle. Treat for any visible signs of 

target species. 

• Adhere to IPM protocol; final vegetative spray treatment prior to transitioning into flowering growth stage
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After week six, the medical cannabis plants will be transitioned into the flowering growth stage where the plants’ 

photo cycle will be altered causing them to begin producing flowers.  The flowering growth stage is the next SOP 

discussed.  

Flowering Growth Stage 

Standard Operating Procedure: Flowering Growth Stage 

Purpose:  Demonstrate proper methods and techniques for healthy cannabis cultivation, including light cycles, feeding 

schedules, plant care and maintenance, Integrated Pest Management (IPM), etc. 

Scope:  These procedures cover cannabis cultivation procedures, methods and techniques in the flowering growth 

stages within the cultivation facility.  

Plant Environment:  ~72-78⁰ Fahrenheit; Humidity ~30-50% 

Plant Light/Photoperiod:  Flowering Cycle:  12 hours of lights on and 12 hours lights off.  (must be 12 hours of un-

interrupted darkness) 

Training:  8 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Daily Environment Documentation

2) Daily Plant Monitoring Log Sheet

3) Weekly Plant Monitoring Log Sheet

4) Daily Products Transfer/Wholesale Log Sheet

5) Cannabis Waste Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Scissors

2) Measuring cups

3) Sunglasses

4) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

a. Protective eye gear

b. Respirators

c. Tyvek suits

d. Etc.

5) Watering Pumps, Hoses, Watering Can, etc.

6) Meters

a. TDS pen

b. pH Meter

c. Light Meter

7) Trellis Netting/plant stakes

8) Plant Ties

9) Trash can(s)

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 7>----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The 7th week is the first week of the flowering growth stage.  The flowering growth stage is where your cannabis 

plants will start to form flowers.  This is the stage of the plants life when the majority of weight is gained and oil 

production occurs.  The cannabis plants should be prepared for the flowering growth stage by supporting the plants 

stock and/or branches through trellising, staking, pruning, and defoliating any excessive canopy.  
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Examples of Cannabis Plants in Flowering Growth Stage (can be seen below): 

Pruning/Defoliating—Remove unwanted plant growth.  A majority of the required pruning/defoliating will have 

already occurred during the vegetative stage; so during this time of pruning/defoliating you should only remove new 

plant growth and foliage that has regrown in previously pruned areas.  Pruning/defoliating will allow light to penetrate 

the plant canopy and result in optimal plant growth and production.  

Trellis Netting—the use of trellis netting for cannabis cultivation plays several roles in plant health.   The main goal 

in trellising is to provide support for the plant when flower/bud weight increases later in the flowering stage. 

Providing this support also allows the plant to dedicate energy to flower production, rather expending energy 

supporting heavy flowers.  Besides physical support, trellising also improves airflow under the canopy, which is an 

integral aspect of integrated pest management. 

Trellis netting should occur within the first 5-7 days of the flowering cycle.

Step 1:  Plant Preparation 

• Plants should be previously pruned according to pruning procedures

• Plants should be in final position for completion of round.

Step 2:  Hanging Trellis 

• In open area spread trellis to full extension

• Starting furthest from entry point, attach one short side of trellis to wall, or trellis support

• Stretch the remaining trellis over the canopy, laying overtop of the plants

• Pull the trellis tight, and attach to wall or trellis support

• The trellis should be uniformly tight, 2”-4” below the top of canopy

Step 3:  Adjusting Plant Canopy 

• Situate branches evenly in the canopy, concentrating on preventing crowding in any one area

• The tallest branches protruding more than 6” above the canopy should be woven underneath the

trellis, or tied to trellis with a plant tie.

• After the Branches are evenly distributed, check underneath the trellis for hanging branches to either

be pushed upward into trellis or be removed if they will not reach the canopy.

• All strains have different growth habits, and require different trellising techniques.  Sativa strains

will require more attention to create adequate support.  Indica dominant strains will require little to

no time organizing the canopy.  Pay close attention to each of your strains habits and adjust the

canopy accordingly.

Early Flowering Stage Mid Flowering Stage Late Flowering Stage 
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Step 4:  Clean Up 

• Clean any remaining plant matter, and trash from the area

• Discard all plant matter into the designated waste bin and discard all trash in the designated trash

bin

Staking/supporting—The plants will begin producing flowers and gain mass as they approach harvest.  Some of the 

plants stalks and/or branches may need additional support from plant stakes (bamboo stakes can be seen below).  

• Add support stakes to branches needing support to prevent branches from lying on one another or

breaking/snapping.

OR

------------------------------------------------------------<WEEK 8-18>------------------------------------------------------------- 

Over the course of the next several weeks the plant will complete its genetic drive to produce the flowers.   The plants 

will begin to show characteristics of their APA.  Pruning, trellising and staking/supporting plants according to this 

analysis will increase yields and mitigate pest outbreaks.  Over the course of weeks 8 through 18 the main objective 

will be to monitor the cannabis plants, cultivation facility and equipment. 

It will be imperative to be aware of all environments and equipment within the facility to be able to locate and identify 

any potential problems or unforeseen circumstances.  Being proactive during the flowering cycle will reduce the risk 

of equipment malfunction or failure which could have detrimental effects on the plants being cultivated. 

Monitor the canopy of each room daily for: 

• Pest(s)

• Fungus/disease

• Plant sex; signs of plant hermaphroditism
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Performing the proper checks and balances over the next few weeks will determine the quality of the manufactured 

product.  Maintaining ideal growing environments to achieve the plants maximum genetic potential is our goal. 

Employees must maintain a log of temperature, humidity, and CO2 concentration in the environment of each 

cultivation area. Record should be maintained daily upon entry of each room.   m 

At this stage in the growth cycle, if there are no visible indications of stress induced on the plants and pests have yet 

to be identified, the room will require less attention and only inspections are necessary.  Check all reservoirs daily to 

insure plants are receiving adequate hydration.  

Determining if Plant are ready for Harvest 

Harvest will occur between the 16th and 18th week depending on the cannabis strain.  Sativa and hybrid genetic lineages 

should be allowed the full 70 day flowering cycle to reach maturity (approximately 10 to 14 weeks of flowering growth 

stage).  Indica strain’s flowering growth stage time lengths vary depending on lineage, but most will be harvested 

around day 60 (approximately 8 to 10 weeks of flowering growth stage).  *Refer to Harvesting Cannabis SOP. 

• Monitor the calyxes and the maturity of the trichomes to understand when a strain has reached maturity and

is ready to be harvested.

o Use a microscope to observe the cannabis plants trichomes to determine if the plant is ready to be

harvested

▪ If a plant is ready to be harvested, the trichomes should appear milky white in color

• If trichomes are clear, or see-through in color the plant is not ready to be harvested

and should be allowed to continue growing in order to reach maturity.

• If the trichomes appear to be a dark amber or reddish color, the plant may have

been allowed to grow too long and over-mature.  This will degrade the medicinal

properties and benefits of the cannabis.
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Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration

Purpose:  To explain how to use certified scales for weights and measurements 

Scope:  To train employees on proper use of NTEP certified scales to be used for weights and measures as well as 

scale calibration/certification 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

State of Pennsylvania Requirements 

The State of Pennsylvania requires the use of any scale or balance to be routinely calibrated by a calibration laboratory 

accredited to International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard ISO/IEC 17025 by an accreditation body 

that is that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition 

Agreement. 

ISO/IEC 17025—ISO/IEC 17025:2005 specifies the general requirements for the competence to carry out tests and/or 

calibrations, including sampling. It covers testing and calibration performed using standard methods, non-standard 

methods, and laboratory-developed methods. 

It is applicable to all organizations performing tests and/or calibrations. These include, for example, first-, second- 

and third-party laboratories, and laboratories where testing and/or calibration forms part of inspection and product 

certification. 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is applicable to all laboratories regardless of the number of personnel or the extent of the scope 

of testing and/or calibration activities. When a laboratory does not undertake one or more of the activities covered by 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005, such as sampling and the design/development of new methods, the requirements of those 

clauses do not apply. 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is for use by laboratories in developing their management system for quality, administrative and 

technical operations. Laboratory customers, regulatory authorities and accreditation bodies may also use it in 

confirming or recognizing the competence of laboratories. ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is not intended to be used as the basis 

for certification of laboratories.  Compliance with regulatory and safety requirements on the operation of laboratories 

is not covered by ISO/IEC 17025:2005 * http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39883 

Types of Scales to be used 

TSG will utilize NTEP-certified scales for the weighing of all medical cannabis, medical cannabis products, medical 

cannabis waste and all green waste.  

NTEP Certification— The National Conference on Weights and Measures issues an NTEP Certificate of 

Conformance following successful completion of an evaluation of a device. It indicates that the device(s) described 

in the Certificate is/are capable of meeting applicable requirements of the NIST Handbook 44.* 

http://www.ncwm.net/ntep/faqs#WhatIsNTEPcertificate 

Scale Use 

All medical cannabis harvested at TSG’s licensed premise will be weighed and packaged using NTEP-certified scales 

certified for legal trade and that have been calibrated and certified ISO/IEC 17025 accredited by a Pennsylvania 

calibration service supplier. 

Scale Calibration and Frequency 

TSG will ensure that all scales and balances are calibrated by a calibration service suppliers that is ISO/IEC 17025 

accredited. 
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The frequency of having TSG scales calibrated will be on a six (6) month basis.  This routine calibration will be 

documented on the Scale Calibration Log sheet and maintain on the licensed premise.  

Example of the Scale Calibration Log Sheet: 

Scale Calibration

Scale 

Calibrated
Notes/Comment:Date: Employee: Scale Serial #/ID#: Calibration Service Supplier:

YES NO

YES NOYES

YES NOYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES
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Harvesting Cannabis 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Harvesting Cannabis 

Purpose:  To explain the steps and procedures involved with harvesting cannabis, including: cutting, weighing, 

processing, trimming, drying, and curing. 

Scope:  Covers the post-cultivation harvest process within the cultivation facility. 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet

2) Cannabis Waste Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Heavy-Duty Sheers

2) Certified Scales (hanging scale for wet weight and table scale for trimmed flower/bud and sugar leaf)

3) Scissors

4) Plant labels/tags

5) Drying Racks

6) Containers/Jars

7) Soil Disposal Carts

Principles of Harvesting Cannabis 

The harvesting of cannabis is the final process with the plant lifecycle.  The harvesting process is when all cultivation 

activities have come to an end and the cannabis plants flowers are fully ripened and ready to be harvested.  The harvest 

and post-harvest process involves four (4) major steps; 1) harvesting the cannabis plants, 2) trimming the cannabis 

plants, 3) drying the cannabis and 4) curing the cannabis. 

• Harvesting

o Cutting the cannabis plants stock at the point where the stock meets the soil or growing medium.

Record the Plants Attribute # or Unique ID # and strain information on the Harvested Cannabis

Log Sheet.

o Once cannabis plant is cut, the plant must be weighed as a whole.  This is typically called the

cannabis plant ‘Wet Weight’.  Record this weight on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.

o All soil root balls from harvested plants will be placed into the soil disposal cart

Cut the Plant at Base 
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Once the cannabis plant(s) have been chopped and weighed on an NTEP-certified hanging scale, record the wet 

weight of the plant(s) on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.  

Date: Plant Attribute # and Batch#: Plant Strain: Wet Weight: Waste Weight: Trim Weight: Bud Weight:

Harvested Medical Cannabis

Documentation 
Weigh Entire Wet Plant 
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Processing Operations 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Processing Operations 

Purpose:  To explain post-harvest activities, procedures and protocols.  Including: trimming, processing, weighing, 

packaging and labeling. 

Scope:   Covers the processing activities within the cultivation facility. 

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

What is Included in the Post-Extraction Operations 

1) Trimming cannabis plants

2) Weighing, packaging and labeling finished cannabis medicine

3) Cannabis waste disposal

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Finished Cannabis Medicine Log Sheet

2) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Nitrile gloves

2) Certified Table Scale

3) Packaging Materials

4) Labeling Materials

Principles of Processing Operations 

Processing operations will consist of the processing/trimming, drying and curing of medical cannabis.  Also included 

in the processing operations if the packaging and labeling of medical cannabis.   

1) Processing/trimming – The cannabis plant will be broken down by removing the larger fan leaves, and hung

on drying racks preparing for packaging.  Registered employees will be required to wear nitrile gloves during

all processing and/or trimming procedures.

o This is where the cannabis plant will be broken down from the whole plant form into individual

branches and grades.  This will typically create 3 different ‘grades’ of cannabis from the same plant:

• Flower(s)/bud(s)—this is the portion of the cannabis plants and typically referred to as the

‘kola buds’.  This medicine has received all of the optimal growing conditions throughout

the plants entire lifecycle (proper light conditions and distribution, optimal CO2 levels,

etc.).

• Sugar Leaf/trim—this is typically the lower levels of the plant where the HID lighting

cannot fully penetrate resulting in ‘larfy/leafy’ cannabis buds and the sugar leaves that have

been trimmed off the plants and flowers.  This material is typically used in infused products

manufacturing and extraction operations.

• Waste—this is comprised of all the material that will not be used from the plant.  This

material must be weighed and recorded on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.  Cannabis

waste is typically comprised of:

▪ Stalks and stems

▪ Fan leaves

▪ Roots

▪ Other unusable material

o Make sure that all required information is recorded and transferred with any and all cannabis plant

materials.  Required information to be transferred with cannabis material:

• Plant strain/name
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• Harvest/process date

• Plant Attribute # and Batch #

Trimming—this is when the processed cannabis will be trimmed.  This process involves trimming all of the 

leafy material away from the flowers/buds.  The trimmed leaf material (sugar leaf) is still usable and typically 

used in Infused Products Manufacturing or for cannabis extraction.  All registered employees are required to 

“glove-up” prior to commencing any trimming operations.   Employees will be required to wear and change 

gloves often throughout the day. 

o Trim the leafy material of cannabis flowers; properly weigh the trimmed flowers (buds) as well as

weigh all the trim (sugar leaf) and record the weights on the Harvested Cannabis Log Sheet.

Weights to be recorded (ensure recording to proper Plant Attribute # or Unique ID #):

• Flower/bud weight

• Trim/sugar leaf weight

 

o Once the cannabis material is trimmed it is ready for drying.

o Trimming can be done by using traditional hand-trimming methods or the use of new automated

trimming machines such as the TRIMINATOR.

• If using a trim machine (ACC recommends the TRIMINATOR) please refer to the Trim

Machine Operation SOP.

Example of Traditional Hand Trimming: 

Eaxample of a Trim Machine: 

Documentation 

Trimmed Flower/Trim Weigh Trimmed Flower/Trim 

Record Trimmed 

Flower/Trim Weight 
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2) Drying—this is when the cannabis plants will be dried.  The drying process is a somewhat delicate process

as you do not want to over dry the flowers, but leaving too much moisture in the flowers could result in mold

and bud rot.

o Plants will be hung upside down using metal S hooks on a mobile wire shelf

o Make sure to properly label each plant on the drying racks (ensure all required information is

recorded and follows material through drying process to ensure records are not lost.)

▪ Required information:

• Plant Attribute # and Batch #

• Plant Strain

• Date flowers (buds) were placed on rack

Examples of Drying Racks: 

3) Curing—the curing process begins once the plants have been properly dried.

o Plants can be cured in multiple ways

o Plants can be cured in place (within the drying room) by adjusting the room’s humidity to an equal

level as the interior of the flowers.  This allows the cannabinoids to fully gain their respective

medicinal properties.   This process can take 1-2 weeks, depending on desired cannabinoid and

terpene values.

o Plant material (typically only the plant flowers/buds) can be placed in a container (typically a glass

jar) for an extended period of time.  During this curing method, the containers will need to be opened

periodically to allow air circulation (this processes is commonly referred to as “burping” the

container).

o Upon completion of curing, the product will be weighed, tracked, and sent to the vault for storage

until extraction.

o Make sure to properly labels all curing containers with all required information:

▪ Plant Attribute # and Batch #

▪ Plant Strain

▪ Date flowers (buds) were placed in curing container
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Example of Curing in Glass Jars: 

4) Weighing and Packaging Medical Cannabis — Is the process of accurately weighing the medical cannabis

to be put into packages for distribution.  Packaging regulations and requirements may vary, so it is essential

to reference the state and local laws and regulations pertaining to packaging requirements for medical

cannabis business.  Use of state-approved NTEP certified scales for the weighing of all medical cannabis

products is mandatory.

o Medical cannabis will be carefully weighed and packaged at the Licensed Premise.  All packaged

medical cannabis will be placed in a legally compliant, child safe resistant opaque and tamper-

evident packaging.  All products will be packaged, recorded into the inventory system, and labeled

per Pennsylvania regulations.

o Upon medical cannabis being weighed and packaged registered employees are required to document

the medical cannabis weight associated to the product with a unique attribute number and batch

number.  This documentation must be done with two registered employees, one employee to make

the record in the inventory control system and a second to witness the record.

o Ensure inventory control system is updated to show the packaged medical cannabis weights and

specifications.

5) Labeling — All packages of medical cannabis will require a label to be conspicuously placed on the package.

o Labels must be made of weather resistant and tamper-evident material

o As a redundancy, employees will be required to recheck each package for a label prior to shipping

and package containing medical cannabis from the Licensed Premise.

6) Secure, Segregated Storage — Upon medical cannabis being packaged, TSG registered employees will be

required to hold the medical cannabis in secure, segregated storage until released for distribution

o The secure, segregated storage will be within the Licensed Premise vault.

Examples of Child-Resistant Packaging: 
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Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Purpose:  To explain the purpose and processes involved with inventory reconciliation. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved with inventory reconciliation. 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Products Inventory

The Principles of Inventory Reconciliation 

It is recommended to perform physical inventory on weekly or monthly basis.  At minimum, a monthly inventory 

reconciliation is to be performed at each facility.  This is where every product within the facility will be physically 

counted, documented and then reconciled (compared) against the inventory recorded in the POS system or computer 

inventory system.   

The physical inventory on-hand that is counted should be identical to the inventory that is recorded within the POS 

system.  If there are deviations in these numbers then action must be taken to determine the shortage(s).  

1) Count ALL on-hand inventory at the facility

o Cannabis plants

▪ Mother plants

▪ Clones

▪ Vegetative plants

▪ Flowering plants

▪ Hanging/drying plants and material

o Finished cannabis

▪ Flower/bud (packaged and ready for transport)

▪ Trim/sugar leaf (packaged and ready for transport)

2) Document all counted on-hand inventories on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly,

or monthly) log sheet.

3) Reconcile counted on-hand inventories against on-hand inventories in the POS system

o Document discrepancies on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly, or

monthly) log sheet between the counted on-hand inventory and POS inventory.

o Investigate all discrepancies

4) Inventory Discrepancies — Discrepancies between the inventory stock and the inventory within the inventory

control system (outside of normal weight loss due to moisture loss and handling)

o Investigate all discrepancies within one (1) business day

▪ Perform inventory audit and reconciliation

▪ Review transactions within the inventory control system

▪ Review security surveillance footage

o Report theft or diversion to the Department AND Pennsylvania State Police within one business day

▪ Contact the Department and Pennsylvania State Police in multiple fashions as a redundancy

1. Contact directly through phone conversation

2. Contact electronically through email, fax or other electronic means

o Within 30 days

▪ the inventory discrepancy investigation must be conducted and completed
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▪ the standard operating procedures amended (if needed)

▪ send an investigation report and audit to the Commission

Example of Cultivation Inventory—Cannabis Plants log sheet: 

Example of Cultivation POS Inventory log sheet: 

Example of Product Loss log sheet: 

Date: Emplooyee: Grow Room: Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Lifecycle Stage:

Cultivation Inventory--Cannabis Plants

Notes:

Cultivation POS Inventory Reconciliation

Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:

Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Note/Comments:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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Trim Machine Operation  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Trim Machine Operation 

Purpose:  To understand how to properly operate the TRIMINATOR trim machine. 

Scope:  To train employees on the proper handling, use and maintenance of the TRIMINATOR.  TRIMINATOR user 

manual can be found online at:  http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/  

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

The Principles of the Trim Machine Operation and Maintenance 

Any automated trimming machine being utilized should be used with caution as the machine can cause harm and 

bodily damage if not used properly.  It is recommended to read the user manual and manufacturer instruction prior to 

use of any automated trim machine.   

ACC recommends the use of the TRIMINATOR automated trimming machine for cannabis operations.  More 

information on the TRIMINATOR can be found at the website: http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-

machine/  

TRIMINATOR user manual can be found at: 

https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3

AyR283cGdfUW5J/view 

TRIMINATOR Spec Sheet can be seen below: 

http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
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Laboratory Testing 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Purpose:  To explain the procedures involved for preparing cultivation product samples for laboratory testing. 

(Product potency, contaminants, etc.) 

Scope:  Covers the steps to prepare samples for lab testing. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cultivation Products Samples for Laboratory Testing

2) Manifest/Trip Plan

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale

2) Child-Resistant Packaging

3) State-Compliant Labels

Principles of Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Samples of medical cannabis that have been cultivated/produced will need to be sent off for 3rd party laboratory testing 

pursuant to Commonwealth of Pennsylvania regulations.  State-licensed 3rd party laboratories will perform lab tests 

on provided samples to determine the content of the medical cannabis, the potency, the presence of any contaminants 

or health hazards, cannabinoid profile, terpene profile, etc.   

Preparation of Medical Cannabis Samples to be Tested 

TSG will send a sample of every production batch and lot to a State-licensed independent testing laboratory to perform 

State-required tests. 

o Prepare individual samples for testing from medical cannabis

▪ Collect samples for testing from each production batch

• Flower/bud—ensure adequate quantity from batch for sampling (~7-14 grams)

• You will need to prepare four (4) test samples per production batch

o Two (2) samples to send to the laboratory for testing

▪ One of this samples will be retained in the need of a re-test

o Two (2) samples will be maintained at the licensed premise for potential

future testing.

o Create a new ‘package’ for the test sample.

▪ Create a ‘sample package’ from the original product package

▪ Test sample will now have its own unique Attribute ID # that was created from the original

product package with its own unique Attribute ID #

▪ Original Package: Attribute ID# MIP001Create new ‘Sample Package’: MIPT101

o Fill out all required documentation/log sheets

▪ Samples for Laboratory Testing

▪ Manifest/Trip Plan
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o Send test samples to the 3rd party laboratory/testing facility

▪ Follow Wholesale/Transferring/Transporting SOP

Laboratory Test Results — Upon testing medical cannabis samples from the testing laboratory will provide the test 

results back to TSG.  Test results will show medical cannabis potency, cannabinoid profiles, terpene profiles, 

contaminants (if any present). The testing laboratory will provide TSG test results from each batch and lot tested and 

provide graphs, charts and/or spectra from laboratory instrumentation.  

Certificate of Analysis — The independent testing laboratory will issue a certificate of analysis with supporting data 

if the sample passes all required testing.  This will include but not be limited to the sample test results showing the 

tests meets all specifications for the variety.  Every certificate of analysis will need to be retained on site.  

• Expiration Date — Expiration dates are used to express the shelf life of a particular product, for TSG

expiration date will need to be assigned to all medical cannabis.  Upon review of the certificate of analysis

and a determination that a batch meets the specification for the variety, registered employees will be required

to assign an expiration date to the batch.

• Determining Expiration Dates — There are typically no expiration dates required by US Federal regulation,

except for infant formula.  There is currently also no uniform or universally accepted system for cannabis

expiration dating in the US or Pennsylvania.

o TSG will determine medical cannabis product expiration dates by first assigning an expiration date

of a 1-year expiration date from the date of product packaging.

Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :

Record on Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Notes/Comments:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Notes/Details:

Receiving Laboratory:
Grower 

Agent #2:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO
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o The expiration date will include the day, month and year of expiration.

o Expiration date will also be followed or proceeded by a statement or phrase explaining the expiration

date such as “sell-by” or “use before”.

• Evaluating Expiration Dates — Expiration dating will be evaluated during required 6-month interval

testing’s performed by an independent testing laboratory.

o The testing laboratory will test retention samples from the production batch for purity and potency

to compare against the original production batch test sample.

o Production retention sample’s purity and potency will need to fall within a range of the original

production batch test sample in order for the expiration date to be confirmed.

▪ Purity and potency range for retention test sample must fall within ± 90-100% of the purity

and potency of the original production batch test sample.

▪ If the purity and potency level of the production retention sample does not fall within the

required range of potency and purity of the original production test sample then the

assigned expiration date will be reevaluated and re-determined.

Frequency of Testing — TSG will provide a sample from each released batch to an independent testing laboratory 

sufficient to perform stability testing at 6-month intervals.  This is done for two reasons: 

1. To ensure product potency and purity

2. Provide support for expiration dating

It will be paramount to keep and properly store an adequate amount (~7-14 grams) of each released batch of medical 

cannabis in order to achieve this frequency of testing.  See preparation of samples instructions noted in previous 

content.   

Sample Storage—as a requirement of Pennsylvania regulations, TSG will retain a sample from each batch released. 

The sample will be sufficient enough to provide for follow-up testing if necessary and the sample will need to be 

properly stored for a minimum of one (1) year past the date of expiration of the batch. 

• Samples from each batch released to be retained for a long period of time will be vacuum-sealed to limit

oxygen exposure to the medical cannabis as oxygen will degrade the sample quicker.

Retention of Laboratory Test Results — TSG will retain all laboratory test results for each batch and lot of medical 

cannabis tested for a minimum of five (5) years on-site within the Licensed Premise.  Laboratory test results will be 

maintained within a lockable filing cabinet located in a limited-access area on the Licensed Premise. 

• COMPANY will retain every certificate of analysis within secure storage in a limited access area of the

Licensed Premise.

Laboratory Test Results for Inspection/Review — TSG will make all medical cannabis laboratory test result 

available for inspection and/or review to the Commission upon request.  TSG will produce said test results for 

Commission inspection/review within 48 hours of request.  

Release for Distribution 

All batches of medical cannabis are to remain in secure storage until the batch successfully passes all required testing, 

the batch is determined to meet all the specifications of the variety and TSG’s employee has receipt of certificate of 

analysis and supporting data. 

Upon samples passing all independent laboratory testing and the samples determined to have met the specifications 

of the variety, the medical cannabis batch being held will be cleared for release and distribution.  

Inventory Control Revision — Upon releasing the batch for distribution, employees are required to revise the status 

of the batch in the inventory control. 

• This process will be completed by two (2) register employees for redundancy.

o One employee will revise the status of the batch within the inventory control system

o The other employee will witness the revision to the inventory control to ensure the record is accurate.
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• Once the medical cannabis batch has been released and the status revised in the inventory control, registered

employees will be authorized to distribute the medical cannabis batch.

Failure to pass Laboratory Testing 

Medical cannabis will not be released for distribution if the sample does not pass laboratory testing.  Upon receipt of 

test results that do not meet specifications, TSG may choose to rework, reprocess or destroy and dispose of the batch 

according to standard operating procedures.  Upon reworking or reprocessing the batch will be resampled and retested 

by an independent testing laboratory to ensure that all required specifications are met. 

If a sample from a batch does not met specifications and does not pass testing, it will be a policy of TSG to wholesale 

the medical cannabis batch to the vertically-integrated processing operations or to State-licensed processors for the 

medical cannabis batch to be processed into cannabis concentrate and further into infused products if desired. 

• Reprocess medical cannabis failing to meet specification

o Supply all medical cannabis in a batch not meeting specifications to a State-licensed processor
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Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments

Purpose:  To explain the steps required to be followed to wholesale medical cannabis products to other 3rd party retail 

dispensaries, MIPs or cultivation facilities. 

Scope:  Covers the training required and procedure for registered employees covering the wholesale procedure, 

transferring/transporting an dshipments. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing)

2) Manifest/Trip Plan

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale

The Principles of the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting 

The facility will wholesale cannabis products to other 3rd party retail dispensaries, MIP’s and cultivation facilities. 

The Wholesale Process: 

1) New Wholesale Order

2) Fulfillment

3) Create Manifest/Trip Plan

4) Transportation

5) Delivery

6) Post-Delivery

1) New Wholesale Order or Transfer Request (if vertically integrated)

1) Receive incoming wholesale order

2) Fill out Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet

3) Create a new invoice for wholesale order

a. Date that order is placed

b. Products and quantities ordered

c. Prices of products

d. Estimated delivery date

2) Fulfillment

1) Collect products needed for wholesale order

2) Take ordered/collected products out of the inventory control system

3) Package the order of products into a container that is constructed on tamper-evident, opaque material

a. The use of tamper-evident cardboard boxes, hard plastic opaque cases that can be locked with

tamper-evident seals or locks, or a similar shipping package that will meet requirements

b. Seal said tamper-evident package with tamper-evident tape.

c. If shipping multiple packages to the same recipient, the packages will need to be shipped within one

large opaque tamper-evident container.

4) Repackaging — If necessary, registered employees may have to repackage the shipment into a container

that is constructed of tamper-evident opaque materials and sealed with tamper-evident tape

a. This will typically only happen if the original packaging is defective or gets destroyed.

b. Medical cannabis will need to be repackaged if not originally packaged in an opaque container.
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c. Repackaging may be required if multiple packages are identified as being shipped to the same

recipient

i. If this is the case, then the packages will need to be repackaged into one large opaque

tamper-evident container and sealed with tamper-evident tape

1. Ensure package is sealed with tamper-evident tape; seal all entry/access points

5) Complete the fulfillment section on the Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet

a. Example of Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet can be seen below:

6) Create new Record for Shipment Form for the products being shipped—registered employees will need to

create one of these forms and labels the package and/or shipment prior to shipping any medical cannabis

products.

a. Information required on record:

i. Date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment

ii. Name a signature of the registered employee who prepared and sealed the package

iii. Name and address of TSG

iv. Shipment identification number

v. A description of the package being shipped including the weight of each item

vi. The name and address of the party receiving the shipment

b. From the Record for Shipment Form a package/shipping label must be created.

i. This label must be made from weather resistant and tamper-evident materials

ii. Labels must be conspicuously placed on each package leaving TSG’s Licensed Premise—

labels are to be placed directly on the top of each package

1. As a redundancy, employees will be required to recheck each package for a label

prior to shipping and package containing medical cannabis from the Licensed

Premise.

7) Create new Medical Cannabis Transport/Trip Manifest Form (see next steps)

Example of a Record for Shipment Form can be seen below: 

Date: Employee: Product/Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Transferred/Wholesaled To: $ Amount Received:

Cannabis Products Daily Transfer/Wholesale
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3) Manifest/Trip Plan Creation

Prior to the transportation of any cannabis products or cannabis-infused products a facility agent will generate a 

manifest/trip plan including at a minimum: 

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Name of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis product(s))

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Receiving Party: 2)

License # of Receiving Party (if applicable) : 3)

Address of Receiving Party: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Party Information
Medical Cannabis/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute 

#/Product ID #

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Name of Originating Entity:  CannaMD

*This form must be completed prior to the shipping of any medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  This Record for Shipment must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.

Signature of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Record for Shipment Form

Shipment Identification #: Test results included for 

ALL products being 

shipped?

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NO
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1) The name of the agent(s) who will be transporting;

2) The automobile license plate, make and model;

3) The date, start time of the trip and estimated delivery time;

4) A description including the exact amount, type and batch of any cannabis products and cannabis-infused

products being transported; and

5) The intended route of transportation.

Facility management shall maintain a copy of the manifest/trip plan document at the location of departure, record the 

manifest/trip plan with any needed authorities, and the transporting employees will maintain a copy of the manifest/trip 

plan during the transportation. 

Example of a Medical Cannabis Transport/Trip Manifest Form: 
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4) Transportation/Shipping

This section covers how to transport the wholesale order to the purchasing organization/facility.  All applicable state 

and local laws/regulations pertaining to transportation of medical cannabis products will need to be strictly adhered to 

by all organization team members.  All transportation/shipping to be done in-house by TSG registered employees 

and/or transportation agents.  TSG does not intend to use a secure transportation company unless deemed absolutely 

necessary.  

Transportation Vehicle Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting medical cannabis must: 

1) Use of an unmarked, unidentifiable vehicle

a. Vehicle should not have any TSG markings, logos or identifiers on the vehicle

Date:

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

Time: 

Route to be Traveled:

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document 

that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s):

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute # and 

Batch #

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  The receiving entity may reject the product

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.

Fax Form to: OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

Check Here if multiple pages are used
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b. Vehicle should not raise awareness that it may be transporting medical cannabis and/or medical

cannabis products of any kind

2) Ensure the vehicle has current, valid registration from the State

a. Registration paperwork should be located in vehicle glovebox

b. Vehicle license plate should have current, valid registration sticker

3) Ensure the vehicle has current valid proof of insurance

a. Proof of insurance paperwork should be located in the glovebox

Transportation Agent Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting medical cannabis must: 

1) There will be at minimum two registered employees and/or transportation agents for every product shipment.

Each transportation agent will play a separate and vital role.

o One transportation agent will be required to drive the transportation vehicle and to remain with the

transportation vehicle at all times.

o The second transportation agent is to remain with the medical cannabis product be shipped at all

times and to ensure that the product is secure at all times during transport.

2) Wearing appropriate work attire

o Work attire for TSG transportation agents will be plain with no company logos, brands or

identification.

o TSG transportation agents should not appear to indicate ownership or possession of cannabis.

▪ Plain polo shirt

▪ Plain khakis/jean pants

▪ Plain dress/tennis shoes

• Failure to arrive to a scheduled shift with proper attire will result in not being able

to make transports, incident noted in personal file and possible disciplinary action.

3) Possess a current and valid State-issued cannabis industry worker license;

4) Possess a current and valid State-issued driver’s license;

5) Report all vehicle accidents that occur during the transportation directly to management and the required

authorities within two hours of the incident.

Transportation Protocol — During the transportation of cannabis products or cannabis-infused products pursuant to 

regulation, all transporting agents shall:  

1) Carry a copy of the manifest/trip plan with him or her for the duration of the trip;

2) Wear their agent card and/or have Commission approved identification readily available;

3) Use a vehicle without any medical cannabis identification or relation to the industry

a. The vehicle must be equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area that will be used to

maintain sanitary and secure transportation of the cannabis products or cannabis-infused products;

4) Have a cellular phone as a means of communicating with the establishment for which the agent is providing

the transportation as well as a back-up emergency cell phone; and

5) Ensure that the medical cannabis is not at all visible to the public.

5) Delivery

1) Receiving facility/organization inspects the delivered products

a. Ensure delivered products are indeed the order that was placed

b. Weigh incoming delivery packages to verify stated weights and to ensure no diversion occurred

c. Ensure quantities delivered are identical to products/items on the shipping manifest/trip plan

2) Receiving facility either ACCEPTS or REJECTS the delivery

a. ACCEPT — if delivered package is what was ordered and quantities match quantities stated on

manifest/trip plan

b. REJECT — if delivered packages NOT what was ordered and/or the quantities delivery do NOT

match quantities stated on the manifest/trip plan

6) Post-Delivery
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Post-Delivery Protocol — After transporting cannabis products or cannabis-infused products, pursuant to the 

regulations the employee will complete the trip plan by entering the end time of the trip and any necessary alterations 

to the trip plan. 

Documentation of Delivery — Both the transporting dispensing facility and the receiving dispensary shall maintain 

all documents required by regulation and provide copies of such documents to Division agents for review upon request.  

Deviations from Transportation Plan — The transporting agent shall immediately report all diversion due to loss 

or theft of cannabis or cannabis-infused products that occur while transporting to management and to all required 

authorities.  The dispensary facility management shall ensure all such occurrences are reported to the appropriate law 

enforcement agency and to the state licensing authorities as required per state regulations. Dispensary facility 

management shall maintain a log of all reports received pursuant to the regulations. 
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Customer Complaints and Returns 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Customer Complaints and Returns

Purpose:  To explain the steps involved for handling customer complaints and product returns. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved to handle customer complaints and product returns appropriately. 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Customer Complaint Form

2) Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet

3) Returned Cannabis Products Waste

The Principles of Handling Customer Complaints and Product Returns 

It is important to have proper procedures in place for the handling of customer complaints and/or product returns. By 

having these initiatives in place you can ensure the most satisfied customer base possible. Below are best practice 

steps to take when confronted with a customer complaint and/or product return. 

State of Pennsylvania Requirements 

• In the event a complaint is associated with a serious adverse event, TSG will require registered employees

to:

o Promptly report the complaint to the Commission

o Report the complaint to any licensed processor or licensed dispensaries that may have received a

shipment containing medical cannabis from the batch determined to cause the complaint

• As required by State of Pennsylvania regulations, in the event a complaint associated with a serious adverse

event, TSG will be required to promptly report the complaint to, (1) the Commission, (2) either the licensed

grower from which the medical cannabis originated, or the licensed processor from which the medical

cannabis concentrate originated, (3) the certifying physician caring for the qualifying patient.

o As a licensed grower operation, TSG’s registered employees will be limited to report to the

Commission in the event a complaint is associated with a serious adverse event.

▪ Within 24-hours registered employees must report the complaint to the Commission

Recalling of Medical Cannabis — If a batch or lot of medical cannabis is determined through testing to fail to meet 

specification, TSG will do the following: 

• Order a recall of all products derived from or included in the batch

• Notify all dispensaries and/or processors who may have obtained medical cannabis products from such a

batch or lot of the recall

o Using the inventory control system and/or physical documentation log sheets/records to identify all

licensed processors and/or licensed dispensaries that may have received a distribution containing

medical cannabis from the production batch or lot

o After identifying the licensed processors and/or dispensaries, employees will be required to directly

notify said companies.

• Offer and pay reimbursement for any returned medical cannabis

o Offer to replace the medical cannabis product free of charge or offer full monetary reimbursement

to the licensed processors and/or licensed dispensaries.

Handling Customer Complaints — When a customer wishes to make a formal complaint, follow the following 

procedures: 

• Have customer wishing to form a complaint to complete the Customer Complaint Form
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• File complaint within the customer complaint folder located within a limited-access area within the Licensed

Premise

• Notify management of the formal complaint

• Notify the Commission of the formal complaint

In the event of a formal complaint regarding the quality or safety of medical cannabis is received, COMPANY will 

require registered employees to review and investigate the complaint within 24-hours to determine: 

• If the complaint is substantive or reports a serious adverse event

• Determine the batch number and/or lot number of the medical cannabis—this can be accomplished using the

records and documentation maintained throughout the cultivation process to determine if there were any

deviations in production

o If the complaint is substantive or reports a case of a serious adverse event, employees will determine

the batch number and lot number of the medical cannabis

o Employees will be required to investigate the record and circumstances of the production of the

batch and lot to determine:

• If there was a deviation from the standard operating procedure in the production of the

medical cannabis by reviewing production logs, records and documentation

o Test retention samples of the batch and lot to an independent testing laboratory.

▪ Send retention samples from batch and lot in question to licensed

testing laboratory for testing

• If testing reveals that the batch or lot fails to meet

specifications, follow steps for recall below in

following SOP

Employee Signature: Date:  

Customer Complaint Form

Date:  Location:

Customer Name:

Employee Documenting Complaint: Supervisor on Duty:

Description of Complaint:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Customer Comments:

Customer Signature: Date:  
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• Notify any and all patients, caregivers and

dispensaries who may have obtained medical cannabis

products from such a batch or lot of the recall

o Use the inventory control system and

physical records to determine who may have

received a batch of medical cannabis from the

recalled batch

o Upon identifying licensed dispensaries that

have received medical cannabis from the

batch in recall, employees will need to notify

the licensed dispensary directly with two

means:

▪ Via phone call, AND Via email

• Offer and pay reimbursement for any returned medical

cannabis

Investigation of Complaint — TSG will require registered employees to investigate all complaints regarding the 

quality or safety of medal cannabis.  Employees will be required to review records and documentation from the 

cultivation operations to determine if there was any deviation from production. 

• Review all cultivation records and documentation log sheets

o Try to determine if there were any deviation in production

o If the is a deviation in production, see Standard Operating Procedures SOP

o Determine the batch number and/or lot number of the medical cannabis

▪ Reviewing records and documentation for substantive changes in production

• Meet with complainant to understand the serious adverse event (if applicable)

o Meeting with the complainant employees may be able to identify the medical cannabis batch

associated with the complaint

• Order a recall of the medical cannabis batch if necessary; follow Product Recall SOP

Handling Customer Returns – When a customer wishes to return a product, perform the following procedure: 

• Acquire the product needing to be returned and begin the process of completing the Returned Cannabis

Products Log Sheet

• Ask for the reason as to why the product is being returned and record this information.

• Log the product as being returned into the electronic inventory tracking system

• Offer and pay reimbursement for the medical cannabis products tracking system.

• Ensure that the Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet is completed and filed.

Example of a Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet: 

Example of a Returned Cannabis Waste Log Sheet: 

Returned Cannabis Products Log Sheet

Date:
Receiving 

Employee:

Patient/Caregiver/Company 

Returning Cannabis Product:

Cannabis Product Returned 

(Name/Attribute#):

Quantity/

Weight:
Reason for Product Return
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Product Recall 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Recall 

Purpose: To ensure that all required steps and procedures are take when there is a need to recall a cannabis product. 

Scope: Procedures covering voluntary and involuntary product recalls.  

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required Within the Cultivation Facility 

1) Product Recall Log

Principles of Product Recall 

Manufacturers, importers, distributors and retailers of consumer goods are liable for the products they provide to 

consumers and face the potential of product recalls for potentially dangerous or hazardous products.  The same is true 

for the cannabis businesses as manufacturers and retailers of consumer medical cannabis products, for the facility may 

need to conduct a product recall in the future.  For most consumer products the recall process is handled and regulated 

by the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), and for all intents and purposes the cannabis business recall 

plan will follow the guidelines of the CPSC.   

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has compiled resources to assist companies that manufacture, 

import, distribute, retail, or otherwise sell consumer products.  CPSC has developed a Recall Handbook that can be 

utilized in case a product recall needs to be ordered.  The Recall Handbook details how to recognize potentially 

hazardous consumer products as soon as possible.  The book explains how to develop and implement a “corrective 

action plan” (called a CAP) to address the hazards; it explains CPSC’s Fast Track Program.  The Recall Handbook 

also discusses how to communicate recall information to consumers and how to monitor product recalls.  The 

Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Recall Handbook will be a valuable tool utilized by the company if the need 

for a product recall ever arises. 

The Recall Handbook should be referenced to determine exact protocol for recall and the requirements from the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission. The Recall Handbook can be obtained online from 

http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/106141/8002.pdf. 

When to Recall Medical Cannabis Products 

As a manufacturer, distributor, and/or retailer of consumer products, the cultivation facility has a legal obligation to 

immediately report the following types of information to the Consumer Product Safety Commission: 

1) A defective product that could create a substantial risk of injury to consumers;

2) A product that creates an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death;

3) A product that fails to comply with an applicable consumer product safety rule or with any other rule,

regulation, standard, or ban under the CPSA or any other statute enforced by the CPSC;

Date: Employee: Patient/Caregiver: Cannabis Product to Dispose: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Total Weight to Dispose:

Returned Cannabis Waste Log Sheet
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4) An incident in which a child (regardless of age) chokes on a marble, small ball, latex balloon, or other small

part contained in a toy or game and that, as a result of the incident, the child dies, suffers serious injury,

ceases breathing for any length of time, or is treated by a medical professional; and

5) Certain types of lawsuits. (This applies to manufacturers and importers only and is subject to the time periods

detailed in Sec. 37 of the CPSA.)

Failure to fully and immediately report this information may lead to substantial civil or criminal penalties.  Consumer 

Product Safety Commission’s staff advice is “when in doubt, report.”  The cultivation facility or dispensing 

organization will ensure communication with the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of becoming 

aware of the need for a product recall.  The facility will then proceed to the recalling protocol and how to recall the 

product. 

How to Recall Medical Cannabis Products 

The facility will develop a recall plan following guidance from the Recall Handbook provided by the CPSC.  Once 

the need for a product recall has been determined, the facility will proceed with the product recall Corrective Action 

Plan (CAP).  If the need for a product recall arises, cultivation centers and dispensing organizations will have inventory 

management systems in place to determine and pinpoint which products to recall, how many of those products are in 

the supply chain, and will be able to determine exactly where those products are within the supply chain.  The inventory 

management systems and procedures required by state regulations will ensure a stream-lined recall process if ever 

necessary.  

Corrective Action Plan (CAP) 

A corrective action plan is a schedule of improvements to an organization’s processes taken to eliminate causes of 

non-conformities or other undesirable situations.  The goal of a corrective action plan should be to retrieve as many 

hazardous products from the distribution chain and from consumers as possible in the most efficient, cost-effective 

manner.  The CAP will outline the procedures and steps needed to be taken by the facility once a product recall is 

required. 

Step One:  Industry Notification 

If a medical cannabis or medical cannabis-infused product is believed to need a recall, the FACILITY will contact all 

wholesale partners and dispensing organizations to notify them of the situation and the need for product recall.  The 

facility will also contact the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of obtaining reportable information. 

As the wholesaler of the product needing to be recalled, contact the end users of the recalled product; contacting 

medical cannabis patients will prove to be difficult, if not impossible.  At this stage of the recall, dispensing 

organizations will need to ensure that they have a proper recall process in place to contact the end users of the product 

being recalled.  

Step Two:  Public Notification 

The cultivation facility or dispensing establishment will post notifications about the product recall on its website as 

well as make partnering cultivation centers and dispensing organizations aware of the product recall.  The actual 

recalling processes will be handled by both the cultivation center and the dispensing organizations. 

As the dispensing organization issuing a recall notice, it will be important to reach the end users or the recalled product. 

The facility will post notification about the recall on Facility websites and social media as well as post written notices 

of the recall on location for patients and customers to view.  The recall notice will include all pertinent information 

regarding the product being recalled, contact information and other information relating to the recall.  Information will 

include but not be limited to: 

1) Product name and unique attribute number

2) Product batch number

3) Dispensing date range of recalled product

4) Dispensing organization locations

Once the recall notification has been issued to all applicable dispensing organizations and medical cannabis patients, 

the facility will wait to receive recalled products from dispensing organizations and/or licensed medical cannabis 
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patients and caregivers.  Once recalled products have been received, the facility will properly dispose of all recalled 

products.  The disposal of these products should conform to the state regulations for waste disposal. 

Step Three: Procurement 

TSG’s Licensed Premise issuing a product recall to other medical cannabis businesses or to medical cannabis patients 

and caregivers will need to be ready to obtain and secure recalled products from patients.  Patients should be able to 

bring in the products being recalled to the dispensing organizations location.  It will be at the dispensing organizations 

discretion whether to issue a refund, replace the recalled product at no cost, or to take other measures. 

• Upon receiving recalled medical cannabis, registered employees will document the return of the recalled

medical cannabis

• After documentation, employee will securely store the recalled medical cannabis in segregated storage until

disposal

o Store recalled medical cannabis in the quarantined segregated storage area of the Licensed Premise

o Recalled medical cannabis must be securely stored until authorized by the Commission to properly

dispose of said medical cannabis.

Step Four: Documentation and Record Retention 

The facility will maintain all documentation all records regarding any and all product recalls issued. Fill out the 

required Product Recall Log Sheet.  

Step Five: Disposal 

The facility will ensure that any and all recalled cannabis products are disposed of according to all state and local 

regulations. The facility will follow cannabis waste disposal and destruction procedures outlined within these SOP’s 

for proper disposal of recalled medical cannabis. 

• Recalled material must not be destroyed or disposed of until authorized by the Commission.

o Recalled medical cannabis will need to be stored and segregated until the disposal of recalled

material is authorized by the Commission.

▪ Stored recalled material in the quarantined secure storage area of the Licensed Premise.

• Once receipt of notification from the Commission that the disposal of recalled medical cannabis is authorized,

registered employees will dispose of the medical cannabis according to the Medical Cannabis Waste

Disposal SOP.

o Registered employees must dispose of medical cannabis within 24-hours of Commission

authorization.

Example of Product Recall Log Sheet: 
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Cannabis Waste Disposal 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cannabis Waste Disposal

Purpose:  To explain required and proper disposal processes for cannabis waste. 

Scope:  Covers cannabis waste grinding, mixing and disposal measures within the retail dispensing facility. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Wood chipper/plant grinder

2) Mixing material (material to mix cannabis waste with at 50/50 ratio)

3) Trash bags

4) Dumpster/trash compactor

Principles of Cannabis Waste Disposal 

All medical cannabis waste, byproducts, undesired materials, green waste and returned/recalled cannabis by rendering 

the waste unrecognizable and unusable.   

State of Pennsylvania Regulatory Requirements 

Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled Supervisor

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

List Potential Oranizations/Patient/Caregivers to Notify:

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

Date: Quantity Collected:
Collected From 

(Organization/Patient/Caregiver):
Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

MMCC FDA CSPA Other
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COMPANY will require employees to weigh, document, record and destroy all green waste according to the standard 

operating procedures.   

Secure, Segregated Storage — All medical cannabis waste will be stored in secure, segregated storage on the 

Licensed Premise until receipt of authorization from the Commission of destroy and dispose of the medical cannabis 

waste.  

• The secure, segregated storage will promote good growing and handling practices.

Cannabis Waste Disposal — All medical cannabis waste, byproducts and undesired products will be destroyed and 

disposed of according to all applicable state and local regulations.  Facility management will ensure proper training 

and implementation of destruction and disposal procedures and protocols.  Documentation will be recorded and 

maintained at the facility location for a period determined by state regulations.  Record all required information on the 

Cannabis Waste Log Sheet.  

Disposal — Disposal of any cannabis product waste must be rendered unrecognizable, unusable and unrecoverable 

through grinding and incorporating the cannabis waste with non-consumable, solid wastes listed below, such that the 

resulting mixture is at least fifty (50%) percent non-cannabis waste: 

1) Paper waste;

2) Plastic waste;

3) Cardboard waste;

4) Food waste;

5) Grease or other compostable oil waste;

6) Bokashi, or other compost activators;

7) Other wastes approved by the State Licensing Authority that will render the medical cannabis waste

unusable and unrecognizable as cannabis; and

8) Soil.

Grinding Cannabis Waste (Stalks, Stems, Leaves and Other Material) 

Mix Ground 

Cannabis 

Waste with 

Additive  

(50/50 MIX 

RATIO) 

Cannabis Waste Wood Chipper Chip/Grind Cannabis Waste 

Cannabis Stalks (waste) 
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**COMPANY shall not dispose of medical cannabis product waste in an unsecured waste receptacle not in 

possession and control of the licensed premise.  It is recommended to have a lock on the physical dumpster as 

well as the area where the dumpster is maintained.  

Example of physical cannabis waste documentation log sheet (see below): 

Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Purpose:  To explain required and proper cleaning and sanitation practices. 

Scope:  Covers cleaning and sanitation measures within the cultivation facility. 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

What is the Purpose of Cleaning and Sanitation? 

Proper cleaning and sanitation practices are essential within the cultivation facility.  A clean and sanitary cultivation 

facility will reduce the risk of pests, insects and diseases.  The cannabis plants can only be as clean as the room in 

which they are cultivated.  The goal is to produce the safest medicinal cannabis within a clean and sanitary facility.  

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

Date: Employee: Plant ID/Attribute #: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Mix Weight: Total Weight to Dispose:

Cannabis Waste Documentation Log Sheet

50/50 Mix Ratio Bagged Waste Ready for Disposal Waste Receptacle 

Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Holding Area 
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1) Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

2) Broom and Dust Pan

3) Mop and Mop Bucket

4) Bleach

5) Cleaning Towels

6) Paper Towels

Principles of Cleaning and Sanitation 

To prevent the accumulation of cannabis oils, resins, plant material, and any remaining pests, strict cleaning 

procedures must be followed.  Cleaning and sterilizing surfaces will aid in pest management, as well as lowering 

overall microbial levels in processing areas, and on product.  Cultivation areas will undergo thorough cleaning in 

between the harvest stages, and plants reentering the room.  Once all plants are harvested, all non-permanent growing 

equipment will be removed, including pots, plant carts, scissors, etc.  An operator will thoroughly vacuum all surfaces 

to remove dust, loose debris, and any plant material.  The entire room will then be systematically misted with a chlorine 

dioxide solution.  This chlorine dioxide solution will begin to break down and sterilize any organic material so it may 

be easily wiped off in the next step.  This spray will also enter small spaces not easily reached by manual 

cleaning.  Fans will remain running during this spraying operation to ensure mist is moved around the room 

thoroughly.  Operators will then wipe all surfaces down with the same chlorine dioxide solution.  These two steps 

combined will assure all surfaces are clean and sterile. 

During daily operation tools, which come in contact with cannabis, will be soaked in isopropyl alcohol.  Transport 

carts, worktables, and other cultivation furniture will undergo weekly cleaning and sterilizing.  After growing medium 

is disposed, plant containers will be washed and sterilized using a powered washing machine.  Pots will be sterilized 

using a hydrogen peroxide solution, and dried before use. 

Due to the nature of cannabis products, cleaning surfaces in processing areas is crucial.  Build up caused by cannabis 

can be very difficult to remove when left for long periods of time.  For general removal of resins, a disposable cloth 

is coated with 91% isopropyl alcohol, and used to wipe all surfaces free of material.  For heavily soiled areas use a 

metal scraper to remove resins.  Cannabis trimming machines require daily cleaning to maintain performance, and 

sterility.  Machines will be disassembled, and separated depending on cleaning method.  Metal parts are cleaned using 

isopropyl alcohol; all other parts will be cleaned and sterilized using a steam cleaner. 

Drying trays will be sterilized in between each use; wiping trays with isopropyl alcohol will do this.  Drying trays will 

be thoroughly cleaned monthly by first soaking them is hot water to loosen and material, then wiping trays down with 

isopropyl alcohol.  Curing containers will be cleaned and sterilized between uses by wiping down all surfaces with 

isopropyl alcohol.   Drying racks will also be wiped with isopropyl alcohol in between uses. 

All areas of the facility, which will contain any cannabis product, or equipment, will have Puradigm air & surface 

sterilizing technology installed.  This system uses advanced oxidation, and multi-cluster ionization technology to 

instantly kill bacteria, mold, mildew, and other microbes.  General maintenance is required on these systems including 

changing bulbs, changing filters, and general cleaning.   This maintenance is done according to the manufacturers 

recommendations. 

After each drying period is complete, drying rooms will be vacuumed to remove dust and plant debris.  All surfaces 

in the room will be wiped with hydrogen peroxide or bleach solutions.  The processing, drying, curing, and packaging 

rooms will be cleaned thoroughly after each harvest.  All floors are first vacuumed to be free of dust and plant 

debris.  All surfaces are wiped clean and sterilized using either hydrogen peroxide or bleach solution.  This step will 

assure no microbial cross contamination between harvests. 

Apart from clean entry protocols practiced by agents, incoming soil and equipment must also be sterilized.  Incoming 

pallets of soil will be kept in a quarantine room containing Puradigm sterilizing technology.  Once the allotted time of 

air sterilization occurs, the pallets will be moved into a clean room air shower.  In the air shower, ions will be dispersed 
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to remove static electricity from plastic bags.  Compressed air is blasted at the contents of the air shower, and the air 

is removed, and filtered.   The pallet is now ready to be used for transplanting. 

Major cleaning and sanitation should be done within the cultivation facility when specified by the Cleaning and 

Sanitation Schedule.  Vegetative/flowering rooms should be thoroughly cleaned after the zone/room is completely 

emptied of all plants.  This will be done when moving vegetative plants from the vegetative zone/room into the 

flowering zone/room or once a flowering room’s plants are completely harvested and the room is emptied.  

General Daily Cleaning at the Facility: 

• Cultivation Room(s)

o All cultivation rooms should we swept daily

▪ Mother room

▪ Propagation/clone room

▪ Vegetative room(s)

▪ Flowering room(s)

o All trash and plant waste material should be collected and removed from cultivation rooms

o Foot bath should be checked/changed daily (if applicable)

• General Area(s)

o All hallways and accesses will be swept and mopped daily

o All trash and debris should be collected and removed from the facility general areas on a daily basis

o The bathrooms should be kept clean and maintained by each employee on a daily basis

o Parking lot area should be maintained on a regular basis; free of trash and debris

• Entry (man trap)

o The “man trap” area should be thoroughly cleaned and sanitized on a daily basis

▪ Sweep floor

▪ Sanitize floor, walls, door handles

o Sanitizing footbath solution will be changed every other day

Specific Cleaning at the Facility: 

• Harvested Cultivation Room(s):

o Beginning at the top of the room, dust, and wipe down all surfaces with a 5% bleach solution

▪ Be sure to wipe all surfaces thoroughly

o Sweep and vacuum (wet/dry shop vac) all floors

o Mop all floors with a 5% bleach solution and allow to dry

o Check to assure all surfaces have been sterilized

o Once a zone/room has been properly cleaned and sanitized, employees are required to properly

document the activities on the Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation Log.

Example of Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation log sheet: 
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Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation

Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :
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Equipment Operation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Equipment Operation

Purpose:  To identify the various equipment to be utilized within the facility 

Scope:  To identify the equipment to be utilized, and where employees can obtain copies of the manufacturer 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

The Principles of Equipment Operation 

For all 3rd party equipment being utilized within the facility it is recommended to refer to the manufacturer instructions 

and user manuals for proper operation, set-up, maintenance, cleaning or any other equipment information. 

Manufacturer instructions and user manuals should have been provided as a hard copy with all original equipment.  If 

the original user manual has be lost or misplaced, refer to the manufacturer company website or contact them directly 

for a replacement manual.   

Some manufacturing companies offer user manuals and instructions as an electronic version which can be obtained 

online from the company website.   

Below are some of the specific equipment utilized by ACC along with the company website where user manuals 

and/or manufacturer instructions and suggests can be obtained.   

1) HDCS mobile racking

a. Website:  http://konstant.com/

2) J1 Joey (stock picker)

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.bigjoeforklifts.com/pdf_spec_sheet/J1%20Cut%20Sheet.pdf

3) Pallet Jack

a. Website:  http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/material-handling/pallet-trucks-jacks/best-value/best-

value-pallet-truck-pallet-jack-5500-lb-capacity-27-x-48

4) AutoPots

a. Website:  http://autopot-usa.com/products/1pot-xl/product/56-1pot-xl-module-only

b. User Guide:

file:///C:/Users/Sam/Downloads/003_2015_1POT_MODULE_XL_SETUP_A5_BTT%20v2%20(

1).pdf

5) Heliospectra LED Lighting

a. Spec Sheet:  https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0621/8261/files/Product_Leaflet_-_LX601.pdf?8354

b. User Guide:  http://www.heliospectra.com/sites/default/files/lx60_user_guide.pdf

6) Lightstick T5 Fluorescent Lighting

a. Website:  http://www.brewtek.ca/en/fluorescent-lighting/t5-fixtures/lightstick-t5-4-4-tube-9440

b. User Guide:  http://sunlightsupply.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/product/960300_Instructions.pdf

7) TRIMINATOR

a. Website:  http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/

b. User Guide:

https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1V

na05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view

8) Roto-Scrub Pot washer

a. User Guide:  http://www.dillonfloral.com/pdfs/Roto_Scrub_documentation_032108.pdf

9) Patriot Electric Wood Chipper

http://konstant.com/
http://www.bigjoeforklifts.com/pdf_spec_sheet/J1%20Cut%20Sheet.pdf
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/material-handling/pallet-trucks-jacks/best-value/best-value-pallet-truck-pallet-jack-5500-lb-capacity-27-x-48
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/material-handling/pallet-trucks-jacks/best-value/best-value-pallet-truck-pallet-jack-5500-lb-capacity-27-x-48
http://autopot-usa.com/products/1pot-xl/product/56-1pot-xl-module-only
file:///C:/Users/Sam/Downloads/003_2015_1POT_MODULE_XL_SETUP_A5_BTT%20v2%20(1).pdf
file:///C:/Users/Sam/Downloads/003_2015_1POT_MODULE_XL_SETUP_A5_BTT%20v2%20(1).pdf
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0621/8261/files/Product_Leaflet_-_LX601.pdf?8354
http://www.heliospectra.com/sites/default/files/lx60_user_guide.pdf
http://www.brewtek.ca/en/fluorescent-lighting/t5-fixtures/lightstick-t5-4-4-tube-9440
http://sunlightsupply.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/product/960300_Instructions.pdf
http://thetriminator.com/wet-marijuana-trimmer-machine/
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
https://drive.google.com/a/americancannabisconsulting.com/file/d/0B236JzlTJeCVaVo1SG5IN1Vna05YU1ZMY3AyR283cGdfUW5J/view
http://www.dillonfloral.com/pdfs/Roto_Scrub_documentation_032108.pdf
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a. Website:  http://www.patriot-products-

inc.com/P/31/WoodChipperLeafShredder15hpElectricInternational

b. User Guide:  http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/Content/files/eleccsvmanual.pdf

10) RO system

a. Website:  http://purewatersolutions.com/

11) Environmental Controller

a. Website:  http://www.agrowtek.com/

b. User Guide:  http://agrowtek.com/doc/GrowControl_GC-Pro.pdf

12) Emergency eye wash

a. Website:   http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/safety/first-aid/eyewash-stations/portable-eye-wash-

station-16-gallon-capacity

13) Stackable washer/dryer

a. Website:  http://www.homedepot.com/p/Frigidaire-High-Efficiency-3-8-cu-ft-Top-Load-Washer-

and-5-5-cu-ft-Electric-Dryer-in-White-FFLE3911QW/205841330

14) Air Locks/Shower

a. Website:  http://www.terrauniversal.com/cleanroom-passthroughs/clean-room-air-showers.php

b. User Guide:

http://www.terrauniversal.com/uploads/tech_resources/air_shower_installation_manual_20141217

_with_appended_docs_121714115355.pdf

15) J&D 20” Fan

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/3D1069B3-10B3-D271-8EFB-

155F8C5DBE5B.pdf

b. User Guide:  http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-

E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf

16) J&D 18” Fan

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-

C6ABD7C077B5.pdf

b. User Guide:  http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-

E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf

17) J&D 14” fan

a. Spec Sheet:  http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-

C6ABD7C077B5.pdf

b. User Guide:  http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-

E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf

18) 26 Quart High Performance Blender

a. Website:  http://www.webstaurantstore.com/26-quart-high-performance-vertical-tilting-blender-

110v-220v/915LAR25.html

b. User Guide:

http://www.webstaurantstore.com/documents/pdf/omcan_blendr_operating_manual.pdf

19) Digital Scale

a. Website:

http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/A_D_FX_2000iN_NTEP_Tploading_Balance_2200_g_x_0_

1g/EW-11115-82

20) Hanging Digital Scale

a. Website:  http://www.americanweigh.com/product_info.php?cPath=46&products_id=1230

http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/P/31/WoodChipperLeafShredder15hpElectricInternational
http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/P/31/WoodChipperLeafShredder15hpElectricInternational
http://www.patriot-products-inc.com/Content/files/eleccsvmanual.pdf
http://purewatersolutions.com/
http://www.agrowtek.com/
http://agrowtek.com/doc/GrowControl_GC-Pro.pdf
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/safety/first-aid/eyewash-stations/portable-eye-wash-station-16-gallon-capacity
http://www.globalindustrial.com/p/safety/first-aid/eyewash-stations/portable-eye-wash-station-16-gallon-capacity
http://www.homedepot.com/p/Frigidaire-High-Efficiency-3-8-cu-ft-Top-Load-Washer-and-5-5-cu-ft-Electric-Dryer-in-White-FFLE3911QW/205841330
http://www.homedepot.com/p/Frigidaire-High-Efficiency-3-8-cu-ft-Top-Load-Washer-and-5-5-cu-ft-Electric-Dryer-in-White-FFLE3911QW/205841330
http://www.terrauniversal.com/cleanroom-passthroughs/clean-room-air-showers.php
http://www.terrauniversal.com/uploads/tech_resources/air_shower_installation_manual_20141217_with_appended_docs_121714115355.pdf
http://www.terrauniversal.com/uploads/tech_resources/air_shower_installation_manual_20141217_with_appended_docs_121714115355.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/3D1069B3-10B3-D271-8EFB-155F8C5DBE5B.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/3D1069B3-10B3-D271-8EFB-155F8C5DBE5B.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://www.jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/7D06C5BC-6F9C-460F-C284-C6ABD7C077B5.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://jdmfg.com/image/filecollections/D561ACF5-049A-8942-D7F8-E2A6CCC74F5C.pdf
http://www.webstaurantstore.com/26-quart-high-performance-vertical-tilting-blender-110v-220v/915LAR25.html
http://www.webstaurantstore.com/26-quart-high-performance-vertical-tilting-blender-110v-220v/915LAR25.html
http://www.webstaurantstore.com/documents/pdf/omcan_blendr_operating_manual.pdf
http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/A_D_FX_2000iN_NTEP_Tploading_Balance_2200_g_x_0_1g/EW-11115-82
http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/A_D_FX_2000iN_NTEP_Tploading_Balance_2200_g_x_0_1g/EW-11115-82
http://www.americanweigh.com/product_info.php?cPath=46&products_id=1230
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Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Purpose:  To explain facility equipment maintenance, cleaning and sanitation 

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on requirements and procedures pertaining to facility 

equipment maintenance and the proper cleaning and sanitation of facility equipment.   

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Principles of Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Equipment utilized within the cultivation operations at the licensed premise will need to be routinely maintenance, 

cleaned and sanitized.  There are multiple reason for this routine maintenance, cleaning and sanitation including 

operator safety.  Regular maintenance should be done in order to keep the equipment operating and functioning 

properly, this reduce the risk of an operator getting injured while operating the equipment.  The maintenance procedure 

for each piece of equipment will vary and manufacture recommendations should be followed. 

Equipment will need to be cleaned and sanitized after equipment comes into contact with medical cannabis it will 

need to be properly cleaned and sanitized.  The cleaning and sanitation procedure for each piece of equipment will 

vary and manufacture recommendations should be followed. 

Licensed premise employees performing the maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation will be required to document 

the maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation within the Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log 

Sheet.  

Example of COMPANY’s Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet: 

Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Date: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation
Notes/Comments
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Facility Exit Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Exit Protocol

Purpose:  To explain how employees should exit the cultivation/MIP facility. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly exiting the cultivation and/or MIP facility. 

Initial Training:  1-2 hours 

When an employee has finished their work shift, they will exit the “clean” area of the cultivation facility in the same 

way they enter, however the process for exiting will be done in reverse. 

How to Exit the Cultivation Facility: 

1. Exit the clean area through the Air-Lock Chamber

2. Enter the locker room

3. Change out of provided work wear attire/uniform

a. Scrubs

b. Hair nets

c. Hats

d. Garden shoes

4. Place used work wear in the proper laundry bin

5. Change back into street clothes

6. Exit the locker room

7. Exit the facility through the man trap.

a. Arm the security alarm system to AWAY (if applicable)
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Emergency Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Emergency Protocol

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed by employees should an emergency occur within the 

facility. 

Scope: Procedures covering emergency situations occurring within the facility. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Emergency Situation Documentation Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Panic Alarm/Button

2) Fire Extinguisher

3) Chemical Spill Kit

4) Emergency eye wash station(s)

5) First Aid Kit

6) Emergency defibrillator

The Principles of Emergency Protocols 

A facility emergency management plan is designed to educate and train facility employees on the actions and 

procedures to follow in the event of an emergency.  In the case of an emergency, facility employees will need to 

respond quickly and think strategically in order to successfully manage the emergency situation.  Having a good 

understanding of the facility emergency management plan will enable employees to better adapt to and handle 

emergencies.   

The most important thing to remember during an emergency situation is to try to stay calm, if the emergency situation 

is out of your control and you need assistance, contact emergency services immediately if possible.   

Burglary:  Burglary is legally defined as the criminal offense of breaking and entering a building illegally for the 

purpose of committing a crime.  Burglaries generally will occur at the Licensed Premise after operating hours and 

while there are no registered employees present.  Typically burglaries occur during the night and are not discovered 

until the next day during normal operating hours. 

▪ If upon entering the Licensed Premise and a registered employees notice something is afoul and upon

investigation a burglary was determined to have occurred in the previous night, then employees will be

required to document the incident and notify all required authorities.

o Registered employees will be required to report the incident of burglary to:
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▪ The Commission

▪ Local medical cannabis authority (if applicable)

▪ Local police

Robbery or Theft:  Robbery is legally defined as the taking of money or goods in the possession of another, from his 

or her person or immediate presences, y force or intimidation.  The number one rule registered employees will need 

to follow when/if dealing with a robbery is to comply with all robber demands 

• If you are being robbed at gunpoint or if you feel as if your life is in danger, comply with all requests from

perpetrator/suspect.  Give them whatever they ask for.

• Try to signal for help using the personal security panic buttons provided, by activating one of multiple,

strategically placed panic alarm buttons, or through the panic button/police services button located on the

alarm panel.

• Contact law enforcement as soon as possible

• Notify any required State or local authorities immediately (within 24 hours)

▪ Local police services

▪ The Commission

• Comply with all applicable laws and regulations

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Fire Emergency: 

• If a small isolated fire is present, try to exhaust the fire with one of the fire extinguishers on site

• In case of a fire emergency, first leave the facility; once clear of the facility dial 911 and/or local fire

authority for Fire Emergency Services or push the symbol on the alarm panel for fire emergency upon

exiting the facility

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Fire Emergency Cont. 

Chemical Emergency: 

• Dangerous Substance/Chemical Exposure:

▪ If an employee accidentally has their eyes exposed to toxic, poisonous or dangerous

substances or chemicals; said employee will need to locate the installed emergency eye

Alarm Panel 

Panic Alarms/Buttons 
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wash station(s) to properly flush and clean their eyes.  Notify emergency medical services 

for further assistance  

• Chemical Spill:

▪ Try to use a chemical spill kit for smaller incidents of chemical spill

▪ If a chemical spill is large or you do not know how to handle the situation; get the facility

manager to handle the situation and/or contact proper emergency services

• Posted near or included with the chemical spill kit should be an emergency contact

information sheet displaying which emergency services should be contacted.

o For the TSG and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania this will include

but not be limited to:

▪ The Department

▪ Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

• For emergencies and other sudden threats to public

health, such as:

o oil and/or chemical spills,

o radiation emergencies, and

o biological discharges,

▪ call the National Response Center at

1-800-424-8802.

o For pesticide poisoning, call 911 if the

person is unconscious, has trouble breathing,

or has convulsions. Otherwise, call Poison

Control at 1-800-222-1222.

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Medical Emergency: 

• If it is a minor medical situation such as a small cut, scrape or minor burn; retrieve the first aid kit on site an

treat wound with items found in the first aid kit

• If the situation appears to be a sever medical situation such as someone suffering from a heart attack, retrieve

the emergency defibrillator and follow the instructions provided; notify 911 or local medical emergency

services for further assistance

• If the medical situation is an emergency; contact medical emergency services immediately.  This can be done

through activating the medical response button found on the alarm panel, or by calling 911 for medical

emergency services

• If a serious injury occurs while an employee is working, such as a slip and fall resulting in possible broken

bones or a cut requiring stitches, facility management will need to complete a worker compensation insurance

claim form prior to the employee seeking medical assistance.  This procedure does not take long, but the

form will need to be completed in order for the injured employee to have a workers compensation medical

claim.

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet
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Other Emergencies: 

• Contact 911 if it is a current emergency.  Contact your local police and/or State regulatory authorities for

break-ins or burglaries that may have occurred when the facility operations were closed

• Contact any required State or local authority in cases of theft, break-ins or burglaries

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Example of Emergency Situation Documentation Log Sheet: 

Emergency Situation Documentation

Description of the Incident:

Date:

Authorities Notified:

Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency:

Which Authorities:

Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO
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Loss of Personnel 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Loss of Personnel

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed prior to or after the loss of personnel. 

Scope: Procedures covering loss of personnel situations occurring within the facility. 

The following will cover procedures to follow when terminating a key employee as well as when a key employee 

decides to leave the organization on their own accord.   

Job Termination — If the need arises to terminate the position of a key personnel there will be some basic steps and 

procedures to follow within operations.  

1. Notify key personnel of job termination

2. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property

3. Disable/change all terminated key personnel facility security access codes or passwords

4. Notify required authorities of the job termination of the key personnel

5. Notify all remaining staff of the job termination of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of

termination (i.e. employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said

employee returns, etc.)

6. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job termination of key personnel.

a. Remove terminated key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.

Job Separation — At times key personnel may decide to part ways on their own accord.  In such circumstances there 

will be some basic steps and procedures to follow in for job separations. 

1. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property

2. Disable/change all key personnel facility security access codes or passwords

3. Notify required authorities of the job separation of the key personnel

4. Notify all remaining staff of the job separation of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of

separation (i.e. mutual separation and key personnel is always welcome back at TSG facilities under visitor

status,  employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said employee

returns, etc.)

5. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job separation of key personnel.

a. Remove key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.

Replacement of Key Personnel Position — Find and interview a suitable replacement for the position that was 

previously filled by key personnel.  Key personnel positions will need to be filled as soon as possible by ownership 

and/or management without sacrificing quality of applicant pool.  Some basic steps should be followed to find and 

place a suitable replacement for the vacant position. 

1. Review resumes and applications from qualified applicants

2. Call sail qualified applicants to conduct an informal, initial phone interview

a. If you get a good response from applicant, schedule an in-person interview

3. Conduct in-person interviews with qualified applicants

4. Review interviewed applicants

a. Select applicant who is most qualified for the vacant position

5. Contact said applicant and offer the vacant position

6. If applicant accepts the job offer, proceed with normal hiring procedure and required paperwork

Applicant redaction
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Manufacturing Infused Products Operations 
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------------------------------CONFIDENTIALITY DISCLOSURE--------------------------------

“Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties” means and includes any tangible or intangible 

information or material that is confidential or proprietary to Consultant that Client may obtain knowledge of 

through, or as a result of, its relationship with Consultant. Such information shall be deemed Consultant’s 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties whether or not owned or developed by Consultant. 

Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties shall also include, but is not limited to, any inventions, 

processes, designs, formulae, trade secrets, Standard Operating Procedures, know-how, confidential 

information, trademarks, copyrights, service marks, domain names, computer software, data and documentation, 

and all similar intellectual property.

Ownership.  All Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties owned, developed or acquired by 

Consultant or Confidential Information and Intellectual Properties developed or acquired (hereafter, "Existing 

Consultant IP") shall be owned by the Consultant.

Client understands that all such Existing Consultant IP, including all Standard Operating Procedures shall 

remain the sole property of Consultant, and Client agrees that neither it, nor any of its officers, directors, 

employees, consultants, affiliates or anyone acting in concert with Client will: (i) acquire any ownership interest 

in any Existing Consultant IP; and (ii) will not, convey, sell, publicize, use, trade, distribute any Existing 

Consultant IP to any other person or business, or take or modify Existing Consultant IP in order to convey, sell 

or distribute to any other individual or business not a party to this Agreement, that results in competition with 

the consulting services offered by Consultant, or interferes with any existing or prospective business advantage 

Consultant may have.  No other license to any Existing Consultant IP is granted or implied by this Agreement. 

------------------STATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE DISCLOSURE-------------------

Medical cannabis facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such adherence to all applicable state 

and local laws pertaining to the cultivation, production, manufacturing, possessing and dispensing of 

cannabis and/or cannabis-infused products within the facility is of utmost importance.  State and local laws 

and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and have good understanding of the state 

and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good understanding of the state and local 

laws is the first step in being educated on how to operate within regulations, the records and documents 

needed to be maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a 

regulated market.   
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Standard Operating Procedures 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Standard Operating Procedures 

Purpose:  To explain the standard operating procedures needed to be adhered to within the Licensed Premise 

Scope:  To cover the education and training required pertaining to the standard operating procedures utilized within 

the Licensed Premise.      

 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

 

 

Definitions 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) — A set of step-by-step instructions to achieve a predictable, standardized, 

desired result often within the context of a longer overall process.  A repeated application of unchanged processes and 

procedures and its documentation.   

Material Change — A material change is defined as a major deviation from the standard procedure, or changing the 

procedure or methodology drastically enough to notice a change.  The material change is important enough to notice 

or to have an effect on the standard operating procedure.   

Principles of Standard Operating Procedures 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) insure consistent production of high quality cannabis.  TSG will utilize said 

SOPs for all cannabis cultivation methodologies and operations.  Understanding and abiding by the following SOPs 

is mandatory for all employees working within TSG’s Licensed Premise.  

The standard operating procedures must be practiced and utilized to cultivate each plant and produce each batch of 

cannabis.  The cultivation process is broken down into each week of the plant’s lifecycle.  Apply the following SOP 

instructions to the lifecycle of each plant in the facility.  Do not deviate from exact instruction within these standard 

operating procedures.   

• Failure to practice and utilize TSG’s written standard operating procedures is grounds for disciplinary action 

and possible job termination.   

Written standard operating procedures will be utilized for all cultivation activities and operations, for the cultivation 

of all cannabis plants to ensure consistency of the batch with the variety and for accuracy of the day-to-day production.  

The written standard operating procedures will ensure consistency of batch and accuracy of day-to-day production if 

utilized properly and not deviated from.   

• Processor agents will be required to record and maintain documentation log sheets and forms to record the 

cultivation process 

o Required documentation and record keeping is highlighted throughout the SOPs and indicates which 

documentation log sheets and records are to be taken and maintained.   

▪ Processor agents will need to pay careful attention to each standard operating procedure to 

ensure proper documentation and record keeping 

• The documentation should demonstrate consistency of batch with the cannabis 

variety being cultivated 

• The documentation should also demonstrate the accuracy of the day-to-day 

production within the Licensed Premise.   

• Any major deviation from the standard operating procedure defined as a material change that could impact 

the quality of batch must be documented, recorded and maintained on the Licensed Premise  

o Registered processor agents are required to document any major deviation in production of a batch 

from the standard operating procedure.  
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Deviation/Material Change to Standard Operating Procedures 

Upon recognizing the need for or making a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered processor 

agents will be required to document the material change within the Material Change to SOPs log sheet and update 

the current SOP to reflect the material change.   

After documentation of a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered employees will be required 

to maintain the record of material change within a limit-access and secured area of the Licensed Premise.  

Material Change made to the SOP (please describe in detail) :

SOP Updated? Date Updated: Update By:

Manager/Supervisor Awareness 

and Approval:

Manager/Supervisor Signature:

Sample of producton batch with deviation sent to 

independent testing laboratory?

Sample of producton batch with deviation determined to 

meet specifications for the variety by The Grove and 

the independent testing laboratory?

Medical Cannabis Batch Released for Distribution?

Additional Notes/Comments:

SOP requiring material change:

Deviation/Material Change to SOPs

Date: Registered Employee:
Deviation in Production:

Reason for the deviation (identify and describe in detail the deviation from the SOP) :

YES

NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NOYES

YES NO

NO

Applicant redaction
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State Regulatory Compliance  

Standard Operating Procedure:  State Regulatory Compliance Training

Purpose:  To explain the regulatory compliance needed to be adhered to in the State of Colorado. 

Scope:  To cover the regulations enacted within Colorado pertaining to legally operating a cannabis business. 

Initial Training:  training done on individual time 

Required Documents 

1) State Regulations

2) Local/City Regulations (if applicable)

The Principles of State Regulatory Compliance Training 

It is recommended as a State licensed cannabis operator to require all employees to read and become familiar with the 

State and Local/City regulation that have been enacted pertaining to operating a legal, licensed cannabis business.   

You cannot operate a legal cannabis business in compliance if the employees are not familiar with the laws and 

regulation they must adhere to.   

You should keep a physical, up-to-date copy of any and all laws and regulation in which you must operate under at 

every licensed facility.  Every employee should also receive a hard copy of the laws and regulation which they can 

read and become familiar with.   

Key State Regulations Employees Should Be Familiar with: 

• Who can have access to the facility

o Visitor process

• Packaging and labeling compliances and requirements

• Hours of allowed operation

• Inventory tracking and required record keeping

• Security procedures and protocols

• Laboratory testing requirements

• Transportation of cannabis products

• Etc.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Regulations 

• http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW

• http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-

P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf

http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=16
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Pages/default.aspx#.WKN-rvkrLIW
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf
http://www.health.pa.gov/My%20Health/Diseases%20and%20Conditions/M-P/MedicalMarijuana/Documents/Chapter%201151%20Growers-Processors%201-26-17.pdf
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Record Keeping and Documentation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Record Keeping and Documentation 

Purpose: To ensure that all required cannabis operational records and data are properly recorded and documented. 

Scope:  Procedures covering record keeping and documentation for activities within the Licensed Premise. 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

What is the Purpose of Record Keeping and Documentation? 

Regulated cannabis facilities operate in a highly regulated industry, as such proper record keeping and documentation 

are essential within the facility.  Having records of production inputs such as raw materials records will aid during the 

MIP process to ensure proper operations occur. 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Pen or pencil

2) Clipboard

3) Log Sheets

Principles of Record Keeping and Documentation 

Adherence to all applicable state and local laws pertaining to the cultivation of cannabis within the cultivation facility 

is of utmost importance.  State and local laws and regulations will vary among states; it is recommended to read and 

have good understanding of the state and local laws and regulations in which you operate.  Having a good 

understanding of the state and local laws is the first step in being educated on the records and documents needed to be 

maintained to be in full compliance and to continue operating a cannabis business within a regulated market. 

Required records and documentation are noted throughout the written Standard Operating Procedures; TSG’s 

registered processor agents will be required to make such records and documentation as part of their job 

responsibilities.  Processor agents will be required to make two sets of all records and documentation; one set of 

records and documentation will be made within the inventory control system, and a second set of records and 

documentation will be made using physical log sheets and templates.  The physical records and documentation will 

be maintained on at the Licensed Premise within a limited access area.  Failure to create and maintain records and 

documentation will be grounds for disciplinary action and//or job termination.   

Record Keeping and documentation are noted within other SOPs where documentation is required.  The SOPs will 

also reference which documentation records and log sheets are required to be filled out and maintained.   

Licensed Premise Records: 

1) Receiving Wholesale Products

2) Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing)

3) Closing Log Sheet

4) Cannabis Waste Log

5) Cleaning and Sanitation Log

6) Product Recall Log

7) Employee List

8) Emergency Situation Documentation

9) Visitor Sign-In

10) Etc.

Secondary Records  
TSG will maintain, independent of the inventory control, a searchable, secure, tamper-evident record of each 

distribution.  TSG will require processor agents to maintain secondary records on the Licensed Premise.  The physical 

Applicant redaction
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records and documentation log sheets will serve as secondary, back-up records and documentation that will be 

maintained independent of the inventory control system.   

Requirements of Secondary Records: 

• Records must be maintained independent of the inventory control system

o Physical records will be maintained within a file cabinet, separate from the inventory control system

• Records must be searchable

o Records will be organized and filed alphabetically according to recipient name

• Records must be secure

o Records will be maintained within the Licensed Premise, located within a limited-access area inside

a manager office equipped with an independent security alarm system.  The records will be held

within a lockable filing cabinet inside the secure office.

• Records must be tamper-evident

o The file cabinet where secondary records are to be maintained will have a secure, tamper-evident

locking mechanism on it.

Records and Documents Storage Retention 

Unless otherwise specified, TSG will retain and maintain all records and duplicate sets of records for a minimum of 

five (5) years.   

Applicant redaction
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General Security/Diversion Prevention Training 

Standard Operating Procedure:  General Security/Diversion Prevention Training

Purpose:  To explain the general security and diversion prevention training needed to be adhered to. 

Scope:  To understand security and diversion prevention training requirements. 

Initial Training:  4-8 hours 

Diversion and Trafficking Prevention Training 

TSG will utilize an inventory control system and industry best practices and policies to be implemented to reduce the 

risk of diversion and theft of cannabis products.  All cannabis plants will be tagged, recorded and tracked through the 

inventory control system from seed-to-sale.   

The use of professional security systems that will be installed at all of organization facilities will also help to reduce 

the risk to diversion, loss, theft or unauthorized access.  If any cannabis or cannabis product loss or discrepancy is 

noticed by a processor agent, then management shall be made aware of the loss immediately.  Inventory discrepancies 

should be easily noticeable with the use of the inventory control system.  The diversion or product loss must be 

documented on the Product Loss log sheet.   

$

Internal 

Investigation:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Note/Comments:

Product Loss Log Sheet

Reporting 

Employee:
Manager/Supervisor: Product Loss Due To:

Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #
Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss 

Valuation:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO

Applicant redaction
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Alarm Surveillance — A primary and secondary alarm system 

will be installed at all facilities by licensed alarm companies.  An 

advanced security alarm system on all perimeter entry points, 

perimeter windows, and secured interior rooms. Motion detection 

equipment and camera equipment will be used to ensure the 

entire facility(s) is continuously safe from intrusion and product 

diversion.  

 

Video Surveillance — An advanced video surveillance and 

recording system at all facilities. All cameras will record in 

digital format and be maintained to meet the requirements outlined by State and local 

regulations.  Video cameras will be maintained in each room and be used to identify 

any activity occurring within the room and be capable of recording and viewing in 

low light conditions.  An onsite DVR and an additional offsite DVR will be utilized 

to store all footage for a minimum of 90 calendar days.  

 

Security Lighting — Security lighting around the entire perimeter of each facility to 

allow surveillance in low light conditions and deter potential intrusion.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Alarms — The professional security and alarm systems will 

utilize  

.   

 

 

Duress Alarms — The security and alarm systems will utilize a  
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Panic-Button Alarm — Employees will be required to wear a  

.   

 

Hold-Up Alarm — The security and alarm system will have a hold-up alarm that 

will be a silent alarm signal that is generated by manual activation of a device which 

will signal a robbery in progress and automatically notify the local police 

authorities.   

 

On-Site Electronic Monitoring — Facility security rooms will have a large screen call-up monitor (at least 19”) and 

a video printer capable of immediately producing a clear still photo from all video cameras.  

  

Commercial Grade Door Locks — Commercial-grade, non- residential door locks at all points of ingress and egress 

to the facilities exterior and all limited access areas.  Key-card access door locks may also be utilized to further limit 

access at facilities.   

 

Safes and Product Storage — Commercial grade safes will be installed and utilized in a limited access area for the 

storage of cannabis products and cash.   

DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH DOH

DOH

DOH
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Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Perpetual Inventory Control System 

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of the perpetual inventory control system 

  

Scope:  To educate and train registered processor agents and licensed premise employees on the perpetual inventory 

control system   

 
 

Principles of the Perpetual Inventory Control System 

TSG will utilize a perpetual inventory system from a regulated cannabis 

industry-specific inventory system provider, BioTrackTHC.  This cannabis 

industry-specific inventory control system has been developed specifically for 

the regulated cannabis industry and has been customized to include all cannabis 

business operational needs.  The systems have been designed to be user friendly, 

the ability to be mobile, and with inventory control capabilities to track every 

cannabis plant and product from seed to sale.   

The inventory control system will be designed to have the ability to promptly 

identify a discrepancy in stocks of cannabis plants and products.  TSG 

administrators of the system will be notified of a substantial reduction in an inventory stock level and be prompted to 

investigate the inventory levels to insure no theft, diversion or discrepancies occurred.  Administrators and users can 

run inventory reports from the inventory control system to check inventory stock levels that have been recorded in the 

inventory control system against a physical inventory audit to further determine inventory discrepancies.   

Inventory Control /POS System — The tracking of all cannabis 

products from seed to sale will be done through inventory 

management through the use of template log sheets, computer 

systems, Secure Information Systems (SIS) and selected Point-of-

Sale systems (POS).   All cannabis plants and products are to be 

tagged, recorded and tracked through the inventory control system.  

Failure to do so can result in disciplinary action and/or job 

termination.   

*Inventory control system and/or Point-of-Sale (POS) system 

training will be provided by an expert or consultant from the 

inventory control system supplier.  This 3rd party training will be 

required for all TSG registered processor agents prior to working 

within the Licensed Premise.   

Registered processor agents will be required to utilize the inventory control system to identify, record, monitor and 

track all cannabis plants and products from the time the cannabis is propagated from seed or cutting to the time it is 

delivered to a licensed dispensary, licensed processor or a qualifying patient or caregiver.   The standard operating 

procedures detail multiple situations when plant tagging, monitoring and recording activities are required by processor 

agents within the Licensed Premise.   cannabis plant will be given a unique attribute number, assigned to a product 

batch which and recorded in the inventory control system.  The plant will then be given a new and unique plant tag 

with the plants identification and specifications and be recorded in the inventory control system, the tag will remain 

with the plant throughout the plants lifecycle enabling the plant to be identified and tracked.   

The inventory control system intended to be utilized within TSG’s Licensed Premise will in the event of a serious 

adverse event have the ability to track any cannabis plant or product back to the originating source, including the 

ability of tracking cannabis from a qualifying patient back to the source of the cannabis.  The cannabis believed to 

have caused a serious adverse event should have a product label with product information and specifications such as 

the product name, unique attribute number, batch number and originating entity.   
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Travel Manifest 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Travel Manifest

Purpose:  To explain the requirements for the travel manifest 

Scope:  To educate and train registered processor agents on the creation and use of the travel manifest 

Principles of the Electronic Manifest 

A travel manifest will be required for each and every shipment of cannabis from TSG’s Licensed Premise.  Registered 

processor agents will be required to complete an electronic manifest as well as a physical cannabis transport manifest 

form.   

TSG will utilize various computer programs to create and utilize an electronic manifest.  Such programs will include 

but not be limited to Microsoft Office, secure email server, inventory control system and point of sale system.  Prior 

to transporting or shipping and package containing cannabis, TSG will require processor agents to complete the 

electronic manifest process.  Processor agents will need to complete the manifest form and scan/email a copy of the 

manifest to the recipient.  Processor agents and/or transportation agents will also maintain two (2) physical copies of 

the manifest form to keep and have present during any transporting of cannabis.  Upon delivery of the cannabis, the 

shipping processor agent and/or transportation agent will provide a physical copy of the manifest for the recipient to 

maintain.   

All Licensee are required to use an electronic manifest for chain of custody procedures and to ensure safe transport of 

cannabis and that no theft or diversion is occurring during transport.  TSG will utilize an electronic manifest system 

to record the chain of custody for the shipment of products containing cannabis.  The electronic manifest system will 

include a chain of custody that records: 

• The name and address of the shipping licensee;

• The shipping licensee’s shipment identification number;

• The weight and description of each individual package that is part of the shipment, and the total number of

individual packages;

• The name of the registered processor agent or registered processor agent that prepared the shipment;

• The name and address of the receiving licensee or other receiving party if applicable; and

• Any handling or storage instructions.

An electronic manifest will be created by the TSG registered processor agents for each shipment of products 

containing cannabis.   

Chain of Custody — Shipments with packages containing cannabis will need to be tracked and recorded throughout 

the shipping process.  The chain of custody for all shipments containing cannabis must be accurately documented 

within the electronic manifest.   

The electronic manifest will contain, at a minimum, the following entries as a chain of custody, in the order listed: 

• An entry by the registered processor agent or registered processor agent who has prepared the shipment,

including the date and time of preparation;

• An entry by a shipping licensee’s transportation agent, of the date and time of the placement of the shipment

into the cannabis transport vehicle;

• An entry by licensee’s agent receiving the shipment including the date and time of the acceptance; and

• If any other person had custody or control of the shipment, that person’s identity, the circumstances, duration,

and disposition.

Applicant redaction
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A manifest MUST be created for EACH shipment of products containing cannabis. 

TSG will require processor agents to complete a Cannabis Transport Manifest Form prior to transporting or shipping 

any cannabis and/or cannabis products.  Refer to the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transportation and 

Shipping SOP for transportation requirements.   

 Cannabis Transport Manifest Form can be seen below: 
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Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Registration ID: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this 

Shipment:

Registration ID:

Name of Individual Transporting Product(s): Signature of Individual Transporting Product(s): Registration ID:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about the marijuana products and/or 

manufactured marijuana product(s))
Total Price = $ 

Payment Method:

PRODUCT RECEIVING/REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Printed Name of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

Route(s) to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Address of Receiving Retail Dispensary Location: 4)

5)

Phone # of Receiving Dispensary: 6)

Name of Receiving Licensee: 2)

License # of Receiving Licensee: 3)

Number of Stops on Route: 1)

Name of Originating Entity:  

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Retail Dispensary Location Information
Marijuana/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Accept 

Receipt

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute #/Product 

ID #

Signature of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package:

Transfer 

Identification #:

Test results included for ALL 

products being shipped?

Cultivation 

Summary Included?

*This form must be completed prior to the transport of any cannabis or manufactured cannabis products.  This Transport Manifest must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of cannabis and/or manfactured cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package: Registration ID:

Cannabis Product Transport Manifest

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NOYESNO

Cash Credit

Check Other

N/AEmail

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Applicant redaction
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OSHA Compliance 

Standard Operating Procedure:  OSHA Compliance and Training

Purpose:  To explain the principles and concepts of OSHA regulations. 

Scope:  To understand OSHA requirements to create a safe work environment. 

OSHA Training 

Employees have the right to a safe workplace, and TSG intends to provide a safe work environment for all agents at 

all TSG facilities.  The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) was passed into law as a preventative 

measure for workers from being killed or seriously harmed while at work.  The law requires employers to provide 

employees with working conditions that are free from known dangers.   

The OSH Act created the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).  This regulatory agency sets and 

enforces protective workplace safety and health standards.  OSHA is also charged with providing information, training 

and assistance to workers and employers to educate and train individuals on workplace safety.  Employees may file a 

complaint if they feel necessary which will result in OSHA to inspect the workplace if they feel OSHA standards are 

not being met or that there may be serious hazards or danger.  More information on the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration can be found online at the website: https://www.osha.gov/.  

OSHA’s Mission — With the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, Congress created the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) to assure safe and healthful working conditions for working men and women by 

setting and enforcing standards and by providing training, outreach, education and assistance.   

OSHA Training — The OSHA Outreach Training Program for General Industry provides training for workers and 

employers on the recognition, avoidance, abatement, and prevention of safety and health hazards and dangers in 

workplaces in general industry.  This program also provides information regarding workers' rights, employer 

responsibilities, and how to file a complaint.  Employees can attend a 10-hour or 30-hour class delivered by OSHA-

authorized trainers.  The 10-hour class is intended for entry level workers, while the 30-hour class is more appropriate 

for supervisors or workers with some safety responsibility.  OSHA training helps to ensure that workers are more 

knowledgeable about workplace hazards, dangers and their rights. 

Under the OSH Law, employers have a responsibility to provide a safe workplace free from known hazards or dangers. 

The OSHA website provides a short summary of employer responsibilities with which TSG will ensure compliance. 

• Provide a workplace free from serious recognized hazards and comply with standards, rules and regulations

issued under the OSH Act.

• Examine workplace conditions to make sure they conform to applicable OSHA standards.

• Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain this equipment.

• Use color codes, posters, labels or signs to warn employees of potential hazards.

• Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees follow safety and health

requirements.

• Employers must provide safety training in a language and vocabulary workers can understand.

https://www.osha.gov/
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• Employers with hazardous chemicals in the workplace must develop and implement a written hazard

communication program and train employees on the hazards they are exposed to and proper precautions (and

a copy of safety data sheets must be readily available). See the OSHA page on Hazard Communication.

• Provide medical examinations and training when required by OSHA standards.

• Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (or the state-plan equivalent) informing

employees of their rights and responsibilities.

• Report to the nearest OSHA office all work-related fatalities within 8 hours, and all work-related inpatient

hospitalizations, all amputations and all losses of an eye within 24 hours. Call our toll-free number: 1-800-

321-OSHA (6742); TTY 1-877-889-5627. [Employers under federal OSHA's jurisdiction were required to

begin reporting by Jan. 1, 2015. Establishments in a state with a state-run OSHA program should contact

their state plan for the implementation date].

• Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses. (Note: Employers with 10 or fewer employees and

employers in certain low-hazard industries are exempt from this requirement.

• Provide employees, former employees and their representative’s access to the Log of Work-Related Injuries

and Illnesses (OSHA Form 300). On February 1, and for three months, covered employers must post the

summary of the OSHA log of injuries and illnesses (OSHA Form 300A).

• Provide access to employee medical records and exposure records to employees or their authorized

representatives.

• Provide to the OSHA compliance officer the names of authorized employee representatives who may be

asked to accompany the compliance officer during an inspection.

• Not discriminate against employees who exercise their rights under the Act. See our "Whistleblower

Protection" webpage.

• Post OSHA citations at or near the work area involved. Each citation must remain posted until the violation

has been corrected, or for three working days, whichever is longer. Post abatement verification documents

or tags.

• Correct cited violations by the deadline set in the OSHA citation and submit required abatement verification

documentation.

• OSHA encourages all employers to adopt an Injury and Illness Prevention Program. Injury and Illness

Prevention Programs, known by a variety of names, are universal interventions that can substantially reduce

the number and severity of workplace injuries and alleviate the associated financial burdens on U.S.

workplaces. Many states have requirements or voluntary guidelines for workplace Injury and Illness

Prevention Programs. Also, numerous employers in the United States already manage safety using Injury and

Illness Prevention Programs, and we believe that all employers can and should do the same. Most successful

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs are based on a common set of key elements. These include:

management leadership, worker participation, hazard identification, hazard prevention and control, education

and training, and program evaluation and improvement. OSHA’s Injury and Illness Prevention

Programs topics page contains more information including examples of programs and systems that have

reduced workplace injuries and illnesses.

Plan for OSHA Compliance 

Below details the plan for compliance with OSHA will begin by ensuring that all organizational facilities are free from 

known hazards and/or dangers.   

All employees will be provided basic training covering workplace safety pertaining to identifying and preventing 

potential hazards and or dangers such as trip hazards.  This basic training will begin with training all new employees 

on policies and procedures.  Proper and adequate training can help to reduce workplace accidents through educating 

and training employees on operations, policies and procedures.  Employees will be given a tour of the facility property 

and areas in which the employee will have access to (limited or restricted).  Other training to be included in TSG’s 

plan for OSHA compliance will include: 

• Training on SOPs

• Regulatory compliance training (laws and regulations pertaining to cannabis cultivation, processing or

dispensing)

• Basic training on workplace safety

• Recognition of potential workplace hazards or dangers
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Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene

Purpose:  To explain the employee dress code required. 

Scope:  Covers the dress code requirements for employees. 

Principles of Employee Dress Code 

The cultivation facility is considered a “clean” room type setting and as such employees of the cultivation facility will 

be required to change out of street clothes and into provided work wear to be worn during all scheduled work shifts. 

The work wear will consist of -type scrubs and garden shoes.   

Employees are expected to arrive at facilities and enter the locker rooms immediately after entering the facility to 

shower and change into provided work wear.  This will reduce the cultivation P areas from exposure to outside 

contaminants such as pests and diseases.     

Processor agents — TSG processor agents working will be required to wear approved attire while working within 

the Licensed Premise.   

• Processor agents will be provided work attire to be worn while working within the Licensed Premise.

o Logoed-work uniforms such as polo shirts

o Jeans or Khakis

o Nice shoes

Transportation Agents — TSG processor agents working will be required to wear approved attire while on duty. 

Transportation agent work attire will differ from that of processor agents due to State regulations mandating 

transportation agents must not have any identifying logos or markings that could indicate ownership or possession of 

cannabis.   

• Transportation agents will be required to wear un-identifying work attire

o Plain jeans or khakis pants

o Plain polo or button-up shirt

o Closed-toe shoe
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Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Entry Protocol and Good Growing and Handling Practices

Purpose:  To explain how employees should enter the MIP facility and procedures to follow to gain access to Limited 

Access Area(s).   

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly entering the Licensed Premise as well as good handling practices 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Principles of Facility Entry Protocol 

The primary objective of having a specific facility entry protocol is to try to reduce the exposure and risk to outside 

contaminants from entering the facility.  Containments can be anything from pests such as insects and diseases such 

as powdery mildew.  It will be of utmost importance for employees to be mindful of where they have been immediately 

before arriving at the cultivation facility as this can determine the likelihood and types of contaminants possible.   

Upon arriving at the facility, processor agents will enter the facility using their issued key/keycard or the like, enter 

the facility’s ‘entry vestibule”.  This area is designed as a security measure against unwanted intruders.  There will be 

a magnetic door that can only be opened by personnel with the proper security clearance.  This door will be opened 

through the use of an access control unit.   

Example of a “Entry Vestibule”: 

Upon exiting the “Entry Vestibule” employees will head directly for the locker rooms where they will change out of 

all street clothes, take showers and change into provided work attire/uniform prior to entering the “clean” area of the 

cultivation facility.   

Locker Room Steps for Employees to Follow: 

1. Enter locker room

2. Remove ALL street clothes and place them in your locker

a. ALL clothes

i. Hats

DOH
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ii. Socks

iii. Shoes

3. Take a shower

a. This is done as another preventative measure to ensure the cultivation facility is not exposed to any

outside contaminants

4. Change into provide work attire/uniform

a. Scrubs

b. Hair nets

c. Hat (optional)

d. Garden shoes

Upon successfully showering and changing into the provided work wear, employees will be ready to begin their work 

shift within the “clean” area of the cultivation facility.  
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Limited Access Areas 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Limited Access Areas

Purpose:  To explain Limited Access Areas, who is allowed in these areas, and procedures to follow within the Limited 

Access Area.   

Scope:  Covers the steps involved in escorting visitors in limited access areas. 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

The Principles of Limited Access Areas 

A Limited Access Area is a building, room, or other contiguous area upon the Licensed Premises where cannabis is 

grown, cultivated, stored, weighed, packaged, sold, or processed for sale, under control of the Licensee. Limited 

Access Areas are areas within the licenses facility where only certain people will have the required permission to 

access.   

Limited Access Areas may have people in them without the proper permission as long as the State required protocols 

are followed.  Typically, this involves following the Visitor SOP; being escorted by a licensed employee at all times 

while in the facility and Limited Access Areas.   

Limited access areas should be limited to State licensed, facility employees only.  If a visitor needs to access the 

limited access areas ensure you follow your State mandated regulations.   
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Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Employee Dress Code and Personal Hygiene

Purpose: 

To explain the employee dress code required. 

Scope: 

Covers the dress code requirements for employees. 

Principles of Employee Dress Code 

The dress code to be implemented will include a company logoed polo shirt, and nice jeans or khakis pants with no 

holes or tears.  Employees are expected to arrive at facilities in clean working attire ready to begin the scheduled work 

shift.    

Personal Hygiene Policy 

This policy has been set forth in order to ensure that all employees are practicing good personal hygiene to ensure that 

are products are produced in safest and most sanitary means possible.  The personal hygiene policy includes but is not 

limited to the following: 

A. Maintaining adequate personal hygiene

a. Arrive to work clean in appearance/clean clothes.

b. Showering every day is essential

c. Deodorant and a clean personal smell is required

B. Men must be neatly groomed/shaven

a. Mustaches or beards allowed if maintained

b. We reserve the right to ask you to wear a beard cover if we deem it necessary

C. Long hair must be constrained in a neat manner to avoid hair coming into contact with food items

a. A hat or hairnet is preferred

b. Jewelry of any kind is not permitted

i. This includes earrings, rings, bracelets, watches, etc.

D. Washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area(s) before starting work, prior to engaging in

the production of a Cannabis Concentrate or manufacture of a Cannabis-Infused Product and at any other

time when the hands may have become soiled or contaminated; and

E. Refraining from having direct contact with preparation of Cannabis or Cannabis-Infused Product if the person

has or may have an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, or any other abnormal

source of microbial contamination, until such condition is corrected.

General Sanitary Requirements 

TSG will take all reasonable measures and precautions to ensure that any person who, by  examination or supervisory 

observation, is shown to have, or appears to have, an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, 

or any other abnormal source of microbial contamination for whom there is a reasonable possibility of contact with 

preparation surfaces for  cannabis products shall be excluded from any operations which may be expected to result in 

such contamination until the condition is corrected. 

TSG will have hand-washing facilities that are convenient and furnished with running water at a suitable temperature. 

Hand-washing facilities shall be located in the Licensed Premises and/or in product preparation areas and where good 
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sanitary practices require employees to wash and/or sanitize their hands, and provide effective hand-cleaning and 

sanitizing preparations and sanitary towel service or suitable drying devices;  

That all registered processor agents working in direct contact with processing, preparation, weighing or repackaging 

of cannabis products shall conform to hygienic practices while on duty, including but not limited to:  

• Maintaining adequate personal cleanliness;  

• Washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area(s) before starting work, prior to engaging in 

the processing, preparation, weighing or repackaging of cannabis products and at any other time when the 

hands may have become soiled or contaminated; and  

• Refraining from having direct contact with preparation of cannabis products if the person has or may have 

an illness, open lesion, including boils, sores, or infected wounds, or any other abnormal source of microbial 

contamination, until such condition is corrected.  

That there is sufficient space for placement of equipment and storage of materials as is necessary for the maintenance 

of sanitary operations for production of cannabis products.    

Registered processor agents are required to ensure that litter and waste are properly removed and the operating systems 

for waste disposal are maintained in an adequate manner so that they do not constitute a source of contamination in 

areas where cannabis products are exposed.  Registered processor agents are required to ensure that floors, walls, and 

ceilings are adequately cleaned and kept clean and kept in good repair. 

That the Licensed Premises provides adequate screening or other protection against the entry of pests. Rubbish shall 

be disposed of so as to minimize the development of odor and minimize the potential for the waste becoming an 

attractant, harborage, or breeding place for pests;  

Registered processor agents must ensure that all contact surfaces, including utensils and equipment used for the 

preparation of cannabis products shall be cleaned and sanitized as frequently as necessary to protect against 

contamination.  Equipment and utensils shall be so designed and of such material and workmanship as to be adequately 

cleanable, and shall be properly maintained.  Only sanitizers and disinfectants registered with the Environmental 

Protection Agency shall be used with cannabis and used in accordance with labeled instructions;  

TSG requires all toxic cleaning compounds, sanitizing agents, solvents used in the production of cannabis and other 

chemicals shall be identified, held, stored and disposed of in a manner that protects against contamination of cannabis 

products, and in a manner that is in accordance with any applicable local, state, or federal law, rule, regulation or 

ordinance.  That cannabis products that can support the rapid growth of undesirable microorganisms will be held in a 

manner that prevents the growth of these microorganisms; and the storage and transport of finished cannabis products 

shall be under conditions that will protect products against physical, chemical, and microbial contamination as well 

as against deterioration of any container.  
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HIPAA Compliance Training 

Standard Operating Procedure:  HIPAA Compliance Training

Purpose: 

To explain the steps involved with becoming HIPAA-compliant trained. 

Scope: 

Covers the steps involved to obtain certified HIPAA training. 

The primary goal of the federal HIPAA law is to make it easier for people to keep health insurance, protect the 

confidentiality and security of healthcare information and help the healthcare industry control administrative costs. 

HIPAA provides for the protection of individually identifiable health information that is transmitted or maintained in 

any form or medium.  The privacy rules affect the day-to-day business operations of all organizations that provide 

care and maintain personal health information, this includes cannabis businesses and establishments. 

Patient confidentiality will be of utmost importance during operations and maintaining patient records as confidential 

and properly stored and secured on the premise will be done according to requires laws and regulations. 

All patient records or files that are maintained as a “hard” or physical document will be properly stored in a locking 

file cabinet within a limited or restricted access area of the premise.  If patient records or files are maintained 

electronically, said records or files will be maintained on a secure, HIPAA-compliant computer which will also be 

stored securely within a limited or restricted access area of the premise.  The computer will be secure from physical 

theft but also electronic theft of records through the use of virus protection and secured servers on other security 

measures.  Access to confidential patient records and files will be limited to SFN employees with proper clearance 

levels.   

General HIPAA Policies: 

• All employees that will have direct contact with confidential patient information will complete basic HIPAA

training.  This training will help employees understand HIPAA privacy rules and procedures.  Visit the

website:  http://www.hipaatraining.com/

• Upon acceptance of new patient records, provide a verbal disclosure statement to the patient.  This verbal

statement should make the patient aware that their records are being kept per State law and that they will be

maintained in such a way that their information will remain confidential and kept from public view or

oversight.

• Access to confidential patient records will be limited to employees with the proper clearance level.  These

records will be accessible only by ownership, management and patient advocates.  Limiting employee access

http://www.hipaatraining.com/
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to confidential patient records will help reduce the risk to exposure.  Additional employees may be granted 

the proper clearance level to access confidential patient records as needed in the future.   

• Keep all patient records in a secure locking file cabinet or lockable filing system within a limited or restricted

access area of the premise.  Having all confidential patient files centrally located in can help ensure that no

confidential patient records are being kept in exposed areas where it is possible for an information breach.

• When patient records are initially gathered, be sure to create a new patient folder and place the patient records

within said folder.  All folders should be marked confidential and place in a secured and lockable file cabinet

within a limited or restricted access area of the facility (e.g. general manager’s office).

• ALL employees will receive training to never disclose the specific names of patients with non-employees or

parties outside the organization.  It is important that the names of patients not be shared with the public in

any way, as this would result in a HIPAA violation.

• NEVER leave patient records unattended or unsecure within the file cabinet.

• Organization will host a monthly or bi-monthly meeting with all employees to go over privacy and

confidentiality policies, procedures and measures.  This will provide further accountability on all staff levels

to make sure privacy/legal compliance is met.
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Visitors 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Visitors

Purpose: 

To explain the processes involved to accept/allow visitors into the retail dispensary. 

Scope:  Covers the required steps to follow to allow visitors into the facility. 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Visitor Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Visitor pass

The Principles of Visitor Protocol 

• State-Issued ID — all visitors must have a current and valid government-issued ID (passport, Driver’s

License, military ID)

o Ensure that the government-issued ID is current (check expiration date on ID)

• Verification — Verify the validity of the government-issued ID

• Photocopy — Make photocopy of visitor’s government-issued ID

o Make a photocopy of visitor’s ID

▪ Photocopy is to remain with Visitor Log Sheet

• Access — Allow or deny access to the facility

o Allow entry to dispensary if the visitor has a valid government-issued ID.

o Deny entry to the facility if the visitor does not have a valid government-issued ID.

• Record/Documentation — Have visitor fill out the Visitor Log Sheet

o Visitor Log Sheet will document visitors name, company, date, time-in, time-out, signature, reason

for the visit

o Maintain photocopy of visitor ID with the Visitor Log Sheet

o This record of visit must be retained and maintain on the licensed premise for a minimum of two

(2) years.

Visitor Procedure — Facility staff will all be trained on the visitor procedure; visitor protocol will follow industry 

best practices.  Facility employees will be properly educated on State laws and regulations pertaining to visitors at the 

licensed facility.  There will be situations that arise that will require someone to enter the licensed premise who is not 

a State-licensed industry worker or not a State-registered patient or caregiver but they will need access to the facility. 

Common visitors typically will be support-type businesses such as HVAC, electric and plumbing, general contractors, 

etc.    

Visitors will be required to fill out a Visitor Log Sheet.  Visitors must also wear a ‘Visitor Pass’ at all times while in 

the facility. A facility employee must accompany visitors at all times while in the licensed premises.   

Visitor Access Process: 

1) Check visitor’s ID and credentials at the check-in station

a. Make photocopy of Visitor’s ID
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2) Verify with management that visitors are expected

3) Fill out Visitor Log Sheet

4) Have said visitor sign-in and date the Visitor Log Sheet

5) Give visitor a ‘Visitor Pass’

6) When visitor is finished at the licensed premises:

a. Have visitor sign-out on Visitor Log Sheet

b. Collect the ‘Visitor Pass’ from said visitor

Example of a Visitor Pass can be seen below: 

Example of Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet: 

Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet

Date Time In Time Out Visitor Name Visitor's Company Visitor Signature Reason for Visit

Registered 

Employee 

Escort
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Receipt of Material  

Standard Operating Procedure: Receipt of Materials 

Purpose:  Explain procedure and requirements for receiving raw materials 

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on the procedures and requirements involved with receipt 

of materials.   

Initial Training:  1-2 hours 

Principles of Receipt of Material 

The process of receipt of material or receiving raw materials is not as simple as just taking the raw materials into the 

licensed premise.  There are regulations, guidelines and procedures to follow when receiving raw materials or other 

inventory into the cultivation facility licensed premise.   

Upon receiving any raw materials, inventory or other items used in operations said items will be placed in a quarantine 

storage area within the receiving area of the licensed premise.  Employees of the licensed premise will need to 

quarantine any materials received to be used to produce cannabis.  These items will include but not be limited to: 

• Raw medical marijuana material/product

• Packaging supplies

• Labeling supplies

• Etc.

Receipt of Materials — Upon receiving materials into the licensed premise, registered processor agents and/or 

licensed premise employees will need to document the receipt of materials on the Receipt of Materials log sheet.  

Example of Receipt of Materials Log Sheet can be seen below: 

Quarantine Area — The quarantine area will be within the licensed premise and clearly identified on the facility 

floor plan diagram.  The quarantine area will be classified as a “dirty” zone within the cultivation facility.  Materials 

Receipt of Materials

Notes/Comments:

Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

Date of Release of 

Materials:
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):

Quantity 

Released:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after 

Corrective Action:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from 

the quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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will be held within the quarantine area where they will be segregated from the rest of the cultivation licensed premise 

and/or “clean” areas of the facility.  

Inspection — After received inventory items/materials are placed in quarantine, the items will need to be inspected 

to ensure there are no defects or contamination.  All received items/materials will remain in the quarantined area until 

said material pass inspection and is determined to be acceptable for use as intended. 

• Registered processor agent(s) and or licensed premise employees will be required to inspect all materials for

visible defects and contamination

• Inspecting materials for contamination is essential for the facilities clean protocols and IPM measures

o If a contamination is identified proper cleaning and/or segregation procedures will be implemented.

▪ Cleaning and sanitizing the contamination:  if the contamination is deemed reasonable to

clean and sanitize you will need to clean and sanitize all surface areas of the material if

possible.  This should be done using a cleaning/sterilizing agent such as bleach.

▪ If cleaning and sanitizing is not an option, the materials will be segregated within the

quarantine area until they are properly destroyed and disposed of.

▪ If contaminated with pests, insects or disease; immediately segregate the material while

trying to identify the contamination.

• Refer to the IPM SOP for proper identification and treatment of material (plants)

o Once the materials are properly cleaned and sanitized and believed to be free from contamination

they will need to be inspected a second time.

▪ Materials will need to pass this second inspection prior to being released for their intended

use.

Release — Upon the received materials passing inspection and being determined to be acceptable for use as intended, 

the materials will be released from the quarantine receiving/storage area.  At this time the materials can be used within 

the licensed premise for their intended use. 

• Release materials if they pass initial inspection

• Release materials once they are cleaned and sanitized and pass secondary inspection

Documentation and Record — Upon the materials being released from quarantine and determined to be acceptable 

for use as intended TSG registered processor agents and/or licensed premise employees will be required to log the 

materials into the inventory control system. 

• Document and record new materials released from quarantine in the inventory control system (POS system)

• Ensure record is accurate with physical inventory on hand

• Ensure the Receipt of Material log sheet is filled out properly and completed
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Cannabis Concentrate Production and Extraction Processes 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cannabis Concentrate Production and Extraction Processes 

Purpose: 

To explain the steps and procedures for producing and manufacturing cannabis concentrates through various extraction 

methods. 

Scope: 

Covers extraction methods and techniques. 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) MIP Product — Daily Production

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Extraction equipment and/or machine

2) Solvents

3) Etc.

Concentrate Production — Cannabis concentrates and hash are becoming more popular within the regulated 

cannabis industry and will generate nice revenues for the organization.  This section will outline the processes involved 

with the production of concentrates/hash.  This section will also outline quality control measures and safety/emergency 

protocol. 

Types/Methods of Cannabis Concentrate Production 

1) Water extraction (bubble hash)

2) Solvent extraction (acetone, alcohol based, butane extraction (BHO), and CO2)

3) Solvent-less extraction (Rosin technique)

Preparation: 

1) Prepare Cannabis Raw Material (flower/bud, trim/sugar leaf, etc.) for processing;

2) Fill out proper production log sheets (what is about to be produced)

3) Quantities and types of cannabis raw material being used to produce concentrate

4) Estimated quantity of concentrate to be produced

a. The estimated concentrate production will be compared with actual production to determine

efficiency and production rates

5) Begin preparation for production

a. Ingredients needed (raw materials to be used)

b. Get extraction machine/equipment ready for processing

c. Safety gear/equipment

d. Wash hands and begin extraction processes

Cold Water Extraction (Bubble Hash) 

1) Get raw cannabis material together in which you will be creating the concentrate from.  Get all necessary

equipment together needed for entire extraction process:

a. Raw material

b. Bubble bags

c. Container or wash machine

d. Mixer
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e. Ice and water

2) Start extraction process by setting up the bubble bags in the proper micron order

3) Mix raw cannabis material in the bubble bags with ice and water

4) Stir the mixture in bubble bags thoroughly with mixer or in wash machine (ex: Bubble Now machine)

5) Lift bubble bags and let water and ice drain from bags

6) Repeat this process multiple times

7) When you feel you have extracted all the desired cannabinoids from raw material, take bubble bags out of

water mixture or wash machine

8) Pull all concentrate from bubble bags and use pressing screen to extract all remaining water from concentrate

9) Let concentrate dry and cure

10) Weigh, package, label and record inventory according to state regulation

11) Document all quantities and types of concentrates produced

a. MIP Products — Daily Production log sheet

Solvent Extraction — Extraction methods will vary depending on the type of solvent being utilized at the facility.  It 

is recommended that you get properly trained by the manufacturer of the extraction equipment. It is important to 

understand the processes utilized as it pertains to the extraction equipment.  The manufacturer should also provide 

SOP’s for the machines and/or equipment. 

Butane Extraction (BHO) — Extraction methods will vary depending on the type of butane extraction machine being 

utilized at the facility.  It is recommended that you get properly trained by the manufacturer of the extraction equipment 

being utilized.  The manufacturer should also provide SOP’s for the machines and/or equipment. 

**INSERT CHOSEN EXTRACTION MACHINE SOPS HERE 

Purging — The process of removing butane from the extracted cannabis product.  The purging process will determine 

what type of end product is produced (IE: wax, shatter, budder, etc.)   

1) Wax

2) Shatter

3) Budder

4) Etc.

CO2 Extraction — Extraction methods will vary depending on the type of CO2 super critical extraction machine 

being utilized at the facility.  It is recommended that you get properly trained by the manufacturer of the extraction 

equipment being utilized.  The manufacturer should also provide SOPs for the machines and/or equipment. 

**INSERT CHOSEN EXTRACTION MACHINE SOP’S HERE 

--------------------------------------------------------Post-Production--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Product Testing: 

1) Send a sample of the production batch to a licensed testing facility for required testing

a. Follow MIP Samples of for Laboratory Testing SOPs to send samples for laboratory testing

i. Potency testing

ii. Contaminate testing

b. Follow Wholesale, Transferring/Transporting SOP to transport test samples to testing laboratory

Packaging/Labeling: 

1) Use packaging and labeling that is required by state regulations.

2) Products intended for retail dispensing should be packaged in an opaque, child-resistance, and re-sealable

container
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3) Package labels need to comply with state regulations and contain all required information and statements.

This at a minimum should include:

a. Potency and strain

b. Recommended dosage

c. Contaminants

d. Production Inputs (nutrients/fertilizers, pesticides/fungicides, etc.)

e. Statements required by law

f. Etc.

Storage: 

1) After packaging the products, you will need to ensure that the product is stored properly:

a. Items in refrigerator or freezer

b. Dry storage items

2) Ask manager for proper storage instructions if unsure

Record Keeping: 

1) Ensure that all required records were properly recorded during and after production

a. MIP Products — Daily Production log sheet

b. MIP Products Inventory log sheets

c. MIP Products — Wholesale log sheet

d. Cannabis Waste log sheet
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Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting and Shipments

Purpose:  To explain the steps required to be followed to wholesale cannabis products to other 3rd party retail 

dispensaries, MIPs or cultivation facilities. 

Scope:  Covers the training required and procedure for registered processor agents covering the wholesale procedure, 

transferring/transporting and shipments. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing)

2) Manifest/Trip Plan

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale

The Principles of the Wholesale Procedure, Transferring/Transporting 

The facility will wholesale cannabis products to other 3rd party retail dispensaries and state-licensed testing laboratory 

facilities.     

The Wholesale Process: 

1) New Wholesale Order

2) Fulfillment

3) Create Manifest/Trip Plan

4) Transportation

5) Delivery

6) Post-Delivery

1) New Wholesale Order or Transfer Request (if vertically integrated)

1) Receive incoming wholesale order

2) Fill out Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet

3) Create a new invoice for wholesale order

a. Date that order is placed

b. Products and quantities ordered

c. Prices of products

d. Estimated delivery date

2) Fulfillment

1) Collect products needed for wholesale order

2) Take ordered/collected products out of the inventory control system

3) Package the order of products into a container that is constructed on tamper-evident, opaque material

a. The use of tamper-evident cardboard boxes, hard plastic opaque cases that can be locked with

tamper-evident seals or locks, or a similar shipping package that will meet Colorado requirements

b. Seal said tamper-evident package with tamper-evident tape.

c. If shipping multiple packages to the same recipient, the packages will need to be shipped within one

large opaque tamper-evident container.

4) Repackaging — If necessary, registered processor agents may have to repackage the shipment into a

container that is constructed of tamper-evident opaque materials and sealed with tamper-evident tape

a. This will typically only happen if the original packaging is defective or gets destroyed.

b. cannabis will need to be repackaged if not originally packaged in an opaque container.
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c. Repackaging may be required if multiple packages are identified as being shipped to the same

recipient

i. If this is the case, then the packages will need to be repackaged into one large opaque

tamper-evident container and sealed with tamper-evident tape

1. Ensure package is sealed with tamper-evident tape; seal all entry/access points

5) Complete the fulfillment section on the Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet

a. Example of Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing) log sheet can be seen below:

6) Create new Record for Shipment Form for the products being shipped—registered processor agents will

need to create one of these forms and labels the package and/or shipment prior to shipping any cannabis

products.

a. Information required on record:

i. Date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment

ii. Name a signature of the registered processor agent who prepared and sealed the package

iii. Name and address of TSG

iv. Shipment identification number

v. A description of the package being shipped including the weight of each item

vi. The name and address of the party receiving the shipment

b. From the Record for Shipment Form a package/shipping label must be created.

i. This label must be made from weather resistant and tamper-evident materials

ii. Labels must be conspicuously placed on each package leaving TSG’s Licensed Premise —

Labels are to be placed directly on the top of each package

1. As a redundancy, processor agents will be required to recheck each package for a

label prior to shipping and package containing cannabis from the Licensed

Premise.

7) Create new Cannabis Transport/Trip Manifest Form (see next steps)

Example of a Manifest Form can be seen below: 

Date: Employee: Product/Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Transferred/Wholesaled To: $ Amount Received:

Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing)
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3) Manifest/Trip Plan Creation

Prior to the transportation of any cannabis products or cannabis-infused products a facility agent will generate a 

manifest/trip plan including at a minimum:  

1) The name of the agent(s) who will be transporting;

2) The automobile license plate, make and model;

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Registration ID: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this 

Shipment:

Registration ID:

Name of Individual Transporting Product(s): Signature of Individual Transporting Product(s): Registration ID:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about the marijuana products and/or 

manufactured marijuana product(s))
Total Price = $ 

Payment Method:

PRODUCT RECEIVING/REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Printed Name of Individual Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

Route(s) to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Address of Receiving Retail Dispensary Location: 4)

5)

Phone # of Receiving Dispensary: 6)

Name of Receiving Licensee: 2)

License # of Receiving Licensee: 3)

Number of Stops on Route: 1)

Name of Originating Entity:  

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Retail Dispensary Location Information
Marijuana/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Accept 

Receipt

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute #/Product 

ID #

Signature of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package:

Transfer 

Identification #:

Test results included for ALL 

products being shipped?

Cultivation 

Summary Included?

*This form must be completed prior to the transport of any cannabis or manufactured cannabis products.  This Transport Manifest must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of cannabis and/or manfactured cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Registered Employee who prepared and sealed the package: Registration ID:

Cannabis Product Transport Manifest

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NOYESNO

Cash Credit

Check Other

N/AEmail

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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3) The date, start time of the trip and estimated delivery time;

4) A description including the exact amount, type and batch of any cannabis products and cannabis-infused

products being transported; and

5) The intended route of transportation.

Facility management shall maintain a copy of the manifest/trip plan document at the location of departure, record the 

manifest/trip plan with any needed authorities, and the transporting employees will maintain a copy of the manifest/trip 

plan during the transportation. 

4) Transportation/Shipping

This section covers how to transport the wholesale order to the purchasing organization/facility.  All applicable state 

and local laws/regulations pertaining to transportation of cannabis products will need to be strictly adhered to by all 

organization team members.  All transportation/shipping to be done in-house by TSG registered processor agents 

and/or transportation agents.  TSG does not intend to use a secure transportation company unless deemed absolutely 

necessary.   

Transportation Vehicle Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting cannabis must: 

1) Use of an unmarked, unidentifiable vehicle

a. Vehicle should not have any TSG markings, logos or identifiers on the vehicle

b. Vehicle should not raise awareness that it may be transporting cannabis and/or cannabis products of

any kind

2) Ensure the vehicle has current, valid registration from the State

a. Registration paperwork should be located in vehicle glovebox

b. Vehicle license plate should have current, valid registration sticker

3) Ensure the vehicle has current valid proof of insurance

a. Proof of insurance paperwork should be located in the glovebox

Transportation Agent Requirements — All agents responsible for transporting cannabis must: 

1) There will be at minimum two registered processor agents and/or transportation agents for every product

shipment.  Each transportation agent will play a separate and vital role.

o One transportation agent will be required to drive the transportation vehicle and to remain with the

transportation vehicle at all times.

o The second transportation agent is to remain with the cannabis product be shipped at all times and

to ensure that the product is secure at all times during transport.

2) Wearing appropriate work attire

o Work attire for TSG transportation agents will be plain with no company logos, brands or

identification.

o TSG transportation agents should not appear to indicate ownership or possession of cannabis.

▪ Plain polo shirt

▪ Plain khakis/jean pants

▪ Plain dress/tennis shoes

• Failure to arrive to a scheduled shift with proper attire will result in not being able

to make transports, incident noted in personal file and possible disciplinary action.

3) Possess a current and valid State-issued cannabis industry worker license;

4) Possess a current and valid State-issued driver’s license;

5) Report all vehicle accidents that occur during the transportation directly to management and the required

authorities within two hours of the incident.

Transportation Protocol — During the transportation of cannabis products or cannabis-infused products pursuant to 

regulation, all transporting agents shall:   

1) Carry a copy of the manifest/trip plan with him or her for the duration of the trip;

2) Wear their agent card and/or have Commission approved identification readily available;

3) Use a vehicle without any cannabis identification or relation to the industry

a. The vehicle must be equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area that will be used to

maintain sanitary and secure transportation of the cannabis products or cannabis-infused products;
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4) Have a cellular phone as a means of communicating with the establishment for which the agent is providing

the transportation as well as a back-up emergency cell phone; and

5) Ensure that the cannabis is not at all visible to the public.

5) Delivery

1) Receiving facility/organization inspects the delivered products

a. Ensure delivered products are indeed the order that was placed

b. Weigh incoming delivery packages to verify stated weights and to ensure no diversion occurred

c. Ensure quantities delivered are identical to products/items on the shipping manifest/trip plan

2) Receiving facility either ACCEPTS or REJECTS the delivery

a. ACCEPT — If delivered package is what was ordered and quantities match quantities stated on

manifest/trip plan

b. REJECT — If delivered packages NOT what was ordered and/or the quantities delivery do NOT

match quantities stated on the manifest/trip plan

6) Post-Delivery

Post-Delivery Protocol — After transporting cannabis products or cannabis-infused products, pursuant to the 

regulations the employee will complete the trip plan by entering the end time of the trip and any necessary alterations 

to the trip plan. 

Documentation of Delivery — Both the transporting dispensing facility and the receiving dispensary shall maintain 

all documents required by regulation and provide copies of such documents to Division agents for review upon request.  

Deviations from Transportation Plan — The transporting agent shall immediately report all diversion due to loss 

or theft of cannabis or cannabis-infused products that occur while transporting to management and to all required 

authorities.  The dispensary facility management shall ensure all such occurrences are reported to the appropriate law 

enforcement agency and to the state licensing authorities as required per state regulations. Dispensary facility 

management shall maintain a log of all reports received pursuant to the regulations. 
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Laboratory Testing 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Purpose:  To explain the procedures involved for preparing cultivation product samples for laboratory testing. 

(Product potency, contaminants, etc.) 

Scope:  Covers the steps to prepare samples for lab testing. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cultivation Products Samples for Laboratory Testing

2) Manifest/Trip Plan

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Certified Scale

2) Child-Resistant Packaging

3) State-Compliant Labels

Principles of Samples for Laboratory Testing 

Samples of cannabis that have been manufactured will need to be sent off for 3rd party laboratory testing pursuant to 

State regulations.  State-licensed 3rd party laboratories will perform lab tests on provided samples to determine the 

content of the medical cannabis, the potency, the presence of any contaminants or health hazards, cannabinoid profile, 

terpene profile, etc.   

Preparation of Cannabis Samples to be Tested 

TSG will send a sample of every production batch and lot to a State-licensed independent testing laboratory to perform 

State-required tests.   

o Prepare individual samples for testing from medical cannabis

▪ Collect samples for testing from each production batch

• Extracted products — Ensure adequate quantity from batch for sampling (~2-6

grams)

• Cannabis-infused products — Ensure adequate quantity from batch for sampling

(~2-6 products)

• You will need to prepare four (4) test samples per production batch

o Two (2) samples to send to the laboratory for testing

▪ One of this samples will be retained in the need of a re-test

o Two (2) samples will be maintained at the licensed premise for potential

future testing.

o Create a new ‘package’ for the test sample.

▪ Create a ‘sample package’ from the original product package

▪ Test sample will now have its own unique Attribute ID # that was created from the original

product package with its own unique Attribute ID #

▪ Original Package: Attribute ID# MIP001Create new ‘Sample Package’: MIPT101

o Fill out all required documentation/log sheets

▪ Samples for Laboratory Testing

▪ Records on Cannabis Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing
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o Send test samples to the 3rd party laboratory/testing facility

▪ Follow Wholesale/Transferring/Transporting SOP

Laboratory Test Results — Upon testing medical cannabis samples from the testing laboratory will provide the test 

results back to TSG.  Test results will show cannabis product potency, cannabinoid profiles, terpene profiles, 

contaminants (if any present). The testing laboratory will provide COMPANY test results from each batch and lot 

tested and provide graphs, charts and/or spectra from laboratory instrumentation.   

Certificate of Analysis — The independent testing laboratory will issue a certificate of analysis with supporting data 

if the sample passes all required testing.  This will include but not be limited to the sample test results showing the 

tests meets all specifications for the variety.  Every certificate of analysis will need to be retained on site.  

• Expiration Date — Expiration dates are used to express the shelf life of a particular product, for TSG

expiration date will need to be assigned to all medical cannabis.  Upon review of the certificate of analysis

and a determination that a batch meets the specification for the variety, registered employees will be required

to assign an expiration date to the batch.

• Determining Expiration Dates — There are typically no expiration dates required by US Federal regulation,

except for infant formula.  There is currently also no uniform or universally accepted system for cannabis

expiration dating in the US or Pennsylvania.

Cannabis Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:Date:

Employee 

preparing 

Sample:

Attribute ID #/Product Batch 

#/Strain:

Sample 

Weight/ 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :

Notes/Comments:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?
Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support: Notes/Details:

Cannabis Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Grower 

Agent #2:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO
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o TSG will determine medical cannabis product expiration dates by first assigning an expiration date

of a 1-year expiration date from the date of product packaging.

o The expiration date will include the day, month and year of expiration.

o Expiration date will also be followed or proceeded by a statement or phrase explaining the expiration

date such as “sell-by” or “use before”.

• Evaluating Expiration Dates — Expiration dating will be evaluated during required 6-month interval

testing’s performed by an independent testing laboratory.

o The testing laboratory will test retention samples from the production batch for purity and potency

to compare against the original production batch test sample.

o Production retention sample’s purity and potency will need to fall within a range of the original

production batch test sample in order for the expiration date to be confirmed.

▪ Purity and potency range for retention test sample must fall within ± 90-100% of the purity

and potency of the original production batch test sample.

▪ If the purity and potency level of the production retention sample does not fall within the

required range of potency and purity of the original production test sample, then the

assigned expiration date will be reevaluated and re-determined.

Frequency of Testing — TSG will provide a sample from each released batch to an independent testing laboratory 

sufficient to perform stability testing at 6-month intervals.  This is done for two reasons: 

1. To ensure product potency and purity

2. Provide support for expiration dating

It will be paramount to keep and properly store an adequate amount (~7-14 grams) of each released batch of medical 

cannabis in order to achieve this frequency of testing.  See preparation of samples instructions noted in previous 

content.   

Sample Storage — TSG will retain a sample from each batch released.  The sample will be sufficient enough to 

provide for follow-up testing if necessary and the sample will need to be properly stored for a minimum of one (1) 

year past the date of expiration of the batch. 

• Samples from each batch released to be retained for a long period of time will be vacuum-sealed to limit

oxygen exposure to the medical cannabis as oxygen will degrade the sample quicker.

Retention of Laboratory Test Results — TSG will retain all laboratory test results for each batch and lot of medical 

cannabis tested for a minimum of five (5) years on-site within the Licensed Premise.  Laboratory test results will be 

maintained within a lockable filing cabinet located in a limited-access area on the Licensed Premise. 

• TSG will retain every certificate of analysis within secure storage in a limited access area of the Licensed

Premise.

Laboratory Test Results for Inspection/Review — TSG will make all medical cannabis laboratory test result 

available for inspection and/or review to the Commission upon request.  TSG will produce said test results for 

Commission inspection/review within 48 hours of request.   

Release for Distribution 

All batches of medical cannabis are to remain in secure storage until the batch successfully passes all required testing, 

the batch is determined to meet all the specifications of the variety and TSG’s employee has receipt of certificate of 

analysis and supporting data.   

Upon samples passing all independent laboratory testing and the samples determined to have met the specifications 

of the variety, the medical cannabis batch being held will be cleared for release and distribution. 

Inventory Control Revision — Upon releasing the batch for distribution, employees are required to revise the status 

of the batch in the inventory control. 

• This process will be completed by two (2) register employees for redundancy.

o One employee will revise the status of the batch within the inventory control system

o The other employee will witness the revision to the inventory control to ensure the record is accurate.
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• Once the medical cannabis batch has been released and the status revised in the inventory control, registered

employees will be authorized to distribute the medical cannabis batch.

Failure to pass Laboratory Testing 

Medical cannabis will not be released for distribution if the sample does not pass laboratory testing.  Upon receipt of 

test results that do not meet specifications, TSG may choose to rework, reprocess or destroy and dispose of the batch 

according to standard operating procedures.  Upon reworking or reprocessing the batch will be resampled and retested 

by an independent testing laboratory to ensure that all required specifications are met.   

If a sample from a batch does not met specifications and does not pass testing, it will be a policy of TSG to wholesale 

the medical cannabis batch to the vertically-integrated processing operations or to State-licensed processors for the 

medical cannabis batch to be processed into cannabis concentrate and further into infused products if desired. 

• Reprocess medical cannabis failing to meet specification

o Supply all medical cannabis in a batch not meeting specifications to a State-licensed processor
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Processing and Repackaging Operations 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Processing and Repackaging Operations 

Purpose:  To explain post-harvest activities, procedures and protocols.  Including: processing, weighing, repackaging 

and labeling. 

Scope:   Covers the processing activities within the dispensary Licensed Premise.  

Initial Training:  8-16 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Finished Cannabis Log Sheet

2) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Nitrile gloves

2) Certified Table Scale

3) Packaging Materials

4) Labeling Materials

Principles of Processing Operations 

Processing operations will consist of the processing, weighing, repackaging and labeling of cannabis.  Processing and 

repackaging operations and activities are to occur only within the operational zone of the Licensed Premise.   

1) Weighing and Repackaging Cannabis — The process of accurately weighing the cannabis to be put into

packages for distribution.  Packaging regulations and requirements may vary, so it is essential to reference

the state and local laws and regulations pertaining to packaging requirements for cannabis business.  Use of

state-approved NTEP certified scales for the weighing of all cannabis products is mandatory.

o cannabis will be carefully weighed and packaged at the Licensed Premise.  All packaged cannabis

will be placed in a legally compliant, child safe resistant opaque and tamper-evident packaging.  All

products will be packaged, recorded into the inventory system, and labeled per current regulations.

▪ cannabis will be repackaged into reweighed packages to include but not be limited to:

1. 1 gram

2. 1/16th ounce

3. 1/8th ounce

4. 1 pound packages

o Upon cannabis being weighed and packaged registered processor agents are required to document

the cannabis weight associated to the product with a unique attribute number and batch number.

This documentation must be done with two registered processor agents, one employee to make the

record in the inventory control system and a second to witness the record.

o Ensure inventory control system is updated to show the packaged cannabis weights and

specifications.
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2) Labeling — All packages of cannabis will require a label to be conspicuously placed on the package.

o Labels must be made of weather resistant and tamper-evident material

o As a redundancy, processor agents will be required to recheck each package for a label prior to

shipping and package containing cannabis from the Licensed Premise.

3) Secure, Segregated Storage — Upon cannabis being packaged, TSG registered processor agents will be

required to hold the cannabis in secure, segregated storage until released for distribution

o The secure, segregated storage will be within the Licensed Premise vault.

Examples of Child-Resistant Packaging: 
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Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Inventory Reconciliation Procedure 

Purpose:  To explain the purpose and processes involved with inventory reconciliation. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved with inventory reconciliation. 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Products Inventory

The Principles of Inventory Reconciliation 

It is recommended to perform physical inventory on weekly or monthly basis.  At minimum, a monthly inventory 

reconciliation is to be performed at each facility.  This is where every product within the facility will be physically 

counted, documented and then reconciled (compared) against the inventory recorded in the POS system or computer 

inventory system.   

The physical inventory on-hand that is counted should be identical to the inventory that is recorded within the POS 

system.  If there are deviations in these numbers, then action must be taken to determine the shortage(s).   

1) Count ALL on-hand inventory at the facility

o Cannabis raw materials

▪ Cannabis flower/buds

▪ Cannabis leaf/trim

▪ Cannabis extracts

1. Cannabis oil

▪ Manufactured products

1. Cannabis infused products

2. Cannabis edibles

3. Cannabis topicals

4. Cannabis tinctures

5. Etc.

2) Document all counted on-hand inventories on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly,

or monthly) log sheet.

3) Reconcile counted on-hand inventories against on-hand inventories in the POS system

o Document discrepancies on the appropriate Cannabis Products Inventory (daily, weekly, or

monthly) log sheet between the counted on-hand inventory and POS inventory.

o Investigate all discrepancies

4) Inventory Discrepancies — discrepancies between the inventory stock and the inventory within the inventory

control system

o Investigate all discrepancies within one (1) business day

▪ Perform inventory audit and reconciliation

▪ Review transactions within the inventory control system

▪ Review security surveillance footage

o Report theft or diversion to the Commission AND Colorado State Police within one business day

▪ Contact the Commission and Colorado State Police in multiple fashions as a redundancy

1. Contact directly through phone conversation

2. Contact electronically through email, fax or other electronic means

o Within 30 days
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▪ the inventory discrepancy investigation must be conducted and completed

▪ the standard operating procedures amended (if needed)

▪ send an investigation report and audit to the Commission

Example of Cultivation POS Inventory log sheet: 

Example of Cannabis Products Inventory log sheet: 

Example of Product Loss log sheet: 

Manufactured Products POS Inventory Reconciliation

Notes:Date: Product Name:
Product Batch #/Unique 

ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:

Notes:

Cannabis Product Inventory Log Sheet

Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity 

On Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:

$

Product Loss Log Sheet

Reporting 

Employee:
Manager/Supervisor: Product Loss Due To:

Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #
Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss 

Valuation:

Internal 

Investigation:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Note/Comments:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO
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Cleaning of Equipment/Display 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cleaning of Equipment 

Purpose:  To explain the purpose and processes involved with cleaning the Licensed Premise. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved with required daily cleaning. 

Principles of Cleaning 

TSG prides itself on the cleanliness and presentation of the entire Licensed Premise as a whole.  Registered processor 

agents will be required to maintain the cleanliness and appearance of the entire Licensed Premise with a specific 

attention to detail regarding the operational areas.  The maintenance of the cleanliness of any and all building or 

equipment used to store or display cannabis will be required as an essential job function of registered processor agents. 

Processor agents will be required to clean certain areas, equipment and other property on a routine basis.   

Required Cleaning 
TSG will require registered processor agents to routinely clean the operational area of the Licensed Premise 

periodically throughout each day of operations.  The cleanliness of the Licensed Premise should mirror the cleanliness 

one would find in a commercial manufacturing setting.  This will include the cleanliness of the areas of the building 

where cannabis products are processed, equipment used to store, display or process or manufacture cannabis products 

and the registered processor agent processing/manufacturing the cannabis.  (refer to employee dress code SOP and 

personal hygiene policy) 

Registered processor agents will be required to maintain the cleanliness of the following: 

• Extraction room/area

o Sweep floors

o Clean all equipment

• Kitchen area

o Sweep and mop floors

o Wipe down and sanitize all surface areas

o Clean all kitchen equipment, tools and utensils

• Remove all trash every day

• Operational area counters

• Clean/maintain bathrooms

TSG will require that cannabis products are always handled by processor agents with stainless steel forceps, which 

shall be decontaminated in 70 percent isopropyl alcohol soak overnight, or while donning non-latex, non-powdered 

gloves. 

Routine hand washing is required for processor agents and agents shall be required to wear company issued work 

attire while working in the Licensed Premise.  (refer to employee dress code SOP) 

Cannabis products shall be handled for processing and repackaging only in the operations area, and the area shall be 

cleaned between handling different batches.  Registered processor agents will document, record and maintain cleaning 

logs.  No individual other than a registered processor agents are permitted to handle cannabis or cannabis-infused 

products at any time. 
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Product Recall 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Product Recall 

Purpose: To ensure that all required steps and procedures are take when there is a need to recall a cannabis product. 

Scope: Procedures covering voluntary and involuntary product recalls.  

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required Within the Cultivation Facility 

1) Product Recall Log

Principles of Product Recall 

Manufacturers, importers, distributors and retailers of consumer goods are liable for the products they provide to 

consumers and face the potential of product recalls for potentially dangerous or hazardous products.  The same is true 

for the cannabis businesses as manufacturers and retailers of consumer cannabis products, for the facility may need to 

conduct a product recall in the future.  For most consumer products the recall process is handled and regulated by the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), and for all intents and purposes the cannabis business recall plan will 

follow the guidelines of the CPSC.   

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has compiled resources to assist companies that manufacture, 

import, distribute, retail, or otherwise sell consumer products.  CPSC has developed a Recall Handbook that can be 

utilized in case a product recall needs to be ordered.  The Recall Handbook details how to recognize potentially 

hazardous consumer products as soon as possible.  The book explains how to develop and implement a “corrective 

action plan” (called a CAP) to address the hazards; it explains CPSC’s Fast Track Program.  The Recall Handbook 

also discusses how to communicate recall information to consumers and how to monitor product recalls.  The 

Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Recall Handbook will be a valuable tool utilized by the company if the need 

for a product recall ever arises. 

The Recall Handbook should be referenced to determine exact protocol for recall and the requirements from the 

Consumer Product Safety Commission. The Recall Handbook can be obtained online from 

http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/106141/8002.pdf. 

When to Recall Cannabis Products 

As a manufacturer, distributor, and/or retailer of consumer products, the cultivation facility has a legal obligation to 

immediately report the following types of information to the Consumer Product Safety Commission: 

1) A defective product that could create a substantial risk of injury to consumers;

2) A product that creates an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death;

3) A product that fails to comply with an applicable consumer product safety rule or with any other rule,

regulation, standard, or ban under the CPSA or any other statute enforced by the CPSC;

4) An incident in which a child (regardless of age) chokes on a marble, small ball, latex balloon, or other small

part contained in a toy or game and that, as a result of the incident, the child dies, suffers serious injury,

ceases breathing for any length of time, or is treated by a medical professional; and

5) Certain types of lawsuits. (This applies to manufacturers and importers only and is subject to the time periods

detailed in Sec. 37 of the CPSA.)

Failure to fully and immediately report this information may lead to substantial civil or criminal penalties.  Consumer 

Product Safety Commission’s staff advice is “when in doubt, report.”  The cultivation facility or dispensing 

organization will ensure communication with the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of becoming 

aware of the need for a product recall.  The facility will then proceed to the recalling protocol and how to recall the 

product. 
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How to Recall Cannabis Products 

The facility will develop a recall plan following guidance from the Recall Handbook provided by the CPSC.  Once 

the need for a product recall has been determined, the facility will proceed with the product recall Corrective Action 

Plan (CAP).  If the need for a product recall arises, cultivation centers and dispensing organizations will have inventory 

management systems in place to determine and pinpoint which products to recall, how many of those products are in 

the supply chain, and will be able to determine exactly where those products are within the supply chain.  The inventory 

management systems and procedures required by state regulations will ensure a stream-lined recall process if ever 

necessary.  

Corrective Action Plan (CAP) 

A corrective action plan is a schedule of improvements to an organization’s processes taken to eliminate causes of 

non-conformities or other undesirable situations.  The goal of a corrective action plan should be to retrieve as many 

hazardous products from the distribution chain and from consumers as possible in the most efficient, cost-effective 

manner.  The CAP will outline the procedures and steps needed to be taken by the facility once a product recall is 

required. 

Step One:  Industry Notification 

If a cannabis or cannabis-infused product is believed to need a recall, TSG will contact all wholesale partners and 

dispensing organizations to notify them of the situation and the need for product recall.  The facility will also contact 

the required state and local authorities within 24 hours of obtaining reportable information. As the wholesaler of the 

product needing to be recalled, contact the end users of the recalled product; contacting cannabis patients/consumers 

will prove to be difficult, if not impossible.  At this stage of the recall, dispensing organizations will need to ensure 

that they have a proper recall process in place to contact the end users of the product being recalled.  

Step Two:  Public Notification 

The cultivation facility or dispensing establishment will post notifications about the product recall on its website as 

well as make partnering cultivation centers and dispensing organizations aware of the product recall.  The actual 

recalling processes will be handled by both the cultivation center and the dispensing organizations. 

As the dispensing organization issuing a recall notice, it will be important to reach the end users or the recalled product. 

The facility will post notification about the recall on Facility websites and social media as well as post written notices 

of the recall on location for patients and customers to view.  The recall notice will include all pertinent information 

regarding the product being recalled, contact information and other information relating to the recall.  Information will 

include but not be limited to: 

1) Product name and unique attribute number

2) Product batch number

3) Dispensing date range of recalled product

4) Dispensing organization locations

Once the recall notification has been issued to all applicable dispensing organizations and cannabis patients, the facility 

will wait to receive recalled products from dispensing organizations and/or licensed cannabis patients and caregivers. 

Once recalled products have been received, the facility will properly dispose of all recalled products.  The disposal of 

these products should conform to the state regulations for waste disposal. 

Step Three: Procurement 

TSG’s Licensed Premise issuing a product recall to other cannabis businesses or to cannabis patients and caregivers 

will need to be ready to obtain and secure recalled products from patients.  Patients should be able to bring in the 

products being recalled to the dispensing organizations location.  It will be at the dispensing organizations discretion 

whether to issue a refund, replace the recalled product at no cost, or to take other measures. 

• Upon receiving recalled cannabis, registered processor agents will document the return of the recalled

cannabis

• After documentation, processor agent will securely store the recalled cannabis in segregated storage until

disposal

o Store recalled cannabis in the quarantined segregated storage area of the Licensed Premise
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o Recalled cannabis must be securely stored until authorized by the Commission to properly dispose

of said cannabis.

Step Four: Documentation and Record Retention 

The facility will maintain all documentation all records regarding any and all product recalls issued. Fill out the 

required Product Recall Log Sheet.  

Step Five: Disposal 

The facility will ensure that any and all recalled cannabis products are disposed of according to all state and local 

regulations. The facility will follow cannabis waste disposal and destruction procedures outlined within these SOP’s 

for proper disposal of recalled cannabis. 

• Recalled material must not be destroyed or disposed of until authorized by the Commission.

o Recalled cannabis will need to be stored and segregated until the disposal of recalled material is

authorized by the Commission.

▪ Stored recalled material in the quarantined secure storage area of the Licensed Premise.

• Once receipt of notification from the Commission that the disposal of recalled cannabis is authorized,

registered processor agents will dispose of the cannabis according to the Cannabis Waste Disposal SOP.

o Registered processor agents must dispose of cannabis within 24-hours of Commission authorization.

Example of Product Recall Log Sheet: 

Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

Supervisor

List Potential Dispensaries, Patient/Caregivers/Customers to Notify:

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

Date: Quantity Collected: Collected From (Patient/Caregiver): Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

MMCC FDA CSPA Other
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Cannabis Waste Disposal 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Cannabis Waste Disposal

Purpose:  To explain required and proper disposal processes for cannabis waste. 

Scope:  Covers cannabis waste grinding, mixing and disposal measures within the retail dispensing facility. 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cannabis Waste Disposal Log

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Wood chipper/plant grinder

2) Mixing material (material to mix cannabis waste with at 50/50 ratio)

3) Trash bags

4) Dumpster/trash compactor

Principles of Cannabis Waste Disposal 

All cannabis waste, byproducts, undesired materials, green waste and returned/recalled cannabis by rendering the 

waste unrecognizable and unusable.   

Industry Best Practices Requirements 

TSG will require processor agents to weigh, document, record and destroy all green waste according to the standard 

operating procedures.  

Secure, Segregated Storage — All cannabis waste will be stored in secure, segregated storage on the Licensed 

Premise until receipt of authorization from the Commission of destroy and dispose of the cannabis waste. 

• The secure, segregated storage will promote good growing and handling practices.

Cannabis Waste Disposal — All cannabis waste, byproducts and undesired products will be destroyed and disposed 

of according to all applicable state and local regulations.  Facility management will ensure proper training and 

implementation of destruction and disposal procedures and protocols.  Documentation will be recorded and maintained 

at the facility location for a period determined by state regulations.  Record all required information on the Cannabis 

Waste Log Sheet.  

Disposal — Disposal of any cannabis product waste must be rendered unrecognizable, unusable and unrecoverable 

through grinding and incorporating the cannabis waste with non-consumable, solid wastes listed below, such that the 

resulting mixture is at least fifty (50%) percent non-cannabis waste: 

1) Paper waste;

2) Plastic waste;

3) Cardboard waste;

4) Food waste;

5) Grease or other compostable oil waste;

6) Bokashi, or other compost activators;

7) Other wastes approved by the State Licensing Authority that will render the cannabis waste unusable

and unrecognizable as cannabis; and

8) Soil.
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Grinding Cannabis Waste (Stalks, Stems, Leaves and Other Material) 

 

** COMPANY shall not dispose of cannabis product waste in an unsecured waste receptacle not in possession 

and control of the licensed premise.  It is recommended to have a lock on the physical dumpster as well as the 

area where the dumpster is maintained.  

Example of physical cannabis waste documentation log sheet (see below): 

Cannabis Waste Documentation Log Sheet

Mixed With: Mix Qnty:
Total Qnty to 

Dispose:

Date of 

Disposal:

Date of 

Destruction:

Employee 

1:

Employee 

2:
Plant/Product ID #/Attribute #: Waste Qnty:

Mix Ground 

Cannabis 

Waste with 

Additive  

(50/50 MIX 

RATIO) 

Cannabis Waste Wood Chipper Chip/Grind Cannabis Waste 

50/50 Mix Ratio Bagged Waste Ready for Disposal Waste Receptacle 

Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Receptacle Locked Waste Holding Area 

Cannabis Stalks (waste) 
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Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Cleaning and Sanitation 

Purpose:  To explain required and proper cleaning and sanitation practices. 

Scope:  Covers cleaning and sanitation measures within the facility. 

Initial Training:  4-6 hours 

What is the Purpose of Cleaning and Sanitation? 

Proper cleaning and sanitation practices are essential within the cultivation facility.  A clean and sanitary facility will 

reduce the risk of molds, mildews, contaminates, pests, insects and diseases.  The cannabis products can only be as 

clean as the room in which they are cultivated.  The goal is to produce the safest cannabis products within a clean and 

sanitary facility.  

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

2) Broom and Dust Pan

3) Mop and Mop Bucket

4) Bleach

5) Cleaning Towels

6) Paper Towels

Principles of Cleaning and Sanitation 

To prevent the accumulation of cannabis oils, resins, plant material, and any remaining pests, strict cleaning 

procedures must be followed.  Major cleaning and sanitation should be done within the facility when specified by the 

Cleaning and Sanitation Schedule.  All production, extraction and processing rooms should be thoroughly cleaned 

after the zone/room is finished with daily operations.   

General Daily Cleaning at the Facility: 

• General Area(s)

o All hallways and accesses will be swept and mopped daily

o All trash and debris should be collected and removed from the facility general areas on a daily basis

o The bathrooms should be kept clean and maintained by each employee on a daily basis

o Parking lot area should be maintained on a regular basis; free of trash and debris

• Entry (man trap)

o The “man trap” area should be thoroughly cleaned and sanitized on a daily basis

▪ Sweep floor

▪ Sanitize floor, walls, door handles

o Sanitizing footbath solution will be changed every other day

Specific Cleaning at the Facility: 

• Extraction/Processing Room(s):

o Beginning at the top of the room, dust, and wipe down all surfaces with a 5% bleach solution

▪ Be sure to wipe all surfaces thoroughly

o Sweep and vacuum (wet/dry shop vac) all floors

o Mop all floors with a 5% bleach solution and allow to dry
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o Check to assure all surfaces have been sterilized

o Once a zone/room has been properly cleaned and sanitized, employees are required to properly

document the activities on the Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation Log.

Example of Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation log sheet: 

Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation
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Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Purpose:  To explain facility equipment maintenance, cleaning and sanitation 

Scope:  To educate and train licensed premise employees on requirements and procedures pertaining to facility 

equipment maintenance and the proper cleaning and sanitation of facility equipment.   

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

Principles of Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation 

Equipment utilized within the MIP operations at the licensed premise will need to be routinely maintenance, cleaned 

and sanitized.  There are multiple reason for this routine maintenance, cleaning and sanitation including operator 

safety.  Regular maintenance should be done in order to keep the equipment operating and functioning properly, this 

reduce the risk of an operator getting injured while operating the equipment.  The maintenance procedure for each 

piece of equipment will vary and manufacture recommendations should be followed.   

Equipment will need to be cleaned and sanitized after equipment comes into contact with cannabis; the equipment 

will need to be properly cleaned and sanitized per the manufacturer instructions and recommendations.  Licensed 

premise employees performing the maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation will be required to document the 

maintenance and/or cleaning and sanitation within the Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet.  

Example of COMPANY’s Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation Log Sheet: 

Date: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation
Notes/Comments

Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation
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Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration  

Standard Operating Procedure:  Weights and Measurements and Scale Calibration

Purpose:  To explain how to use certified scales for weights and measurements 

Scope:  To train employees on proper use of NTEP certified scales to be used for weights and measures as well as 

scale calibration/certification 

Initial Training:  1 hour 

Scale Calibration Requirements 

Industry best practices requires the use of any scale or balance to be routinely calibrated by a calibration laboratory 

accredited to International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard ISO/IEC 17025 by an accreditation body 

that is that is a signatory to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual Recognition 

Agreement.  

ISO/IEC 17025 — ISO/IEC 17025:2005 specifies the general requirements for the competence to carry out tests 

and/or calibrations, including sampling. It covers testing and calibration performed using standard methods, non-

standard methods, and laboratory-developed methods.  It is applicable to all organizations performing tests and/or 

calibrations. These include, for example, first-, second- and third-party laboratories, and laboratories where testing 

and/or calibration forms part of inspection and product certification. 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is applicable to all laboratories regardless of the number of personnel or the extent of the scope 

of testing and/or calibration activities. When a laboratory does not undertake one or more of the activities covered by 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005, such as sampling and the design/development of new methods, the requirements of those 

clauses do not apply.  ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is for use by laboratories in developing their management system for 

quality, administrative and technical operations. Laboratory customers, regulatory authorities and accreditation bodies 

may also use it in confirming or recognizing the competence of laboratories. ISO/IEC 17025:2005 is not intended to 

be used as the basis for certification of laboratories.  Compliance with regulatory and safety requirements on the 

operation of laboratories is not covered by ISO/IEC 17025:2005. 

* http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=39883

Types of Scales to be used 

TSG will utilize NTEP-certified scales for the weighing of all cannabis, cannabis products, cannabis waste and all 

green waste.  NTEP Certification — The National Conference on Weights and Measures issues an NTEP Certificate 

of Conformance following successful completion of an evaluation of a device. It indicates that the device(s) described 

in the Certificate is/are capable of meeting applicable requirements of the NIST Handbook 44. 

* http://www.ncwm.net/ntep/faqs#WhatIsNTEPcertificate

Scale Use 

All  cannabis harvested at TSG’s licensed premise will be weighed and packaged using NTEP-certified scales certified 

for legal trade and that have been calibrated and certified ISO/IEC 17025 accredited by a calibration service supplier. 

Scale Calibration and Frequency 

TSG will ensure that all scales and balances are calibrated by a calibration service suppliers that is ISO/IEC 17025 

accredited.  The frequency of having TSG scales calibrated will be on a six (6) month basis.  This routine calibration 

will be documented on the Scale Calibration Log sheet and maintain on the licensed premise.  
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Example of the Scale Calibration Log Sheet: 

Scale Calibration

Notes/Comment:Date: Employee: Scale Serial #/ID #: Calibration Service Supplier:
Scale 

Calibrated

YES NO

YES NOYES

YES NOYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES
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Facility Exit Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Facility Exit Protocol

Purpose:  To explain how employees should exit the MIP facility. 

Scope:  Covers the steps involved for properly exiting the MIP facility. 

Initial Training:  1-2 hours 

When an employee has finished their work shift, they will exit the “clean” area of the facility in the same way they 

enter, however the process for exiting will be done in reverse. 

How to Exit the Cultivation Facility: 

1. Exit the clean area through the Air-Lock Chamber

2. Enter the locker room

3. Change out of provided work wear attire/uniform

a. Scrubs

b. Hair nets

c. Hats

d. Garden shoes

4. Place used work wear in the proper laundry bin

5. Change back into street clothes

6. Exit the locker room

7. Exit the facility through the man trap.

a. Arm the security alarm system to AWAY (if applicable)
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Emergency Protocol 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Emergency Protocol 

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed by employees should an emergency occur within the 

facility. 

 

Scope: Procedures covering emergency situations occurring within the facility. 

 

Initial Training:  2-4 hours 

 

 

Documentation Log Sheets Required 

1) Emergency Situation Documentation Sheet 

 

Equipment/Tools Required 

1) Panic Alarm/Button 

2) Fire Extinguisher 

3) Chemical Spill Kit 

4) Emergency eye wash station(s) 

5) First Aid Kit 

6) Emergency defibrillator 

 

The Principles of Emergency Protocols 

A facility emergency management plan is designed to educate and train facility employees on the actions and 

procedures to follow in the event of an emergency.  In the case of an emergency, facility employees will need to 

respond quickly and think strategically in order to successfully manage the emergency situation.  Having a good 

understanding of the facility emergency management plan will enable employees to better adapt to and handle 

emergencies.   

The most important thing to remember during an emergency situation is to try to stay calm, if the emergency situation 

is out of your control and you need assistance, contact emergency services immediately if possible.   

 

Burglary:  Burglary is legally defined as the criminal offense of breaking and entering a building illegally for the 

purpose of committing a crime.  Burglaries generally will occur at the Licensed Premise after operating hours and 

while there are no registered processor agents present.  Typically, burglaries occur during the night and are not 

discovered until the next day during normal operating hours.    

 

▪ If upon entering the Licensed Premise and a registered processor agents notice something is afoul and upon 

investigation a burglary was determined to have occurred in the previous night, then processor agents will be 

required to document the incident and notify all required authorities.   

o Registered processor agents will be required to report the incident of burglary to: 
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▪ The Commission

▪ Local cannabis authority (if applicable)

▪ Local police

Robbery or Theft:  Robbery is legally defined as the taking of money or goods in the possession of another, from his 

or her person or immediate presences, y force or intimidation.  The number one rule registered processor agents will 

need to follow when/if dealing with a robbery is to comply with all robber demands 

• If you are being robbed at gunpoint or if you feel as if your life is in danger, comply with all requests from

perpetrator/suspect.  Give them whatever they ask for.

• Try to signal for help using the personal security panic buttons provided, by activating one of multiple,

strategically placed panic alarm buttons, or through the panic button/police services button located on the

alarm panel.

• Contact law enforcement as soon as possible

• Notify any required State or local authorities immediately (within 24 hours)

▪ Local police services

▪ The Commission

• Comply with all applicable laws and regulations

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Fire Emergency: 

• If a small isolated fire is present, try to exhaust the fire with one of the fire extinguishers on site

• In case of a fire emergency, first leave the facility; once clear of the facility dial 911 and/or local fire

authority for Fire Emergency Services or push the symbol on the alarm panel for fire emergency upon

exiting the facility

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Fire Emergency Cont. 

Chemical Emergency: 

• Dangerous Substance/Chemical Exposure:

▪ If an employee accidentally has their eyes exposed to toxic, poisonous or dangerous

substances or chemicals; said employee will need to locate the installed emergency eye

Alarm Panel 

Panic Alarms/Buttons 
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wash station(s) to properly flush and clean their eyes.  Notify emergency medical services 

for further assistance  

• Chemical Spill:

▪ Try to use a chemical spill kit for smaller incidents of chemical spill

▪ If a chemical spill is large or you do not know how to handle the situation; get the facility

manager to handle the situation and/or contact proper emergency services

• Posted near or included with the chemical spill kit should be an emergency contact

information sheet displaying which emergency services should be contacted.

o For the COMPANY and the State of Colorado this will include but not

be limited to:

▪ The Commission/Department

▪ Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

• For emergencies and other sudden threats to public

health, such as:

o oil and/or chemical spills,

o radiation emergencies, and

o biological discharges,

▪ Call the National Response Center

at 1-800-424-8802.

o For pesticide poisoning, call 911 if the

person is unconscious, has trouble breathing,

or has convulsions. Otherwise, call Poison

Control at 1-800-222-1222.

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

 Emergency: 

• If it is a minor medical situation such as a small cut, scrape or minor burn; retrieve the first aid kit on site an

treat wound with items found in the first aid kit

• If the situation appears to be a sever medical situation such as someone suffering from a heart attack, retrieve

the emergency defibrillator and follow the instructions provided; notify 911 or local medical emergency

services for further assistance

• If the medical situation is an emergency; contact medical emergency services immediately.  This can be done

through activating the medical response button found on the alarm panel, or by calling 911 for medical

emergency services

• If a serious injury occurs while an employee is working, such as a slip and fall resulting in possible broken

bones or a cut requiring stitches, facility management will need to complete a worker compensation insurance

claim form prior to the employee seeking medical assistance.  This procedure does not take long, but the

form will need to be completed in order for the injured employee to have a workers’ compensation medical

claim.

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet
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Other Emergencies: 

• Contact 911 if it is a current emergency.  Contact your local police and/or State regulatory authorities for

break-ins or burglaries that may have occurred when the facility operations were closed

• Contact any required State or local authority in cases of theft, break-ins or burglaries

• Document the situation in the Emergency Situation Documentation log sheet

Example of Emergency Situation Documentation Log Sheet: 

Description of the Incident:

Emergency Situation Documentation

Authorities Notified: Which Authorities:

Date: Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency: Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO
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Loss of Personnel 

Standard Operating Procedure:  Loss of Personnel

Purpose: To describe all steps and protocols to be followed prior to or after the loss of personnel. 

Scope: Procedures covering loss of personnel situations occurring within the facility. 

The following will cover procedures to follow when terminating a key employee as well as when a key employee 

decides to leave the organization on their own accord.   

Job Termination — If the need arises to terminate the position of a key personnel there will be some basic steps and 

procedures to follow within operations.  

1. Notify key personnel of job termination

2. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property

3. Disable/change all terminated key personnel facility security access codes or passwords

4. Notify required authorities of the job termination of the key personnel

5. Notify all remaining staff of the job termination of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of

termination (i.e. employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said

employee returns, etc.)

6. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job termination of key personnel.

a. Remove terminated key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.

Job Separation — At times key personnel may decide to part ways on their own accord.  In such circumstances there 

will be some basic steps and procedures to follow in for job separations. 

1. Obtain all facility keys, ID badges or other company property

2. Disable/change all key personnel facility security access codes or passwords

3. Notify required authorities of the job separation of the key personnel

4. Notify all remaining staff of the job separation of the key personnel and inform them of the conditions of

separation (i.e. mutual separation and key personnel is always welcome back at SFN facilities under visitor

status, employee is no longer allowed on the premise and to notify police or other authorities if said employee

returns, etc.)

5. Contact security vendor and monitoring company to notify them of the job separation of key personnel.

a. Remove key personnel from any notification, contact or call lists.

Replacement of Key Personnel Position — Find and interview a suitable replacement for the position that was 

previously filled by key personnel.  Key personnel positions will need to be filled as soon as possible by ownership 

and/or management without sacrificing quality of applicant pool.  Some basic steps should be followed to find and 

place a suitable replacement for the vacant position. 

1. Review resumes and applications from qualified applicants

2. Call sail qualified applicants to conduct an informal, initial phone interview

a. If you get a good response from applicant, schedule an in-person interview

3. Conduct in-person interviews with qualified applicants

4. Review interviewed applicants

a. Select applicant who is most qualified for the vacant position

5. Contact said applicant and offer the vacant position

6. If applicant accepts the job offer, proceed with normal hiring procedure and required paperwork

Applicant redaction



6-MONTH GROWER/PROCESSOR PROJECT TIMELINE

PROJECT DETAILS

DATE MILESTONE

3-Jul Grower/Processor License Issued (Project Start)

5-Jul Architect and Building Design Plan Set Submitted for Permitting

14-Jul Construction Permits Issued

17-Jul Construction Begins

18-Nov Construction Complete

19-Nov Employee Screening and Hiring Process Begins

19-Nov Security System Install

22-Nov Employee Hiring Process Complete

23-Nov American Cannabis Company begin Employee Training

23-Nov Training Begin

30-Nov Training Complete

2-Dec DOH Operational Inspection

3-Dec Begin Cultivation Operations (Project End)
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EEO POLICY STATEMENT

It is the policy of The Sentel Group Corporation (TSG), hereafter also referred to as the “Company,” to not 
discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment  because  of  race, color,  creed,  religion,  national  
origin,  gender, sexual  orientation, age,  gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected veteran status, 
or any other status protected by state or local law, and to provide equal employment opportunity and affirmative 
action for qualified individuals.   This policy statement is included in this Affirmative Action Program and is posted 
on Company bulletin boards. 

The Company will endeavor to recruit, hire, train, and promote persons in all job titles in accordance with this 
Affirmative Action Program.   All other personnel actions are administered without regard to race, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected 
veteran status, or any other status protected by state or local law, and all employment decisions are based only 
on valid job requirements. 

The Veteran and Disabled Affirmative Action Plan shall be available to any employee or employment applicant for 
inspection in the Human Resources Department during normal business hours. 

Russell L. Wright, Chairman & CEO fully supports this policy and has assigned TSG’s HR Division, along with it’s 
Compliance and Diversity Department, with    overall  responsibility  for:    annually  updating  the  Affirmative  Action 
Plan  and  the  implementation  of affirmative action activities as required by law. 

Specifically, the above mentioned divisions’ responsibilities include designing and implementing an audit and 
reporting system that will: 

❖ Measure the effectiveness of the Company’s Affirmative Action Program.
❖ Indicate any need for remedial action.
❖ Determine the degree to which our objectives have been attained.
❖ Determine whether individuals with known disabilities and protected veterans have had the opportunity

to participate in all Company-sponsored educational, training, recreational, and social activities.

❖ Measure compliance with the Affirmative Action Program’s specific obligations.

Employees and applicants shall not be subjected to harassment, intimidation, threats, coercion, or discrimination 
because they have engaged in any of the following activities: 

❖ Filing a complaint.

❖ Assisting or participating in an investigation, compliance review, hearing, or any other activity related to
the administration of Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended,
Section  4212  of  the  Vietnam  Era  Veterans  Readjustment  Assistance  Act  of  1974,  the  Veterans
Employment  Opportunities  Act  of  1998  or  any  other  Federal,  State  or  local  law  requiring  equal
opportunity for individuals regardless of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected veteran status.

❖ Opposing any act or practice made unlawful by Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, or its implementing regulations, Section 4212 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974, the Veterans Employment Opportunities Act of 1998 or any other Federal, State or
local  law  requiring  equal  opportunity  for  individuals  regardless  of  their  race,  color,  creed,  religion,
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected
veteran status.

❖ Exercising any other right protected by Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973,  or  its  implementing  regulations,  or  Section  4212  of  the  Vietnam  Era  Veterans  Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974 or the Veterans Employment Opportunities Act of 1998.
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II. 60-2.10 GENERAL PURPOSE AND CONTENTS OF AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION PROGRAMS

TSG  Corporation’s  Affirmative  Action  Plan  is  a  management  tool  designed  to ensure 

equal employment opportunity.  A central premise underlying affirmative action is that, absent 

discrimination, over time our workforce, generally, will reflect the gender, racial and ethnic profile 

of the labor pools from which we recruit and select. 

Our Affirmative Action Program ensures equal employment opportunity by 

institutionalizing our commitment to equality in every aspect of the employment process. 

As part of this Affirmative Action Program, we will monitor and examine employment 

decisions and compensation systems to evaluate the impact of those decisions and systems on 

women and minorities. 

Effective affirmative action programs include auditing and  reporting systems as  a 

means of measuring our progress toward achieving the workforce that would be expected in 

the absence of discrimination.   Included in this Affirmative Action Program is a diagnostic 

component that includes a number of quantitative analyses designed to evaluate the composition 

of our workforce as compared to the composition of the relevant labor pools. These analyses 

are important tools used by management to monitor and direct affirmative action program 

goals.   Where problem areas have been identified, our Affirmativ e Action Program will 

include specific practical steps designed to address these situations. 

Our Affirmative Action Program is more than a paperwork exercise.  It includes those 

policies, practices, and procedures that we use to ensure that all qualified applicants and 

employees are receiving an equal opportunity for recruitment, selection, advancement, and 
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every other term and privilege associated with employment.  Affirmative action is a part of the 

way we regularly conduct our business.  We believe that when affirmative action is approached 

from this perspective, there is a positive correlation between the presence of affirmative action 

and the absence of discrimination. 
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III. 60-2.11 ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE 
 
 
 

An organizational profile is a depiction of the staffing pattern within an establishment. 

It may be used to determine whether barriers to equal employment opportunity exist in our 

organization.   It provides an overview of the workforce that may assist in identifying 

organizational units where women or minorities are under represented or concentrated.  For 

purposes of this Affirmative Action Plan, we have chosen to use the traditional workforce analysis 

as our organizational profile. 

There are no formal lines of progression; therefore, our workforce analysis includes a 

listing of each job title ranked from the lowest paid to the highest paid within each department 

or other similar organizational unit including departmental or unit supervision. 

For each job title, the total number of incumbents, the total number of male and 
 

female incumbents and the total number of male and female incumbents in each of the following 

groups is given: Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islanders, American 

Indian/Alaskan Natives and 2 or More Races.  The salary code for each job title is given.  All job 

titles, including all managerial job titles, are listed. 

The Organizational Profile/Workforce Analysis is included in this Affirmative Action 
 

Plan in Appendix II. 
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IV. 60-2.12 JOB GROUP ANALYSIS 
 
 
 

A job group analysis combines job titles within our establishment.  Jobs with similar 

content, wage rates, and opportunities are combined to form job groups.  Similarity of content 

refers to the duties and responsibilities of the job titles which make up the job group. Similarity 

of opportunities refers to training, transfers, promotions, pay, mobility, and other career 

enhancement opportunities offered by the jobs within the job group.  The Job Group Structure 

Chart is included in this Affirmative Action Plan in Appendix I. 

Our job group analysis includes a list of the job titles that comprise each job group. 

The job group analysis is also annotated to identify jobs located at another establishment.  The 

Job Group Analysis is included in this Affirmative Action Plan in Appendix III. 
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V. 60-2.13 PLACEMENT OF INCUMBENTS IN JOB GROUPS 
 
 
 

The percentage of minorities and the percentage of women we employ in each job 

group is stated in the Placement of Incumbents/Utilization Analysis/Placement Goals report in 

Appendix IV. 
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VI. 60-2.14 DETERMINING AVAILABILITY 
 
 
 

Availability is an estimate of the number of qualified minorities or women available for 

employment in a given job group, expressed as a percentage of all qualified persons available 

for employment in the job group. The purpose of the availability determination is to establish a 

benchmark against which the demographic composition of our incumbent workforce can be 

compared in order to determine whether barriers to equal employment opportunity may exist 

within particular job groups. 

We have separately determined the availability of minorities and women for each job 

group. In determining availability, we have considered at least the following facto rs: 

(1)       The percentage of minorities or women with requisite skills in the 

reasonable recruitment area.  The reasonable recruitment area is defined as the geographical 

area from which we usually seek or reasonably could seek workers to fill the positions in 

question. 

(2)      The percentage of minorities or women among those promotable, 

transferable, and trainable within our organization. 

In determining availability, the EEO Tabulation 2006–2010 (5 Year American 

Community Survey data) has been used.  Further explanation of data used in the availability 

calculations is provided in the source/reason column of the availability analysis. 

For each job group, the reasonable recruitment area has been identified by a review 
 

of the current workforce to determine where employees/positions are physically located as 
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well as the area(s) from which recruitment is done for each position.   The Recruiting Area 

 
Report is included in this Affirmative Action Plan in Appendix IV. 

 
For each job group, the pool of promotable, transferable, and trainable employees has 

been identified.   Feeder pools were used to determine the percentage of minorities and/or 

women among those promotable within  the Company.    In  order to define comprehensive 

feeder pools, each title in the workforce was reviewed for promotional sequence opportuni ties. 

The resulting availability percentages are used in the Availability Analysis in Appendix IV. 

Any   training   programs   available   to   employees   are   for   the   purpose   of   job 
 

enhancement, rather than to make specific jobs available to otherwise unqualified individuals. 

Most training is conducted through basic, on-the job training. 

Where a job group is composed of job titles with different availability rates, a composite 

availability figure for the job group has been calculated.  Within each job group, we have  

determined  the  proportion  of  each  job  title  contained  in  the  job  group.    W e  have 

separately determined the availability for each job title within the job group and have 

proportionately weighted the number of incumbents in each job title.   Thus, the sum of the 

weighted availability estimates for all job titles in the job group represents the final availability. 

The Availability Analysis is included in this Affirmative Action Plan in Appendix IV. 
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VII. 60-2.15 COMPARING INCUMBENCY TO AVAILABILITY 
 
 
 

We have then compared the percentage of minorities and women in each job group 

determined  pursuant  to  §60-2.13  with  the  availability  for  those  job  groups  determined 

pursuant to §60-2.14. 

Where the percentage of minorities or women employed in a particular job group is 
 

less than would be reasonably expected, given their availability percentage in that particular 

job group, we have established a placement goal in accordance with §60-2.16. Placement goals 

are included in the Placement of Incumbents/Utilization Analysis/Placement Goals report in 

Appendix IV. 
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VIII. 60-2.16 PLACEMENT GOALS 
 
 
 

Placement goals serve as objectives or targets reasonably attainable by means of 

applying every good faith effort to make all aspects of the entire Affirmative Action Program 

work.  Placement goals also are used to measure progress toward achieving equal employment 

opportunity. 

Any determination under §60-2.15 that a placement goal is required constitutes neither 

a finding nor an admission of discrimination. 

Where we have established a placement rate goal for a particular job group, that 

placement rate goal is at least equal to the availability figure derived for women or minorities, 

as appropriate, for that job group.  Placement rate goals, as determined, will provide direction 

for future placements.   The Analysis by Job Group Narrative is included in this Affirmative 

Action Plan in Appendix IV. 

Placement goals are not rigid and inflexible quotas, which must be met, nor are they 
 

considered as either a ceiling or a floor for the employment of particular groups.  Placement 

rate goals are not quotas, which are expressly forbidden. 

All employment selection decisions are made in a nondiscriminatory manner. 

Placement  goals  do  not  extend  preferences  to  any  individual,  nor  adversely  affect  an 

individual's employment status, on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, 

gender, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected 

veteran status. 
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Placement goals do not create set-asides for specific groups, nor are they intended to 

achieve proportional representation or equal results. 

Placement goals are not used to supersede merit selection principles. It is understood 
 

that affirmative action programs prescribed by the regulations in this part do not require hiring 

a person who lacks qualifications to perform the job successfully, or hiring a less qualified 

person in preference to a more qualified one. 

A publicly announced preference for American Indians as authorized in 41 CFR §60 - 

 
1.5(a)(7), reflecting permissive employment preference for American Indians living on or near 

an Indian reservation in placement goals, has not been made. 

Placement goals are included in the Placement of Incumbents/Utilization 
 

Analysis/Placement Goals report in Appendix IV of this Affirmative Action Plan. 
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IX. 60-2.17 (A) DESIGNATION OF RESPONSIBILITY 
 
 
 

(a)   The  EEO  Coordinator  named  in  the  Facility  ID  Statement  in  Section  I  is 

responsible and accountable for the effective implementation of the Affirmative Action 

Program.   To ensure effective implementation of the Affirmative Action Program, the EEO 

Coordinator will have the necessary authority and resources, as well as the support of and 

access to top management. 
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X. 60-2.17 (B) IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM AREAS 
 
 
 

An in-depth analysis of employment processes has been performed to determine 

whether and where potential impediments to equal employment opportunity exist.  The results 

of this analysis are outlined below. 

Any identification of problem areas listed below constitutes neither a finding nor an 
 

admission of discrimination.  The total employment process as it relates to the areas identified 

will be regularly monitored to assure no discriminatory patterns are in existence.   Action - 

oriented programs targeted to correct any areas identified are listed in Section XI §60-2.17 (c) – 

Action-Oriented Programs. 

(1)    TSG Corporation has conducted a Job Area Acceptance Range (JAAR) analysis 

to identify potential problem areas in minority or female distribution within organizational 

units.   Upon review of the current workforce by department, TSG Corporation has identified 

an appearance of concentration and/or under representation of some target groups in some 

departments when compared to the representation of the same target groups in related 

workforce totals. 

(2)     TSG  Corporation  has  conducted  a  Utilization  Analysis  to  identify 

potential problem areas in minority or female utilization.   Upon review of the current 

workforce by job group, TSG Corporation has identified areas where the percentage of 

minorities and females is less than would be reasonably expected given their availability 

rates.  For each area identified, a placement goal has been established in accordance with 60 - 
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2.16.       Placement   goals   are   included   in   the   Placement   of   Incumbents/Utilization 

 
Analysis/Placement Goals report in Appendix IV. 

 
(3)    TSG Corporation has conducted an Impact Ratio Analysis to identify potential 

selection disparities in personnel activities.  Apparent selection disparities in some of the 

selection processes exercised during the plan year have been identified. Each apparent 

selection disparity will be reviewed in order to identify and correct any existence of 

impediments to equal employment opportunity. 

(4) TSG Corporation has conducted a Comparative Salary Report (CSR) to 
 

identify potential gender or race/ethnicity based disparities in the Company’s compensation 

systems.  The compensation systems are administered without regard to race, color, religion, 

national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, genetic information, disability or veteran status.   

These programs are administered within established and approved policies and without regard 

to any disability income, pensions or other benefits the employee received from another 

source. 

(5)     The selection, recruitment, referral and other personnel procedures will be 

periodically evaluated to determine whether they may result in disparities in the employment 

or advancement of minorities or women. 
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XI. 60-2.17 (C) ACTION-ORIENTED PROGRAMS 
 
 
 

Action-Oriented  Programs outlined  in  this  section  have  been  targeted for 

development and execution in order to address the potential problem areas identified pursuant 

to 60-2.17(b) and to attain established goals and objectives.  Programs and procedures will be 

reviewed in conjunction with the potential problem areas identified and updated as necessary 

to achieve desired results. 

The execution of action-oriented programs incorporates good faith efforts made to 
 

remove  barriers,  expand  employment  opportunities,  and  produce  measurable  affirmative 

action results. 

• File the EEO-1 report annually. 
 

• Conduct periodic audits of all Company facilities to ensure they are desegregated 

as well as comparable for both genders. 

• Request   and   maintain   the   gender/race/ethnicity  of   each   employee   and 

applicant. 

• Keep all personnel or employment records on file for a period of not less than 

two years, maintaining the current and prior year AAP and supporting 

documentation. 

• Post all pertinent policies on Company bulletin boards and Company intranet. 
 

Conduct periodic audits to ensure pertinent policies and all required state and 

federal posters are appropriately displayed as required. 

• Include the required equal employment opportunity clause mandatory language 

on all government contracts, as well as on all sub-contracts or purchase orders. 

• Include  the   EEO   tag  line   in   all   recruitment  solicitations  or  employment 

advertisement placed by or on behalf of the contractor. 
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• Evaluate the workforce by organizational unit to identify potential problems in 

minority or female distribution. 

• Evaluate the workforce by job group to identify potential problems in minority or 

female utilization. 

• Evaluate personnel activity to identify potential selection disparities. 
 

• Evaluate selection, recruitment, and other personnel procedures to identify the 

potential for disparate results. 

• Monitor   records   of   all   personnel   activity   at   all   levels   to   ensure   non - 

discriminatory policies are carried out and produce internal reports on a scheduled 

basis regarding EEO objectives attained. 

• Communicate, document, and comply with the personnel policies and practices 
 

outlined in the Sex Discrimination Guidelines. 
 

• Develop and implement an Educational Assistance Program and communicate 

the availability to all employees. 

• Develop and utilize workforce flexibility programs in order to attract and retain 

employees. 

• Develop and utilize summer, co-op and/or internship programs that promote the 

employment of protected class members. 

• Develop and implement an Employee Assistance Program and communicate the 

availability to all employees. 

• Feature  pictures  of  minority  and/or  female  employees,  accomplishments, 

promotions of same, and publish articles covering EEO programs in Company 

publications. 

• Actively support and establish meaningful working relationships with local and 

national community service agencies, organizations, and programs designed to 

support and improve the employment opportunities for protected class members. 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 
 

all hires to ensure compliance with established Company guidelines. 
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• Post  open  positions  at  any  of  the  following:  web-sites,  secondary  schools, 

professional organizations, trade and association journals; and/or participate in 

job fairs, targeting protected class members. 

• Develop and utilize an employee referral system, encouraging all employees to 

participate. 

• Consistently post promotional and/or transfer opportunities. 
 

• Review all pertinent employment records when making competitive promotion 

selections. 

• Ensure that seniority practices do not have a discriminatory effect. 
 

• Require management personnel to submit written justification when apparently 

qualified protected group members are passed over for advancement. 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management approval for review and 

all terminations to ensure compliance with established Company guidelines. 

• Develop and utilize a progressive discipline/termination policy and/or process for 

the resolution of employee performance issues for all involuntary terminations. 

• Conduct exit interviews on a consistent basis. 
 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all layoffs/reductions in force to ensure compliance with established Company 

guidelines. 

• Develop and consistently utilize a layoff/reduction in force policy and/or process 
 

when such actions occur. 
 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all job offers to ensure compliance with established compensation guidelines. 

• Review exempt/non-exempt designations to ensure full compliance with FLSA 
 

regulations. 
 

• Develop and  consistently  utilize  a  formal  performance evaluation  and  merit 

increase program and train management personnel on the process. 
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The following Action-Oriented Program(s) will be implemented in the coming year: 
 

• Evaluate compensation systems to identify potential gender or race/ethnicity 

based disparities. 

• Review  report  results  with  all  levels  of  management,  advise  management 
 

regarding program effectiveness and make recommendations for improvement. 
 

• Conduct employee satisfaction surveys on a periodic basis. 
 

• Enroll in an Industry Liaison Group. 
 

• Utilize   a   selection   review  procedure  targeting  departments  that   have   a 

concentration and/or underrepresentation of protected class members. 

• Establish   meaningful   contacts   and   working   relationships   with   specialized 

recruiting sources, community agencies, and/or organizations for protected class 

members. 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all promotions to ensure compliance with established Company guidelines. 

• Conduct adverse impact analyses prior to a layoff/reduction in force. 
 

• Develop  and  consistently  utilize  salary  ranges  to  ensure  equity  in  position 

salaries. 

• Conduct periodic pay equity analyses and determine salary adjustments through 

a process that includes measurable components. 
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XII. 60-2.17 (D) INTERNAL AUDIT AND REPORTING SYSTEM 
 
 
 

The effectiveness of our Affirmative Action Program will be periodically measured 

through internal auditing.  TSG Corporation recognizes the actions listed below as being key to 

the success of our Affirmative Action Program: 

(1) Monitoring records of all personnel activity (i.e. applicant flow, hires, 
 

employment declinations, promotions, transfers, terminations, layoffs and compensation), at 

all levels, to ensure all nondiscriminatory policies are carried out.  Appendix I contains activity 

tables summarizing this information. 

(2) Requiring internal reporting on a periodic basis as to the degree to 
 

which equal employment opportunity and organizational objectives are attained. 
 

(3)     Reviewing report results with all levels of management; and advising 

top management of program effectiveness and submit recommendations to improve 

unsatisfactory performance.  This process will be scheduled and formalized as part of the action 

oriented programs listed in 60-2.17 (c) of this plan. 
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XIII. 60-20 SEX DISCRIMINATION GUIDELINES 
 
 
 

The purpose of this section is to implement the requirements of Executive Order 
 

11246, outlining opportunities for individuals regardless of sex. 

 
(60-20.2) 

 
(a) Employees of both sexes are recruited for all jobs. 

 
(b)    Advertisements  in  newspapers  and  other  media  for  employment  do  not 

express a sex preference. 

(60-20.3) 
 

(a)   Written personnel policies expressly indicate that  there shall be no 

discrimination against any employee on account of sex. 

(b) Employees of both sexes are given equal opportunities for available jobs that 
 

they are qualified to perform. 
 

(c)     There  is  no  discrimination  based  upon  sex  in  employment  opportunities, 

wages, hours, or other conditions of employment.  This includes employer contributions for 

insurance and similar "fringe benefits". 

(d)    There is no distinction between married and unmarried persons of one sex that 

is not made between married and unmarried persons of the opposite sex.  Employment is not 

denied  to  women  with  young  children;  an  employee  of  one  sex  in  a  particular  job 

classification will not be terminated upon reaching a certain age unless the same rule is 

applied to members of the opposite sex. 

(e) Physical facilities are made available to employees of both sexes. 
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(f) A female employee will not be denied the right to any job that she is qualified 

to perform in reliance upon a State "protective" law. 

(g) Women will not be penalized in their conditions of employment because they 
 

require time away from work on account of childbearing.  Following childbirth, and upon 

signifying her intent to return to work within a reasonable time, every effort will be made to 

reinstate female employees to the same position or an available position of like status and 

pay, without loss of service credits. 

(h) There will be no age discrimination for male and female employees on the 
 

basis of sex in retirement policy. 
 

(60-20.4) 

 
(a) Seniority or progression lines are not based solely upon sex. 

 
(60-20.5) 

 
(a) Wage ranges are not related to or based on the sex of the employee. 

 
(b) TSG Corporation does not restrict one sex to certain job classifications. 
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XIV. 60-50 GUIDELINES ON DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF 

RELIGION OR NATIONAL ORIGIN 
 
 

 
(60-50.2) 

 
It is the policy of TSG Corporation to take affirmative action to ensure that applicants 

are employed and that employees are treated during employment without regard to their religion 

or national origin.  Such actions include, but are not limited to the following: employment, 

upgrading, demotion, transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff, termination, rates 

of pay or other forms of compensation and selection for training. 

Procedures and programs outlined elsewhere in this plan are utilized to ensure that 

the Company's obligation to provide equal employment opportunity without regard to religion 

or national origin is being fully implemented. 

(60-50.3) 
 

Reasonable accommodations to the religious observances and practices of employees 

will be made, except where such accommodation would cause undue hardship on the conduct 

of the Company's business.  In determining the extent of this obligation, at least the following 

factors will be considered: 

(a) Business necessity; 
 

(b) Financial costs and expenses; and 

 
(c) Resulting personnel problems. 
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XV. AAP CONCLUSION 
 
 

 
The realization of the Affirmative Action Program and the goals of this plan are of continuing 

vital importance to TSG Corporation.  This Affirmative Action Program has been carefully designed to 

address specifically the requirements of Executive Order 11246, and the implementing rules and 

regulations of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.  To this end, the efforts of all members 

of management are directed toward the accomplishment of these objectives during this AAP year.  

Significant attention has been paid to detail to fully implement the Affirmative Action commitments of the 

Company. 

TSG Corporation's management is committed to this Affirmative Action Program
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EEO POLICY STATEMENT 
 

 
 

It is the policy of TSG Corporation (the “Company”) to not discriminate against any employee or applicant for 
employment  because  of  race, color,  creed,  religion,  national  origin,  gender, sexual  orientation, age,  gender 
identity, genetic information, disability, or protected veteran status, or any other status protected by state or local 
law, and to provide equal employment opportunity and affirmative action for qualified individuals.   This policy 
statement is included in this Affirmative Action Program and is posted on Company bulletin boards. 

 

The Company will endeavor to recruit, hire, train, and promote persons in all job titles in accordance with this 
Affirmative Action Program.   All other personnel actions are administered without regard to race, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected 
veteran status, or any other status protected by state or local law, and all employment decisions are based only 
on valid job requirements. 

 

The Veteran and Disabled Affirmative Action Plan shall be available to any employee or employment applicant for 
inspection in the Human Resources Department during normal business hours. 

 

Russell L. Wright, Chariman & CEO fully supports this policy and has assigned The HR Division and the Compliance 
and Diversity Division with    overall  responsibility  for:    annually  updating  the  Affirmative  Action  Plan  and  the  
implementation  of affirmative action activities as required by law. 

 

The above mentioned divisions’ responsibilities include designing and implementing an audit and reporting 
system that will: 

 

❖   Measure the effectiveness of the Company’s Affirmative Action Program. 
❖   Indicate any need for remedial action. 
❖   Determine the degree to which our objectives have been attained. 
❖   Determine whether individuals with known disabilities and protected veterans have had the opportunity 

to participate in all Company-sponsored educational, training, recreational, and social activities. 
❖   Measure compliance with the Affirmative Action Program’s specific obligations. 

 

Employees and applicants shall not be subjected to harassment, intimidation, threats, coercion, or discrimination 
because they have engaged in any of the following activities: 

 

❖   Filing a complaint. 
❖   Assisting or participating in an investigation, compliance review, hearing, or any other activity related to 

the administration of Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, 
Section  4212  of  the  Vietnam  Era  Veterans  Readjustment  Assistance  Act  of  1974,  the  Veterans 
Employment  Opportunities  Act  of  1998  or  any  other  Federal,  State  or  local  law  requiring  equal 
opportunity for individuals regardless of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, sexual 
orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected veteran status. 

❖   Opposing any act or practice made unlawful by Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973, or its implementing regulations, Section 4212 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment 
Assistance Act of 1974, the Veterans Employment Opportunities Act of 1998 or any other Federal, State or 
local  law  requiring  equal  opportunity  for  individuals  regardless  of  their  race,  color,  creed,  religion, 
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, gender identity, genetic information, disability, or protected 
veteran status. 

❖   Exercising any other right protected by Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973,  or  its  implementing  regulations,  or  Section  4212  of  the  Vietnam  Era  Veterans  Readjustment 
Assistance Act of 1974 or the Veterans Employment Opportunities Act of 1998. 

 
 

 
Russell L. Wright, Chairman & CEO 
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II. 60-741.5/60-300.5 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE 
 
 
 

(a)  Equal Opportunity for Individuals with Disabilities and Protected Veterans.   TSG 

Corporation will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 

because of physical or mental disability or protected veteran status in regard to any 

position for which the employee or applicant for employment is qualified.   TSG 

Corporation agrees to take affirmative action to employ, advance in employment, and 

otherwise treat qualified individuals with disabilities and qualified protected veterans 

without discrimination based on their physical or mental disability or protected veteran 

status in all employment practices, including the following: 

(i) Recruitment, advertising, and job application procedures; 
 

(ii) Hiring,  upgrading,  promotion,  award  of  tenure,  demotion,  transfer,  layoff, 

termination, right of return from layoff and rehiring; 

(iii) Rates of pay or any other form of compensation and changes in compensation; 

(iv) Job assignments,   job classifications,   organizational structures,   position 

descriptions, lines of progression and seniority lists; 
 

(v) Leaves of absence, sick leave, or any other leave; 
 

(vi) Fringe   benefits   available   by   virtue   of   employment,   whether or   not 

administered by TSG Corporation; 

(vii) Selection and financial support for training, including apprenticeship and on 
 

the  job  training,  professional  meetings,  conferences,  and  other  related 

activities, and selection for leaves of absence to pursue training; 
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(viii) Activities sponsored by  TSG Corporation  including social or recreational 

programs; and 

(ix) Any other term, condition, or privilege of employment. 
 

TSG Corporation agrees to list all employment openings with the local employment 

service delivery system (ESDS) where the opening is located and by any manner and format 

permitted by the appropriate ESDS which will allow that system to provide priority referrals of 

protected veterans.   All employment openings will be listed except: executive and top 

management positions, those positions that will be filled from within the Company’s 

organization,  and  positions  lasting  three  days  or  less.    The  term  “employment  openings” 

includes full time employment, temporary employment of more than three days duration and 

part-time employment.  Listings with employment services will be concurrent with the use of 

any other job search firm and their contact information will be provided to the ESDS.  The ESDS 

will be advised of the company’s status as a federal contractor, contact information for the hiring 

official in each location in the state, and request for priority referrals of protected veterans. 

TSG Corporation agrees to comply with the rules, regulations and relevant orders of 

the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the 

Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, as amended, and the Veterans 

Employment Opportunities Act of 1998 (“the Acts”). 

In the event of the TSG Corporation’s non-compliance with the requirements of this 

clause, actions for non-compliance may be taken in accordance with the rules, regulations and 

relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to the Acts. 
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TSG Corporation agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and 

applicants  for  employment,  notices  in  a  form  to  be  prescribed  by  the  Deputy  Assistant 

Secretary for Federal Contract Compliance Programs.  Such notices shall state the rights of 

applicants and employees as well as TSG Corporation’s obligation under the law to take 

affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified individuals with disabilities 

and qualified protected veterans.   TSG Corporation will ensure that individuals with disabilities 

and protected veterans are informed of the contents of the notice.  For example, TSG 

Corporation may have the notice read to a visually disabled individual, or may lower the posted 

notice so that a person in a wheelchair might read it.  With respect to employees who do not 

work at one of the TSG Corporation physical locations, TSG Corporation will satisfy its posting 

obligation by posting such notices in an electronic format ensuring that such employees have  

access to  the  electronic posting  notice.    When  utilizing  an  electronic job posting application 

system, TSG Corporation, will provide an electronic notice, included in a conspicuous manner 

with or as part of the electronic application, informing job applicants of their rights. 

There is no union representation within our establishment. 
 

TSG will include the provisions of this clause in every subcontract in excess of $100,000 

and in purchase orders so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or 

vendor.  Exemptions may be applied in accordance with the rules, regulations, or orders of the 

Secretary issued pursuant to section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Vietnam Era 

Veterans Readjustment Assistant Act of 1974, and the Veterans Employment Opportunities Act 

of 1998, as amended.  TSG Corporation will take such action with respect to any subcontract or 

purchase order as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Federal Contract 
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Compliance  Programs  may  direct  to  enforce  such  provisions,  including  action  for  non - 

compliance. 

(a) Subcontracts.  TSG Corporation will include the equal opportunity clause in each 
 

of its subcontracts subject to this part. 
 

(b) Adaption of Language.   Such necessary changes in language may be made to the 

equal opportunity clause as shall be appropriate to identify properly the parties and 

their undertakings. 

(c)  Inclusion of the Equal Opportunity Clause (EO) in the Contract.  It is not necessary 

that the equal opportunity clause be quoted verbatim in any contract, subcontract, 

or purchase order. The EO clause will be made a part of the contract by citation to 41 

CFR 60-741 and 41 CFR 60-300.5(a) and by inclusion of the prescribed language, in 
 

bold text. 
 

(d) Incorporation  by  Operation  of  the  Act.     By  operation  of  the  Act,  the  equal 

opportunity clause shall be considered to be a part of every contract and subcontract 

required by the Acts and the regulations in this part to include such a clause.  This 

applies whether or not it is physically incorporated in such contract and whether or 

not there is a written contract between the agency and TSG Corporation. 
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III. 60-741.40/60-300.40 APPLICABILITY OF THE AFFIRMATIVE 

ACTION PROGRAM REQUIREMENT 
 
 
 

(a)   This Affirmative Action Plan has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of 

 
Subpart C - Affirmative Action Program. 

 
(c)   This Affirmative Action Plan is reviewed and updated annually. 

 
(d)  This Plan will be submitted within 30 days of a request from the OFCCP, unless the 

request provides for a different timeframe.   TSG Corporation will make the Affirmative 

Action Plan promptly available upon the OFCCP’s request. 
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IV. 60-741.41/60-300.41 AVAILABILITY OF AFFIRMATIVE 

ACTION PROGRAM 
 
 
 

The Affirmative Action Plan, absent the data metrics, is available to any employee or 

applicant for employment for inspection upon request.  The location and hours during which 

the Plan may be obtained is posted on Company bulletin boards. 
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V. 60-741.42/60-300.42 INVITATION TO SELF-IDENTIFY 
 
 
 

TSG Corporation will invite applicants to inform the contractor whether the applicant 

believes that he or she is an individual with a disability or a protected veteran who may be 

covered by the Act.  This invitation may be included in the application materials for the position, 

but in any circumstance shall be provided to applicants prior to making an offer of employment 

to a job applicant. 

In addition to the pre-offer invitation TSG Corporation will invite applicants to inform 

the contractor whether the applicant believes that he or she is an individual with a disability and 

whether he or she belongs to one or more of the specific categories of protected veteran for 

which the contractor is required to report under the regulations.  Such an invitat ion shall be made 

at any time after the offer of employment but before the applicant begins his or her job duties.  

The invitation invites the individual to express any wishes to benefit under the Affirmative Action 

Program.  A copy of the Invitation to Self Identify is included at the end of this section. 

The invitation states that a request to benefit under the Affirmative Action Program 
 

may be made immediately and/or at any time in the future. The invitation also summarizes the 

relevant portions of the Act and the Affirmative Action Program. 

Furthermore, the invitation states that the information is being requested on a 

voluntary basis, that it will be kept confidential, that refusal to provide it will not subject the 

applicant to any adverse treatment, and that it will not be used in a manner inconsistent with the 

Act.   If an applicant so identifies himself or herself as an individual with a disability or a 

disabled veteran in the post-offer self-identification, TSG Corporation will inquire of the 
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applicant whether an accommodation is necessary, and if so, will engage with the applicant 

regarding reasonable accommodation. 

TSG Corporation may also make such inquiries to the extent they are consistent 
 

with the ADA (e.g., in the context of asking applicants to describe or demonstrate how they 

would perform the job). The contractor will maintain a separate file of all medical examinations 

and inquiries on persons who have self-identified as an individual with a disability or a disabled 

veteran. 

TSG Corporation will keep all information on self-identification confidential and provide 

the information to the OFCCP upon request.  This information will be used only in accordance 

with these regulations.  If an applicant identifies himself or herself as an individual with a 

disability or a disabled veteran in the post-offer self-identification detailed in paragraph (b) of 

this section, the contractor should inquire of the applicant whether an accommodation is 

necessary, and if so, should engage with the applicant regarding reasonable accommodation. The 

contractor may make such inquiries to the extent they are consistent with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), 42 U.S.C. 12101, et seq.   The contractor shall maintain a separate 

file in accordance with § 60-741.23(d) on an individual with a disability and § 60- 

300.23(d) on persons who have self-identified as disabled veterans. 
 

Nothing in this section relieves TSG Corporation of its obligation to take affirmative 

action with respect to those applicants or employees who are known to the contractor to be an 

individual with a disability or a protected veteran. 

Nothing in this section relieves TSG Corporation from liability for discrimination 
 

under the Act. 
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TSG Corporation 

 

INVITATION TO SELF-IDENTIFY NOTICE 
 

 
This employer is a Government contractor subject to section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 

 

1973, as amended, and the Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, as 

amended by the Jobs for Veterans Act of 2002, 38 U.S.C. 4212 (VEVRAA), which requires 

Government contractors to take affirmative action to employ and advance in employment:   (1) 

disabled veterans; (2) recently separated veterans; (3) active duty wartime or campaign badge 

veterans; and (4) Armed Forces service medal veterans under 41 CFR 61-300.. 

 
If you are an individual with a disability, a protected veteran, a pre -JVA veteran or a pre-JVA 

special disabled veteran and would like to be considered under the affirmative action program, 

please tell us.   You may inform us of your desire to benefit under the program at this time 

and/or at any time in the future.  This information will assist us in placing you in an appropriate 

position and in making accommodations.  The affirmative action plan is available for inspection 

in the Human Resources Department during normal business hours.   Submission of this 

information is voluntary and refusal to provide it will not subject you to any adverse treatment.  

Information you submit related to your disability will be kept confidential, except that (i) 

supervisors and managers may be informed regarding job related work restrictions and any 

necessary accommodations; (ii) first aid and safety personnel may be informed, when and to the 

extent appropriate, if the condition might require emergency treatment; and (iii) Government 

officials engaged in enforcing laws administered by the OFCCP or the Americans with Disabilities 

Act, may be informed.  The information provided will be used only in ways that 

are consistent with the laws referenced above. 
 

1/1/2015 
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VI. 60-741.43/60-300.43 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY 
 
 
 

It is the policy of TSG Corporation not to discriminate against individuals because of 

their physical or mental disability or veteran status and to take affirmative action to employ and 

advance in employment qualified individuals with disabilities and qualified protected veterans 

at all levels of employment, including the executive level.   Such actions apply to all employment 

activities. 
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VII. 60-741.44/60-300.44 REQUIRED CONTENTS OF 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS 
 

 
 
 

(a) POLICY STATEMENT 
 
 

It is the policy of TSG Corporation not to discriminate against individuals because of 

their physical or mental disabilities or protected veteran status and to provide equal employment 

opportunity and affirmative action for qualified individuals with disabilities and qualified 

protected veterans.  The policy statement is included in this Affirmative Action Plan and is 

posted on Company bulletin boards. 

TSG Corporation will provide applicants and employees who identify as individuals 
 

with a disability or a disabled veteran the notice in a form that is accessible and understandable 

to the individual with a disability or disabled veteran (e.g., providing Braille or large print versions 

of the notice, or posting the notice for visual accessibility to persons in wheelchairs). 
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(b) REVIEW OF PERSONNEL PROCESSES 

 
 

TSG   Corporation’s   personnel   processes   provide   for   careful,   thorough,   and 

systematic consideration of the job qualifications of applicants and employees with known 

disabilities  and  known  protected  veterans  for  job  vacancies  filled  either  by  hiring  or 

promotion, and for all training opportunities offered or available.  When protected veterans 

are considered for employment, TSG Corporation relies only on that portion of the applicant’s 

military record, including his or her discharge papers, relevant to the requirements of the 

opportunity in issue.   TSG Corporation’s personnel processes do not stereotype individuals with 

disabilities or protected veterans in a manner which limits their access to all jobs for which they 

are qualified.   TSG Corporation will ensure that applicants and employees with disabilities have 

equal access to its personnel processes, including those implemented through information and 

communication technologies.  TSG Corporation will provide necessary reasonable 

accommodation to ensure applicants and employees with disabilities and protected veterans 

receive equal opportunity in the operation of personnel processes.  Personnel processes will 

be periodically reviewed and TSG Corporation will make any necessary modifications to ensure 

that these obligations are carried out.   A description of the review and any necessary 

modifications to personnel processes or development of new processes will be included in 

the affirmative action program required under this part. 

To ensure that these obligations are carried out, examples of procedures that may be 

developed as a result of these reviews are: 

(1)   The application or personnel form of each known individual with a disability or 
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known  protected  veteran  should  be  annotated  to  identify  each  vacancy  for 

which the applicant was considered.  The forms will be retrievable for review by 

the Department of Labor and TSG Corporation’s officials for use in investigations 

and internal compliance activities. 

(2)   The personnel or application records of each known individual with a disability or 
 

known protected veteran should include: 
 

(i) The identification of each promotion for which the employee with a 

disability or protected veteran was considered, and 

(ii) The identification of each training program for which the individual 
 

with a disability or protected veteran was considered. 
 

(3)   In  each  case  where  an  employee  or  applicant  who  is  an  individual  with  a 

disability  or  protected  veteran  is  rejected  for  employment,  promotion,  or 

training, a statement of the reason will be appended to the personnel file or 

application form as well as a description of the accommodations considered. 

The statement of the reason for rejection (if the reason is medically related), and 

the   description   of   the   accommodations   considered,   will   be   treated   as 

confidential medical records.  This statement will be available to the applicant or 

employee concerned upon request. 

(4) Where applicants or employees are selected for hire, promotion, or training and 
 

TSG Corporation undertakes any accommodation which makes it possible to place 

an individual with a disability or protected veteran on the job, the application form 

or personnel record will contain a description of that accommodation and the 

record will be treated as a confidential medical record. 
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(c) PHYSICAL AND MENTAL QUALIFICATIONS 

 
 

(1)   All physical and mental job qualification standards for positions will be reviewed 

to ensure that, to the extent that qualification standards tend to screen out 

qualified individuals with disabilities or qualified disabled veterans, they are job - 

related for the position in question and are consistent with business necessity. 

(2)  Whenever TSG Corporation applies physical or mental job qualification standards 

in the selection of applicants or employees for employment or other change in 

employment status such as promotion, demotion or training, consideration will be 

given to the following:  to the extent that qualification standards tend to screen 

out qualified individuals with disabilities or qualified disabled veterans, the 

standards shall be related to the specific job or jobs for which the individual is 

being considered and are consistent with business necessity. 

(3)  TSG Corporation may use as a defense to an allegation of a violation of paragraph  

(c)(2)  of  this  section  that  an  individual  poses  a  direct  threat,  as defined in 

the regulations, to the health or safety of the individual or others in the 

workplace.  Once TSG Corporation believes that a direct threat exists, TSG 

Corporation shall create a statement of reasons supporting its belief, addressing 

each of the criteria for “direct threat” listed in the regulations.  This statement 

shall be treated as a confidential medical record and shall be retained as an 

employment record subject to the recordkeeping requirements. 
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(d) REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION TO PHYSICAL AND MENTAL LIMITATIONS 

 
 

TSG Corporation will make reasonable accommodation to the known physical or 

mental limitations of an otherwise qualified individual with a disability or qualified disabled 

veteran unless it can demonstrate that the accommodation would impose an undue hardship 

on the operation of its business.  If an employee who is known to be a disabled individual or 

disabled veteran is having significant difficulty performing his or her job, and it is reasonable to 

conclude that the performance problem may be related to their known disability, TSG 

Corporation will confidentially notify the employee of the performance problem. Inquiry will be 

made as to whether the problem is related to the employee’s disability.  If the employee responds 

affirmatively, TSG Corporation will confidentially inquire whether the employee is in need of a 

reasonable accommodation. 
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(e) HARASSMENT 

 
 

TSG Corporation will develop and implement procedures to ensure those employees 

with disabilities and protected veterans are not harassed because of their disability or protected 

veteran status. 
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(f) & (g) OUTREACH AND POSITIVE RECRUITMENT; INTERNAL & EXTERNAL 

DISSEMINATION OF POLICY 
 
 

(1)  Required Outreach Efforts 

 
TSG Corporation’s shall undertake and design appropriate outreach and positive 

recruitment activities, outlined in this section, to effectively recruit qualified individuals with 

disabilities and protected veterans. 

Additionally, TSG Corporation recognizes that the success of our outreach program 
 

is dependent upon internal support from supervisory and management personnel and other 

employees who may have had contact with individuals with disabilities and protected veterans 

in the past.  In order to assure greater employment cooperation and participation in our efforts, 

TSG Corporation will implement the internal procedures outlined in this section.  These 

procedures will be designed to communicate and promote the Company’s obligation to engag e 

in affirmative action efforts to employ and advance in employment qualified individuals with 

disabilities and qualified protected veterans.  It is intended that these procedures will foster 

understanding, acceptance and support among executive, management, supervisory and other 

employees and to encourage such persons to take the necessary actions to aid us in meeting 

our obligations. 

The scope of recruitment efforts and internal practices will be determined with 

consideration to all circumstances, including current resources. 
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(2) Examples of outreach and recruitment activities 

 
Examples   of   existing   and   forecasted   external   and   internal   dissemination  and 

implementation, as well as outreach and positive recruitment activities are as follows: 

• Post all pertinent policies on Company bulletin boards and Company intranet. 
 

Conduct periodic audits to ensure pertinent policies and all required state and 

federal posters are appropriately displayed as required. 

• Include the required equal employment opportunity clause mandatory language 

on all government contracts, as well as on all sub-contracts or purchase orders. 

• Include  the   EEO   tag  line   in   all   recruitment  solicitations  or  employment 

advertisement placed by or on behalf of the contractor. 

• File the VETS-4212 report annually. 
 

• List all full-time and part-time employment openings with the local employment 

service office in any “manner and format” that the appropriate employment 

service delivery system (ESDS) permits that will allow it to provide priority referrals 

of protected veterans. 

• EEO policy statement to include top United States executive’s support for the 
 

Affirmative Action Plan. 
 

• Conduct  an  annual  review  of  personnel  processes  to  provide  for  careful, 

thorough and systematic consideration for equal access of all applicants and 

employees who are known to be disabled and/or a protected veteran for all job 

vacancies and training opportunities. 

• Develop and adhere to a schedule for the periodic review and update of position 
 

descriptions, including all physical and mental job qualification standards, tests 

and other selection criteria to ensure they are consistent with job relatedness 

and business necessity and include only valid, job related criteria. 

• Make reasonable accommodations to the known physical or mental limitations 

of an otherwise qualified disabled veteran, Pre-JVA special disabled veteran, or 

individual with a disability unless it can demonstrate that the accommodation 

would impose an undue hardship on the operation of its business. 
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• Develop and implement procedures to ensure that employees are not harassed 

because of their protected veteran or disability status. 

• Invite voluntary self-identification of individuals with disabilities (IWD) at the 

pre-offer and post-offer stages of employment, using the mandatory required 

OFCCP form; invite voluntary self-identification of protected veteran at pre-offer 

and post-offer stages of employment. 

• Review and revise qualification standards, tests and other selection criteria to 

ensure job relatedness and business necessity. 

• Ensure that compensation is not reduced because of disability benefits or the 
 

actual or anticipated cost of the individual’s reasonable accommodation. 
 

• Ensure  that    policy/process  regarding    voluntary  medical  examinations  and 

activities reflects that these need not be job related and consistent with business 

necessity. 

• Include the EEO Policy in the Company policy manual, or otherwise make the 

policy available to its employees. 

• Inform all employees and prospective employees of the company’s commitment 
 

to  engage  in  affirmative  action  to  increase  employment  opportunities  for 

protected veterans and individuals with disabilities. 

• Document the following computations or comparisons pertaining to applicants 

and hires on an annual basis and maintain them for a period of three (3) years: 

(1) The number of applicants who self-identified as protected veteran or 

individuals with disabilities or who are otherwise known to be individuals with 

disabilities; (2) The total number of job openings and total number of jobs filled; 

(3) The total number of applicants for all jobs; (4) The number of protected veteran 

applicants hired, the number of applicants with disabilities hired; and (5) The total 

number of applicants hired. 

• Develop and implement an Educational Assistance Program and communicate 

the availability to all employees. 

• Develop and utilize workforce flexibility programs in order to attract and retain 

employees. 
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• Develop and utilize summer, co-op and/or internship programs that promote the 

employment of protected class members. 

• Develop and implement an Employee Assistance Program and communicate the 

availability to all employees. 

• Feature  pictures  of  minority  and/or  female  employees,  accomplishments, 

promotions of same, and publish articles covering EEO programs in Company 

publications. 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all hires to ensure compliance with established Company guidelines. 

• Post  open  positions  at  any  of  the  following:  web-sites,  secondary  schools, 

professional organizations, trade and association journals; and/or participate in 

job fairs, targeting protected class members. 

• Develop and utilize an employee referral system, encouraging all employees to 

participate. 

• Consistently post promotional and/or transfer opportunities. 
 

• Review all pertinent employment records when making competitive promotion 

selections. 

• Ensure that seniority practices do not have a discriminatory effect. 
 

• Require management personnel to submit written justification when apparently 

qualified protected group members are passed over for advancement. 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management approval for review and 
 

all terminations to ensure compliance with established Company guidelines. 
 

• Develop and utilize a progressive discipline/termination policy and/or process for 

the resolution of employee performance issues for all involuntary terminations. 

• Conduct exit interviews on a consistent basis. 
 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all layoffs/reductions in force to ensure compliance with established Company 

guidelines. 

• Develop and consistently utilize a layoff/reduction in force policy and/or process 

when such actions occur. 
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• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all job offers to ensure compliance with established compensation guidelines. 

• Review exempt/non-exempt designations to ensure full compliance with FLSA 
 

regulations. 
 

• Develop and  consistently  utilize  a  formal  performance evaluation  and  merit 

increase program and train management personnel on the process. 

 

The following Action-Oriented Program(s) will be implemented in the coming year: 
 

• Provide  equal  opportunity  to  qualified  disabled  veterans,  Pre-JVA  special 

disabled veterans and individuals with disabilities to online application systems 

by making reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access for submitting to 

job openings. 

• Make the full Individuals with Disabilities and Protected Veterans Affirmative 
 

Action Plan, absent the data metrics, available to any employee or applicant for 

employment upon request. 

• Enlist assistance and support of specialized recruiting sources/organizations from 
 

the OFCCP expanded list and establish meaningful contacts in recruiting and 

developing on-the-job training opportunities in order to provide employment 

opportunities for protected veterans and individuals with disabilities. 

• Send written notification of Company policy related to its affirmative action 

efforts to all subcontractors, vendors, and suppliers, requesting appropriate action 

on their part. 

• Incorporate special efforts to reach individuals with disabilities and protected 

veterans when recruiting at schools and educational institutions. 

• Make   available   protected   veterans   and   individuals   with   disabilities   for 

participation in career days, youth motivation programs, and related activities in 

their communities. 

• Document  and   annually  evaluate  all  outreach  and   recruitment  activities. 
 

Maintain the data collected for the current and two prior AAP years. 
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• Publicize in the company newsletter, magazine, annual report, and other media 

its commitment to engage in affirmative action to increase employment 

opportunities for protected veterans and individuals with disabilities. 

• Conduct   special   meetings   with   executive,   management,   and   supervisory 

personnel to explain the intent of the affirmative action policy and individual 

responsibility for effective implementation, making clear the top Chief Executive 

Officer’s support for the Affirmative Action Policy. 

• Discuss the policy thoroughly in both employee orientation and management 

training programs. 

• Feature  pictures  of  protected  veterans  and  individuals  with  disabilities  and 

accomplishments of same in company publications. 

• Design and  implement an  audit and  reporting system that will measure the 

success of the affirmative action program and take any necessary action to address 

identified deficiencies. 

• Train  all  personnel  involved  in  recruitment,  screening,  selection,  promotion, 

disciplinary and related processes to ensure the commitments in the affirmative 

action program are implemented. 

• Conduct employee satisfaction surveys on a periodic basis. 
 

• Establish   meaningful   contacts   and   working   relationships   with   specialized 

recruiting sources, community agencies, and/or organizations for protected class 

members. 

• Require Human Resources and/or Senior Management review and approval for 

all promotions to ensure compliance with established Company guidelines. 

• Conduct adverse impact analyses prior to a layoff/reduction in force. 
 

• Develop  and  consistently  utilize  salary  ranges  to  ensure  equity  in  position 

salaries. 

• Conduct periodic pay equity analyses and determine salary adjustments through 

a process that includes measurable components. 
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(3) Assessment of external outreach and recruitment efforts. 

 
TSG Corporation’s shall, on an annual basis, review the outreach and recruitment efforts  

it  has  taken  over  the  previous  twelve  months  to  evaluate  their  effectiveness  in identifying 

and recruiting qualified individuals with disabilities and qualified protected veterans. TSG 

Corporation shall document each evaluation, including, at a minimum, the criteria it used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of each effort and the contractor’s conclusion as to whether each 

effort was effective.   Among these criteria, shall be the data collected pursuant to paragraph (k) 

of this section for the current year and the two most recent previous years. TSG Corporation’s 

conclusion as to the effectiveness of its outreach efforts must be reasonable as determined by 

OFCCP in light of these regulations.   If TSG Corporation concludes the totality of its efforts were 

not effective in identifying and recruiting qualified individuals with disabilities and protected 

veterans, it shall identify and implement alternative efforts in order to fulfill its obligations. 

 
(4) Recordkeeping obligation 

 
TSG Corporation shall document all activities it undertakes to comply with the 

regulations of this section, and retain these documents for a period of three (3) years. 
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(h) AUDIT AND REPORTING SYSTEM 

 
 

TSG Corporation shall design and implement an audit and reporting system that 
 

will: 
 

i.   Measure the effectiveness of the Company’s Affirmative Action Program. 

ii.   Indicate any need for remedial action; 

iii.   Determine the degree to which our objectives have been attained; 

 
iv.   Determine whether individuals with disabilities and known protected veterans 

have had the opportunity to participate in all Company-sponsored educational, 

training, recreational, and social activities; 

v.   Measure compliance with the Affirmative Action Program’s specific 
 

obligations; 

 
vi.   Document the actions taken to comply with the obligations of paragraphs (h)(i) 

through (v) of this section, and retain these documents as employment records 

subject to the recordkeeping requirements. 

Where the affirmative action program is found to be deficient, TSG Corporation 
 

shall undertake necessary action to bring the program into compliance. 
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(i) RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

 
 

The EEO Coordinator, named in the Facility ID statement, is the Company individual 

assigned responsibility for implementation of TSG Corporation’s affirmative action activities. The 

EEO Coordinator’s identity appears on all internal and external communications regarding the 

Company’s Affirmative Action Program.   This individual will be given necessary top management 

support and staff to manage the implementation of this Program. 
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(j) TRAINING 

 
 

All  personnel  involved  in  the  recruitment,  screening,  selection,  promotion, 

disciplinary, and related processes will be trained to ensure that the commitments in this 

Affirmative Action Plan are implemented. 
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(k) DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS 

 
 

TSG Corporation shall document the following computations or comparisons pertaining 

to applicants and hires on an annual basis and maintain them for a period of three (3) years: 

(1)   The number of applicants who self-identified as an individual with disability or a 
 

protected  veteran  or  who  are  otherwise  known  to  be  an  individual  with 

disability; 

(2)   The total number of job openings and total number of jobs filled; 

(3)   The total number of applicants for all jobs; 

(4)   The  number of  individuals  with  disabilities  and  protected veteran applicants 

hired, and; 

(5)   The total number of applicants hired. 
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VII. 60-741.45/60-300.45 UTILIZATION GOALS/BENCHMARKS 
 
 
 

The utilization goal or benchmark, as applicable, is not a rigid and inflexible quota which 

must be met, nor is it to be considered either a ceiling or a floor for the employment of particular 

groups. Quotas are expressly forbidden. 

TSG Corporation shall annually evaluate its utilization of individuals with disabilities in each 

job group, or in its entire workforce as provided in paragraph (d)(2)(i) of this section. 

• Establish a utilization goal of 7% for the employment of qualified individuals with 

disabilities for each job group. 

 
 

TSG Corporation shall establish a benchmark for protected veterans by adopting the 

OFCCP National Percentage of Veterans in the Civilian Labor Force or develop Individualized Hiring 

Benchmarks based on the five specified factors. 

• Adopt OFCCP National benchmark for hiring Protected Veterans in the civilian 
 

labor force. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 ABOUT THIS HANDBOOK 
 
 
The Sentel Group, LLC (herein referred to as TSG) has always believed in promoting an 
atmosphere of open communication and cooperation among all of our personnel. This 
Employee Handbook reflects that thinking. It supersedes in all respects any prior 
employee handbook, policy manual, benefits or practices of TSG. This handbook has 
been prepared to provide our employees with general information about TSG's benefits, 
and the highlights of rules and policies under which we operate. The INTRANET version 
of this handbook is the most current.  As the employee, you are advised to print a copy 
from the INTRANET for the purpose of convenient reference. Obviously, we could not 
begin to explain every TSG policy, rule or benefit in this Handbook, and its provisions 
can be considered as no more than general summaries of the benefits, work rules and 
policies they address. 
 
TSG will make every effort to maintain policies and procedures consistent with positive 
employee morale and good business goals. From time to time, TSG may unilaterally, at 
its discretion, amend, supplement, modify, or eliminate one or more of the benefits, 
work rules or policies, without prior notice. 
 
 
1.1a EMPLOYMENT AT-WILL 

 
It is the policy of TSG to establish and maintain an "at-will" relationship with its entire 
work force. In doing so, TSG has established that this Handbook does not constitute a 
guarantee that your employment will continue for any specified period of time or end 
only under certain conditions. Nothing in this Handbook constitutes an express or 
implied contract of employment or warranty of any benefits. Employment at TSG is a 
voluntary employment-at-will relationship for no definite period of time. While we hope to 
have a long and mutually beneficial working relationship together, regardless of 
anything which may appear in this Handbook or any other TSG publication, policy, 
statement or practice, you have the right to terminate your employment relationship for 
any reason with or without cause or notice at any time, and TSG reserves the right to do 
the same. 
 
Advance discussions by TSG to the employee and a notice of separation from the 
employee to TSG is encouraged to hopefully prevent any misunderstandings or 
unfortunate separations. 
 
No one has authority to bind TSG to any agreement contrary to the foregoing except our 
President & CEO, in writing. 
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1.2 A WELCOME FROM RUSSELL WRIGHT, TSG'S PRESIDENT & CEO 
 
On behalf of your colleagues, I welcome you to TSG and wish you much success. 
  
I believe TSG’s most valuable asset is its employees. Our employees, who are selected 
based on their specialized skills and winning customer relation capabilities, come first.  
Daily, they help increase efficiencies and mission effectiveness by providing leading 
solutions to some of the most complex issues facing our customers.  Therefore, I hope 
you will take pride in being a member of our team. 
 
This handbook was developed to describe what TSG expects of our employees and to 
outline the policies, programs and benefits available to all eligible employees.   Please 
take the time to familiarize yourself with the contents of the employee handbook as 
soon as possible, for it will answer many questions about your employment with TSG. 
 
I hope that your experience here will be challenging, rewarding and enjoyable.  Again, 
welcome! 
 
 
1.3 THE HISTORY OF TSG 

 
Founded in 2015, TSG is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R&R Enterprises, LLC (R&R).  
R&R (formerly known as WC Holdings, LLC) is also the parent company to two other 
powerhouse entities, SENTEL Corporation and Brilliant Innovations, both of which 
provide award-winning services in the areas of logistics, engineering, information 
technology, and mission support. SENTEL Corporation (SENTEL), an internationally 
recognized defense industry government contracting firm founded in 1987 and 
headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia (shown in image above), currently has over 700 
employees in 30 locations throughout the U.S., to include several sites in foreign 
countries like Afghanistan, Southwest Asia and Korea.  Brilliant Innovations (Brilliant) is 
an Engineering solutions firm based in Glen Allen, Virginia that was birthed from 
SENTEL’s phenomenal success in the Engineering sector, including its leading 
advancements in the Internet of Things (IoT) revolution. TSG’s success strategy has, in 
part, been based on the blended business plans and principles of these verifiably 
successful predecessor organizations, both of which have generated a combined 
revenue of over $100M in FY2016.   
 
A certified Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) as registered by the Capital Region 
Minority Supplier Development Council (CRMSDC), TSG leverages its parent 
company’s ISO 9001:2008 and CMMi Level 2 certifications to implement streamlined 
practices and money-saving processes.  In addition, with a senior leadership team that 
brings to bear nearly six decades of verifiable domestic and international business 
experience in delivering a broad range of innovative technologies in science, research, 
and development, TSG is positioned for impactful growth and rapid success.    
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The principal objective of TSG is to improve patient healthcare by developing and 
implementing an innovative, safe and effective system of providing medical cannabis to 
qualifying patients and caregivers.  To this end, the State of Maryland, Department of 
Health and Mental Hygiene Natalie M. LaPrade Maryland Medical Cannabis 
Commission (MMCC) has awarded TSG a Stage One Dispensary License in Senatorial 
District 23, located in Prince George’s County, Maryland.  Competing with over 800 
applicants, TSG’s pre-approval license is one of only 102 dispensary licenses awarded 
by the state of Maryland, and was publicly announced by the MMCC on December 9, 
2016. 
 
1.4 OUR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO) POLICY 
 
It is our policy to recruit, hire, train, and promote individuals, as well as administer any 
and all personnel actions, without regard to race, color, religion, creed, age, sex, 
national origin or ancestry, marital status, status as a disabled or Vietnam era veteran, 
union affiliation status as a qualified individual with a disability, in accordance with 
applicable laws. TSG has, on many occasions, expressed support and commitment to 
the principle of equal employment opportunity. TSG will not tolerate any unlawful 
discrimination and any such conduct is prohibited. 
 
TSG also prohibits any harassment based on the legally protected categories set forth 
above. Harassment is verbal or physical conduct that denigrates or shows hostility or 
aversion towards an individual because of these protected attributes, and that (1) has 
the purpose or effect of creating intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment 
as defined by law; or (2) has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an 
individual's work performance; or (3) otherwise adversely affects an individual's 
employment opportunities. 
 
Any employee, regardless of position or title, will be subject to severe discipline, up to 
and including discharge, should TSG determine that the employee is engaged in 
unlawful harassment or discrimination. TSG will promptly and thoroughly investigate the 
facts and circumstances of any harassment or discrimination claim. 
 
If you feel you are being unlawfully harassed or discriminated against, report this to your 
Supervisor immediately, or if you prefer, report the problem to your Program Manager, 
Group Vice President or the Human Resources Director. No one will be subject to, and 
TSG prohibits, any form of discipline or retaliation for reporting incidents of unlawful 
harassment or discrimination or pursuing any such claim. 
 
 
1.5 OUR POLICY AGAINST SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
 
Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination that violates Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964.   
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In particular, it is illegal and strictly against TSG policy for any employee, male or 
female, regardless of title or status, to harass another employee by: making or 
subjecting any person to unwelcomed sexual advances, unwelcomed requests for 
sexual favors, or to engage in any unwelcomed verbal or physical conduct of a sexual 
nature, where 
submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of 
an individual's employment, or submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as the 
basis for an employment decision affecting the individual exposed or subjected to such 
conduct, or 

 
1. where such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an 

individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive 
work environment. 

 
Sexual harassment can occur in a variety of circumstances, including but not limited to 
the following: 
 

1. The victim as well as the harasser may be a man or a woman.  The victim does 
not have to be of the opposite sex. 

 
2. The harasser can be the victim's supervisor, an agent of the employer, a 

supervisor in another area, a co-worker or a non-employee. 
 

3. The victim does not have to be the person harassed but could be anyone 
affected by the offensive conduct. 

 
4. The harasser's conduct must be unwelcome. 

 
TSG will not condone or tolerate the sexual harassment of its employees by their co-
workers, supervisors or any individual under our control. All employees, regardless of 
position or title, will be subject to severe discipline, up to and including discharge, 
should TSG determine that an employee is engaged in the sexual harassment of 
another individual. TSG will promptly and thoroughly investigate the facts and 
circumstances of any claim of sexual harassment, and will maintain confidentiality to the 
extent possible given the company's duty to investigate the complaint. 
 
COMPLAINT PROCESS: 
 

1. If you feel that you are being subjected to sexual harassment OR are aware of 
another employee who has been subjected to sexual harassment, you should 
immediately report this to the Director of Human Resources. In addition, if you 
have questions about the complaint process or whether your own conduct is in 
compliance with the policy, you should immediately contact Human Resources.  

 

 Do not delay in reporting an incident, even if you are not the victim.  In the 
event the Director of Human Resources is not available, you my report the 
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incident to your immediate supervisor, who will report it to Human Resources 
at the earliest opportunity.   

 

 No individual will be subject to, and it is TSG's policy to strictly prohibit, any 
form of discipline or retaliation for reporting incidents of sexual harassment, 
pursuing any claim of sexual harassment or assisting with the investigation of 
a complaint. 

 
2. Supervisors and/or any witnesses who receive the complaint should refer it 

immediately to the Human Resources Director. 
 

3. The Human Resources Manager will investigate the incident. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
 
Matters of sexual harassment are extremely confidential and must remain confidential 
for all involved (to include the victim, the harasser and any witnesses).  Only those with 
a need to know will be involved in the investigative process.  Anyone who obtains 
information and is not involved in the investigation must contact the Human Resources 
Director immediately. 
 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 
 
If a TSG employee is found in violation of this policy (following a thorough investigation), 
he or she will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of 
employment. 
 
  
1.6 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 

 
TSG has established a written Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) with respect to equal 
employment opportunity. This AAP has been prepared in conformity with Executive 
Order 11246 and the implementing regulations of OFCCP, 41 C.F.R. Part 601 et seq., 
including Revised Order No. 4, as amended, 41 C.F.R. Part 602. This AAP is designed 
to provide guidance to management with respect to TSG's commitment to full 
implementation of its EEO/affirmative action policy. TSG's official policy statement, 
signed by its President, is included in the Plan. TSG's policy includes without limitation, 
the following commitments: 
 

 It will be the policy of TSG, in accordance with all applicable laws, to recruit, hire, 
train and promote persons in all job titles without regard to race, color, religion, 
sex, age, disability, or national origin, or any other basis prohibited by applicable 
law. 

 All employment decisions shall be consistent with the principle of equal 
employment opportunity, and only valid qualifications will be required. 
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 All personnel actions, such as compensation, benefits, transfers, social and 
recreational programs, will be administered without regard to race, color, religion, 
sex, age, disability, or national origin, or any other basis prohibited by applicable 
law. 

 

 To assure compliance with TSG's Affirmative Action Plan, TSG's Director of 
Human Resources has been designated to administer and monitor the plan and 
make reports to Senior Management. The Plan is available through the Human 
Resources Department for inspection in accordance with applicable regulations. 

 
 
 

2.0  HOW WE KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOU 
 
The management staff is always looking for new and improved ways to keep 
communication channels open on a two-way basis between the employees and 
Supervisors of TSG. It is essential that you tell your Supervisor about your personal 
recommendations for improvements, as well as any problems you may be experiencing 
on the job. 
 
The following summarizes the networks of communication you can use to share your 
ideas and concerns with us. 
 
 
2.1 YOU AND YOUR SUPERVISOR 

 
If you have any questions concerning your job or job related activities, your Supervisor 
usually should be the first person you talk to. However, if you do not feel comfortable 
discussing a particular personal matter with your Supervisor, be assured that the other 
methods of communication outlined in this section are also available to you. 
 
 
2.2 YOUR PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCEDURE 

 
During the performance of your duties, questions or problems may occur that affect your 
work.  The following formal procedure has been established for your use in resolving 
these matters. 
 

Step 1. Within a week of the occurrence of the problem, you may ask for a conference 

to discuss the matter with your immediate Supervisor. 
Step 2. In the event your Supervisor does not resolve your problem to your satisfaction 

within a reasonable period of time, you may request a meeting with your 
Program Manager for further discussion. 
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Step 3. In the event your Program Manager does not resolve your problem to your 
satisfaction within a reasonable period of time, you may present your problem 
to your Group's Vice President for final resolution. 

This procedure makes it possible for you to obtain a quick review of your problem 
through channels up to your Group Vice President. In an emergency situation, the 
"step" time periods can be accelerated by mutual agreement between TSG and you. 
 
It is recognized that some problems may be of such a personal nature or that, for some 
other good reason, you may prefer not to discuss the matter with your Supervisor. In 
such a case, you should take the problem to the Human Resources Director 
immediately. 
 
This problem-solving procedure is your "direct line" to management -- please use it! If 
you fail to follow this procedure in a timely manner, however, it is understood that you 
will not contest TSG's action further. Remember that we can't help to resolve your 
problem if you don't tell us about it. 
 
 
2.3 THE TSG NEWSLETTER 
 
The TSG Newsletter will be published quarterly. This publication is designed to update 
you on TSG business activities, to advise you of upcoming events, and to give you a 
chance to share with your fellow employees personal news such as births, marriages 
and your special achievements. The Dispensary Manager is in charge of selecting items 
for this newsletter, so please inform him/her of any news you would like to share. 
Obviously, we are not able to publish all items that may be of interest to you, but we 
welcome your suggestions. 
 
 
2.4 YOUR BENEFITS COUNSELING SESSIONS 

 
We believe it is important to give you an opportunity to learn more about the benefits 
you receive from TSG in order to help you plan for your future financial security. From 
time to time, therefore, the Human Resources staff will be meeting with you either 
individually or in group sessions to discuss TSG benefits, answer your questions, and 
obtain your comments. 
 
 
2.5 THE PRESIDENT'S OPEN DOOR POLICY 
 
TSG has always had a policy that the office of our President & CEO is open to all 
employees. So, if everything else fails, and you do not get a satisfactory answer to a 
problem or you do not get the answer as quickly as you think you should under other 
communication network channels listed herein, you are free to contact his Executive 
Assistant for an appointment or walk in the open door of that office and address the 
problem directly with our President & CEO. 
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3.0 ABOUT YOUR JOB 
 
 
3.1 EMPLOYEE CATEGORIES 
 
Throughout this Handbook, you will see references to the following employee 
categories: 
 

a) Introductory Employees - Those newly-hired employees who have not yet 
successfully completed three (3) months of service. (Reference Section 3.2). 
 

b) Regular Full-Time Employees - Those employees who are regularly scheduled to 
work thirty-two (32) to forty (40) hours per week and have successfully completed 
their introductory period. They are normally eligible for the benefits provided in 
this Handbook. 

 
c) Regular Part-Time Employees - Those employees who are regularly scheduled 

to work thirty-one (31) hours or less per week and have successfully completed 
their introductory period.  
 

d) Temporary Employees - Those employees who are employed for a specific 
project or for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days per calendar year, and 
whose employment will terminate no later than completion of that project or 
period of time. Temporary employees are not eligible for TSG benefits. 

 
e) Casual/On-Call Employees - Those employees who work on an intermittent, 

irregular and/or unpredictable basis. They are compensated pro rata, at an 
established base salary, for the number of hours that are actually worked. 
Casual/On-Call employees are not eligible for TSG benefits. 

 
f) Exempt and Non-Exempt Employees - All employees are also classified into 

"exempt" and "non-exempt" categories for purposes of establishing eligibility for 
overtime pay under the Federal Wage and Hour Laws. Employees paid hourly 
are classified as "non-exempt". An employee's exempt or non-exempt status is 
not determined by job title alone.  An employee’s status may be changed only 
upon written notification from the immediate supervisor and/or the Human 
Resources Department.  To determine an employee’s status under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FLSA), contact the Director of Human Resources. 
 

 
3.2 YOUR INTRODUCTORY PERIOD 

 
All employees serve an introductory period at the beginning of their employment. This is 
a particularly important time for you and TSG, since it allows you the opportunity to 
evaluate whether TSG fits into your career goals, and it also provides TSG with a period 
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during which it can assess whether your employment appears to satisfy our present 
needs. 
 
In most cases, this introductory period will last for three (3) months from your date of 
hire, but may be shortened or extended at the discretion of TSG. Your employment 
might end at your option or ours, before the end of the introductory period, or 
afterwards. During this period, your Supervisor may discuss your performance with you. 
A decision will be made, at TSG's discretion, about granting you regular employee 
status, extending your introductory period, or terminating the employment relationship. 
Your successful completion of this introductory period does not result in any change in 
the employment at-will relationship described elsewhere in this Handbook. 
 
 
3.3 WORKING HOURS 

 
Hours of work are determined by TSG to meet the needs of our customers.  
Your Supervisor will advise you of your regular work schedule, meal periods and 
arrangements for personal breaks. 
 
The "work week" begins at 12:01 a.m. on Saturday and ends at 12:00 midnight the 
following Friday. Our "payroll week" coincides with the workweek. 
 
The standard both exempt and non-exempt employees is 40 hours, reduced by eight 
hours for each Company-observed holiday. Exempt employees may, due to contractual 
obligations or the highly competitive nature of a solicitation, be assigned a standard 
workweek with greater than 40 hours.  
 
The assignment of a work week with hours greater than those identified above does not 
obligate the Company to maintain such a work week for the employee nor to adjust the 
salary of the employee should the employee's standard workweek be lengthened.  
 
You are expected to be at your job location (dressed in appropriate attire and ready for 
work) at the time your regular workday is scheduled to begin. You should record the 
hours worked not more than five (5) minutes after the end of your regular workday, 
unless you are specifically instructed to work overtime by TSG. 
 
If you desire to leave the jobsite or premises during working hours, you must notify and 
receive permission from your Supervisor in advance of your departure. 
 
TSG's pay practices, procedures and records are the basis for establishing the number 
of hours worked by each employee, and govern all questions pertaining to hours 
worked, overtime, and all other pay issues. Nothing in this Handbook is a guarantee by 
TSG of hours of work per day, per week, per year, or on any specific work schedule. 
 
 
3.4 TIMESHEETS 
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It is the policy of TSG to have every employee accurately record time worked. Federal 
and state laws require TSG to keep an accurate record of time worked in order to 
calculate employee pay and benefits. 
 
Types of time charges include: 
 

 Direct Charges 
 

1. All time that can be identified specifically with the onsite activity of a particular 
dispensary or cultivation location. 

 

 Indirect Charges 
 

1. An overhead charge is time spent on overhead activities such as 
administration, business development, and other specific activities such as 
internal TSG management reporting functions. 

2. General and Administration (G&A) is time spent on corporate general and 
administrative activities such as accounting, corporate financing, corporate 
planning, etc. 

 
Hard-Copy Timesheets should be completed as follows: 
 

1. Timesheets must be recorded in black or blue ink, on a daily basis. 
2. No erasures, white-outs or other modifications are allowed on timesheets. Errors 

should be lined out (with one diagonal line) and initialed by the employee and 
Supervisor. An explanation of the error must be noted at the bottom of the 
timesheet. 

3. Employees should check with their Supervisor to ensure accuracy of the charge 
number(s) at the start of each pay period or new assignment. 

4. Timesheets must be submitted promptly to the Payroll Department at the end of 
each pay period. 

5. Overtime work must always be approved before it is performed. 
6. Timesheets must not be signed by employees until after the timesheet is fully 

completed. 
 
Electronic Timesheets (ET) should be completed as follows: 
 

1. Access the ET by using your Internet Explorer and entering https://et.TSG.com in 
the address box. 

2. Complete your ET on a daily basis. 
3. You cannot complete the ET in advance, except for leave or holiday charges. 
4. A paper timesheet must be completed if you are on travel and unable to access 

ET.  A blank timesheet is available on TSG’s INTRANET.  Further, if you are on 
leave or travel at the end of a pay period and cannot complete and sign your 
timesheet, contact your supervisor, who will complete and sign it for you.  When 
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you return, open the timesheet and sign it.  Your signature will replace your 
supervisor's.  You supervisor should then approve it, which will replace the 
previous approval. 
 

Instructions for ET will be provided to you by your immediate supervisor, Administrator, 
or Payroll Department. 
 
No employee shall work or record more hours than the assigned standard work unless 
overtime time has been approved in advance by the Supervisor. If the contract 
requirements demand that the employee work hours beyond the employee’s standard 
work week and TSG will bill the customer for the time worked, the Supervisor will 
authorize the employee to work and record the additional hours and the employee will 
be paid for these hours in accordance with paragraph 3.5, Overtime Work.  If additional 
hours that have not been approved are recorded on the time sheet, the Supervisor must 
identify these hours as unbillable and shall counsel the employee regarding working 
unauthorized overtime. Altering, falsifying, tampering with timesheets, or recording time 
on another employee's time record is not acceptable. It is the employees' responsibility 
to sign their timesheet and to certify the accuracy of all time recorded, except where 
noted above. Questions regarding completion of the categories (charge types) should 
be addressed first to an employee's immediate Supervisor. If additional clarification is 
needed, contact the Payroll department.  Any exceptions to this policy will require the 
prior approval of the Senior Vice President or President. 
 
 
3.5 OVERTIME WORK 
 
If you are a non-exempt employee, you will be paid one and one half-times your regular 
rate for all hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a work week. Overtime at the 
premium rate (1-1/2 times regular rate) is calculated based on hours actually worked in 
a week. Thus, an employee who works 36 hours in a week in which he/she also 
receives 8 hours of holiday pay or paid sick leave, will be entitled to an additional 4 
hours of pay at a straight time rate, not at the premium rate. The amount of overtime 
work and employee(s) assigned to work such overtime hours is established by TSG and 
must be approved before it is performed. 
 
Straight time rate overtime for exempt employees is permissible on a case-by-case 
basis and must be approved in advance. TSG may, at its discretion, compensate 
exempt employees for straight time rate overtime if the contract for which the employee 
is working, permits such compensation. In general, if the contract requirements demand 
that the employee work overtime beyond the employee’s standard work week and TSG 
will bill the customer for the time worked, the employee will be paid straight time rate for 
these hours. If an exempt employee is authorized to receive straight time rate overtime 
for a specific period, this does not obligate TSG to pay straight time rate overtime at any 
time in the future without further approval. 
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There will be no duplication or pyramiding in the computation of overtime and other 
premium wages. No employee will be paid more than once for the same hours worked. 
 
 
3.6 PAYROLL INFORMATION 
 
TSG’s pay dates are bi-weekly (26 per year).  All employees are paid every other Friday 
for their work in the two previous work weeks, unless that particular Friday happens to 
be a holiday.  In such case, you will receive your paycheck (or pay statement) on the 
last work day preceding the holiday. Your paychecks (or pay statement) are delivered to 
you at your work location or, in some cases, mailed to your home address. TSG will not 
release your paycheck (or pay statement) to anyone other than you, except with your 
written authorization. 
 
Remember also that deductions from your paycheck for federal and/or state withholding 
taxes, and for social security taxes (FICA) are required by law. 
 
You may voluntarily authorize in writing additional deductions from your paycheck for 
your contribution to our benefit plans, such as our 401(k) Retirement Plan and Voluntary 
Long Term Disability Plan, and other items permitted by TSG.  You are responsible for 
providing Human Resources/Payroll with the correct information on benefit and tax 
deductions. 
 
Direct deposit of your pay to your designated bank is accomplished by completing 
TSG's Direct Deposit authorization form and submitting a voided check to the payroll 
department. 
 
 
3.7 EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES 
 
Qualified relatives of TSG employees are eligible for employment; however, their 
employment assignments will be regulated for reasons of supervision, security, safety, 
and morale, in accordance with applicable state, federal and local laws and regulations. 
It is the policy of TSG not to employ relatives in the same department if one employee 
will be under the direct supervision of the other or, in TSG's judgment, may cause 
serious conflicts and problems with employee morale. 
 
Relatives of persons currently employed by TSG may be hired only if they will not be 
working directly for or supervising a relative or will not occupy a position in the same line 
of review within the organization. This policy applies to any relative, higher or lower in 
the organization, who has the authority to review employment decisions. TSG 
employees cannot be transferred into such a reporting relationship. 
 
Relatives are defined as spouses, parents, children, grandparents, grandchildren, 
brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, in-laws, cousins, significant others, 
wards, guardians or any of these in a step relationship. 
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A Supervisor relationship is a relationship where one has the authority to make, 
approve, or recommend personnel decisions affecting the other. (Relatives, as defined 
above, may not be employed in positions where there is a direct supervisor 
relationship). 
 
If the relative relationship is established after employment, TSG, in consultation with the 
individuals concerned, will decide who will be transferred. 
 
 
3.8 MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS 
 
TSG reserves the right, for the health, safety, productivity and security of persons, 
property and facilities, when job related and necessary in our judgment, to require 
applicants for employment and employees to consent in writing and submit to medical 
or physical examinations by a physician designated by or approved by TSG, at TSG's 
expense, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
 
 
3.9 SECURITY CHECKS 

 
In order to ensure that contraband, drugs, weapons and other unauthorized or illegal 
substances or materials, or substances or materials to be used for illegal purposes, do 
not enter our work locations, TSG premises and other facilities, and to further ensure 
that tools, files, equipment, products, materials, substances and other property of TSG 
are not being removed from our   work locations, premises and other facilities without 
our authorization, TSG reserves the right, in our discretion, to question, inspect, and 
search any employee or other person before they enter or leave any of these facilities. 
 
When consistent with state law, this policy also applies to any employee while on TSG 
business, whether or not on our job sites, premises and other facilities, along with any 
packages or other items that the employee may be carrying. All vehicles, lockers, 
containers, briefcases, handbags, and other parcels and personal belongings thus are 
subject to inspection and search by TSG or its designated outside investigators at any 
time. 
 
These procedures are necessary for the safety, health and security of everyone at TSG 
and the protection of our property and facilities. Submission to and compliance with 
these rules is a condition of your continued employment. 
 
 
3.10 FIRE PROCEDURE 

 
In case of fire at TSG Headquarters, you should follow procedures as set forth by the 
building's management office. Thereafter, follow the directions of your Supervisor, 
Facility Security Officer, or the public address broadcast for evacuation of the premises 
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when necessary. TSG employees at other dispensary and/or cultivation facility locations 
should follow the fire alarm and evacuation training procedures at those locations. 
 
Our first consideration is the safety of employees and visitors. Then, attention will be 
given to fighting the fire and protecting the property of TSG. 
 
 
3.11 EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION BADGES 

 
At all locations, you will be issued an identification badge upon your employment with 
TSG. You must use this badge which contains your photograph, name, date of birth, 
social security number, employee number and usual work location (badge information 
will vary according to work location), to gain access to the designated employee 
entrance areas at some TSG work locations and other facilities. 
 
Although you will keep the badge while you work here, it remains TSG property and is 
returnable to the Company, as is all other TSG property that you are issued. Upon 
termination of your employment, the badge will be submitted to your immediate 
Supervisor. Lost or stolen badges must be reported to your Supervisor and the Facility 
Security Officer immediately. 
 
 
3.12 EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWNS 
 
Any TSG-owned equipment or machinery that is not operating properly or is due for a 
maintenance check-up should be reported immediately to your Supervisor.  
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3.13 HAZARDOUS WEATHER PLAN/EMERGENCY CLOSINGS 
 
It is the policy of TSG to acknowledge hazardous or emergency conditions at each 
facility and make decisions to close those facilities whenever necessary. However, 
employees working on customer sites will abide by the customer's decision regarding 
bad weather and emergency closings. 
 
Natural or human emergencies such as severe weather, fires, power failures, bomb 
threats or earthquakes can disrupt company operations. In extreme cases, these 
emergencies may require the closing of a work facility. 
 
When the decision to close is made after the workday has begun, all employees who 
reported for work will be paid for the full day. 
 
If the company is open for business and an employee feels that he or she cannot report 
to work safely due to hazardous weather conditions, he or she will be expected to use 
earned vacation or leave without pay. However, if an employee consults with their 
immediate Supervisor (in advance) and arrangements are made to work from home, he 
or she will not be required to use their leave. In either event, the Supervisor should be 
notified as early as possible when an employee feels he or she cannot report safely to 
work. 
 
 
3.14 EMPLOYEE LOUNGE 

 
In order to provide you with a comfortable area where you may have your meals, we 
maintain an employee lounge at all sites for the convenience of TSG personnel.  
 
3.15 PERSONAL PROPERTY 
 
TSG does not accept responsibility for your personal property. We urge all employees 
to take the necessary safeguards to protect their valuables on the worksite and leave 
unnecessary valuables at home. 
 
 
3.16 TRADE SECRETS AND INVENTIONS 

 
Invention and creativity enhance the ability of TSG to serve its clients and customers. 
During the course of his/her employment, employees may work on and become part of 
the development of technical or other systems for TSG. Employees' inventions and 
creations and their developed information which are related to TSG's business must be 
transferred to TSG for its continued use. All such inventions and creations shall be, and 
will remain, the sole and absolute property of TSG. Employees may enter into 
agreement with TSG for the mutual sharing of royalties derived from inventions. 
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Employees must maintain the confidentiality of all trade secrets and proprietary 
information of TSG. Such information includes, but is not limited to, any information 
about TSG's inventions, discoveries, research and development data or know-how, and 
also any information about TSG's customers, employees, suppliers, contractors, clients, 
business relationships, contracts, finances, stockholders, transactions, personnel 
records, marketing data or contacts, and correspondence. 
 
The unauthorized disclosure or unauthorized use by an employee of TSG's confidential 
information, whether during his/her employment with TSG or after its termination, is 
strictly prohibited. 
 
 
3.17  FORMS I-9s 
 
Federal law requires that we have properly completed I-9 forms (within 3 days of hire 
date) on file for every employee hired after November 6, 1986. Federal law also 
requires that we reverify the continued work eligibility of employees who have only a 
time-limited work authorization on or before the date their employment eligibility expires. 
The same documentation rules apply to reverification efforts as to original I-9 
compliance.   
 
 
3.18 TELEWORKING – Office/Executive/Administrative Employees Only 
 
Program Description: 
Teleworking is a mutually agreed upon work alternative between the teleworker and 
supervisor subject to final approval of the employee’s immediate supervisor and Group 
Vice-President/Corporate Senior Executives. Teleworking is a voluntary work alternative 
that may be appropriate for some employees and some jobs, as determined by TSG.  It 
is not an entitlement; it is not a company-wide benefit; and it does not change the terms 
and conditions of the teleworker’s employment with TSG Corporation.  TSG will actively 
support teleworking where it is reasonable and practical to do so and where operational 
needs will not be adversely affected.  The teleworker, supervisor, and Group Vice-
President may end the teleworking arrangement at any time. 
 
Teleworkers work at home one or more days a week on a regular basis.  
Writing, reading, telephoning, data analysis, computer programming, word processing 
and data entry are all tasks amenable to telework. 
 
Eligibility: 
All regular full-time exempt employees who work at the corporate office location (usually 
Executive/Administrative roles) are eligible to apply to become a teleworker. Their work 
must be of a nature such that the need for face-to-face interaction with their supervisor, 
co-workers or TSG clients, vendors or customers is minimal or may be scheduled to 
permit teleworking. The need for specialized material or equipment must either be 
minimal or flexible. 
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At a minimum, teleworkers will meet the following personal characteristics:  
 

1. Knowledgeable about their job. 
2. Have a low need for social interaction. 
3. Dependable and trustworthy. 
4. Organized 
5. Posses a demonstrated conscientiousness about work time and productivity 

evidenced by satisfactory or better performance reviews. 
6. Self-motivated and flexible. 
7. Ability to work well alone for long stretches of time. 
8. Limited need for feedback but able to ask when necessary. 
9. Have good communication skills. 

 
Requirements Necessary to Qualify for the Teleworking Program: 
 

1. Regular full-time exempt employees (as described above) who are past their 3 
month introductory period. 

2. Employee will submit a written proposal to his/her immediate supervisor which 
outlines the following: 

a. Why he/she would be an ideal candidate for telework, 
b. Days of the week and hours he/she plans to telework, 
c. Environment where he/she will be working (e.g. den, living room, home 

office, etc.)  and  
d. Type of equipment he/she has at home in order to perform the job.  Each 

proposal will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.  Submission of a 
proposal does not guarantee approval of a teleworking arrangement. 

3.  Employee's willingness to sign and abide by a telework agreement. 
4. Supervisor/Program Manager/Group Vice-President’s approval 
5. Supervisor's willingness to invest the necessary time to help the telework 

arrangement succeed. 
6. Planning with co-workers how workflow issues will be addressed while 

teleworking (e.g. mail received at the location other than the telework location, 
transfer of phone calls/messages, meetings, etc). 

 
Childcare: 
If childcare is necessary, the teleworker must make or maintain childcare arrangements 
to permit concentration on work assignments at home during scheduled work hours.  
You may be required to provide proof of your childcare arrangement. 
 
Hours of Work/Timesheet Reporting: 
The teleworker will have regularly scheduled work hours agreed upon with his or her 
supervisor, including specific core hours of phone and email accessibility.  The 
teleworker will record and submit work hours daily by accessing Deltek’s Electronic 
Timesheet (ET) or using hard-copy timesheets that are provided by TSG. 
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Employee/Supervisor Communication: 
Teleworkers must be available by e-mail or telephone/cell phone during their scheduled 
work hours.  If the teleworker leaves his/her worksite during scheduled work hours, 
he/she must notify the supervisor in advance or as soon as possible in the event of an 
emergency. 
 
The teleworker will keep their supervisor informed of progress on assignments worked 
on at home, including any problems which they may experience while teleworking. 
 
Methods of planning and monitoring the work of the teleworker may include the 
following:   

1. E-mail to supervisor outlining a weekly work plan. 
2. Scheduled telephone meetings with the supervisor on a regular basis. 
3. Make arrangements for the teleworker to attend scheduled staff meetings, when 

necessary. In some cases, teleconference may be appropriate. 
4. Provide monthly reports to your immediate supervisor followed by a list of 

accomplishments. 
 
Equipment: 
Hardware: 
TSG will attempt to provide PC equipment on an as-needed basis. This equipment may 
consist of a PC, modem and supplies. 
 
The employee may, with their supervisor's approval, elect to use PC equipment of their 
own. If this option is chosen, TSG may require the employee to bring their PC to TSG’s 
Corporate office for evaluation, configuration, and software loading. A minimum 
configuration standard will be established by TSG as a condition of support of employee 
PC equipment. No office furniture will be provided. 
 
Software:  
While working at home performing TSG functions, employees must conform to software 
standards as established by TSG. Under most circumstances employees will be allowed 
to run a copy of standard office software on the PC they have at home base on the 
specific Licensing Agreement. Please contact the Information Technology Department 
to ensure the software you plan to use conforms to this agreement. 
 
Equipment Liability: 
TSG will be responsible for the repair and maintenance of equipment provided by TSG. 
Surge protectors must be used with any TSG computer made available to the 
teleworker. 
 
The employee will be responsible for the following: 
 

1. Any intentional damage to the equipment. 
2. Damage resulting from gross negligence by the employee or any member of the 

employee's family. 
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3. Damage resulting from a power surge if no surge protector is used. 
4. Teleworker should check their homeowner's/renter's insurance policy for 

incidental office coverage. 
 
Damage or theft of TSG equipment that occurs outside the employee's control will be 
covered by the TSG insurance policy. TSG is not responsible for damage or loss to 
employee-owned equipment. 
 
Work Space: 
The employee must establish and maintain a clean, safe, dedicated workspace.  TSG 
reserves the right to inspect the teleworker’s work environment at a mutually agreed 
upon time. 
 
Injuries: 
The employee will be covered by worker's compensation for all job related injuries that 
occur in the designated work space at the teleworker's home during the teleworker's 
defined work period. Since the workplace and home will be one and the same, worker's 
compensation will NOT apply to non-job related injuries that might occur in the home.  
Home office sites will be reported to TSG’s insurance carrier. 
 
Expenses: 
Except for local calls, TSG will reimburse the employee on a case-by-case basis for job 
related telephone expenses incurred by the employee at home. Other expenses that are 
reimbursed to the employee may include Internet usage, office/computer supplies, fax 
line and if needed, long distance.  The employee may be added to the Qwest (long 
distance service) account.  The employee must present an itemized copy of the 
telephone bill to the Accounting department for reimbursement. 
 
 
 

4.0 YOUR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
 
In addition to the regular pay check you receive for working at TSG, we offer numerous 
benefits, services, and conveniences to help provide protection and assistance for you 
and your family. The value you receive from these benefits and services is really a 
"hidden paycheck" provided by TSG. 
 
Our insurance, retirement plan and other plan benefits are discussed in more detail in 
separate plan booklets, and in the formal contracts and other plan documents. In the 
event there is any question or conflict in language or interpretation between those 
booklets and documents in relation to the provisions of this Handbook, the terms of the 
actual contracts and other plan documents will have control over the summaries in this 
Handbook. It is further understood that nothing in any of the benefits plans summarized 
in this Section will be considered a waiver of the TSG's Standards of Attendance as 
stated in Section 7 of this Handbook. 
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Here are some of the highlights of TSG's employee benefits program, and a number of 
other services and conveniences TSG offers you in recognition of your value to TSG: 
 
 
4.1 GROUP MEDICAL INSURANCE 
 
All regular full-time employees are eligible for TSG's Health Plan.  
Coverage becomes effective the first of month following or coincident with your 
start date.  Reference your Summary Plan Document for details. 
 
 
4.2  SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE  

 
All regular full-time employees are eligible for disability benefits due to sickness or non 
job-related accidents. Premiums for the Short-Term Disability (STD) Insurance Plan are 
fully paid by TSG. TSG makes Long-Term Disability (LTD) insurance available to 
employees for purchase on an individual basis through its disability insurer. Weekly 
benefits start immediately for any non job-related injury. If you are off from work due to 
sickness (or maternity leave), there is a seven (7) continuous day waiting period with 
benefits payable on the 8th day. 
 
For claims due to sickness, you should seek medical attention immediately!  This 
determines your date of disability and your 7-day elimination period will follow your date 
of disability.  For claims due to maternity, please refer to your claim form or plan 
booklet.  Benefits will begin on the first day of an accident.  Weekly benefits start 
immediately following the waiting period for sickness/maternity leave. The maximum 
benefit period for STD is 66-2/3% of your salary for up to thirteen (13) weeks. After this 
13-week period of continuous disability, the LTD plan becomes effective (if it has been 
purchased by the employee). This Plan is integrated with Family & Medical Leave 
(FMLA) Social Security and Workers' Compensation benefits. Refer to your Summary 
Plan Booklet (located on the INTRANET) for details. 
 
 
4.3 LIFE INSURANCE (COMPANY PAID) 

 
All regular full-time employees are eligible for TSG's Life Insurance Plan. Life Insurance 
is valued at two times your current salary (to a maximum of $250,000).  Premiums for 
this insurance are fully paid by TSG.   
 
However, premiums paid for policies in excess of $50,000 (Reference the EXLI 
information located on the INTRANET) will be calculated as taxable income and subject 
to federal income tax.  This tax will be calculated and then deducted bi-weekly from your 
pay to fulfill all tax requirements.   
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4.4 CONTINUATION AND CONVERSION OF HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS 
(COBRA) 

 
The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) requires continuation of 
group health coverage for certain employees and their dependents who would 
otherwise lose coverage under the plan.   
 
Your group health coverage with TSG will terminate at midnight on The last day 
of the month in which your employment terminates or the last day of the month in 
which you experience a reduction of hours of employment.  In accordance with 

applicable law, if your employment terminates, or if you experience a reduction in hours 
of employment, you may be eligible to either continue your present level of health 
insurance coverage under TSG's Group Health Insurance Plan, at your own cost, for a 
minimum period of eighteen (18) months, or you may be able to convert your group 
coverage to individual coverage. 
  
If your spouse and any dependent children are covered under TSG's Group  
Health Plan at the time of your termination or reduction of hours, they may also have the 
same right to continue their health insurance coverage. In addition, they may have the 
right to elect to remain covered under our Plan if they lose coverage because of: (a) 
your death; (b) your divorce or legal separation; (c) your entitlement to Medicare; or (d) 
a dependent child's ceasing to be a "dependent child" under the plan. However, if 
events (b) or (d) above occur, you or your spouse must notify us of the event within 60 
days in order for your spouse or child to be eligible to continue coverage. 
 
To be eligible for these continuation or conversion rights for yourself or your spouse and 
any dependent children, the law requires that certain conditions be met. In addition, the 
Plan Booklets you receive contain further details concerning your health insurance 
coverage and the extension of such benefit coverage that governs in the event of any 
conflict. Of course, because the law changes and because our health insurance benefits 
change periodically, the continuation and conversion of benefits described above may 
also change.  Information regarding your COBRA rights and premium information will be 
mailed to your home address following your date of termination or date of reduction of 
hours. 
 
 
4.5 401(k) RETIREMENT PLAN 
 
All regular full-time employees and part-time employees who complete  
1,000 hours of service are eligible for participation in TSG's 401(k) retirement plan. A 
401(k) plan allows you to reduce your compensation by payroll deduction and have 
these deferrals contributed to the plan on your behalf. This tax-deferred arrangement 
allows you to contribute up to the current IRS deferral limit amount.  Detailed 
information regarding catch-up contributions that began in 2002 will be provided in the 
Annual Plan Synopsis and Summary Plan Description.  Deferrals are calculated on total 
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wages to include overtime (excludes bonuses). Entry dates for the 401(k) plan are 
quarterly: January 1, April 1, July 1 and October 1 of each year. 
 
You may increase or decrease your contributions (or deferrals) once per quarter. You 
may cancel your contributions at any time during the year; however, when you do this, 
you may not contribute to the plan again until the next entry date. 
 
Each plan year, TSG may elect to make a matching contribution.  
Information regarding plan-matching contributions can be found in your 401(k) 
Summary Plan Description. 
 
Plus, your current federal taxable income is reduced by whatever you save and no 
federal income tax is paid on your contributions, TSG contributions, or on interest 
earned, until you actually withdraw the money. For more information, see your 
Summary Plan Description. 
 
 
4.6 WORKERS' COMPENSATION 

 
If you are injured on the job, you may be eligible to receive insurance benefits as 
provided under the State Workers' Compensation Act. TSG pays all costs of providing 
this insurance protection. It is important that you report immediately any accident or 
injury that occurs on the job or that you believe is job-related, to your Supervisor or 
Human Resources Manager. In most cases, you will need to complete a first report of 
injury within 24-48 hours of the incident's occurrence. Workers' Compensation policies 
vary according to the state in which you are employed. 
 
 
4.7 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 
 
TSG contributes under the State Unemployment Compensation Act to insurance funds 
that may provide you with income in the event you are laid off or become unemployed 
through no fault of your own. As an employee, you pay no part of the fund that provides 
you with this benefit. The entire cost for this protection is paid by TSG. 
 
 
4.8 SOCIAL SECURITY 
 
Social Security is a benefit to all employees with responsibility of contributions shared 
equally by TSG and you as an employee. Your share is deducted from your wages each 
pay period. TSG makes an equal contribution and sends the total (employer and 
employee) payment to the District Director of Internal Revenue Service. Social Security 
payments made by TSG are not subject to Federal or State Income Tax by the 
employee. 
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4.9 EMPLOYEE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
 
A variety of voluntary recreational, social, and athletic functions are supported by TSG 
from time to time, at its discretion, for the benefit of our employees. Significant financial 
support for these programs is supplied by TSG, and they are administered through our 
Human Resources Department or offsite. You should know, however, that TSG is not 
responsible for injuries or accidents resulting from your participation in any of these 
voluntary activities. 
 
 
4.10 PRESIDENT’S AWARDS 
 
All TSG employees are eligible to receive Presidential Awards. These awards are 
special recognitions issued by TSG's President for outstanding performance or for ideas 
that save time, money or materials, that improve service or quality, or make jobs more 
efficient, easier, or safer. Request(s) from an employee's supervisor/team leader, 
manager or group vice president should be submitted to the President.  To do this, you 
must complete the Employee Recognition Award Request Form. 
 
 
4.11 BONUS BENEFITS 
 
It is the policy of TSG Corporation to acknowledge and reward exceptional performance 
and outstanding contributions to TSG Corporation employees. This policy defines the 
types of bonuses and the procedures for their Administration. 
 
APPLICABILITY/ELIGIBILITY: 
 
All Regular full-time employees who have been employed with TSG for one  
(1) full year unless authorized by the President or Chief Financial Officer. 
 
DEFINITION: 
 
Performance - A majority of TSG employees are expected to perform at a high enough 
level to merit a performance bonus, typically issued during the last quarter of TSG’s 
fiscal year.   
 
Discretionary - Under extraordinary circumstances, the President, upon the 
recommendation of the Chief Financial officer or Group Vice Presidents may authorize 
the distribution of a bonus at any time during the fiscal year.  Such a bonus will be made 
when an outstanding performance is considered to merit immediate reward. 
 
GENERAL: 
 
To be eligible for the performance bonus, the employee must exceed minimum 
performance level expectations (goals).  These are established annually by the 
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employee and supervisor in unification with corporate goals and approved by the Group 
Vice Presidents, Chief Financial Officer and President.  These goals and expectations 
will be in such areas as technical performance on individual projects, customer service, 
customer relations, quality of work, administrative achievements, and cost control. 
 
Discretionary Bonus - Examples of achievements, which may merit a discretionary 
bonus, are: 
 

 Marketing or Sales Achievements Above Those Normally Expected of an 
employee in a given position. This bonus is to reward marketing or sales 
accomplishments clearly above what is expected. 

 

 Technical Development.  This criterion rewards those employees for their 

technical contributions.  Those technical development contributions must be 
significant and useful to TSG. 

 

 Outstanding Single Accomplishments. This category includes those 

extraordinary achievements that are significant on their own merit to help TSG 
progress toward attainment of its goals and objectives. 

 
Although permitted under special circumstances, as a rule, bonuses are not awarded in 
lieu of a fair and equitable salary. 
 
GUIDELINES: 
 
At the beginning of each year, a bonus pool will be projected for each Operating Group 
at an amount established by the Group Vice Presidents and Senior Executive Officers. 
The final amount of each bonus pool will be determined at the end of the fiscal year.  At 
that time, TSG Executives will determine the final bonus dollars available based upon 
the overall profitability and performance of each Group as compared to fiscal year 
targets. 
 
Once the amount of bonus money for each bonus pool is determined actual dollar 
amounts to be distributed to employees in each group shall be recommended by the 
Group Vice Presidents and approved by TSG’S Executive Officers. 
 
DISTRIBUTION: 
 
Performance Bonuses: These bonuses will be disbursed within 120 days after the end 
of the fiscal year.  Employees designated to receive these bonuses must be employed 
at TSG on the bonus distribution date. 
 
Discretionary Bonuses: This bonus may be the only bonus that an employee will receive 
for that fiscal year.  Discretionary bonuses are paid immediately rather than within 120 
days after the end of the fiscal year.  Requests for discretionary bonuses must be 
received in writing from the Group Vice Presidents to the Senior Vice President.  The 
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memo from the Group Vice President must cite in sufficient detail the exact reason for 
and identify the criteria under which the request is made.  The total of all discretionary 
bonuses shall not exceed 15% of the projected divisional bonus pool. 
 
EXCEPTIONS: 
 
Any exceptions to this policy will require the prior approval of the President or Sr. Vice 
President. 
   
 
4.12 SENIORITY 
 
Seniority for all employees will begin from the first day your actually start work for TSG.   
In the event of a layoff, the employee will retain his/her seniority for a period of one year 
from the effective date of the layoff but does not continue to accrue seniority during the 
leave of absence. 
 
In the event of mergers, acquisitions or new contracts involving transfer of incumbent 
employees, TSG may honor your date of hire and length of service on a case-by-case 
basis for the purpose of any benefit plans that will be affected by your seniority with your 
previous employer. 
 
Seniority is lost under any of the following conditions: 
 

1. Voluntary termination 
2. Involuntary termination (except in the event of layoffs as mentioned above) 
3. Retirement 
4. Following 12 months of separation for favorable and voluntary termination 

 
 
 

5.0 TIME OFF FROM WORK 
 
We hope that the provisions in this Section of our Handbook will provide periods of rest 
and recreation for you and your family. 
 
 
5.1 PAID LEAVE 

 
All regular full-time employees are eligible for TSG's paid leave plan.  
We encourage you to make full use of all of the paid leave to which you are entitled 
each year. 
 
Regular full-time employees will accrue 20 days of paid leave per year for the first 5 
years. It is solely the employee's discretion to use his or her paid leave as either leave 
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or sick leave. We request that you exhaust your paid leave prior to using any type of 
unpaid leave (as mentioned in Section 5.5). 
 
Paid leave is accrued at the rate of 6.15 hours per pay period. The following paid leave 
eligibility applies for leave earning: 
 

 One to five years - 6.15 hours per pay period (20 days). 

 After five years - one additional day per year for each year of service up to a 
maximum of twenty-five days of paid leave time. (Example: 21 days = 6.46 
accrual rate). 

 
Paid leave is earned beginning with the first day of employment and is accrued every 
pay period at a rate commensurate with the above schedule. A maximum of thirty days 
or 240 hours may be carried over each year. 
 
Employees with a break in service for more than one (1) year will accrue paid leave at 
the rate of a new employee. 
 
Your paid leave must be scheduled and approved in advance by your Supervisor. 
Approval of paid leave at a particular time may be denied by TSG due to business 
needs. Where operational efficiency precludes allowing two (2) or more employees to 
take paid leave at the same, the Supervisor will determine the schedule, giving 
preference to the most senior qualified employees (in length of TSG service) who can 
be spared, in the Supervisor's judgment. 
 
An employee may borrow against his or her paid leave as follows: 
 

 With approval from your Supervisor, an employee may borrow a total of up to 24 
hours. 

 Additional leave beyond 24 hours will require the approval of a Group Vice 
President or Corporate Office Executive. 

 
Holidays observed during an employee's paid leave should be charged to the holiday. 
Paid leave will not accrue when you are on an unpaid leave of absence. 
 
Upon termination of employment, an employee will be paid for all accrued unused 
paid leave at the employee's current base rate of pay in accordance with this 
policy. Negative paid leave balances will have the cash value of the borrowed time, and 
for non-exempt employees will be withheld from the employee's final paycheck. No 
payment will be made in lieu of paid leave not taken except to terminating employees as 
described above. 
 
Holidays observed during the employee's paid leave are charged to the holiday. 
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5.2 PAID HOLIDAYS - Office/Executive/Administrative  
 
It is the policy of TSG to observe ten (10) paid holidays each calendar year. All regular 
full-time employees are eligible for eight (8) hours of holiday pay at their regular base 
pay for the following holidays: 

 New Year's Day; 

 Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday (third Monday in January);  

 Presidents' Day (third Monday in February); 

 Memorial Day (last Monday in May); 

 Independence Day (July 4); 

 Labor Day (first Monday in September); 

 Columbus Day (second Monday in October); 

 Veteran's Day (November 11); 

 Thanksgiving Day (fourth Thursday in November); and  

 Christmas Day (December 25) 
 
Employees must be in *pay status on the workday immediately preceding and following 
the scheduled holiday. Substitutions in the TSG holidays listed above may be made by 
the Director of Human Resources, President or CFO. 
 
Unless notice to the contrary is given, when the holiday falls on a Sunday, Monday will 
be the paid holiday. When the holiday falls on a Saturday, Friday will be the paid 
holiday. If a recognized holiday falls during an eligible employee's paid absence (such 
as paid leave or sick leave), holiday pay will be provided instead of the paid time off 
benefit that would otherwise have applied. 
 
*Pay status - An employee who worked all scheduled hours, or who received holiday or 
leave pay for all scheduled hours, an employee who was on an authorized leave of 
absence with pay for all scheduled hours, or an employee who used a combination of 
these for all scheduled hours. 
 
FLOATING HOLIDAYS: 
 
A national holiday which is not recognized as a holiday in some states or would be a 
normal workday at some sites. These holidays are identified as follows:   

 Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday 

 President's Day 

 Columbus Day and Veterans' Day 
 
DEFERRED HOLIDAYS: 
 
In situations where a TSG employee must work on a scheduled holiday, that holiday will 
be "deferred".  If the employee works less than 8 hours on the scheduled holiday, the 
remaining hours of the holiday needed to total 8 hours will be deferred.  Any deferred 
holiday hours will be taken at a later date that is pre-approved by the employee's 
immediate supervisor.  The deferred holiday must be taken before the end of the year. 
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For timesheet purposes, the employee should enter the hours worked (plus any holiday 
hours needed to total 8 hours for the scheduled holiday). The employee should include 
a comment on his/her timesheet that he/she worked on the scheduled holiday.  When 
the employee takes the deferred holiday hours at a later date, he/she should charge the 
hours to holiday on the timesheet and include a comment that these holiday hours 
represent the scheduled holiday on which the employee actually worked.   
 
 
5.3 BEREAVEMENT LEAVE - Office/Executive/Administrative 

 
All regular full-time employees are eligible for TSG's bereavement leave benefit. Upon 
your first day of employment, you become eligible for a leave of absence with pay at 
your regular rate for a maximum of three (3) regularly scheduled work days lost due to a 
death in your immediate family. "Immediate family" is defined as the employee's 
spouse, parents, foster parents, legal guardians, grandparents, children, grandchildren, 
brother, sister, in-laws or "step" relatives of the same degree. Employees may, with their 
Supervisor's approval, use any available paid leave for additional time off for 
bereavement as necessary. 
 
Employees should notify their Supervisor immediately of the need to take bereavement 
leave. The appropriate hours should be noted in the proper space on the employee's 
time sheet to document bereavement leave. 
 
 
5.4 JURY DUTY - Office/Executive/Administrative 

 
It is the policy of TSG to encourage employees to fulfill their civic responsibilities by 
serving jury duty when called upon. Time off for jury duty is granted to all employees, in 
accordance with applicable law. When you receive a notice to report for jury duty, notify 
your Supervisor immediately. This will allow your Supervisor adequate time to make 
arrangements for coverage during jury duty absence. You must provide your Supervisor 
with a copy of the subpoena, jury certificate, or court order before leave is granted, and 
again upon your return to work. You must also furnish receipts or other records provided 
by the court showing the amount received as juror's fees, travel expenses, or any other 
compensation provided by the court. 
 
If you are not required to serve as a juror on a regularly scheduled workday, please 
contact your Supervisor as soon as possible to determine if you are needed by TSG to 
work that day. 
 
Employees may request up to 2 weeks of paid administrative leave at their base pay 
rate over any one-year period. Jury duty pay will be based on the employee's base pay 
rate times the number of hours the employee would otherwise have worked on the day 
of the absence. Employees will receive the difference between their gross salary from 
TSG and the gross pay received from jury duty attendance. No overtime or holiday 
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wages will be paid. In no event will the employee be entitled to jury duty pay under this 
policy for more than 80 hours within any year unless so required by law. If employees 
are required to serve jury duty beyond the period of paid administrative leave, they may 
use any available paid time off (for example, leave benefits) or may request an unpaid 
administrative leave of absence. 
 
Jury duty pay statements (not the actual check) should be forwarded to the  
Payroll department for differential pay processing. If the pay received is more than the 
employee's normal rate of pay, then no differential is paid. 
The employee does not have to pay TSG the excess. 
 
TSG will continue to provide health insurance benefits for the full term of the jury duty 
absence. However, benefit accruals such as leave, sick or holiday benefits, will be 
suspended during unpaid jury duty leave and resume upon return to active employment. 
 
 
5.5 UNPAID LEAVE OF ABSENCE - Office/Executive/Administrative 
 
On occasion, you may need to take extended time off from work for personal reasons. 
Depending upon the circumstances, including but not limited to our business needs, 
your overall job performance, length of service (seniority), and the reason for needing 
the time off, leave without pay and unpaid leaves of absence for limited periods may be 
granted, at TSG's discretion. 
 
Unpaid Leave of Absence (LOA) 
An unpaid leave of absence may be granted, in TSG's discretion, when a full-time 
employee is required to be off from work for a period up to ninety (90) consecutive 
calendar days. If you desire such a leave of absence, you must present a written 
request to your Supervisor who will forward it to our Human Resources Director for 
further consideration. To permit advance planning, any request for a leave of absence 
must be submitted at the earliest time you have reason to believe you will have a future 
need for such leave. The written request must set forth the anticipated length of the 
absence, with the date of the requested leave and the circumstances that prompted the 
request. An approved leave of absence will not be extended beyond the date of the 
initial written request without further written request and approval. 
 
Leaves of absence may be granted in two situations: 
 

 Medical Leave of Absence - may be granted when a licensed physician certifies 
that the employee is absent from work due to a medical condition which requires 
hospitalization or confinement under a physician's care or where the employee's 
condition presents a danger to the employee or to others. An employee granted a 
medical leave of absence will not receive company fringe benefits but may 
continue to participate in TSG's health insurance plans provided the employee 
pays the spouse and/or dependent cost of the premiums. Coverage under the 
insurance plans is provided subject to the limitations of the policies.  An 
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employee who has not met the eligibility requirements for FMLA leave is an 
example of someone who might request a medical leave of absence. 

 

 Personal Leave of Absence - may be granted to an employee when requested by 
the employee for reasons such as personal hardship, family illness, educational 
sabbatical, or public service. An employee granted a personal leave of absence 
will not receive company fringe benefits but may continue to participate in TSG's 
health insurance plans provided the employee pays the entire cost of the 
premiums. Coverage under the insurance plans is provided subject to the 
limitations of the policies. 

 
Unless on disability leave, you will be required to utilize the paid leave time which you 
have available to cover all or a portion of your absence in accordance with applicable 
policy, and you will receive full pay until your available paid leave is exhausted. Time in 
LOA status will not be considered for calculation when determining employee 
performance review dates. 
 
Being granted a leave of absence does not assure you the right to return to work for 
TSG or to return to the job you held before you left. It simply means TSG will make an 
effort, but is not obligated, to place you in a job upon your return. You will not accrue 
any length of service (seniority) credit while you are on leave. If you fail to accept an 
offer of reinstatement to a position offered by TSG at the end of such leave of absence, 
you will be deemed to have voluntarily resigned. 
 
This policy does not apply to leaves of absence covered by the Family and Medical 
Leave Act. FMLA leave is covered by a separate policy in Section  
5.6. 
 
 
5.6 FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE (FMLA) 
 
It is the policy of TSG to grant periods of unpaid leave to employees who request time 
off for family or medical reasons, in accordance with the Family and Medical Leave Act 
of 1993 ("FMLA"). The eligibility criteria and general guidelines used in administering 
this policy are set forth below. 
 
Covered Employees 
To be eligible for leave under the FMLA, you must have been employed by TSG for at 
least twelve months, whether consecutive or intermittent, and worked at least 1,250 
hours during the twelve-month period preceding the leave. The term "covered 
employees" does not include an employee that is employed at a worksite which 
employs less than 50 employees if the total number of employees within 75 miles of that 
worksite is less than 50. 
 
Reasons for Leave 
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You may request leave under the FMLA for the following reasons: (1) birth of a child; (2) 
placement of a child with you for adoption or foster care; (3) a serious health condition 
affecting your spouse, child or parent or (4) a serious health condition that makes you 
unable to perform at least one of the essential functions of your job. For purposes of this 
policy, a serious health condition is an illness, injury, impairment or physical or mental 
condition that involves inpatient care in a hospital, hospice or residential medical care 
facility, or continuing treatment by a health care provider. 
 
Length of Leave 
Leave under the FMLA is limited to a total of twelve (12) work weeks during a twelve-
month period. In determining the amount of FMLA available to you, we will consider the 
twelve-month period preceding the date the leave is to be used. Leave taken to care for 
a sick family member or because of your own serious health condition may be taken 
intermittently or on a reduced work schedule when medically necessary and supported 
by certification from your doctor or other health care professional. In such a situation, 
however, you may be transferred temporarily to a position which, at the discretion of the 
firm, better accommodates the leave schedule, but is equivalent in pay and benefits to 
the position held prior to the leave. FMLA leave taken for the birth of a child, or for the 
placement of a child for adoption or foster care, must be taken as a single block of time, 
unless otherwise agreed to by the firm, and eligibility for such leave ends twelve months 
after the date of birth or placement. 
 
Pay Status During Leave 
Your pay status during a period of leave under the FMLA will depend on the reason for 
the leave, the length of the leave, and the amount of available (by, earned but unused) 
paid leave time as of the beginning of the leave. You will be required to utilize the paid 
leave time which you have available to cover all or a portion of your absence in 
accordance with applicable policy, and you will receive full pay until your available paid 
leave is exhausted. If appropriate, you may be paid short- term disability benefits during 
the leave. Once your paid leave benefits are exhausted, you will be in unpaid status 
during the remainder of the leave. Paid leave time will not accrue during any period for 
which you are receiving short-term disability benefits or are in unpaid status. 
 
Notice Required 
If the need for leave is foreseeable, you must notify your Supervisor and the Human 
Resources Director, at least thirty days prior to the date the leave is to begin. If the need 
is not foreseeable, you should provide as much notice as practicable. The request for 
leave should be made by completing TSG's "Request for FMLA Leave" Form. On this 
form, you can denote your reason for the leave and amount of time required. If the leave 
is needed because of a serious health condition, whether yours or that of a family 
member, you will be required to provide a health care provider's certification to Human 
Resources on the appropriate TSG form to support the need for the leave. In the case 
of leave taken because of your own serious condition, certification (fitness-for-duty 
certificate) of your ability to return to work may also be required. 
 
 Effect on Benefits and Employment 
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Coverage under TSG's group health plan will continue at no additional expense to you 
during any period that you are on leave under the FMLA. You will, however, be required 
to continue paying your portion of the premium for your own and any dependent 
coverage, as well as any contributions to the Flexible Spending Accounts, should you 
wish to keep such coverage in effect. Coverage under TSG's life and long-term disability 
policies will be continued in accordance with the provisions set forth in our general 
Leave of Absence policy. Should you fail to return to work after the expiration of your 
leave, you may, depending on the circumstances, be required to refund to TSG any 
health insurance premiums paid on your behalf during the leave. 
 
Upon return to work from leave under the FMLA, you will be placed in the  
position you held prior to the leave or in one which, in TSG's judgment, is equivalent in 
pay, benefits and other conditions and terms of employment to that held prior to the 
leave. If you are considered a key employee (among the highest-paid 10% of all the 
employees employed by TSG within 75 miles of the employee's work location) under the 
FMLA, however, we are unable to guarantee reinstatement on the grounds that such 
reinstatement may cause substantial and grievous economic injury to TSG's operations. 
 
The provisions set forth above are a brief summary of the entitlements and 
requirements under the FMLA. It is our intention to administer the policy in a manner 
consistent with regulations issued by the Secretary of Labor.  
Questions regarding the FMLA should be directed to your Supervisor or the Human 
Resources Director. 
 
 
5.7 MILITARY LEAVE - Office/Executive/Administrative 

 
It is the policy of TSG to support employees who are U.S. Military reservists and are 
required to spend two weeks per year on active duty. In addition, TSG supports those 
reservists who are required to report for longer (or special) assignments. 
 
Military documents (copy of orders) must be provided to the employee's immediate 
Supervisor for verification of active military duty. 
 
Employees may receive up to two (2) weeks of reserve duty pay over any one  
(1) year period. Before leaving for reserve duty, employees must forward to Accounting 
documents from the military showing the amount of pay they will receive from the 
military. For the two-week reserve duty pay period, these amounts will be deducted from 
their regularly scheduled paycheck so that the employee's military pay plus TSG pay will 
amount to the employee's regular TSG pay. 
 
Health insurance benefits will be provided by TSG until the end of the first full 
month after military leave begins. At that time, employees will become responsible for 
the full costs of these benefits if they wish coverage to continue. When the employee 
returns from military leave, benefits will again be provided by TSG according to the 
applicable plans. 
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Benefit accruals, such as leave, sick leave, or holiday pay will resume for the normal 
two-week military assignment. However, benefits will be suspended when an employee 
is required to spend more than two weeks on active military duty. In the event that 
benefit accruals and holiday pay are suspended, they will resume upon the employee's 
return to active employment. 
Employees on two-week active duty training assignments or inactive duty training drills 
are required to return to work after the end of training, allowing reasonable travel time. 
Employees on longer military leave must apply for reinstatement in accordance with all 
applicable state and federal laws. 
 
Every reasonable effort will be made to return eligible employees to their previous 
position or a comparable one. They will be treated as though they were continuously 
employed for purposes of determining benefits based on length of serve such as the 
rate of leave accrual. 
 
Employees may also use available accrued leave to perform their required military 
training sessions and continue to receive full pay. 
 
 

6.0 YOUR CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
 
Your professional training and development can be beneficial both to you and TSG. But 
you must show the initiative and desire to move ahead in your career. 
 
 
6.1 EDUCATION ASSISTANCE  
 
It is the policy of TSG to support and encourage the educational development of its 
employees and to increase their knowledge and professional qualifications as it relates 
to TSG operations.  
 
The current program benefits (on a refundable basis for regular full-time employees) are 
as follows: 
 

1. $2,500 per calendar year for undergraduate coursework. 
2. $4,000 per calendar year for graduate coursework. 
3. $5,000 per calendar year for graduate engineering coursework. 

 
 
Employees must be in regular full-time status and employed continuously by TSG for 
three (3) months or more. The employee must be on TSG's payroll the date the course 
begins and ends (this requirement may be waived in the event of a layoff), and who 
qualifies under this Section.   
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Your education assistance application must be approved by the Supervisor, Program 
Manager or Group Vice President and submitted to the Human Resources Director prior 
to class registration. This form will be submitted to the Group Vice President for final 
approval. Once approval is granted, the employee will be notified via email by a 
member of the Human Resources Department or a signed copy of the Education 
Request will be mailed to the employee. 
 
To receive approval, the course of study must, in TSG's judgment, be of good quality, 
and enhance the employee's present or future job performance at TSG. The course of 
study must be sponsored by an accredited school, college or university. Attendance 
must be during non-working hours. Employees are limited to enrolling in two (2) classes 
per semester/quarter. 
 
Upon completion of the course, you must submit to your Supervisor documentation from 
the school, college or university containing evidence of satisfactory completion of the 
course, and evidence of your payment for the course. Employees enrolled in 
undergraduate courses must receive a minimum letter grade of "C" and employees 
enrolled in graduate courses must receive a minimum letter grade of "B" to be eligible 
for reimbursement. Where there is only a pass or fail grade available, a "P" for Pass is 
also acceptable. 
 
If employment terminates for any reason within twelve months following education 
reimbursement, you must reimburse TSG fifty percent (50%) of the funds received 
within the twelve (12) month period. You may reimburse TSG by payroll deduction(s) or 
personal check(s) payable to TSG. Additionally, by signing the application for education 
reimbursement, you agree that TSG may deduct funds from your paycheck(s).  If the 
employee's paycheck, including final pay is insufficient to repay these funds, the 
employee agrees to reimburse TSG promptly.  Any remaining amount is a debt owed to 
TSG that is collectible by any lawful means available. 
 
Reimbursement will occur after successful completion of the course and completion of 
the Reimbursement Request Form. You must submit the Reimbursement Request Form 
along with copies of the following: 
 

1. Approved Education Assistance Application,  
2. cash/credit card receipt(s) (for tuition and textbooks) and  
3. official grade 

 
***Under IRS rules, education assistance is not taxable to the employee, unless it 
is for an advanced degree, or exceeds the maximum allowed by law (currently 
$5,250 per year). 
 
 
6.2 PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS (CONTRIBUTION PLANNER AND 

EVALUATION, CP&E PROCESS) 
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It is the policy of TSG to review and evaluate performance through a written 
performance appraisal and discussion. In doing this, you and your Supervisor can 
discuss your performance, work-related concerns and your career goals and objectives. 
You and your supervisor may also want to identify and discuss your strong points as 
well as areas that need improvement. 
 
Moreover, consideration is given to the results of your job performance evaluation when 
making decisions on merit pay increases. The receipt of a performance appraisal does 
not guarantee an increase in salary. Increases are awarded in an effort to truly 
recognize truly superior employee performance. Non-receipt of a salary increase does 
not mean that you are not performing well. Non-receipt can be due to other factors such 
as introductory status or contractual rates allowed. A salary increase, if given, may 
become effective at the beginning of the next full pay period following the performance 
review (or on or about October 1 to comply with the start of the fiscal year cycle for 
CP&Es). 
 
In your first year of employment, you will receive performance appraisals by TSG after 
approximately your first three (3) months of employment (Introductory period).  
Thereafter, you will generally receive a review on an annual basis at or about the end of 
September.  Performance reviews may be conducted more or less frequently, at any 
time, however, depending on performance and TSG's judgment as to its business 
needs. 
 
Your performance will be rated by TSG, at its discretion, as either Exceeds Standards, 
Fully Achieves Standards or Improvement Required.  The CP&E Employee Comments 
form provides ample space for you to submit your comments about your evaluation, 
although TSG's appraisal and evaluation is binding on you, as a condition of your 
employment. 
 
Note: Employees responsible for performance appraisal of their direct reports must 

ensure that each employee has certified that he/she adheres to the promotion of the 
Ethics and Compliance Program. It is mandated that compliance must be considered 

prior to personnel actions and decisions including compensation. 
 
 
6.3 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP) 

  
TSG's Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is available to all regular part-time and full-
time employees and their eligible dependents. We recognize that it is sometimes difficult 
to cope successfully with the pressures of everyday life, and that personal problems can 
adversely affect your ability to perform satisfactorily on the job. We have, therefore, 
implemented a CONFIDENTIAL EAP (Available 24 hours per day) to provide voluntary 
counseling and referral services to employees who are having such problems and 
choose to utilize this Program. 
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The EAP provides employees and their families the opportunity to meet with 
experienced professionals. Following a thorough assessment, the counselor will either 
provide referrals to appropriate resources in the local community or provide short-term 
problem solving as appropriate. Examples of situations for which the EAP can offer help 
include: Marital problems, emotional distress, alcoholism, drug abuse or other personal 
difficulties resulting from situations such as financial, legal or health problems. For 
short-term problem solving, our plan offers 3 sessions per employee per issue. 
 
You may reach this service by placing a call to LifeBalance at (800) 854-1446 or via 
email at www.lifebalance.net, in order to schedule an appointment. You should 
understand, however, that TSG has no part in the operation of this Program. 
LifeBalance is an independent consulting agency, and we therefore assume no 
responsibility or liability for any of its acts or omissions. Additional information regarding 
this Plan is contained in a brochure available through the Human Resources 
Department. 
 
 
6.4 VOLUNTARY TERMINATION 

 
Every company must plan for its future personnel needs if it is to operate efficiently.  
Should you decide to leave TSG, we ask that you notify your Supervisor at least two (2) 
weeks in advance of your final day of work. 
 
On your last day worked, you must complete an Employee Separation Checklist with 
your Supervisor.  At this time, you must return all TSG property charged to you to 
include your company badge, keys, department literature, books, equipment, and other 
items. 
 
Additionally, in some cases, you may receive a Corporate Security debriefing and/or exit 
interview. Clearing yourself of these personal accountabilities will expedite disbursing 
your final paycheck. Remember also that you must continue to protect confidential and 
proprietary TSG information, including trade secrets and inventions, if applicable, after 
you leave TSG. 
 
 
 

7.0 WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU 
 
Whenever a group of people work together, there must be standards of conduct and 
attendance for common guidance and efficiency. It is impossible to define in detail every 
standard for every circumstance, and TSG tries to keep rules to a necessary minimum. 
We hope that your common sense will guide you as to the proper thing to do in most 
cases, so we have listed below only a few specifics regarding what we expect from you. 
This should not be regarded as an all-inclusive list of our expectations or standards. 
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If you have any questions about these standards of conduct and attendance, or about 
what to do or not to do in a situation, please contact your Supervisor.  
 
Obviously, when employee misconduct occurs, measures must be undertaken to 
correct the situation and to curtail further occurrences, for the good of us all. The 
approach we take to discipline may vary depending, at our discretion on, among other 
things, the gravity of the offense, the circumstances under which it occurred, your 
duties, your length of service (seniority) with TSG, and your overall work record, 
including any prior misconduct. In order of severity, discipline can take one of the 
following forms: 
 

 Verbal COUNSELING 

 A written WARNING or REPRIMAND 

 SUSPENSION from work with or without pay 

 DISCHARGE 
 
Keep in mind that TSG has no obligation to use any one or more of these forms of 
discipline prior to discharging an employee. Any or all of these steps can be omitted as 
TSG deems appropriate, at its discretion. Moreover, by establishing this disciplinary 
procedure, TSG is not relinquishing or limiting its managerial right to discharge for any 
or no reason at all, at any time, with or without notice. 
 
The use of progressive discipline as a pre-condition to termination thus is discretionary, 
in TSG's judgment. TSG's decision in every case is final and binding on all concerned, 
including the disciplined employee and all other persons or entities involved in any way, 
directly or indirectly. 
 
If you do receive the benefit of any of these methods of constructive counseling, 
however, be sure to take advantage of the opportunity to learn from your mistakes and 
improve. 
 
Some of the standards of conduct and attendance that we expect from you include, but 
are not limited to, the following: 
 
 
7.1 GIVE US QUALITY WORK 
 
TSG prides itself on being a leader in its field. One principle has been enforced without 
exception: Top Quality Performance. This philosophy has motivated the continued 
growth and success of TSG. Your continued employment is dependent upon living up to 
this high standard in your job. 
 
 
7.2 BE HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSCIOUS 
 
TSG is vitally interested in the health and safety of each employee.  
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But this is your concern too. Observe and obey our safety rules. Report promptly to your 
Supervisor any condition which you believe is unsafe or unhealthy, and any on-the-job 
or work-related injury. 
 
 
7.3 BE ALERT TO SECURITY 

 
Our job sites, TSG premises and other facilities contain valuable machinery, equipment, 
furnishings, merchandise, and other property. It is important, in order to protect your job 
and the jobs of everyone employed by TSG, that all employees pay close attention to 
the security of our facilities as well as all other property of TSG. Notify your Supervisor 
immediately if you see any suspicious or illegal activity of any kind, including the 
presence of strangers on our job sites or other TSG premises. 
 
 
7.4 OBSERVE THE RULES ON WORKPLACE SMOKING 

 
It is the policy of TSG to provide a safe and healthful work environment for all 
employees and visitors. Therefore, smoking and any derivative thereof is not permitted 
in TSG facilities, including any workplace or at any meetings, conferences or training 
sessions. 
 
 
7.5 KEEP US INFORMED (HUMAN RESOURCES, PAYROLL & INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY) 
 
Up-to-date, personal information is necessary for a number of reasons, including 
ensuring the administration of your employee benefits. It is your responsibility to notify 
TSG's Human Resources Director promptly of any change in your work address, e-mail 
address, telephone number, marital status, number of dependents, beneficiary 
designation, emergency contact information or anything else that would affect your 
employee benefits or our ability to contact you quickly. When appropriate, employees 
should submit this information on a TSG Payroll Action Form or by completing the 
appropriate benefit change form. 
 
 
7.6 REMEMBER COURTESY 
 
We view service to our customers and business family as one of our most important 
responsibilities. You are expected to help us carry out this policy by extending every 
courtesy and all assistance necessary, not only to customers and your fellow 
employees, but to any callers or business visitors to TSG. If someone asks you for 
assistance that you are unable to give, refer them to your Supervisor or the Human 
Resources Director. 
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7.7 BE AWARE OF YOUR PERSONAL APPEARANCE 
 
Individual appearances are an important aspect of TSG's overall image, and each 
employee has a responsibility to be properly dressed at all times. Your common sense 
should lead you to practice good personal hygiene and to wear clean and neat clothing. 
Consult with your Supervisor or the Human Resources Department for specific 
guidelines regarding personal appearance in your work area (A copy of the dress code 
will be provided). 
 
 
7.8 RESPECT PROPRIETARY INFORMATION 
 
Any information concerning the business of TSG, its customers, suppliers, sub-
contractors, dealers, employees or personnel associated with TSG is proprietary and 
restricted. Such proprietary information includes, but is not limited to, customer lists, 
customer preferences, financial information, marketing strategies, new materials 
research, proposal costs and bidding strategies, technological data and pending patents 
and technological prototypes. You may not reveal any such information except under 
the direction of your Supervisor or with his approval. If you are not sure about whether 
particular information is subject to this proprietary duty, refer inquiries to your 
Supervisor. Any employee who improperly uses or discloses trade secrets or proprietary 
business information will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment and legal action, even if he or she does not actually benefit 
from the disclosed information. 
 
 
7.9 RESPECT OUR POLICIES ON ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) 
 
COMPUTERS AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
 
All electronic and telephonic communication systems, computers and other business 
equipment and communications, including TSG-provided phone mail, e-mail, Internet 
access, fax machines and similar business devices, are the sole property of TSG. Any 
information transmitted by, received from, or stored in such equipment is also TSG's 
property. Employees should only use these systems for legitimate business purposes to 
advance TSG's business interests and not for their own personal use. These systems 
must not be used to transmit or download solicitations or offensive, vulgar or otherwise 
disruptive messages or materials, including, but not limited to, those that contravene 
TSG's policies regarding Equal Employment Opportunity and Sexual Harassment. 
 
TSG employees supporting the FAA contract should consult the corresponding IOT&E 
Addendum to this handbook. 
 
 
7.10 RESTRICT PERSONAL PHONE CALLS 
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While personal phone calls are permitted, they must be kept to a minimum.  
Calls should be made or received only when necessary, and be as brief as possible. 
Personal long distance calls should not be charged to TSG. 
 
TSG employees supporting the FAA contract should consult the corresponding IOT&E 
Addendum to this handbook. 
 
 
7.11 RESTRICT CONFLICTING OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES 
 
In limiting employees' involvement in certain outside activities, we are not attempting to 
interfere in your personal life, but rather we want to protect the best interests of TSG 
and all of our personnel. We cannot permit you to pursue activities which, in the 
judgment of TSG, may be in conflict with the general welfare of TSG or have the 
appearance of impropriety, or which might otherwise damage TSG's reputation, or 
interfere with our business or the proper performance of your duties.  
 
Certain activities which obviously are not proper for employees include but are not 
limited to employment with a competitor; use of TSG's time, facilities or equipment to 
engage in another business or occupation; holding financial interests that conflict with 
conscientious performance of their duties; solicitation or acceptance of any gift or 
anything of monetary value from any person or entity doing business with TSG; use of 
their position at TSG for private gains; and any outside activity which results in your 
losing time from work, being distracted from work, or otherwise performing 
unsatisfactorily, or which could result in an appearance of conflict. In addition, a conflict 
may arise when a TSG matter is likely to affect the financial interest of a member of an 
employee's household. You should consult with our Human Resources Manager before 
engaging in any activity which might be covered by this policy. 
 
 
7.12 AVOID CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 
It is important to TSG that all of our employees observe high ethical standards and treat 
both our customers and fellow employees fairly. You cannot allow personal or financial 
relationships with customers to interfere with the best interests of TSG. Similarly, 
personal or family relationships between employees within the same department will not 
be allowed to create the appearance of favoritism or otherwise affect the workplace. 
 
 
7.13 AVOID PROHIBITED SOLICITATION OF CUSTOMERS 

 
As a condition of working for TSG, you agree that all TSG customers that employees 
now or hereafter service during their employment, and all prospective customers from 
whom employees have solicited business while in TSG's employ, shall be solely TSG's 
customers. For a period of one year immediately following employment termination, 
employees shall not either directly or indirectly solicit business regarding products or 
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services competitive with those of TSG from any of TSG's customers with whom 
employees 
 
 
7.14 FOLLOW COMMON SENSE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT (TO INCLUDE 

TSG’S CODE OF ETHICAL BUSINESS CONDUCT) TO AVOID MAJOR 
OFFENSES 

 
You should be aware that there are certain major offenses which may result in an 
immediate penalty of probation, or suspension subject to discharge, or discharge, 
without any prior counseling. In order to avoid such consequences, just follow simple 
common sense guides and avoid major offenses such as, but not limited to, the 
following: 
 

(a) Failure or refusal to carry out orders or instructions (insubordination). 
 

(b) Unsatisfactory work performance. 
 

(c) Failure to fulfill the responsibilities of the job to an extent that might or does 
cause injury to a person or damage to or loss of product, machinery, equipment, 
facilities, or other property of TSG. 

 
(d) Violation of a safety, fire prevention, health, or security rule, policy or practice. 

 
(e) False, fraudulent, misleading or harmful statement, action or omission involving 

another employee, a customer, TSG or relations with TSG; or any action disloyal 
to TSG. 
 

(f) False, fraudulent, misleading or harmful statement, action or omission related to 
an employment application or any other information provided to or requested by 
TSG, whether oral or written; or refusal or failure to timely provide such 
information. 

 
(g) Unauthorized use of, removal of, theft of or damage to the property of TSG, an 

employee, an independent contractor, or a customer. 
 

(h) Threatened or actual physical violence. 
 

(i) Use of profane or abusive language. 
 

(j) Carrying any weapon while on TSG business, jobsite, premises or property 
without authorization from TSG. 

 
(k) Violation of any of the provisions of TSG's Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy, as 

provided in this Section. 
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(l) Organized gambling; or disorderly or immoral conduct while on TSG premises, 
jobsite or business. 

 
(m) Accepting or engaging in any outside employment with a competitor of TSG; or 

conducting or attempting to conduct any outside business while on TSG's 
premises or business. 

 
(n) Garnishments beyond the type and number protected by law. 

 
(o) Chronic, habitual, or excessive lateness or absenteeism of any type, early 

departure from work, and/or other violation of TSG's Standards of Attendance as 
provided in this Section. 

 
(p) Harassment of another employee of a sexual nature or otherwise, including but 

not limited to verbal or physical misconduct, or unwelcome advances with regard 
to or on the basis of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex, national origin or 
disability. 
 

(q) An arrest, criminal complaint, summons to answer a criminal charge, statement 
of charges, indictment, criminal information or any other criminal charge or 
conviction of an employee, depending on the particular circumstances and the 
offense charged, including but not limited to TSG's judgment as to the potential 
risk to safety or health of employees, the security of TSG premises and property, 
and/or TSG's reputation. 

 
(r) Fraudulent timecard reporting. 

 
(s) Personal use of the company credit card. 

 
(t) Any violation of TSG’s Code of Ethical Business Conduct (Reference the Written 

Code of Ethical Business Conduct). 
 
 
7.15 COMPLY WITH OUR STANDARDS OF ATTENDANCE 

 
It is your obligation to notify your Supervisor, as far as possible in advance of your 
scheduled work day, whenever you will be late or absent, to state the reason for such 
lateness or absence, and to advise when you expect to return to work. The message 
should include a telephone number where you can be reached. If you are physically 
unable to make a personal call, you must have someone else call for you. A written 
medical excuse may be requested by TSG from the employee's doctor, for any 
absence, at TSG's discretion, and will always be requested for absences greater than 
two days in length. Obviously, following these steps does not excuse the absence. 
 
No absence is automatically considered to be "excused" as such. Chronic, habitual, or 
excessive absenteeism or lateness, as judged by TSG in its discretion, may result in 
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disciplinary action, up to and including termination, in circumstances including but not 
limited to: 
 

(a) Frequent short-term absences and/or tardiness in violation of TSG rules. 
 

(b) Absence from work for two (2) consecutive scheduled work days without notifying 
TSG during the absence of an illness or accident preventing you from working 
(as evidenced by written certification of a medical doctor if requested by TSG), or 
other satisfactory reason for such absence, as determined by TSG. 
 

(c) Failure to return to work within two (2) consecutive scheduled work days after 
being released for duty by a doctor, unless specifically requested not to do so by 
the Human Resources Director, or after being notified of recall from layoff status 
by TSG. 
 

(d) Subject to our policy on family and medical leave, absence from work for any 
reason, including but not limited to illness, on or off-the job injury, layoff, or leave 
of absence, for a period in excess of twelve (12) consecutive months since your 
last day worked for TSG, or for a period exceeding the length of your continuous 
service with TSG, whichever is shorter. 

 
 
7.16 EMPLOYEMENT OF SUSPENDED OR DEBARRED INDIVIDUALS 
 

Federal and state agencies have the authority to exclude individuals or entities who 
have engaged in fraud or abuse from participation in programs they sponsor.  As such, 
TSG Corporation is committed to exercising due diligence to prevent and detect 
unethical behavior and/or violations of applicable laws, regulations, and policies by its 
employees and independent consultants which would require exclusion from 
participation in Federal programs.  TSG does not knowingly employ, with or without pay, 
an individual listed by a Federal Agency as being under indictment, convicted, or listed 
by a Federal Agency as debarred, suspended, or otherwise ineligible for Federal 
programs. 
  
In order to carry out this policy, TSG’s Director of Human Resources will make a 
reasonable inquiry into the status of any potential employee or consultant.  Such a 
reasonable inquiry is made during the hiring process and includes at a minimum, review 
of the General Services Administration’s (GSA) List of Parties Excluded from Federal 
Procurement and Nonprocurement Programs as maintained by GSA on the Internet.   
 
In the unlikely event that a post-offer applicant is confirmed as being excluded or 
debarred, the individual will be ineligible to start employment.  The Human Resources 
Director will immediately notify the Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer.  Thus, the 
employment offer will be rescinded immediately. 
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In the event that an employee is indicted or is proposed for debarment (or other 
offenses as noted within Article 17 of the Air Force Administrative Agreement) during 
his/her employment, the Company, in its discretion, may make the decision to terminate 
employment.  However, until a decision is made regarding the employee’s future status 
with the Company, the employee will be removed from responsibility for or involvement 
with U.S. Government business affairs until the resolution of the criminal case or such 
suspension or proposed debarment. 
 
 
7.17 EMPLOYMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN VIOLATION OF THE FOREIGN 

CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT 
 
In addition, if a TSG employee is charged with a criminal offense relating to the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act, false statements, false claims, corruption, conflict of interest, 
unlawful business practices or anti-competitive conduct or otherwise charged with an 
offense relating to honesty or integrity, TSG will remove that employee immediately 
from responsibility or involvement with TSG business affairs.   
 
If the employee is convicted of a criminal offense relating to the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act, false statements, false claims, corruption, conflict of interest, unlawful 
business practices or anti-competitive conduct or an offense relating to honesty or 
integrity; or debarred, TSG policy requires that the employee will be terminated and 
TSG will notify the proper authorities within 24 hours of the action. 
 
 
7.18 MAINTAIN A DRUG AND ALCOHOL FREE ENVIRONMENT 

 
In order to protect the safety, health, and productivity of all employees and the general 
welfare of TSG, the following actions are considered by TSG to be unacceptable 
conduct. A violation of any of these rules will be considered a major offense which, in 
TSG's judgment, may result in probation, suspension subject to discharge, or discharge. 
 

a) Bringing onto TSG's premises, property or jobsite, having possession of, having 
present in the body system, being under the influence of, using, consuming, 
distributing or attempting to distribute, manufacturing or dispensing any form of 
narcotic, depressant, stimulant, hallucinogen, or any kind of perception-altering 
drug or controlled substance (excepting only the taking of a prescribed drug 
under the direction of a physician, to the extent it does not impair job 
performance or threaten safety, health, security or property), at any time during 
the hours between the beginning and end of your work day, whether or not on 
TSG business, premises, property or jobsite. 

 
b) Bringing onto TSG's premises, property or jobsite, having possession of, being 

under the influence of, using, consuming, distributing or attempting to distribute, 
manufacturing or dispensing any form of alcohol at any time during the hours 
between the beginning and end of your workday, whether or not on TSG 
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business, premises, property, or jobsite, except (in moderation) for authorized 
TSG-sponsored social activities or business entertainment purposes. 

 
c) Having possession of, being under the influence of, using, consuming, 

distributing or attempting to distribute, manufacturing or dispensing drugs, 
alcohol or any other mind or perception-altering substance off TSG premises, 
property or jobsite, and outside your working hours, that could or does adversely 
affect your job performance, your or other persons' safety, health, security or 
property, or TSG's reputation. 

 
d) Refusing to cooperate in or submit to questioning, medical or physical tests or 

examination, or an inspection or search, when requested or conducted by TSG 
or its designee and when in accordance with applicable laws. 

 
e) Prescription drugs are permitted as long as they are prescribed by a physician for 

the person in possession of them and are used as prescribed. Over-the-counter 
medications are permitted as long as they are used as directed for the purpose 
for which they are intended. Prescription drugs and over-the-counter medication 
must be kept in their original marked container and must not result in side-effects 
that, in TSG's opinion, pose a threat to the safety of the employee or others. 

 
f) An employee who uses prescribed drugs or over-the-counter medication that 

may impair his or her ability to perform an essential function of his or her job or 
pose a threat to the employee or to others is expected to report this information 
to the Supervisor of the Human Resources Department. 

 
g) Nothing in this Policy shall be construed as inconsistent with TSG's responsibility 

for compliance with Federal, State and Local laws regarding fair employment 
practices, and the implementation of this Policy shall be accomplished in 
accordance with such laws. 

 
h) TSG considers any violations of the guideline above to be unacceptable conduct. 

Any violations of this policy will be considered a major offense, which in the 
judgment of TSG may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including immediate 
termination of employment and/or required participation in a substance abuse 
rehabilitation or treatment program. 

 
i) An employee who is arrested for, or convicted of, a drug offense including but not 

limited to the sale, consumption, distribution, manufacture or possession of any 
form of narcotic, depressant, stimulant, hallucinogen, or any kind of perception-
altering drug or controlled substance must promptly inform his/her Supervisor of 
the arrest, the nature of the charge and the ultimate disposition of the charge. 
Failure to do so is grounds for disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 
Such arrest/conviction may subject the employee to discipline, up to and 
including termination, depending upon the circumstances involved. 
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j) Overconsumption of alcohol at company social events is not acceptable. 
 
 
Examinations and Searches for Drugs and Alcohol 
 
TSG retains the right, in its discretion, to the extent permitted by law, to require all 
employees and applicants for positions to submit to physical examinations or tests by a 
person or agency designated by TSG, at TSG expense. Such examinations may include 
but are not necessarily limited to blood, urine, breath, or other tests for evidence of the 
presence of alcohol, drugs, and perception-altering drug or other controlled substances 
in the body. As is further set forth in Section 3.9 of this Handbook, TSG also reserves 
the right to search employees' packages, vehicles, lockers, handbags and similar items 
while on TSG property or business. 
  
In particular, TSG reserves the right, in its discretion, to examine or test for the 
presence of alcohol and drugs (as stated above) in situations such as, but not limited to, 
the following, in accordance with applicable law: 
 

a) As part of a pre-employment physical examination. 
 

b) As part of a physical examination which TSG may require employees to undergo 
on a regular basis, on a schedule to be determined by TSG. 

 
c) Due to the safety or health risk or sensitive security duties of a specific job, as 

determined by TSG, at any time. 
 

d) Following a safety infraction or work-related accident that does or might cause 
bodily injury or damage to property, in TSG's judgment. 

 
e) Specific employee behavior on the job which TSG determines gives 

management reasonable suspicion that such behavior might be or is due to 
alcohol or drug use. 
 

f) As otherwise required or permitted by applicable law. 
 

 
7.19 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP) 
 
As is set forth in Section 6.3 of this Handbook, TSG provides an Employee Assistance 
Program (EAP) as an employee benefit. Employees are encouraged to seek voluntary 
assistance in dealing with any drug or alcohol problem. A voluntary leave of absence 
may also be available, under TSG's leave of absence policy, for purposes of 
rehabilitation from drug and alcohol problems. If an employee is found by TSG to have 
committed a drug or alcohol related offense, as set forth above, under some 
circumstances he or she may be referred to the EAP for rehabilitation, being subject to 
disciplinary action then, if he/she refuses or fails rehabilitation. 
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8.0 OUR RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Handbook, all managerial and administrative 
functions and prerogatives entrusted to and conferred upon employers inherently, 
expressly, and by law, are retained and vested exclusively with TSG, including but not 
limited to the right to exercise our judgment and discretion to take whatever action is 
necessary to operate TSG's business, protect its health, property, security, and general 
welfare; to reduce, contract out, sell, close down, or relocate TSG's operations or any 
part thereof; to hire, layoff, direct, discipline, discharge, or increase the efficiency of the 
workforce in the manner and to the degree TSG deems appropriate; to set the 
standards of productivity, maintenance, services, security, research and development; 
and, in general, to take whatever other actions necessary in TSG's judgement and 
discretion to administer TSG's operations and direct its work force. 
 
Although TSG from time to time expects to expand the wages, benefits, work rules, 
services, and policies summarized in this Handbook, we reserve the right to alter, 
amend, reduce or discontinue any wage schedule, policy, work rule or benefit included 
in this Handbook. The failure of TSG to exercise any prerogative or function in a 
particular way shall not be considered a waiver of TSG's right to exercise such 
prerogative or function or preclude it from exercising that prerogative or function in 
some other way. 



Operations Log Sheet Note Book



Cultivation Log Sheets



Receipt of Materials

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from the 

quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Quantity Released:

Notes/Comments:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after Corrective 

Action:

Date of Release of 

Materials:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO



Cultivation Facility Evaluation

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Overall Plant Health:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Propagation/Clone Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Notes/Details:

Date: Time: Employee:

Mother Room

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO



Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Action Items (if any) :

Additional Notes/Details:

Plant Vegetative Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Notes/Details:

Number of Plants: POS System Accurate? Adjustment(s) Made?

Additional Notes/Details:

Notes/Details:

Flowering Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?):

CO2 Level: Plant Flowering Lifecycle Week:

Lights functioning properly? Growing equipment functioning properly (Autopots, etc.) ?

Overall Plant Health:

Any signs of disease/pest infestation? What type of disease/pest infestation?

Action Items (if any) :

Vegetative Room(s)

Temp.: Humidity:
Plant Medium Moisture Level (plants need to 

be watered?): YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO



Daily Zone/Room Environment Documentation

Monday

Vegetative Room(s)

Tuesday

Vegetative Room(s)

Wednesday

Vegetative Room(s)

Thursday

Vegetative Room(s)

Friday

Vegetative Room(s)

Saturday

Vegetative Room(s)

Sunday Employee:

Vegetative Room(s)

Date: Time:

Temp:

Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity:

Clone Room Flowering Room(s) Dry Room Cure Room

Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity:

Notes/Details:

Date: Time: Employee:

Flowering Room(s) Dry Room Cure Room

Temp: Temp: Temp: Temp:

Clone Room

Humidity: Humidity: Humidity:

Notes/Details:

Humidity: Humidity:

Temp: Temp:

Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity:

Clone Room

Temp: Temp:

Flowering Room(s) Dry Room Cure Room

Temp: Temp: Temp:

Date: Time: Employee:

Notes/Details:

Clone Room

Temp:

Humidity: Humidity:

Flowering Room(s) Dry Room Cure Room

Temp: Temp:

Date: Time: Employee:

Notes/Details:

Clone Room Dry Room Cure Room

Date: Time: Employee:

Flowering Room(s)

Temp: Temp: Temp:

Humidity: Humidity: Humidity:

Temp:

Humidity:

Temp:

Humidity:

Humidity:

Temp:

Notes/Details:

Date: Time: Employee:

Temp:

Humidity:

Clone Room Flowering Room(s) Dry Room Cure Room

Temp: Temp: Temp:

Humidity:

Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity: Humidity:

Notes/Details:

Notes/Details:

Date: Employee:Time:

Clone Room Flowering Room(s) Dry Room Cure Room

Temp: Temp: Temp: Temp: Temp:

Temp: Temp: Temp: Temp: Temp:



Pest and Disease Identifiication Documentation

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Notes:

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation: Type of Issue:  

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) : Zone/Room of Infestation:

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation:
Type of Issue:  

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) :

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) : Zone/Room of Infestation:

Zone/Room of Infestation:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Notes:

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation: Type of Issue:  

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation: Type of Issue:  

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) : Zone/Room of Infestation:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Notes:

Corrective Action to be Taken:

Notes:

Notes:

Date of 1st Sign of Infestation: Type of Issue:  

Name of Pest or Disease (if known) : Zone/Room of Infestation:

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other

Pest/Insect Infestation Mold/Fungal Infestation Bacterial Infestation Other



Pesticide/Fungicide Application Documentation

Date/Time 

Applied
Employee/Signature/License # EPA Registration #

Name of 

Pesticide/Fungicide/Product

RFID Tag # or Room 

Applied To

Amount 

Applied
Notes



Propagation Log

POS Record Made/Notes:
Employee 

#1:

Propagation Log

Date:
Employee 

#2:

Plant ID#/Strain that Clone was 

Taken From:

Quantity of 

Cuting Taken:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO



Date:
Employee 

#2:
Plant ID# and Batch #:

New Container 

Size:

Transplant Log

POS Record 

Made:

Employee 

#1:

Original 

Container Size:

Plant Lifecycle 

Stage:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO



Nutrients, Supplements and/or Growth Additives

Nutritional Deficiency 

Identified?

What is the nutritional 

deficiency (reason for 

application) ?

Nutrient, Supplement and/or 

Growth Additive Applied:

Amount Applied: Applied 

By:

Note/Comments:

Week:

Nutritional Deficiency 

Identified?

What is the nutritional 

deficiency (reason for 

application) ?

Nutrient, Supplement and/or 

Growth Additive Applied:

Amount Applied: Applied 

By:

Note/Comments:

Date: Employee: Grow Room: Plant Attribute # and Batch # Lifecycle Stage:

Note/Comments:

Date: Employee: Grow Room: Plant Attribute # and Batch # Lifecycle Stage: Week:

Nutritional Deficiency 

Identified?

What is the nutritional 

deficiency (reason for 

application) ?

Nutrient, Supplement and/or 

Growth Additive Applied:

Applied 

By:

Amount Applied:

Week:Date: Employee: Grow Room: Plant Attribute # and Batch # Lifecycle Stage:

Vegetative Flowering

YES NO

Vegetative Flowering

YES NO

Vegetative Flowering

YES NO



Date: Emplooyee: Grow Room: Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Lifecycle Stage:

Cultivation Inventory--Plants



Facility POS Inventory Reconciliation

Notes:Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity On 

Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:



Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Note/Comments:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Internal 

Investigation:

Product Loss 

Valuation:
Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #

Reporting 

Employee:

Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss Due To:Manager/Supervisor:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO



Date: Plant Attribute # and Batch#: Plant Strain: Wet Weight: Waste Weight: Trim Weight: Bud Weight:

Harvested Medical Cannabis



Sample Pass Testing:

Date:

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Batch Cleared for Release for 

Distribution?

Witnessed by 

(initial):

Released by 

(initial):

Inventory 

Control 

Updated?

Batch Purity: Batch expiration date 

data/support:

Notes/Details:

Medical Cannabis Batch Log

Date 

Sample 

Shipped:

Batch Potency:

Package 

Quantity:

Packaged By 

(initial) :
Storage Area:Date: Attribute # and Batch#: Plant Strain: Package ID#:

Package 

Weight:

Witnessed By 

(initial) :

YES NO

YES NO YES NO
YES NO



Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :



Record on Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Receiving Laboratory:
Grower 

Agent #2:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight

:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Notes/Details:

Notes/Comments:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO



Receiving Laboratory:

Material Change Samples for Laboratory Testing

Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :



Date: Employee: Plant ID/Attribute #: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Mix Weight: Total Weight to Dispose:

Marijuana Waste Documentation Log Sheet



Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation



Notes/Comment:Date: Employee: Scale Serial #/ID#: Calibration Service Supplier:

Scale Calibration

Scale 

Calibrated

YES NO

YES NOYES

YES NOYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES



Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Notes/CommentsDate: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation



Facility Ventilation Protection (filters/screens)

Date: Employee:
Facility Ventilation Equipment/Area 

Serviced:

Date of Last 

Service:

Filter/Screen 

Replaced?
Notes/Comments

Filter/Screen 

Cleaned?

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO



Medical Marijuana Products Daily Transfer/Wholesale

Date:
Employee 

1:
Product/Plant ID/Strain:

Quantity 

Wholesaled:
Transferred/Wholesaled To:

$ Amount 

Received:

Employee 

2:
Notes/Comments:



Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Name of Originating Entity:  CannaMD

*This form must be completed prior to the shipping of any medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  This Record for Shipment must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.  

Signature of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Record for Shipment Form

Shipment Identification #: Test results included for 

ALL products being 

shipped?

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Party Information
Medical Cannabis/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute 

#/Product ID #

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Receiving Party: 2)

License # of Receiving Party (if applicable) : 3)

Address of Receiving Party: 4)

5)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Name of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis product(s))

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NO



Date:

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  The receiving entity may reject the product 

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.  

Fax Form to:                                                                OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute # and 

Batch #

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s):

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Medical Cannabis Transport Manifest Form

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

Time: 

Route to be Traveled:

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document that 

person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Check Here if multiple pages are used



Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled

Date: Quantity Collected:
Collected From 

(Organization/Patient/Caregiver):
Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

Supervisor

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

List Potential Oranizations/Patient/Caregivers to Notify:

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

DOH FDA CSPA Other



Returned Marijuana Products Log Sheet

Date:
Receiving 

Employee:

Patient/Caregiver/Company 

Returning Marijuana Product:

Marijuana Product Returned 

(Name/Attribute#):

Quantity/

Weight:
Reason for Product Return



Date: Employee: Patient/Caregiver: Marijuana Product to Dispose: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Total Weight to Dispose:

Returned Marijuana Waste Log Sheet



Emergency Situation Documentation

Date:

Authorities Notified:

Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency:

Which Authorities:

Authorities Notified: Which Authorities:

Description of the Incident:

Description of the Incident:

Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency:

Date:

Description of the Incident:

Date: Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency:

Authorities Notified: Which Authorities:

Description of the Incident:

Date: Reporting Employee: Manger on Duty:

Type of Emergency:

Authorities Notified: Which Authorities:

Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO

Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO

Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO

Robbery of Theft Fire Emergency Chemical Spill Medical Emergency Other Emergency

YES NO



Deviation/Material Change to SOPs

Date: Grower Agent:
Deviation in Production:

After documentation of a material change to a standard operating procedure, registered grower agents will be required 

to maintain the record of material change within a limit-access and secured area of the Licensed Premise.  

Manager/Supervisor Awareness 

and Approval:

Manager/Supervisor Signature:

Reason for the deviation (identify and describe in detail the deviation from the SOP) :

Material Change made to the SOP (please describe in detail) :

Sample of producton batch with deviation determined to 

meet specifications for the variety by CannaMD and the 

independent testing laboratory?

Medical Cannabis Batch Released for Distribution? Additional Notes/Comments:

SOP requiring material change:

Sample of producton batch with deviation sent to 

independent testing laboratory?

SOP Updated? Date Updated: Update By:
YES

NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NOYES

YES NO



Processing Log Sheets

CONFIDENTIAL PROPRIETARY AMERICAN CANNABIS COMPANY INC. INFORMATION



Date: Employee: Plant Attribute #/Unique ID #/Strain: Quantity Received: Received From:

Receiving Cannabis Raw Materials 



Record of Receipt of Materials Made in 

Perpetual Inventory Control System 

(POS)?

Required POS Records:  date of 

receipt, quantity of material, 

types/variety of material date of 

release

Employee Making POS 

Record Entry:

Employee Witnessing POS Record 

Entry:

Notes/Comments:

Date of Release of 

Materials:
Employee(s)/Supervisor Releasing Materials:

Product/Strain/Attribute ID # of Released 

Material(s):
Quantity Released:

Materials Placed 

in Quarantine:

Materials Pass 

Visual Inspection:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection: Corrective action to be taken:

Materials Pass Visual 

Inspection after Corrective 

Action:

Describe whay Materials did not pass visiual inspection after 

corrective action:

Next corrective action to be taken:

If materials passed visual inspection, and are determined to be acceptable for use as intended, said materials may be relaesed from the 

quarantine areas and used as intended.  

Receipt of Materials

Date of 

Receipt:

Receiving 

Employee #1:

Receiving 

Employee #2:
Product/Strain/Attribute ID #:

Quantity 

Received:
Received From:

YES NO YES NO

YES NO

YES NO



Processing--Daily Production

New Product 

ID #:
Date:

Cannabis Raw Material Product Attribute 

#/Plant ID #/Strain:

MIP Product 

Quantity:

Cannabis Product SKU 

to be Produced:

Total 

Manufactured:



Cannabis-Infused Products Daily Production

New Product ID 

#:
Date:

Raw Material Product Attribute #/Plant 

ID #/Strain:

Raw Material 

Quantity:

Product SKU to be 

Produced:

Total 

Produced:



Date: Emplooyee: Grow Room: Plant ID/Strain: Quantity: Lifecycle Stage:

On-Hand Inventory--MIP Products



Facility POS Inventory Reconciliation

Date: Product Name:
Product Attribute 

#/Unique ID #:

Quantity On 

Hand:

Quantity in 

POS System:

Employee 

#1:

Employee 

#2:
Notes:



Product Loss Log Sheet

$

Internal 

Investigation:

Required Authorities 

Notified:
Authorities Notified (list all) :

Note/Comments:

Reporting 

Employee:
Manager/Supervisor: Product Loss Due To:

Date: Product Name/Category Product Attribute # or Unique ID #
Total Quantity 

Loss:

Product Loss 

Valuation:

Employee Theft/Diversion Burglary/Robbery Error/Destruction Other

YES NO YES NO



Sample Pass Testing:

Date:

Batch Potency: Batch Purity: Batch expiration date 

data/support:

Notes/Details:

Witnessed By 

(initial) :
Storage Area:

Date 

Sample 

Shipped:

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

Batch Cleared for Release for 

Distribution?

Inventory 

Control 

Updated?

Released by 

(initial):

Witnessed by 

(initial):

Medical Cannabis Product Batch Log

Date: Attribute # and Batch#: Plant Strain: Package ID#:
Package 

Weight:

Package 

Quantity:

Packaged By 

(initial) :

YES NO

YES NO YES NO
YES NO



Samples for Laboratory Testing

Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :
Receiving Laboratory:





Record on Batch Samples for Laboratory Testing

Notes/Comments:

Date of 6-month 

interval test:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?
Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support:

Batch Potency Batch Purity

Batch expiration date data/support: Notes/Details:

Receiving Laboratory:

Date Sample 

Shipped:
Sample Pass Testing

Certificate of Analysis Provided w/ 

Supporting Data?

If sample failed testing, will batch be 

reprocessed or destroyed?
Licensed Processor to Send Batch to:

Date Sample 

Prepared:

Grower 

Agent #1:

Grower 

Agent #2:

Product Attribute ID #, Batch# and 

Strain/Variety

Sample 

Quantity/Weight

:

Test Sample ID # 

(NEW) :

YES NO YES NO Reprocessed Destroyed

YES NO YES NO



Material Change Samples for Laboratory Testing

Date: Employee:
Attribute ID 

#/Product/Strain:

Sample 

Quantity:

Sample Attribute ID # 

(NEW) :
Receiving Laboratory:



Date: Employee: Plant ID/Attribute #: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Mix Weight: Total Weight to Dispose:

Marijuana Waste Documentation Log Sheet



Date: Zone/Room Cleaned: Cleaning Agent(s) Used: Reason for Cleaning:Notes/Comments: Cleaned By (initial) :

Cleaning and Sanitation Documentation



Notes/Comment:

Scale Calibration

Date: Employee: Scale Serial #/ID#: Calibration Service Supplier:
Scale 

Calibrated

YES NO

YES NOYES

YES NOYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES

YES NOYESYES



Equipment Maintenance, Cleaning and Sanitation

Notes/CommentsDate: Employee: Equipment Name/Model#
Date of Last 

Maintenance

Date of Last Cleaning 

& Sanitation



Facility Ventilation Protection (filters/screens)

Date: Employee:
Facility Ventilation Equipment/Area 

Serviced:

Date of Last 

Service:

Filter/Screen 

Cleaned?

Filter/Screen 

Replaced?
Notes/Comments

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO



Medical Marijuana Products Daily Transfer/Wholesale

Date:
Employee 

1:

Employee 

2:
Product/Plant ID/Strain:

Quantity 

Wholesaled:
Transferred/Wholesaled To: Notes/Comments:

$ Amount 

Received:



Wholesale Cannabis Products (Outgoing)

Fulfilled 

By:
Wholesaled To:Date:

Order 

Taken By:
Attribute ID #/Product/Strain:

Quantity 

Ordered:

Quantity 

Fulfilled:



Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Additional Description:  (add description/details about medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis product(s))

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

Name of Person Receiving or Rejecting Product(s): Date:

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Receiving Party: 2)

License # of Receiving Party (if applicable) : 3)

Address of Receiving Party: 4)

5)

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Receiving Party Information
Medical Cannabis/Product(s) within the 

Shipment

Quantity/ 

Weight

Attribute 

#/Product ID #

Name of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Signature of Registered Grower Agent who prepared and sealed the package:

Name of Originating Entity:  CannaMD

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Date Package/Shipment Sealed: Time Package/Shipment Sealed: License # of Originating Entity:

Record for Shipment Form

Shipment Identification #: Test results included for 

ALL products being 

shipped?

*This form must be completed prior to the shipping of any medical cannabis or medical cannabis products.  This Record for Shipment must be present along with the 

Transportation/Trip Manifest Form with ALL shipments of medical cannabis and/or medical cannabis products from the Licensed Premise.  

Check Here if multiple pages are used

YES NO



Date:

Signature: Signature of Individual Taking Receipt of Rejected Portion of this Shipment:

Name of Person Transporting Product(s): Signature of Person Transporting Product(s):

Make, Model, License Plate #: Date of Signature:

Notes:  (add details for extenuating circumstances such as road closures, flat tire, etc.) Handeling and/or storage instructions:

PRODUCT REJECTION (if only a portion of the shipment if rejected, circle that portion above.)

I confirm that the contents of this shipment match the weight records above, and I agree to tke custody of those portions of this shipment NOT  circled above.  Those 

portions that ARE  circled above were returned to the individual delivering this shipment.  

Name of Person Accepting or Rejecting Product(s): Time: 

Route to be Traveled: 9)

10)

11)

*If any other person had custody or control of this shipment, document that 

person’s identity, the circumstances, duration, and disposition here.
12)

13)

14)

15)

Date and Approximate Time of Departure: 7)

Date and Approximate Time of Arrival: 8)

Phone # of Destination Entity: 6)

Stop Number on Route: 1)

Name of Destination Entity: 2)

License # of Destination Entity: 3)

Address of Destination Entity: 4)

5)

List the total numberof pages in the Manifest here _________.

Trip/Manifest Plan Cannabis Strain/Product
Attribute # and 

Batch #

Quantity/ 

Weight

*If you are delivering more than fifteen (15) products to one stop, use a second form to list the additional product(s).

Medical Marijuana Transport Manifest Form

*All sales transactions are to be completed prior to transportation of ANY medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.  The receiving entity may reject the product 

being delivered, but the amount delivered must be limited to the amoutn which was agreed upon in the prior sales transaction.  

Fax Form to:                                                                OR  Email to:

Date Manifest Completed: License # of Originating Entity:

Name of Originating Entity:

Address of Originating Entity:
Phone #:

Email:

Email Address or Fax Number to Which Approved Manifest Copy is to be Sent:

Phone # Department Can Call with Questions: 

Check Here if multiple pages are used



Date: Product Name Product Attribute # or Unique ID # Quantity to be Recalled

Product Recall Documentation Log Sheet

Supervisor

List Potential Oranizations/Patient/Caregivers to Notify:

Regulatory Agencies Notified:

Date: Quantity Collected:
Collected From 

(Organization/Patient/Caregiver):
Accepting Employee: Notes/Details

DOH FDA CSPA Other



Returned Marijuana Products Log Sheet

Date:
Receiving 

Employee:

Patient/Caregiver/Company 

Returning Marijuana Product:

Marijuana Product Returned 

(Name/Attribute#):

Quantity/

Weight:
Reason for Product Return



Date: Employee: Patient/Caregiver: Marijuana Product to Dispose: Waste Weight: Mixed With: Total Weight to Dispose:

Returned Marijuana Waste Log Sheet



Employee List

Name Industry License # Email Phone Hire Date Termination Date



Visitor Signature
Escorting Facility 

Employee

Visitor Sign-In Documentation Log Sheet

Date Time In Time Out Visitor Name Visitor Company



Reason for Visit
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1.0 Overview 

 

This document provides implementation guidance for The Sentel Group’s (TSG) Security 

Program whose role it is to provide security for employees, facilities, property and 

operations.  

 

This document establishes the physical security standard for all TSG facilities including 

office, storage, processing, and distribution, all physical property including, but is not 

limited to office equipment & supplies, capital equipment, product, physical and 

electronic documents containing proprietary or confidential information.  

 

Section 2.0 Primary Security Responsibilities 

 

2.1 The Director, Physical Security has primary responsibility for the strategic 

direction of all TSG entity security operations. 

 

2.1.1 The Safety & Security Manager has primary responsibility for developing, 

interpreting and implementing physical security policy directives and required 

procedures, and for the oversight of all physical and technical security 

enhancements for TSG entity operations. 

 

2.1.2 TSG Management and Supervisory staff are directly responsible for ensuring that 

all employees under their authority understand and  follow the TSG security 

policy directives and  procedures. 

 

Section 3.0 Policy Directives and Required Procedures 

 

3.1 Executive Staff, Physical Plant, Human Resources or other applicable 

department personnel will notify the Security Director of any potential action 

that may materially affect the use of space such as: 

 

• Facility openings, closings, relocations, expansions. 

• Activities necessitating changes in physical security provisions. 

• Proposed changes in space utilized for the storage of 

pharmaceuticals, HIPAA documents, cash or changes impacting 

designated Security Areas. 

 

3.2  TSG Security creates or approves security designs of all physical security  

      systems in consultation with local operational management. 

 

3.3 Alteration, removal, disabling, modification or movement of a TSG  

                        Security approved system or system component must be reviewed and  

 approved by the TSG Safety and Security Manager.  Security systems and  

 components may include, but are not limited to, access control doors,  
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                        windows, emergency exit doors, locking hardware, audio alarm devices,  

                        alarm devices, closed circuit television devices, security communication  

equipment, access control devices, employee photo ID badges and related 

technology. 

 

3.4  Requests for exceptions to physical security standards and approvals of  

 such requests must be documented.  Approved exception requests will 

 bear the signature of the Safety and Security Manager. 

 

3.5  Business operations periodically have a need for enhanced physical  

security measures in some areas.  In such cases, specific rooms,  

      areas or buildings may be designated by TSG Security as “Security  

      Areas”.  TSG Security has developed and maintains physical security  

standards and operational requirements for security areas.  Security areas 

may include but are not limited to: pharmaceutical areas activities, data 

centers, IDF areas, vital equipment areas, areas used for the storage of 

sensitive public security information. All newly activated security areas 

will be reviewed and commissioned by TSG Security prior to use to 

ensure compliance with applicable building, security and life safety codes 

and standards. 

  

3.5.1  TSG distinguishes two types of security areas:   

 

▪ Controlled Areas.  Controlled areas are those buildings, areas or 

rooms where TSG employee space is separated from public space.  

Access is controlled and monitored.    

 

▪ Security Areas.  Security areas are those rooms, or areas where 

access is strictly controlled for safety or security reasons.  Security 

areas might include areas as: pharmaceutical areas, cashier areas, 

HIPAA storage areas, data centers and command centers, IDF 

closets, switchgear rooms, or similar areas. 

 

Section 4.0 Facility Security Plans  

 

4.1  TSG Security in consultation with senior operations Management for each  

TSG facility will cause a Facility Security Plan (FSP) to be implemented 

for each facility. The FSP will establish procedural requirements specific 

to the  facility to ensure physical security systems and other security 

measures are effectively employed.  FSPs must outline routine and 

emergency security activities and assign specific security responsibilities 

to individual employees.    

 

4.2  FSPs will include emergency and disaster response planning and  

      coordination.   
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4.3  FSPs will be subject to approval and monitoring by appropriate TSG  

      security personnel. 

 

Section 5.0 Physical Security Budget & Funding 

 

5.1 TSG’s security operating budget provides for the operation, installation, repair 

and maintenance of physical security resources for: general use of space, security 

officers, building access control services, employee photo IDs, closed circuit 

television and alarm monitoring services. 

 

5.2 Areas with special security needs will have all security related costs relative to 

 the establishment, relocation or modification of a security area accounted for in  

the capital budget for the overall project.  Areas with special security needs would 

 include but not be limited to: pharmaceutical areas, data centers, call centers,  

            areas storing sensitive information.   

 

Section 6 Physical Security Standards 

 

6.1 General 

 Each TSG facility will undergo an annual review of physical security measures.  

Security monitoring will include consideration of Facility Security Plans, security 

vulnerabilities, area crime risks, the deployment of physical security 

countermeasures and the implementation of procedures that prevent loss.   

 

6.2 Access Control Systems. 

Each TSG facility will maintain a secure separation between public and employee 

space.     

 

6.2.1 Access control system/badge activity reports are considered “Sensitive Public 

Security Information” per applicable guidelines and must be protected as such.  

Requests for card activity reports and any dissemination of access card 

information must be approved by the Director, Physical Security. 

 

6.2.1.2 Designated entrances and exits.  Specific entrances are designated as entries and  

Exits and will be marked as such.  

 

6.2.2 Perimeter doors that are approved for employee access may include: 

 

•  

• Standard entity exterior door lock sets or approved ‘crash’ bars. 

• Approved Request to Exit devices. 

• An approved door contact to report door status to the Security Command 

Center. 

•   

 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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6.2.3 Perimeter doors that are approved for emergency egress only may include: 

 

•  

• Standard perimeter door lock-sets or approved crash bars 

• An approved door contact to report door status to the Security Command 

Center. 

• Emergency Exit Only devices or approved local alarm device. 

  

6.2.4 Magnetic locks are not approved for use on perimeter or security areas doors.  

 

6.2.5 Magnetic locks, when approved, must include an approved emergency door  

            release device that opens the electrical circuit to the lock and simultaneously  

 transmits an emergency exit alarm to the Security Command Center. 

 

6.2.6 Magnetic locks, when used, must be integrated with the building fire alarm and/or  

 fire alarm suppression systems to release upon alarm activation. 

 

6.2.7 Access groups are created by TSG Security to facilitate access to TSG entity 

facilities. To enhance and preserve the integrity of TSG’s access control program, 

security access groups are assigned in such a manner as to assure the least amount 

of access necessary to fulfill official job requirements.  

 

6.2.8 A list of names of people authorized to enter and have unescorted access within a 

specific security area will be generated by the area “manager” and provided to 

TSG Security on a quarterly basis.  All persons whose name does not appear on 

the access list for the security area will not be given card access to the area and 

will be subject to security area visitor procedures (See Section 3.5 and Section 

6.2.9). 

 

6.2.9 Security Area Visitor Procedures.  Visitors to security areas will be required to 

sign in/out on the area visitor log and be escorted at all time while within the 

security area.  Cameras, transmitters and recording devices are not permitted 

within security areas without prior written approval by TSG Security. 

 

6.3 Alarm Systems. 

 

6.3.1 TSG facilities will be protected by security officers and/or Intrusion Detection 

Systems (IDS) including a combination of contact, volumetric, sound, vibration 

and other such devices intended to detect unauthorized intrusion into facilities, 

security areas and/or to report emergency conditions. 

   

6.3.1.1 TSG security will maintain a Security Command Center (SCC) that allows for 

security monitoring 24 hours per day, 365 days per year, so as to provide for 

alarm dispatch and the coordination of emergency responses for all TSG entity 

facilities. 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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6.3.2 Containers used to house or store medical pharmaceutical products, cash, HIPPA, 

employee personal information or sensitive public safety information may be 

protected by IDS devices or stored in and IDS protected room (security area) or 

other means as approved by TSG Security. 

 

6.3.3 IDS will be capable of detecting an intruder and transmitting alarm conditions to 

the Security Command Center for response initiation.   

 

6.3.4 IDS equipment will be installed, activated and maintained in accordance with 

TSG Security systems standards and specifications (See Appendix A). 

 

6.4 Emergency alarm devices used to report duress or other emergency conditions to  

            the Security Command Center may will be installed at TSG  receptionist desks,  

            specific Human Resources desks, key Executive areas, and other locations, as             

            deemed appropriate by TSG Security. 

 

6.4.1 Emergency alarm devices will be capable of silent transmission of an alarm  

 condition to the Security Command Center for response initiation. 

 

6.4.2 Emergency alarm devices where installed will adhere to TSG Security installation 

and maintenance standards and specifications.    

   

6.5 Surveillance Systems. 

 

6.5.1 Surveillance systems will be utilized in TSG   

            .  Security cameras should be deployed at other locations such as  

            parking, high traffic areas, gates, designated entrances/exits as recommended by  

            TSG Security. 

 

6.5.2 Each surveillance camera deployed must have a mission statement document 

approved by the Director of Safety and Security.  Cameras without an approved 

mission statement will be considered for decommissioning from service. 

 

6.5.3 “Dummy” or fake security cameras are not authorized in TSG facilities. 

 

6.5.4 Activity from all security cameras must be recorded. Recorded images will be 

retained for a minimum of 30 days.   

 

6.5.5 All requests to review recorded video images will be directed to the TSG 

Director of Safety and Security.   

 

6.6 Lighting Systems 

 

6.6.1 Exterior lighting surveys will be performed on a quarterly basis by security 

 personnel. 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
DOHDOHDOH
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6.6.2 Lighting levels will be maintained at the following levels: 

 

    

     

     

      

    

     

        

      

       

 

6.6.3 To alleviate potential “dark” periods during “start up” of high pressure lighting 

 fixtures exterior lighting should include a combination of high pressure and 

 incandescent lighting sources. 

 

6.6.4 Lighting levels inside TSG facilities will be maintained at such a level as not to 

create security or safety vulnerabilities and to allow CCTV equipment to function 

properly. 

  

Security Fencing 

 

6.7.1 Security fencing, when utilized, will be a minimum of  

. 

 

6.7.2 Gates and gate operators will be installed in accordance with UL-325 safety 

standards. 

 

6.7.3 Gates and fences will be periodically inspected by a TSG security representative 

to assure they are in good working order. 

 

6.8 Landscaping 

 

6.8.1 Landscaping, when utilized, will be configured in such a manner as not to create 

concealment areas in proximity to entrances, walkways or parking areas. 

 

6.8.2 Ornamental shrubs and landscaping near entrances shall not exceed 8” in height. 

 

6.8.3 Tree branches shall be trimmed to assure the lowest branches are at least 6’ from 

the ground.  

 

6.8.4 Whenever possible, an effort must be made to utilize Crime Prevention Through  

 Environmental Design (CPTED) concepts to maximize natural surveillance  

opportunities and minimize traffic by persons not associated with TSG,  

its employees, authorized visitors, consultants, or contractors.   

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH DOH
DOHDOHDOH DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOH DOH
DOHDOH DOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOH DOH
DOHDOHDOH DOH
DOHDOH DOH

DOHDOH DOH
DOHDOHDOH DOH
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6.9 Traffic & Parking. 

 

6.9.1 TSG facilities employees will operate motor vehicles in a safe and predictable 

manner observing  all municipal and property rules, regulations and 

restrictions.   

 

6.9.2 Violations of established traffic and parking standards will be documented by 

TSG Security and communicated to appropriate management personnel as 

appropriate. 

 

Section 7.0 Security Equipment Accountability, Control & Maintenance. 
 

7.1 Physical security equipment will be periodically audited by TSG Security. 

 

7.2 TSG Security will budget for the maintenance, repair and testing of building  

 security systems. 

 

7.3 Security area managers will budget for the maintenance, repair and testing of  

 Security area security systems. 

 

7.4 TSG security will verify that physical security systems receive preventative 

 maintenance in accordance with the manufacturers recommended specifications.  

 

7.5 Requests for repairs and service of security equipment will be recorded by the  

 Security Command Center. 

  

Section 8.0 Security Area Physical Security Program 

 

8.1 General  

The physical security measures discussed below are standard for all TSG security 

areas requiring restricted access and enhanced intrusion detection systems.  

Security equipment standards for specific security areas are established and 

maintained by the TSG Director of Safety and Security in consultation with the 

Security Area owner. Security area operations will be maintained in strict 

accordance with all applicable laws, regulations, policies and procedures. 

 

8.2 Security Procedures. 

 

8.2.1 Opening/closing procedures shall be established for each security area to 

minimize security risks during the opening and the closing of security area 

operations. Opening and closing procedures shall include provisions for the 

inspection of the security area prior to opening and prior to closing, the use of a 

safe entry signal once the security area has been inspected prior to opening. 
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8.2.2 Emergency procedures will be established for each security area and periodically 

tested to assure security area employees understand their roles and responsibilities 

in the event of a security emergency. 

 

8.2.3 Burglary procedures shall be established for each security area to communicate  

to employees their roles and responsibilities in the event of a burglary. 

 

8.2.4 Lock-down procedures shall be established for each security area to communicate 

roles and responsibilities of employees in the event it is necessary to lock-down 

the security area. 

 

8.2.6 Employees assigned work responsibilities within a security area will be provided 

with a periodic security briefing by area management on procedures specific to 

that security area. 

 

8.3 Access Control 

 All persons who request access to a TSG security area must agree to adhere to  

            TSG security policies and procedures as a condition of entry. 

 

8.3.1 All persons and items granted access to a TSG security area will be subject to 

security inspection at anytime, at the discretion of TSG security, by authorized 

security personnel.   

 

8.3.2 In accordance with departmental procedures, packages, boxes, chests, purses, 

briefcases, bags, coats, jackets or similar items may not be brought into security 

area areas.  Any such items approved for entry are subject to security inspection at 

any time.   

 

8.3.3 Lockers are provided for the storage of items not authorized for entry to security 

area areas.  Security area lockers remain the property of TSG and are subject to 

security inspection at anytime.  

 

8.3.3 Each TSG security area shall have the minimum necessary designated Entry/Exit 

points.  Entry/Exit portals not designated as the primary entrance will be equipped 

with emergency only exit devices, such as the Chexit device or Detex EA-100 or 

equivalent. 

 

8.3.5 Card access to security area areas shall be strictly limited to those persons whose 

name appears on a Security Area Access List approved by the security area 

manager and TSG security.     

 

8.3.6 A visitor to the security area is any person whose name does not appear on the 

 Security Area Access List. 

 

8.3.7 All security area visitors will sign, provide date and time In/Out on the provided 

 Security Area Visitor Log.   
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8.3.8 All persons within the security area will visibly display a TSG security issued  

            identification badge (i.e. employee, contractor, visitor) forward facing, above the  

            waist on their outer garment. 

 

8.4       Intrusion Detection 

TSG security area IDS will report alarm conditions to the TSG Security 

Command Center.  All IDS installations will adhere to the following:  

 

8.4.1 Each security area perimeter will be equipped to detect unauthorized entry 

 through the use of  and other 

 such security devices in accordance with applicable rules, statutes, ordinances and  

            as deemed prudent by TSG Security.  

 

8.4.2 Alarm panels that contain security wiring for security areas will be equipped with 

. 

 

8.4.3 Alarm panels for security area IDS will be located within the security area,   

 or will be located within a room equipped with alarm protection at least equal to  

            IDS protection.  

 

8.4.4 All network rooms, Data Centers or IDF closets that contain equipment directly  

 related to the operation of security area security equipment will be equipped with  

 , at least equal to that provided to the security area.  

 

8.4.5 All moveable openings to the security area will be considered for protection 

 with IDS. 

 

8.4.6 All openings to the security area greater than  

. 

 

8.4.7 Each security area management team will work with TSG Security to develop and 

utilize monthly IDS testing to assure continued proper function of alarm 

equipment. 

 

8.4.7 Each security area will work with TSG security to develop and utilize procedures 

for the service and maintenance of security equipment, to include post service 

testing and the development of security measures that would be used to  

 compensate for inoperability of electronic security devices.   

 

8.4.8 All documentation related to TSG security area alarm system communications 

infrastructure, cable routes, power supplies, IP addresses etc. is considered 

sensitive public security information, and must be protected accordingly.  

 

8.4.9 IDS devices will be tested on a monthly basis and a security monthly checklist  

 provided to TSG Security (See Appendix B). 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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8.5 Surveillance 

 Cameras will be so positioned and configured as to provide an unobstructed view 

 of work processing surfaces, entrances/exits, storage areas, work areas or  

            walkways. Cameras must provide views of sufficient quality adequate to identify  

            a person in the cameras view.      

 

8.5.1 All security area work surfaces utilized to handle, process sensitive materials will 

be within the view of security cameras. Cameras must provide a view adequate to 

determine the specific type of materials being handled and anomalies in 

processing procedures.   

 

8.6 Loss Prevention 

 Each security area will work with TSG security to develop and utilize 

 opening and closing procedures to minimize the risk of security incidents 

 occurring during these critical periods. 

 

8.6.1 Security area management teams will work with TSG security to develop and 

enhance processes and procedures that minimize opportunities for internal theft. 

  

8.6.2 All security area materials when not in use will be secured in such a manner as to  

            preclude theft or diversion.   

 

8.6.3 Asset Storage  

 Containers used for the storage of cash, medical products, or negotiables will be  

            approved on a case by case basis by TSG security and will meet the following  

specifications or equivalent: 

 

8.6.4 Provide resistance to surreptitious entry, forced entry, lock manipulation. 

 

8.6.5  

 .   

 

8.6.6 The safe or steel cabinet will be equipped with a  

  

 

8.6.7 The safe or steel cabinet will be located within a building or other area protected  

             by the use of access control, surveillance and IDS. 

 

8.6.8 IDS equipment will be configured so as to alarm in an alarm monitoring center  

 that has a 24 hours per day surveillance system. 

 

8.6.9 The Security Command Center that monitors alarms from TSG’s facilities will 

have documented response protocols assuring adequate and prompt response to 

alarm conditions. 

 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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8.6.10 Alarm Codes will be changed annually.  When a person leaves employment with    

TSG or otherwise no longer needs an alarm code as a part of their job function, 

their alarm code will be deleted. 

 

8.6.11 Walls and doors will be of substantial construction and of a type that makes 

 obvious, any attempts to penetrate the wall or door.   

 

8.6.12 Windows will be “security” glass or protected with security film.     

 

8.6.13 Electrical panels and circuits that service security equipment will be located 

within locked areas and will be unmarked. 

 

8.6.14 All utility openings to the area will be considered for security vulnerabilities. 

 

8.6.15  

 

 

8.6.16 Combination locks, when used to secure assets within a security area, will utilize 

the following procedure: combinations will be changed annually and each time 

someone possessing a combination no longer requires access to the container as a 

part of their job duties or leaves employment with TSG. 

 

8.6.17 Security area employees will complete initial security orientation training and 

periodic security refresher training. 

 

8.6.18 Security training will include the following subjects: 

 

 Area access/escort procedures. 

 IDS procedures. 

 Loss prevention procedures (coats, brief cases etc). 

 Emergency Procedures (evacuation, severe weather, fire, etc). 

 Incident Reporting Procedures. 

 

Section 9.0 Building Locks & Keys 
 

9.1 TSG Security will establish and maintain a lock and key program that  

  identifies key holders and establishes a corporate standard. 

 

9.2 Facilities will coordinate lock & key installations for new construction, and  

  remodeled facilities.   

 

9.3 TSG Security will coordinate the installation of exterior key boxes as required by 

local code. 

 

9.4 As needed, TSG security will maintain a lock-box of emergency keys available 

for sign out.   

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Section 10.0 Security Equipment Accountability, Control & Maintenance 

 

10.1 All physical security equipment property will be documented in a property record 

 to be maintained and periodically monitored by TSG security. 

 

10.2 TSG Security must budget for the maintenance and testing of physical 

 security equipment. 

 

10.3 TSG security will ensure that all physical security systems receive preventative 

maintenance in accordance with manufacturers recommended specifications. 

 

10.4 Requests for repairs and service of security equipment will be directed to the  

 Security Command Center.  

 

Section 11.0 Security Incident Reporting & Investigation 

 

11.1 Security Incident Reporting. The theft, sabotage, diversion of TSG property or 

products, confidential documents, threatening, harassing, unsafe or illegal 

behavior must be promptly reported to TSG Security.    

 

11.2 Incident Investigation (initial).  Upon receiving a report of a security incident, 

security officers will conduct a preliminary investigation and generate an Incident 

Report describing such. This report will be forwarded to the Director, Corporate 

Safety and Security for review and further investigation, as required. 

 

Section 12.0 Personnel Security Program 

 

12.1 Pre-employment background investigations based on fingerprints will be 

conducted on prospective TSG prior to extending an employment offer.   

 

12.1.1 Contractors, consultants and vendors granted unescorted access to TSG facilities 

must have undergone background investigations as approved by TSG.  

 

12.2 Random periodic background checks may be conducted to assure continued 

fitness for employment/access. 

 

Section 13.0 Security Awareness  

 

13.1 Initial security briefings will be provided to all employees during new employee 

orientation. 

 

13.2 Periodic briefings will be conducted to advise employees of new security 

procedures, threats and vulnerabilities. 
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13.3. TSG Security will initiate and maintain a security awareness program including 

website updates, periodic meetings and training and e-mails to keep employee 

awareness of security issues current.  

 

13.3 Volunteer Security Awareness Committees will be established at TSG facilities to 

promote security awareness and to communicate information related to security 

issues. 

 

Section 14 Security Project Management 

 

14.1 TSG Security shall be notified as soon as possible of any new facility 

construction/renovation/acquisition requiring new construction or major 

renovation. 

 

14.2 TSG Security shall review and approve preliminary and final floor plan drawings 

to insure that standard security architectural and technological security measures 

have been developed and incorporated into the design of the facility or space. 

 

14.3 A security device design drawing will be developed by TSG Security for all new 

locations.  This drawing will indicate security device types and approximate 

locations.   

 

14.4 TSG Security will review and evaluate contractor proposals to ensure correct 

quantities and devices are being ordered. 

 

14.5 A TSG Security representative and the contractor representative will jointly 

conduct a site inspection during the security contractor installation phase, and will 

conduct a site inspection during the final phase of the project to develop a “punch-

list”.   

 

14.6 Any new security equipment/device not addressed herein and that is required to 

protect a new or existing facility shall be reviewed and approved by TSG Security 

prior to installation.  Any existing security equipment or device proposed for 

relocation to a new location or facility shall be reviewed and approved by TSG 

Security.   

 

Section 15 Security Officer Program. 

 

15.1 TSG Security may utilize uniformed security officers to accomplish any or all 

aspects of the physical security program inside/outside of routine business 

operations hours and emergency conditions. 

 

15.2 Should TSG utilize security officers at its facilities, security officers will be 

uniformed, trained and licensed in accordance with the local authority having 

jurisdiction. 
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15.3 Security officers have the authority to act, within their chain of command,   

on behalf of TSG with regard to security and emergency matters. 

 

15.4 Security officers are authorized to respond to force with equal force in accordance 

with the laws of the state of their assignment. 

 

15.5 Security officers will be provided with current Post Orders that document their 

duties, responsibilities and procedures. 

 

15.6 Security Officers will be in full uniform whenever they are in a Private or 

Government entity facility or attending a Private or Government entity function. 

 

15.7 Where utilized, security officers will provide after hours surveillance and fire  

watch of TSG’s facilities.  This will be accomplished via the regular patrol and 

assessment of facilities. This activity will be documented via use of an electronic 

patrol management system. 

  

15.8 Quality Assurance Program.  The uniformed security service provider for TSG 

will create and implement a Quality Assurance (QA) program for security officer 

operations.  Individual officer customer service, post order knowledge, adherence 

to policies and procedures will be formally evaluated on a weekly basis.  

Deficiencies will be noted and addressed with all uniformed security staff. A 

written report of QA activities will be provided to TSG’s Physical Security 

Manager at the end of each quarter.    

 

Section 16 Key Associate Protection Program (KAPP) 

 

16.1 Specific employees by virtue of their decision making authority and 

responsibilities, constitute a Key Asset to the Continuity of Operations for TSG.  

The role of the Key Associate Protection Program (KAPP) is to assure the 

physical protection of assets vital to the continuity of TSG operations.  

 

16.2 The TSG executive staff will constitute the group of Key Employees.  Additional 

employees may be added at the discretion of TSG.  

 

16.3 TSG Security will conduct an annual review and needs assessment of the KAPP 

and make recommendations to the Director of General Services Administration.  

 

17.0 Emergency Response Teams (ERT) 

 

17.1 Each TSG facility will organize a volunteer team of Emergency 

Responders (ERT) to augment uniformed personnel in emergency 

situations.  ERT activities will be coordinated by the ERT Council chaired 

by the Director of Safety & Security. 
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17.2 The ‘lead’ ERT member at each site will assume the role of TSG Incident 

Commander in the event of a site wide emergency in accordance with the 

Emergency Plan for that location. 

 

17.3 The Incident Commander with act as the site liaison with responding 

emergency units and the TSG Security Command Center.  

 

17.4 ERT members will be provided with First-aid, CPR, AED, fire 

extinguisher, and HAZMAT awareness training. 

 

17.3 Local ERT teams will meet on a monthly basis to plan and train.  All 

 ERTs will convene in a quarterly ERT conference call to coordinate and   

                        review emergency procedures and planning. 
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Appendix A Physical Security Equipment Standards 

 

All security devices will be .  

 

Door Contacts. 

Building perimeter doors will utilize  or approved equivalent. 

 

Security Areas will utilize  or approved 

equivalent. Contact wiring will be secured in flexible conduit as approved by TSG 

Security.  

 

Security containers used to store high value assets or drugs will be equipped with high 

security balanced reed magnetic contacts. The contact will be mounted on the outside of 

the safe door. Contact wiring will be secured in flexible conduit as approved by TSG 

Security.  This alarm will remain in the secure or armed mode at all times and when the 

safe is to be opened a person on the approved access list for the container will contact the 

command center via telephone and receive authorization to deactivate the alarm.  When 

the safe is to be closed a person whose name appears on the approved access list will 

contact the Security Command center and receive authorization to activate the alarm. 

 

Duress/hold-up buttons will be  (or approved 

equivalent).  Wiring will secured in flexible conduit or equivalent as approved by TSG 

Security. 

 

 

 

General building areas when used, will be dual technology commercial motion sensors or 

approved equivalent. 

 

Security Area motion sensors will be  

 or approved equivalent. 

   

Supervision of IDS electronic communication. 

Alarm lines shall be continuously supervised to detect attempts to open, short or to inject 

an unauthorized signal into the system in an attempt to by-pass or defeat the system.   

 

Alarm communications wiring, terminal blocks, network devices etc. will NOT be 

marked or identified as “security” or “alarm”. 

 

Alarm panels and junction boxes will be equipped with tamper devices capable of 

alerting the alarm monitoring center of unauthorized access to the panel or wiring.  

 

IDS equipment will be provided with back-up power supplies that provide 24 hours of 

emergency power.   

 

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH
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Appendix B Alarm Inspection & Testing Standard 

 

Alarm Wiring.   

All alarm wiring shall be enclosed in a metal raceway, unless installed in a manner that 

effectively conceals security wiring and is approved by TSG Security. 

 

Tamper Alarms. 

Alarm panels and junction boxes will be equipped with tamper switches that transmit an 

intrusion alarm signal to the Security Command Center when the panel or box is opened.  

The transmission of a tamper alarm should be tested and verified during the facility  

 

Security Audit. 

 

 Power Alarms. 

Normal power should be removed from the alarm panel on an annual basis to 

test/exercise the back-up battery.  An alarm signal shall be transmitted to the Security 

Command Center upon loss of power and transfer to battery back-up. 

 

Alarm Signaling. 

Annually telephone-lines or network connections should be removed from alarm 

signaling devices to confirm proper operation of the secondary communication devices 

and that a communication loss alarm is generated in the Security Command Center. 

 

Emergency Alarms.  Each emergency signaling device will be activated annually to 

confirm proper operation and verify the accuracy of alarm data and procedures. 

 

Door Contacts. 

Contacts will be visually inspected to assure wiring is terminated and wiring is secured 

within armored cable. 

 

Building perimeter doors will be tested to assure alarm activation when the door is 

opened not more than ¾” of an inch. 

 

Security Areas will be tested to assure alarm activation when the door is opened not more 

than ¾” of an inch and the contact triggers an alarm if a magnet is placed on or near it. 

 

Motion Sensors. 

Passive infrared and dual technology (microwave/IR) must detect the subject taking one 

step in any direction.  Upon detection an alarm activation must be transmitted to the TSG 

Security Command Center to initiate alarm response. 
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Section 9 — Employee Qualifications, Description of Duties and Training 

Contd. – Grow/Processing 
 

A. PLEASE PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND 

ROLES OF EACH PRINCIPAL, FINANCIAL BACKER, OPERATOR AND 

EMPLOYEE.  

 

9.  Amina Garrett—Senior Staffing Specialist/Recruiter: The Senior Recruiters responsibility 

and duties will include conducting cradle to grave recruiting, including screening, sourcing, and 

vetting candidates; write and place job descriptions on various subscription databases as well as 

on social media; conduct candidate interviews, conduct reference checks; extend job offers; 

conducts new-employee orientations; monitors career-path program and employee relations 

counseling; conducts exit interviews. 

 

10.  Wilbert Whitaker Jr.—Facilities Manager: Mr. Whitaker’s duties and responsibilities in 

the role of facilities manager for TSG’s facilities consist of managing and maintaining the 

buildings and grounds of the organization, including providing oversite to the upkeep of 

equipment and supplies. This includes ensuring the buildings and grounds are maintained, which 

entails daily and weekly cleaning schedules as well as determining and scheduling repairs, 

renovation projects, waste reduction improvements and safety inspections. As such, Mr. 

Whitaker will be responsible for coordinating with the custodial and maintenance staff. He will 

also be in charge of a budget for supplies, repairs and other measures 

 

11. David McCoy—Security Director: TSG’s Security Director, Mr. David McCoy, with 

nearly 40 years of experience as a security professional, including serving as a Security Director 

for a large pharmaceuticals company, will lead TSG’s corporate and physical security function. 

In this role, he will be responsible for developing the vision and program parameters necessary to 

ensure the effective implementation and execution of a world class medical cannabis facility 

security program. He will do so by implementing, executing, managing, and maintaining all of 

TSG’s Pennsylvania Medical Cannabis facility security activities and operations, including 

providing oversite on TSG’s overall security strategy, security architecture development, and 

functional oversight. The scope of this role covers all utilized security technologies and services, 

including protection services, perimeter defenses, physical and logical access control, and profile 

management of all employees, physicians, contractors and visitors.  

This role’s additional responsibilities include achieving operational excellence in: investigation 

procedures and governance, exposure to liability and physical risk management, protection for 

employees, physicians, members, patients and visitors to TSG’s medical cannabis facilities, all of 

TSG’s transportation activities, and asset loss and fraud prevention. Additionally, one of the 

most critical functions of TSG’s Security Director will be to manage TSG’s security training 

programs, including anti-diversion training programs, for all company employees.  

 

 

http://www.snagajob.com/job-search/q-facilities+manager
http://www.snagajob.com/job-search/q-repair
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B.  PLEASE DESCRIBE THE EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS OF EACH PRINCIPAL 

AND EMPLOYEE. 

 

9. Amina Garrett:  Ms. Garrett is a U.S. Army Veteran and senior staffing professional and 

Human Resources Generalist with over 10 years of experience in corporate recruiting. Prior to 

working for Mr. Wright, she worked for large firms including Science Applications International 

Corporation as a senior recruiter and as a HR Generalist for Nonprofit organizations including 

the National Minority AIDS Council. Her specializations include: full-life cycle recruitment, 

program management, employee benefits enrollment, new hire orientation/onboarding, and 

timesheet administration. Additionally, her Software Proficiency include Microsoft Office Suite, 

Taleo, Njoyn, Recruitmax (Vurv), Springboard, Extensity, SETS, iCIMS, EZ Order, Deltek, 

Costpoint, SAP, and SharePoint. 

 

10.  Wilbert Whitaker Jr.:  Mr. Wilbert Whitaker is a facilities subject matter expert with 

nearly 30 years of experience in property management and disposition services. Mr. Whitaker 

served twenty years on active duty in the U.S. Army as a Chief Warrant Officer property 

accounting technician. Since his retirement from active duty, he has continued to apply his 

knowledge and expertise in support of U.S. Army operations both on a national level and 

internationally, including on contracts in Afghanistan and in Iraq. In doing so, Mr. Whitaker 

served as Director of Property and Logistics for large companies including DynCorp (on 

the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program) and Sciences Application International Corporation 

(MRAP Program Kuwait). Mr. Whitaker’s specialties include planning and coordinating 

installation services (i.e. telecommunications, heat, electricity etc.) and refurbishments, 

managing the upkeep of equipment and supplies to meet health and safety standards, inspecting 

buildings’ structures to determine the need for repairs or renovations, reviewing utilities 

consumption, and controlling activities such as parking space allocation.  Mr. Whitaker 

possesses his Bachelor of Arts from Leo University, he is currently a member of the National 

Property Management Association (NPMA) and is 

PropertyBook Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE) certified. 

 

11. David McCoy:  Is a security subject matter expert with nearly 30 years of consecutive 

security related experience. He is a Certified Protection Professional and his specialties include 

security management, physical security, industrial, access control, CCTV, surveillance and 

surveillance equipment, corporate security, vulnerability assessments, risk assessment and 

management. Mr. McCoy’s security experience ranges from providing security services on 

various federal contracts for large government contracting companies (including serving as a 

security supervisor for Lockheed Martin’s Missiles and Fire Control Division and as Senior 

Security Manager for Battelle for 16 years), to serving a security manager for banks (including 

Comerica bank).  He has also served as a physical security subject matter expert for various 

government state and local organizations including the City of Austin, Texas and Wake County, 

North Carolina. As such, Mr. McCoy has a significant and extensive physical security 

experience. Mr. McCoy holds his MBA from Northcentral University and his BA in 

Criminology and Criminal Justice from the Ohio State University. 
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EMPLOYEES (CONTD.) – Grow/Processing 

SECTION 4 

B. Please List Employees (Continued)  

LEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR ANY EMPLOYEES THAT 

HAVE BEEN HIRED TO DATE TO WORK FOR THE APPLICANT LISTED IN THIS 

APPLICATION. IF NO EMPLOYEES ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, PLEASE LEAVE 

THIS SECTION BLANK.   

 

First Name: Thomas 

Last Name: Haffly 

Suffix:  

Date of Birth:  

Occupation: Horticulturist 

Title in Applicant’s Business: Horticulturist 

Address:                                                                                                                                                                                   

City:                                                                                                                                                                                        

State:                                                                                                                                                                               

Zip Code:                                                                                                                                                                                  

Phone:                                                                                                                                                                                        

Email:  

 

First Name: Barbara  

Last Name: Ochester 

Suffix:  

Date of Birth:  

Occupation: American Cannabis Nurse’s Association Director. Clinical Care Manager, 

Professor of Nursing 

Title in Applicant’s Business:  Nurse and Community Outreach Lead 

Address: .                                                                                                                                                                                  

City:                                                                                                                                                                                       

State:                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Zip Code:                                                                                                                                                                                   

Phone:                                                                                                                                                                                        

Email:  

 

First Name: Amina 

Last Name: Garrett 

Suffix:  

Date of Birth:  

Occupation: Staffing/Recruiting Specialist 

Title in Applicant’s Business: Sr. Technical Recruiter 

DOHDOH
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Address:                                                                                                                                                                                   

City:                                                                                                                                                                                         

State:                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Zip Code:                                                                                                                                                                                  

Phone:                                                                                                                                                                                         

Email:  

 

First Name: David  

Last Name: McCoy 

Suffix:  
Occupation: Security Specialist 

Title in Applicant’s Business: Director of Security 

Date of Birth:  

Address:   

City:                                                                                                                                                                                         

State:                                                                                                                                                                                               

Zip Code:  

Phone:  

Email:  

 

 

First Name: Wilbert 

Last Name: Whitaker 

Suffix:  
Occupation: Logistics & Facilities Specialist 

Title in Applicant’s Business: Facility Manager 

Date of Birth:  

Address:   

City:                                                                                                                                                                                           

State:                                                                                                                                                                                               

Zip Code:  

Phone:  

Email:  
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